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ACOUSTICAL NEWS—USA
Elaine Moran
Acoustical Society of America, Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-4502

Editor’s Note: Readers of this Journal are encouraged to submit news items on awards, appointments, and other activities about
themselves or their colleagues. Deadline dates for news items and notices are 2 months prior to publication.

Reviewers of Manuscripts, 2000 and 2001
Each year the Journal endeavors to publish a list of all the persons who

reviewed manuscripts during the preceding year. Such a list is a compen-
dium of names supplied by the Associate Editors. Because our peer review
system depends strongly on the continuing anonymity of the reviewers, the
Journal publishes these names in alphabetical order without identification of
the associate editors who provided the names and without identification of
the papers they reviewed. The last such published list, for 1998 and 1999,
appeared in November 2000. The list below is intended to include the names
for both 2000 and 2001. The primary reason for the publication of the list is
to express the Journal’s gratitude to its reviewers. Reviewing a paper is often
a very time consuming and demanding task, and the anonymity requirement
yields no professional recognition to those who generously provide their
time to help the Associate Editors decide which papers should be published
and to give constructive criticisms to the authors. The Journal is justifiably
proud of this list, which includes a goodly proportion of all the researchers
and eminent authorities in acoustics and related fields. In a compendium of
this length, omissions and errors are inevitable. If anyone notices such,
please send the corrections and missing names via e-mail or regular mail to
either Elaine Moran~asa@aip.org! or Allan Pierce~adp@bu.edu!.
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Reports of Technical Committees 2001–2002
(See October issue for additional technical committee reports)

Acoustical Oceanography

As the first order of business in this report, the Technical Committee
on Acoustical Oceanography~AO! would like to thank its outgoing Chair,
James F. Lynch, for three years of outstanding service. He initiated the AO
‘‘Mini-Course in Oceanography,’’ in which two oceanographers, generally
from outside the ASA attend the technical sessions and give one hour mini-
tutorials about various areas of oceanography~which are generally related
topically to our sessions!. He was also responsible for organizing and over-
seeing the selection process for the first recipient of the Medwin Prize in
Acoustical Oceanography. Under his leadership AO has been an active and
exciting Technical Committee.

The fall 2001 ASA meeting in Ft. Lauderdale was a busy one for
Acoustical Oceanography. The first Medwin Prize in Acoustical Oceanogra-
phy was awarded to Timothy G. Leighton of the Institute of Sound and
Vibration Research, Southampton University, ‘‘for the effective use of sound
in the discovery and understanding of physical processes and parameters in
the sea, particularly ocean bubbles.’’ He gave the Medwin Prize Lecture,
entitled ‘‘Surf Zone Bubble Spectroscopy: The Role of the Acoustic Cross-
Section.’’ Robert Spindel presented a special lecture, entitled ‘‘History of
Acoustical Oceanography,’’ memorializing the significant achievements and
milestones in acoustical oceanography during the first three quarters of the
Society’s first century. The lecture is part of the History Lecture Series
organized by the ASA Committee on Archives and History. Alex Hay orga-
nized an AO special session on ‘‘Turbulence and Finestructure Studies,’’
which included AO Mini-Course presentations by Ann Gargett on water
column turbulence and John Trowbridge on boundary layer turbulence. AO
also cosponsored a special session on ‘‘Acoustic Image Reconstruction Us-
ing Tomographic Techniques.’’ The issues surrounding marine mammals and
undersea sound were highlighted at the meeting. AO cosponsored two spe-
cial sessions related to these issues, ‘‘Acoustics and Marine Mammals’’ and
‘‘Ocean Research and Marine Mammal Regulatory Issues.’’ In addition,
Peter Worcester represented AO in a panel discussion on ‘‘ASA’s Role in
Marine Mammal Bioacoustics.’’ Kelly J. Benoit-Bird was selected for the
Best Student Paper Award for her paper entitled ‘‘Energy: Converting from
acoustic to biological resource units.’’ The AO representatives to the Tech-
nical Program Organizing Meeting~TPOM! had a challenging task given the

large number of special sessions and papers in both AO and UW. We are
indebted to Michael Brown and David Palmer for their efforts.

The spring 2002 ASA meeting in Pittsburgh was also busy and suc-
cessful. The 2002 Medwin Prize in Acoustical Oceanography was awarded
to Bruce D. Cornuelle of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Univer-
sity of California at San Diego, ‘‘for the effective use of sound in the dis-
covery and understanding of physical processes in the sea, using inverse
methods to interpret long-range acoustic propagation data.’’ He gave the
Medwin Prize Lecture, entitled ‘‘Ocean Tomography, Inverse Methods, and
Broadband Ocean Acoustics.’’~Subsequent Medwin Prizes will continue to
be awarded at the spring ASA meetings.! Mohsen Badiey organized an AO
special session entitled ‘‘Ed Hamilton Memorial Session on Sediment Prop-
erties,’’ and R. Lee Culver organized one entitled ‘‘Acoustical Studies of
Bubbles in the Ocean.’’ The Best Student Paper Awards for Pittsburgh have
not yet been announced. We are indebted to David Palmer~again!! and Kyle
Becker for representing AO at the TPOM.

The Acoustical Oceanography Technical Committee now has a new
web site, for which we are indebted to Gopu Potty and James Miller. It can
be reached through the ASA web page by clicking on ‘‘Committees.’’ Please
check it out and e-mail any material, additional links, or comments that you
might have to potty@oce.uri.edu or miller@oce.uri.edu.

The greatest concern that I have encountered during my first year as
Chair of the AO Technical Committee is the extent to which AO and UW
sessions sometimes overlap at ASA meetings. AO and UW have formed a
small joint committee, chaired by James Lynch and Henrik Schmidt, to
make recommendations on possible approaches to minimizing this problem.

I would like to close by thanking all of the volunteers who make the
AO Technical Committee a success!

PETER F. WORCESTER
Chair

Animal Bioacoustics

The Animal Bioacoustics Technical Committee and its activities con-
tinued to expand during the past year. Members and friends of the commit-
tee met at the Ft. Lauderdale and Pittsburgh ASA meetings with approxi-
mately 30 attending in Ft. Lauderdale and 20 in Pittsburgh.

Animal Bioacoustics sponsored three special sessions at the fall meet-
ing in Ft. Lauderdale: Fish Audition and Sound Production organized by
David Mann and Mardi Hastings, Acoustics and Marine Mammals orga-
nized by Joseph Blue and Edmund Gerstein, and a Session Honoring the
Contributions of William Watkins organized by Peter Tyack. In addition
Mardi Hastings gave a Hot Topics presentation that included contributions
from several members. The program on Acoustics and Marine Mammals,
co-sponsored with the Technical Committees on Underwater Acoustics,
Acoustical Oceanography and Noise, consisted of five very well attended
sessions that culminated with a lively panel discussion on ASA’s Role on
Marine Mammal Bioacoustics. Charles Schmid organized and moderated
the panel discussion. Members of the panel were Whitlow Au~Hawaii In-
stitute of Marine Biology, University of Hawaii!, David Bradley~Applied
Research Laboratory, Pennsylvania State University!, Roger Gentry~Na-
tional Marine Fisheries Service, National Oceanographic on Atmospheric
Administration!, Bob Gisiner ~Marine Mammal Science and Technology
program, Office of Naval Research!, Darlene Ketten~Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institute and Harvard Medical School!, Joel Reynolds~Natural Re-
source Defense Council!, Ben Stein~American Institute of Physics!, and
Peter Worcester~Scripps Institution of Oceanography!. The panel and audi-
ence discussed ideas to improve standards, research, education and commu-
nication pertaining to current issues in marine mammal bioacoustics.

At the spring meeting in Pittsburgh Jim Simmons gave a very exciting
and well-attended tutorial lecture, ‘‘Keep You Ear on the Ball: Display of
Targets in the Bat’s Sonar Receiver.’’Ann Bowles organized special sessions
on the Acoustics of Terrestrial Mammals and Birds and Jeanette Thomas
organized sessions Honoring the Contributions of Bill Evans. Animal Bioa-
coustics joined the Technical Committees on Noise and Speech Communi-
cation as co-sponsor of a session on Public Policy Issues. This session
highlighted several issues to be examined by the newly formed ad hoc Panel
on Public Policy.

Four special sessions are planned for the upcoming meeting in Can-
cun. In addition Arthur Popper and Robert Dooling will give an hour pre-
sentation on the History of Animal Bioacoustics in the Society. A written
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version of this lecture will appear inThe Acoustical Society of America -
The First 75 Years, a book being prepared by the Archives and History
Committee for distribution at the 75th anniversary meeting in New York in
Spring 2004.

Congratulations go to Jim Finneran who received the R. Bruce Lind-
say Award in Pittsburgh for his contributions to hearing in teleost fishes and
dolphins. Also during the past year Darlene Ketten, John Richardson, An-
drea Simmons and William Watkins were honored by being elected Fellows
of the Society for their contributions to the field of animal bioacoustics.

Whitlow Au and Charles Schmid are planning and organizing the 1st
Symposium on Acoustic Communication by Animals, using special techni-
cal initiative funds from ASA. This symposium will be held July 27–30,
2003, at the University of Maryland-College Park. Several colleagues from
Animal Bioacoustics are serving on the organizing and technical committees
for this workshop.

Animal Bioacoustics continues to be served by many excellent volun-
teers. Charles Greene is replacing Whitlow Au as the Animal Bioacoustics
representative to the Medals and Awards Committee as Whit is currently a
member of the Executive Council. Darlene Ketten will replace Charles on
the Membership Committee. Ann Bowles will continue as the Animal Bioa-
coustics representative to ASACOS and Micheal Dent as representative to
the ASA Student Council. David Mann attended the Technical Program
Organizing Meetings for Ft. Lauderdale and will also go to the one for
Cancun. David Bradley from Underwater Acoustics graciously filled in for
Animal Bioacoustics at the organizing meeting for Pittsburgh. A special
thanks goes to all the session organizers and speakers who contributed to the
success of the Animal Bioacoustics program during the past year.

Mardi Hastings
Chair

Architectural Acoustics

TCAA had a very busy and productive year, with numerous special
sessions in Chicago and Ft. Lauderdale, and numerous activities supported
by technical initiatives from the Technical Council.

Highlights included the ASA meetings, continued work on classroom
acoustics, adopting management of the Newman Award, the development of
an ASA ‘‘Registry of Acoustical Places,’’ development of a book on halls for
music performance, and even support of a video production for classroom
acoustics.

The local meeting committee for Chicago was comprised primarily of
TCAA members, including Scott Pfeiffer~the general chair!, along with
Paul Calamia, John Kopec, Martha Larson, and Ian Hoffman.

Special sessions at the Chicago meeting included concert hall mea-
surements, first 80 milliseconds in auditoria, a poster session of halls for
music performance, a joint poster session~with Engineering Acoustics and
Noise! on acoustical test facilities, student design competition in architec-
tural acoustics, architectural acoustic modeling and imaging, a walking tour
of three Chicago theaters, measurements and predictions of building mate-
rials and systems~joint with Engineering Acoustics and Noise!, privacy and
articulation in classrooms and other occupied spaces~joint with Noise!, and
the sound of baseball~joint with Noise, Physical Acoustics, and Engineering
Acoustics!. Session chairs included Christopher Jaffe, Jerald Hyde, Christo-
pher Storch, Timothy Foulkes, Ian Hoffman, Charles Moritz, Brigitte
Schulte-Fortkamp, Daniel Raichel, Robert Coffeen, Lily Wang, Robin
Glosemeyer, Neil Shaw, Brandon Tinianov, David Lubman, and Joseph
Pope. Paper sorters were Brandon Tinianov and Robin Glosemeyer. Robert
Coffeen, Lily Wang, and Robin Glosemeyer directed the student design
competition. K. Anthony Hoover was introduced as the new TCAA chair.
Dorie Najolia reported that the student council was developing a new web
page. David Egan was elected as chair of the subcommittee managing the
Robert Newman Award. William Cavanaugh reported on the development of
a ‘‘Registry of Acoustical Places.’’ TCAA members Angelo Campanella and
Soren Bech were recognized as new Fellows of ASA. TCAA, Animal Bioa-
coustics, Music, Noise, Structural Acoustics, and the National Council of
Acoustical Consultants jointly sponsored a student reception. Scott Pfeiffer,
Paul Calamia, and Martha Larson arranged a lecture presentation at nearby
Orchestra Hall, and also worked with Richard Talaske in arranging a theater
crawl of Auditorium Theater, the Palace Theater, and Goodman Theater.

Sessions at the Ft. Lauderdale meeting included room acoustics pot-
pourri, speech privacy design in office spaces, the TCAA Vern O. Knudsen

Distinguished Lecture, integration of synthesis techniques with ‘‘acoustic’’
music~joint with Musical Acoustics!, cruise ship acoustics~high seas acous-
tical adventures! ~joint with Noise!, speech intelligibility and metrics~joint
with Speech Communications!, and measurements and materials. Session
chairs included David Marsh, John Erdreich, Kenneth Roy, David Lubman,
K. Anthony Hoover, Richard Campbell, Russell Cooper, and Peggy Nelson.
Paper sorters were Lily Wang and David Marsh. David Bradley reported that
the student council is preparing a section on the ASA website. Jerry Lilly
was recognized as a new Fellow of the Acoustical Society of America.
TCAA, Animal Bioacoustics, Music, Noise, and the National Council of
Acoustical Consultants cosponsored a student luncheon. Members were en-
couraged to attend the Acoustical Society Foundation fund raising dinner
featuring Sebastian Junger.

Technical initiatives continue to support TCAA’s website maintenance,
student receptions, and the printing of the classroom acoustics brochure.
Technical initiatives also supported AIA~American Institute of Architects!
certification for courses taught by members of TCAA who offered courses to
architects.

TCAA members continued to assist in the development of the guide-
lines for proper acoustics in classrooms, with a goal of completing an ANSI
standard.

Roughly 70 members attended the TCAA meeting in Chicago and
about 50 attended in Ft. Lauderdale.

Members continue to actively participate in all aspects of TCAA, both
at ASA meetings and beyond.

Active participation remains strong in TCAA, and our membership,
including student members, continues to grow.

K. ANTHONY HOOVER
Chair

Biomedical Ultrasound/Bioresponse to Vibration

Twenty-one members attended the B&B technical committee~TC!
meeting in December 2001, in Ft. Lauderdale, FL. Fall meetings are our
‘‘off’’ meetings, at which we usually try to sponsor innovative programs
rather than a host of special sessions. Hence Pierre Mourad organized and
chaired the all-day Topical Meeting on the ‘‘Physics of Ultrasound in Rela-
tion to the Biology of its Therapeutic Effects: HIFU, LOFU, and Imaging
HIFU Lesions.’’ Michael Bailey and Ibrahim Hallaj were contributed-paper
session chairs and Subha Maruvada was the TPOM representative. At the Ft.
Lauderdale meeting, B&B had 32 papers in four sessions~two of which
were the Topical Meeting!, and all were well-attended~peaks of more than
40 attendees at every session!. B&B also cosponsored two sessions:
‘‘Theory and Applications of Acoustic Time Reversal’’ and ‘‘Acoustic Image
Reconstruction Using Tomographic Techniques.’’ Mattias Fink and Shira
Broschat were made New Fellows at this meeting, and Tim Leighton was
awarded the first Medwin Prize.

Robin Cleveland, Charlie Church, and Mark Schafer were nominated
for B&B chair to succeed Carr Everbach; Robin won and begins his 3-year
stint as chair at the Cancun meeting, 2–6 December 2002. Tyrone Porter
agreed to be the B&B student council representative from the Pittsburgh
through the Nashville meetings.

The Pittsburgh TC meeting in June 2002 was attended by 37 people.
Special sessions were organized by Robin Cleveland, Constantin C. Cous-
sios and Carr Everbach, Christy Holland and Mark Schafer, Brian Fowlkes,
and Tom Matula. Mark Schafer was the TPOM representative. At the Pitts-
burgh meeting, B&B had 38 papers in five sessions; peaks of more than 41
attendees occurred at every session except for the last one~late Friday!,
which crested at 33.

In Pittsburgh, Robert E. Apfel received the Gold Medal of the Society
and gave a moving acceptance speech. James Finneran and Tom Royston
were each awarded R. Bruce Lindsay Awards.

The student paper contest in Pittsburgh was successful, with 11 entries
and 13 judges. First prize went to Stanley Samuel~Univ. of Michigan Med.
Ctr.! for his paper ‘‘5pBB7: A robust roughness quantification technique
using a standard imaging array transducer,’’ and second place went to
Yufeng Zhou ~Duke Univ. ME, Mater. Sci, and Urologic Surgery! for
‘‘5aBBa1: Reduction of tissue injury without compromising stone commi-
nution in shock wave lithotripsy.’’ Many thanks to all the students and
judges for your efforts. B&B is slated to have student paper contests at both
the Cancun and Nashville meetings.
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Since the Fall 2002 ASA meeting is a special one, B&B is sponsoring
special sessions in Cancun. These include ‘‘Acoustic Microscopy,’’ ‘‘Lithot-
ripsy,’’ ‘‘Ultrasound Mediated Drug Delivery and Gene Transfection,’’ and a
lecture on the history of Biomedical Ultrasound~sponsored by the Archives
and History committee which rotates among the TCs!. At the Nashville
meeting ~28 April–2 May 2003!, B&B will sponsor special sessions on
‘‘Acoustic Cavitation,’’ ‘‘Biomedical Applications of Image-Guided Ultra-
sonic Therapy,’’ ‘‘HIFU,’’ and ‘‘Audible-frequency Medical Diagnostic
Methods.’’ We hope to see you at these or other upcoming meetings.

E. CARR EVERBACH
Chair 1999–2002

Engineering Acoustics

The Engineering Acoustics Technical Committee~EATC! met at each
of the two meetings of the Society, in Fort Lauderdale and in Pittsburgh.

In Newport Beach, the EATC sponsored two special sessions and two
sessions of contributed papers. The special sessions and their organizers
were

• Small Scale Acoustics and Acoustics Devices—Daniel Warren
• Ferroelectric Single Crystals: From Manufacture to Devices—Harold

Robinson.

In addition, EATC was a cosponsor of the session ‘‘Celebration of
Miguel C. Junger’s Contributions to Acoustics.’’ The Committee offers
many thanks to Elizabeth McLaughlin, who served as the representative to
the Fort Lauderdale TPOM from the Committee.

At the Fort Lauderdale meeting, Ilene Busch-Vishniac was awarded
the Silver Medal in Engineering Acoustics. Hearty congratulations to Ilene,
who has been a longstanding member of EATC.

The EATC met in Fort Lauderdale on the evening of Tuesday, 4 De-
cember, with 27 members and friends participating.

In Pittsburgh, the EATC sponsored two special sessions and two ses-
sions of contributed papers. The special sessions and their organizers were

• Electroacoustic Systems for 3-D Audio—Gary Elko
• Mine Hunting Sonar—Thomas Howarth.

The first of these special sessions was cosponsored with the Technical
Committee on Architectural Acoustics. The Committee offers many thanks
to William Thompson, who served as the representative to the Pittsburgh
TPOM from the Committee.

At the Pittsburgh meeting, Tony Embleton was awarded the Gold
Medal of the Society. Sincere congratulations to Tony.

The EATC met in Pittsburgh on the evening of Tuesday, 4 June, with
22 members and friends participating.

It was announced at the meeting that Stanley Ehrlich will be stepping
down after serving for eighteen years as an Associate Editor of the Journal
in technical areas relevant to the Committee. Sincere appreciation was ex-
pressed at the meeting for Stanley’s service to theJournal and its readers.
Stan is a former Chairman of this Committee and continues to serve the
Committee and the Society in many ways. We also salute Allan Zuckerwar
who will take over the duties of Associate Editor in many of the technical
areas relevant to the Committee.

The Chair of EATC would like to thank all of the people who have
worked to make the activities of EATC successful for this year, and to invite
all interested parties to the EATC meetings to be held at future meetings of
the Society.

STEPHEN C. THOMPSON
Chair

Musical Acoustics

2001–2002 was an active year for the Technical Committee on Musi-
cal Acoustics~TCMU!. A number of successful special sessions were orga-
nized for the Ft. Lauderdale and Pittsburgh meetings, and a new translation
project was launched using technical initiative funds.

At the December meeting in Ft. Lauderdale there were four special
sessions in musical acoustics. Two were cosponsored by the Education
Committee: a session on musical technology organized by Tom Rossing, and
‘‘Musical Acoustics in Teaching Science, Engineering and Technology’’ or-

ganized by Robert Collier and Carr Everbach. Paul Wheeler and Tom Ross-
ing organized ‘‘Caribbean Musical Instruments and Traditions.’’ Tony
Hoover and Richard Campbell were the organizers of a joint Architectural
Acoustics–Musical Acoustics session on the integration of synthesis tech-
niques with ‘‘acoustic’’ music.

The Pittsburgh meeting featured four special sessions in musical
acoustics. These included a session on naturalness in synthesized speech and
singing organized by Sten Ternstro¨m ~cosponsored by Speech!, a session on
interactive computer music systems organized by Roger Dannenberg, and a
session on music recognition techniques organized by Jim Beauchamp~co-
sponsored by P&P!. The session ‘‘Free Reed Instruments: Historical Per-
spectives and Recent Research,’’ organized by Jim Cottingham, was fol-
lowed by a concert by classical accordionist Henry Doktorski, who played
for an enthusiastic full house audience of over 200. This concert was to have
also included harmonica virtuoso Howard Levy, whose flight did not arrive
in Pittsburgh in time for the event due to extensive weather delays. Many
from the ASA meeting did get a chance to hear Levy perform later that
evening at a local club.

Efforts to promote student involvement in musical acoustics continue
through the student paper competition and joint sponsorship of student so-
cials. Rachel Romond, who continues to serve as the Musical Acoustics
representative on the ASA Student Council, was elected Chair of the Student
Council beginning in 2003. There were five entrants in the student paper
competition in Ft. Lauderdale and eight entrants in Pittsburgh. The winner
of the Best Student Paper Award in Musical Acoustics at Ft. Lauderdale was
Pantelis Vassilakis of UCLA, who presented ‘‘Auditory roughness estima-
tion of complex spectra—roughness degrees and dissonance ratings of har-
monic intervals revisited.’’ At Pittsburgh two student paper awards were
given. The first place paper was ‘‘Regimes of oscillation and reed vibrations
in lingual organ pipes,’’ presented by Eric Cox of Northern Illinois Univer-
sity. The second place award went to Michael Busha of Grinnell College,
who presented ‘‘Laboratory measurements on free reeds from the reed or-
gan, accordion, and khaen.’’

A technical initiative begun in 2000 and continuing into 2002 is a
project conducted by Peter Hoekje involving preparation of a set of demon-
strations in musical acoustics to be available on CD-ROM and on the web.
A new technical initiative begun in 2002 is a project in which selected
papers of current interest in musical acoustics are being translated into En-
glish. The editorial board for this is headed by Tom Rossing and includes
Jim Beauchamp, Ian Lindevald, and Jim Cottingham.

The representatives to the Technical Program Organizing Meetings in
2001–2002 were Jim Cottingham for the Ft. Lauderdale meeting and Peter
Hoekje for the Pittsburgh meeting. Representation from the TCMU on ASA
committees includes Jim Beauchamp on the Medals and Awards Committee,
Uwe Hansen on Membership Committee, and Ian Lindevald on the Com-
mittee on Standards. Neville Fletcher was appointed in December 2001 as a
JASAAssociate Editor for Musical Acoustics, replacing Dean Ayers. The
other JASAAssociate Editor for Musical Acoustics is Stephen McAdams,
appointed at the Chicago meeting in June 2001.

At the Ft. Lauderdale meeting Colin Gough and Thomas D. Rossing
were each presented the ASA Science Writing Award for Professionals.
Newly elected Fellows of the Acoustical Society this year included Rene´
Causse´ and Andrzej Rakowski. James P. Cottingham has been reelected
Technical Committee Chair, to serve until 2005. Members appointed or
reappointed this year to serve on the technical committee for terms expiring
in 2005 include George A. Bissinger, Annabel J. Cohen, Diana Deutsch,
Uwe J. Hansen, Roger J. Hanson, Peter L. Hoekje, James H. Irwin, Ian M.
Lindevald, Stephen E. McAdams, Gary P. Scavone, and Gabriel Weinreich.

The web site for the TCMU continues to maintain current information
on the technical committee and on musical acoustics in general at
http://www.public.coe.edu/; jcotting/tcmu.

JAMES P. COTTINGHAM
Chair

Noise

The Technical Committee on Noise~TCN! has had a successful year!
Although noise is still defined as ‘‘unwanted sound,’’ the interest of those in
the Acoustical Society, and of the general public at large, in noise issues is
strong and is growing. There seems to be a sense of purpose and urgency
concerning noise and its control that is unprecedented in recent years. Per-
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haps the awareness of noise has reached the critical mass needed to achieve
real results. As always, your technical committee has been a vital exponent
for noise awareness and noise control, in fulfillment of the ASA purpose ‘‘to
increase and diffuse the knowledge of acoustics and promote its practical
application.’’ More on that later.

The Technical Committee on Noise met twice in the past year: in the
fall of 2001 in Ft. Lauderdale, FL, and in the spring of 2002 in Pittsburgh,
PA. Both meetings had a great turnout.

The ASA meeting in Ft. Lauderdale was well attended, perhaps due to
its attractive location. This was a successful meeting, with seven technical
sessions primarily sponsored by TCN, and five additional sessions cospon-
sored with other technical committees. Nearly 80 papers were presented.
Topics included classroom acoustics, noise measurement and control case
studies, industrial noise prediction, cruise ship acoustics, community noise,
and noise effects on marine animals. A retrospective session on Miguel
Junger’s work was held. In addition, Tony Embleton regaled us with his
fascinating tutorial on noise propagation and prediction outdoors!

There are many people to thank for the success of the Ft. Lauderdale
meeting, including our Technical Program Organizer, Mahlon Burkhard;
TCN session chairs, John Erdreich, Joe Pope, Frank Brittain, Bennett
Brooks, Nancy Timmerman, George Luz, and Angie Campanella; cospon-
soring chairs Ira Dyer and David Feit~EA!, Russ Cooper and Neil Shaw
~AA !, Darlene Ketten, Ed Gerstein, and Joe Blue~AB!, and, of course, all of
the paper presenters.

The ASA meeting in Pittsburgh offered a number of fine Noise spon-
sored sessions on a variety of topics including impulse and continuous noise
effects, mining noise, glazing acoustics, noise policy, and noise control de-
vices. TCN also cosponsored several sessions with Architectural, Structural,
Speech and Animal Bioacoustics. Additionally, the Engineering and Struc-
tural committees sponsored several sessions that focused on flow-induced
noise and active noise control. Thanks go to the Program Organizers, Dick
Godfrey and John Seiler; TCN session chairs, John Seiler, Greg Tocci, Larry
Finegold and Dick Godfrey; cosponsoring chairs Lily Wang~AA !, Ahmet
Selamet~EA!, Tan-Fan Hwang~SA!, and Scott Sommerfeldt~SA!; and the
nearly 70 paper presenters.

A special treat at the Pittsburgh meeting was the Plenary Session, at
which our own Tony Embleton received the Gold Medal of the Society. This
award was well deserved, and it was a pleasure to see Tony accept it.
Congratulations Tony!

At the Pittsburgh meeting, TCN approved holding a joint meeting with
the Institute of Noise Control Engineering~INCE! in Vancouver in 2005.
This should be a great event, given the success of our last joint meeting in
Newport Beach. In addition, our dedicated members have developed note-
worthy special sessions and tutorials for the upcoming meetings in Cancun,
Nashville, and Austin. These meetings promise to be very interesting.

As of this writing, the Standard on Classroom Acoustics was just ap-
proved for publication by ANSI. Everyone associated with this effort de-
serves hearty congratulations. This standard should help to contribute to
quieter classrooms, and a more educationally friendly environment in our
schools.

Over this past year TCN has had a fine group of candidates for the
Outstanding Papers by Young Presenters award. I am pleased to announce
that Wendy Sanders of the University of Michigan received the Outstanding
Paper award for her paper ‘‘Turbulent boundary layer pressure fluctuations
at large scales,’’ which was presented at the Pittsburgh meeting. Nice work,
Wendy!

Technical Initiative funding for TCN activities continued in the areas
of the younger presenter awards, web page maintenance, the student recep-
tion, the development of the online library~see www.nonoise.org!, funds to
distribute the classroom acoustics booklet in PDF format, and support for
the National Hearing Conservation Association~NHCA!.

The TCN Student Representative to the ASA Student Council is Jen-
nifer Cooper. The Student Council has been very active, encouraging par-
ticipation by our younger members, who are the future of this organization.

As mentioned above, this year has seen an upsurge in general interest
in noise. One effort that is gaining momentum is the assessment and revision
of noise policy. This effort is being undertaken by an INCE study group,
with the goal of reaching a national forum later this year. Also, there seems
to be increased attention to noise on the part of the media. Your humble
TCN Chair has been called upon, recently, to discuss noise issues for a wide
variety of media outlets, including National Public Radio, the New York

Times, and abcNEWS.com, to name a few. A goal of the TCN Task Force on
noise control and the ASA was to gain greater awareness of noise issues by
the public, and perhaps now it is really happening.

On a sad note, this year we mark the untimely passing of Dan Johnson.
Dan made many important and lasting contributions to our Society. Among
his accomplishments was his extensive work in the standards arena, includ-
ing his service as Standards Director, and he was a past Chair of this com-
mittee. Dan was a mentor to many in the Society, including myself, and he
will be greatly missed.

The TCN is fortunate to enjoy the enthusiastic support of its members.
This fine group never fails to deliver the excellent technical work and per-
sonal commitment that we have come to rely upon. Because of you, we look
forward to a bright future.

BENNETT M. BROOKS
Chair

Physical Acoustics

It’s been another fine year for the Physical Acoustics Technical Com-
mittee ~PATC!, thanks in large part to the people who volunteer to do the
jobs that need to be done. For the Ft. Lauderdale meeting, Julian Maynard
and Joseph Gladden organized the special session ‘‘Applications of Acoustic
Resonance,’’ and Anthony Atchley and Victor Sparrow put together ‘‘High
Amplitude Effects in Resonators.’’ For the Pittsburgh meeting, Keith Wilson
gave us ‘‘Recent Developments in Wave Propagation in Random and Com-
plex Media,’’ and Matthew Poese organized a herd of students and some
geezers to present ‘‘Demonstration Devices in Physical Acoustics.’’ We’ll
have four special sessions in Cancun thanks to Henry Bass, Glynn Holt,
Todd Murray, Joseph Turner, and Richard Weaver. Glynn Holt, Richard
Raspet, and James Sabatier who will bring us three more special sessions in
Nashville. These sessions plus all the bread-and-butter contributed sessions
are put together into a coherent meeting by our TPOM representatives, who
were James Chambers and Kerry Commander for Ft. Lauderdale, and Bart
Lipkens and James Sabatier for Pittsburgh. Sameer Madanshetty, Steven
Garrett, and James Sabatier continue to serve, respectively, as our represen-
tatives to the Standards, Membership, and Medals and Awards Committees.
Preston Wilson has been our representative to the Student Council. I suspect
that the people with the most work of all are the Associate Editors. Some of
those associated with physical acoustics, past and present, are Henry Bass,
Yves Berthelot, Mack Breazeale, Dale Chimenti, Mark Hamilton, John Har-
ris, Michael Howe, Steven Kargl, Philip Marston, Martin Ochmann, Ronald
Roy, Victor Sparrow, Louis Sutherland, and Lonny Thompson. There must
be others who have contributed significantly to our Technical Committee
~TC! that I have overlooked who get my apologies as well as my thanks.

Some external events have touched our committee. Soon after the
World Trade Center~WTC! collapse, Thomas Gabrielson, Matthew Poese,
Anthony Atchley, and Thomas Donnellan rushed in to look for survivors
using acoustical techniques. James Sabatier was flown in by Army helicop-
ter to use his landmine detection equipment to monitor the structural health
of the heavily damaged WTC Four building. Anthony Atchley described
these efforts at a Hot Topics presentation at Ft. Lauderdale. Also, a report in
Scienceof evidence for nuclear fusion in collapsing sonoluminescencent
bubbles generated quite a stir with several members of our committee. Larry
Crum gave a lively talk on the subject at our Pittsburgh Technical Commit-
tee meeting, and a special session is planned for Nashville.

Congratulations go to Jin Liu who won the first prize Best Student
Paper Award at Pittsburgh for her presentation ‘‘Absence of excess attenu-
ation in Celcor ceramic at low frequencies,’’ and Joseph Gladden who won
second prize with ‘‘Thin film characterization using resonant ultrasound
spectroscopy.’’

We welcome everyone, especially students and new members, to our
Technical Committee meetings held on the Tuesday evening of each ASA
meeting. At least 64 people attended the TC meeting in Ft. Lauderdale and
at least 77 were there at Pittsburgh. Also at Pittsburgh we had a very nice
reception for students in physical acoustics at the Church Brew Works a few
miles from the meeting site, attended by 22 students and 12 nonstudents.
Technical Initiative funds were used this past year to support the social, the
student paper awards, and travel for a few invited speakers.

The retirement of Logan Hargrove, the long time patron of physical
acoustics at the Office of Naval Research~ONR!, prompts much concern in
our technical committee. At this point, it does not appear that ONR will be
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immediately refilling his position. Many of us will sorely miss the good
work that Logan has done over many years to support physical acoustics—
and not just financially. Thanks, Logan.

Well, my time as the PATC chair is over. I was surprised by the amount
of fun I had doing it. I hope Tom Matula, our new chair, has at least as good
a time with it, and he is sure to do a great job.

ROBERT M. KEOLIAN
Chair 1999–2002

Psychological and Physiological Acoustics

In keeping with the policy of P&P to deemphasize the fall meetings,
the Ft. Lauderdale meeting was sparsely attended by P&P members: There
was only one P&P session. The TC Chair did not attend but was more than
ably represented by Donna Neff, former TC Chair and current member of
the Executive Council.

The spring meeting in Pittsburgh was well attended and there was
considerable P&P activity: Six full podium or poster sessions, three special
sessions, and one ‘‘Hot Topic’’ session presented by Bill Yost. In addition,
there were three sessions that were cosponsored by P&P. Thanks to Brent
Edwards and Dianne Van Tasell for organizing the session on hearing aid
design and to Barbara Shinn-Cunningham for coorganizing~with AA ! the
session on virtual rooms. Both of these special sessions were interesting,
well attended, and, by all reports, successful. Thanks also to Jan Weisen-
berger and Judith Lauter for organizing the special session honoring Ira
Hirsh. Larry Feth organized the sessions and is thanked for accomplishing
this difficult task with few conflicts.

The P&P open meeting was, in contrast to some previous meetings,
well controlled and accomplished its modest, but important, goals. After
acknowledging the efforts of the local organizing committee, especially
those of the other Rich Stern, things became subdued when Bob Frisina and
Erv Hafter eloquently helped us with the deaths of two promising P&P
youngsters, Evan Relkin and Brian Shelton.

There was brief discussion of special sessions for the Nashville meet-
ing ~spring 2003!, and five sessions, including three ‘‘named’’ sessions, were
presented to the Technical Council on Friday, 7 June, and approved. In
keeping with P&P policy, there are no special sessions planned for the fall
meetings in Cancun~2002! or in Austin ~2003!. The P&P Associate Editors
gave their reports and there appear to be no major changes in editorial
activity. The TC Chair spared the audience of approximately 100 from an
extended spiel about the importance of the editorial process and the efforts
of the Associate Editors in maintaining the quality and rigor of JASA and
that, in the opinion of the TC Chair, JASA is the single most important
activity of ASA and that we have to maintain our well-earned status as the
premier venue for scientific communication in psychological acoustics. It
was an unfortunate omission, especially because it’s all true and because the
Associate Editors deserve far more recognition than their humble title sug-
gests. Prior to the Pittsburgh meeting, Ginny Richards was elected by the TC
to become the chair of P&P. The announcement of her replacing the current
TC Chair was greeted with applause. It was not clear what was being ap-
plauded, however. Six new members of the TC were elected during the
meeting: Søren Buus, Michelle Hicks, Lynne Marshall, Chris Plack, Don
Sinex, and Magda Wojtczak. Their terms begin after the meeting in Spring
2003~Nashville!. Thanks to the people who agreed to be on the ballot and to
the outgoing members, who prepared the ballot: Ann Clock Eddins~Election
Chair!, Huanping Dai, Dick Fay, Peggy Nelson, Bert Schlauch, and Stan
Sheft. During the plenary session Bill Hartmann~mostly P&P! was ac-
knowledged for his fine service as President of ASA. Congratulations to the
most recent P&P Fellows: Rachel Clifton, Birger Kollmeier, David Marsh,
Andrzej Rakowski, Christoper Shera, Andrea Simmons, and Lynne Werner.
Neal Viemeister received the Silver Medal in Psychological and Physiologi-
cal Acoustics and joins an awesome set of five predecessors. His acceptance
speech, although fairly stylish, merits only a grade of B, primary because he
did not adequately acknowledge the importance of the scientific environ-
ment provided by ASA and, even more importantly, that of his precious
friends and colleagues in ASA.

P&P continues to be well represented in ASA. Jan Weisenberger’s
term as vice-president has ended; Bill Yost replaces her. Donna Neff con-
tinues her service on the Executive Council. Our thanks to all three. Finally,
P&P continues with its standard Technical Initiatives, which include travel
support for invited speakers, student receptions, and homepage maintenance.

Suggestions for innovative uses for these funds, such as workshops, satellite
meetings, etc., are welcome~richards@cattell.psych.upenn.edu!.

NEAL VIEMEISTER
Chair 1999–2002

Structural Acoustics and Vibration

Most of the activity of the Structural Acoustics and Vibration technical
committee took place at the regular meetings of the ASA. At the Ft. Lau-
derdale meeting~Fall 2001!, the Structural Acoustics and Vibration TC
sponsored three special sessions. ‘‘Methods of passive dissipation in struc-
tural acoustics’’ was organized by Courtney Burroughs of Penn State Uni-
versity, and focused on analysis and measurement of damping in structures,
with some focus on composite structures. ‘‘Numerical techniques in struc-
tural acoustics’’ was organized by Joe Cuschieri of Florida Atlantic Univer-
sity, and reviewed some of the recent developments in numerical methods.
‘‘A celebration of the career of Miguel Junger’’ was organized by Ira Dyer
and David Feit. This session was sponsored by five technical committees,
which gives an indication of how prolific the career of Miguel Junger has
been. The session was very informative from a historical perspective, as
well as providing recent results that have succeeded the work of Miguel
Junger. The TC also sponsored a Student Paper Award competition. The first
place paper at Ft. Lauderdale was given by Joseph Gregory from North
Carolina State University. The title of his paper was ‘‘Experimental statisti-
cal energy analysis in the time domain.’’ The second place paper was given
by Andrei Zagrai from the University of South Carolina. The title of his
paper was ‘‘The electro-mechanical impedance method for damage identifi-
cation in circular plates.’’ There were again three special sessions sponsored
by the TC at the Pittsburgh meeting~Spring 2002!. ‘‘Pyroshock I & II’’ were
organized by Harry Himelblau from Rocketdyne, and featured many of the
leading researchers in the area of pyroshock. The session provided a nice
review of recent developments in this research field. ‘‘Flow-induced vibra-
tion and noise’’ was organized by Yan-Fan Hwang from Penn State Univer-
sity and was a session of interest to a number of attendees. ‘‘Active control
of ducted fan noise and other active control issues’’ was organized by Scott
Sommerfeldt from Brigham Young University and featured a number of
papers covering various aspects of active control. In addition to these ses-
sions, there was a special session sponsored by Archives and History and
SAV entitled ‘‘History of structural acoustics and vibration.’’ This special
lecture was given by David Feit, Murray Strasberg~both form Naval Surface
Warfare Center!, and Eric Ungar~from Acentech, Inc.! This lecture provided
a very informative and well-presented overview of the important develop-
ments in our field. The Student Paper Award competition was again spon-
sored, and we would like to thank Greg McDaniel of Boston University for
his efforts with this competition. The first place paper at Pittsburgh was
given by Manmohan Moondra from Wayne State University. The title of his
paper was ‘‘HELS based near-field acoustic holography for a highly non-
spherical structure.’’ The second place paper was given by Kent L. Gee from
Brigham Young University. The title of his paper was ‘‘Multi-channel active
control of axial cooling fan noise.’’ We would like to thank all of the stu-
dents who have participated in the past two meetings for the high-quality
presentations, and for their contributions to our meetings.

We note with sadness the recent passing of Dan Johnson. Dan was
active in the standards efforts within ASA, and his contributions will be
deeply missed. We continue to have four associate editors for structural
acoustics: Jerry Ginsberg, Andrew Norris, Richard Weaver, and Earl Will-
iams. In addition, Paul Remington is serving as an associate editor for
ARLO in structural acoustics. Sabih Hayek has served as our representative
for structural acoustics on ASA’s Medals and Awards Committee, but was
recently replaced by Mauro Pierruci. Courtney Burroughs continues to serve
as our representative on the Membership Committee, and his efforts are also
appreciated. Courtney also served as the general chair for the Pittsburgh
meeting, and his efforts in contributing to a very successful meeting in
Pittsburgh are appreciated.

SCOTT D. SOMMERFELDT
Chair
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Underwater Acoustics

The UWTC representatives to the Ft. Lauderdale Technical Program
Organizing Meeting~TPOM! were Ellen Livingston and John Perkins. Be-
cause of a number of special circumstances this meeting held an unusually
high number of Special Sessions that were of interest to the underwater
acoustics community. First, working with the Archives and History Com-
mittee, Ralph Goodman organized a Special Session on Insights into the
History of Underwater Acoustics. For this Session we had a number of
distinguished speakers who have been involved with significant achieve-
ments in underwater acoustics. A second Special Session, on Ocean Re-
search and Marine Mammal Regulatory Issues, was organized by David
Bradley. This Session was cosponsored by Acoustical Oceanography and
Animal Bioacoustics. In conjunction with this Session, the UWTC was also
a co-sponsor on a Special Session on Acoustics and Marine Mammals. This
Session concluded with a lively panel discussion on ASA’s Role in Marine
Animal Bioacoustics. Kevin LePage organized a Special Session on Rever-
beration in Shallow Water. This Session had so many contributed papers that
it lasted an entire day. As if this were not enough, the UWTC was also
cosponsor of three other Special Sessions:~1! A Celebration of Miguel C.
Junger’s Contributions to Acoustics~led by the Engineering Acoustics Com-
mittee!, ~2! Theory and Applications of Acoustic Time Reversal~led by the
Signal Processing Committee!, and~3! Acoustic Image Reconstruction~led
by the Signal Processing Committee!.

The Underwater Acoustics Technical Committee and the Acoustical
Oceanography Technical Committee have agreed to form a joint Subcom-
mittee to explore ways to minimize the problems we had at Ft. Lauderdale
with an abundance of overlapping sessions that are of interest to both
groups. At the Ft. Lauderdale meeting, the UWTC joined with the other
Technical Committees to sponsor a student luncheon. This did not seem to
work out as well as the evening receptions we have held in the past—mainly
because the food ran out very quickly! The UWTC also held a student paper
competition. The winners were Ben Dzikowicz, Karim Sabra, and Purnima
Ratilal. The chairman of the judges committee was Mohsen Badiey.

David Bradley and John Perkins represented the UWTC at the Pitts-
burgh TPOM. This meeting featured a Special Session in honor of Morris
Schulkin. This Session was organized by Robert Spindel. The UWTC was
also a cosponsor of a Special Session in honor of Ed Hamilton. The Acous-
tical Oceanography Committee was the lead for this Session. The UWTC
was also cosponsor of three other Special Sessions:~1! Acoustical Studies of
Bubbles in the Ocean~led by the Acoustical Oceanography Committee!, ~2!
Recent Developments in Wave Propagation in Random and Complex Media
~led by the Physical Acoustics Committee!, and~3! Mine Hunting Sonar~led
by the Engineering Acoustics Committee!.

As for student activities at Pittsburgh, we cosponsored an evening
reception with a group of Technical Committees. The food might not have
been as good as at some other meetings, but it was a large and lively group.
The UWTC also held a student paper competition in Pittsburgh. The winners
were Luc Lenain and Yi-san Lai.

Looking forward to the Cancun meeting, we have four Special Ses-
sions planned:~1! Concurrent Mapping and Navigation organized by John
Leonard, ~2! GeoClutter and Boundary Characterization organized by
Nicholas Makris and Charles Holland,~3! Littoral Environmental Variability
organized by Finn Jensen, Peter Dahl, and Jim Lynch, and~4! Underwater
Acoustic Measurement Laboratories organized by Carlos Ranz-Guerra. In
addition to these sessions, the UWTC is also cosponsoring several sessions
being organized by other Technical Committees.

JOHN PERKINS
Chair

Regional Chapter News
Cincinnati Chapter: The Chapter presented three students with Dr.

Daniel W. Martin Acoustic Awards at the Ohio State Science Day in May
2002. The cash awards totaled $500. The winners also received ribbons,
certificates, and sets of tuning forks.

First Prize went to Chad Koenig, 11th grade, for his comprehensive
comparison of insulating material and equipment modification to reduce
machinery noise. His excellent presentation was titled ‘‘Ah... That’s Better.’’

Second Prize was awarded to 10th grader Mathew Anker for ‘‘The

Acoustic Properties of Electrostatic Loudspeakers.’’ Mr. Anker also won a
Martin Acoustics Award in 2001.

Third Prize winner was Courtney Sniderman, 8th grade, for ‘‘The
Sound of Music.’’

Judges were Sharon T. Hepfner and Sarah Seiger.

SHARON HEPFNER

USA Meetings Calendar
Listed below is a summary of meetings related to acoustics to be held

in the U.S. in the near future. The month/year notation refers to the issue in
which a complete meeting announcement appeared.

2002
16–20 Sept. 7th International Conference on Spoken Language Pro-

cessing ~ICSLP 2002! Interspeech 2002 @http://
www.icslp2002.org/home.html#.

2–6 Dec. First Pan-American/Iberian Meeting on Acoustics~Joint
Meeting: 144th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of
America, 3rd Iberoamerican Congress of Acoustics, and
9th Mexican Congress on Acoustics!, Cancun, Mexico
@Acoustical Society of America, Suite 1NO1, 2 Hun-
tington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-4502; Tel.:
516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail:
asa@aip.org; WWW: asa.aip.org/cancun/cancun.html#.

2003
28 April–2 May 145th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,

Nashville, TN @Acoustical Society of America, Suite
1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-
4502; Tel.: 516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail:
asa@aip.org; WWW: asa.aip.org#.

5–8 May SAE Noise & Vibration Conference & Exhibition,
Traverse City, MI@P. Kreh, SAE International, 755 W.
Big Beaver Rd., Suite 1600, Troy, MI 48084; Fax: 724-
776-1830; WWW: http://www.sae.org#.

10–14 Nov. 146th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,
Austin, TX @Acoustical Society of America, Suite
1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-
4502; Tel.: 516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail:
asa@aip.org; WWW: asa.aip.org#.

2004
24–28 May 75th Anniversary Meeting~147th Meeting! of the

Acoustical Society of America, New York, NY@Acous-
tical Society of America, Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington
Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-4502; Tel.: 516-576-
2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail: asa@aip.org;
WWW: asa.aip.org#.

22–26 Nov. 148th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,
San Diego, CA@Acoustical Society of America, Suite
1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-
4502; Tel.: 516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail:
asa@aip.org; WWW: asa.aip.org#.

Cumulative Indexes to the Journal of the
Acoustical Society of America

Ordering information: Orders must be paid by check or money order in
U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank or by Mastercard, Visa, or American
Express credit cards. Send orders to Circulation and Fulfillment Division,
American Institute of Physics, Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle,
Melville, NY 11747-4502; Tel.: 516-576-2270. Non-U.S. orders add $11 per
index.

Some indexes are out of print as noted below.
Volumes 1–10, 1929–1938: JASA and Contemporary Literature, 1937–
1939. Classified by subject and indexed by author. Pp. 131. Price: ASA
members $5; Nonmembers $10.
Volumes 11–20, 1939–1948: JASA, Contemporary Literature, and Patents.
Classified by subject and indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 395. Out of
Print.
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Volumes 21–30, 1949–1958: JASA, Contemporary Literature, and Patents.
Classified by subject and indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 952. Price:
ASA members $20; Nonmembers $75.
Volumes 31–35, 1959–1963: JASA, Contemporary Literature, and Patents.
Classified by subject and indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 1140. Price:
ASA members $20; Nonmembers $90.
Volumes 36–44, 1964–1968: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 485. Out of Print.
Volumes 36–44, 1964–1968: Contemporary Literature. Classified by sub-
ject and indexed by author. Pp. 1060. Out of Print.
Volumes 45–54, 1969–1973: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 540. Price: $20~paperbound!; ASA
members $25~clothbound!; Nonmembers $60~clothbound!.
Volumes 55–64, 1974–1978: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 816. Price: $20~paperbound!; ASA
members $25~clothbound!; Nonmembers $60~clothbound!.
Volumes 65–74, 1979–1983: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 624. Price: ASA members $25~paper-
bound!; Nonmembers $75~clothbound!.
Volumes 75–84, 1984–1988: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 625. Price: ASA members $30~paper-
bound!; Nonmembers $80~clothbound!.
Volumes 85–94, 1989–1993: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 736. Price: ASA members $30~paper-
bound!; Nonmembers $80~clothbound!.
Volumes 95–104, 1994–1998: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 632. Price: ASA members $40~paper-
bound!; Nonmembers $90~clothbound!.

Members of Technical and Administrative
Committees of the Acoustical Society
of America

The Technical and Administrative Committees listed below have been
appointed by the Executive Council. These appointments, with such changes
as may be made by the President from time to time, will be in effect until the
Spring meeting of the Society in 2003.

Technical Committees 2002–2003

Acoustical Oceanography
Term to

Peter F. Worcester,Chair to 2004 2004

Daniela Di Iorio 2005
Matthew A. Dzieciuch 2005
Gary J. Heald 2005
Daniel L. Hutt 2005
Timothy G. Leighton 2005
James H. Miller 2005
Carlos J. Robinson 2005
Daniel Rouseff 2005
Emmanuel K. Skarsoulis 2005
Jerome A. Smith 2005
Eric J. Terrill 2005
Gang Yuan 2005

Ching-Sang Chiu 2004
Bruce D. Cornuelle 2004
Orest I. Diachok 2004
Kenneth G. Foote 2004
Andrew M. Forbes 2004
Boris G. Katsnelson 2004
James F. Lynch 2004
Jungyul Na 2004
Gopu R. Potty 2004
Stephen A. Reynolds 2004
Mark V. Trevorrow 2004

Mohsen Badiey 2003

N. Ross Chapman 2003
Timothy F. Duda 2003
Oleg A. Godin 2003
Bruce M. Howe 2003
Iwao Nakano 2003
Marshall H. Orr 2003
David R. Palmer 2003
John R. Potter 2003
Hanne Sagen 2003
Alexandra I. Tolstoy 2003
Peter Traykovski 2003
Svein Vagle

Ex officio:
John C. Burgess, Associate Editor of JASA
William M. Carey, Associate Editor of JASA
William L. Siegmann, Associate Editor of JASA
Ralph A. Stephen, Associate Editor of JASA
Michael J. Buckingham, member of Medals and Awards Committee
Christopher Feuillade, member of Membership Committee
James H. Miller, member of ASACOS

Animal Bioacoustics

Mardi C. Hastings,Chair to 2003
Term to

2003

William C. Burgess 2005
James J. Finneran 2005
Adam S. Frankel 2005
Darlene R. Ketten 2005
Thomas Norris 2005
Larry L. Pater 2005
Peter L. Tyack 2005

2004
Whitlow W. L. Au
Robert J. Dooling 2004
Robert Hickling 2004
David A. Helweg 2004
Peter M. Narins 2004
Andrea M. Simmons 2004
James A. Simmons 2004

Ann E. Bowles 2003
John R. Buck 2003
Christopher W. Clark 2003
William C. Cummings 2003
Charles R. Greene 2003
Lynette A. Hart 2003
D. Vance Holliday 2003
Richard W. Mankin 2003
Sam H. Ridgway 2003

Ex officio:
Whitlow W. L. Au, Associate Editor of JASA and member of Medals and
Awards Committee
William M. Carey, Associate Editor of JASA
Stanley A. Chin-Bing, Associate Editor of JASA
William L. Siegmann, Associate Editor of JASA
Ralph A. Stephen, Associate Editor of JASA
Darlene R. Ketten, member of Membership Committee
Ann E. Bowles, member of ASACOS

Architectural Acoustics

K. Anthony Hoover,Chair to 2004
Term to

2004

Christopher N. Blair 2005
John S. Bradley 2005
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Christopher N. Brooks 2005
Angelo J. Campanella 2005
Quinsan Ciao 2005
Robert C. Coffeen 2005
Peter D’Antonio 2005
Felicia Doggett 2005
Timothy J. Foulkes 2005
Richard D. Godfrey 2005
Clare H. Hurtgen 2005
J. Christopher Jaffe 2005
Mendel Kleiner 2005
David Lubman 2005
Ralph T. Muehleisen 2005
Michael T. Nixon 2005
Jack E. Randorff 2005
H. Stanley Roller 2005
Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp 2005
Noral D. Stewart 2005
Ning Xiang 2005

Bennett M. Brooks 2004
Steven M. Brown 2004
Richard H. Campbell 2004
M. David Egan 2004
Jesse J. Ehnert 2004
Donna A. Ellis 2004
Ronald R. Freiheit 2004
Richard M. Guernsey 2004
Mark A. Holden 2004
Dana S. Hougland 2004
Jerald R. Hyde 2004
David W. Kahn 2004
Martha M. Larson 2004
Gary S. Madaras 2004
Charles T. Moritz 2004
Paul B. Ostergaard 2004
Dennis A. Paoletti 2004
Neil A. Shaw 2004
Richard H. Talaske 2004
Ewart A. Wetherill 2004
George E. Winzer 2004
Michael R. Yantis 2004

Leslie D. Blomberg 2003
David Braslau 2003
Paul T. Calamia 2003
William J. Cavanaugh 2003
Daniel Clayton 2003
Murray R. Hodgson 2003
Bertram Y. Kinzey, Jr. 2003
Richard J. Peppin 2003
Scott D. Pfeiffer 2003
Roy L. Richards 2003
Kenneth P. Roy 2003
Ludwig W. Sepmeyer 2003
Gary W. Siebein 2003
Louis C. Sutherland 2003
Gregory C. Tocci 2003
Lily M. Wang 2003

Ex officio:
Jerry H. Ginsberg, Associate Editor of JASA
Mendel Kleiner, Associate Editor of JASA
Andrew N. Norris, Associate Editor of JASA
Richard L. Weaver, Associate Editor of JASA
Earl R. Williams, Associate Editor of JASA
Ewart A. Wetherill, member of Medals and Awards Committee

Gregory C. Tocci, member of Membership Committee
George E. Winzer, member of ASACOS

Biomedical Ultrasound/Bioresponse to Vibration

Robin O. Cleveland,Chair to 2005
Term to

2005

John S. Allen 2005
Michael R. Bailey 2005
Charles C. Church 2005
Gregory Clement 2005
Floyd Dunn 2005
E. Carr Everbach 2005
Christy K. Holland 2005
R. Glynn Holt 2005
James A. McAteer 2005
Wesley L. Nyborg 2005
Mark E. Schafer 2005

Diane Dalecki 2004
J. Brian Fowlkes 2004
Seyed H. R. Hosseini 2004
Kullervo Hynynen 2004
James F. Greenleaf 2004
T. Douglas Mast 2004
Thomas J. Matula 2004
Douglas L. Miller 2004
Sandra A. Poliachik 2004
Ronald A. Roy 2004
Thomas J. Royston 2004
Pei Zhong 2004

Shira L. Broschat 2003
Ibrahim M. Hallaj 2003
Peng Jiang 2003
Joie P. Jones 2003
Inder R. Makin 2003
Janet M. Weisenberger 2003
Junru Wu 2003
Suk Wang Yoon 2003

Ex officio:
Laurel H. Carney, Associate Editor of JASA
Floyd Dunn, Associate Editor of JASA
Neal F. Viemeister, Associate Editor of JASA
Wesley L. Nyborg, member of the Medals and Awards Committee
Anthony J. Brammer, member of the Membership Committee
E. Carr Everbach, member of ASACOS

Engineering Acoustics

Stephen C. Thompson,Chair to 2003
Term to

2003

Steven R. Baker 2005
David A. Brown 2005
Stephen C. Butler 2005
Robert D. Corsaro 2005
Stephen E. Forsythe 2005
Brian H. Houston 2005
W. Jack Hughes 2005
Robert M. Koch 2005
L. Dwight Luker 2005
Arnie L. Van Buren 2005
Daniel M. Warren 2005
Joseph F. Zalesak 2005

Mahlon D. Burkhard 2004
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James Christoff 2004
Fernando Garcia-Osuna 2004
Charles S. Hayden 2004
Dennis F. Jones 2004
Jan F. Lindberg 2004
Yushieh Ma 2004
Elizabeth A. McLaughlin 2004
Alan Powell 2004
Roger T. Richards 2004
Harold C. Robinson 2004
Kenneth D. Rolt 2004
Neil A. Shaw 2004
James F. Tressler 2004

Kim C. Benjamin 2003
Stanley L. Ehrlich 2003
Gary W. Elko 2003
Robert D. Finch 2003
Guillermo C. Gaunaurd 2003
Dehua Huang 2003
Sung Hwan Ko 2003
Theodore J. Mapes 2003
Victor Nedzelnitsky 2003
Yongrae Roh 2003
Ahmet Selamet 2003
James E. West 2003
George S. K. Wong 2003

Ex officio:
Andrew J. Szeri, Associate Editor of JASA
Allan J. Zuckerwar, Associate Editor of JASA
Mahlon D. Burkhard, member of Medals and Awards Committee and
member of ASACOS
Thomas R. Howarth, member of Membership Committee

Musical Acoustics

James P. Cottingham,Chair to 2005
Term to

2005

George A. Bissinger 2005
Annabel J. Cohen 2005
Diana Deutsch 2005
Uwe J. Hansen 2005
Roger J. Hanson 2005
Peter L. Hoekje 2005
James H. Irwin 2005
Ian M. Lindevald 2005
Steven E. McAdams 2005
Gary P. Scavone 2005
Gabriel Weinreich 2005

R. Dean Ayers 2004
Judith C. Brown 2004
Courtney B. Burroughs 2004
Robert D. Collier 2004
George F. Emerson 2004
Bozena Kostek 2004
Barry Larkin 2004
Daniel O. Ludwigsen 2004
Thomas D. Rossing 2004
Julius O. Smith 2004
William J. Strong 2004

Anders G. Askenfelt 2003
James W. Beauchamp 2003
Xavier Boutillon 2003
Murray D. Campbell 2003
Rene E. Causse 2003

Nicholas J. Giordano 2003
J. M. Harrison 2003
William M. Hartmann 2003
Norman C. Pickering 2003
James M. Pyne 2003
Daniel A. Russell 2003
Punita G. Singh 2003
Paul A. Wheeler 2003
Shigeru Yoshikawa 2003

Ex officio:
John C. Burgess, Associate Editor of JASA
Neville H. Fletcher, Associate Editor of JASA
Stephen E. McAdams, Associate Editor of JASA
Allan J. Zuckerwar, Associate Editor of JASA
James W. Beauchamp, member of Medals and Awards Committee
Uwe J. Hansen, member of Membership Committee
Ian M. Lindevald, member of ASACOS

Noise

Bennett M. Brooks,Chair to 2003
Term to

2003

Elliott H. Berger 2005
Ann E. Bowles 2005
Frank H. Brittain 2005
Steven M. Brown 2005
Mahlon D. Burkhard 2005
Sanford Fidell 2005
Lawrence S. Finegold 2005
Samir N. Y. Gerges 2005
Richard D. Godfrey 2005
Lee D. Hager 2005
Murray R. Hodgson 2005
Jerry G. Lilly 2005
David Lubman 2005
George A. Luz 2005
Luc Mongeau 2005
Michael T. Nixon 2005
Matthew A. Nobile 2005
Richard J. Peppin 2005
Robert A. Putnam 2005
Jack E. Randorff 2005
Stephen I. Roth 2005
Kenneth P. Roy 2005
Paul D. Schomer 2005
Brandon D. Tinianov 2005
Nancy S. Timmerman 2005
Gregory C. Tocci 2005

Martin Alexander 2004
John P. Barry 2004
Leo L. Beranek 2004
Arno S. Bommer 2004
Anthony J. Brammer 2004
James O. Buntin 2004
Robert J. Cook 2004
Jim R. Cummins 2004
Kenneth A. Cunefare 2004
Joseph M. Cuschieri 2004
Paul R. Donavan 2004
William D. Gallagher 2004
Gerald C. Lauchle 2004
Miomir Mijic 2004
Thomas Norris 2004
John P. Seiler 2004
Noral D. Stewart 2004
Michael R. Stinson 2004
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Alice H. Suter 2004
Louis C. Sutherland 2004
Jiri Tichy 2004
Dennis C. Walton 2004

Keith Attenborough 2003
Martin J. Beam 2003
Sergio Beristain 2003
Tarun K. Bhatt 2003
Leslie D. Blomberg 2003
Robert D. Bruce 2003
John C. Burgess 2003
Angelo J. Campanella 2003
William J. Cavanaugh 2003
Brian V. Chapnik 2003
Kejian Chen 2003
Kuo-Tsai Chen 2003
Li Cheng 2003
Raymond Cheng 2003
Robert J. Comparin 2003
James T. Cowling 2003
Malcolm J. Crocker 2003
Jaime Delannoy 2003
T. James DuBois 2003
John J. Earshen 2003
Jesse J. Ehnert 2003
Douglas K. Eilar 2003
Tony F. W. Embleton 2003
John Erdreich 2003
William J. Gastmeier 2003
Robert D. Hellweg 2003
David K. Holger 2003
Robert M. Hoover 2003
Patrick M. Hurdle 2003
Kazuo Ikegaya 2003
Jian Kang 2003
Seong-Woo Kang 2003
Tim Kelsall 2003
Tor S. Kihlman 2003
Sonoko Kuwano 2003
Mark A. Lang 2003
Chantal Laroche 2003
Yun-Hui Liu 2003
Robert Lotz 2003
Bjorn E. L. Lundquist 2003
Alan H. Marsh 2003
Henk M. E. Miedema 2003
Ruisen Ming 2003
Ikuharu Morioka 2003
Ralph Muehleisen 2003
Georgy L. Ossipov 2003
Kenneth J. Plotkin 2003
Joseph Pope 2003
Manuel Recuero 2003
Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp 2003
Ben H. Sharp 2003
Lawrence Shotland 2003
Benjamin Soenarko 2003
Scott D. Sommerfeldt 2003
Kerrie G. Standlee 2003
Jing Tian 2003
Jean Tourret 2003
Ana M. Verzini 2003
Paul T. Weirich 2003
Kwangsee Allen Woo 2003
Barry R. Wyerman 2003
Serdar H. Yonak 2003
Robert W. Young 2003

James C. Yu 2003

Ex officio:
D. Keith Wilson, Associate Editor of JASA
Allan J. Zuckerwar, Associate Editor of JASA
Michael R. Stinson, member of Medals and Awards Committee
John Erdreich, member of Membership Committee
Richard J. Peppin, member of ASACOS

Physical Acoustics

Thomas J. Matula,Chair to 2005
Term to

2005

Robert T. Beyer 2005
Robin O. Cleveland 2005
Lawrence A. Crum 2005
Kenneth E. Gilbert 2005
Robert A. Hiller 2005
R. Glynn Holt 2005
Bart Lipkens 2005
Ralph T. Muehleisen 2005
Harry Simpson 2005
John S. Stroud 2005
Preston S. Wilson 2005

David T. Blackstock 2004
David A. Brown 2004
John A. Burkhardt 2004
Kerry W. Commander 2004
Bruce C. Denardo 2004
Logan E. Hargrove 2004
D. Kent Lewis 2004
Julian D. Maynard 2004
George Mozurkewich 2004
Lev A. Ostrovsky 2004
Andrea Prosperetti 2004
Neil A. Shaw 2004
Victor W. Sparrow 2004
Richard Stern 2004
Roger M. Waxler 2004

Henry E. Bass 2003
Yves H. Berthelot 2003
James P. Chambers 2003
David I. Havelock 2003
Murray S. Korman 2003
Philip L. Marston 2003
Philip S. Spoor 2003
Larry A. Wilen 2003
D. Keith Wilson 2003
Wayne M. Wright 2003
Evgenia A. Zabolotskaya 2003

Ex officio:
Yves H. Berthelot, Associate Editor of JASA
Dale E. Chimenti, Associate Editor of JASA
Floyd Dunn, Associate Editor of JASA
Mark F. Hamilton, Associate Editor of JASA
John G. Harris, Associate Editor of JASA
Michael S. Howe, Associate Editor of JASA
Martin Ochmann, Associate Editor of JASA
Richard Raspet, Associate Editor of JASA
Andrew J. Szeri, Associate Editor of JASA
Louis C. Sutherland, Associate Editor of JASA
Lonny L. Thompson, Associate Editor of JASA
James M. Sabatier, member of Medals and Awards Committee
Steven L. Garrett, member of Membership Committee
Sameer I. Madanshetty, member of ASACOS
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Psychological and Physiological Acoustics

Virigina M. Richards,Chair to 2005
Term to

2005

John F. Culling 2005
Torsten Dau 2005
Armin Kohlrausch 2005
Robert A. Lutfi 2005
Christine R. Mason 2005
Brian C. J. Moore 2005

Bruce G. Berg 2004
Joan M. Besing 2004
Monita Chatterjee 2004
Robert D. Frisina 2004
Andrew J. Oxenham 2004

Pierre L. Divenyi 2003
Richard L. Freyman 2003
Wesley L. Grantham 2003
Barbara G. Shinn-Cunningham 2003
Patrick M. Zurek 2003

Ex officio:
Leslie R. Bernstein, Associate Editor of JASA
Laurel H. Carney, Associate Editor of JASA
Marjorie R. Leek, Associate Editor of JASA and member
of Medals and Awards Committee
Brenda L. Lonsbury-Martin, Associate Editor of JASA
Neal F. Viemeister, Associate Editor of JASA
Ervin R. Hafter, member of Membership Committee
Peggy B. Nelson, member of ASACOS

Signal Processing in Acoustics

James V. Candy,Chair to 2003
Term to

2003

David H. Chambers 2005
David J. Evans 2005
Howard A. Gaberson 2005
Charles F. Gaumond 2005
David I. Havelock 2005
Jean-Pierre Hermand 2005
George E. Ioup 2005
Juliette Ioup 2005
Sean K. Lehman 2005
Zoi-Heleni Michalopoulou 2005
Joseph Pope 2005
Leon H. Sibul 2005
Randall W. Smith 2005
James E. West 2005
Gary R. Wilson 2005
Ning Xiang 2005

Leon Cohen 2004
Jose A. Diaz 2004
Deborah M. Grove 2004
David I. Havelock 2004
Alan W. Meyer 2004
Richard J. Ruhala 2004
Roger W. Schwenke 2004
David C. Swanson 2004
Preston S. Wilson 2004

Geoffrey S. Edelson 2003
Stanley L. Ehrlich 2003
Brian Ferguson 2003
William M. Hartmann 2003

John Impagliazzo 2003
Hua Lee 2003
Patrick J. Loughlin 2003
James C. Preisig 2003
Edmund J. Sullivan 2003

Ex officio:
John C. Burgess, Associate Editor of JASA
Stanley L. Ehrlich, member of Medals and Awards Committee
David I. Havelock, member of Membership Committee
David J. Evans, member of ASACOS

Speech Communication

Diane J. Kewley-Port,Chair to 2004
Term to

2004

Fredericka Bell-Berti 2005
Ann R. Bradlow 2005
Dani M. Byrd 2005
James M. Hillenbrand 2005
Lori L. Holt 2005
Hideki Kawahara 2005
Qiguang Lin 2005
Mario A. Svirsky 2005
Gary G. Weismer 2005

Catherine T. Best 2004
Rene Carre 2004
Robert D. Frisina 2004
Megan M. Hodge 2004
Jody E. Kreiman 2004
Charissa R. Lansing 2004
Shrikanth S. Narayanan 2004
John J. Ohala 2004
Dwayne Paschall 2004
Astrid Schmidt-Nielsen 2004
Samuel A. Seddoh 2004
Winifred Strange 2004
Elaine T. Stathopoulos 2004
Emily A. Tobey 2004

Mariko Aoki 2003
Shari R. Baum 2003
Suzanne E. Boyce 2003
Christopher S. Campbell 2003
Randy L. Diehl 2003
David Dorado 2003
Bruce Gerratt 2003
John H. L. Hansen 2003
Jean Paul Haton 2003
Sarah Hawkins 2003
Mark S. Hedrick 2003
Sun-Ah Jun 2003
Klaus J. Kohler 2003
Nancy S. McGarr 2003
Ian E. Rogers 2003
Robert Ruiz 2003
Caroline L. Smith 2003
Greg S. Turner 2003
Nagalapura Viswanath 2003

Ex officio:
Peter F. Assmann, Associate Editor of JASA
Randy L. Diehl, Associate Editor of JASA
Kenneth W. Grant, Associate Editor of JASA
Marjorie R. Leek, Associate Editor of JASA
Anders Lofqvist, Associate Editor of JASA
Douglas D. O’Shaughnessy, Associate Editor of JASA
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Gary G. Weismer, member of Medals and Awards Committee
Maureen L. Stone, member of Membership Committee
Shrikanth Narayanan, member of ASACOS

Structural Acoustics and Vibration

Scott D. Sommerfeldt,Chair to 2003
Term to

2003

John A. Burkhardt 2005
Kenneth D. Frampton 2005
Sunil Mehta 2005
Martin L. Pollack 2005
Paul J. Remington 2005
Jeffrey S. Vipperman 2005
Richard L. Weaver 2005
Kuangcheng Wu 2005

Paul E. Barbone 2004
Jeffrey E. Boisvert 2004
Robert L. Clark 2004
Joseph M. Cuschieri 2004
John A. Fahnline 2004
Jerry H. Ginsberg 2004
Stephen A. Hambric 2004
Peter C. Herdic 2004
Harry Himelblau 2004
Timothy W. Leishman 2004
Jerome E. Manning 2004
Philip L. Marston 2004
James G. McDaniel 2004
Karl M. Reichard 2004
Angie Sarkissian 2004
Victor W. Sparrow 2004
Eric E. Ungar 2004
Nickolas Vlahopoulos 2004

Benjamin Bard 2003
Alain C. Berry 2003
Joseph W. Dickey 2003
David Feit 2003
Allison B. Flatau 2003
Guillermo C. Gaunaurd 2003
Karl Grosh 2003
Sabih I. Hayek 2003
Francis Kirschner 2003
Jean R. Nicolas 2003
Allan D. Pierce 2003
Mauro Pierucci 2003
Vasundara V. Varadan 2003
Earl G. Williams 2003
Sean F. Wu 2003

Ex officio:
Jerry H. Ginsberg, Associate Editor of JASA
Andrew N. Norris, Associate Editor of JASA
Richard L. Weaver, Associate Editor of JASA
Earl G. Williams, Associate Editor of JASA
Mauro Pierucci, member of Medals and Awards Committee
Courtney B. Burroughs, member of Membership Committee
Louis A. Herstein, member of ASACOS

Underwater Acoustics

John S. Perkins,Chair to 2003
Term to

2003

Paul B. Baxley 2005

Shira L. Broschat 2005
Douglas H. Cato 2005

Michael D. Collins 2005
Peter H. Dahl 2005
Grant B. Deane 2005
Gerald L. D’Spain 2005
Peter Gerstoft 2005
Charles W. Holland 2005
Kevin B. Smith 2005
Hee Chun Song 2005
Dajun Tang 2005
Christopher T. Tindle 2005
Alexandra I. Tolstoy 2005
Stephen N. Wolf 2005

Ahmad T. Abawi 2004
Michael G. Brown 2004
Dennis B. Creamer 2004
Christian P. de Moustier 2004
Stanley E. Dosso 2004
George V. Frisk 2004
Stewart A. L. Glegg 2004
Joseph F. Lingevitch 2004
Nicholas C. Makris 2004
Zoi-Heleni Michalopoulou 2004
Marshall H. Orr 2004
Gregory J. Orris 2004
James C. Preisig 2004
Daniel Rouseff 2004
William L. Siegmann 2004

Ralph N. Baer 2003
Kyle M. Becker 2003
John Buck 2003
Nicholas P. Chotiros 2003
Dezhang Chu 2003
David R. Dowling 2003
Steven Finette 2003
Paul C. Hines 2003
Anatoliy N. Ivakin 2003
Finn B. Jensen 2003
Sunny Khosla 2003
John J. McCoy 2003
B. Edward McDonald 2003
Kazuhiko Ohta 2003
John R. Preston 2003
Ralph A. Stephen 2003
Alexander G. Voronovich 2003
Lisa M. Zurk 2003

Ex officio:
John C. Burgess, Associate Editor of JASA
William M. Carey, Associate Editor of JASA
Stanley A. Chin-Bing, Associate Editor of JASA
William L. Siegmann, Associate Editor of JASA
Ralph A. Stephen, Associate Editor of JASA
David L. Bradley, member of Medals and Awards Committee
Peter H. Rogers, member of Membership Committee
Arnie L. Van Buren, member of ASACOS

Administrative Committees 2002–2003

Archives and History

Henry E. Bass,Chair to 2004
Term to

2004

Leo L. Beranek 2005
William J. Cavanaugh 2005
Logan E. Hargrove 2005
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David T. Blackstock 2004
William W. Lang 2004
Julian D. Maynard 2004
Rosalie M. Uchanski 2004

Mark C. Hedrick 2003
John W. Kopec 2003
Wesley L. Nyborg 2003
Richard J. Peppin 2003

Books

David L. Bradley,Chair to 2005
Term to

2005

Nancy S. McGarr 2005
Jeffrey A. Nystuen 2005
Emily A. Tobey 2005

Stanley L. Chin-Bing 2004
Gordon E. Martin 2004
Victor W. Sparrow 2004

Christopher Feuillaude 2003
Jerry H. Ginsberg 2003
Philip L. Marston 2003
Joseph Pope 2003
Robert A. Walkling 2003
Stephen N. Wolf 2003

Ex officio:
Philip L. Marston, Associate Editor of JASA for Book Reviews

College of Fellows Steering

William J. Cavanaugh,Chair to 2003
Term to

2003

Stanley L. Ehrlich 2005
E. Carr Everbach 2005
Robert D. Frisina 2005
Daniel R. Raichel 2005

Peter G. Cable 2004
M. David Egan 2004
Uwe J. Hansen 2004
Astrid Schmidt-Nielsen 2004

Joseph W. Dickey 2003
Judy R. Dubno 2003
Jiri Tichy 2003
Janet M. Weisenberger 2003

Education in Acoustics

Uwe J. Hansen,Chair to 2003
Term to

2003

Courtney B. Burroughs 2005
Robin O. Cleveland 2005
Kenneth A. Cunefare 2005
D. Michael Daly 2005
Mary Florentine 2005
Logan E. Hargrove 2005
Mardi C. Hastings 2005
Peter L. Hoekje 2005
Darrell R. Jackson 2005

Michel T. T. Jackson 2005
Murray F. Korman 2005
Luc Mongeau 2005
John S. Robertson 2005
James M. Sabatier 2005
Neil A. Shaw 2005
Kevin B. Smith 2005
Ralph A. Stephen 2005
James E. West 2005
Wayne M. Wright 2005

David A. Brown 2004
Robert D. Collier 2004
Corinne M. Darvennes 2004
Margaritis S. Fourakis 2004
Carole E. Gelfer 2004
Douglas R. Jones 2004
Sharon Y. Manuel 2004
Philip L. Marston 2004
Ralph Muehleisen 2004
Andrew A. Piacsek 2004
Daniel R. Raichel 2004
Sally G. Revoile 2004
Thomas D. Rossing 2004
Ronald A. Roy 2004
Dawn R. Schuette 2004
Scott D. Sommerfeldt 2004
William Thompson, Jr. 2004
Robert A. Walkling 2004
George S. K. Wong 2004

William A. Ahroon 2003
Anthony A. Atchley 2003
Fredericka Bell-Berti 2003
Suzanne E. Boyce 2003
Robert D. Celmer 2003
Annabel J. Cohen 2003
E. Carr Everbach 2003
Thomas B. Gabrielson 2003
Katherine S. Harris 2003
Elizabeth S. Ivey 2003
Joie P. Jones 2003
Maria B. Mody 2003
Amy T. Neel 2003
P. K. Raju 2003
Deborah M. Rekart 2003
Daniel A. Russell 2003
M. Roman Serbyn 2003
Victor W. Sparrow 2003
Emily A. Tobey 2003

Ethics and Grievances

Mardi C. Hastings,Chair to 2005
Term to

2005

Barbara Shinn-Cunningham 2005

Investments

Ira Dyer,Chair to 2004
Term to

2004

Lawrence A. Crum 2005

Ira J. Hirsh 2003

David Feit, Treasurer,ex officio
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Medals and Awards

Mark F. Hamilton,Chair to 2003
Term to

2003

Ewart A. Wetherill Architectural Acoustics 2003
David L. Bradley Underwater Acoustics 2003
Charles R. Greene Animal Bioacoustics 2003
Mauro Pierucci Structural Acoustics

and Vibration
2003

James W. Beauchamp Musical Acoustics 2004
Michael J. Buckingham Acoustical Oceanography 2004
Mahlon D. Burkhard Engineering Acoustics 2004
Stanley L. Ehrlich Signal Processing

in Acoustics
2004

Gary G. Weismer Speech Communication 2004

Marjorie R. Leek Psychological and
Physiological Acoustics

2003

Wesley L. Nyborg Biomedical Ultrasound/
Bioresponse to Vibration

2003

James M. Sabatier Physical Acoustics 2003
Michael R. Stinson Noise 2003

Committee on Meetings—June 2002–December 2002

Dana S. Hougland,Chair to 2005
Anthony A. Atchley, Vice President-Elect
Sergio Beristain, Fall 2002, Cancun
Courtney B. Burroughs, Spring 2002, Pittsburgh
Joseph M. Cuschieri, Fall 2001, Ft. Lauderdale
Samir N. Y. Gerges, Fall 2002, Cancun
D. Wesley Grantham, Spring 2003, Nashville
Elaine Moran, ASA Office Manager,ex officio
Clark Penrod, Fall 2003, Austin
Scott D. Pfeiffer, Spring 2001, Chicago
Charles E. Schmid, Executive Director,ex officio
James E. West, Fall 2002, Cancun
William A. Yost, Vice President

Membership

Joseph W. Dickey,Chair to 2003
Term to

2003

Anthony J. Brammer Biomedical Ultrasound/
Bioresponse to Vibration

2005

Courtney B. Burroughs Structural Acoustics
and Vibration

2005

Burton G. Hurdle Foreign Members 2005
John Erdreich Noise 2005

Christopher Feuillade Acoustical Oceanography 2004
Steven L. Garrett Physical Acoustics 2004
David I. Havelock Signal Processing in Acoustics 2004
Peter H. Rogers Underwater Acoustics 2004
Gregory C. Tocci Architectural Acoustics 2004

Uwe J. Hansen Musical Acoustics 2003
Thomas R. Howarth Engineering Acoustics 2003
Darlene R. Ketten Animal Bioacoustics 2003
Maureen Stone Speech Communication 2003
Ervin R. Hafter Psychological and

Physiological Acoustics
2003

Public Relations

Paul A. Baxley,Chair to 2003
Term to

2003

Gerald D’Spain 2005
Geoffrey F. Edelmann 2005
Ellen S. Livingston 2005

James F. Lynch 2005
Duncan E. McGehee 2005
Barbara J. Sotirin 2005
E. Carr Everbach 2004
Charles Gaumond 2004
Christy K. Holland 2004
David Lubman 2004
Andrew A. Piacsek 2004

William J. Cavanaugh 2003
N. Ross Chapman 2003
Stanley E. Dosso 2003
Blas Espinoza-Varas 2003
Jack E. Randoff 2003
Thomas D. Rossing 2003
James C. Yu 2003

Allan D. Pierce, Editor-in-Chief,ex officio
Elaine Moran, ASA Office Manager,ex officio
Charles E. Schmid, Executive Director,ex officio
Thomas D. Rossing, Echoes Editor,ex officio

Publication Policy

Floyd Dunn,Chair to 2003
Term to

2003

Robert C. Bilger 2005
James F. Lynch 2005
James H. Miller 2005
Allan J. Zuckerwar 2005

David T. Blackstock 2004
Mark F. Hamilton 2004
Patricia K. Kuhl 2004
Alan Powell 2004
Sigfrid D. Soli 2004

Jont B. Allen 2003

Ilene J. Busch-Vishniac, President-Elect,ex officio
Allan D. Pierce, Editor-in-Chief,ex officio

Regional Chapters

Elizabeth A. McLaughlin,Chair to 2005

Elmer L. Hixson Austin
Angelo J. Campanella Central Ohio
Dean E. Capone Central Pennsylvania
John W. Kopec Chicago
Ernest M. Weiler Cincinnati
Edwin H. Toothman Delaware Valley
Gary W. Siebein Florida
Timothy J. Foulkes Greater Boston
Michael J. Anderson Inland Northwest
vacant Los Angeles
Hari S. Paul Madras, India
Marehalli G. Prasad Metropolitan New York
Elizabeth A. McLaughlin Narragansett
Noral Stewart North Carolina
Peter F. Assmann North Texas
James R. Angerer Northwest
R. Dean Ayers Orange County
Paul A. Baxley San Diego
David Braslau Upper Midwest
vacant Washington, DC
Thomas M. Disch Wisconsin

Uwe J. Hansen, Chair, Education in Acoustics,ex officio
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Rules and Governance

Tony F. W. Embleton,Chair to 2005
Term to

2005

William M. Hartmann 2005
Richard H. Lyon 2005

William J. Cavanaugh 2004
Floyd Dunn 2004

Elaine Moran 2003
Charles E. Schmid 2003

Prizes and Special Fellowships

Wayne M. Wright,Chair to 2005
Term to

2005

Uwe J. Hansen 2005

Anthony A. Atchley 2004
Constantine Trahiotis 2004

Fredericka Bell-Berti 2003
James E. West 2003

Standards

Executive Committee
Paul D. Schomer, Chair~Standards Director!
vacant, Vice Chair
Susan B. Blaeser, Standards Manager,ex officio

S1 Representation
George S. K. Wong, Chair S1 and ASA representative on S1
John P. Seiler, Vice Chair S1 and ASA alternate representative on S1

S2 Representation
Richard J. Peppin, Chair S2
David J. Evans, Vice Chair
Sabih I. Hayek, ASA representative on S2
Bruce E. Douglas, ASA alternate representative on S2

S3 Representation
R. F. Burkard, Chair S3 and ASA representative on S3
J. Franks, Vice Chair S3 and ASA alternate representative on S3

S12 Representation
Paul D. Schomer, Chair S12
Robert D. Hellweg, Vice Chair S12
Bennett M. Brooks, ASA representative on S12
Paul D. Schomer, ASA alternate representative on S12

International TAGs (ex officio)
Paul D. Schomer, Chair, U.S. TAG for ISO/TC 43 and ISO/TC 43/SCI
David J. Evans, Chair, U.S. TAG for ISO/TC 108
Victor A. Nedzelnitsky, U.S. Technical Advisor for IEC/TC 29

ASA Technical Committee Representatives
William A. Yost, Chair of ASA Technical Council,ex officio
Er Chang Shang, Acoustical Oceanography
Ann E. Bowles, Animal Bioacoustics
George E. Winzer, Architectural Acoustics
E. Carr Everbach, Biomedical Ultrasound/Bioresponse to Vibration
Mahlon D. Burkhard, Engineering Acoustics
Ian M. Lindevald, Musical Acoustics
Richard J. Peppin, Noise
Sameer I. Madanshetty, Physical Acoustics
Peggy B. Nelson, Psychological and Physiological Acoustics

David J. Evans, Signal Processing in Acoustics
Shrikanth Narayanan, Speech Communication
Louis A. Herstein, Structural Acoustics and Vibration
Arnie L. Van Buren, Underwater Acoustics

ASA Officers
David Feit, Treasurer,ex officio
Charles E. Schmid, Executive Director,ex officio

Past Chair of ASACOS (ex officio)
Tony F. W. Embleton

Associate Editors for Standards News—JASA (ex officio)
Susan B. Blaeser
George S. K. Wong

Tutorials

Yves H. Berthelot and Beverly A. Wright,
Term to

2005
Cochairsto 2005

Ann E. Bowles 2005
James M. Chambers 2005
Gary W. Elko 2005

Fredericka Bell-Berti 2004
Robin O. Cleveland 2004
George V. Frisk 2004

Charles E. Schmid, Executive Director,ex officio

Women in Acoustics

Nancy S. Timmerman,Chair to 2003
Term to

2003

Uwe J. Hansen 2005
Mardi C. Hastings 2005
Peggy B. Nelson 2005
Lily Wang 2005
Lisa Zurk 2005

Lawrence A. Crum 2004
Martha M. Larson 2004
Penelope Menounou 2004
Sandra L. Poliachik 2004
Brigitte Schulte-Fortkamp 2004
Elvira B. Viveiros 2004

Ina Rea Bicknell 2003
Margaret Cheesman 2003
Bozena Kostek 2003
Alexandra I. Tolstoy 2003
Peta White 2003

Anthony A. Atchley,ex officioas Vice President-Elect

JASA Editorial Board
June 2005
P. F. Assmann, Speech Perception
S. B. Blaeser, Acoustical News—Standards
K. A. Cunefare, Noise, Its Effects and Control
K. W. Grant—Speech Perception
P. L. Marston, Acoustical Reviews—Books
W. G. Mayer, Acoustical News—International
A. N. Norris, Structural Acoustics and Vibration
D. L. Rice, Acoustical Reviews—Patents
R. L. Diehl, Speech Perception
D. Keith Wilson, Noise, Its Effects and Controls
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G. S. K. Wong, Acoustical Standards News
Allan J. Zuckerwar, Applied Acoustics; Transduction;

Acoustical Measurements

June 2004
W. W. L. Au, Bioacoustics—Animal
Y. H. Berthelot, Ultrasonics; Physical Effects of Sound
J. C. Burgess, Acoustic Signal Processing
D. E. Chimenti, General Linear Acoustics
F. Dunn, Bioacoustics—Biomedical
J. H. Ginsberg, Structural Acoustics and Vibration
M. F. Hamilton, Nonlinear Acoustics
J. G. Harris, Ultrasonics; Physical Effects of Sound
M. S. Howe, Aeroacoustics
M. Kleiner, Architectural Acoustics
S. E. McAdams, Music and Musical Acoustics
M. Ochmann, General Linear Acoustics
D. D. O’Shaughnessy, Speech Processing
R. S. Raspet, Ultrasonics, Physical Effects of Sound

W. L. Siegmann, Underwater Acoustics
L. C. Sutherland, Aeroacoustics
A. J. Szeri, Ultrasonics; Physical Effects of Sound
L. L. Thompson, General Linear Acoustics
N. F. Viemiester, Psychological Acoustics
R. L. Weaver, Structural Acoustics and Vibration
E. R. Williams, Structural Acoustics and Vibration

June 2003
L. E. Bernstein, Psychological Acoustics
L. H. Carney, Physiological Acoustics
S. A. Chin-Bing, Underwater Sound
A. Lofqvist, Speech Production
B. L. Lonsbury-Martin, Physiological Acoustics
J. J. McCoy, Mathematical Acoustics
E. Moran, Acoustical News—USA
T. D. Rossing, Education in Acoustics
V. W. Sparrow, Computational Acoustics
R. Stern, Electronic Archives and References
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BOOK REVIEWS

P. L. Marston
Physics Department, Washington State University, Pullman, Washington 99164

These reviews of books and other forms of information express the opinions of the individual reviewers
and are not necessarily endorsed by the Editorial Board of this Journal.

Editorial Policy: If there is a negative review, the author of the book will be given a chance to respond to
the review in this section of the Journal and the reviewer will be allowed to respond to the author’s
comments. [See ‘‘Book Reviews Editor’s Note,’’ J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 81, 1651 (May 1987).]

Microphone Arrays

M. Brandstein and D. Ward, Editors

Springer-Verlag, New York, 2001.
398 pp. Price: $99.00 (hardcover) ISBN: 3540419535.

Microphone Arraysis a collection of 18 chapters about microphone
array research organized into four sections: speech enhancement, source
localization, applications, and future directions. The editors have assembled
contributions from 32 experts who broadly represent the research currently
being conducted on microphone arrays and their applications.

In the interest of fairness to the editors and contributors, I will first
admit to a certain amount of skepticism about the value of these edited
survey books. While the underlying idea of presenting the collective wisdom
of a particular research community is appealing, these books have generally
struck me as incoherent assemblies of each of the authors’ latest ideas—with
minimal description of relevant related works. The organization is often
topical with great variation in approach and notation. In addition, these
surveys often exhibit substantial redundancy of basic ideas. I generally find
books with one or two authors more concisely and efficiently present a
particular topic.1

This particular collection covers an important research area and pre-
sents a wide range of views—from directional microphone analyses~Elko!
to Kalman filtering applied to a combination of acoustic and visual localiza-
tion cues~Strobelet al.!. I found the chapters to be of varying quality—with
most presenting complete references for a particular area and some~e.g.,
Greenberg and Zurek! providing insightful discussion of referenced work in
the context of the chapter rather than simply citing the work. Much of the
reported work is available in the open literature, but it is convenient to have
such a wide collection in a single volume. My general complaints about this
format were sometimes validated. However, given my disinclination to this
type of collection, I was frequently surprised to find myself enjoying the
book.

In the first section of the book the chapters are generally concerned
with a variety of beamforming approaches. Included in this section are nice
discussions of superdirective arrays~Bitzer and Simmer! and robust beam-
forming ~Hoshuyama and Sugiyama!. In addition, Elko presents an interest-
ing analysis of a variety of combinations of differential microphones in
isotropic noise fields. The final chapters of this section focus more explicitly
on speech enhancement with a particularly interesting combination of
speech modeling and speech enhancement by Brandstein and Griebel.

The second section of the book contains three chapters focusing on the
use of microphone arrays for sound localization. DiBiaseet al.do a nice job
of describing why time delay estimation in realistic acoustic environments is
a difficult problem. The extensive signal processing literature on multiple
source localization is reviewed in the chapter by Di Claudio and Parisi. In
the final chapter in this section, Strobelet al. present an interesting combi-
nation of audio-visual cues~as well as a review on Kalman filter theory!.
This is probably the most focused section of the book.

The third section of the book presents a variety of applications of

microphone arrays. These include hearing aids, noise and echo reduction,
hands-free automobile applications, speech recognition, and blind separation
of acoustic signals. The hearing aid chapter~Greenberg and Zurek! contains
a nice review of both existing research work and existing devices. It also
addresses key considerations~e.g., signal cancellation and the relative im-
portance of low frequencies! that hearing-impaired users place on the appli-
cation of microphone arrays. Three chapters address the combination of
echo reduction and noise cancellation. Martin focuses on arrays using post-
filtering, while Kellermann explores the benefits and limitations of different
combinations of echo cancellation and beamforming resources. Nordholm
et al. present a nice subband application for an automobile array that also
combines the tasks of echo suppression and noise reduction. Other applica-
tions discussed include speech recognition using microphone arrays~Omol-
ogo et al.! and the difficult problem of the blind separation of realistic
acoustic signals~Douglas!.

The final section contains two chapters about the future directions and
applications of microphone arrays. Elko discusses fundamental limitations
in a thoughtful way—asking researchers to think in new ways about what
kind of processing is really ‘‘optimal.’’ Van Compernolle discusses a variety
of applications that appear to be well suited to the use of microphone arrays.
I must admit some concern over his decision to describe car phones as a
‘‘killer application’’ for microphone arrays given the inherent risks of driv-
ing while distracted.

Overall I was pleasantly surprised by the quality of the collection. This
relatively small~400 page! collection presents a nice overview of micro-
phone array research over the last two decades. The chapters also provide a
good set of references for someone interested in engaging in microphone
array work in a particular area. While the collection does have many of the
drawbacks associated with its format, there are enough positives to justify
its use as a resource.

MICHAEL W. HOFFMAN
Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0511

Filter Design with Time Domain Mask
Constraints: Theory and Applications

Ba-Ngu Vo, Antonio Cantoni, and Kok Lay Teo

Kluwer Academic Publishers, Boston, 2001.
350 pp. Price: $136.00 (hardcover) ISBN: 0792371380.

This monograph is concerned with the time-domain design of an en-
velope constrained~EC! filter whose response stays within a given tolerance
band of the desired response and also minimizes the noise amplification. The
objective is to present a unified approach to the problem that spans digital,
analog, and hybrid~analog and digital! systems. The research results during
the last three decades on the EC problem and its generalization, to handle
the case of uncertain inputs~that is, inputs not specified exactly, but known
to stay within an input mask!, have been published in scattered journals and
so the monograph should be a welcome addition to the literature. Readers
with some background in optimization theory by vector space methods will
benefit more from the perusal of the monograph, and the required math-

1I must admit that I have found writing chapters for these edited books can
be an onerous task as well. So I do bear some sympathy for the contribu-
tors.
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ematical background has been summarized in two appendices for quick
reference.

Besides the two appendices, the monograph contains six chapters.
Chapter 1, entitled ‘‘Introduction,’’ motivates and formulates the problem,
and gives a brief account of the topics covered in the succeeding chapters.
The shortcomings of the conventional least squares approach to filter design
in selected applications are underscored and the relevance of the EC ap-
proach is pointed out.

In Chap. 2, entitled ‘‘Filtering with convex response constraints,’’ the
EC filtering problem and its variants are shown to be special cases of a
convex programming problem in Hilbert space which covers the analog,
digital, and hybrid cases of interest. The issues of existence, uniqueness, and
finite-dimensional approximants to the optimal solution are addressed here.
The lemmas leading to the proof of the theorem on convergence to the
optimal solution as the dimension of the underlying vector space tends to
infinity are contained in an appendix to this chapter.

Chapter 3, entitled ‘‘Analysis and problem characterization,’’ examines
the relationship between the primal and dual solutions to, respectively, the
convex programming problem in Hilbert space and its dual in the space of
regular Borel measures. The dual of the EC filtering problem for both the
finite- and infinite-dimensional cases is considered. In particular, the practi-
cally important finite-dimensional case is investigated in the setting of the
convex semi-infinite programming problem~optimization in finite-
dimensional spaces with infinitely many constraints!. The special case of
semi-infinite quadratic programming and the primal–dual structure of this
class of problems offer insight into the structure of the optimal EC filter.
Again, an appendix to this chapter provides proof of results not included in
the main body of the text for interested readers.

Chapter 4, entitled ‘‘Discrete-time EC filtering algorithms,’’ is devoted
to computational aspects of finding solutions to the discrete-time EC filter-
ing problem. Strategies suitable for off-line and also on-line implementa-
tions of algorithms are discussed. A tapped delay line FIR filter structure and
a discrete-time orthonormal Laguerre network structure~as a low-order,
more robust IIR alternative to the FIR structure! are presented for solving
the problem of focus in this chapter and the performances of the two ap-
proaches are compared via a channel equalization example.

The continuous-time counterpart of the discrete-time EC filtering prob-
lem in Chap. 4 is presented in Chap. 5, entitled ‘‘Numerical methods for

continuous-time EC-filtering.’’ Both analog and hybrid filters are considered
in this chapter and some attention is given to the problem of approximation.
The continuous-time orthonormal Laguerre network, originally due to Norb-
ert Wiener and Yuk Wing Lee, is used here in the channel equalization
problem in addition to FIR filters accompanied with various postfilters for
the hybrid case.

Chapter 6, entitled ‘‘Robust envelope constrained filtering,’’ addresses
the important issue of robustness to perturbations of the prescribed input or
filter implementation errors.

The philosophy behind this book is filter design with the objective of
restricting the response within prescribed upper and lower bounds while
minimizing the effect of input noise. The synthesis is in the time domain and
the mathematical tools used are nonlinear optimization and functional analy-
sis. Another approach towards the design of filters so that the magnitude of
the frequency response is constrained by greatest lower and least upper
bounds has been advanced in Refs. 1 and 2 listed below. The analysis is
conducted in the frequency domain and dwells on the deployment of prima-
rily algebraic tools. The common feature in both approaches is the concern
with the need for tackling a set of filters as opposed to a single filter for
performance evaluation. A significant body of recent literature has also been
devoted to the design of interval filters for robust stability~Ref. 3!, but this
book is not concerned with the parametric approach to tackling uncertainty
documented there.

N. K. BOSE
Department of Electrical Engineering
Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

1N. K. Bose and K. D. Kim, ‘‘Boundary implications for frequency re-
sponse of interval FIR and IIR filters,’’ IEEE Trans. Signal Process.39,
2167–2173~1991!.

2A. Levkovich, E. Zeheb, and N. Cohen, ‘‘Frequency response envelopes
of a family of uncertain continuous-time systems,’’ IEEE Trans.42, 156–
165 ~1995!.

3J. Kogan,Robust Stability and Converxity: An Introduction, Lecture Notes
in Control and Info. Sci.~Springer, London, 1995!, Vol. 201.
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6,338,277

43.20.Hq FLOWMETER FOR ATTENUATING
ACOUSTIC PROPAGATIONS

Andrew Stephen Diston et al., assignors to G. Kromschroder
Aktiengesellschaft

15 January 2002„Class 73Õ861.28…; filed 4 December 1998

The velocity of a fluid flowing along a cylindrical passage is deter-
mined from the time of flight of acoustic waves between two transducers
located at the ends of the passage. Small diameter passages are undesirable
because they induce pressure losses, but large diameter passages may permit
the generation of nonaxial modes, which may interfere with the measure-
ment. The latter problem is overcome in the present patent by the introduc-
tion of attenuation devices on the walls of the passage. Typical attenuation
devices include axial slots that contain dissipative material or rough surfaces
and/or that communicate with extended volumes.—EEU

6,347,293

43.20.Ye SELF-CHARACTERIZING VIBRATING
CONDUIT PARAMETER SENSORS AND METHODS
OF OPERATION THEREFOR

Timothy J. Cunningham and Stuart J. Shelley, assignors to Micro
Motion, Incorporated

12 February 2002„Class 702Õ189…; filed 9 July 1999

This patent applies to Coriolis effect mass flowmeters, in which the
vibration modes of a curved conduit are changed as the result of the flow of
mass through that conduit. In such meters, vibrations of the conduit are
produced by an actuator and measured by one or more sensors. In order to
overcome errors that may be introduced by changes in the sensor and to
overcome some effects of extraneous vibrations, this patent employs an
automated approach for determining the conduit’s modal characteristics.—
EEU

6,348,968

43.35.Sx PHOTOACOUSTIC SPECTROSCOPY
APPARATUS AND METHOD

Tom Autrey et al., assignors to Battelle Memorial Institute
19 February 2002„Class 356Õ432…; filed 30 March 2001

A cell for stimulating a material sample by light and detecting the
resulting sound waves that emanate from the sample is constructed of two
blocks of a light-transmitting material, such as quartz. The two blocks may
be visualized as having trapezoidal cross sections and as being connected
along their larger faces via an annular gasket. The test sample is confined in
the central space between the blocks and the gasket. A light beam is directed
onto the sample via a lateral face of one of the blocks and may be either
reflected or refracted by the sample, permitting different modes of excitation
of the sample. A transducer attached to the base of one of the blocks is used
to detect the sound.—EEU

6,350,238

43.35.Yb REAL-TIME DISPLAY OF ULTRASOUND
IN SLOW MOTION

Bjorn Olstad and Hans Torp, assignors to GE Medical Systems
Global Technology Company, LLC

26 February 2002„Class 600Õ437…; filed 2 November 1999

The current state of the art makes it possible to obtain ultrasound
images with frame rates that exceed the limitations of the human eye and
current video standards such as PAL and NTSC. The human eye recognizes
30–50 frames per second, but rates of 100–300 images per second can be
achieved with current high performance systems. The patent covers a device
and system for acquiring ultrasound information at a high acquisition rate,
but with a slowed-down display rate so that images can be better perceived
by the human eye. Acquisition and display are synchronized under specified
conditions, which may be a predetermined time interval or a triggering
event. The result is a slow-motion display that maintains real-time
synchrony.—DRR
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6,350,241

43.35.Yb METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
MULTIPLE ANGLE COMPOUND FLOW IMAGING

Ilan Lifshitz, assignor to GE Medical Systems Global Technology
Company, LLC

26 February 2002„Class 600Õ454…; filed 27 December 1999

The patent describes a method of multi-angle compound flow imaging
which receives at an ultrasound transducer multiple ultrasound reflections
from a target. The reflections are oriented at multiple angles with respect to
the transducer normal. The method entails jointly evaluating information
derived during the various signal reflections to establish a display of the
target and displaying the result as, for example, an angiogram.—DRR

6,353,277

43.38.Ar ACOUSTIC TRANSDUCER

Thomas Hahn-Jose, assignor to Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur
Foerderung der Angewandten Forschung E.V.

5 March 2002 „Class 310Õ324…; filed in Germany 23 August 1997

This transducer consists of a piezoceramic disc that is bonded to a
diaphragm to form a monomorphous flexural vibrator. As the disc vibrates in
its plane, the Poisson effect results in thickness vibration, and this vibration
is coupled to the air by the diaphragm. The latter preferably consists of a
mixture of epoxy and hollow glass spheres and has a thickness approxi-
mately equal to a quarter wavelength of the thickness vibration mode of the
disc, so that it has low acoustic impedance.—EEU

6,354,146

43.38.Fx ACOUSTIC TRANSDUCER SYSTEM FOR
MONITORING WELL PRODUCTION

James Robert Birchak et al., assignors to Halliburton Energy
Services, Incorporated

12 March 2002„Class 73Õ61.79…; filed 17 June 1999

The system described in this patent consists of one or more pairs of
piezoelectric transducers that are mounted within the walls of thick pipes in
oil wells. The properties of well products flowing through these are evalu-
ated by means of signals that propagate perpendicular to the flow direction.
The design is claimed to be suitable for reliable multi-year long operation in
a downhole environment.—EEU

6,338,395

43.38.Ja KAPOK LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURE
DAMPING MATERIAL

J. Dwidjaja Setiabudi et al., assignors to P. T. Hartono Istana
Electronics

15 January 2002„Class 181Õ151…; filed 29 September 1999

Kapok is a fluffy, fibrous, organic material somewhat similar to cotton
puffs or unspun wool. In the 1930s it was commonly employed as furniture
stuffing. Is it possible that until now no one has ever lined or stuffed a
loudspeaker box with kapok?—GLA

6,343,133

43.38.Ja AXIALLY PROPAGATING MID AND HIGH
FREQUENCY LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS

Alan Brock Adamson, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada
29 January 2002„Class 381Õ340…; filed 22 July 1999

Contemporary concert sound systems may employ large line arrays
made up of identical two-way or three-way modules. Known prior art
~Heil’s United States patent 5,163,167! can convert sound from a conven-
tional high-frequency driver into a coherent vertical line source. This patent
describes an improved coaxial waveguide that is intended to combine sound
from a high-frequency and a mid-range driver into a single, cylindrical
wavefront without the drawbacks of earlier designs.—GLA

6,345,102

43.38.Ja VEHICLE LOUDSPEAKERS

Gillian Margaret Davis et al., assignors to New Transducers
Limited

5 February 2002 „Class 381Õ86…; filed in the United Kingdom 16
October 1996

One or more piezoelectric wafers drive a thin, lightweight panel. The
result is a talking sun visor.—GLA

6,347,823

43.38.Ja VEHICLE FRONT END PANEL WITH HORN
COVER

Ikuo Ozawa et al., assignors to Denso Corporation
19 February 2002„Class 296Õ1.1…; filed in Japan 20 October 1999

An automobile horn assembly is proposed in which the acoustic driver
is attached to a horn that is integral to the front body member which houses
the radiator. Reduced part count and cost are the motivating factors behind
this design.—KPS

6,339,649

43.38.Ja LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM WITH
STACKABLE LOUDSPEAKER UNITS

Waterson Chen, Taichung City and Chin-Lung Lin, Kaohsiung
City, both of Taiwan, Province of China

15 January 2002„Class 381Õ335…; filed 12 April 1999

Although this appears to be a transmission line loudspeaker cabinet
with a few extra twists and turns, the inventor has other ideas:~a! multiple
modules can be separated or stacked, and~b! radiation from openings26 is
intended to cover ‘‘...the whole area of the audiovisual room.’’ Woofer mod-
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ules, two-way modules~woofer plus tweeter!, and a subwoofer module can
be arranged in various groupings.—GLA

6,341,167

43.38.Ja SPEAKER

Masatoshi Okuyama et al., assignors to Matsushita Electric
Industrial Company, Incorporated

22 January 2002„Class 381Õ407…; filed in Japan 18 June 1998

An elongated panel or dome11a is edge-driven by voice coil11c. This
configuration, which may have originated with Doschek around 1956, can

utilize a simple magnetic structure employing two parallel linear gaps. The
patent describes an improved design which is intended to increase electroa-
coustic efficiency while reducing manufacturing cost.—GLA

6,343,128

43.38.Ja DUAL CONE LOUDSPEAKER

C. Ronald Coffin, Topsfield, Massachusetts
29 January 2002„Class 381Õ186…; filed 17 February 1999

In the inventor’s earlier dual-cone loudspeaker, cones2 and 4 are
mechanically linked to increase the volume of air pumped for a given voice
coil displacement. One might question whether the added complexity is

worth the effort, but the design is clever. The patent describes a number of
practical improvements intended to improve performance and reliability.—
GLA

6,345,685

43.38.Ja LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM

Leigh D. Wells and Emma-Jane Smith, both of Trellech
Monmouthshire, Wales, the United Kingdom

12 February 2002„Class 181Õ153…; filed in the United Kingdom 26
January 2000

Woofer 17 and tweeters26 and 27 are mounted at opposite ends of
translucent cylinder20. The top cap also contains a concealed light source.
Light is directed downward, bounces off spherical mirror17, and illuminates
the inner surface of the cylinder. This is not the first self-contained sound
and light device to be patented, but it is said to incorporate the advantages of
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prior art ‘‘...while simultaneously overcoming some of the disadvantages
normally associated therewith.’’—GLA

6,347,149

43.38.Ja DRIVER FOR A FLAT ACOUSTIC PANEL

Wolfgang Bachmannet al., assignors to Harman Audio Electronic
Systems GmbH

12 February 2002„Class 381Õ396…; filed in Germany 15 May 1998

Magnetic circuit14 and15 and voice coil16 are typical of moving coil
loudspeakers except for centering spider23, which appears to fit into a space
no larger than magnetic gap18. The entire motor assembly sits in a cavity in
‘‘acoustic panel’’11, the core of which is rigid expanded foam. Mechanical

coupling member19 is smaller than the voice coil diameter to facilitate the
generation of bending waves in panel11. The design appears to be more like
a tuning fork than a conventional panel loudspeaker and one would expect
low-frequency efficiency to suffer accordingly.—GLA

6,347,147

43.38.Kb HIGH NOISE SUPPRESSION
MICROPHONE

Edward F. Downs, Jr. and Kevin M. Venturella, assignors to the
United States of America as represented by the Secretary of the
Navy

12 February 2002„Class 381Õ114…; filed 7 December 1998

The invention is intended for use in high-noise environments such as
helicopters, tanks, speedboats, and the like. A thin piezoelectric film is sand-
wiched between two conductive layers. The sandwich is embedded in a
mechanical sound filter except for one exposed face which is placed in
contact with the user’s body~i.e., forehead!. The patent text asserts that this
arrangement is superior to boom microphones or air-conduction helmet-
mounted microphones. However, no test data is referenced and no mention
is made of prior helmet-mounted contact microphones designed for military
use.—GLA

6,349,223

43.38.Lc UNIVERSAL HAND-FREE SYSTEM FOR
CELLULAR PHONES IN COMBINATION
WITH VEHICLE’S AUDIO STEREO SYSTEM

Tonny Chen, assignor to E. Lead Electronic Company, Limited
19 February 2002„Class 455Õ569…; filed 8 March 1999

A hands-free system for use with cellular phones is designed to operate
in combination with a vehicle’s audio stereo system. The system can auto-
matically turn the stereo system off and on in response to the presence or
absence of an incoming cellular phone signal. The design functions for
various types of phones produced by different manufacturers.—KPS

6,360,187

43.38.Lc AMBIENT ADJUSTED VOLUME CONTROL
FOR IN-VEHICLES MESSAGES

Thomas J. Hermann, assignor to Ford Global Technologies,
Incorporated

19 March 2002„Class 702Õ191…; filed 28 June 1999

Within an automobile interior, the sound level of high-priority mes-
sages such as navigation instructions and warning signals is automatically
adjusted based on the measured ambient noise, including that from the en-
tertainment system.—KPS

6,356,185

43.38.Md CLASSIC AUTOMOBILE SOUND
PROCESSOR

Jay Sterling Plugge, Sunnyvale, California and Jason Carl Plugge,
Stillwater, Minnesota

12 March 2002„Class 340Õ384.3…; filed 5 July 2000

An automobile sound processor containing prerecorded or synthesized
sound signatures of vintage automobiles is integrated with the stereo sound
system. Signals from sensors that measure engine speed and manifold
vacuum pressure are used to change the reproduced sound so that it reflects
the automobile’s state, be it constant speed, acceleration, or deceleration.
Thus a modern car, or a reproduction, can be made to sound like a vintage
car to the vehicle occupants.—KPS

6,343,130

43.38.Vk STEREOPHONIC SOUND PROCESSING
SYSTEM

Yasushi Yamazaki, assignor to Fujitsu Limited
29 January 2002„Class 381Õ309…; filed in Japan 3 July 1997

The invention is concerned with improved localization of computer
game sound images. The processing system includes a number of stereo
filter units, each including a FIR filter and a method of selecting the most
appropriate filter setting for the particular computer in use. Depending on
the computer CPU, performance may be sacrificed for speed and vice
versa.—GLA

6,343,131

43.38.Vk METHOD AND A SYSTEM FOR
PROCESSING A VIRTUAL ACOUSTIC
ENVIRONMENT

Jyri Huopaniemi, assignor to Nokia OY
29 January 2002„Class 381Õ310…; filed in Finland 20 October 1997

Parametrized filters are used to represent reflective and absorptive sur-
faces in a virtual acoustic environment. Filter parameters are stored and
recalled rather than using lookup tables of filter coefficients. The patent
includes interesting information and is generally easy to follow.—GLA

6,343,132

43.38.Vk LOUDSPEAKER

Suemei Fukuhara et al., assignors to Matsushita Electric
Industrial Company, Limited

29 January 2002„Class 381Õ339…; filed in Japan 28 February 1997

In cinema sound mixing, the front-center loudspeaker is normally used
to reproduce dialog. However, in a home TV installation the center speaker
is most often located above the picture rather than behind it. This patent
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describes an unusual design intended to delocalize the center sound image
just enough to avoid conflict with the visual image. A narrow band of fre-
quencies centered near 6 kHz is electrically removed from the main loud-
speaker and fed to a tweeter fitted with a special horizontal dispersing
device.—GLA

6,348,040

43.40.Ng VIBRATING GUIDEWIRE

Kent C. B. Stalker and Edward J. Nance, assignors to Advanced
Cardiovascular Systems, Incorporated

19 February 2002„Class 600Õ585…; filed 6 April 1999

This is a handheld vibrating device that imparts reciprocating motion
to a guidewire while leaving the guidewire free to rotate about its longitu-
dinal axis and facilitating advancement of the guidewire through a highly
occluded blood vessel. The vibrating device is equipped with a lock ring for

reversibly preventing guidewire rotation without affecting guidewire recip-
rocation. The device may be used with or without a delivery catheter fitted
with a distal end, the curvature of which can be varied while the catheter is
inside the patient.—DRR

6,352,518

43.40.Ng APPLIANCE FOR VIBRATION THERAPY
WITH MOTOR HOUSING AND ECCENTRIC
HEAD DRIVE

Helga Ruf nee Wolf, Griesheim, Germany
5 March 2002 „Class 601Õ89…; filed 15 November 1999

This is an appliance for carrying out vibration and percussive therapy
for the treatment of bone, musculature, and lung pathologies, or for prophy-
laxis against a disorder, or simply serving as a device for health mainte-

nance. The device uses an oscillation generator that is affixed to a stub of a
motor shaft. The oscillation generator contains a pin that is inclined at an
angle to the axis of its shoulder that bears against a shoulder between the
shaft and a stub thereof and is secured to the stub by a setscrew.—DRR

6,332,511

43.50.Gf SILENCER ASSEMBLY HAVING SINGLE
STRAND FIBERGLASS ACOUSTIC PACK
MATERIAL

Michael P. Parlato et al., assignors to Burgess-Manning,
Incorporated

25 December 2001„Class 181Õ282…; filed 7 December 1999

This muffler design is intended for high-velocity, high-temperature,
exhaust flows, as found in high-pressure steam vents and gas turbine en-
gines. The design consists of the common arrangement of two concentric
cylinders, with acoustical absorption material placed in the space between
the cylinders. The fill material is single strand fiberglass, which is said to
prevent fragmentation and migration of the fill material.—KPS

6,341,663

43.50.Gf SILENCER WITH A SHUNT RESONATOR

Matthias Alex and Rolf Fuesser, assignors to Filterwerk Mann &
Hummel GmbH

29 January 2002„Class 181Õ249…; filed in Germany 27 November
1997

This silencer, intended for intakes of internal combustion engines and
the like, consists of a pipe that is surrounded by an essentially cylindrical
volume. The pipe communicates with this volume via a number of radial
tubular elements. These elements, in conjunction with the volume, form
Helmholtz resonators. Selection of the diameters, lengths, and locations of
these elements permits one to design mufflers that are effective in desired
frequency ranges.—EEU

6,334,506

43.50.Gf MUFFLER ARRANGEMENTS AND
METHODS

John E. Hamrin and Matthew W. Jones, assignors to Donaldson
Company, Incorporated

1 January 2002„Class 181Õ249…; filed 10 August 2000

This muffler is intended for use with heavy-duty trucks. In contrast to
most designs, this one is aimed at reducing noise in the sleeping quarters
rather than drive-by noise.~Team driving requires that one person rests
while the other drives.! The muffler seeks to reduce noise at frequencies
below 350 Hz, where resonances in the sleeping cab are found. The inlet

tube16 is closed at40; gases flow through perforated sections28 and36.
The outlet tube50 consists of constant-area section52 and divergent-area
section65. This arrangement is said to reduce noise below 350 Hz. Several
other geometrical configurations are described.—KPS
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6,354,398

43.50.Gf MUFFLERS FOR USE WITH ENGINE
RETARDERS; AND METHODS

Theodore G. Angelo et al., assignors to Donaldson Company,
Incorporated

12 March 2002„Class 181Õ256…; filed 16 May 2000

A muffler intended for use with heavy trucks is specifically designed to
attenuate noise under both positive power and compression braking condi-
tions. Inlet6 is perforated and held in place by perforated baffles. The outlet

7 has a convergent–divergent throat and arrangements of perforations. The
outer shell is lined for about one-third of its length, near the inlet, with
acoustical absorption material57 and 60 which provides both absorption
and damping of shell vibrations.—KPS

6,353,789

43.50.Nm PREDICTING BROADBAND NOISE FROM
A STATOR VANE OF A GAS TURBINE ENGINE

Donald B. Hanson, assignor to United Technologies Corporation
5 March 2002 „Class 701Õ100…; filed 13 December 1999

Stator vanes are located downstream of the fan in a typical turbofan
aircraft engine. Flow from the fan, through the stators, generates tonal and
broadband noise, both of which can be influenced by the geometry of the
stator blades. In contrast to a simple radial arrangement, blade sweep~blade
tip is downstream of the root! and blade lean~circumferential displacement
of the blade tip relative to its root! can be optimized for noise benefits. This
patent presents a mathematical model for the prediction of broadband noise
as a function of stator blade lean and sweep.—KPS

6,358,592

43.55.Ev MELTBLOWN FIBROUS ACOUSTIC
INSULATION

Larry Leroy Vair, Jr. and Kenneth Andrew Clocksin, assignors to
Johns Manville International, Incorporated

19 March 2002„Class 428Õ74…; filed 6 February 2001

This insulation mat is treated by melting fibers immediately adjacent to
the surface in order to form a thin integral skin.—CJR

6,352,134

43.55.Ti ACOUSTIC BOARD

Chao Hsiang Wang, Taipei, Taiwan, Province of China
5 March 2002 „Class 181Õ292…; filed 18 July 2000

This acoustic board has large and small diameter conical cups imbed-
ded in a panel. The cups have an open end that is meant to collect sound and
provide noise reduction from one side of the panel to the other, in defiance
of any laws of physics for blocking sound transmission.—CJR

6,351,915

43.55.Ti COUPLING APPARATUS WITH PARALLEL
MEMBERS JOINED BY AN ELASTIC OR
SPRING ELEMENT PIVOTALLY INTERFACING A
DRYWALL AND CURTAIN WALL MULLION

Steven A. Puckett, assignor to S&P Resources, Incorporated
5 March 2002 „Class 52Õ167.1…; filed 28 April 2000

This device couples the end of a partition to an exterior curtain wall
mullion. The coupling device has a slip joint30 and 39 to allow inward–
outward movement of the curtain wall during windy conditions, and a

hinged arrangement38 to allow side-to-side movement of the curtain wall
during an earthquake. Even with these movements, the device maintains
airtight closure between the curtain wall and the partition.—CJR

6,356,639

43.60.Gk AUDIO DECODING APPARATUS, SIGNAL
PROCESSING DEVICE, SOUND IMAGE
LOCALIZATION DEVICE, SOUND IMAGE CONTROL
METHOD, AUDIO SIGNAL PROCESSING
DEVICE, AND AUDIO SIGNAL HIGH-RATE
REPRODUCTION METHOD USED FOR AUDIO
VISUAL EQUIPMENT

Tsukuru Ishito et al., assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial
Company, Limited

12 March 2002„Class 381Õ17…; filed in Japan 11 April 1997

This patent, with the longest title in this reviewer’s memory, covers an
allegedly ‘‘do-all’’ device, a sound image localization device that includes a
signal source and a divider for dividing the audio signal into two digital
channels. One of the two digital signals is filtered so as to localize a virtual
sound image. The filtered and unfiltered digital signals are then converted to
analog signals and reproduced over control speakers into an assigned space
area.—DRR

6,349,790

43.66.Ts SELF-CLEANING CERUMEN GUARD FOR
A HEARING DEVICE

Owen D. Brimhall, assignor to Sonic Innovations, Incorporated
26 February 2002„Class 181Õ135…; filed 12 June 2000

When an in-the-ear type hearing aid is removed from the wearer’s ear
canal, a piece of thermally activated material~e.g., bi-metallic element!
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cools and thereby expands. In one embodiment, this expansion produces an
extension of the material, causing it to move over the sound outlet of the
hearing aid when the device is not being used. When the hearing aid is again
placed in the wearer’s ear canal, the material warms from body temperature
and retracts to expose the sound outlet. The expansion and contraction of the
material is said to remove ear wax and other debris blocking the hearing aid
sound outlet each time the hearing aid is removed from the ear canal.—DAP

6,359,993

43.66.Ts CONFORMAL TIP FOR A HEARING AID
WITH INTEGRATED VENT AND RETRIEVAL
CORD

Owen D. Brimhall, assignor to Sonic Innovations
19 March 2002„Class 381Õ328…; filed 15 January 1999

A completely-in-the-canal~CIC! hearing aid is described that consists
of an elastic conformal tip surrounding a module that contains the hearing
aid receiver and connects to the main body of the hearing aid via an articu-
lating joint. This type of construction may form an air-tight seal of the
hearing aid to the wearer’s ear canal which helps to prevent acoustic feed-
back problems. If such hearing aids do not have a pressure equalization

vent, considerable discomfort may occur to the wearer when inserting and
removing the hearing aids due to air pressure build-up and vacuum being
created during insertion and removal, respectively. To alleviate these prob-
lems, the CIC device has a removal cord that is a hollow tube, which forms
a pressure equalization vent to allow the air trapped in the wearer’s ear canal
to escape.—DAP

6,358,054

43.70.Dn METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
TEACHING PROSODIC FEATURES OF SPEECH

Martin Rothenberg, assignor to Syracuse Language Systems
19 March 2002„Class 434Õ185…; filed 6 June 2000

This speech diagnostic and training station provides prosodic structure
feedback to the user in the form of a speechlike signal from which vowel
and consonant articulation details have been removed. The signal may take

the form of a sinewave, a pulse stream, or a static vowel sound, with varying
pitch and loudness. The audio playback may be accompanied by a related
video display.—DLR

6,350,128

43.70.Ep RAPID AUTOMATIZED NAMING METHOD
AND APPARATUS

Graham Neuhaus, Houston, Texas
26 February 2002„Class 434Õ178…; filed 5 September 2000

This speech processing system is designed for the diagnosis of reading
difficulties. Based on frame-by-frame speech power levels, the input signal
is segmented into articulations and pause periods. Pause period durations are

measured as the primary reading-level indicator. Several standardized tests
are described which rate the reading competence based on the pause
durations.—DLR

6,351,214

43.72.Ar GLASS BREAKAGE DETECTOR

Kenneth G. Eskildsenet al., assignors to Pittway Corporation
26 February 2002„Class 340Õ550…; filed 9 April 2001

This glass breakage detector processes an input audio signal with in-
creased gain at high frequencies and samples that signal at 44.1 Ksamples/s.
Detected features include several filter bands with amplitudes and zero-
crossings measured before and after filtering. A fairly elaborate decision tree
tests the resulting features and includes false alarm tests, such as the ‘‘mi-
crowave door’’ rule, the ‘‘balloon pop’’ rule, and the ‘‘hand clap’’ rule.
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Various decision parameters may be adjusted to optimize performance dur-
ing or after installation.—DLR

6,353,810

43.72.Fx SYSTEM, METHOD AND ARTICLE OF
MANUFACTURE FOR AN EMOTION DETECTION
SYSTEM IMPROVING EMOTION RECOGNITION

Valery A. Petrushin, assignor to Accenture LLP
5 March 2002 „Class 704Õ236…; filed 31 August 1999

This patent describes several methods for analyzing speech to deter-
mine emotional content and a workstation system for evaluating recognition
systems with respect to the recognition of emotional content. During the
data gathering phase, a person may be fitted with electrodes to measure
various biological responses during the recording of test utterances. Various
techniques are described for eliciting specific emotions from the speaker
during such recording sessions.—DLR

6,351,679

43.72.Ja VOICE ANNOUNCEMENT MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

Gordon Douglas Ainslie, assignor to Telefonaktiebolaget LM
Ericsson „publ…

26 February 2002„Class 700Õ94…; filed in Australia 20 August 1996

This large, distributed system offers the means to operate and manage
a network of local and remote audio announcement stations. Each announce-
ment location is provided with a monitor microphone and the resulting audio
signals are processed by a recognition system to confirm station operation.
Announced items may include speech synthesized from text, prerecorded
speech, tones, or other audio signals.—DLR

6,349,280

43.72.Ne METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
SPEAKER RECOGNITION

Hiroaki Hattori, assignor to NEC Corporation
19 February 2002„Class 704Õ250…; filed in Japan 4 March 1998

This device reportedly determines a speaker’s identity using the same
feature extraction technology as is used for word recognition. The feature
computation details are not presented here, but in a cited publication. Ap-
parently, a typical hidden Markov model system is used to determine dis-
tances between input and stored word patterns. Once a word match has been
located for an input token, the feature distances are again examined to de-
termine the speaker identity.—DLR

6,349,282

43.72.Ne COMPOUND WORDS IN SPEECH
RECOGNITION SYSTEMS

Filip Van Aelten et al., assignors to Lernout & Hauspie Speech
Products N.V.

19 February 2002„Class 704Õ257…; filed 20 April 1999

This speech recognition system offers an effective increase in the size
of the phonetic lexicon by combining root word forms with potential affixes
to form inflected and compound words. Derived and compounded forms are
lumped under the term ‘‘compounds’’. For example, the word ‘‘postfixing’’
could be constructed of the elements ‘‘post,’’ ‘‘fix,’’ and ‘‘ing.’’ A compound
lexicon includes compounding probability values to prevent combining
when the combination has a lower probability than the separate items. Pho-
netic alternations, such as often occur with suffixes like ‘‘tion’’~as in
‘‘repeat’’/‘‘repetition’’ !, are not considered.—DLR

6,353,809

43.72.Ne SPEECH RECOGNITION WITH TEXT
GENERATION FROM PORTIONS OF VOICE DATA
PRESELECTED BY MANUAL-INPUT
COMMANDS

Hidetaka Takahashi and Takafumi Onishi, assignors to Olympus
Optical, Limited

5 March 2002 „Class 704Õ235…; filed in Japan 6 June 1997

This patent describes a workstation for use in developing and testing
speech recognition systems which might be used in consumer devices, such
as cell phones or pagers. Alternative recognition programs may be loaded
and run to test recognition of prerecorded test materials. Recognizer perfor-
mance is rated automatically, with or without operator assistance.—DLR

6,356,869

43.72.Ne METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
DISCOURSE MANAGEMENT

Nicolas Chapadoset al., assignors to Nortel Networks Limited
12 March 2002„Class 704Õ275…; filed 30 April 1999

This dialogue management system includes the logic to generate dy-
namic states in what would otherwise be described as a finite state control
structure. Based on words recognized in the incoming speech signal and the
current system state, the state transition network is dynamically modified. A

software problem solver continually makes decisions based on available
information on the state of the dialogue. The result is said to allow more
natural handling of incomplete utterances, shifts of context, and other such
effects, providing a more natural speech interaction.—DLR
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6,342,662

43.75.Ef TUNE CHANGEABLE PANPIPE WITHOUT
HARMING THE LIPS OF A PLAYER

Yin-Yao Chang, Feng-Yuan City 420, Taiwan, Province of China
29 January 2002„Class 84Õ402…; filed 30 January 2001

Because ‘‘Many students who study to play this panpipe are stopped
on halfway because their lips are always harmed by the sharp edge’’...the

patent proposes a smoother recorderlike edge and insertable transposition
pipes for playing in a different key.—MK

6,342,665

43.75.Wx MUSIC GAME SYSTEM, STAGING
INSTRUCTIONS SYNCHRONIZING CONTROL
METHOD FOR SAME, AND READABLE
RECORDING MEDIUM RECORDED WITH STAGING
INSTRUCTIONS SYNCHRONIZING CONTROL
PROGRAM FOR SAME

Katsunori Okita et al., assignors to Konami Company, Limited
29 January 2002„Class 84Õ609…; filed in Japan 16 February 1999

A fascinating look at a Japanese arcade rock and roll game machine.
The gamer’s drum or guitar performance can be compared against a refer-
ence, thereby giving a score. Furthermore, the drum and guitar game ma-

chines can be networked together for competition and ensemble playing.
Sketches of the hardware and software architecture are given.—MK

6,359,835

43.80.Nd HIGH INTENSITY DIRECTED LIGHT AND
SOUND CROWD DISPERSION DEVICE

Franz J. Gayl, assignor to the United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Navy

19 March 2002„Class 367Õ139…; filed 20 March 2001

The device is described as ‘‘a portable, combined arms, audio-visual
system intended for humane deterrence, riot control and the defusing of
possible escalation of civil violence.’’ The audio subsystem generates a di-
rectional acoustic beam by means of a linear arrangement of piezoelectric
transducers, phased to increase power in the forward direction. The longi-
tudinal end-fired array is contained within an insulated, internally reflective
tube, using resonance to increase sound pressure levels, while shielding the
operator and his teammates from effects. The intended effect of the acoustic
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energy is to produce aural pain in an adversary, hopefully sufficient to deter
or to cut off threatening confrontation. The audio subsystem can be operated
in a variety of modes, such as heightened single-frequency output or a
randomized, intermittent noise. The audio subsystem operates in combina-
tion with a pulsed, diffusive laser or flash device.—DRR

6,351,908

43.80.Pe AUTOMATED DEER SCARECROW

James Wendell Thomas, Jay, Florida
5 March 2002 „Class 43Õ1…; filed 3 August 1999

This is another of those rather amusing sound-generating devices de-
signed to scare off deer and other undesired animals from agricultural crop

areas. The device consists of a substantially hollow housing with a remov-
able top portion, mounted over a rigid support frame member. The housing
includes a number of light- and sound-emitting devices in addition to at least
two rotating elongated arms. These arms have a hollow interior containing
flowable metal particulate which produces ‘‘unnatural’’ sounds during the
course of rotation. An electronic controller connected to a power relay en-
ergizes the aforementioned electrical components and a motor assembly
rotates the arms. The apparatus is powered by a solar-charged battery.—
DRR

6,349,720

43.80.Qf APPARATUS FOR ACOUSTICALLY
DETERMINING POSITION OF AN ENDOTRACHEAL
TUBE

Walter Dennis Clark, assignor to Integrated Medical Systems,
Incorporated

26 February 2002„Class 128Õ200.26…; filed 25 June 1998

A preferred embodiment of this endotracheal tube~ETT! consists of a
cuffed tube, the proximal end of which incorporates a noise-generating ap-
paratus that provides an audible signal when air passes through the tube. A

second embodiment is a combination of a cuffed ETT and an insertion rod
for stiffening the ETT during insertion. The insertion rod is coupled to an
electrically powered noise generator mounted on the distal end to produce
an audible sound before any air flow through the ETT is established. In both
versions, the proper placement is determined by the unaided ear listening to
noise coming from both sides of the chest. If the noise is from one side only,
the insertion is too deep. If sound is heard from the stomach, the ETT is in
the esophagus instead of the trachea and should be pulled out and reinserted
in such a manner that it presses more forcefully in the ventral direction.—
DRR

6,352,860

43.80.Qf LIQUID AND SOLID TISSUE MIMICKING
MATERIAL FOR ULTRASOUND PHANTOMS
AND METHOD OF MAKING THE SAME

Ernest L. Madsen and Gary R. Frank, assignors to Wisconsin
Alumni Research Foundation

5 March 2002 „Class 436Õ8…; filed 17 November 2000

A tissue mimicking material for ultrasound phantoms has ultrasound
speed and attenuation characteristics like those of human tissues and is
intended for use in measuring and calibrating the potential biological effects
of ultrasound equipment. The material is formed of an aqueous mixture of
large, organic water-soluble molecules condensed from skim milk with a
total solids content in the range of 10% to 30% by weight. The total fat
content is less than 1% by weight, with the residual lipid particles being
sufficiently small to remain in suspension without agglomerating and sepa-
rating from the mixture over extended periods of time.—DRR

6,358,208

43.80.Qf ASSESSMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR
PERFORMANCE USING ULTRASOUND METHODS
AND DEVICES THAT INTERROGATE
INTERSTITIAL FLUID

Philipp Lang, San Francisco and John D. Mendlein, Encinitas,
both of California

19 March 2002„Class 600Õ438…; filed 21 November 1998

The device and associated methodology purport to measure capillary-
related interstitial fluid and to monitor clinically rapid shifts in capillary-
related interstitial fluid distribution in tissues through ultrasonic means. Car-
diovascular performance is monitored by interrogating interstitial fluid in a
subject by using ultrasound waves. The device is intended for either con-
tinuous or intermittent monitoring.—DRR

6,352,512

43.80.Qf BONE ANALYSIS APPARATUS AND
METHOD FOR CALIBRATION AND QUALITY
ASSURANCE OF AN ULTRASONIC BONE
ANALYSIS APPARATUS

Kevin E. Wilson et al., assignors to Hologic, Incorporated
5 March 2002 „Class 600Õ449…; filed 26 March 1999

The method involves calibrating an ultrasound bone analysis apparatus
containing at least two transducer assemblies. The figure shows such an
apparatus for the analysis of human foot bones. Each transducer assembly is
adjustable so that a face of each pad can be placed in contact with a phantom
simulation body part~not shown! and also such that the faces contact a body
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part. An ultrasound signal is transmitted from one transducer to the other.
The time interval for the ultrasound to pass through the body part is deter-
mined and then, from time and pulse width values, the speed of the ultra-
sound passing through the body part with squish compensation is
calculated.—DRR

6,358,206

43.80.Qf ULTRASOUND PROCESS FOR THE
DETERMINATION OF THE LOCATION
OF A PARIETAL SURFACE IN A TISSUE AND OF
THE ABSOLUTE RADIUS OF AN ARTERY,
AND ULTRASOUND APPARATUS FOR CARRYING
OUT SUCH PROCESS

Claude Cohen-Bacrie, assignor to U.S. Philips Corporation
19 March 2002 „Class 600Õ437…; filed in the European Patent Of-

fice 15 December 1998

The subject device executes an ultrasound process to locate a local
discontinuity of homogeneity forming a parietal surface situated in a tissue.
The process includes a step for the acquisition of a radio-frequency signal
representing the amplitudes of echoes returned by tissue scatterers as func-
tions of their digital depths along an excitation line crossing the parietal

surface. The signals are transmitted through a transducer that is coupled to
the tissue and connected to an ultrasound analysis apparatus. The process is
also used to estimate an artery radius from the digital depths of the arterial
walls on the excitation line.—DRR

6,358,211

43.80.Qf ULTRASOUND LUCENT APPARATUS AND
METHODS OF USING

Donald S. Mamayek, assignor to Scimed Life Systems,
Incorporated

19 March 2002„Class 600Õ459…; filed 12 October 1999

The device is directed to providing a guidewire having a greater re-
flectivity to increase the likelihood of correct guidewire location and posi-
tioning. In one embodiment the apparatus consists of an elongated wire
body having an outer surface and a longitudinal axis. The wire body con-
tains a number of corner reflectors deployed along an embossed portion of

the outer surface. The wire body is designed to be inserted into a body
lumen or a patient vasculature. In this manner, the use of corner reflector
technology effectively increases the acoustical reflectivity of the wire
body.—DRR

6,350,245

43.80.Sh TRANSDERMAL ULTRASONIC DEVICE
AND METHOD

William W. Cimino, Louisville, Colorado
26 February 2002„Class 601Õ2…; filed 22 December 1998

The device is a hand-held ultrasonic surgical device with a focusing
lens for fragmenting or emulsifying a predetermined volume of a medium
located generally near the lens’ focal point without significant heating of the
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medium. The acoustic assembly has a resonant frequency that is primarily-
determined by the assembly length. The preferred range for the resonant
frequency, between 100 and 250 kHz, achieves effective focusing and suf-
ficient ultrasonic intensity to fragment or emulsify tissue. The acoustic as-
sembly includes an ultrasonic motor12, a rear driver16, a front driver17, a
compression fastener28, and a focusing lens18.—DRR

6,353,956

43.80.Sh COMBINED ULTRASONIC TOOTHBRUSH
MODULE

Jason Berge, Kirkland, Washington
12 March 2002„Class 15Õ22.1…; filed 31 August 2000

This gadget is a candidate for advertising on late night TV shows. It is
a U-shaped toothbrush module to be used with currently available ultrasonic
toothbrushes. It consists of a soft thermoplastic, silicone, or latex material.
Upper and lower bridge receiving spaces are configured to enclose the
bridges when the piece is placed in the user’s mouth. On the inside surfaces
of the U-shaped attachment are bristles that contact the exposed surfaces of

the teeth. The module includes a pivoting T-shape member and magnets
attached at one end that connect to a standard ultrasonic toothbrush hand
piece. Motion generated by the hand piece is transmitted through the
T-shaped connector, to the U-shaped bristle component, and to the surfaces
of the teeth, causing the brushes to move over the upper and lower
bridges.—DRR

6,352,509

43.80.Vj THREE-DIMENSIONAL ULTRASONIC
DIAGNOSIS APPARATUS

Tetsuya Kawagishi and Naohisa Kamiyama, assignors to
Kabushiki Kaisha Toshiba

5 March 2002 „Class 600Õ443…; filed in Japan 16 November 1998

This three-dimensional diagnostic apparatus transmits ultrasonic
beams three-dimensionally to a diagnostic site, such as a left ventricle of the

heart. Three-dimensional data received from the diagnostic site establishes a
cardiac cavity region and generates a display image such that information on
a heart myocardial site is identified by different data values. This feature is
said to enable the apparatus to provide information on three-dimensional
myocardial muscle blood flow that should be useful for clinical diagnoses.—
DRR

6,352,510

43.80.Vj ULTRASOUND TRANSDUCERS FOR REAL
TIME TWO AND THREE DIMENSIONAL IMAGE
ACQUISITION

Leonid S. Barabash, Higley, Arizonaet al.
5 March 2002 „Class 600Õ443…; filed 22 June 2000

The patent covers an apparatus and method for rapid two- and three-
dimensional ultrasound image acquisition. A transducer design with a
phased array placement cross geometry is supposed to reduce the level of
sidelobe amplitudes and extend the usable frequency range of the transduc-
ers. An objective is to provide a simple cross transducer display with one
transmit array and one receive array, eliminating the shared control element.
The patent includes versions of cross transducers with a shared central ele-
ment, but the design of the central crossing area is said to allow separation
of transmit and receive returns, with an increase in signal-to-noise ratio. The
method provides for use of cross transducers for acquisition of real time
two- and three-dimensional images.—DRR

6,352,511

43.80.Vj MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR POST PROCESSING

John A. Hossacket al., assignors to Acuson Corporation
5 March 2002 „Class 600Õ443…; filed 2 November 2000

A send/receive transducer generates ultrasonic data. Image processing
is applied to the ultrasound data for presentation of an image. A number of
the ultrasound image processing steps may be reversed. For example, per-
sistence processing may be reversed in order to obtain ultrasound data as-
sociated with data prior to persistence processing. The recovered data may
be used to generate an image or for changing the amount of persistence.
Other processes that may be reversed to recover ultrasound data include
focal and depth gain compensation, dynamic range compression, intensity or
color mapping, and various filters, such as persistence or spatial filtering.—
DRR
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Loudness enhancement: Induced loudness reduction
in disguise? (L)

Bertram Scharf
INSERM EPI 9902, Laboratoire d’Otologie et de NeuroOtologie, Universite´ d’Aix-Marseille II, Marseille,
France and Institute for Hearing, Speech, & Language and Department of Psychology (125 NI),
Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02115

Søren Buusa)

Institute for Hearing, Speech, & Language and Communications & Digital Signal Processing Center,
Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering (440 DA), Northeastern University,
360 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02115

Bärbel Nieder
Institute for Hearing, Speech, & Language, Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Avenue, Boston,
Massachusetts 02115

~Received 24 January 2002; accepted for publication 21 June 2002!

Two opposite sequential loudness effects concern the effect of a stronger Tone 1 on the loudness of
a subsequent weaker Tone 2, as assessed by loudness matches with Tone 3. Loudness enhancement
is reported when Tone 1 precedes Tone 2 by 50 to 100 ms. Loudness recalibration~or induced
loudness reduction! is obtained for delays of about 1 s. This letter argues that what appears as an
enhancement of Tone 2’s loudness is, in fact, an induced reduction of Tone 3’s loudness, which
occurs because Tones 1 and 3 are at the same frequency. Preliminary experiments support this
analysis. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1500755#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Cb, 43.66.Mk@MRL#

According to a number of investigators~e.g., Elmasian
and Galambos, 1975; Plack, 1996; Zeng, 1994; Zwislocki
and Sokolich, 1974!, a Tone burst, Tone 2, increases in loud-
ness level by as much as 10 to 15 phons when it follows—
with a delay not exceeding 100 ms—a stronger Tone burst,
Tone 1, at the same frequency. This loudness enhancement
was measured by introducing a third Tone burst, Tone 3, at
least 500 ms after Tone 2. Elmasian and Galambos~1975!
and Zwislocki and Sokolich~1974! had the listener adjust the
level of Tone 3 so that it sounded as loud as Tone 2. Plack
~1996! and Zeng~1994! had the listener indicate which tone
was louder—the second one or third one—in a 2IFC two-
track adaptive procedure, which varied the level of Tone 2.
Both procedures gave the same result: In the presence of the
stronger Tone 1, the level of Tone 3 had to be higher than
that of Tone 2 to make them equal in loudness. This apparent
enhancement of the loudness of Tone 2 usually diminished
when Tone 1 became much more intense than Tone 2 and
disappeared when it was at the same level as Tone 2. Zwis-
locki and Sokolich~1974! also showed that Tone 1 had to be
at or near the frequency of Tones 2 and 3 for maximum
enhancement; at separations much greater than a critical
band, enhancement was absent.

Given these and other reports of measurements made at
various sound frequencies and levels, loudness enhancement
appeared to be a robust if unexplained phenomenon. How-
ever, the interpretation of the results described above as an
enhancement of loudness needs to be reconsidered in the

light of recent experiments showing that a stronger tone of-
tenreducesthe loudness of a weaker tone that follows it with
a delay of the order of a second. This effect has been referred
to as loudness recalibration~e.g., Mapes-Riordan and Yost,
1999; Marks, 1994!. We prefer the term induced loudness
reduction ~ILR!. @Not only is ILR a more neutral and de-
scriptive term, but also it is reminiscent of induced loudness
adaptation with which it shares many characteristics~cf.
Scharf, 2001!.# The stimulus conditions that lead to ILR are
also found in the experiments that reported loudness en-
hancement. Hence, ILR must have taken place in all the re-
ported enhancement experiments. It is possible that what
looked like an increase in the loudness of Tone 2 was, in fact,
a decrease in the loudness of Tone 3. To examine this possi-
bility, we compare the experimental paradigms and proce-
dures used in the experiments on enhancement and ILR.

Figure 1 shows the basic stimulus sequences used in the
measurement of enhancement and ILR. In both paradigms, a
stronger Tone 1 is followed by Tone 2 whose loudness is
assessed by comparison to Tone 3. In enhancement, Tone 2
follows Tone 1 after about 100 ms, whereas in ILR, Tone 2 is
almost always delayed more than 500 ms. In enhancement,
Tone 3 is always at the same frequency as Tone 1; in ILR, it
is at a distant frequency.@In enhancement, Tones 2 and 3 last
less than 30 ms; in ILR, they usually last 200 ms or more,
but this difference probably is unimportant because tone
bursts that last only 5 ms undergo nearly as much ILR as
tones that last 200 ms~Niederet al., 2002!.#

We compare typical results for enhancement from Zeng
~1994! and for ILR from Mapes-Riordan and Yost~1999!.
Both studies used a 2IFC two-track adaptive procedure to
determine equal loudness. Table I provides procedural and

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
buus@neu.edu
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stimulus details for the two experiments. The two critical
differences are highlighted:~1! Zeng delayed Tone 2 by 100
ms, Mapes-Riordan and Yost by 1000 ms; and~2! Zeng pre-
sented all three tones at 1000 Hz whereas Mapes-Riordan
and Yost had the first two tones at 500 Hz and Tone 3 at 2500
Hz. ~Other relatively small differences between the two stud-
ies should have had little effect on the results.!

The enhancement paradigm showed that Tone 3 had to
be at a higher level than Tone 2 to maintain equal loudness in
the presence of the stronger Tone 1. The ILR paradigm gave
just the opposite outcome. When the stronger Tone 1 was
introduced, the level of Tone 3 always had to be lowered to
maintain equal loudness. We take as an example the case in
which the tone that underwent ILR~Tone 3 in the enhance-
ment study, Tone 2 in the ILR study! was approximately 20
dB weaker than Tone 1. To achieve equal loudness with Tone
2, in the enhancement study the level of Tone 3 had to be 15
dB higher than that required in the absence of Tone 1,
whereas in the ILR study, Tone 3 had to be 11 dBlower.

Is it the case that enhancement turns into ILR as the
delay between Tones 1 and 2 is lengthened from near 100 ms
to over 500 ms? If so, ILR ought to have been apparent in an
experiment in which Zwislocki and Sokolich~1974! delayed
Tone 2 by 500 ms, but their data seemed to show neither
enhancement nor ILR. This finding can be explained as fol-
lows. Because Tones 1, 2, and 3 all had the same frequency

and were 500 ms apart, Tone 1 surely reduced the loudness
of both Tones 2 and 3, an ILR that could not be revealed by
matching Tones 2 and 3 in loudness. It must be that the
frequency relations among the tones play an essential role.
Enhancement is measured when the delay is short and Tones
1 and 3 are at the same frequency. Induced loudness reduc-
tion is measured when the delay is longer and Tones 1 and 3
are at different frequencies. We propose that loudness en-
hancement reflects, at least in part, the ILR caused by Tone 1
on Tone 3. For example, in Zeng’s~1994! study, the delay
from the end of the strong Tone 1 to the onset ofTone 3was
775 ms which must have led to a decline in the loudness
level of Tone 3. Even if the loudness of Tone 2 did not
change, Tone 3 would have had to be set higher in level to
compensate for the decline in its loudness. The decline
would be expected to be approximately 10 phons~e.g.,
Mapes-Riordan and Yost, 1999!. Since Zeng measured aver-
age ‘‘enhancement’’ of 8 to 15 dB, most of the enhancement
must have reflected ILR. Hence what appears to be enhance-
ment of the loudness of Tone 2 is more likely a reduction of
the loudness of Tone 3.

A straightforward test of this hypothesis is to use the
enhancement paradigm of Fig. 1~a!, but with Tone 3 set to a
very different frequency from Tones 1 and 2. According to
the enhancement hypothesis, the loudness of Tone 2 should
be enhanced without regard to the frequency of Tone 3. Ac-

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of
stimulus sequences used in the mea-
surement of enhancement and ILR.~a!
For loudness enhancement, a stronger
conditioning tone~Tone 1! precedes a
weaker test tone~Tone 2! by less than
200 ms. The loudness of Tone 2 is as-
sessed by matching it in loudness to a
comparison tone~Tone 3! that follows
it with a delay of at least 500 ms.~b!
For induced loudness reduction, the
stronger conditioning tone~Tone 1!
precedes the weaker test tone~Tone 2!
by at least 500 ms. Again, the loudness
of Tone 2 is assessed by matching it in
loudness to a comparison tone~Tone
3! that follows it with a delay of at
least 500 ms. The frequency~F2! of
Tone 3 is different from that~F1! of
Tones 1 and 2.

TABLE I. Comparison of enhancement experiment by Zeng~1994! and ILR experiment by Mapes-Riordan and Yost~1999!.

Stronger tone

Delay
~ms!

Test tone

Interval
~ms!

Comparison tone

Study
Proce-
dure

Partici-
pants

Frequency
~Hz!

SPL
~dB!

Duration
~ms!

Frequency
~Hz!

SPL
~dB!

Duration
~ms!

Frequency
~Hz!

SPL
~dB!

Duration
~ms!

Intertrial
interval

Zeng ~1994! 2IFC 3 1000 90 100 100 1000 varied 25 650 1000 30–90 25 Resp.
12 s

Mapes-Riordan
and Yost~1999!

2IFC 4 500 80 1000 1000 500 60, 70 500 500 2500 varied 500 Resp.
11 s
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cording to the ILR hypothesis, the loudness of Tone 2 will
not appear to be enhanced because the loudness of Tone 3
will not be reduced owing to the large frequency separation
between Tones 1 and 3. Preliminary tests were carried out on
14 undergraduates who received course credit for their par-
ticipation. It turned out that comparing a third 20-ms tone
burst to a second one that came only 100 ms after a stronger
tone ~in a 2IFC adaptive procedure! was very difficult for
these untrained, unmotivated listeners. Hence, both intra-
and interlistener variability was very large. Nonetheless, the
average results generally agree with the ILR hypothesis out-
lined above. Statistically significant enhancement was ob-
tained when Tone 3 had the same frequency~500 Hz! as the
first two tones, but not when it had a very different frequency
~2500 Hz!. The implication is that when Tone 3 was at the
same frequency as the stronger Tone 1, presented 600 ms
earlier, the loudness of Tone 3 was reduced. To compensate
for this reduction, the level of Tone 3 had to be increased.
The results of this preliminary study also suggest that the
stronger Tone 1 had little effect on the loudness of Tone 2;
introducing Tone 1 did not appear to affect the level at which
Tone 3~at 2500 Hz! was matched in loudness to Tone 2. The
conclusion that the loudness of Tone 2 was changed little if
at all by the presence of Tone 1 agrees with the observation
that the change of loudness level obtained in enhancement
experiments is roughly the same as that obtained in ILR
experiments.

Another test of the hypothesis that enhancement reflects
mainly ILR is based on Zwislocki and Sokolich’s~1974!
finding that enhancement is absent when the frequency of the
stronger Tone 1 is very different from that of Tones 2 and 3.
They interpreted this result to mean that Tone 2 had to be at
the same frequency as Tone 1. We interpret it to mean that it
is Tone 3 that must be at the same frequency as Tone 1. We
tested our interpretation on another 11 undergraduates by
delaying Tone 2 by 100 ms@see Fig. 1~a!# and setting it to
2500 Hz in one block of trials and to 500 Hz in another.
~Tones 1 and 3 were at 500 Hz throughout.! Tone 2 was
varied according to the adaptive procedure while Tone 3 was
fixed at either 60 or 70 dB SPL. The ILR prediction is that
the introduction of the stronger Tone 1~at 80 dB SPL! will
cause Tone 2—whether 500 or 2500 Hz—to be set lower to
match Tone 3. The enhancement prediction is that the stron-
ger Tone 1 will affect the match only when Tone 2 is at the
same frequency as Tone 1. The outcome was that the
2500-Hz Tone 2 was set 8 to 10 dB lower with the stronger
Tone 1 present. This result fully supports the ILR hypothesis
and contradicts the enhancement hypothesis. However, no
significant effect of the stronger Tone 1 was found with Tone
2 at 500 Hz. This result contradicts both hypotheses and is
unlike the results of Zeng~1994!. As noted above, in a very
similar set of measurements on three listeners, Zeng mea-
sured a considerable decrease in the level of Tone 2, just as
expected since Tone 3 was always at the same frequency as
the stronger Tone 1. Our listeners appear to have had more
trouble in making their judgments when all three frequencies
were the same than when the second one was different. Al-
though we cannot consider our results as more than sugges-
tive, they certainly tend to support our interpretation of loud-

ness enhancement as the result of a reduction in the loudness
of Tone 3 in the enhancement triad.

There remains the nagging question of why a stronger
sound should have a marked effect on the loudness of a
sound hundreds of milliseconds later and apparently little or
no effect on the loudness of an immediately following sound.
We can only guess that the proximate sound, sharing the
same interval of temporal loudness summation, is processed
together with the stronger sound. This integration appears
also to be effective for a weaker sound thatprecedesa stron-
ger sound. Elmasianet al. ~1980! and Plack~1996! found
enhancement when a weaker tone preceded a stronger tone
by 100 ms. A third comparison tone had to be at a higher
level than the weaker first tone to match its loudness. The
conditions were just right for ILR because the third compari-
son tone was presented 500 or 1500 ms after the stronger
tone and at the same frequency. Hence, the loudness of the
third tone must have been reduced by the preceding stronger
tone. Again, the apparent enhancement can be explained by
ILR and there is little reason to believe that a change oc-
curred in the loudness of the initial weak tone. Thus, we are
left with the implication that a weak tone presented in close
temporal proximity to a stronger tone somehow is protected
from ILR. The protection occurs whether the weak tone is
presented closely before or closely after the stronger tone,
but the nature of the mechanism underlying this effect re-
mains an open question.

CONCLUSIONS

Previous studies of loudness enhancement showed that
two tone bursts~Tones 2 and 3! of the same frequency, level,
and duration were not equal in loudness when a stronger
Tone 1 was present. Tone 3 had to be higher in level to match
the loudness of Tone 2. The straightforward interpretation of
this finding was that this increase in the level of Tone 3
reflected an increase or enhancement of the loudness of Tone
2. This interpretation was perfectly reasonable on the basis of
what was known at the time about sequential effects in loud-
ness. There was no reason to consider the possibility that the
stronger Tone 1 had, in fact, reduced the loudness of Tone 3.
However, many recent experiments demonstrate that stronger
sounds reduce the loudness of temporally remote, weaker
sounds. Hence, what appeared to be an enhancement of the
loudness of Tone 2 was, in fact, a reduction of the loudness
of Tone 3. Preliminary experiments support this interpreta-
tion; they also indicate that the loudness of Tone 2 appears to
be neither enhanced nor reduced by the immediately preced-
ing stronger Tone 1 or by the stronger tones on earlier trials,
but it remains unclear why that is so.
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The inverse calculation of material parameters of a thin-layer system is investigated using transient
elastic waves. The inverse problem is formulated as an optimization problem in which the norm of
the discrepancies between the calculated and measured normal surface displacements is minimized
through the simplex algorithm. The theoretical result is first solved using the Laplace transform and
the transient response is then implemented analytically by Cagniard’s method. In the experiment, the
source time function is generated by the brittle fracture of a pencil lead on the surface of the
thin-layer system, and a National Bureau of Standards~NBS! conical transducer is used to record
the surface responses. To obtain reliable inverse results for material parameters, a two-step inverse
calculation procedure is proposed. The recovered material parameters of the specimens agree well
with the theoretical values and experimental results. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1496763#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Bi, 43.20.El, 43.38.Fx@ANN#

I. INTRODUCTION

Elastic waves carry both amplitude and polarization in-
formation and travel at distinct wave velocities. In an inho-
mogeneous elastic body, dilatational waves convert to shear
waves and vice versa at each location in the medium at
which the mechanical parameters undergo a change. Mea-
sured surface displacements resulting from a dynamic load-
ing functionally depend upon a complete set of subsurface
material parameters such as density, elastic moduli, and ge-
ometry. This implies the possibility of using measured sur-
face responses to develop a nondestructive test to determine
the dynamic elastic parameters. The objective of this study is
to recover the parameters of the thin layer in a layered me-
dium using the normal responses of the medium subjected to
a normal dynamic loading.

Wave propagation in layered medium has been the focus
of considerable studies for many years, mainly because of its
significance in various technological and geophysical prob-
lems. A large amount of forward problems for wave propa-
gation in elastic medium have been investigated extensively
since 1904, when Lamb~1904! studied the surface motions
of an elastic, homogeneous, and isotropic half-space gener-
ated by the localized surface source. Since then, there have
been numerous contributions as summarized by Achenbach
~1973!, Miklowitz ~1978!, and van der Hijden~1987!. Re-
cently, an excellent review of the progress in this area was
given by Everyet al. ~2001!. Roughly speaking, there have

been three types of approaches to studying these problems:
the transform method, the method of generalized rays, and
the method of normal modes. In fact, all these methods are
intimately connected, even though they are different in spirit.
By using Fourier transform, the method for calculating the
dynamic response at surface and interior points of a semi-
infinite anisotropic elastic continuum to a point load sud-
denly applied at the surface was established by Everyet al.
~1997!. The surface response is reduced to a one-dimensional
integral for numerical evaluation. This technique can be ex-
tended for the problem of layered media by using Green’s
function approach derived by Zhanget al. ~1998!. Recently,
Lee and Ma~2000! developed an effective analytical method
to solve transient full-field solutions in the layered medium
using the transform method. Then, the experimental results
for the transient responses of a thin layer overlaying a half-
space were given to verify the numerical results based on the
analytical method~Ma and Lee, 2000!.

Compared with the forward problems, inverse problems
are more difficult because they usually involve a lot of com-
putations of forward problems. Therefore, effectiveness and
precision are prerequisites for the forward problem before
further study of the inverse problem. The forward solution is
well understood today. Recently, attention has been focused
on the inverse problem due to its practical applications. The
determination of the elastic parameters of the layers making
up a stratified half-space remains a fundamental problem in
theoretical seismology resulting from the needs of the seis-
mic prospecting industry to delineate underground structurala!Electronic mail: cma@w3.me.ntu.edu.tw
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features with great precision. The understanding of coated
layer-material parameters is also of considerable importance
for the practical applications in electronic and mechanical
engineering. Clarke~1984! developed a method of recon-
structing the elastic parameters as functions of depth, for a
horizontally stratified, isotropic elastic half-space. The
method makes use ofP-SV data at a single stacking param-
eter to obtain the density and both longitudinal and shear
wave speeds. The data required are the elements of the full
reflection matrix at the surface. A fast algorithm that recur-
sively generates the parameter profiles of density and Lame´
constants as functions of depth in an elastic medium was
presented by Yagle and Levy~1985!. A deconvolution
method for multiple Green’s functions was applied to experi-
mental data to determine the orientation and time history of
an oblique force exerted on the surface of an elastic plate
~Michaels and Pao, 1986!. Sacks and Symes~1987! studied
the problem of recovering the elastic parameters of a layered
half-space from single-component measurements of reflected
waves. The Rayleigh–Ritz technique was chosen by Deobald
and Gibson~1988! to model the vibrations of rectangular
orthotropic plates. The natural frequencies were then used to
determine the four apparent elastic constants including two
Young’s moduli, the in-plane shear modulus, and a Poisson’s
ratio. An ultrasonic method for simultaneous determination
of the layer thickness, density, elastic moduli, and attenua-
tion from normal and oblique incidence reflection~transmis-
sion! frequency spectra was proposed by Lavrentyev and
Rokhlin ~1997!. The sensitivity of the algorithm to the layer
parameters and stability against random noise were studied.
By making use of the resonant frequencies obtained from
electronic speckle pattern interferometry, an inverse evalua-
tion of the material constants for composite plates using the
Rayleigh–Ritz technique and the simplex method was devel-
oped by Ma and Lin~1999!.

In this study, the inverse problem is formulated as an
optimization problem in which the norm of the discrepancies
between the calculated and measured vertical surface dis-
placements is minimized using the simplex method. The ana-
lytical result is first solved using a double-Laplace transform
and the transient solution is then implemented analytically
by Cagniard’s method~Cagniard, 1939!. The transient solu-
tions are exact, and are expressed in an infinite series form of
the ray integrals. Since the transient response for the thin-
layer medium is exact up to the arrival of the next ray, only
a finite number of rays will be involved in the numerical
calculation. In the experiment, the source time function is
generated by the breakage of a pencil lead on the surface of
the thin-layer system, and an NBS conical transducer is used
to record the vertical surface displacements. It is noted in this
study that the theoretical solution is derived for the case of
line-source/line-receiver, while the experimental setup is a
point-source/point-receiver arrangement. The errors versus
the variations of the parameters were studied before perform-
ing inverse calculations. The results show that we are able to
reconstruct the material parameters, all quantities being in
close agreement with the original specimens.

II. FORMULATION FOR THE FORWARD PROBLEM

A forward solution is prerequisite to the inverse calcula-
tion studied here. Thus, an effective method is presented in
this section. The forward problem is solved using the
Laplace transform; the inverse transform is then evaluated by
means of Cagniard’s method.

Consider a thin-layer system that is composed of a half-
space of densityr2 , Young’s modulusE2 , and Poisson’s
ratio n2 overlaying by a layer of thicknessh, densityr1 ,
Young’s modulusE1 , and Poisson’s ration1 , as shown in
Fig. 1. The quantities related to the layer and the half-space
are suffixed by subscript 1 and 2, respectively. A Cartesian
coordinate system is oriented so that they axis is normal to
the surface. The surface lies in the planey50. Since only
in-plane motion is considered here, the two-dimensional
elastodynamic equation without body forces can be ex-
pressed in terms of two scalar potentials, longitudinal wave
potentialf and shear wave potentialc, as follows:

]2f

]x2 1
]2f

]y2 5SL

]2f

]t2 , ~1!

]2c

]x2 1
]2c

]y2 5ST

]2c

]t2 , ~2!

where

SL5A r

l12m
5

1

CL
, ST5Ar

m
5

1

CT
.

Here,l andm are Lame´’s constants,SL andST are the slow-
ness of longitudinal and shear waves, andCL andCT are the
longitudinal and shear wave velocities, respectively. The re-
lations between displacements and potentials are given by

u5
]f

]x
1

]c

]y
, ~3!

y5
]f

]y
2

]c

]x
, ~4!

whereu and y are the displacements in thex- and y direc-
tions, respectively. The stresses can be expressed in terms of

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of a thin-layer system subjected to a nor-
mal force at the free surface.
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two potentials by means of Hook’s law. The stresses are
given by

sxx5lS ]2f

]x2 1
]2f

]y2 D12mS ]2f

]x2 1
]2c

]x]yD , ~5!

syy5lS ]2f

]x2 1
]2f

]y2 D12mS ]2f

]y2 2
]2c

]x]yD , ~6!

sxy5mS 2
]2f

]x]y
2

]2c

]x2 1
]2c

]y2 D . ~7!

A normal point loading applied at the free surface is
considered. Thus, the boundary conditions at the surface are

syy~x,0,t !5Qd~x! f ~ t !, ~8!

sxy~x,0,t !50. ~9!

In addition to these boundary conditions, the continuity con-
ditions for displacements and stresses at the interface (y
5h) between the layer and half-space have to be taken into
account

H syy

sxy

u
y
J

1

5H syy

sxy

u
y
J

2

. ~10!

As mentioned before, the problem will be solved using
the integral transformation. The one-sided Laplace transform
over timet and the bilateral Laplace transform on the spatial
variablex for a function f is defined as

f̄ * ~y;h,p!5E
2`

`

e2phxE
0

`

f ~x,y,t !e2ptdt dx, ~11!

wherep is a positive real number, large enough to ensure the
convergence of the integral, andh is a complex variable. The
equations of motion@Eqs.~1! and ~2!# in the Laplace trans-
form domain are two ordinary differential equations with the
following general solutions:

f̄* 5A~p,h!e2pgLy1B~p,h!epgLy5f̄b* 1f̄ t* ~12!

c̄* 5C~p,h!e2pgTy1D~p,h!epgTy5c̄b* 1c̄ t* , ~13!

where

gL5ASL
22h2, gT5AST

22h2,

f̄b* 5A~p,h!e2pgLy, f̄ t* 5B~p,h!epgLy,

c̄b* 5C~p,h!e2pgTy, c̄ t* 5D~p,h!epgTy.

The unknown coefficientsA, B, C, andD can be determined
by boundary and continuity conditions. The condition RegL

>0 (RegT>0) is satisfied by providing a branch cut along
SL<uRehu<` (ST<uRehu<`), Im h50, and choosing the
branch of positive square root. Note that the quantitiesf̄b*
andc̄b* with subscriptb denote the waves propagating along
the 1y direction and those with subscriptt are the waves
propagating along the2y direction. Then, the displacement
and stress fields in the transformed domain can be expressed
as

ū* 5p~hf̄ t* 1gTc̄ t* !1p~hf̄b* 2gTc̄b* !, ~14!

ȳ* 5p~gLf̄ t* 2hc̄ t* !2p~gLf̄b* 1hc̄b* !, ~15!

s̄xx* 5mp2@~ST
222SL

212h2!f̄ t* 12hgTc̄ t* #

1mp2@~ST
222SL

212h2!f̄b* 22hgTc̄b* #, ~16!

s̄yy* 5mp2@~ST
222h2!f̄ t* 22hgTc̄ t* #

1mp2@~ST
222h2!f̄b* 12hgTc̄b* #, ~17!

s̄xy* 5mp2@2hgLf̄ t* 1~ST
222h2!c̄ t* #

1mp2@22hgLf̄b* 1~ST
222h2!c̄b* #. ~18!

The expressions shown from Eqs.~14!–~18! are the fun-
damental solutions in the transformed domain. Once the un-
known coefficients are determined from the boundary condi-
tions, the transient solutions can be obtained by applying the
Cagniard method of Laplace inversion. In order to solve the
layer half-space system considered in this study, the wave
propagation of the problem can be classified into the follow-
ing three categories.

A. Waves caused by a point loading at the surface of
a homogeneous half-space

According to Eqs.~12! and~13!, the wave potentials for
a homogeneous half-space can be written as follows:

f̄0* 5A0e2pgL1y, c̄0* 5C0e2pgT1y, ~19!

where A0 and C0 are unknown coefficients determined by
the transformed boundary conditions from Eqs.~8! and ~9!

s̄yy* 5Q f̄~p!, s̄xy* 50. ~20!

Using Eqs.~17!, ~18!, ~19!, and~20!, one gets

FA0

C0
G5 Q f̄~p!

m1p2R~h!
FST1

2 22h2

2hgL1
G , ~21!

whereR(h)5(ST1
2 22h2)214h2gL1gT1 is the well-known

Rayleigh wave equation.

B. Waves propagating from layer to interface „yÄh …

Both reflected and refracted waves can be created for
waves incident upon an interface. For the sake of simplicity,
the incident longitudinal and shear waves are considered
separately.

First, for incident longitudinal waves, the wave potential
can be written as

f̄ i* 5Ai~p,h!e2pgL1y. ~22!

The corresponding reflected and refracted wave potentials,
which consist of both longitudinal and shear waves, are ex-
pressed as

f̄ r* 5Bre
pgL1y, c̄ r* 5Dre

pgT1y, ~23!

and

f̄ f* 5Afe
2pgL2y, c̄ f* 5Cfe

2pgT2y, ~24!
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respectively. The unknown coefficientsBr , Dr , Af , andCf

are determined by the continuity conditions at the interface,
and given by

Br

Ai
5

b r

D
e22pgL1h, ~25!

Dr

Ai
5

d r

D
e2p(gL11gT1)h, ~26!

Af

Ai
5

a f

D
e2p(gL12gL2)h, ~27!

Cf

Ai
5

x f

D
e2p(gL12gT2)h, ~28!

where

D54h2~r 21!2gL1gT1gL2gT21r ~2h21k1!~2h21k2!

3~gL1gT21gL2gT1!1~2h21k1!2gL2gT2

1~k2r 12h2!2gL1gT11~k2r 2k1!2h2,

b r54h2~r 21!2gL1gT1gL2gT21r ~2h21k1!

3~2h21k2!~gL1gT22gL2gT1!2~2rh21k1!2

3gL2gT21~k2r 12h2!2gL1gT12~k2r 2k1!2h2,

d r54h~12r !~k112rh2!gL1gL2gT212h~k2r 12h2!

3~k12k2r !gL1 ,

a f52~k112rh2!~k112h2!gL1gT212~k2r 12h2!

3~k112h2!gL1gT1 ,

x f54h~r 21!~k112h2!gL1gT1gL212h~k12k2r !

3~k112h2!gL1 ,

r 5m2 /m1 , k15gT1
2 2h2, k25gT2

2 2h2.

Second, the incident shear wave potential and its reflected
and refracted wave potentials can be written, respectively, in
the forms

c̄ i* 5Ci~p,h!e2pgT1y, ~29!

f̄ r* 5Br* epgL1y, c̄ r* 5Dr* epgT1y, ~30!

f̄ f* 5Af* e2pgL2y, c̄ f* 5Cf* e2pgT2y. ~31!

Similarly, the coefficientsBr* , Dr* , Af* , and Cf* can be
obtained from the continuity conditions

Br*

Ci
5

b r*

D
e2p(gL11gT1)h, ~32!

Dr*

Ci
5

d r*

D
e22pgT1h, ~33!

Af*

Ci
5

a f*

D
e2p(gT12gL2)h, ~34!

Cf*

Ci
5

x f*

D
e2p(gT12gT2)h, ~35!

where

b r* 54h~r 21!~k112rh2!gL2gT1gT222h~k12k2r !

3~k2r 12h2!gT1 ,

d r* 54h2~r 21!2gL1gT1gL2gT21r ~2h21k1!

3~2h21k2!~gL1gT12gL1gT1!2~2rh21k1!2

3gL2gT21~k2r 12h2!2gL1gT12~k2r 2k1!2h2,

a f* 54h~12r !~k112h2!gL1gT1gT212h~k2r 1k1!

3~k112h2!gT1 ,

x f* 52~k112rh2!~k112h2!gL2gT112h~k2r 2k1!

3~k112h2!gT1 .

From the derivation shown above, the waves generated from
the interface can be written in a more compact form through
the transfer matrices. The reflected and refracted transfer ma-
trices are defined as

Hr5FHpp
r Hsp

r

Hps
r Hss

r G
5F b r

D
e22pgL1h

b r*

D
e2p(gL11gT1)h

d r

D
e2p(gL11gT1)h

d r*

D
e22pgT1h G , ~36!

H f5FHpp
f Hsp

f

Hps
f Hss

f G
5F a f

D
e2p(gL12gL2)h

a f*

D
e2p(gT12gL2)h

x f

D
e2p(gL12gT2)h

x f*

D
e2p(gT12gT2)hG , ~37!

whereHpp
r and Hsp

r are the amplitude transfer functions of
reflected longitudinal waves caused by incident longitudinal
and shear waves, respectively. The other elements in the
transfer matrices have similar definitions.

C. Waves propagating from layer to free surface „y
Ä0…

The incident longitudinal and shear wave potentials can
be written as

f̄ i* 5BepgL1y, c̄ i* 5DepgT1y. ~38!

Due to the traction-free condition at the surface, there are no
refracted waves in this case. The reflected longitudinal and
shear potentials are

f̄ r* 5Ae2pgL1y, c̄ r* 5Ce2pgT1y. ~39!

Taking into account the boundary conditions (s̄yy* 50,s̄xy*
50) at the free surface, the amplitudes of reflected wave
potentials~A andC! can be expressed in terms of the ampli-
tudes of incident wave potentials~B and D! and transfer
matrix (Ht) at the free surface
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FA
CG5HtF B

D G , ~40!

where

Ht5
1

R~h! F4h2gL1gT12k1
2 4hgT1k1

24hgL1k1 4h2gL1gT12k1
2G . ~41!

Based on the transfer matrices at the free surface and
interface, the entire wave potentials in the layer half-space
can be obtained easily. The potentials corresponding to
waves propagating in the1y and2y directions in the layer
are given by

F f̄2n*

c̄2n*
G5~HtHr !nF f̄0*

c̄0*
G , n50,1,2,..., ~42!

and

F f̄2n11*

c̄2n11* G5Hr~HtHr !nF f̄0*

c̄0*
G , n50,1,2,..., ~43!

respectively. Thus, the complete wave potentials for waves
propagating in the layer are obtained by the superposition of
the down-going and up-going waves shown in Eqs.~42! and
~43!

F f̄*

c̄* G5 (
n50

` F f̄2n* 1f̄2n11*

c̄2n* 1c̄2n11* G . ~44!

Similarly, the wave potentials in the half-space are given by

F f̄*

c̄* G5 (
n50

`

~HtHr !nH fF f̄0*

c̄0*
G . ~45!

Once the transformed wave potentials are calculated, the
transient responses can be obtained by applying the Cagniard
method of Laplace inversion. The Cagniard method is sur-
veyed in detail in the textbook written by Achenbach~1973!
and in the review article by Pao and Gajewski~1977!. The
transient responses of the thin-layer medium are determined
by summing all the contribution of waves, and the solution is
exact up to the arrival of the next wave.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup for the measurement of surface
responses on a thin-layer medium is shown in Fig. 2. The
measured surface responses were used to recover the mate-
rial parameters of the thin layer. An NBS conical transducer
as shown in Fig. 3 was used to measure the transient normal
surface displacement of a specimen. A detailed description of
the transducer can be found in Proctor~1982! and Greenspan
~1987!. The basic transducer consists of an active piezoelec-
tric element of conical shape and a large cylindrical backing
block made of brass. The truncated end of the conical ele-
ment is about 1.5 mm in diameter, small compared to a
wavelength over the frequency range of 50 kHz to 1 MHz.
Thus, small contact size makes the transducer an approxima-
tion to a point receiver. The voltage signals received from the
NBS transducer were fitted in a preamplifier and then re-
corded by a digital oscilloscope~LeCroy 9310L! with the
fastest sampling rate of 100 Ms/s and vertical resolution of 8
bits.

Experiments were performed by generating normal
forces with step-like time functions on the surface of a thin-
layer medium. The normal forces were generated by the
breakage of pencil leads. Then, the normal surface responses
3 cm away from the source were measured by using the NBS
conical transducer. Two specimens, brass/aluminum and
acrylic/aluminum, with quite different surface responses,
were used to investigate the inverse calculation of material
parameters of the layer. The dimensions and material prop-
erties of the specimens, are listed in Tables I and II, respec-
tively. The brass and the acrylic, with thickness of 15 and
13.7 mm, respectively, are considered to be the thin layers of
the specimens. In order to simulate the thin-layer system, the
thickness of the lower plate~aluminum! has been made much
larger compared to that of the layer. The interface between
the thin layer and lower plate was bonded with epoxy resin
~PC-10 adhesive! for a curing time of about 1 h under the

FIG. 2. The thin-layer system of two-dimensional acoustical emission ex-
periment.

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the NBS conical transducer.

TABLE I. Dimensions of the specimens.

Specimen Dimension~mm!

Brass/aluminum 30031531/300330031
Acrylic/aluminum 300313.731.8/300330031

TABLE II. Material properties of the specimens.

Material r (kg/m3) E (Gpa) n

Brass 8512 110 0.34
Acrylic 1190 6.32 0.316
Aluminum 2700 68.9 0.34
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pressure produced by a vise. Both bonding surfaces of the
specimens were polished carefully to ensure perfect contact
at the interface. Moreover, in order to check the bonding
effects caused by epoxy resin, an additional two specimens
were prepared to perform a control experiment. The first is
composed of two aluminum plates bonded with epoxy resin.
The other is an entire aluminum plate. The experimental re-
sults for these two specimens and the numerical results from
analytical solution are found to be in good agreement. This
verifies that not only can the effects of epoxy resin present at
the interface be neglected, but also that the numerical accu-
racy for analytical solutions is reliable.

The experimental value shown in Fig. 4 was obtained by
breaking the pencil lead directly on the NBS conical trans-
ducer. The step-like time function produced by the breakage
of pencil leads has a short rising time of about 1ms and is
reproducible without damaging the sample. Note that the
step-like time function received by the transducer decays ex-
ponentially as time increases. This exponential decay is
caused by the dynamic characteristic of the NBS conical
transducer. However, a function can be used to fit the step-
like time function as

f ~ t !5e2at~12~12bt2!e2zt2 cosxt !H~ t !, ~46!

where the parametera dominates the effect of exponential
decay caused by the NBS conical transducer,z andx char-
acterize the overshoot and ripples,b controls the minor char-
acteristic of the curve, andH(t) is the Heaviside step-time
function. The parameters used forf (t) shown in Fig. 4 are
given bya52.353103, b51.1031011, x51.053105, and
z52.0031011. It is found that the functionf (t) with the
given parameters can fit the step-like time function well up
to 250ms. Note that the function of Eq.~46! is twice differ-
entiable, and the first derivative evaluated at the origin is
zero. Therefore, this function was used instead of the Heavi-
side step-time function in the numerical calculation to reduce

the error induced by the time function of applied force to-
gether with the sensor system.

IV. SIMPLEX METHOD

The objective of this study is to reconstruct the param-
eters of a thin-layer medium, such as the Poisson’s ratio,
density, Young’s modulus, and thickness of the layer, using
the normal transient responses of the medium subjected to a
normal surface point load. This study is formulated as an
optimization problem in which the discrepancy between the
computed and measured normal responses is minimized. The
non-negative error function, which is a function of Poisson’s
ratio, density, Young’s modulus, and thickness of the thin
layer, can be defined as

«~n,r,E,h!5(
i 51

n

~yc~ iDt !2ye~ iDt !!2, ~47!

whereDt is the sampling period,n is the number of samples,
andyc andye denote the normal displacements obtained by
computed results and experimental measurement, respec-
tively.

There are various optimization schemes that can be used
to solve Eq.~47!. The success of recovering material param-
eters is partially dependent on the choice of algorithm. It was
shown from past experience that the algorithms based on
gradients often face the problem of being trapped in local
minimum points. Simplex optimization, based neither on
gradients ~first-order derivatives! nor on quadratic forms
~second-order derivatives!, is a well-known method for se-
quentially optimizing systems having multivariables. Al-
though the problem of being trapped in local minimum
points may still exist, it can be remedied by some proper
techniques. The simplex method makes use of the informa-
tion of the error function only, and was first described by
Nelder and Mead~1964!. Since then, numerous modifica-
tions have been made to improve the efficiency with which
the algorithm converges to an optimum. A systematic inver-
sion scheme based on the simplex algorithm of curve fitting
for piecewise smooth functions was used by Karimet al.
~1990! to determine certain material properties of plate speci-
mens from leaky Lamb wave data. The scheme has been
found to be very efficient and simple compared to the tradi-
tional methods of inversion. By careful application of the
simplex technique to the acoustic material signature of lay-
ered solids, Kundu~1992! obtained the thickness and mate-
rial properties of the layer. The simplex inversion algorithm
was used by Castaingset al. ~2000! for the initial estimates
of plate thickness and plate properties, the Newton–Raphson
inversion technique was then adopted to improve the accu-
racy of convergence. The simplex optimization technique
was applied to the acoustic microscopy analysis by Kundu
et al. ~1991, 2000! to obtain the mechanical properties of
biological cells. Therefore, the simplex method is adopted in
this study. The Poisson’s ratio, density, Young’s modulus,
and thickness of the thin layer as well as an error term are
used as coordinates to describe an information space. A sim-
plex is a geometric figure, with one more vertex than vari-
ables, which lies within this information space. The vertices

FIG. 4. The source-time function generated by breaking the pencil lead and
the corresponding fitting function.
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of the simplex each represent a particular set of material
parameters, thickness of the layer, and the associated error
term. If N unknowns will be determined from the simplex
optimization scheme, then at leastN11 sets of initial
guesses should be used in the inverse calculation. The algo-
rithm moves the simplex about the information space, by
defining new vertices, such that the simplex response term is
maximized and the error term is minimized. Although the
simplex method may be less efficient compared to gradient-
type schemes, it has the advantage that one can easily restart
the iterations from the final point.

It is well known that the results of the inverse calcula-
tion strongly depend on the initial guesses and convergence
criterion. Sometimes the optimization process may be
trapped in a local minimum that results in unacceptable so-
lutions. Hence, one has little chance to get accurate results if
only one inverse calculation is performed. The development
of a reliable methodology is needed to obtain accurate results
and a two-step inverse calculation procedure is proposed in
this study. First,N11 sets of inverse calculations are per-
formed. Their inverse results are then used as initial guesses
to construct the final inverse results. Usually the results ob-
tained by the second step are better than that in the first step.
Even if the optimization process converges to local minimum
point in the first step, it can escape from that point automati-
cally in the second step.

V. RESULTS OF INVERSE CALCULATIONS

The interest of this study is to evaluate the parameters of
the thin layer in a layer medium, including the Poisson’s
ratio ~n!, density ~r!, Young’s modulus (E), and thickness
(h). In order to examine and understand the effect of the
variations of these parameters on surface normal displace-
ments, the errors versus the variations of nondimensional
parameters are shown in Fig. 5, in which the nondimensional
parameter equal to 1 denotes the exact value. It is observed

that basically all of the errors behave well. This is suitable
for the simplex method to recover the material parameters.
However, the local minimum points are found at the error
function for the Poisson’s ratio. Also note that a large varia-
tion of Poisson’s ratio from exact value induces a relatively
small error compared to the other three parameters. This in-
dicates that the Poisson’s ratio is insensitive to the normal
surface displacements. One may expect that the inverse value
of Poisson’s ratio will not be as accurate as that of the other
three parameters. Before using experimental data for the in-
version of material parameters, some theoretical inversions
were carried out to investigate the performance of the pro-
posed method. The distance between the source and the re-
ceiver is 3 cm for both theoretical and experimental inver-
sions.

A. Theoretical inversion

In the theoretical inversion, only the specimen of brass/
aluminum is considered. A forward calculation of the normal
displacement base on the material parameters listed in Tables
I and II are performed and the transient result generated by
the numerical calculation is used as the experimental mea-
sured data. The theoretical inversion of the parameters is
based on the numerically generated data. First, the inverse
calculations were examined under the variation of one pa-
rameter each time. It was found that the results of inversion
were pretty good, and the local minimum points did not
cause much difficulty for the simplex method. Then, the
variations of two and more parameters were examined for
the inverse calculations. The errors of the inversions are ac-
ceptable, but they have a tendency to become larger as the
number of parameters used in the inversion increases. As was
expected, the difference between the inverse result and the
theoretical value for Poisson’s ratio is the largest, and that for
thickness is the next. If the initial guess deviates far from the
exact value, one may encounter difficulty with convergence.

Based on the preceding examination, the reasonable re-
strictions on the values of parameters are recommended to
increase the accuracy of inverse calculation. The velocities
of Rayleigh and longitudinal waves can be estimated by their
arrival times from the surface responses. Because the Pois-
son’s ratio is a function of Rayleigh and longitudinal wave
velocities, the value of Poisson’s ratio can be confined to a
reasonable range as long as the velocities of longitudinal and
Rayleigh waves are restricted to reasonable ranges. In this
study, the velocities of longitudinal and Rayleigh waves are
restricted according to their arrival times, which are within
the ranges of 5–11ms and 13–17ms, respectively. Similarly,
the thickness of the layer can be confined in a range by
estimating the arrival time of the first reflected longitudinal
wave from the interface. In addition, a rough estimation can
be made for the density and Young’s modulus according to
the waveform of the surface response, which is strongly re-
lated to the acoustic impedances of the layer and bottom
medium. By using the reasonable restrictions on the param-
eters, the results of theoretical inversion are excellent, as
shown in Table III, in which six sets of inverse results and
one set of theoretical values are listed. The initial guesses
were chosen at random within the reasonable ranges for first

FIG. 5. The errors caused by the variation of material parameters.
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to fifth inverse calculations. Then, the final~sixth! inverse
results were obtained by using the previous five sets of in-
verse results as the initial guesses. One can see that the five
inverse results for the first step deviate from the exact values
from 1% to 12%. However, the errors between theoretical
values and final inverse results for all of the parameter are
within 1%.

B. Experimental inversion

The specimens of brass/aluminum and acrylic/aluminum
were used in the experimental inversion. In order to have
reliable inverse results for the material parameters, six in-
verse calculations have been carried out for each set of ex-
perimental data. The initial guesses were chosen at random
for five of the inverse calculations. These inverse results
were then used as the initial guesses for the last inverse cal-
culation to obtain the final inverse results.

For the specimen of brass/aluminum, the acoustic im-
pedance of brass is higher than that of aluminum. This is the
case of a stress wave traveling in a high impedance material
and striking a boundary with a lower impedance material.
Therefore, the waveform measured at the surface would be
analogous to that of a stress wave striking a free boundary.
Both experimental and theoretical values for the normal sur-

face displacements on the specimen of brass/aluminum are
shown in Figs. 6 and 7. It is observed that the theoretical
waveforms are not identical to the experimental waveforms.
There could be some reasons that cause the difference be-
tween theoretical and experimental waveforms: the theoreti-
cal values of material parameters are not exactly equal to the
real ones, the step-like time function of Eq.~46! is not iden-
tical to the experimental one, and the noises and errors may
be produced in the experimental measurements.

Since four parameters of the layer are determined simul-
taneously using the simplex method, five sets of the initial
guesses of the four parameters are used for each inverse cal-
culation. The results of five inverse calculations for the
specimen of brass/aluminum are given in Tables IV–VIII.
Five initial guesses for each inverse calculation are also
listed in the tables. Figure 6 shows the waveforms of the
vertical displacements corresponding to the results of Table
VIII. The final inverse results as shown in Table IX and Fig.
7 are obtained by using the previous five inverse results as
initial guesses. Note that the difference between final inverse
results and theoretical values is not the smallest one among
all of the inverse calculations, because the inverse calcula-
tions are based on the experimental results, not on the theo-
retical values. However, the difference between final inverse
results and experimental results is the smallest one. The final

FIG. 6. The waveforms of fifth inverse results corresponding to Table VIII
for brass/aluminum.

FIG. 7. The waveforms of final~sixth! inverse results corresponding to
Table IX using the preceding five inverse results as initial guesses for brass/
aluminum.

TABLE III. The results of theoretical inverse calculations for brass/
aluminum.

n
r

(kg/m3)
E

~Gpa!
h

~mm!

1st inverse results 0.320 8393.5 108.4 15.4
2nd inverse results 0.362 8594.4 111.5 14.7
3rd inverse results 0.380 9237.6 123.6 16.1
4th inverse results 0.382 9255.8 121.9 15.5
5th inverse results 0.365 8731.7 115.3 15.4
Final inverse results 0.339 8512.5 111.0 15.1
Theoretical values 0.340 8512.0 110.0 15.0
Error ~%! 0.29 0.01 0.91 0.67

TABLE IV. The first inverse calculation for brass/aluminum.

n
r

(kg/m3)
E

~GPa!
h

~mm!

Initial guesses 0.32 10 040 76 17.3
0.41 8 280 85 22.2
0.25 10 120 106 24.1
0.42 7 930 78 18.6
0.40 6 030 116 14.6

Inverse results 0.33 8 027.9 105.7 14.2
Theoretical values 0.34 8512 110 15.0
Error ~%! 2.94 5.69 3.91 5.30
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inverse result should be that closest to the real one as long as
the experimental result is accurate enough. It is found in the
final inverse results that the error of Poisson’s ratio is the
largest one compared to other parameters. This is consistent
with the results of the error function shown in Fig. 5. It was
mentioned in theoretical inverse calculation that the value of
Poisson’s ratio could be restricted in a reasonable range
based on the arrival times of longitudinal and Rayleigh
waves. However, the arrival time of longitudinal wave was
not obvious in the experimental signals. Therefore, there
were no restrictions on the value of Poisson’s ratio to avoid
introducing artificial errors.

Next, the specimen of acrylic/aluminum is considered.
The process of inverse calculation for acrylic/aluminum is
similar to that for brass/aluminum. However, the acoustic
impedance of acrylic is smaller than those of brass and alu-
minum. This is the case of a wave propagating from a layer
with low impedance to a medium with higher impedance.
Therefore, the patterns of vertical displacements at the sur-
face of acrylic/aluminum as shown in Figs. 8 and 9 are quite
different from those of brass/aluminum as shown in Figs. 6
and 7. The time used for inverse calculations of acrylic/
aluminum is 40ms instead of 30ms because the wave ve-
locities in acrylic are slower.

The initial guesses and results of five inverse calcula-
tions for the specimen of acrylic/aluminum are shown in
Tables X–XIV. The waveforms of vertical displacements
corresponding to the results of Table XIV are also shown in
Fig. 8. Table XV and Fig. 9 show the final inverse results
obtained by using the previous five inverse results as initial
guesses. It is observed that the waveforms of final results
match very well with those of the experimental values except
the region before Rayleigh waves arrive. The error for the
inverse result of Poisson’s ratio is not the largest one among
all of the inverse parameters. The value of Poisson’s ratio
was restricted in a reasonable range because the arrival times
of longitudinal and Rayleigh waves could be easily identified
from the signals. Overall, compared with brass/aluminum,

FIG. 8. The waveforms of fifth inverse results corresponding to Table XIV
for acrylic/aluminum.

TABLE V. The second inverse calculation for brass/aluminum.

n
r

(kg/m3)
E

~GPa!
h

~mm!

Initial guesses 0.32 10 240 97 13.3
0.41 10 380 105 19.6
0.25 11 820 79 18.1
0.32 7 130 80 22.2
0.40 6220 116 16.0

Inverse results 0.368 8 322.5 112 14.9
Theoretical values 0.34 8 512 110 15.0
Error ~%! 8.24 2.22 1.82 0.67

TABLE VI. The third inverse calculation for brass/aluminum.

n
r

(kg/m3)
E

~GPa!
h

~mm!

Initial guesses 0.23 10 500 78 16.3
0.34 7 800 79 37.2
0.43 11 210 96 24.1
0.32 10 540 111 16.4
0.41 11 480 105 14.2

Inverse results 0.279 8 946.6 117.9 18.5
Theoretical values 0.34 8 512 110 15.0
Error ~%! 17.9 5.1 7.18 23.3

TABLE VII. The fourth inverse calculation for brass/aluminum.

n
r

(kg/m3)
E

~GPa!
h

~mm!

Initial guesses 0.32 12 000 86 13.2
0.40 10 100 97 26.1
0.32 10 300 117 18.2
0.28 10 500 99 35.2
0.26 9 000 87 13.1

Inverse results 0.312 8 196.6 108.2 15.7
Theoretical values 0.34 8 512 110 15.0
Error ~%! 8.24 3.71 1.64 4.67

TABLE VIII. The fifth inverse calculation for brass/aluminum.

n
r

(kg/m3)
E

~GPa!
h

~mm!

Initial guesses 0.25 10 120 99 13.9
0.42 7 830 88 16.6
0.40 7 420 76 24.1
0.23 10 300 94 25.4
0.34 8 800 113 37.1

Inverse results 0.376 9 718.2 132.8 17.9
Theoretical values 0.34 8 512 110 15.0
Error ~%! 10.59 14.17 20.73 19.3

TABLE IX. The final inverse calculation for brass/aluminum.

n
r

(kg/m3)
E

~GPa!
h

~mm!

Inverse results 0.371 8350.2 112.2 14.9
Theoretical values 0.34 8512 110 15.0
Error ~%! 9.12 1.90 2.00 0.7
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the inverse results for acrylic/aluminum have larger errors.
This could be caused by several factors. The decay of stress
waves is more serious in acrylic than in brass. This has been
found by experiment~results are not shown here!. However,
the decay of stress waves in medium is not taken into ac-
count in the analytical solutions used for inverse calcula-
tions. In addition, the theoretical values of material proper-
ties for acrylic may not be close enough to the real ones. This
can be explained from Figs. 8 and 9, that the waveform cal-
culated by theoretical values does not coincide with the
waveform measured by experiment.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

An exact analytical solution using Laplace transform
and Cagniard’s method has been given in detail for a thin-
layer system subjected to a normal point loading. Based on
the analytical solutions and experimental results, the inverse
calculations of material parameters were carried out for the
specimens of brass/aluminum and acrylic/aluminum. The
simplex method was used to minimize the norm of the dis-
crepancies between the calculated and measured vertical sur-
face displacements. To obtain reliable inverse results for ma-
terial parameters, a two-step inverse calculation procedure is
proposed in this study. Overall, the recovered material pa-

FIG. 9. The waveforms of final~sixth! inverse results corresponding to
Table XV using the preceding five inverse results as initial guesses for
acrylic/aluminum.

TABLE X. The first inverse calculation for acrylic/aluminum.

n
r

(kg/m3)
E

~GPa!
h

~mm!

Initial guesses 0.28 900 7 26
0.32 1300 6 18
0.41 880 15 17
0.29 1400 4 14
0.34 1000 3 23

Inverse results 0.301 1397.9 7.3 14.4
Theoretical values 0.316 1190.0 6.32 13.7
Error ~%! 4.75 17.47 15.51 5.11

TABLE XI. The second inverse calculation for acrylic/aluminum.

n
r

(kg/m3)
E

~GPa!
h

~mm!

Initial guesses 0.26 900 7 23
0.32 1200 5 12
0.40 1100 8 16
0.32 1300 14 28
0.28 1050 4 15

Inverse results 0.290 1118.3 5.9 14.8
Theoretical values 0.316 1190.0 6.32 13.7
Error ~%! 8.23 6.03 6.65 8.03

TABLE XII. The third inverse calculation for acrylic/aluminum.

n
r

(kg/m3)
E

~GPa!
h

~mm!

Initial guesses 0.41 1300 6 13
0.31 850 5 25
0.36 900 11 25
0.27 1130 9 14
0.32 1090 4 16

Inverse results 0.299 1276.6 6.7 14.4
Theoretical values 0.316 1190.0 6.32 13.7
Error ~%! 5.38 7.28 6.01 5.11

TABLE XIII. The fourth inverse calculation for acrylic/aluminum.

n
r

(kg/m3)
E

~GPa!
h

~mm!

Initial guesses 0.38 1400 9.5 16.2
0.32 1320 6.3 18.1
0.31 1100 7.1 13.2
0.34 800 6.8 13.4
0.41 1480 5.4 17.2

Inverse results 0.347 1356.5 7.5 14.9
Theoretical values 0.316 1190 6.32 13.7
Error ~%! 9.81 13.99 18.67 8.76

TABLE XIV. The fifth inverse calculation for acrylic/aluminum.

n
r

(kg/m3)
E

~GPa!
h

~mm!

Initial guesses 0.41 1000 4 12
0.31 1100 7 32
0.34 800 8 14
0.38 1400 5 16
0.32 930 3 18

Inverse results 0.360 1062.0 5.8 15.2
Theoretical values 0.316 1190.0 6.32 13.7
Error ~%! 13.92 10.76 8.23 10.95

TABLE XV. The final inverse calculation for acrylic/aluminum.

n
r

(kg/m3)
E

~GPa!
h

~mm!

Inverse results 0.344 1298.6 7.1 15.0
Theoretical values 0.316 1190.0 6.32 13.7
Error ~%! 8.86 9.13 12.34 9.49
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rameters including Poisson’s ratio, Young’s modulus, density,
and the thickness of the layer are in good agreement with the
experimental results. For a given thin-layer medium with un-
known material parameters for the layer, the accuracy of in-
verse results is strongly dependent on the accuracy of the
experiment. Based on the waveforms of the surface re-
sponses, the accuracy can be improved further by means of
reasonable restrictions on the initial guesses of material pa-
rameters for the simplex method. Therefore, the proposed
method in this study has the potential for practical applica-
tions.
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Stable recursive algorithm for elastic wave propagation
in layered anisotropic media: Stiffness matrix method
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An efficient recursive algorithm, the stiffness matrix method, has been developed for wave
propagation in multilayered generally anisotropic media. This algorithm has the computational
efficiency and simplicity of the standard transfer matrix method and is unconditionally
computationally stable for high frequency and layer thickness. In this algorithm, the stiffness
~compliance! matrix is calculated for each layer and recursively applied to generate a stiffness
~compliance! matrix for a layered system. Next, reflection and transmission coefficients are
calculated for layered media bounded by liquid or solid semispaces. The results show that the
method is stable for arbitrary number and thickness of layers and the computation time is
proportional to the number of layers. It is shown both numerically and analytically that for a thick
structure the solution approaches the solution for a semispace. This algorithm is easily adaptable to
laminates with periodicity, such as multiangle lay-up composites. The repetition and symmetry of
the unit cell are naturally incorporated in the recursive scheme. As an example the angle beam time
domain pulse reflections from fluid-loaded multilayered composites have been computed and
compared with experiment. Based on this method, characteristic equations for Lamb waves and
Floquet waves in periodic media have also been determined. ©2002 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1497365#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Bi, 43.20.Fn, 43.20.Gp@ANN#

I. INTRODUCTION

The topic of elastic wave propagation in layered media
has enjoyed significant attention for many decades due to the
wealth of its applications to seismology, acoustics, and
NDE.1–20These applications have been facilitated by the de-
velopment of the very simple and computationally efficient
transfer matrix method;1–3 however, it was soon discovered
that it is inherently computationally unstable for layer thick-
nesses of several wavelengths. The delta matrix method4 has
been proposed to resolve the instability problem for isotropic
systems. For the latest improvements and reviews see Refs. 7
and 8.

The problem of layered generally anisotropic media is
much more complicated. A transfer matrix method using the
exponential Stroh representation was developed by Adler and
co-workers.5,9 The transfer matrix method in standard form
was developed for general anisotropy by Nayfeh.12,13 Ana-
lytic expressions for transfer matrix coefficients for a sym-
metry plane of a transverse isotropic system immersed in
fluid were given in Ref. 14 and for a plane of symmetry of a
layered orthotropic medium between solids in Ref. 15. All
the above-mentioned results have the same type of instability
as for the isotropic case. Castaings and Hosten16,17 success-
fully generalized the delta matrix method for multilayered
media with monoclinic layers~orthotropic layers arbitrarily
rotated about one symmetry axis! and overcame the instabil-
ity problem. However, the need for several third-order delta

matrix operators of 20320 size with analytically derived el-
ements makes realization of the method difficult. It was
shown by Potel and Belleval18 that for a periodic anisotropic
system, a Floquet wave formulation can reduce the compu-
tational instability.

A different approach was developed by Kennett19,20 and
Kennett and Kery21 using the wave reverberation method for
each layer~sometimes called the reflection matrix method or
the invariant embedding method!. This method is widely
used in seismology for wave propagation in layered media. It
is based on building reflection and transmission matrices for
individual interfaces and combining them by a recursive
scheme into global reflection and transmission matrices for
the layered system. It is numerically stable and efficient. It
was originally developed for isotropic cases and its extension
to wave propagation in the plane of symmetry of orthotropic
layered systems was done by Booth and Crampin22,23and for
generally anisotropic layered media by Fryer and Frazer.24,25

Further applications of this method to geophysical problems
of elastic wave propagation in layered anisotropic media
were described in Refs. 26 and 27. The reflection/
transmission matrices for a generally anisotropic layer be-
tween anisotropic solids have also been obtained by this
method by Rokhlin and Huang.28

An alternative approach to obtaining a computationally
stable solution is the global matrix method. Schmidt
et al.29,30 demonstrated that this method, if properly imple-
mented, is unconditionally computationally stable. Due to
the band structure of the global matrix its computational in-
tensity is proportional to the number of layersN and it is
faster than the delta matrix algorithm. This method is

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail:
rokhlin.2@osu.edu
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implemented29 in a way similar to the implementation of
large-scale finite element programs and is usable for large
number of layersN. The global matrix method for aniso-
tropic multilayered media has been developed by Mal.31 A
reformulation of the global matrix method for isotropic cases
using stiffness matrices was done by Kausel and Roesset.32

As in the global matrix method, the problem reduces to nu-
merical solution of a global banded system of equations. It is
different from the global matrix method in that the interface
total displacements and stresses are found instead of the
wave amplitudes. This method was applied by Wang and
Rajapakse33 for a plane of symmetry in orthotropic media
and by Wang and Rokhlin34,35 to the monoclinic cross-ply
composites. The main effort in the development of the
method was expended on the thin layer approximation~the
so-called ‘‘discrete formulation’’! of the stiffness matrix36,37

by using the finite element representation in the vertical di-
rection.

Solutions of acoustic and geophysical problems are usu-
ally obtained by both time and space domain numerical in-
tegral transform techniques. Therefore computationally effi-
cient and stable algorithms are required to solve plane wave
harmonic problems as functions of frequency and angle to
obtain the kernel for the integral transform. All the above-
mentioned methods give exact solutions for wave propaga-
tion in layered media. Each has advantages and disadvan-
tages and different degrees of computational stability and
efficiency. For a recent review of the different methods for
isotropic case refer to Jensenet al.38

In this paper, we developed the recursive stiffness matrix
algorithm for wave propagation in an arbitrarily anisotropic
layered structure bounded by liquid or solid anisotropic me-
dia. Instead of building the total stiffness matrix as a global
banded matrix, we utilize a recursive algorithm, somewhat
similar to the reflection/transmission matrix method of
Kennet20 and Fryer and Frazer.24 Our method is different in
that we operate with total stresses and displacements on the
system interfaces instead of reflection/transmission matrices.
For this reason it is more convenient for many ultrasonic
problems, especially composites, where often imperfect in-
terfaces must be considered.28 A stable matrix formulation
based directly on the interfacial displacement/stress vectors
makes it easier to incorporate imperfect interfaces using an
asymptotic or spring interfacial stiffness matrix. Also differ-
ent boundary value problems are easily addressed due to the
global stiffness matrix formulation in the form of interfacial
stresses and displacements. Our method’s computational ef-
ficiency is the same as that of the standard transfer matrix
method~computation time proportional toN!. Moreover, the
method’s stability is as unconditional as that for the opti-
mized global matrix method29 and the reflection matrix
method.20,24 In particular, we show analytically and numeri-
cally that for a very thick layered structure, or a thick layer,
the solution approaches that for a semispace. The method is
cast in a concise matrix form and is simple to program and
implement. To find for each layer the wave and polarization
vectors, we utilize the algorithm described in Ref. 6 for ar-
bitrary anisotropic layers which is applicable to an arbitrarily

oriented anisotropic layer or to planes of symmetry, which is
very convenient in many applications.

We have also adapted our algorithm to periodic aniso-
tropic structures. This is relevant for structural composites
since most fiber-reinforced composites include several rep-
etitions of an identical unit element~cell! and are symmetric
about the centerline of the laminate. Composite laminates are
constructed by stacking a number of laminas in the thickness
direction and most, such as cross-ply and quasi-isotropic
composites, include a repetitive layout of a unidirectional
orthotropic lamina, and are considered as an anisotropic pe-
riodic medium. This application has recently stimulated
much investigation of wave propagation in anisotropic peri-
odic solids.39–43

II. STIFFNESS MATRIX METHOD

A. Stiffness matrix for layer in anisotropic layered
system

In this section we will formulate the stiffness matrix
solution for generally anisotropic layers in a form suitable
for multilayered system analysis. Let us consider a multilay-
ered plate, consisting ofN arbitrarily anisotropic layers as
illustrated in Fig. 1. In themth layer, the displacement vector
um may be written as the summation of six partial waves

um5(
j 51

3

~aj
1pj

1eikz
1 j

~z2zm!1aj
2pj

2eikz
2 j

~z2zm21!!m

3ei ~kxx1kyy2vt !, ~1!

FIG. 1. A multilayered structure and coordinate system.
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where um5(ux
m ,uy

m ,uz
m)T, T represents transpose.j

(51,2,3) denotesjth partial wave. The positive and negative
superscripts represent wave propagation in1z or 2z direc-
tions, respectively;pj

1 andpj
2(pj

65(px
6 ,py

6 ,pz
6) j

T) are the
unit displacement polarization vectors corresponding to
waves with (kz

1) j and (kz
2) j wave vectors, respectively. The

coordinate system is selected so that thex,z plane coincides
with the incident plane6 and thusky50 in Eq. ~1!.

For each layer, we select the local coordinate origin at
the top of themth layer (z5zm21) for waves propagating
along the2z direction (a2) and at the bottom of themth
layer (z5zm) for waves propagating along the1z direction
(a1). The sorting of wave numbers and identification of the
wave propagation direction is done from the energy flow
~group velocity! direction. Such a selection of the local co-
ordinate system is very important for eliminating the numeri-
cal overflow of the exponential terms in Eq.~1! when the
waves become nonhomogeneous. This selection of coordi-
nates assures that the exponential terms are normalized and
that the nonhomogeneous exponentials equal unity on the
interface, where they are initiated, and decay toward the op-
posite surface of the layer. Such coordinate selection has
proven to be very useful for improving computational
results8,29,30and differs from that used in most previous stud-
ies. However, appropriate coordinate selection is not suffi-
cient to eliminate the well-known computational instability
for thicker layers and higher frequencies.29,30As we will dis-
cuss in Secs. II C and II D, the method proposed here oper-
ates with matrices with dominating diagonal terms assuring
numerical stability.

The displacement polarization vectorspj
6 and wave

numberskz
6 j are determined by solving the Christoffel equa-

tion ~2! ~see Ref. 6! and applying Snell’s lawkx
m5kx

0 where
m51,...,N andkx

0 is thex projection of the wave number for
the incident wave, as briefly outlined in Appendix A,

~ci j ln kjkn2rv2d i l !pl50, ~2!

whereci j ln represents the layer elastic constants andr den-
sity.

Equation~1! for the displacement vector on the upper
(z5zm21)um21 and lower surfaces (z5zm)um of the layerm
can be represented in the matrix form

Fum21

um
G

m

5F P2 P1H1

P2H2 P1 G
m

FAm
2

Am
1G5Em

u Am , ~3!

where P6(333)5@p1
6 ,p2

6 ,p3
6#, Am

65@a1
6 ,a2

6 ,a3
6#T, and

H1(333)5Diag@eikz
11hm,eikz

12hm,eikz
13hm#, H2(333)

5Diag@e2 ikz
21hm,e2 ikz

22hm,e2 ikz
23hm#, hm5zm212zm being

the thickness of themth lamina. Due to the above-described
local coordinate selection, the elements in bothH1 andH2

will decay for complex wave numbers as the thickness in-
creases. If thez axis is a symmetry axis, we havekz

2 j5
2kz

1 j , therefore,H15H2. This will be the case of mono-
clinic symmetry corresponding to arbitrary rotation of the
orthotropic layer around the symmetry axisz.

The stress component vectors5(s31,s32,s33)
T on the

x–y plane parallel to the layer surface can be related to each
of the plane wave displacement fields using Hooke’s law,

sm5(
j 51

3

~aj
1dj

1eikz
1 j

~z2zm!

1aj
2dj

2eikz
2 j

~z2zm21!!mei ~kxx1kyy2vt !, ~4!

where the components (di
6) j of the vectordj

6 are related to
the polarization vectorpj

6 by (di
6) j5(ci3lnknpl

6) j . The
stresses on the topsm21(z5zm21) and bottom surfaces
sm(z5zm) of the mth layer are related to the wave ampli-
tudesaj

6 in the matrix form as

Fsm21

sm
G

m

5F D2 D1H1

D2H2 D1 G
m

FAm
2

Am
1G5Em

s Am , ~5!

where D65@d1
6 ,d2

6 ,d3
6#. Equations~3! and ~5! relate the

displacements and stresses on the layer surfaces to the wave
displacement amplitudesAm . Substituting into Eq.~5! the
amplitude vectorAm from Eq. ~3!, we obtain

Fsm21

sm
G

m

5Em
s Em

u21Fum21

um
G

m

. ~6!

Equation~6! defines the layer stiffness matrix

Km~636!5Em
s Em

u21
5FKm

11 Km
12

Km
21 Km

22G . ~7!

One can also write Eq.~6! in the form

Fum21

um
G

m

5Em
u Em

s21Fsm21

sm
G

m

. ~8!

Equation~8! defines the layer compliance matrix

Sm~636!5Em
u Em

s21
5FSm

11 Sm
12

Sm
21 Sm

22G . ~9!

Let us consider the stiffness matrix for a lower half space
with the coordinate origin at the surface. In this case, only
three waves (A2) propagate in the2z direction from the
surface to infinity. The displacements and stresses can be
obtained from Eqs.~3! and ~5!, respectively:um215P2A2

andsm215D2A2. Therefore the stiffness matrixKh for the
half space is given by

sm215D2~P2!21um215Khum21 , ~10!

whereKh is the ~333! stiffness matrix.

B. Relation to transfer matrix and asymptotic stability

Let us reorganize Eqs.~3! and ~5!, representing the dis-
placements and stress on the top and bottom surfaces of the
mth layer as

F um21

sm21
G

m

5F P2 P1H1

D2 D1H1G
m

FAm
2

Am
1G5Wm

2FAm
2

Am
1G , ~11!

F um

sm
G

m

5F P2H2 P1

D2H2 D1G
m

FAm
2

Am
1G5Wm

1FAm
2

Am
1G . ~12!

Substituting into Eq.~12! the amplitude vectorAm from Eq.
~9!, we obtain the transfer matrixBm ,
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F um

sm
G

m

5Wm
1~Wm

2!21F um21

sm21
G

m

5BmF um21

sm21
G

m

. ~13!

The relation between transfer matrixBm and stiffness matrix
Km is given by

Bm~636!5F 2~Km
12!21Km

11 ~Km
12!21

Km
212Km

22~Km
12!21Km

11 Km
22~Km

12!21G .

~14!

Thus the layer transferBm and stiffnessKm matrices are
formed from the same matrix elements@Eqs. ~3! and ~5!#.
The stiffness matrix can also be represented through the
transfer matrix elements

Km~636!5F 2~Bm
12!21Bm

11 ~Bm
12!21

Bm
212Bm

22~Bm
12!21Bm

11 Bm
22~Bm

12!21G . ~15!

The layer stiffness matrix cannot be calculated directly
using Eq.~15!, because it leads to computational instabilities
~see the following!. To obtain the layer stiffness matrix, com-
putations have to be based on Eq.~6!. Conversely,Bm com-
putation using Eq.~14! is also unstable.

Relations ~14! and ~15! between the transfer matrix
(Bm) and the stiffness matrix (Km) are similar to the rela-
tions between the wave propagator (Qm) and the reflection
matrices (Rm) given by Fryer and Frazer24 for the invariant
embedding method~reflection method!. However the physi-
cal meaning of the matrices involved is very different: one
pair ~B, K ! relates displacements and stresses at opposite
surfaces of a layer, the other pair~Q, R! amplitudes on the
opposite sides of an interface. The transfer matrixBm is de-
fined as a matrix relating the stresses and displacements at a
layer top surface to its bottom surface, while the stiffness
matrix (Km) relates the stresses at a layer top and bottom
surfaces to the displacements. The propagator (Qm) is de-
fined as the matrix relating the amplitudes of waves propa-
gating upward from the interface to those propagating down-
ward, while the reflection matrix (Rm) is the matrix of

reflection and transmission coefficients defined on the inter-
face.

At oblique incidence above the critical angle, the propa-
gating waves become nonhomogeneous with complex wave
numbers. If the thickness of the layer or the frequency in-
creases to infinity, the elements of the matrixHi j become
zero.~We assume small attenuation in the system.! Substitut-
ing Hi j 50 into Eqs.~3! and~5!, we obtainKm

21,Km
1250 and

the stiffness matrixKm and compliance matrixSm become:

Km5FD1~P1!21 0

0 D2~P2!21G ,
~16!

Sm5FP1~D1!21 0

0 P2~D2!21G .
As can be seen, the stiffness matrixKm degrades to the stiff-
ness matrix for two half spaces@Eq. ~10!# and its determinant
uKmu does not approach zero, i.e.,Km is not a singular matrix
as the thickness and frequency tend to infinity. Thus the so-
lution for the thick layer asymptotically decomposes to the
two semispace solutions for the two surfaces of the layer.

The situation is different for the transfer matrix, because

Hi j 50, the matrix Wm
2(636)5@D2

P2

0
0 # becomes singular

~uWm
2u50, and the inverse matrix (Wm

2)21 does not exist!.
This explains why the computation of the transfer matrixBm

is unstable with increased layer thickness or frequency.
The recursive method for multilayered media described

here is based on the stiffness~compliance! matrix and as we
will show is computationally stable.

C. Imperfect boundary conditions

If the layer thickness approaches zero, one can obtain
the first- and second-order asymptotic solutions for the layer
stiffness matrix from the transfer matrixBm .28,44 If one ne-
glects the coupling terms and includes only spring and inertia
terms, the transfer matrixBm becomes28,44

Bm
imp53

1 0 0 1/Kt1 0 0

0 1 0 0 1/Kt2 0

0 0 1 0 0 1/Kn

2v2M p1 0 0 1 0 0

0 2v2M p2 0 0 1 0

0 0 2v2Mn 0 0 1

4 . ~17!

From Eq.~17!, we obtain the stiffness matrix to describe imperfect conditions at the interface:

Km
imp53

Kt1 0 0 2v2M p12Kt1 0 0

0 Kt2 0 0 2v2M p22Kt2 0

0 0 Kn 0 0 2v2Mn2Kn

Kt1 0 0 2Kt1 0 0

0 Kt2 0 0 2Kt2 0

0 0 Kn 0 0 2Kn

4 , ~18!
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where the equations forKi and Mi are given in terms of
effective elastic constants of a thin imperfect interface
layer.44 If we neglect the inertial terms (Mi), we obtain a
pure spring model for a thin layer. The stiffness matrix in this
form is useful in our framework to describe imperfect bound-
ary conditions between anisotropic layers and is naturally
included in the recursive algorithm described in the follow-
ing.

D. Recursive algorithm for computation of total
stiffness „compliance … of multilayered media

To obtain the global stiffness matrix for a multilayered
structure, we have developed a recursive algorithm based on
the stiffness matrix for a single layer. We assume the inter-
face between each layer in the multilayered structure is per-
fect ~continuity of displacement and stress! or we will utilize

the stiffness matrix@Eq. ~18!# for imperfect contact. We can
utilize the stiffness matrix for each layer to calculate the
global stiffness matrix. First let us consider two neighboring
bonded layers. The first layer stiffness matrixK15KA is
given by

Fs1

s2
G5FK11

A K12
A

K21
A K22

A G Fu1

u2
G , ~19!

and the second cell stiffness matrixK25KB is given by

Fs2

s3
G5FK11

B K12
B

K21
B K22

B G Fu2

u3
G . ~20!

Now we relates1 andu1 to s3 andu3 by excludings2 and
u2 from Eqs.~19! and ~20! and combining the stiffness ma-
trices for these two bonded layers:

Fs1

s3
G5FK11

A 1K12
A ~K11

B 2K22
A !21K21

A 2K12
A ~K11

B 2K22
A !21K12

B

K21
B ~K11

B 2K22
A !21K21

A K22
B 2K21

B ~K11
B 2K22

A !21K12
B G Fu1

u3
G . ~21!

Now calling the matrix obtainedKA and the stiffness matrix for the next layerK35KB, we can recursively use Eq.~21! to
obtain the global stiffness matrix which relates the stresses to the displacements for the top and bottom surfaces of the whole
structure. The algorithm can be described as

K M5FK11
M211K12

M21~K11
m 2K22

M21!21K21
M21 2K12

M21~K11
m 2K22

M21!21K12
m

K21
m ~K11

m 2K22
M21!21K21

M21 K22
m 2K21

m ~K11
m 2K22

M21!21K12
m G , ~22!

whereK M is the total stiffness matrix for the topm layers,
K i j

M21 is the total stiffness matrix for the topm21 layers,
K i j

m are stiffness matrix elements for themth layer. The sub-
matrix differenceK11

m 2K22
M21 is a regular matrix@it is not

null even for identical layersA andB in Eq. ~21!#. The sub-
matricesK11

m and K22
m relate stress and displacement on the

opposite interfaces and their diagonal elements have opposite
sign, thus when the stiffness matricesm and M21 have
similar properties, the diagonal elements in the termK11

m

2K22
M21 are doubled in value. To clarify the physical mean-

ing of this difference it is useful to consider the asymptotic
properties for thin layers given in Eq.~18!. For example the
~1,1! element of the difference (Kt1)A1(Kt1)B represents the
effective longitudinal stiffness of the coupledA andB layers
~the matrix inverse is the matrix of effective compliances!.
Thus the diagonal elements of the matrixK11

m 2K22
M21 are

dominated by the total stiffness of the layered system and the
matrix is regular.

When thickness or frequency increases, the off-diagonal
elements of the stiffness matrix tend to zero while the diag-
onal elements remain finite and the recursive algorithm~22!
remains stable since it involves only the inverse matrix of the
diagonal elements in the term (K11

m 2K22
M21)21. When the

total layered system thickness tends to infinity for complex
wave numbers~nonhomogeneous waves and propagating
waves in media with attenuation!, we can obtain

F s1

sN11
G5FK11

1 0

0 K22
N G F u1

uN11
G . ~23!

Thus, the combined stiffness matrix decomposes into stiff-
ness matrices for the top ‘‘1’’ and bottom ‘‘N’’ half spaces,
maintaining its regularity.

Note that in Eq.~22!, the submatrixK22
M of the total

stiffness matrixK M for the top m layers depends only on
submatrixK22

M21 of the total stiffnessK M21 for the topm
21 layers. ThereforeK22

M can be obtained recursively with-
out calculating all other submatrices of the total stiffness
matrix. This is useful when one needs to calculate the total
stiffness matrix for a layered half spaceKS

M(KS
M5K22

M ).
For a single layer, the computational intensity of the

transfer matrixBm @Eq. ~13!# and stiffness (Km) or compli-
ance (Sm) matrices@Eq. ~7! or Eq. ~9!# is equivalent. For a
multilayered structure, the global transfer matrixB for the
multilayered structure is

B5B1B2B3¯BN , ~24!

and as we will show in Sec. III, the computation time for
both methods is equivalent and proportional to the number of
layersN in the system. However, as we have discussed pre-
viously, the transfer matrix method is computationally un-
stable even for moderate layer thickness and frequency. Its
stability will not be improved if one uses Eq.~14! for com-
putation of the transfer matrix due to instability of the inver-
sion of the off-diagonal submatrices of the stiffness matrix.
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E. Computation of reflection and transmission
coefficients

Using the recursive algorithmN21 times, we obtain the
total stiffness matrix for theN-layered structure. We denote
the total stiffness matrix for the whole layered structureK ,

F s0

sN
G5K F u0

uN
G5FK11 K12

K21 K22
G F u0

uN
G , ~25!

and its inverse, the global compliance matrix

S5K215FS11 S12

S21 S22
G . ~26!

Let us consider an acoustic wave incident from fluid
onto an immersed layered structure. The surface stresses and
displacements corresponding to waves in the fluid are given
in Eqs. ~B3! and ~B4!. Combining the global compliance
matrix with the reflected and transmitted waves, one may
write ~Appendix B! the transmission coefficient for laminates
immersed in fluid as

T52LS21
33/@~S11

331L!~S22
332L!2S21

33S12
33#, ~27!

and the reflection coefficient as

R5@~S11
332L!~S22

332L!2S21
33S12

33#/

@~S11
331L!~S22

332L!2S21
33S12

33#, ~28!

whereSi j
33 are the~3,3! elements in the matrixSi j (333) of

the total matrix~26! and L5cosu/(ivrfVf), r f is the fluid
density, andVf is the acoustic velocity in the fluid,u is the
incident angle.

For the case when the layered anisotropic structure is
bounded by two generally anisotropic solids, we can use Eqs.
~3! and ~5! to calculate the stresses and displacements pro-
duced by incident, reflected, and transmitted waves at the top
and bottom structure surfaces and combine them with the
global stiffness matrix to obtain the reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients. Let us consider an incident field as a com-
bination of plane waves in the top half space. Then from Eqs.
~3! and ~5! at the top surface we have

F u0

s0
G5F P0

2

D0
2GA in1F P0

1

D0
1GAr ~29!

and at the bottom surface, we have

F uN

sN
G5F PN11

2

DN11
2 GAt , ~30!

where the vectorsA in , Ar , andAt contain the amplitudes for
three bulk waves in the incident, reflected, and transmitted
wave fields, respectively. Combining Eqs.~29! and~30! with
the global stiffness matrixK , we obtain the linear system to
find the unknown reflection and transmission amplitudes:

F2K11P0
11D0

1 2K12PN11
2

2K21P0
1 2K22PN11

2 1DN11
2 G FAr

At
G

5FK11P0
22D0

2

K21P0
2 GA in . ~31!

F. Wave amplitudes inside the structure

In Sec. II E, the reflection and transmission coefficients
have been obtained. From Eqs.~29!, ~30! or ~B3!, ~B4!, one
has the displacement and stress at the top and bottom sur-
faces of the layered structure considering contributions from
incident, reflected, and transmitted waves. In this section we
discuss a backrecursive computation of displacements and
stresses inside the structure from the surface displacements
and stresses.

One may be tempted to calculate the wave amplitudes
for each layer directly from Eqs.~3! and ~5! computing the
amplitude for the top layer:

FA1
2

A1
1G5F P2 P1H1

D2 D1H1G
1

21F u0

s0
G ~32!

and next using these to obtain the displacements and stresses
at the top surface of the second layer and calculating the
wave amplitudes in transfer matrix style in the following
layers. However, such a computation will not be stable for
large thickness and high frequency.

For this reason, we utilize the ‘‘backpropagation’’ recur-
sive algorithm to calculate the internal field, similar to the
recursive algorithm described in Sec. II D to calculate the
total stiffness matrix. Let us assume that we have calculated
the total stiffness matrix for the topm21 layers (K M21)
@Eq. ~22!# and also have the stiffness matrixKm for the mth
layer @Eq. ~7!#. These stiffness matrices provide the relation-
ship

F s0

sm
G5FK11

M21 K12
M21

K21
M21 K22

M21G F u0

um
G ~33!

and

F sm

sm11
G5FK11

m K12
m

K21
m K22

m G F um

um11
G . ~34!

Combining Eqs.~33! and ~34!, one finds

um5~K11
m 2K22

M21!21K21
M21u0

2~K11
m 2K22

M21!21K12
mum11 ~35!

and

sm5K21
M21u02K22

M21um . ~36!

Recursively using Eqs.~33!–~36! one can obtain the dis-
placement and stress at all interfaces. First we calculate the
displacements at the topz0(u0) and the bottomzN11(uN11)
surfaces of the whole structure utilizing incident, reflected,
and transmitted wave amplitudes. Calculating the reflection
and transmission coefficients we have already obtained the
total stiffness matrices for the topN21 layers and the stiff-
ness matrix for theNth bottom layer; then, using Eq.~35!,
the displacementuN21 at the bottom ofN21 layer can be
obtained. Next we consider the topN21 layers, and using
the same procedure, we obtainuN22 . Therefore, recursively,
we can obtain the displacements at all interfaces. Because
this algorithm is started from the system bottom and propa-
gates the solution to the top while the algorithm for compu-
tation of the total stiffness matrix is from the top layer to the
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bottom, we call it the ‘‘backpropagation’’ recursive algo-
rithm.

The wave amplitudes in each layer are determined by

Am
25~P2!21um21 , Am

15~P1!21um . ~37!

If one stores the stiffness matrices for each layer, they need
not be calculated again and the amplitude calculation only
involves matrix multiplication and inversion recursively us-
ing Eq. ~35!.

G. Lamb and surface waves

The characteristic equation for Lamb modes can be de-
termined easily from the total stiffness matrix of the structure
~25!. If the top and bottom surfaces are free,@sN

s0 #50. Thus

we haveK @uN

u0 #50 and the Lamb wave dispersion equation is

determined as

det~K !50. ~38!

For a fluid-loaded layered anisotropic structure, the disper-
sion equation for leaky Lamb modes can be determined from
the reflection and transmission coefficients@Eqs. ~27! and
~28!#, by equating the denominator to zero:

~S11
331L!~S22

332L!2S21
33S12

3350. ~39!

BecauseS5K21, each element ofS can be written as

Si j 5~21! i 1 j
det~K j i !

det~K !
,

whereK j i is the matrix obtained by deleting rowj and col-
umn i in K . Upon substituting this equation into Eq.~37!, the
dispersion equation for leaky Lamb modes may be written as

$det~K33!/L1det~K !%$det~K66!/L2det~K !%

2det~K63!det~K36!/L50. ~40!

When the fluid density approaches zero, 1/L→0, thus Eq.
~40! becomes Eq.~38!.

The characteristic equation for surface waves in a semi-
infinite layered structure is obtained from Eq.~23!:

det~K22
N !50, ~41!

where K22
N can be either obtained from the total stiffness

matrix KN or recursively using the submatrix~2,2! in Eq.
~22!: KS

M5K22
M 5K22

m 2K21
m (K11

m 2K22
M21)21K12

m (M ,m
50, . . .N) and takingK22

0 5D0
1(P0

1)21 as the stiffness ma-
trix of the top semispace;KS

N is the layered semi-space stiff-
ness matrix.

H. Application to periodic media: Stiffness matrix for
a cell

For materials with structural periodicity, which is the
case for composites, the recursive method allows very effi-
cient computation of the total stiffness matrix. Let us intro-
duce a repetitive cellp consisting ofn different anisotropic
layers; we define it as@u1 /u2 /¯un21 /un#ps . Hereu i indi-
cates a layer in the cellp with rotation angleu i . For ex-
ample,@0°/45°/90°/245°# represents a four layered cell with
a combination of 0°, 45°, 90°, and245° laminas. The index
p indicates the number of cells in the layered structure and
the indexs indicates the structure symmetry. The traction and
displacements at the top and bottom surfaces of the cell
@u1 /u2 /¯un21 /un# are denoted bys1, s2, u1, andu2.
Let us define the total stiffness matrix for the cell as the
matrix K c which relatess1, s2 to u1, u2. Using the re-
cursive algorithm~22!, we can obtain the cell stiffness matrix
K c .

In the case of two repetitive cells, the two cells are iden-
tical with identical stiffness matrices (K i j

A5K i j
B), so Eq.~21!

becomes

Fs1

s3
G5FK11

A 1K12
A ~K11

A 2K22
A !21K21

A 2K12
A ~K11

A 2K22
A !21K12

A

K21
A ~K11

A 2K22
A !21K21

A K22
A 2K21

A ~K11
A 2K22

A !21K12
A G Fu1

u3
G . ~42!

To incorporate the next cellK c , one uses Eq.~22! to combine the matrix obtained by Eq.~42! with the additional already-
known cell matrixK c . If the two cells are symmetrical about their bond line, then the two cell stiffness matrices have the
relations

K12
A 52I2K21

B I2 , K11
A 52I2K22

B I2 ,

where

I25F 1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 21
G .

Therefore in the case of symmetry, Eq.~21! may be rewritten as

Fs1

s3
G5FK11

A 2K12
A ~ I2K22

A I21K22
A !21K21

A K12
A ~ I2K22

A I21K22
A !21I2K21

A I2

I2K12
A I2~ I2K22

A I21K22
A !21K21

A I2~K11
A 1K12

A ~ I2K22
A I22K22

A !21K21
A !I2

G Fu1

u3
G . ~43!
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For a complicated composite with multiple cell structures,
one can calculate the global stiffness matrix using Eq.~22!
where instead of a layer stiffness matrix one can use the cell
stiffness matrix. Each different cell stiffness matrix can be
obtained independently. For a symmetric composite defined
as@u1 /u2 /¯un21 /un#ps , for an arbitrary number of repeti-
tionsp, we can recursively applyp times the operation using
Eqs.~22! and~43! to obtain the stiffness matrix for the entire
laminate~total stiffness matrix!. If p can be written as 2i ,
then we can use Eq.~42! and only i operations are needed.
The recursive computation is simple matrix multiplication
and one inversion of the stiffness matrixK i j and these are
just 3 by 3 matrices. Therefore the algorithm is very efficient.

I. Infinite periodic media: Floquet waves

To facilitate further discussion let us consider an infinite
periodic medium. The free waves propagating in a such me-
dium are called Floquet waves. Due to periodicity the Flo-
quet wave theory requires12,40

F u1

s1G5ei zhF u2

s2G , ~44!

where z represents the Floquet wave number andh is the
thickness of the periodic unit cell. Consider a periodic me-
dium consisting of the unit cell whose stiffness matrix is
given byK c . Using the definition of the stiffness matrix, Eq.
~44! may be written as

~ei zhK c
212e2 i zhK c

121K c
222K c

11!u250. ~45!

The determinant of the system of Eq.~42! gives the charac-
teristic equation for the Floquet wave

det~ei zhK c
212e2 i zhK c

121K c
222K c

11!50. ~46!

If the z axis is a material symmetry axis, Eq.~46! may be
expanded as

A3 cos~3zh!1A2 cos~2zh!1A1 cos~zh!1A050, ~47!

whereA35uK c
21u, A25(uE1K c

21u1uE2K c
21u)/22uEu,

A15~ uK c
121K c

21u1uK c
122K c

21u2uK c
121Eu2uK c

122Eu!/2

1uK c
12u2uK c

21u,

A052uEu1~ uE1K c
122K c

21u1uE1K c
122K c

21u2uK c
12

1Eu2uK c
122Eu1uK c

211Eu2uK c
212Eu!)/2

E5K c
222K c

11, uEu represents the determinant of matrixE.
Equation ~47! has six solutions forz. These solutions

satisfy z152z2 , z452z3 , z552z6 . Using this Floquet
wave theory, one can obtain reflection coefficients from pe-
riodic media, which is especially useful for periodic semis-
paces. Detailed discussion will be presented elsewhere.

III. COMPUTATIONAL EXAMPLES AND COMPARISON
WITH EXPERIMENT

A. Computational efficiency

In this section, we will compare the computational effi-
ciency of the stiffness matrix recursive algorithm and the
transfer matrix method. In both methods, the total time for

performing calculation for the layered system is the sum of
two parts:~1! calculation of a single layer stiffness~transfer!
matrix and~2! calculation of the total stiffness~transfer! ma-
trix by combining the layer stiffness~transfer! matrices. The
layer stiffness matrix is calculated by Eq.~6! and the layer
transfer matrix is computed by Eq.~13!. Due to the similarity
of the equations the CPU time required to obtain the layer
stiffness matrix and the transfer matrix are identical. Equa-
tion ~24! is used to obtain the total transfer matrix, which
involves multiplications of 636 matrices. A 636 matrix
multiplication requires 63 multiplications. Therefore the
number of multiplications required to obtain the total transfer
matrix for N layers will be (N21)36352163(N21). The
total stiffness matrix is obtained by the recursive algorithm
~22!. Each recursive operation requires six 333 matrix mul-
tiplications ~the number of multiplications is 63335162!
and one inversion of a 333 matrix ~the number of multipli-
cations is 40!. Thus the total number of multiplications in
calculating the total stiffness matrix is 2023(N21). There-
fore, both methods have the same computational efficiency
with computation time proportional to the number of layers.

Figure 2 shows the CPU time of the reflection coeffi-
cient calculation for 10 000 points on a Pentium III 600 CPU
for @0°/45°/90°/245°#p composites indicating equivalent
computational time. Curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 2 are without
considering the repetition in the layered structure. Curves 3

TABLE I. Properties of one lamina.

Elastic constants of one lamina~GPa!

C11 143.220.32i
C22 15.820.11i
C12 7.520.031i
C23 8.220.002i
C55 7.020.07i
Density ~g/cm3! 1.6
Thickness~mm! 0.194

FIG. 2. Comparison of the computational efficiency of transfer matrix and
stiffness matrix methods. It shows the CPU time required to perform 10 000
calculations using PIII600 computer vs number of layers in the system. The
multilayered structure is a quasi-isotropic composite@0°/45°/90°/
245°#p . Curves 1 and 2 without accounting for repetition; curves 3 and 4
with repetition; curves 5 and 6 indicate the time just for combining layer
stiffness or transfer matrices using Eqs.~22! and ~24!.
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and 4 are with considering the repetition. Curves 5 and 6
show the time just for the second part of the calculation, i.e,
not considering the time required to calculate the single layer
transfer or the stiffness matrices. By comparing curves 1, 2
with curves 5,6, one can see that the time used in the second
part is only about 12% of the total time~this is due to an-
isotropy and the necessity to calculate wave numbers and
polarization vectors for each layer!.

B. Computational stability

In this section we will demonstrate numerically that the
recursive stiffness matrix method is unconditionally stable.
As examples we have utilized for computation several com-
posite layouts. The properties of the lamina are given in
Table I. Without limitation of generality, we consider a trans-
verse isotropic lamina. Our computations of the reflection
and transmission coefficients by different methods~transfer
matrix, global matrix, delta matrix, and recursive stiffness
matrix methods! for @0°/90°#8s laminate show that for the

incident plane oriented at 0° and incident angle 50° the trans-
fer matrix method becomes unstable at frequencies above
0.62 MHz. When the computation becomes unstable, the en-
ergy balance is not satisfied and the reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients vary randomly. For the same case the delta
matrix method is stable with overflow error occurring at fre-
quencies at about 14 MHz. The global matrix and recursive
stiffness matrix methods are both stable. In the global matrix
method, we use Gaussian elimination to solve the 6N36N
matrix equation as described in Ref. 38. We have never en-
countered computational instabilities for the recursive stiff-
ness matrix method while using it intensively in our labora-
tory for several years.

In Sec. II, we theoretically demonstrate that the stiffness
matrix solution approaches that of the semispace when the
system thickness increases~one should consider media with
attenuation!. Here we will give numerical examples. Figures
3~a! and ~b! show the reflection coefficient at frequency 10
MHz from a 100-mm-thick single unidirectional layer ori-

FIG. 3. Reflection coefficient for a unidirectional composite semispace~solid line! and for a unidirectional 100-mm-thick layer~¯ or 1!. Fibers are oriented
45° to the incident plane. Wave is incident from water at frequency 10 MHz.~a! Without attenuation,~b! with attenuation.

FIG. 4. Reflection coefficient for a periodic@0°/45°/90°/245°# composite semispace~—! and multilayered 745-mm-thick structure~¯ or 1!. Incident plane
is orientated 0° to the top lamina. Wave is incident from water at frequency 3 MHz.~a! Without attenuation,~b! with attenuation.
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ented 45° to the plane of incidence. The solid line indicates
the exact semispace solution. In Fig. 3~a!, we assume no
attenuation~the imaginary part inCi j is zero in Table I!. At
incident angles below the slow shear wave critical angle, at
least one of the wave numbers will be pure real, leading to
resonances due to the existence of propagating modes. As
soon as the incident angle is above the slow shear wave
critical angle all wave numbers are complex, and the layer
reflection at this thickness and frequency becomes unity as it
is for the semispace. In Fig. 3~b!, we use a material with
attenuation~accounted for by imaginary parts in Table I!. In
this case, propagating waves are damped and the layer solu-
tion coincides with that for the semispace. Figures 4~a! and
~b! show the results for a multi-ply composite with 4096
layers~@0°/45°/90°/245°#1024 layout with a total thickness
5795 mm!. The incident plane is oriented at 0° relative to
the top lamina and frequency is 3 MHz. The semispace re-
flection coefficient is calculated using Floquet wave theory.
Figure 4~a! shows the reflection coefficient when the attenu-
ation is not included; the layer and semispace solutions are
very similar in the stop bands where all Floquet wave num-
bers are complex. When attenuation is taken into account,
the two solutions again coincide as shown in Fig. 4~b!.

C. Time domain signal calculation and comparison
with the experiment

The stability and computational efficiency of the recur-
sive stiffness matrix method is essential for ultrasonic re-
sponse calculations in time and angle domains. Here, as an
example, we provide simulations of time domain response of
angle beam reflection from multidirectional composites and
compare them with experiments. Figure 5 shows the configu-
ration of the angle beam experimental setup consisting of
two transducers with a preselected angle of incidence. The
transducer and sample are immersed in water. The output
voltage for this dual transducer setup can be written as

Vout~z,t !5E
2`

1`

f T~v! f R~v!eivtdvE
0

p/2-i`

PT~u,v!

3PR~u,v!R~u,v!exp~2iv/Vf~z0 cosu

1x0 sinu!!du. ~48!

f T(v) and f R(v) are the frequency responses of the trans-
mitter and receiver which are experimentally determined
when the transducers are focused on the surface of a homo-
geneous semispace solid such as aluminum.PT(u,v) and
PR(u,v) are the angular responses of the transducers;Vf is
the acoustic velocity in the fluid;x0 , z0 is the center position
of the transmitter.R(u,v) is the plane wave reflection coef-
ficient ~31! from the immersed layered structure. To obtain
the time domain response one needs to integrate over both
the time and space domains which requires a significant
number of computations of the kernel functionR(u,v) at
different frequencies and incident angles. For the calcula-
tions we use Gaussian functions to approximate the angular
responses@PT(u,v) andPR(u,v)# of the transducers

PT,R~u,v!5
dT,R

A2p
exp~k2dT,R

2 /2!, ~49!

FIG. 5. Angle beam measurement setup~x0535.2 mm, z0527.5 mm, u0

552°!.

FIG. 6. Time-domain response for angle-beam measurement at 52° incidence. Dotted line represents experimental results and solid line simulated results. ~a!
The layered structure is a quasi-isotropic composite@0/45/90/245#2s . The orientation of the incident plane is 60° from the fiber direction of the top lamina.
~b! The layered structure is a cross ply composite@0/90#4s . The orientation of incident plane is 0°.
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wheredT,R is the beam width of the transmitter or receiver;
k5(v/Vf)sin(u2u0), u0 is the incident and reflection angle
for the transducers. The beam widthsdT,R are determined
from experiment using the least-squares optimization fitting
of reflected signals from a homogeneous~aluminum! semis-
pace. The maximum integration angle and integration step
are determined by trial and error. In most cases integration
up to p/2 and integration stepp/1000 are sufficient. Fre-
quency domain integration is done by fast Fourier transform.

Figure 6~a! shows the time domain signal from a quasi-
isotropic composite@0/45/90/45#2s for the transducer ar-
rangement~Fig. 5! with incident angle 52° in water. The
thickness of the composite is 3.1 mm and the incident plane
orientation is 60°. The center frequency of the transducers
used in this measurement is around 5 MHz. Figure 6~b!
shows the same for a cross-ply composite@0/90#4s which has
total thickness 2.5 mm~lamina thickness is 0.156 mm!. The
incident plane is oriented at 0°, the incident angle is also 52°.
The experimental and computational results have reasonably
good agreement considering that no fitting of parameters was
done and the elastic properties of the lamina were obtained
from independent experiments.

IV. CONCLUSION

It is well known that the transfer matrix~TM! algorithm,
which is widely used for wave propagation analysis in lay-
ered media, is numerically unstable with increase of fre-
quency or layer thickness. In this paper we have reformu-
lated it in the form of a recursive stiffness matrix~RSM!
algorithm, which has the same computational efficiency as
the transfer matrix method, but is unconditionally stable: we
have demonstrated the stability of the recursive matrix algo-
rithm both theoretically and numerically. We find that the
computational times for both methods~TM and RSM! are
equal and depend linearly on the number of layers in the
structure. The formulation of dispersion equations for Lamb
and surface waves in the structure has also been addressed.
The RSM algorithm is developed for a generally anisotropic
medium when the stiffness matrix has dimensions~636!; it
is reduced to 434 for a plane of symmetry of orthotropic
materials~and for higher symmetries, including isotropy!.
For application to laminated composites, we have adapted
the algorithm to accommodate the repetition and symmetry
in a layered structure, including derivation of the Floquet
wave characteristic equation in terms of the stiffness matrix
of the periodic structure unit cell. We applied this method to
simulation of angle beam pulse reflection from multidirec-
tional composites and obtained good agreement with experi-
ment.
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATIONAL PROCEDURE

The wave numbers and polarization vectors for the six
waves in an anisotropic layer can be found by solving the
Christoffel equation

~ci j ln kjkn2rv2d i l !pl50. ~A1!

This system of equations has a nontrivial solution for the unit
displacement vectorp only if the determinant of the system
equals zero.

The algorithm for elastic wave propagation through an
interface between two generally anisotropic solids is dis-
cussed in Ref. 6. Since all the wave vectors of the incident,
reflected, and transmitted waves lie in one plane, it is pos-
sible to select the coordinate system in such a way that the
interface plane coincides with the (x,y) coordinate plane and
the incident plane coincides with the (x,z) coordinate plane
~we also use indices 1,2,3 to denote coordinatesx, y, z sub-
sequently!. The tensor of elastic constants for each layer is
transformed into this coordinate system. In the selected prin-
cipal coordinate system, all wave vectors will haveky50.
From Snell’s law, it follows that all thekx are equal; there-
fore they are known becausekx is known for the incident
wave. The unknown remaining component of the wave vec-
tor, kz , can be found from

uci j ln kjkn2rv2d i l u5det~G~kz!!50. ~A2!

Equation~A2! is a sixth-order polynomial inkz .6 For a given
kx , there will be six separate solutions forkz in each medium
which can be easily obtained numerically;kz can be purely
real or complex. A complexkz corresponds to an evanescent
wave. If one considers attenuation in the medium, realkz

becomes complex with a small imaginary part. A unit dis-
placementp can be determined for eachkz from Eq. ~A1!.
We use the general representation of Ref. 6 since it is valid
both out of and in planes of symmetry,

W115G22G332G23
2 , W125G13G232G12G33,

W225G33G112G13
2 , W135G12G232G13G22,

~A3!
W335G11G222G12

2 , W235G13G122G23G11,

D5W111W221W33.

Then the three components of the polarization vector are
given by

px
25W11/D, py

25W22/D, pz
25W33/D. ~A4!

One can select the one with maximum absolute value,pi ,
whose sign is arbitrary. If we use the positive sign, thenpi is
given by

pi5AWii /D. ~A5!

The other componentpj ( j Þ i ) can be calculated using the
relationship

pipj5Wi j /D. ~A6!

According to the direction of energy flow~the ray velocity
direction!, the six plane waves are separated into three propa-
gating in the1z direction and three in the2z direction. The
components of the ray velocityVg

i can be found if the dis-
placement vectorp is known:

Vg
i 5

1

rv
ci jkl klpj pk . ~A7!
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For computing wave propagation in cross-ply compos-
ites, the layer in the layered system is represented by arbi-
trary rotation of an orthotropic unidirectional lamina around
the symmetry axisz, which is equivalent to a layer with
monoclinic symmetry. The constitutive relation in this case
may be represented as

F s11

s22

s33

s23

s13

s12

G53
C11 C12 C13 0 0 C16

C12 C22 C23 0 0 C26

C13 C23 C33 0 0 C36

0 0 0 C44 C45 0

0 0 0 C45 C55 0

C16 C26 C36 0 0 C66

4 F
e11

e22

e33

g23

g13

g12

G ,

~A8!

where theCi j represent the elastic constants. We used the
contracted subscript notations 1→11, 2→22, 3→33, 4→23,
5→13, 6→12 to relateCmn to Ci jkl . In this case, the matrix
elements ofG in Eq. ~A2! are

G115C11kx
22rv21C55kz

2, G125C16kx
21C45kz

2,

G135~C131C55!kxkz ,
~A9!

G225C66kx
22rv21C44kz

2, G235~C361C45!kxkz ,

G335C55kx
22rv21C33kz

2.

Equation~A2! is a sixth-order polynomial inkz with the six
roots satisfying the conditions

kz
2152kz

11, kz
2252kz

12, kz
2352kz

13. ~A10!

The stress coefficientdj
6 used in Eq.~5! in thex–y plane is

obtained from the constitutive relation

dj
65F d1

d2

6d3

G
j

5F iC55~px
j kz

j 1pz
j kx!1 iC45py

j kz
j

iC45~px
j kz

j 1pz
j kx!1 iC44py

j kz
j

iC13px
j kx1C33pz

j kz
j 1 iC36py

j kx

G .

~A11!

In planes of symmetry,13 the matrix elementsC16, C26, C36,
and C45 are zero. One can solve Eq.~A2! analytically to
obtainkz . If we only consider the sagittal plane motion, then
only four solutions are needed:

kz
115kz

135A@2B6~B224AC!1/2#/2A, ~A12!

where

A5C33C55,

B52~C11kx
22rv2!C331~C55kx

22rv2!C55

2~C131C55!
2kx

2, ~A13!

C52~C11kx
22rv2!~C55kx

22rv2!.

The polarization vectorp and stressd are reduced to

px
i 5~C131C55!kxkz

i , pz
i 5~rv22C11kx

22C55~kz
i !2!,

d1
i 5s135 i ~C55px

i kz
i 1C55pz

i kx!, ~A14!

d3
i 5s335 i ~C13px

i kx1C33pz
i kz

i !.

In this case, the stiffness matrix reduces to a 434 matrix.
Equations ~12!–~14! are also applicable for an isotropic
solid.

APPENDIX B: REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION
COEFFICIENTS

Let us assume that an ultrasonic wave is incident on a
layered structure in a fluid from the top fluid semispace as
shown in Fig. 1. The acoustic potential in the upper half
space (z.0) can be written as

F1~kx ,z,v!5~Ain exp~2 izv/Vf cosu!

1R exp~ izv/Vf cosu!!ei ~kxx2vt !, ~B1!

and for the transmitted wave in the lower semispace

F2~kx ,z,v!5T exp~ i ~kxx2zv/Vf cosu2vt !!, ~B2!

whereAin are the incident amplitude andR andT are reflec-
tion and transmission coefficients, respectively. The displace-
ments and stresses on the top surface will be

F u1
0

u2
0

u3
0

s13
0

s23
0

s33
0

G53
1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 cosu/Vf

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 2 ivr f

4 F u1
0

u2
0

R
G1F 0

0
2cosu/Vf

0
0

2 ivr f

G Ain

5FR1FinAin . ~B3!

On the bottom surface,

F u1
N

u2
N

u3
N

s13
N

s23
N

s33
N

G53
1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 2cosu/Vf

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 2 ivr f

4 F u1
N

u2
N

T
G5FT, ~B4!

wherer f is the fluid density, andVf is the acoustic velocity.
u is the incident angle.

The compliance matrix for the whole structure is given
by Eq. ~23!,

F u0

uN
G5FS11 S12

S21 S22
G F s0

sN
G . ~B5!

At the top and bottom surfaces, we have the shear stress
(s31

0 ,s32
0 ,s31

N ,s32
N ) equal to zero. Therefore the two equa-

tions with normal displacements (u3
0,u3

N) can be written as

u3
05S11

33s33
0 1S12

33s33
N , ~B6!

and

u3
N5S21

33s33
0 1S22

33s33
N . ~B7!

The displacements and stresses (u3
0,u3

N ,s33
0 ,s33

N ) can also be
expressed as incident, reflected and transmitted waves from
Eqs. ~B3! and ~B4!. Upon substituting these equations into
Eqs. ~B6! and ~B7!, the reflection and transmission coeffi-
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cients can be expressed as Eqs.~27! and ~28!.
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Surface wave dispersion measurements can be used to nondestructively characterize shot-peened,
laser shock-peened, burnished, and otherwise surface-treated specimens. In recent years, there have
been numerous efforts to separate the contribution of surface roughness from those of near-surface
material variations, such as residual stress, texture, and increased dislocation density. As the
accuracy of the dispersion measurements was gradually increased using state-of-the-art
laser-ultrasonic scanning and sophisticated digital signal processing methods, it was recognized that
a perceivable dispersive effect, similar to the one found on rough shot-peened specimens, is
exhibited by untreated smooth surfaces as well. This dispersion effect is on the order of 0.1%, that
is significantly higher than the experimental error associated with the measurements and comparable
to the expected velocity change produced by near-surface compressive residual stresses in metals
below their yield point. This paper demonstrates that the cause of this apparent dispersion is the
diffraction of the surface acoustic wave~SAW! as it travels over the surface of the specimen. The
results suggest that a diffraction correction may be introduced to increase the accuracy of surface
wave dispersion measurements. A simple diffraction correction model was developed for surface
waves and this correction was subsequently validated by laser-interferometric velocity
measurements on aluminum specimens. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1497368#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Gp, 43.35.Pt, 43.35.Zc@DEC#

I. INTRODUCTION

Surface acoustic waves~SAWs! produce elastic dis-
placements and stresses that are confined to the surface
within a shallow depth of approximately 1 wavelength.
Therefore, they are particularly sensitive to the boundary
conditions at the surface and to the material properties in the
near-surface region. Since the penetration depth of surface
waves is frequency dependent, high-frequency SAWs are
more affected by the material properties close to the surface
while the low-frequency components give information on the
bulk material properties of the substrate. This frequency de-
pendence can be exploited to control the depth of the near-
surface region to be inspected. Another interesting feature of
surface waves is that they are less affected by beam spread-
ing than bulk waves, since they are confined to travel on the
surface of the material; therefore, they diverge only in one
dimension rather than in two like bulk modes.

The use of surface acoustic waves for the characteriza-
tion of surface roughness, surface residual stress, and coating
thickness measurements has been studied by several
authors.1–5 The effect of surface cracks on the attenuation
and dispersion of Rayleigh waves was explored by Zhang
and Achenbach,6 Warren et al.,7 and Pecorari.8–11 These
studies have found that the total change in the Rayleigh wave
velocity is typically less than 0.3%. The challenge, of course,
is to measure the Rayleigh wave velocity with sufficiently
high accuracy. At this precision, the surface wave velocity

seems to be affected by beam diffraction, and it may be
necessary to use appropriate diffraction corrections in order
to assess the true material-related dispersion. Of course, in
many cases when the velocity exhibits a more dramatic
change, e.g., in the case of coated substrates, this diffraction
correction might be negligible.

The theory of diffraction effects in the ultrasonic field of
a piston source is straightforward and has been treated by
many authors.12–18The adverse effect of diffraction in ultra-
sonic attenuation measurements is well known, and appropri-
ate corrections are routinely used to increase the
accuracy.19–25 The application of similar diffraction correc-
tions in ultrasonic velocity measurements is usually not nec-
essary except for the most stringent accuracy
requirements.19,25–30For a piston transducer radiating into a
fluid medium, the complex diffraction correction can be cal-
culated by either analytical means or numerical integration.
For example, Rogers and Van Buren found a closed-form
expression for the so-called Lommel diffraction correction
for a circular piston radiator in the Fresnel approximation.16

From the phase of their complex diffraction correction, the
‘‘apparent’’ local velocity of the diverging wave can be
readily calculated. One finds that the apparent velocity is
strongly frequency dependent even in nondispersive media
and the dispersion decreases as the frequency increases, i.e.,
as the field asymptotically approaches a true plane wave.19

The apparent dispersion also depends on the size of the re-
ceiver, which is important since the receiver aperture is often
different from, typically much smaller than, the transmitter
aperture. Using numerical integration, it can be shown thata!Electronic mail: pnagy@uceng.uc.edu
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the apparent velocity dispersion is perceivably higher when a
point receiver is moved along the axis of the same transmit-
ter instead of a finite-aperture piston receiver.

To the best of our knowledge, similar results are not
available in the literature for surface waves. The main goals
of this paper are to present a simple diffraction correction
model for surface waves and to experimentally validate this
model using laser-interferometric surface wave velocity mea-
surements on smooth aluminum specimens. It will be dem-
onstrated that a readily measurable apparent dispersion on
the order of 0.1% is exhibited by untreated smooth surfaces,
which is significantly higher than the inherent experimental
error associated with the measurements and comparable to
the expected velocity change produced by near-surface com-
pressive residual stresses in shot-peened metals. Therefore,
high-precision surface wave dispersion measurements used
in nondestructive materials characterization should be cor-
rected for diffraction effects in order to achieve maximum
accuracy.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

Diffraction effects begin at the face of the transmitter
and continue out to a point where the transducer is so far
away that it might be considered as a point source, and the
diffraction effects can be easily approximated as the spread-
ing of a divergent beam of given directivity pattern. Gener-
ally, both the amplitude and phase of the generated acoustic
field deviate from the ideal case of a plane wave. In this
section we will consider Rayleigh wave propagation on the
free surface of an elastic half-space. For different transmitter/
receiver configurations of practical importance, we will ana-
lyze the phase of the complex diffraction correction and de-
rive appropriate dispersion corrections for precision velocity
measurements.

Let us assume that the acoustic field of a given radiator
is scanned by a receiver moving along the axis of the radia-
tor. Generally, the receiver is sensitive to the weighted aver-
age of the measured field parameter~displacement, velocity,
pressure, etc.! over the receiver aperture. The size of the
receiver aperture can be either negligibly small~point sensor!
or finite. At a given axial distancez from the radiator, the
measured field parameterm can be written as

m~z!5m0ei ~kz2vt !D~z!5m0ei ~kz2vt !F~z!eiw~z!. ~1!

Here,m0 is a constant,t denotes time,v is the angular fre-
quency,k5v/c is the wave number, wherec is the~nondis-
persive! sound velocity,D(z) is a complex diffraction coef-
ficient that represents the deviation of the field distribution
from that of an ideal propagating plane wave,F(z) denotes
the amplitude variation along the axis, andw(z) is a diffrac-
tion phase correction. The ‘‘apparent’’ local phase velocityca

can be calculated from the measured field parameter using

v

ca

5
]

]z
Arg$m~z!%5

v

c
1

]w

]z
. ~2!

Let us introduce the normalized velocity diffraction cor-
rectionh5(ca2c)/c as the relative change of the apparent
velocity with respect to the nondispersive real sound velocity

c. We will also usez5z/a for the normalized distance and
s5ak for the normalized frequency, wherea is an appropri-
ate reference dimension, e.g., the half-length of a line source.
Then, the normalized velocity diffraction correction can be
expressed from Eq.~2! as follows:

h5
1

11~1/s! ~]w/]z!
2152

1

s

]w

]z
. ~3!

In ultrasonic nondestructive materials characterization,
we often use Rayleigh-type surface waves for precision ve-
locity measurements. The coordinate system used to calcu-
late the acoustic field of a line source on the free surface
(y50) of an elastic half-space is shown in Fig. 1. The nor-
mal surface displacement of the Rayleigh wave produced by
a line source of finite length on an isotropic half-space can be
obtained from Lamb’s classical solution for a point source31

u~x,z!5u0e2 ivtA k

2p i E2a

a

dx8
eikr 8

Ar 8
, ~4!

wherer 825x821z2, andu0 is a constant determined by the
load intensity and polarization of the source and the shear
modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the material. Equation~4! is
the one-dimensional equivalent of the well-known two-
dimensional Rayleigh integral,32 which is often used to cal-
culate the complex diffraction correction for bulk waves. It
should be mentioned that the numerical prefactor in front of
the integral could be easily incorporated into the constant
u0 , but then its physical meaning would be changed. As it is,
u0 is the asymptotic limit of the normal surface displacement
amplitude of the nondiverging Rayleigh wave produced by
the line source when its length approaches infinity.

A. Line source and point receiver

Let us assume that we are using a point receiver to scan
the normal surface displacement along the axis of the trans-
ducer (x50). Then, we can write the displacement field as
u(z)5u0ei (kz2vt)Da0(z), where the complex diffraction
correction can be written in a normalized form as follows:

Da0~z!5A s

2p i E21

1

dj8
eis~Aj821z22z!

A4 j821z2
, ~5!

wherej85x8/a, andz5z/a ands5ak as before. Due to the
above-described normalization,Da0 asymptotically ap-
proaches unit ass→`. Equation~5! can be solved numeri-

FIG. 1. Coordinate system used to calculate the acoustic field of a line
source on the free surface (y50) of an elastic half-space.
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cally, and then the velocity diffraction correction can be cal-
culated from Eq.~3!. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the
calculated normalized diffraction correction for surface wave
velocity measurements made by a point receiver along the
axis of a line transmitter. In the far field of the line source

lim
z→`

Da0~z!5A 2s

p i z S 11
is

6z D . ~6!

From Eqs.~3! and~6!, the far-field asymptote of the normal-
ized velocity diffraction correction can be written as follows:

lim
z→`

ha05
1

6z2
. ~7!

It should be mentioned that the complex diffraction cor-
rection D could be more concisely written if the axial dis-
tancez were normalized to the near-field/far-field distance
N5a2/l, as it is customary in the literature. For example,
Eq. ~6! could be rewritten as follows:

lim
S→`

Da0~S!5
2

AiS
S 11

ip

3SD , ~8!

whereS5z/N52pz/s with our previous notation. However,
the normalized velocity diffraction correction requires differ-
entiation with respect to the normalized frequencys accord-
ing to Eq. ~3!; therefore, it is actually simpler when ex-
pressed in terms ofz than in terms ofS @see Eq.~7! and our
results later#.

B. Line source and line receiver

Surface waves are routinely detected by laser interfer-
ometers that are essentially point receivers. However, in or-
der to increase the accuracy of the measurements the detec-
tion spot is often either extended laterally to a line of
substantial length using a cylindrical lens or the focus spot is
optically scanned in the lateral direction, while the received
signal is digitized and averaged. This is often necessary to
reduce the otherwise very high sensitivity of the point re-

ceiver to spatially incoherent structural noise in inherently
inhomogeneous materials such as polycrystalline metals.33

The question arises as to how much the velocity diffraction
correction changes as a result of this averaging. Assuming
that the line receiver has a total length of 2b, the average
normal surface displacement can be calculated from Eq.~4!
as follows:

uavg~z!5u0e2 ivtA k

2p i

1

2bE2b

b

dxE
2a

a

dx8
eikr 8

Ar 8

5u0ei ~kz2vt !Dab~z!, ~9!

where the complex diffraction correction can be written in
the previously introduced normalized form as follows:

Dab~z!5A s

2p i

1

2bE2b

b

djE
21

1

dj8
eis~A~j2j8!21z22z!

A4 ~j2j8!21z2
,

~10!

whereb5b/a denotes the length ratio between the receiver
and the transmitter.

In general, the length of the receiverb can be either
smaller or larger than the transmitter lengtha, and Eq.~10!
can be solved only numerically. In the far field of both trans-
ducers, i.e., whenz@a2/l andz@b2/l, r 8 can be approxi-
mated byr 85z1(x2x8)2/2z in the rapidly changing expo-
nent and simply by r 85z in the slowly changing
denominator of Eq.~9!. Furthermore, the exponential func-
tion can be approximated by the two leading terms in its
Taylor expansion, so that we get

Dab~z!5A s

2p i z

1

2bE2b

b

djE
21

1

dj8F11 is
~j2j8!2

2z
G ,

~11!

that can be readily integrated to get the following approxi-
mation for the complex diffraction correction:

lim
z→`

Dab~z!5A 2s

p i z F11
is~11b2!

6z
G . ~12!

Finally, from Eqs.~3! and~12!, the far-field asymptote of the
normalized velocity diffraction correction can be written as
follows:

lim
z→`

hab5
11b2

6z2
. ~13!

Clearly, forb50 hab(z)5ha0(z), while for b5a the appar-
ent excess velocity is doubled, i.e.,haa(z)52ha0(z). This
increase in the apparent phase velocity with respect to the
case of a point receiver is due to the contribution of those
oblique wave components that reach the receiver at larger
angles, therefore at lower group velocity, but higher phase
velocity along the axis.

C. Wedge transmitter and line receiver

Most angle-beam SAW transducers consist of a longitu-
dinal transducer of circular cross section mounted on a poly-
mer wedge. This configuration produces an apodized SAW

FIG. 2. Normalized diffraction correction for surface wave velocity mea-
surements made by a point receiver along the axis of a line transmitter.
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displacement distribution because of the elliptical footprint
of the circular piston on the surface. Although peripheral
rays are further attenuated by leakage back to the wedge as
the surface wave leaves the transmitter, a simple apodized
model can be constructed by assuming a cosine SAW dis-
placement distribution. Assuming that the receiver is not
apodized, the complex diffraction correction given in Eq.
~10! should be modified as follows:

Dab~z!5A s

2p i

1

2bE2b

b

djE
21

1

dj8 cosS j8
p

2 D
3

eis~A~j2j8!21z22z!

A4 ~j2j8!21z2
. ~14!

Such apodization slightly reduces the velocity correction by
weakening the oblique rays responsible for the apparent in-
crease in phase velocity. Figure 3 shows the calculated nor-
malized diffraction corrections for surface wave velocity
measurements made by a finite-length line receiver along the
axis of a line transmitter fors520 ~a! without and~b! with
apodization. As before, most of the near-field oscillations
were cut off for clarity. Close to the transmitter the correction
decreases with increasing receiver length as the averaging

over the transducer’s aperture smoothes the phase variations,
while further away it increases. The effect of apodization is
twofold. First, it effectively reduces the transmitter length.
Second, it smoothes the near-field oscillations.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS

Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental
arrangement used in our surface wave dispersion measure-
ments. A wedge transducer was mounted on the specimen
and exited by a Panametrics 5270 broadband pulser. Three
12.7-mm-diameter Accuscan-S Panametrics screw-in trans-
ducers of 2.25-, 3.5-, and 5-MHz nominal center frequency
were used on an ABWML-5ST 90° wedge also made by
Panametrics. The propagating surface wave was detected by
a LUIS 35 Fabry–Perot interferometer. The laser beam was
aimed at the surface of the specimen at a small angle of
incidence, and an objective lens focused the diffuse reflec-
tion onto the tip of an optical fiber connected to the interfer-
ometer. The ultrasonic signal detected by the interferometer
was digitized and averaged by a LeCroy 9310 oscilloscope
and then sent to a computer for further processing. The
specimen was mounted on a Velmex translation table and the
relative position between the wedge transmitter and the laser
spot was changed by a computer-accessible stepping motor
controller. The scanning resolution of the translation table
was 3.175mm. Both the data acquisition and the scanner
were controlled by aLABVIEW program. In order to assure
the absolute accuracy of our velocity measurements, the tem-
perature of the specimen was stabilized at 22 °C within
60.7 °C ~temperature variations are not expected to lead to
dispersion unless the surface temperature of the specimen is
significantly different from that of the interior!. The speci-
mens were scanned in two directions. Spatial averaging was
used during lateral scanning normal to the wave propagation
direction to reduce the incoherent scattering by~i! surface
roughness and~ii ! the inhomogeneous microstructure as well
as ~iii ! coherent diffraction effects, especially in the near
field of the transmitter. A slower stepwise scanning was per-

FIG. 3. Diffraction corrections for velocity measurements made by a finite-
length line receiver along the axis of another line transmitter fors520
without ~a! and with ~b! apodization.

FIG. 4. Experimental setup for laser-
ultrasonic SAW velocity measurement.
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formed in the axial direction, i.e., parallel to the wave propa-
gation, in order to map the phase of the surface vibration as
a function of the propagation distance.

Six 2024-T351 aluminum bars of 50.8 mm~width!3203
mm ~length!312.7 mm~height! were carefully polished with
2000-grade sandpaper parallel to the length of the specimen
to minimize scattering by surface irregularities. The speci-
mens were shot-peened over a 50.8-mm350.8-mm square
area at their center using 1.4-mm-diameter steel shots and
100% coverage. Two identical series of specimens were pre-
pared using three different Almen intensities~4A, 8A, and
10A!.34,35The unpeened smooth side of one of the specimens
was used as a reference~0A!. The first series of specimens
was evaluated directly after shot peening and the second set
was heat treated for 1 h at 350 °Cbefore the ultrasonic tests.
The objective of the heat treatment was to remove near-
surface material variations caused primarily by the shot
peening, but, to a lesser degree, potentially present in the
original cold-rolled bar stock material as well. These varia-
tions are associated with subtle near-surface effects such as
the presence of residual stresses, increased hardness, dislo-
cation density, and anisotropic texture. With the exception of
surface roughness-induced scattering, annealing above the
recrystallization temperature of the material effectively
eliminates all other near-surface variations, which might oth-
erwise contribute to the observed surface wave dispersion.
To some degree, annealing also changes the microstructure
and can lead to perceivable grain coarsening when it is over-
done. As a result, the surface wave velocity might also
change slightly, but, since the effect is essentially the same
throughout the whole volume of the specimen, it does not
necessarily lead to surface wave dispersion, though it might
cause some microstructural dispersion via grain scattering in
both bulk and surface wave propagation.

In our measurements we first placed the front of the
wedge transducer at a 30-mm distance from the laser spot
and then scanned the beam along the propagation direction
over a total distance of 50 mm, i.e., up 80 mm from the
wedge, in steps of 80mm. At each of the 625 axial positions,
we averaged 1000 pulses to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.
In addition, during averaging we also used lateral scanning
normal to the propagation direction to further improve the
accuracy of the measurement. The lateral scanning dimen-
sion was62.5 mm, i.e., significantly smaller than the beam
width ~the diameter of the piezoelectric transducer mounted
on the wedge was 12.7 mm!. In this way, both temporal and
spatial averaging was achieved at the same time and the laser
interferometer effectively acted as a 5-mm-long line receiver.

TheLABVIEW program gradually changed the delay time
of the LeCroy digital oscilloscope with respect to the trigger
signal by using the programmable digital delay and highly
accurate quartz master clock of the oscilloscope. At each step
the new delay time was calculated from the scanning posi-
tion using a nominal tracking velocity. In this way, the re-
corded signal moved only very slightly either forward or
backward within the data window depending on whether the
carefully chosen tracking velocitycn was higher or lower,
respectively, than the actual surface wave velocity. In an
ideal case, the tracking velocity is very close to the actual

one, and the broadband pulse does not move appreciably at
all, though its shape slightly changes as a result of disper-
sion. The recorded data were spectrum analyzed by a discrete
Fourier transform algorithm that determined the phase of the
signal at 10–20 different frequencies depending on the band-
width of the transmitter~the bandwidth of the interferometer
is essentially flat from 2 to 100 MHz!.

As an example, Fig. 5 shows the normalized phase as a
function of the propagation distance obtained from a 4A-
intensity shot-peened specimen using a 3.5-MHz transducer.
In order to achieve the highest possible phase accuracy, we
have to limit the overall range over which the phase might
change. To a large degree, this is achieved by carefully se-
lecting the nominal tracking velocity that is used to control
the delay of the digitizer. However, some time shift will in-
evitably occur, which in turn will produce large changes in
phase that are linearly proportional to frequency. These
changes might hide smaller frequency-dependent changes
caused by dispersive wave propagation, and therefore must
be further suppressed. This was achieved by ‘‘normalizing’’
the actual phasew measured at any given frequencyf to the
center frequencyf n of the transducer according town

5w f n / f . This normalization of the phase allowed us to ob-
serve the change in the slope of the phase due to dispersion,
as well as to avoid folding back of the phase at 360° inter-
vals.

The velocity of the SAW was calculated from the slope
of the normalized phase using the following formula:

cm5
cn

11~cn /v! ~]w/]z!
5

cn

11~cn /vn! ~]wn /]z!
,

~15!

wherecm is the measured surface wave velocity,cn is the
tracking velocity chosen to minimize the observed total
phase variation over the fairly long propagation distance.
Equation~15! is the same as Eq.~2! with the measured sur-
face wave velocitycm taking the place of the apparent local
phase velocityca , and the constant tracking velocitycn tak-
ing the place of the nondispersive sound velocityc. On the
left side of Eq.~15! we introduced the angular frequency

FIG. 5. Example of the measured normalized phase versus propagation
distance curves on an Almen 4 shot-peened specimen at 16 different fre-
quencies.
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used for normalizationvn52p f n , that is typically chosen to
be either the nominal or actual center frequency of the trans-
mitter. The average slope of the normalized phase]wn /]z
was calculated at each frequency by finding the best-fitting
linear approximation to all data points using the least-mean-
square method. In Fig. 5, the low-frequency slopes are
slightly negative, which, according to Eq.~15!, means that
the low-frequency components propagated at a velocity
slightly higher than the tracking velocity. In comparison, the
high-frequency slopes are positive, which indicates that they
propagated slower than the tracking velocity, i.e., the veloc-
ity decreased with increasing frequency over the bandwidth
of the transmitter.

Figure 6 shows the results of our surface wave velocity
measurements on four different aluminum specimens using
two different transmitters of 3.5- and 5-MHz nominal center
frequencies. On the three shot-peened specimens we can ob-
serve that the dispersion increases with peening intensity.
This effect is mainly caused by surface roughness-induced
scattering, though the other previously mentioned effects of
shot peening also contribute. For our immediate purposes,
the most important observation is that, although the shot-
peened specimens obviously exhibit much stronger disper-
sion, some dispersion, that is well above the experimental
uncertainty of the measurement~'60.02%!, is also exhib-
ited by the smooth, untreated specimen.

Figure 7 shows the results of our surface wave velocity
measurements on unpeened smooth aluminum specimens be-
fore and after annealing using three transmitters of different
nominal center frequencies. As was mentioned above, the
observed dispersion even on an unpeened smooth surface
suggests that the apparent velocity is affected not only by the
surface roughness and other material variations~residual
stress, dislocation density, local texture, and hardening! pro-
duced by shot peening, but also by the intrinsic diffraction of
the surface acoustic wave. Because of the inevitable micro-
structural change caused by annealing, the absolute surface
wave velocity is'0.2% higher in the heat-treated specimen.
Actually, the apparent dispersion is also somewhat higher in
the heat-treated sample than in the original one, which indi-
cates that some contribution from the microstructure is also

present in the dispersion. It should be mentioned that at even
higher frequencies the true material dispersion caused by
grain scattering in the polycrystalline aluminum is expected
to dominate, assuming that no imperfections are present.36

Figure 8 shows the comparison between the experimen-
tal dispersion curve measured on a smooth aluminum speci-
men and the theoretical predictions of our diffraction model.
The normalized surface wave velocity was calculated from
the apodized diffraction model using the experimental pa-
rameters ~including a 22-mm added propagation length
within the wedge from the transducer to the surface of the
specimen! and the best-fittingc52.9402 mm/ms surface
wave velocity. The measured velocity is more affected at low
frequencies, while it becomes more frequency independent at
high frequencies. When we plot the experimental normalized
velocity against the theoretical prediction, there is a fairly
good qualitative agreement between them. These results sug-
gest that the measured velocity is perceivably affected by the
previously discussed diffraction effects, and the apparent dis-
persion should be corrected for diffraction in order to realize
the full potential of high-precision dispersion measurements
in ultrasonic materials characterization.

These experimental results demonstrate that a measur-
able dispersive effect is exhibited by well-polished smooth

FIG. 6. Surface wave velocity measurements on four different aluminum
specimens using two different transmitters of 3.5- and 5-MHz nominal cen-
ter frequencies.

FIG. 7. Surface wave velocity measurements on unpeened smooth alumi-
num specimens before and after annealing~HT! using three transmitters of
2.25-, 3.5-, and 5-MHz nominal center frequencies.

FIG. 8. Comparison between the experimental dispersion curve measured
on a smooth aluminum specimen and theoretical predictions of the diffrac-
tion model (c52.9402 mm/ms!.
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surfaces, which cannot be attributed to surface roughness
scattering. This behavior can be explained by our theoretical
results that demonstrate that diffraction effects do cause an
apparent dispersion that has very similar features~magnitude
and frequency dependence! to those of the experimentally
observed results~see Fig. 8!. Of course, the measured disper-
sion could also be caused, at least in part, by the intrinsic
attenuation in the solid, e.g., grain scattering. As we men-
tioned above, the perceptible increase of dispersion in an-
nealed aluminum~see Fig. 7! could be attributed to excess
material dispersion, especially at higher frequencies. In order
to quantitatively estimate the degree of material dispersion
caused by grain-scattering effects on SAW propagation, we
could rely on existing, though extremely complicated, theo-
retical predictions.36 Alternatively, much simpler order-of-
magnitude type of predictions can be made based on the
observed frequency-dependent attenuation using the well-
known Kramers–Kronig relationship.

After Viktorov, we are going to estimate the dispersion
of the SAW from the behavior of the shear wave, since it can
be measured much easier and much more accurately.37 Fig-
ure 9~a! shows the experimentally determined attenuation co-
efficient versus frequency curves for the shear wave in our
aluminum specimen before and after annealing. In order to
verify the similarity between the attenuation of the shear and
Rayleigh waves, we also included in Fig. 9~a! the corre-
sponding SAW results for the more attenuating annealed
case. One of the difficulties in applying the global Kramers–
Kronig relationship is the necessity of knowing the fre-
quency dependence of the attenuation coefficient at every
frequency to calculate the dispersion at a given
frequency,38,39 although approximate methods are also avail-
able in the literature to calculate the dispersion from the
nearly local behavior of the attenuation.40,41Since in the case
of grain scattering in polycrystalline materials the behavior
of the attenuation coefficient is known over the whole fre-
quency range, we used the global Kramers–Kronig relation-
ship. First, we estimated the grain size by matching our ex-
perimental data with Stanke and Kino’s unified model,42 then
used this model to estimate the grain-scattering-induced dis-
persion. It should be mentioned that similar results also can
be obtained directly from Stanke and Kino’s unified model
for dispersion. Figure 9~a! shows the theoretically estimated
material dispersion based on the global Kramers–Kronig re-
lationship~the scale was kept the same as in Fig. 8 for easier
comparison!. These results indicate that the intrinsic disper-
sion of the specimen, as estimated from the measured
frequency-dependent attenuation, is at least one order of
magnitude lower than the measured dispersion and provides
additional evidence that the measured apparent dispersion is
indeed caused by the diffraction effect.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Surface wave dispersion measurements are often used in
ultrasonic, nondestructive testing to characterize near-surface
material variations that might lead to significant dispersion.
It was found, however, that a perceivable dispersion is ex-
hibited by untreated smooth surfaces as well. Although this
dispersion effect is only on the order of 0.1%, i.e., relatively

small with respect to the dispersion caused by typical near-
surface material variations, it is clearly higher than the ex-
perimental error associated with the measurements them-
selves. This paper demonstrated that the cause of this
apparent dispersion, at least in part, is the diffraction of the
SAW as it travels over the surface of the specimen. This
conclusion suggests that a diffraction correction may be used
to increase the accuracy of precision surface wave dispersion
measurements. A simple diffraction correction model was de-
veloped for surface waves and this correction was subse-
quently validated by laser-interferometric velocity measure-
ments on smooth aluminum specimens. Further work is
needed to develop practical ways of separating diffraction-
related dispersion from both surface roughness and micro-
structural scattering and from additional dispersive effects
due to the presence of near-surface residual stresses and tex-
ture.

FIG. 9. Experimentally determined attenuation coefficient versus frequency
curves~a! and the theoretically estimated material dispersion based on the
global Kramers–Kronig relationship~b!.
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It is known that a boundary slip velocity starts to play an important role when the length scale over
which the fluid velocity changes approaches the slip length, i.e., when the fluid is highly confined,
for example, fluid flow through porous rock or blood vessel capillaries. Zhu and Granick@Phys. Rev.
Lett. 87, 096105~2001!# have recently experimentally established the existence of a boundary slip
in a Newtonian liquid. They reported typical values of the slip length of the order of few
micrometers. In this light, the effect of introduction of the boundary slip into the theory of
propagation of elastic waves in a fluid-saturated porous medium formulated by Biot@J. Acoust. Soc.
Am. 28, 179–191~1956!# is investigated. Namely, the effect of introduction of boundary slip upon
the function F(k) that measures the deviation from Poiseuille flow friction as a function of
frequency parameterk is studied. By postulatingphenomenologicaldependence of the slip velocity
upon frequency, notable deviations in the domain of intermediate frequencies in the behavior of
F(k) are introduced with the incorporation of the boundary slip into the model. It is known that
F(k) crucially enters Biot’s equations, which describe dynamics of fluid-saturated porous solid.
Thus, consequences of the nonzero boundary slip by calculating the phase velocities and attenuation
coefficients of both rotational and dilatational waves with the variation of frequency are
investigated. The new model should allow one to fit the experimental seismic data in circumstances
when Biot’s theory fails, as the introduction of phenomenological dependence of the slip velocity
upon frequency, which is based on robust physical arguments, adds an additional degree of freedom
to the model. In fact, it predictshigher than the Biot’s theory values of attenuation coefficients of the
both rotational and dilatational wavesin the intermediate frequency domain, which is in qualitative
agreement with the experimental data. Therefore, the introduction of the boundary slip yields
threefold benefits:~1! better agreement of theory with experimental data since the parametric space
of the model is larger~includes effects of boundary slip!; ~2! the possibility to identify types of
porous medium and physical situations where boundary slip is important; and~3! constrain model
parameters that are related to the boundary slip. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1499134#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Jr, 47.27.Lx, 47.55.Mh, 47.60.1i, 62.65.1k @JJM#

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been a common practice in fluid dynamics to as-
sume that when a fluid flows over an interface with a solid,
the fluid molecules adjacent to the solid have zero relative
velocity with respect to the solid. So far, this widely used
assumption, known as ‘‘no-slip boundary condition,’’ has
been successfully applied to the theoretical modeling of al-
most all macroscopic experiments. As relevantly noticed by
Craig et al.,1 the success of this assumption does not reflect
its accuracy, but rather insensitivity of the experiment to a
partial-slip boundary condition. It is known that the bound-
ary slip becomes important only when the length scale over
which the fluid velocity changes approaches the slip length,
that is the distance behind the interface at which the fluid
velocity extrapolates to zero, i.e., when the fluid becomes
highly confined, e.g., blood flow through capillaries or fluid
flow through natural porous rock. Recently, the authors of
Refs. 1 and 2 presented convincing experimental evidence of

a boundary slip in a Newtonian liquid. They performed direct
measurements of the hydrodynamic drainage forces, which
show clear evidence of boundary slip. Also, they found that
the boundary slip is a function of the fluid viscosity and the
shear rate. These results have important implications for the
blood dynamics in capillaries, the permeability of porous
media, and lubrication of nanomachines. For example, the
results of Craiget al. suggest that red blood cells squeeze
through narrow capillary walls more easily and induce less
shear stress on capillary walls due to the boundary slip. Also,
in the oil production industry, the residual oil is difficult to
produce due to its naturally low mobility. Thus, the enhanced
oil recovery operations are used to increase production. It has
been experimentally proven and theoretically validated that
there is a substantial increase in the net fluid flow through a
porous medium if the latter is treated with elastic waves.3–6

We may conjecture that the elastic waves via the pore wall
vibration cause boundary slip of the residual oil droplets,
which like red blood cells, squeeze through pores with less
resistance, effectively increasing permeability of the porous
medium.a!Electronic mail: tsikd@astro.warwick.ac.uk
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A quantitative theory of propagation of elastic waves in
a fluid-saturated porous solid has been formulated in the
classic paper by Biot.7 After its appearance, this theory has
seen numerous modifications and generalizations. One of the
major findings of Biot’s work was that there was a break-
down in Poiseuille flow above a certain characteristic fre-
quency specific to this fluid-saturated porous material. Biot
theoretically studied this breakdown by considering the flow
of a viscous fluid in a tube with longitudinally oscillating
walls under an oscillatory pressure gradient. Biot’s theory
can be used to describe interaction of fluid-saturated porous
solid with sound for a classic Newtonian fluid assuming no-
slip boundary condition at the pore walls holds. However, in
light of the recent experimental results of Ref. 2, revision of
the classic theory is needed in order to investigate novelties
brought about by the boundary slip.

Biot’s theory has been a successful tool for interpreting
the experimental data for decades, but there are circum-
stances when it fails. Gist8 performed ultrasonic velocity and
attenuation measurements in sandstones with a variety of
saturating fluids and compared the data with the predictions
of the Biot’s theory.Velocity data show systematic deviations
from Biot theory as a function of pore fluid viscosity. Ultra-
sonic attenuation is much larger than the Biot predictionand
for several sandstones is nearly constant for a three decade
variation in viscosity. This behavior contrasts with synthetic
porous media such as sintered glass beads, where Biot theory
provides accurate predictions of both velocity and attenua-
tion. A similar claim has also been made by earlier experi-
mental studies, e.g., Ref. 9. Even Biot himself
acknowledged10 that the model of a purely elastic solid ma-
trix saturated with a viscous fluid is rather idealistic and
there are rare occasions where it gives satisfactory agreement
with the experiment. Thus, he generalized theory applying
the correspondence principle, and incorporated the solid and
fluid attenuation, and dissipation due to nonconnected pores.
In this work Biot introduced the viscodynamic operator,
which is a sum of the viscosity and inertial terms, and it
accounts for the dynamic properties of the fluid motions in
pores valid for the both low and high frequencies. The theory
can model other, more complex, mechanisms such as ther-
moelastic dissipation, which produce a relaxation spectrum,
or local flow mechanisms as the ‘‘squirt’’ flow.11,12 A time
domain formulation based on memory variables has been
also successfully introduced.13,14In order to narrow down the
source of discrepancy between Biot theory and experiment,
Gist8 tried to modify natural sandstone by curing a residual
saturation of epoxy in the pore space, filling small pores and
microcracks. This altered rock has a significantly reduced
attenuation, demonstrating the dominance of small pores in
controlling ultrasonic attenuation. Then he suggested that
two non-Biot viscous attenuation mechanisms are needed:
local flow in microcracks along grain contacts, and attenua-
tion from pore-wall surface roughness. The model based on
these two mechanisms seemed to succeed in improvement of
fitting the data. However, this by no means excludes other
possibilities, and all plausible effects that could explain the
discrepancy should be explored. At low frequencies, the fluid
flow is of Poiseuille type and the inertia effects are obviously

negligible in comparison with the effects of the viscosity. At
high frequencies, however, these effects are confined to a
thin boundary layer in the vicinity of the pore walls and the
inertia forces are dominant. Therefore,we conjecture that in
such situations, apart from other yet unknown effects, non-
zero boundary slip effect may be responsible for the devia-
tions between theory and experiment. This justifies our aim
to formulate a model that would account for the boundary
slip.

In Sec. II we formulate the theoretical basis of our
model and in Sec. III we present our numerical results. In
Sec. IV we conclude with the discussion of the results.

II. THE MODEL

In our model we study a Newtonian fluid flowing in a
cylindrical tube, which mimics a natural pore, whose walls
are oscillating longitudinally and the fluid is subject to an
oscillatory pressure gradient. We give analytical solutions of
the problem in the frequency domain.

The governing equation of the problem is the linearized
momentum equation of an incompressive fluid

r
]v
]t

52¹p1m¹2v. ~1!

Here,v, p, r denote velocity, pressure, and mass density of
the fluid, whilem is the viscosity coefficient.

Now, let u be a velocity of the wall of the tube which
oscillates in time ase2 ivt. The flow of fluid in a cylindrical
tube with longitudinally oscillating walls can be described by
a single component of the velocity, namely, itsz component
vz (z axis is along the centerline of the tube!. We use the
cylindrical coordinate system (r ,f,z) in treatment of the
problem. We introduce the relative velocityU1 as U15vz

2u. Thus, assuming that all physical quantities vary in time
ase2 ivt, we arrive at the following master equation forU1 :

¹2U11
iv

n
U152

X

n
. ~2!

Here, we have introduced the following notations:

rX52S ¹p1r
]u

]t D ,

which is a sum of the applied pressure gradient and force
exerted on the fluid from the oscillating wall of the tube and,
n, which isn5m/r.

The solution of Eq.~2! can be found to be7

U1~r !52
X

iv
1CJ0~br !,

whereJ0 is the Bessel function andb5Aiv/n.
Assuming that the slip velocity isU1(a)5Us at the wall

of the tube, wherea is its radius, we obtain

U1~r !52
X

iv F12~11Ūs!
J0~br !

J0~ba!G . ~3!

Here,
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iv

X
5Us

n

a2X
~ba!2.

Defining the cross-section averaged velocity as

Ū15
2

a2E
0

a

U1~r !r dr ,

we obtain

Ū152
Xa2

n

1

~ba!2 F12
2~11Ūs!J1~ba!

~ba!J0~ba!
G . ~4!

Following the work of Biot7 we calculate the stress at
the wall t,

t52mS ]U1~r !

]r D
r 5a

5
mbX

iv
~11Ūs!

J1~ba!

J0~ba!
. ~5!

The total friction force is 2pat. Following Biot we cal-
culate the ratio of total friction force to the average velocity,
i.e.,

2pam

Ū1

522pm~ba!~11Ūs!
J1~ba!

J0~ba!

3F12
2~11Ūs!J1~ba!

~ba!J0~ba!
G21

. ~6!

Simple analysis reveals that~assumingŪs→0 asv→0, see
the following discussion!

lim
v→0

2pat

Ū1

58pm,

which corresponds to the limiting case of Poiseuille flow.
Following Biot,7 we also introduce a functionF(k) with k
being frequency parameter,k5aAv/n, in the following
manner:

2pat

Ū1

58pmF~k!,

thus,

F~k!52
1

4
kAi ~11Ūs!

J1~kAi !

J0~kAi !

3F12~11Ūs!
2J1~kAi !

kAiJ0~kAi !
G21

. ~7!

Note, thatF(k) measures the deviation from Poiseuille flow
friction as a function of frequency parameterk. The Biot’s
expression forF(k) in the no boundary slip regime can be
easily recovered from Eq.~7! by puttingŪs→0 for all k ’s.

So far, we have not specifiedŪs , however there are
certain physical constraints it should satisfy.

~1! The authors of Ref. 1 demonstrated that the slip
length ~which, in fact, is proportional to the slip velocity! is
a function of the approach rate and they showed why several
previous careful measurements of confined liquids have not
observed evidence for boundary slip. Under the low ap-

proach rates employed in previous measurements slip length
is zero and no-slip boundary condition is applicable. Experi-
ments reported in Ref. 1 were performed when the half-
sphere approached a plane with liquid placed in-between at
different approach rates. However, we should clearly realize
what the term ‘‘approach rate’’ means in the context of Biot’s
theory: Biot investigated fluid flow in the cylindrical tube
whose walls are harmonically oscillating in the longitudinal
direction asx(t)5Ae2 ivt, therefore if similar to Ref. 1 the
experiment would be done for the oscillation tube, and the
‘‘approach rate’’ would be the amplitude ofẋ(t), i.e.,
2 ivA. Thus, whenv→0, Ūs should also tend to zero.

~2! At high frequencies the viscous effects are negligible
compared to the inertial effects. Thus, fluid at high frequen-
cies behaves as an ideal~nonviscous! pore fluid, which al-
lows for an arbitrary slip. Therefore, whenv→`, Ūs should
tend to zero. When we closely examine Fig. 6 from Ref. 1
and Fig. 3~bottom panel! from Ref. 2 we should understand
that the authors measured the ascending part where slip
length increases with increase of the approach~flow! rate.
Since, the viscous effects should be negligible compared to
the inertial effects for large approach rates, there must also
be a descending part—clearly slip length~or the same as slip
velocity! cannot grow infinitely as approach rate increases.
Viscous effects should give in to the inertial effects and fluid
should behave as an ideal fluid allowing for an arbitrary slip.

Based upon the previous two physical arguments we
conclude thatŪs should be a smooth function which tends to
zero whenv ~or the same ask) tends to both zero and̀.
Therefore, we postulate the followingphenomenologicalex-
pression forŪs :

Re@Ūs~k!#5Im@Ūs~k!#5j
Bk4

~A1k2!5 .

This function has a maximum atk* 5A2A/3. By fixing B at
55A3/(4333) we force it to achieve its maximum equal to
unity at k5k* ~when j51). We introducedj ~usually 0
<j<1) as a sort of ‘‘weight’’ of the boundary slip effect
into the solution. Puttingj50 this way would easily allow
us to recover the no-slip case, while an increase ofj would
allow us to trace the effect of nonzero slip onto the all physi-
cal quantities. We plot this function in Fig. 1 forA525 and
j51.

It is worthwhile to mention that, at first glance, it seems
that nonzero boundary slip, which appears at ‘‘high approach
rates,’’ should be attributed to the nonlinear effects. How-
ever, thorough interpretation of the experimental results of
Ref. 1, in the context of the oscillatory tube@see points~1!
and~2! previously noted# allows us to conclude that the non-
zero boundary slip can also be incorporated into thelinear
Biot’s theory.

Next, we plot both Fr(k)5Re@F(k)# and Fi(k)
52Im@F(k)# in Fig. 2 for the three cases: when there is no
boundary slip (j50), andj50.05, 0.1. We gather from the
plot that thej50 is identical to Fig. 4 of Ref. 7 as it should
be. However, we also notice a noticeable difference from the
classic case whenj is nonzero in theintermediatefrequen-
cies domain. Of course, according to our definition of the
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phenomenological form ofŪs(k), even for nonzeroj ~non-
zero boundary slip!, whenk→0 andk→`, asymptotically
F(k) behaves as classic Biot’s solution,7 i.e.,

lim
k→0

Fr~k!51, ~8!

and

lim
k→0

Fi~k!50, ~9!

lim
k→`

F~k!5
k

4
Ai 5

k

4 S 11 i

A2 D . ~10!

Since in our phenomenological model we allow for the de-
viations in the intermediate frequency domain, it is easy to
foresee that these will have an impact on all of the predic-
tions of Biot’s theory precisely in that frequency range.
Namely, all observable quantities predicted by Biot’s theory,
such as phase velocities and attenuation coefficients of both
rotational and dilatational waves, will be affected by the in-
troduction of boundary slip into the model in the intermedi-
ate frequency range.

Biot7 showed that the general equations which govern
propagation of rotational and dilatational high-frequency
waves in a fluid-saturated porous medium are the same as in
the low-frequency range provided the viscosity is replaced

by its effective value as a function of frequency. In practice,
it means replacing the resistance coefficientb by bF(k).

The equations describing dynamics of the rotational
waves are7

]2

]t2 ~r11v1r12V!1bF~k!
]

]t
~v2V!5N¹2v, ~11!

]2

]t2 ~r12v1r22V!2bF~k!
]

]t
~v2V!50, ~12!

wherer11, r12, andr22 are mass density parameters for the
solid and fluid and their inertia coupling;v5curlu and V
5curlU describe rotations of solid and fluid withu and U
being their displacement vectors, while the rigidity of the
solid is represented by the modulusN. Substitution of a plane
rotational wave of the form

v5C1ei ( lx1xt), V5C2ei ( lx1xt), ~13!

into Eqs.~11! and ~12! allows us to obtain a characteristic
equation

Nl2

rx2 5Er2 iEi , ~14!

where l is the wave number,x52p f is wave cyclic fre-
quency,r5r1112r121r22 is the mass density of the bulk
material.

The real and imaginary parts of Eq.~14! can be written
as

Er5
~g11g222g12

2 !~g221e2!1g22e21e1
21e2

2

~g221e2!21e1
2 , ~15!

and

Ei5
e1~g121g22!

2

~g221e2!21e1
2 , ~16!

where g i j 5r i j /r, e15(g121g22)( f c / f ) Fr(k)5(g12

1g22)( f c / f ) Fr(dAf / f c), e25(g121g22)( f c / f ) Fi(k)
5(g121g22)( f c / f ) Fi(dAf / f c). The function F(k) was
written here more conveniently as a function of frequencyf,
i.e., F(k)5F(dAf / f c),

7 where d is a factor dependent on
pore geometry. For the hollow cylinder-like pores,d5A8
~Ref. 7! and we use this value throughout the paper.f c is the
critical frequency above which the Poiseuille flow breaks
down, and it equalsb/(2pr2). Herer2 denotes the product
of porosity and fluid mass density.

In order to obtain phase velocity and attenuation coeffi-
cient of the rotational waves, we putl 5Re@ l #1 i Im@ l #.
Thus, the phase velocity is thenv r5x/uRe@ l #u. Introducing a
reference velocity asVr5AN/r, we obtain the dimension-
less phase velocity as

v r

Vr
5

A2

@AEi
21Er

21Er #
1/2

. ~17!

To obtain the attenuation coefficient of the rotational
waves, we introduce a reference length,Lr , defined asLr

5Vr /(2p f c). The lengthxa represents the distance over
which the rotational wave amplitude is attenuated by a factor

FIG. 1. Behavior of Re@Ūs(k)#5Im@Ūs(k)# as function of frequency pa-
rameter,k, for j51, A525.

FIG. 2. Behavior ofFr(k) ~thick curves! Fi(k) ~thin curves! as function of
frequency parameter,k, according to Eq.~7!. Solid curves correspond to the
case whenj50 ~no boundary slip!, while long-dashed and short-dashed
curves correspond toj50.05 andj50.1, respectively.
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of 1/e. Therefore we can construct the dimensionless attenu-
ation coefficient asLr /xa ,

Lr

xa
5

f

f c

@AEi
21Er

22Er #
1/2

A2
. ~18!

The equations describing dynamics of the dilatational
waves are7

¹2~Pe1Qe!5
]2

]t2 ~r11e1r12e!1bF~k!
]

]t
~e2e!,

~19!

¹2~Qe1Re!5
]2

]t2 ~r12e1r22e!2bF~k!
]

]t
~e2e!,

~20!

whereP, Q, andR are the elastic coefficients,e5div u and
e5div U are the divergence of solid and fluid displacements.
Again, substitution of a plane dilatational wave of the form

e5C1ei ( lx1xt), e5C2ei ( lx1xt), ~21!

into Eqs.~19! and ~20! allows us to obtain a characteristic
equation

~z2z1!~z2z2!1 iM ~z21!50, ~22!

where z5 l 2Vc
2/x2, Vc

25(P1R12Q)/r represents the ve-
locity of a dilatational wave when the relative motion be-
tween fluid and solid is absent,z1,25Vc

2/V1,2
2 with V1,2 being

the velocities of the purely elastic waves with subscripts 1,2
referring to the two roots of Eq.~22!, and finally M5(e1

1 i e2)/(s11s222s12
2 ) with s115P/(P1R12Q), s22

5R/(P1R12Q), ands125Q/(P1R12Q).
Equation~22! has two complex rootszI and zII . Phase

velocities of the two kinds of dilatational waves can be de-
fined as

v I

Vc
5

1

Re@AzI#

v II

Vc
5

1

Re@AzII#
, ~23!

while the corresponding attenuation coefficients can be also
introduced as

Lc

xI
5Im@AzI#

f

f c
,

Lc

xII
5Im@AzII#

f

f c
. ~24!

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to investigate the novelties brought about into
classical Biot’s theory of propagation of elastic waves in po-
rous medium7 by the inclusion of boundary slip, we have
studied the full parameter space of the problem.

In all forthcoming results, we calculate phase velocities
and attenuation coefficients for case 1 from Table I taken
from Ref. 7, which iss1150.610, s2250.305, s1250.043,
g1150.500,g2250.500,g1250, z150.812, andz251.674.

We calculated normalized phase velocity of the plane
rotational waves,v r /Vr , and the attenuation coefficient
Lr /xa using our more general expression forF(k) ~which
takes into account nonzero boundary slip! given by Eq.~7!.

In Fig. 3 we plot phase velocityv r /Vr as a function of
frequency for three cases: the solid curve corresponds toj
50 ~no boundary slip!, while long-dashed and short-dashed

curves correspond toj51.0 andj51.5, respectively~we
have used these large values in order to emphasize the effect
of the boundary slip!. Note that thej50 case perfectly re-
produces curve 1 in Fig. 5 from Ref. 7. Forj51.0 and 1.5
we notice a deviation from the classic behavior in the form
of a decrease of phase velocity in the domain of intermediate
frequencies.

Figure 4 shows the attenuation coefficientLr /xa of the
rotational wave as a function of frequency for the three val-
ues ofj: the solid curve corresponds toj50 ~no boundary
slip!, while long-dashed and short-dashed curves represent
the casesj51.0 andj51.5, respectively. Note that thej
50 case coincides with curve 1 in Fig. 6 from Ref. 7. We
observe that, in the intermediate frequency range, with in-
crease of boundary slip our model yields substantiallyhigher
values of the attenuation coefficient than in the classic no-
slip case, which is in qualitative agreement with experimen-
tal data.8,9

We also calculated normalized phase velocities of the
plane dilatational waves,v I /Vc andv II /Vc , and the attenu-
ation coefficientsLc /xI and Lc /xII using our more general
expression forF(k) given by Eq.~7!.

Figures 5 and 6 are similar to Fig. 3 except that now we
plot phase velocitiesv I /Vc andv II /Vc as a function of fre-
quency forj50, 0.05, 0.1. Note that the solid curves on both

FIG. 3. Behavior of dimensionless, normalized phase velocity of the rota-
tional wave,v r /Vr , as a function of frequency. Solid curve corresponds to
the case whenj50 ~no boundary slip!, while long-dashed and short-dashed
curves correspond toj51.0 andj51.5, respectively.

FIG. 4. Behavior of dimensionless, normalized attenuation coefficient of the
rotational wave,Lr /xa , as a function of frequency. Solid curve corresponds
to the case whenj50 ~no boundary slip!, while long-dashed and short-
dashed curves correspond toj51.0 andj51.5, respectively.
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graphs reproduce curves 1 in Figs. 11 and 12 of Ref. 7. We
gather from the graph that introduction of the nonzero
boundary slip leads to a decrease ofv I /Vc , while v II /Vc

increases in the domain of intermediate frequencies as
boundary slip,j, increases.

In Figs. 7 and 8 we plot the attenuation coefficients
Lc /xI andLc /xII in a similar manner as in Fig. 4, but now for
j50, 0.05, 0.1. Again we observe that thej50 case repro-
duces curve 1 in Figs. 13 and 14 of Ref. 7. We gather from
Figs. 7 and 8 that introduction of the nonzero boundary slip
yieldshigher than in the no boundary slip case values of the
attenuation coefficients for both types of the dilatational
waves in the domain of intermediate frequencies, which,
again, is in qualitative agreement with experimental
results.8,9

It is worthwhile to note that for nonzeroj the
asymptotic behavior of the elastic waves in thef / f c→` as
well as f / f c→0 limit is identical to the classic behavior es-
tablished by Biot.7 This is a consequence of the assumptions
of our phenomenological model, which is based on robust
physical arguments.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have studied the effect of the introduc-
tion of boundary slip in the theory of propagation of elastic
waves in a fluid-saturated porous solid originally formulated
by Biot.7 Biot’s theory does not account for boundary slip
effect, however, the boundary slip becomes important when

the length scale over which the fluid velocity changes ap-
proaches the slip length, i.e., when the fluid is highly con-
fined, for instance, fluid flow through porous rock or blood
vessel capillaries. In light of recent convincing experimental
evidence of a boundary slip in a Newtonian liquid,2 it is
necessary to take this effect into account in Biot’s theory
where appropriate. We have studied the effect of the intro-
duction of boundary slip upon the functionF(k) that mea-
sures the deviation from Poiseuille flow friction as a function
of frequency parameterk. This function crucially enters Bi-
ot’s equations which describe dynamics of fluid-saturated po-
rous solid. Therefore, a revision of Biot’s theory was needed
in order to incorporate boundary slip effect into all measur-
able predictions of this theory such as phase velocities and
attenuation coefficients of both rotational and dilatational
waves. We have performed such analysis, and in summary,
we found that the introduction of the nonzero boundary slip
into Biot’s theory of propagation of the elastic waves in a
fluid-saturated porous solid results in the following.

~1! A decrease, as compared to the no-slip limiting case,
of the phase velocities of both rotational waves (v r /Vr) and
dilatational wave of the first kind (v I /Vc) in the domain of
intermediate frequencies. In contrast, the phase velocity of
the dilatational wave of the second kind (v II /Vc) experi-
ences an increase as compared to the no-slip limiting case in
the domain of intermediate frequencies.

~2! In the domain of intermediate frequencies the attenu-
ation coefficients of both the rotational (Lr /xa) and dilata-

FIG. 7. Behavior of dimensionless, normalized attenuation coefficient of the
dilatational wave,Lc /xI , as a function of frequency. Solid curve corre-
sponds to the case whenj50 ~no boundary slip!, while long-dashed and
short-dashed curves correspond toj50.05 andj50.1, respectively.

FIG. 8. The same as in Fig. 7 except that the curves are forLc /xII .

FIG. 5. Behavior of dimensionless, normalized phase velocity of the dilata-
tional wave,v I /Vc , as a function of frequency. Solid curve corresponds to
the case whenj50 ~no boundary slip!, while long-dashed and short-dashed
curves correspond toj50.05 andj50.1, respectively.

FIG. 6. The same as in Fig. 5 except that the curves are forv II /Vc .
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tional waves (Lc /xI and Lc /xII) are increasedas compared
to the no-slip limiting case as the boundary slip increases,
which is in qualitative agreement with the experimental
data.8,9

~3! The behavior of all physical quantities which de-
scribe the elastic waves in the asymptotic limits of both
small and large frequencies isnot affected by the introduc-
tion of the nonzero boundary slip. The deviation occurs only
in the domain of intermediate frequencies, as prescribed by
our phenomenological model.

The investigation of properties of elastic waves is im-
portant for a number of applications. The knowledge of
phase velocities and attenuation coefficients of elastic waves
is necessary, for example, to guide the oil-field exploration
applications, acoustic stimulation of oil-producing fields~in
order to increase the amount of recovered residual oil!, and
the acoustic clean-up of contaminated aquifers.3–6 Therefore,
our results would be useful for various applications in oil
production as well as in ecology.

From the recent experimental results of Ref. 2 we gath-
ered that there are physical situations where the no-slip
boundary condition becomes invalid. We have formulated a
phenomenologicalmodel of elastic waves in the fluid-
saturated porous medium based on Biot’s linear theory and
certain physically justified assumptions on the variation of
boundary slip velocity with frequency,Ūs(k). Since, so far
there are no experimental measurements ofŪs(k), for a cy-
lindrical tube, on which ‘‘Biot-like’’ theory relies, there is a
certain freedom of choice, which could be used to obtain a
better fit of experimental data with the theoryin cases where
classic Biot’s theory fails to do so. In fact, our model predicts
higher than the Biot’s theory values of attenuation coeffi-
cients of the both rotational and dilatational wavesin the
intermediate frequency domain, which is in qualitative
agreement with the experimental data.8,9 Therefore, the intro-
duction of the boundary slip yields threefold benefits:

~1! better agreement of theory with experimental data, since,
the parametric space of the model is larger~includes ef-
fects of boundary slip!,

~2! the possibility to identify types of porous medium and
physical situations where boundary slip is important,

~3! constrain model parameters that are related to the bound-
ary slip.

We would like to close this paper with the following two
remarks: First, the reported slip length varies from tens of
nanometers1 to a few microns,2 depending on the type of
liquid and differences in the experimental setup. The latter
experimental work clearly demonstrates the applicability of
our model to the elastic wave phenomena in a usual porous
media found in Nature. Second, in this work wepostulateda
phenomenological expression for the boundary slip velocity
based on some physically sound arguments~in fact, a similar,
successful, approach has been used by the authors of Ref. 15
in the context of solar physics!. However, perhaps it may be
possible to derive an expression based on more general ‘‘first
principles,’’ which should be a subject of a future work.
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In this paper, the propagation of short compressional pulses through a one-dimensional chain of
identical spherical beads is analyzed. First, a single sphere is studied. Then, an infinite chain of
identical spheres is considered. Finally, a finite linear chain can be seen as a particular case of an
infinite chain. It shows the existence of allowed and forbidden frequency bands. In the case of a
finite chain of spheres, discrete resonance frequencies are excited and may be identified as
‘‘subresonance’’ of modes observed with a single sphere. We also analyze how the coupling between
two adjacent spheres and the number of beads in the chain, modify the degeneracy of the stationary
states. Finally, the theoretical results are qualitatively verified with experimental data obtained with
the ‘‘resonant sphere technique.’’ ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1497369#
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I. INTRODUCTION

For many years the propagation of acoustic waves
around a single sphere was investigated for applications in
many domains: Geophysics, Medicine, Aerospace, etc.1–7

These studies pointed out the existence of Rayleigh-type sur-
face waves circumnavigating around the sphere. More re-
cently, the excitation by short compressional pulses of a lin-
ear chain made up with identical spherical beads was
considered8 and experimentally confirms the existence of cir-
cumferential surface waves propagating from one sphere to
the other through the contact point. The use of short ultra-
sonic pulses as excitation leads us to the generation of vibra-
tion modes~or resonances! which are experimentally re-
vealed by the presence of peaks in the frequency spectra of
the acoustic signals transmitted by the chain. In this study a
modal analysis using the ATILA code9 is carried out to iden-
tify the vibration modes and to determine their frequencies.
The influence of the number of spheres in the finite chain as
well as the coupling between the individual spheres on the
‘‘frequency bands’’ is studied. The results confirm the exis-
tence of allowed and forbidden frequency bands. This phe-
nomenon is the occurrence of a general principle. It is well
known in fact10–13 that it is a behavior of coupled resonators
regardless of the particular physical type of the resonators
involved ~i.e., mechanical, electrical, optical, etc.!. It is dem-
onstrated that, for weak coupling, there is a splitting of the
modes which alter the frequency spectra and that the relative
separation between two adjacent frequencies is proportional

to the coupling stiffness.14 In this study our first objective is
to verify that a chain of spherical in contact or coupled beads
may be treated by the theoretical formulation encountered
with coupling oscillators in a linear one-dimensional periodic
lattice or with independent particles moving in a one-
dimensional periodic potential15 and that the coupling
spreads apart the natural frequencies of the individual sphere
taken separately. The second objective is to evaluate how it
is possible to characterize the quality and the intensity of the
coupling in a finite chain made up of several beads; experi-
mental results suggest that an effective contact radius may be
used to describe the coupling factor between the beads. The
next section deals with the physical model and numerical
calculations. In Sec. III, experimental data obtained with the
resonant scattering technique16 are presented and compared
with the numerical results.

II. PHYSICAL MODEL AND NUMERICAL
CALCULATIONS

This section is devoted to the presentation of a physical
model of three kinds of systems. First, we review the vibra-
tion properties of an elastic isolated sphere which are well
known. Second, we examine the case of an infinite chain of
identical spheres and discuss the collective modes which ap-
pear. Third, we discuss the finite size effects on the chain
vibrations. In each case, the physical model helps us in un-
derstanding the numerical results which have been obtained
with the ATILA finite element code.9 This code has been
specifically developed to aid in the design of sonar transduc-
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ers, but can also be used for all types of transducers or pas-
sive structures. In this study, the modal analysis is carried out
to identify the vibration modes and to determine their reso-
nance frequencies.

A. Case of a single sphere

The natural vibration modes~or resonance! of an indi-
vidual vibrating sphere are of three types: first, the Rayleigh
modesR(n.1,1) where a wave is propagating around the
sphere whereas the center of the sphere does not move; sec-
ond, the whispering gallery modes@WG(n.0,l 52,3,4,...)#
where the surface of the sphere does not move whereas a
vibration is observed in the heart of the sphere; and finally,
the well-known breathing modes, corresponding to a radial
vibration of the sphere. We calculate numerically the vibra-
tions of a steel sphere the diameter of which is 8 mm and
characteristics arer57800 kg/m3, CL55900 m/s, andCT

53236 m/s. The mesh used for the computation is presented
in Fig. 1~a!. Thex axis is an axisymmetrical axis. The values
of the resonance frequencies (f 0) obtained with a single
sphere in air are given in the second column of Table I. With
the help of the computed displacement field, each resonance
frequency is classified in one of the three above types@Figs.

1~b!, ~c!, and~d!#. In the third column of Table I, the experi-
mental values of the identified modes are reported. It indi-
cates that the Rayleigh series only is experimentally detected
~see Sec. III!. There is a good agreement between experi-
mental and numerical values.

B. Case of an infinite chain of identical spheres

Consider now an infinite chain of identical spheres of
radius a, regularly spaced by a distance 2a. The coupling
between spheres is taken into account by introducing a con-
tact area (r c) described in Fig. 2. Due to the periodicity of
the system, the wave numberk is introduced for designating
the vibration modes. Furthermore, one knows thatk should
belong to the first Brillouin zone which is given by
@2p/2a,p/2a#. For eachk value, a vibration frequencyv
exists that leads to the notion of a dispersion curvev(k).

Two kinds of collective vibrations would result from the
association of spheres in a linear chain. First, each sphere can
be seen as a rigid ‘‘atom’’ which can be translated in respect
to its neighbors. One retrieves a system of mass coupled by
springs and limiting the interaction between spheres to the
first neighbors, one gets the well-known dispersion relation-
ship

v~k!5~4K/m!1/2sinka, ~1!

FIG. 1. Numerical displacement fields for a spherical bead of 8 mm in
diameter:~a! Rest position;~b! modeR(2,1); ~c! mode WG~2,2!; ~d! breath-
ing mode.

TABLE I. Comparison between the theoretical and experimental values of
the resonance frequencies~in kHz! for a 8 mmdiameter steel sphere in air.

MODE ( f R
th)a ( f R

exp)b

R(2,1) 341 340
WG~1,2! 458
R(3,1) 508 502
WG~2,2! 649
R(4,1) 652 644
Breathing mode 662
R(5,1) 786 772
WG~3,2! 856
R(6,1) 916 904
WG~1,3! 923
R(7,1) 1044 1024
WG~1,4! 1057
WG~4,2! 1064
WG~2,3! 1105
R(8,1) 1169 1144
WG~5,2! 1265
WG~3,3! 1280
R(9,1) 1295 1272
WG~2,4! 1360

aTheory ~CT53236 m/s andCL55900 m/s!.
bExperiments.

FIG. 2. Definition of the contact area (r c) between two adjacent spheres.
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whereK designates the coupling stiffness andm the mass of
an individual sphere. These modes are low frequency modes
due to the nature of the displacement of the whole sphere
around its equilibrium position. If the sphere was perfectly
stiff, these modes would be the only permitted modes.

A second kind of collective vibrations appears since
each sphere is able to vibrate: due to the coupling between
spheres, each sphere vibration generates a collective mode
associated with a dispersion curve, that will be later desig-
nated by the mode of the sphere vibration~Rayleigh, whis-
pering gallery, breathing!. In the case of a weak coupling
between spheres, the frequencies of collective vibration are
expected to be close to the frequency of the corresponding
mode of a single sphere.

The numerical propagation of surface waves in the pe-
riodic structure is studied using only the mesh of one unit
cell, thanks to Bloch–Floquet relations. It provides disper-
sion curves from which results of physical interest can be
easily extracted: identification of propagation modes, cutoff
frequencies, passbands, and stopbands.17 Figure 3 presents
the dispersion curves obtained for the first four bands withr c

equal to 0.6 mm. The first band is a low frequency band~LF!
and goes through the origin. It may be designated as the
‘‘acoustic branch’’ and is well described by Eq.~1! using
K/m5931010N m21 kg21. The other bands, which may be
designated as ‘‘optical branches,’’ correspond to the second
kind of collective modes which means they are related to a
vibration of an isolated sphere. The corresponding vibrations
are identified using the displacement field of the spheres and
are, respectively,R(2,1), WG~1,2!, and R(3,1). For each
branch, the lowest frequency is very close to the value ob-
tained for the single sphere~Table I!.

The shape of each branch depends on the nature of the
sphere vibration. It measures the coupling between spheres
which vibrate in the same mode. In the case of WG modes,

the displacement is localized inside the sphere so that weak
coupling exists between spheres. The corresponding disper-
sion curve is a flat band. Concerning the Rayleigh modes, the
coupling depends on the surface displacement. For a collec-
tive mode withk50 all the spheres are vibrating in phase
whereas withk5p/2a two adjacent spheres are out of phase.
As can be seen in Fig. 1~b!, for the R(2,1) vibration, the
collective mode withk50 needs more energy than thek
5p/2a mode in which the coupling is so small that one
retrieves the isolated sphere frequency. It explains the de-
creasing of the dispersion curve. In theR(3,1) case the situ-
ation is reversed due to the nature of the displacement of the
sphere.

In Fig. 4 are plotted the dispersion curves obtained for
two values ofr c : 0.6 and 0.14 mm. The curves are limited to
theR(2,1) mode. It is observed that the higher the coupling,
the larger the width of the pass band.

FIG. 3. Dispersion curve of a chain of steel spheres by
FEM method. Full line, infinite chain; marks, finite
chain of 15 spheres.

FIG. 4. Dispersion curves obtained for two values ofr c : case of the Ray-
leigh modeR(2,1).
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C. Case of a finite chain

A finite linear chaincan be seen as a particular case of
an infinite chain by applying the appropriate boundary con-
ditions. Then, it implies a quantification of the wave number
k ~Ref. 15! and the corresponding values of the frequency of
each dispersion curve transforms itself in a discrete number
of vibrations of the whole system. ConsideringN particles
with one end sphere fixed and the other one free—which
simulate the experimental conditions—then the appropriate
boundary conditions require

u~x50!50 and du~x52 Na!/dx50. ~2!

If the displacement is written as

u~x!5A~x!cosvt5~A sinkx1B coskx!cosvt, ~3!

relation ~2! implies

B50 and k5~2s11!p/2N2a5~2s11!p/2L, ~4!

where L represents the total length of the chain (s
50,1,2,...,N21).

For a finite chain ofN spheres, we obtainN discrete
frequencies for each branch~acoustical and optical
branches!.

The finite element method has been used to compute the
vibration frequencies of a chain ofN identical spheres~N
52, 3, 4, 6, and 15!. As expected,N modes are obtained for
each branch. In Fig. 5 are reported the numerical resonance
frequency diagrams associated to the modeR(2,1) for differ-

ent values ofN(52,3,4,6, and 15)2(r c50.6 mm). In Fig.
3, the discrete frequencies of a chain of 15 spheres are plot-
ted, using the quantification of the wave number@Eq. ~4!#.
The discrete points come on the continuous branches, this
validating our description. Figure 6 presents the bandwidth

FIG. 5. Theoretical resonance frequency diagrams associated to the mode
R(2,1) for different values ofN~52, 3, 4, 6, and 15!. The coupling value is
r c50.6 mm.

FIG. 6. Variations of the bandwidth of theR(2,1) branch as a function of
the radius contactr c~50.6, 0.3, 0.21, and 0.14 mm!. N56.

FIG. 7. Experimental frequency spectra obtained, respectively, with~a! a
single steel sphere~diam58 mm!, ~b! an array made up with four free steel
spheres,~c! an array made up with four glued spheres.
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of the R(2,1) branch as a function of the contact radiusr c .
As the contact radius increases, coupling between the
spheres also increases, and with it the bandwidth of nonflat
branches.

III. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

Experiments have been performed on a single steel
sphere and on finite chains of elastic spherical beads of 8 mm
in diameter. The sphere contact technique16 was used for this
study. It includes a pair of broadband contact transmitters
where the emitter is excited with short longitudinally polar-
ized pulses. An axial forceF0 is applied to the transmitters
and can be continuously varied from a few to about 60 New-

ton without damage to the transmitters. In the case of a chain
of beads in contact, a cardboard cylinder is used to keep
aligned the spheres which make up the chain. The acoustic
signal detected by the receiver is displayed on the screen of a
digital oscilloscope and its frequency spectrum is obtained
via a discrete Fourier transform. The sampling frequency is 5
MHz and the frequency resolution is 2 kHz. The frequency
position of the peaks observed in the spectra correspond to
the resonance frequencies of the sample or to the excitation
of a mode.

A. Case of a single steel sphere

The frequency spectrum recorded for a single steel
sphere of 8 mm in diameter and submitted to a constant axial

FIG. 8. Experimental frequency spectra obtained, respectively, with~a! two glued beads,~b! three glued beads,~c! four glued beads,~d! five glued beads,~e!
six glued beads, and~f! 13 glued beads.
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pressureF0 ~,40 N! is given in Fig. 7~a!. The frequency
positions of the maxima in the frequency spectrum are given
in the third column of the Table I and compared with the
calculated resonance frequencies of the excited modes. We
notice that only the modes of the Rayleigh series are de-
tected. A good agreement is observed between the experi-
mental and the numerical values. The eight Rayleigh modes
are then identified fromR(2,1) up toR(9,1).

B. Case of a finite chain

The purpose of this experimental analysis is to verify
qualitatively the numerical results obtained in Sec. II C and
more specifically to check the influence of the number of
beads in the finite chain and of the coupling on the frequency
response. The modification of the coupling conditions were
realized by gluing the spheres over the contact points.

In Figs. 7~b! and ~c! are given the frequency spectra
observed with a finite chain (N54) in different coupling
conditions. Figure 7~b! is concerned with an array of free
beads~no glue!; Fig. 7~c! presents the case of a chain each
bead of which is glued to its nearest neighbors. The follow-
ing features characterize these experimental plots:

~1! The number of resonance frequencies observed with a
single sphere is not affected by the number of balls
which formed the linear chain.

~2! The more the number of glued spheres increases, the
more the structure of the resonance is modified: when
the beads are free@Fig. 7~b!#, the resonance is ‘‘smooth’’
by comparison with the sharpness of the resonance
which characterizes the peaks obtained for a single
sphere@Fig. 7~a!# and it does not point out yet a struc-
ture. As soon as the spheres are artificially coupled~or
glued!, a succession of peaks appears in the resonance
spectrum and the number of maximums in each reso-
nance is equal to the number of beads in the chain@Fig.
7~c!# as it was predicted by the theory.

~3! An accurate analysis would confirm that the frequency
of the lowest peak in each resonance coincides with the
resonance frequency of the associated Rayleigh mode
obtained for a single sphere as it was suggested by the
numerical calculations.

Figures 8~a!, ~b!, ~c!, ~d!, ~e!, and~f! represent, respec-
tively, the experimental frequency spectra obtained with a
finite chain made up ofN~52, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 13! glued steel
spheres~diameter58 mm!. These spectra are very interesting
because they confirm that, with our experimental conditions,
and up toN55, the number of ‘‘subresonance’’ in each peak
is equal to the number of beads. We notice also that forN
56 and 13@Figs. 8~e! and~f!# the resonance does not reveal
the existence of 6 and 13 peaks. This is due to the fact that
the difference between two adjacent frequencies in the dis-
persion curve becomes small and the frequency resolution is
not sufficient: then the peaks cannot be separated. A similar
observation was mentioned in Ref. 18 dealing with two very
close immersed cylindrical shells. The authors mention also
a splitting of the peaks in the frequency spectra, but it ap-
pears to be due to interferential phenomenon which is differ-
ent from the one studied in the present paper.

IV. CONCLUSION

This study demonstrates numerically that the propaga-
tion of short acoustic pulses in a chain made up of spherical
particles points out in the frequency spectra the existence of
‘‘allowed and forbidden frequency bands’’ when the condi-
tions for the excitation of Rayleigh waves are satisfied. Such
bands are observed for each stationary state and their struc-
ture has been analyzed as a function of different parameters
such as the number of the balls in the chain and the coupling
between two adjacent spheres. Experiments conducted on
short limited chains made up of steel spheres confirmed
qualitatively the ‘‘subresonance’’ structure of the Rayleigh
modes numerically predicted. It was shown also that from
experimental measurements of the width of the frequency
band it should be possible to get an estimation of the average
coupling between the balls of the chain. This study must be
continued:

~i! to check the validity of the results for higher Rayleigh
modes;

~ii ! to consider the results obtained with other materials;
~iii ! to imagine how to get quantitative information on the

coupling between the spheres regularly spaced in a
chain.
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A method of measuring the flow rate in a pipe is proposed. The method utilizes one-dimensional
acoustic pressure signals that are generated by a loud speaker. A microphone array mounted flush
with the inner pipe wall is used to measure the signals. A formula for the flow rate, which is a
function of the change of wave number, is derived from a simple mathematical model of sound field
in the pipe conveying a viscous fluid. The change of the wave number, which is one of the results
caused by flow, is estimated from the recursive relation among the measured microphone array
signals. Since measurement errors, due to extraneous measurement noise and mismatch of response
characteristics between microphones, exist in the estimated flow rate, a method of compensating the
errors is proposed. By using this measurement method, the flow rate can be obtained more
accurately than that of our previous method. To verify applicability of the measurement method,
numerical simulation and experiments are performed. The estimated flow rates are within 5% error
bound. © 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1496764#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Mv, 43.20.Ye, 43.60.Qv@ANN#

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to measure the flow rate in a pipe, various types
of flowmeter such as Pitot tube, orifice meter, turbine meter,
and thermal flowmeter are often used in industrial fields and
laboratories.1 However the flowmeters are inserted directly
into the pipe, deforming the shape of flow path and causing
pressure to drop because of flow disturbance.

There is a type of flowmeter that does not come in con-
tact with the flow, not disturbing the flow. It utilizes an ul-
trasonic beam, which is bent and delayed in an uncontrol-
lable and unpredictable way by the flow inhomogeneities,
across the pipe’s cross section, that always occur in
practice.2,3 The time delay is indistinguishable from that
caused by the mean velocity to be measured because the flow
measurement is based on the time delay; the inhomogeneities
lead to inaccuracy. It is noteworthy that long acoustic waves,
long compared with a pipe’s diameter, are not sensitive to the
flow inhomogeneities.3 Accordingly, a method of measuring
the flow rate by using the long waves can avoid the inaccu-
racy.

From our previous work, Kim and Kim4 suggested a
method of measuring the flow rate by using axial bending
waves along the pipe measured by three accelerometers
which were located in the axial direction of the pipe. How-
ever, incorrect measurement results are unavoidable from us-
ing only three sensors, for cases when the spatial distribution

of the axial bending waves is symmetric with respect to a
central sensor position.

Cheung et al.5 recently suggested a long wavelength
acoustic flowmeter, using microphone array installed in the
pipe wall. Mach number-dependent rotation angle associated
with the phase change was exploited to estimate the mean
flow velocity in pipes. The measurement results show only
the examples using the specific pure tone, so it is not clear
whether the measurement method is valid for the acoustic
plane waves of the other frequencies; it is required to pro-
pose the frequency range in which the measurement method
is applicable. Also, when the signal-to-noise ratio is not
large, errors from extraneous measurement noise are un-
avoidable.

Proposed in this paper is a method to measure the flow
rate using acoustic pressures of much longer wavelength
than a cutoff wave of the pipe. The acoustic pressures are
measured by a microphone array, mounted flush with an in-
ner pipe wall, which minimizes development of the flow dis-
turbance. The microphone array consists of more than three
sensors, so it can avoid the incorrect measurement results of
Kim and Kim’s method. Based on fundamental duct acous-
tics, the moving fluid in the pipe causes a change of wave
number,6 so the flow rate is obtained using a relationship
between the flow rate and the change of the wave number. A
recursive relation among the microphone array signals is uti-
lized to measure the change of the wave number. A method is
suggested to compensate possible errors associated with the
measurement system, errors due to extraneous measurement
noise and mismatch of response characteristics among array
sensors. This measurement method enables us to obtain the

a!Electronic mail: ybkim@kins.re.kr
b!Electronic mail: yhkim@mail.kaist.ac.kr
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flow rate in the frequency range excluding the singular fre-
quency associated with sensor spacing. By using the mea-
surement method, the flow rate can be measured with 5%
error, which is more accurate than our previous method of
12% error.

II. FORMULATION OF FLOW RATE

The moving fluid in the pipe causes the change of sound
wave number in the axial direction of the pipe. According to
flow direction, the wave number increases or decreases in
comparison with the case of the stationary fluid.6 It is in-
ferred from this physical behavior that a certain relationship
between the flow rate and the change of the wave number
exists.

In this study, it is assumed that the pipe has a uniform
cross section with rigid-wall boundary condition and a sub-
sonic flow with viscosity but without transverse and axial
temperature gradients. The presence of viscosity brings into
play a coupling between the axial and radial motions of the
fluid particle in the pipe.7 Even if axisymmetry is assumed,
the wave propagation in the pipe would be two-dimensional.
The acoustic pressure, however, can be regarded to be inde-
pendent of the radius of the pipe for most of the common
gases and liquids for which the following inequality is
satisfied.7

mv

r0c0
2 !1, ~1!

wherem is the viscosity of the medium,v the angular fre-
quency,r0 the density of the medium, andc0 the sound
speed in the free medium. Equation~1! implies that viscous
effect is small for the sound with comparatively long wave-
length; the low frequency region satisfiesf !r0c0

2/2pm.
Also, in the rangekda!1, where sound wavelength is

larger than the aerodynamic boundary-layer thickness,da ,
refraction by flow gradient becomes quite negligible; thus,
the flow velocity profile can be regarded to be uniform when
estimating sound attenuation.8,9 Here,k is the wave number
and the value ofda can be considered to be equal to the
radius of the pipe when the flow is a fully developed turbu-
lent flow.9

Therefore, the only one-dimensional plane wave satisfy-
ing the above-mentioned conditions is dealt with; the acous-
tic pressure and the flow velocity profile may be regarded as
uniform over the cross section of the pipe when estimating
acoustic properties.

The sound field is considered in the presence of mean
flow in a pipe as shown in Fig. 1. An acoustic source exists
at one end of the pipe and a passive termination at the op-
posite end. The sound field for a plane wave propagating in
the pipe can be expressed as10,11

P~x, f !5P1~ f !exp~2 j g1x!1P2~ f !exp~ j g2x!, ~2!

where P(x, f ) is the frequency spectrum of the measured
acoustic pressure at positionx, andP1( f ) andP2( f ) are the
spectra of acoustic pressure in the downstream and upstream
directions of the flow, respectively. Hereg1 andg2 denote
the propagation constants for the acoustic wave in the down-

stream and upstream directions of the flow, respectively, de-
fined as

g65k62 j d6, ~3a!

where

k65k/~16M !, ~3b!

k5k01d, ~3c!

k05v/c0 , ~3d!

d65d/~16M !, ~3e!

d5d01jM , ~3f!

d05
2

c0d S vm

2r0
D 1/2

. ~3g!

Herek is the wave number,k0 the free medium wave num-
ber, d the attenuation constant,d0 the stationary medium
viscothermal attenuation constant, andM the axial mean flow
Mach number.j is equal toF/2d whereF is Froude’s friction
factor andd is the diameter of the pipe.

To obtain a relationship between the flow rate and the
change of the wave number, the difference between the wave
numbers in the downstream and upstream directions,Dk is
defined as

Dk5
k22k1

2
5ReH g22g1

2 J 5
M

12M2 k, ~4!

where Re$•% represents the real part of a complex number.
Since Eq.~4! can be written as a second-order equation

of M, the volume flow rate,Q, in the pipe can be expressed
except for the case of stationary flow (Dk50) as

Q5
2k1Ak214~Dk!2

2Dk

pd2

4
c0 . ~5!

It is worth noting from Eq.~5! that the flow rate in the
pipe can be measured if information about the wave number,
k, and the difference between the wave numbers in the down-
stream and upstream directions,Dk, are known.

FIG. 1. Sound field for a plane wave propagating in the pipe with mean flow
velocity U @xN : position of theNth microphone,P1( f ) and P2( f ): the
spectra of acoustic pressure in the downstream and upstream directions of
the flow, respectively#.
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III. METHOD FOR MEASURING FLOW RATE

The wave number,k, and the difference between the
wave numbers,Dk, in Eq.~5! can be found by measuring the
acoustic pressure in the pipe. In this study, the acoustic pres-
sures are measured by using a microphone array located in
the axial direction of the pipe as shown in Fig. 1. Use of the
microphone array enables us to obtain the spatially averaged
acoustic properties. Spacing of the microphone array is ad-
justed to be equidistant because the equidistant position of
the array microphone yields the smallest error when estimat-
ing the acoustic properties.12

Since the propagation constantsg1 and g2 in Eq. ~2!
provide information about the wave number according to the
flow rate, it is necessary to know the relationship between
the propagation constants,g1, g2, and the measured acous-
tic pressures.

An expression for the acoustic pressure measured at one
location has four unknown variables, i.e.,g1, g2, P1( f ),
and P2( f ) from Eq. ~2!. Accordingly, four expressions for
the acoustic pressures at four locations are required to obtain
solutions for the four unknowns. In order to find the relation-
ship between the propagation constants,g1, g2, and the
measured acoustic pressures, first, the terms ofP1( f ) and
P2( f ) are eliminated from the four expressions, leaving two
equations with theg1, g2 terms. The equations are, respec-
tively, obtained by using three expressions for the acoustic
pressures at any three of the four locations because the three
expressions with four unknowns can be rearranged as one
equation by eliminatingP1( f ) andP2( f ); however, in this
paper, each equation is obtained by using three expressions
at three consecutive locations for the purpose of a systematic
approach. An equation is obtained from the three expressions
at three consecutive locationsxn , xn11 , andxn12 as

Pn~x, f !exp$ j ~g22g1!Dx%1Pn12~x, f !

5Pn11~x, f !$exp~ j g2Dx!1exp~2 j g1Dx!%, ~6!

where Pn(x, f ) is the frequency spectrum of the measured
acoustic pressure at positionxn and Dx is the microphone
spacing. The detailed derivation of Eq.~6! is provided in
Appendix A. Equation~6! represents a recursive relation be-
tween the propagation constantsg1, g2 and the acoustic
pressures at three consecutive locations. Another recursive
relation can be obtained systematically from Eq.~6! when
three consecutive measurement points are shifted by one
point. The two relations can be arranged in the form of linear
equations as

F Sn13,n~ f ! 2Sn13,n11~ f !

Sn,n11~ f ! 2Sn,n12~ f !
G HG1~ f !

G2~ f !J 5 H 2Sn13,n12~ f !

2Sn,n13~ f ! J ,

~7a!

where

G1~ f !5exp@ j ~g22g1!Dx#, ~7b!

G2~ f !5exp~ j g2Dx!1exp~2 j g1Dx!. ~7c!

Here, Sn,n11( f ) denotes the cross-spectral density between
Pn(x, f ) andPn11(x, f ). The detailed derivation of Eq.~7! is
provided in Appendix A. Equation~7! represents the recur-

sive relation between the propagation constantsg1, g2 and
the acoustic pressures measured at four consecutive loca-
tions. It is noteworthy that use of the cross-spectral density in
Eq. ~7! enables us to exclude errors due to an uncorrelated
measurement noise.13 Appendix B shows how the effects of
the measurement noise are excluded.

From the recursive relation of Eq.~7!, if the acoustic
pressures are measured atN locations,G1 and G2 can be
expressed, in the form of the spatially averaged values, as

G15
1

N23 (
n51

N23
Sn13,n12Sn,n122Sn13,n11Sn,n13

Sn13,n11Sn,n112Sn13,nSn,n12
,

N>4, ~8!

G25
1

N23 (
n51

N23
Sn13,n12Sn,n112Sn13,nSn,n13

Sn13,n11Sn,n112Sn13,nSn,n12
,

N>4. ~9!

Here, frequencyf in Eqs.~8! and ~9! is omitted for brevity.
If the values ofG1 andG2 are determined by using Eqs.

~8! and ~9!, the wave propagation constantsg1 andg2 are
obtained from Eqs.~7b! and ~7c! as

g15
21

j Dx
lnH 1

2
~G21AG2

224G1!J , ~10!

g25
1

j Dx
lnH G1

1
2 ~G21AG2

224G1!
J . ~11!

Thus,Dk is expressed from Eqs.~10! and ~11! as

Dk5
k22k1

2
5ReH g22g1

2 J 5
/G1

2Dx
, ~12!

where/G1 denotes the phase angle ofG1 . It is noteworthy
that /G1 is zero for stationary medium.

Also, consideringM,1 andd22d1!1, d is obtained
using Eqs.~10! and ~11! as

d5
d21d1

2
52ImH g21g1

2 J
5

1

2Dx
lnU G1

1
4 ~G21AG2

224G1!2U , ~13!

where Im$•% indicates the imaginary part of a complex num-
ber andu•u indicates magnitude of a complex number.

From Eqs.~5!, ~12!, and~13!, the volume flow rate,Q in
the pipe can be measured by using

Q5
2~k01d!1A~k01d!214~/G1/2Dx!2

/G1 /Dx

pd2

4
c0 .

~14!

IV. COMPENSATION OF MEASUREMENT ERRORS

The acoustic pressures measured by the microphone ar-
ray are utilized to determine the flow rate with the attenua-
tion constant,d, and the phase angle ofG1 , /G1 , in Eq.
~14!. We must, however, note that the measured acoustic
pressures have extraneous measurement noise at the input
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and output points of each microphone. In addition, the mi-
crophones can have different response characteristics from
each other, and induce measurement errors. Therefore, the
success of the proposed method greatly depends on how well
we can minimize effects of the extraneous measurement
noise and the mismatch of response characteristics between
microphones.

The measurement system can be represented as a model
where extraneous noise is measured at the input and output
points to a microphone system as shown in Fig. 2. Each of
the extraneous noises in the measurement system can be as-
sumed to be mutually uncorrelated with each other, and with
input and output signals. Therefore, in order to exclude the
effect of the extraneous noise, it is desirable to use the cross-
spectra between measurement signals of each channel when
estimating acoustic properties.13 Appendix B shows how the
effect of the extraneous noise is excluded by using the cross-
spectra.

If the acoustic pressures are measured by using micro-
phones with different response characteristics from each
other, inaccurate results are obtained when the flow rate is
estimated using acoustic pressure spectra in Eq.~7!. Thus,
for obtaining more accurate flow rate, it is necessary to com-
pensate the mismatch effects of the response characteristics
between the microphones. Compensation of the mismatch
effect between the microphones can be done by introducing a
transfer function that expresses the response characteristic of
the microphone in frequency domain. Appendix C shows the
detailed derivation and associated results to compensate the
effect of microphone mismatch. The results essentially show
that we can minimize the errors associated with the micro-
phone mismatch.

V. MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS

A. Propagation of one-dimensional plane waves

As discussed in Sec. II, the method proposed in this
study is effective under the condition that only one-

dimensional plane waves are propagated in the pipe. The
upper limit of frequency range, in which only one-
dimensional plane waves are propagated in the pipe,f u , can
be expressed as14,15

f u5
1.84

p

c0

d
~12M2!1/2. ~15!

In case of water and air,f u is much smaller than the
upper value in the frequency range,f !r0c0

2/2pm, satisfying
Eq. ~1!, since dynamic viscosity,m/r0 , becomes about
0.1131024 and 0.1631023 m2/s for water and air, respec-
tively. This implies that the acoustic pressure in the fre-
quency range belowf u can be regarded as independent of the
radius of the pipe in case of the fluid with dynamic viscosity
similar to water or air.

On the other hand,f u is about 1.8 times the upper value
in the frequency range,f !c0/2pda , satisfying the inequal-
ity, kda!1, considering that the aerodynamic boundary-layer
thickness,da , can be considered to be equal to the radius of
the pipe for the case of a fully developed turbulent flow. This
means that for the sound wave in the frequency range below
1/1.8 times the value off u , the flow velocity profile over the
cross section of the pipe can be regarded to be uniform.

B. Avoidance of singular frequencies

Since Eq.~6! is utilized as the basic equation for mea-
suring the flow rate, it is necessary to know the conditions
under which Eq.~6! is valid. Equation~6! is established by
using Eq.~A5!. Equation~A5! has an inverse matrix, there
exists a singular condition under which the matrix in Eq.
~A5! becomes singular. Under the singular condition, the
measured flow rate becomes inaccurate because Eq.~6! is not
well established.

Assuming that the effect of sound attenuation is negli-
gible, the singular condition, under which the determinant of
the matrix in Eq.~A5! is equal to zero, is arranged as

exp$ j ~k21k1!Dx%51. ~16!

A singular frequency,f s , can be expressed from Eq.
~16! as

f s5S 12M2

2 D S nc0

Dx D , n50,1,2,..., ~17!

where Eq.~17! is obtained assuming that each microphone is
positioned at one point as the ideal case.

In an actual case, the effect of microphone diameterdm

should be also considered. Thus, the range of singular fre-
quencies in which the flow rate measured becomes inaccu-
rate can be expressed, considering the microphone diameter
and spacing, as

S 12M2

2 D S nc0

Dx1dm
D< f s<S 12M2

2 D S nc0

Dx2dm
D ,

n50,1,2,... . ~18!

FIG. 2. Measurement system of a microphone array with extraneous noise
~Hk : the transfer function of thekth microphone,mk : the kth input noise,
nk : the kth output noise,ŷk : measured signal at thekth microphone,yk :
true signal at thekth microphone!.
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VI. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Numerical simulation was performed to confirm the ad-
equacy of the proposed method. In order to get the sound
field in the pipe, it was assumed that the fluid was air at
20 °C, the flow rate was 10 l/s,d50.04 m, m/r050.15
31024 m2/s, andF50.052, and four microphones were ar-
ranged at intervals of 10 cm. With respect to the measure-
ment conditions in Sec. V, the upper frequency for one-
dimensional plane wave propagation was about 5 kHz from
Eq. ~15!. Also, singular frequency was about 1700 Hz from
Eq. ~17! for n51.

To study the effects of errors from microphone mis-
match on the flow rate measurement, the transfer function,
Hn , for the microphone of thenth channel is defined, in
which errors are included in the magnitude and the phase of
the transfer function as follows:

Hn5~11amemn!exp~ japepnp/180!, ~19!

wherea is a coefficient which adjusts the magnitude of error
and e denotes the error which is determined as a random
number distributed evenly between 0 and 1. Subscriptsn, m,
andp refer to the channel number, magnitude, and phase of
the transfer function, respectively. The values ofemn andepn

are shown in Table I.
During our study, in the first case of the simulation, the

microphones are differentiated only in the magnitude of the
transfer function, i.e.,am50.01, 0.05, and 0.1, respectively,
with ap50. Figure 3 shows the flow rate obtained by this
method without compensating the resulting errors.

The microphones, in the second case, are differentiated
only in the phase of the transfer function, i.e.,ap50.5, 1, and
5, respectively, witham50. Figure 4 shows the flow rate
obtained without compensating the resulting errors.

Figures 3 and 4 show large errors in the flow rate near
1700 Hz. This frequency corresponds to the singular fre-
quency calculated by Eq.~17! for n51. It can be seen in Fig.
3 that, when the microphones are differentiated only in the
magnitude of the transfer function, the flow rate is affected
weakly in the frequency range excluding the singular fre-
quency. In contrast, it can be seen in Fig. 4 that, when the
microphones are differentiated only in the phase of the trans-
fer function, the flow rate, greatly affected by the phase,
fluctuates in a comparatively wide frequency region center-
ing around the singular frequency.

In the third case, the microphones are differentiated in
both the magnitude and the phase of the transfer function,
i.e., am50.1, andap55. Figure 5~a! shows the flow rate
obtained without compensating the resulting errors. The flow
rate fluctuates in Fig. 5~a! much like that of Fig. 4. On the
other hand, when the method of compensating errors pre-
sented in Sec. IV is applied to these results, the compensated
flow rate as shown in Fig. 5~b! is obtained. It can be seen
in Fig. 5~b! that some errors occur near the singular fre-
quency but the errors at the other frequencies are compen-
sated properly.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To verify the proposed method and measurement con-
figuration, experiments on an acryl pipe with air flow were

TABLE I. Random number distribution of error on each channel.

Error Ch 1 Ch 2 Ch 3 Ch 4

emn 0.0258 0.9210 0.7008 0.1901
epn 0.5387 0.3815 0.0512 0.2851

FIG. 3. Numerical simulation for flow rate of 10 l/s including errors induced
by the only magnitude mismatch between microphones:~a! am50.01, ap

50; ~b! am50.05,ap50; ~c! am50.1, ap50.

FIG. 4. Numerical simulation for flow rate of 10 l/s including errors induced
by the only phase mismatch between microphones:~a! am50, ap50.5; ~b!
am50, ap51; ~c! am50, ap55.

FIG. 5. Numerical simulation for flow rate of 10 l/s including errors and
after compensation of errors from the phase and magnitude mismatch
~am50.1, ap55! between microphones are shown in~a! and ~b!, respec-
tively.
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performed, as shown in Fig. 6. The diameter of the pipe was
0.04 m. Air was at atmospheric pressure and its temperature
was about 20 °C. Four B&K-type 4938 microphones with the
diameter of 1/4 in. were placed at the top of the pipe, and
spaced longitudinally 10 cm apart from each other, and
mounted flush with the inner pipe wall. White noise as the
acoustic pressure field in the pipe was generated by a loud-
speaker connected to the inlet pipe. Constant flow rate was
maintained by using an air compressor, an air storage tank,
and an automatic flow rate control valve. A conventional
flowmeter, for which the calibrated uncertainty of the flow
rate measurement was less than61% with a confidence level
of 95%, was installed in the pipe to compare the estimated
flow rate with the actual value. The flow rates became 0, 8,
10, and 12 l/s, respectively. The cross-spectra of the sound
pressure signals were measured by a multichannel analyzer
of a B&K-type 3560 PULSE. With respect to the measure-
ment conditions, the upper frequency for one-dimensional
plane wave propagation was about 5 kHz from Eq.~15!. The
range of singular frequencies, considering the microphone
diameter and spacing, was about 1610–1830 Hz from Eq.
~18! for n51.

Figure 7 shows the estimated flow rates in the frequency
range of 600–3000 Hz without compensating errors. Large
errors occur near the singular frequency range of 1600–1900

Hz as expected. Also, the estimated flow rates fluctuate much
like that of Fig. 5~a! centering around the singular frequency
region.

Figure 8 shows the estimated flow rates with compen-
sated errors. The flow rates approach the true values in the
frequency range excluding the singular frequency region. It
is noteworthy that the value ofd/k0 is obtained to be less
than 0.003 in the frequency range excluding the singular fre-
quency region by using Eq.~13!. The estimated flow rates
are affected by less than 0.02% due to the effect of the at-
tenuation constant. From this result, it can be deduced that
the effect of the attenuation constant is negligible.

The estimated flow rates from Kim and Kim’s method4

were obtained to compare the present method with the one.
Besides the singular frequency region, the flow rates of Kim
and Kim in Fig. 9 show that there are incorrectly large val-
ues, for cases when the spatial distribution of acoustic pres-
sure magnitude is symmetric with respect to a central sensor
position because only three sensors are used. Comparison of
the results in Figs. 8 and 9 shows that the proposed method is
more accurate than the method of Kim and Kim.4

In order to get the mean flow rate from results in Fig. 8,
if we use an averaging process which is commonly used to
eliminate the random errors, the results could be biased be-
cause large singular values have strong effect on the average.

FIG. 6. Experimental setup for the measurement of flow rate in a pipe using
a microphone array.

FIG. 7. Estimated air flow rates forQ50,8,10,12 l/s in a pipe using four
microphones without compensating errors from the phase and magnitude
mismatch between microphones.

FIG. 8. Estimated air flow rates forQ50,8,10,12 l/s in a pipe using four
microphones with compensated errors from the phase and magnitude mis-
match between microphones.

FIG. 9. Estimated air flow rates forQ50,8,10,12 l/s in a pipe using the
method of Kim and Kim.
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To avoid this, histograms of the estimated flow rates and
Gaussian fits, which are the curve fittings to Gaussian func-
tions, are employed for this process. Figure 10 shows the
histograms of the estimated flow rates in Fig. 8 at each dis-
crete frequency and the Gaussian fits. As shown in Fig. 10,
the mean values of Gaussian fits coincide well with the true
flow rates. The percentage errors of these mean values are
calculated with the true flow rates. We also calculated the
standard deviations of the Gaussian fits, the rough error
bounds of experimental results, as shown in Table II. The
maximum errors and the maximum standard deviation are
4.8% and 0.45 l/s, respectively.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A method of measuring the flow rate in a pipe has been
proposed and verified by various experiments. The method
utilizes one-dimensional acoustic pressure signals measured
by a microphone array. The flow rate is estimated by using
the change of the acoustic wave number in the axial direction
of the pipe. The change of the wave number is obtained by
utilizing the recursive relation among the measured micro-
phone array signals. A method was suggested to compensate
the measurement errors of the acoustic pressures due to ex-
traneous measurement noise and mismatch of response char-
acteristics between microphones. By using the proposed
method, the flow rates can be measured with 5% error, which
is more accurate than our previous method of 12% error.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF RECURSIVE
RELATION AMONG THE ARRAY SIGNALS

By using Eq.~2!, three expressions for the acoustic pres-
sures measured at three consecutive locations,xn , xn11 , and
xn12 , as shown in Fig. 1 are arranged as

H Pn~x, f !

Pn11~x, f !

Pn12~x, f !
J 5F En

1 En
2

En11
1 En11

2

En12
1 En12

2
G H P1~ f !

P2~ f !J , ~A1!

where

En
15exp~2 j g1xn!, ~A2!

En
25exp~ j g2xn!, ~A3!

xn5x11~n21!Dx, n51,2,3,...,N. ~A4!

Here Dx is the sensor spacing. Since Eq.~A1! represents a
system of three equations in four unknowns,g1, g2,
P1( f ), andP2( f ), the three equations can be rearranged as
one equation by eliminatingP1( f ) andP2( f ).

For example,P1( f ) andP2( f ) are given by taking the
first and second rows in Eq.~A1! as

H P1~ f !

P2~ f !J 5F En
1 En

2

En11
1 En11

2 G21H Pn~x, f !

Pn11~x, f !J . ~A5!

A relation can be obtained by substituting Eq.~A5! into
the remaining row of Eq.~A1! as

Pn~x, f !exp$ j ~g22g1!Dx%1Pn12~x, f !

5Pn11~x, f !$exp~ j g2Dx!1exp~2 j g1Dx!%. ~A6!

Equation~A6! represents the recursive relation between the
propagation constantsg1, g2 and the acoustic pressures
measured at three consecutive locations. When three con-

FIG. 10. Histograms of the estimated flow rate at each
discrete frequency and Gaussian fit in Fig. 8~Qtrue: true
flow rate,Qesti: estimated flow rate,s: standard devia-
tion of the estimated flow rate!.

TABLE II. The flow rates and their errors estimated from the Gaussian fit.

True flow rate
Q ~l/s!

Estimated flow rate
Q̂ (l/s)

% error in
flow rate

(uQ̂2Qu/Q)3100

Standard
deviation ofQ̂

~l/s!

0 20.0003 ¯ 0.03
8.0 8.38 4.8 0.34

10.0 10.2 2 0.39
12.0 12.47 3.9 0.45
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secutive measurement points are shifted by one point, an-
other recursive relation can be obtained systematically from
Eq. ~A6!. The two recursive relations can be written as

F Pn~x, f ! 2Pn11~x, f !

Pn11~x, f ! 2Pn12~x, f !
G HG1~ f !

G2~ f !J 5 H 2Pn12~x, f !

2Pn13~x, f !J ,

~A7!

where

G1~ f !5exp@ j ~g22g1!Dx#, ~A8!

G2~ f !5exp~ j g2Dx!1exp~2 j g1Dx!. ~A9!

Equation~A7! can be rewritten in terms of cross-spectral
density between the acoustic pressures to exclude errors due
to an uncorrelated measurement noise. Multiplying the first
row of Eq. ~A7! by Pn13* (x, f ) and the second row by
Pn* (x, f ) yields13

F Sn13,n~ f ! 2Sn13,n11~ f !

Sn,n11~ f ! 2Sn,n12~ f !
G HG1~ f !

G2~ f !J 5 H 2Sn13,n12~ f !

2Sn,n13~ f ! J ,

~A10!

where the superscript asterisk denotes complex conjugate
and Sn,n11( f ) denotes the cross-spectral density between
Pn(x, f ) andPn11(x, f ).

APPENDIX B: EXCLUSION OF MEASUREMENT
NOISE EFFECTS

The measurement system can be represented as a model
where extraneous noises are measured at input and output
points to theith linear systemHi as shown in Fig. 2. Each of
the extraneous noise termsmi(t), ni(t) is assumed to be
mutually uncorrelated with each other and with input and
output signals.

In Fig. 2, the Fourier transformed valuesŶi( f ) of the
output signalŷi(t) can be written as

Ŷi~ f !5Vi~ f !1Ni~ f !, ~B1!

Vi~ f !5~Yi~ f !1Mi~ f !!Hi~ f !, ~B2!

whereYi( f ), Mi( f ), Ni( f ), andHi( f ) are the input signal,
extraneous noises at input and output, and the transfer func-
tion of the sensor, respectively.

From the correlation properties ofmi(t), ni(t), the
cross-spectra13 between the extraneous noise and the signals
become zero:

Syi ,mj
~ f !50, ~B3!

Syi ,nj
~ f !50, ~B4!

Smi ,nj
~ f !50, ~B5!

Smi ,mj
~ f !50, ~B6!

Sni ,nj
~ f !50. ~B7!

Therefore, the cross-spectra between measurement sig-
nals of each channel can be expressed as

Si , j~ f !5
Ŝi , j~ f !

Hi* ~ f !•H j~ f !
, ~B8!

whereSi , j ( f ) denotesSyi ,yj
( f ). It can be seen from Eq.~B8!

that use of the cross-spectra enables us to exclude effects of
the uncorrelated measurement noise at the input and output
points.

APPENDIX C: DETERMINATION OF COMPENSATION
FACTORS REGARDING THE MISMATCH
BETWEEN THE MICROPHONES

The transfer function of the microphone is introduced to
obtain compensation factors regarding the mismatch of the
response characteristics between the microphones. The trans-
fer function representing the response characteristic of theith
channel microphone, as shown in Fig. 2, is defined as

Hi~ f !5
1

a i~ f !1 j b i~ f !
, ~C1!

wherea i( f ) and b i( f ) ( i 51,2,3,...) are the real and imagi-
nary part of 1/Hi( f ).

In order to compensate the effect of microphone mis-
match, Eq.~7! is rewritten by using Eqs.~C1! and ~B8! as

F Ŝn13,n~11 j h1! 2Ŝn13,n11~h21 j h3!

Ŝn,n11~11 j z1! 2Ŝn,n12~z21 j z3!
G HG1

G2
J

5H 2Ŝn13,n12~h41 j h5!

2Ŝn,n13~z41 j z5! J , ~C2!

where

h15
an13bn2anbn13

D1
, h25

an13an112bn13bn11

D1
, h35

an13bn112an11bn13

D1
,

h45
an13an122bn13bn12

D1
, h55

an13bn122an12bn13

D1
, D15an13an2bn13bn ,

z15
anbn112an11bn

D2
, z25

anan122bnbn12

D2
, z35

anbn122an12bn

D2
,

z45
anan132bn13bn

D2
, z55

anbn132an13bn

D2
, D25anan112bnbn11 .
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Here, frequencyf in Eq. ~C2! is omitted for brevity andh r

andz r (r 51,2,3,4,5) denote compensation factors associated
with the effect of microphone mismatch.

The unknown compensation factors,h r and z r in Eq.
~C2! are real numbers, and ifŜi , j ( i , j 51,2,3 . . . ) and
Gm (m51,2) in Eq.~C2! are divided into real and imaginary
parts, two equations forh r and z r can be obtained, respec-
tively. To obtain the equations, the real and imaginary parts
of Ŝi , j andGm are defined as follows:

Ĉi , j5Re~Ŝi , j !, ~C3!

Q̂i , j52Im~Ŝi , j !, ~C4!

Gmr5Re~Gm!, ~C5!

Gmi5Im~Gm!. ~C6!

Substituting Eqs.~C3!–~C6! into Eq. ~C2! and separat-
ing the resultant equation into its real and imaginary parts
result in Eqs.~C7! and ~C8!, respectively,

@Ah~ f !#$h~ f !%5$Bh~ f !%, ~C7!

where

@Ah~ f !#5F2~Ĉn13,nG1i2Q̂n13,nG1r ! 2~Ĉn13,n11G2r1Q̂n13,n11G2i ! ~Ĉn13,n11G2i2Q̂n13,n11G2r ! Ĉn13,n12 Q̂n13,n12

~Ĉn13,nG1r1Q̂n13,nG1i ! 2~Ĉn13,n11G2i2Q̂n13,n11G2r ! 2~Ĉn13,n11G2r2Q̂n13,n11G2i ! 2Q̂n13,n12 Ĉn13,n12
G ,

$h~ f !%5@h1 ,h2 ,h3 ,h4 ,h5#T,

$Bh~ f !%5H 2~Ĉn13,nG1r1Q̂n13,nG1i

2~Ĉn13,nG1i2Q̂n13,nG1r !
J .

Also,

@Az~ f !#$z~ f !%5$Bz~ f !%, ~C8!

where

@Az~ f !#5F2~Ĉn,n11G1i2Q̂n,n11G1r ! 2~Ĉn,n12G2r1Q̂n,n12G2i ! ~Ĉn,n12G2i2Q̂n,n12G2r ! Ĉn,n13 Q̂n,n13

~Ĉn,n11G1r1Q̂n,n11G1i ! 2~Ĉn,n12G2i2Q̂n,n12G2r ! 2~Ĉn,n12G2r2Q̂n,n12G2i ! 2Q̂n,n13 Ĉn,n13
G ,

$z~ f !%5@z1 ,z2 ,z3 ,z4 ,z5#T,

$Bz~ f !%5H 2~Ĉn,n11G1r1Q̂n,n11G1i !

2~Ĉn,n11G1i2Q̂n,n11G1r !
J .

Equations~C7! and ~C8! represent the recursive rela-
tions between measured spectrum and the unknown compen-
sation factors. Equations~C7! and~C8! consist of two equa-
tions, respectively, with the five unknowns forh r andz r . To
solve the equations, assuming that the compensation factors
are the same in the narrow frequency band around the fre-
quencyf of interest, more than six equations can be formed
in this frequency band as follows:

@Ah~ f k!#$h~ f k!%5$Bh~ f k!%

~ f 2D f /2, f k, f 1D f /2,

k51,2,...,n, n>3!, ~C9!

@Az~ f k!#$z~ f k!%5$Bz~ f k!%

~ f 2D f /2, f k, f 1D f /2,

k51,2,...,n, n>3!, ~C10!

where D f is frequency bandwidth, andf k is an arbitrary
frequency within the frequency band fromf 2D f /2 to f
1D f /2. Since Eqs.~C9! and ~C10! become overdetermined
linear matrix equations, the unknown compensation factors

h r and z r are determined by applying the least-squares
method as follows:16

$h%5~@Ah#H@Ah#!21@Ah#H$Bh%, ~C11!

$z%5~@Az#
H@Az# !21@Az#

H$Bz%, ~C12!

where@A#H denotes the Hermitian matrix of@A#.
Actually, the compensation factors,h r and z r are ob-

tained using the measured spectrumŜi , j and the values ofG1

andG2 estimated from Eqs.~7b! and~7c! under the station-
ary fluid condition.

From the fact that response characteristics of micro-
phones are irrespective of the flow rate, the compensation
factors associated with the transfer functions of the micro-
phones are also irrespective of the flow rate, thus, the com-
pensation factors can be applied to the moving fluid condi-
tion.

Under the moving fluid condition, the values ofG1 and
G2 are obtained from Eq.~C2!, using the measured spectrum
Ŝi , j and the compensation factors,h r andz r . The valuesG1

and G2 represent the values with the compensation of the
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microphone mismatch errors. Therefore, by using the com-
pensated values ofG1 and G2 , the microphone mismatch
errors can be minimized and the flow rate can be measured
accurately.
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Using a coupled BEM/FEM, this work describes a numerical method to compute the response and
acoustic radiation for structures partially immersed in fluid. The structures and their responses are
assumed to be symmetric about a symmetric plane. A symmetric complex matrix derived from the
BEM and a reciprocal principle for surface acoustics is also used to represent the acoustic loading
against the structures. In addition, selecting a proper Green’s function based on image source
method satisfies the boundary conditions of pressure release on the fluid surface and null normal
velocity on the symmetric plane. Moreover, a boundary integral equation emerges when the field
point approaches the structural surface where the normal derivative of the Green’s function over
partial, infinitesimal spheres is evaluated. These limiting values depend on locations of the field
point on the surface. Owing to the symmetry of the acoustic loading matrix, the matrix for the
coupled BEM/FEM is a banded, symmetric one, thereby allowing us to employ a variable banded
storage method and invert of the matrix. Doing so markedly increases computational efficiency.
Furthermore, an analytical solution of a spherical thin shell with the lower semi-sphere immersed in
water is carried out by characteristic function expansions for shell equation and acoustic loading.
These analytical solutions compare with the results obtained from the proposed numerical method.
A good correlation for low frequencies is obtained and minor discrepancies are observed with an
increasing frequency. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1494448#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Rz, 43.20.Tb@JGM#

I. INTRODUCTION

Many numerical methods have been proposed in recent
decades to predict vibrations of elastic structures vibrating in
a fluid medium. For an arbitrarily elastic structure, the finite
element method is a conventional means of modeling the
response subject to external loading without fluid loading.
The solution of an acoustic wave equation under mono-
frequency oscillation in an infinite exterior domain is best
described using the boundary element method. When a struc-
ture is immersed in a fluid, the surrounding fluid affects its
vibration, subsequently leading to a coupled structural acous-
tic problem. Everstine and Henderson1 discretized a Helm-
holtz boundary integral equation by using a constant element
to couple with a NASTRAN program, which modeled the
structural equation, in order to determine the response and
acoustic radiation. The coupling of acoustic loading with the
structural equation is achieved by eliminating structural vari-
ables in which the surface pressure is used as the unknown
variable. The method was implemented on supercomputers
for large scale problems. Jeans and Mathews2 studied the
coupling problem by using a variational boundary method in

which the normal derivative Helmholtz integral equation is
regularized and formulated onto a variational form. In doing
so, the surface acoustics for thin shells on the both sides of
the surfaces are represented by the integral equation and its
normal derivative equation. Their investigations also in-
cluded elastoacoustic analysis for fluid-filled thin shells.3

The structural equation was coupled to the fluid by usingin
vacuo natural mode expansions. Seybertet al.4 considered
the structural displacement expanded by Ritz vectors to take
the advantage of the fact that the displacement response de-
pends on the distribution of applied external forces. That
work also proposed a participation factor based on the load-
ing condition so that the basis Ritz vectors could be selected
properly before solving the problem. Other coupling meth-
ods and related applications can be found in Refs. 5–8.

Most matrix equations for fluid loading do not possess
symmetric properties, making them numerically inefficient
for memory storage and matrix inversion. However, the ma-
trices derived from the finite element method are banded,
symmetric features, implying that the coupled fluid/structure
problems could be efficiently solved if symmetric acoustic
loading could be formulated. Our recent work9 proposed
such a symmetric acoustic loading in which the variable
band~skyline method! storage and matrix inversion are useda!Electronic mail: ptchen@sena.ntou.edu.tw
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to significantly increase numerical efficiency. Symmetry of
the acoustic loading is achieved by identifying an acoustic
reciprocity principle for a body immersed in an infinite ex-
tent medium.

Mikami and Yoshimura10 studied free vibrations of
shells of revolution with external or internal fluid loading.
The fluid motion is treated analytically using eigenfunction
expansion of the fluid domain. The fluid is incompressible
and structures are either partially filled or partially sub-
merged with the fluid. The equations of motion of the shells
are derived as integro-differential equations and are solved
by a collocation method. Amabili11 analyzed free vibrations
of partially fluid-loaded simply supported cylindrical shells.
The fluid loading can be internally or externally, both com-
pressible and incompressible fluids. He expands the fluid
pressure and shell deformations as linear combinations of
eigenfunction expansion. The model properties are investi-
gated using a Rayleigh quotient in which the potential and
kinetic energies are derived from the eigenfunction expan-
sions. The mode shapes and natural frequencies are obtained
for circular cylindrical shells with various fluid loading lev-
els either internally or externally. Amabili12 later studied cir-
cular cylindrical shells filled with a dense fluid and partially
immersed in a different liquid having a free surface. The
effect of free surface waves on the structures is studied for
which the amplitude of the free surface waves is larger or
smaller than the wall displacement. In the study, the external
fluid is incompressible.

Despite the above investigations, solutions using dis-
cretized numerical structures partially immersed in fluid,
such as a surface ship floating on a water surface, have sel-
dom been addressed. Such structures are often symmetric
about a symmetric plane. Therefore, this study develops a
symmetric loading matrix for partially submerged structures
with symmetric responses about the structure’s symmetric
planes. A closely related issue is a modified Green’s function
in a boundary integral equation making the boundary condi-
tions satisfied automatically. Such investigations were first
seen in Ref. 13, where an image source was added to a
Green’s function to satisfy the hard wall condition. The
present analysis uses a boundary integral equation with a
proper modified Green’s function to formulate the acoustic
loading effect as a symmetric complex matrix satisfying the
associated boundary conditions. An analytical solution for a
spherical thin shell with the lower semi-sphere immersed in
water is also derived in order to compare the results obtained
from the proposed numerical method with the analytical so-
lution.

II. A BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD FOR A
PARTIALLY IMMERSED BODY WHOSE RESPONSE IS
SYMMETRIC ABOUT A PLANE

Figure 1 illustrates a floating body whose geometry and
normal velocity are symmetric about a plane. The acoustic
medium is located on the lower half of the space. Owing to
its symmetry, the acoustic domainV considered herein is
one half of the fluid domainV shown in the figure. Since the
normal velocity on the body is symmetric about the plane,
the boundary condition of the symmetric plane is a null con-

dition of the normal velocity. The fluid surface is a pressure
release boundary condition. In order to formulate an integral
representation of the acoustic domain, a modified Green’s
function is employed to meet the boundary conditions. Sey-
ber and Wu13 proposed such modifications using acoustic
image points that a pair of positive images yields a hard
surface while a pair of out of phase images leads to a soft
surface. The present analysis combines the positive and
negative image points to meet the boundary conditions on
the water surface as well as the symmetric plane. The modi-
fied Green’s function is

G~X,Y!5
1

4p S eikuX2Yu

uX2Yu
1

eikuXIII 2Yu

uXIII 2Yu
2

eikuXI2Yu

uXI2Yu

2
eikuXII2Yu

uXII2Yu D , ~1!

whereX is a field point in the acoustic domain;XI , XII , XIII

are the corresponding image points,XIII representing the
positive in-phase image point,XI and XII representing the
negative out-phase image points;Y is a source point on the
wetted surface;k denotes a wave number,k5v/c0 ; v is the
circular vibrating frequency; andc0 is the sound speed of the
fluid.

One uses the above Green’s function leading to a bound-
ary integral formulation, satisfying the zero normal velocity
on the symmetric plane and null pressure on the water sur-
face. The field pressure in the waterp(x) relates to the wet-
ted surface pressurep(Y) and its surface normal derive
]p(Y)/]ny as

p~X!5E
S
Fp~Y!

]G~X,Y!

]ny
2

]p~Y!

]ny
G~X,Y!GdSy , ~2!

where the surface integral is only defined on the half-wetted
surface of the symmetric body, and the variablesp(Y) and
]p(Y)/]ny are defined on the half-wetted surface~see Fig. 1
where theS is defined on the right hand side!. The symbol
(]/]ny) denotes normal derivative on the surfaceS, anddSy

is the differential area integrating with respect to the source
variableY. Equation~2! satisfies the above stated boundary
conditions. The Green’s function is zero for the field pointX
on the water surface. The surface pressure is also zero on the
water surface. These facts lead to the surface integral of Eq.
~2! vanishing for the field point located on the water surface.
Moreover, the Green’s function in Eq.~1! is unchanged when
one interchanges the field pointX with the image pointXIII ,

FIG. 1. Geometry of semi-immersed symmetric structures.
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as well as the pointXI with XII , implying that the Green’s
function is symmetric about the symmetric plane. It can also
be verified that the normal gradient]G/]ny is symmetric.
These symmetries cause the field pressurep(X) to be sym-
metric, indicating that the normal derivative of the pressure
on the symmetric plane is zero, and thus satisfying the null
normal velocity condition. The above observations reveal
that Eq. ~2! with the Green’s function defined in Eq.~1!
satisfies the boundary conditions on the fluid surface as well
as the symmetric plane.

The surface integral equation relating surface pressure
and its normal derivative on the surfaceSemerges when one
allows the field pointX approach to the surfaceS. The lim-
iting value of the above equation for the field pointX on the
surface is obtained by considering a small fractional sphere
subtracted from the vibrating surface as shown in Fig. 2. The
contribution of the small sphere arises from the normal de-
rivative of the Green’s function, whereas the integration as-
sociated with the Green’s function is limited to zero when
the radius of the small sphere shrinks to zero. One of three
situations occurs when evaluating the normal derivative of
the surface integral of the small fractional sphere:~I! a point
on the symmetric plane comes into contact with the body;
~II ! a point on the fluid surface touches with the body; or~III !
a point is neither case I nor II. For case III, the image points
XI , XII , XIII are finite distances from the pointX. Thus, the
singularity contributing to the surface integral only arises
from the function normal derivative ofeikuX2Yu/uX2Yu. Re-
ferring to Fig. 2, the limiting value when the small radius
tends to infinitesimal becomes a solid angle subtending
within the body at pointX divided by 4p. The limiting value
for X on locationA is given by~see Fig. 2!

V~X!5
1

4p E
S1SI1SII1SIII

]~1/uX2Yu!
]ny

dSy , ~3!

whereSI , SII , SIII denote reflecting surfaces ofSeither with
the symmetric plane or the water surface as depicted in Fig.
2. In case I, the image pointXIII is coincident withX and the
pointsXI andXII have finite distances with the pointX. Thus,
the contribution of the small partial sphere integration forX
on location B becomes

V~X!52•
1

4p E
S1SI

]~1/uX2Yu!
]ny

dSy , ~4!

where the factor of 2 is due to the coincidence of the points
X andXII and the surface integral only refers to the surfaces
S and SI . ~SI is the image surface ofS, see Fig. 2.! In the
above equation, the surface integrals associated with the
terms eikuXI2Yu/uXI2Yu and eikuXII2Yu/uXII2Yu vanish for
those two regular functions. When the field pointX is located
on case II, the pointsX and XI , XII and XIII are identical,
respectively, thus making the Green’s function and its normal
derivative become zero. Correspondingly, the limiting sur-
face integral value of the small sphere forX on locationC is
zero:

V~X!50. ~5!

Thus, the surface integral equation relating the surface pres-
sure and its normal derivative becomes

p~X!5p~X!V~X!1E
S
Fp~Y!

]G~X,Y!

]ny

2
]p~Y!

]ny
G~X,Y!G dSy , ~6!

where theV(X) is defined in Eqs.~3!–~5!, depending on the
location ofX.

The surface pressure and its normal derivative can be
discretized by shape function approximations. The surface
pressure and its normal derivative are conveniently interpo-
lated by linear order shape functions. Doing so leads to

@H#$P%5@G#H ]P

]n J , ~7!

where the two surface quantitiesp and ]p/]n in Eq. ~6!
relate to the nodal values$P% and$]P/]n% as

p5(
i

Pic i , ~8!

]p

]n
5(

i
S ]P

]n D
i

F i , ~9!

in which c i andF i denote shape functions for surface pres-
sure and normal velocity, respectively. In the following, a
symmetric formulation for the acoustic loading is presented.

III. A COUPLED EQUATION FOR ACOUSTIC
STRUCTURAL INTERACTIONS

The acoustic loading on vibrating structures is derived
from the virtual workdW done on the structure due to the
surface pressure

dW5E
S
pdw dS5E

S
S (

i
Pic i D S (

j
dxn, jF j D dS

5(
i

(
j

pidxn, jE c iF j dS

5(
i

(
j

pidxn, jNi j , ~10!

FIG. 2. The limiting field pointsX on the surfaceS.
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wherePi and xn, j are the surface and normal displacement
nodal values, respectively, the symbol ‘‘d’’ denotes virtual
increments of the normal displacement, andw is the normal
displacement. The coefficientsNi j are shape factors arising
from the surface integral of the shape functions interpolating
the nodal values. The structural vibration can be described by
a finite element formulation. Since the surface normal dis-
placement has been chosen as one variable, two perpendicu-
lar variables that are tangent to the surface displacement are
naturally selected as the other two variables to define the
linear displacement variables. For the nodal points of the
structural equation not coming into contact with the fluid, the
orientation of the three displacements can be arbitrarily se-
lected, e.g., based on a global coordinate system. The coor-
dinate orientation for rotation variables can also be chosen as
the global coordinate system. Therefore, a typical element
stiffness matrix oriented to the normal surface direction can
be computed by

@Ke#5TT@K̂e# T , ~11!

where the matrixT transforms the individual stiffness matrix

b k̂ec from the global coordinate system to the orientation de-
scribed above. The matrixT is defined as

T5F F i 0

I

F j

¯

0 I

G , ~12!

whereF i andF j are proper 333 directional cosine matrices
for linear displacements on the wetted surface between the
global coordinate system and the normal surface directions,
and I is a unit 333 identity matrix corresponding to those
nodal points not on the surface or the rotational displace-
ments. Summing the elementary matrices lead to a total stiff-
ness matrix@K#,

@K#5(
e

@Ke#. ~13!

Numerical practitioners for modeling shell structures by
finite element methods of shell structures frequently use lin-
ear order shape functions. It is useful to comment on the
convergence of shell elements as discretized by shape func-
tions. A curved shell could be approximated by a surface
built up of small, flat elements.14 This approximation is of a
physical, rather than a mathematical, nature. A classical thin
bending plate modeling requires not only the normal dis-
placement continuity but its slope because the bending strain
energy in a plate model involves twice derivative of the nor-
mal displacement. However, using elements to impose slope
continuity between interface elements often raises many
mathematical and computational difficulties. It was pointed
out in Ref. 14 that a linear shape function still be able to
make discretizations convergent since it satisfies the ‘‘con-
stant strain’’ and the ‘‘patch test’’ criterions.

The total stiffness matrix can then be partitioned into the
surface normal degree of freedom as denoted by a subscript

symbol ‘‘n’’ and the remaining degrees of freedom with ‘‘i’’,
which include the surface tangent and rotational displace-
ments,

@K#5FKnn Kni

Kin Kii
G . ~14!

Correspondingly, the submerged structural equation subject
to the acoustic loading and external forces oscillating at a
frequencyv can be obtained by applying Hamilton’s prin-
ciple, in which the pressure loading is referred to Eq.~10!,

S FKnn Kni

Kin Kii
G2v2FMnn Mni

M in M ii
G D H xn

xi
J 5 H f n

f i
J 1 H 2@N#TP

0 J ,

~15!

whereM pq (p,q5n,i ) are global mass matrices correspond-
ing to the n and i degrees of freedom,xn and xi are the
corresponding displacement variables,f n and f i are the as-
sociated external alternating forces,P is the discretized sur-
face pressure, andN is a shape factor matrix as indicated in
Eq. ~10!. The variablexi denotes the linear displacements
other thanxn , including all the rotational displacements.

The boundary conditions for a symmetric structure de-
formed about a symmetric plane~Fig. 1! are no linear dis-
placement perpendicular to the symmetric plane and no ro-
tations except the direction normal to the symmetric plane.
The geometrical constraints are easily achieved by a proper
coordinate transformation in Eq.~12! and the associated
transformed matrix in Eq.~11!.

The pressure normal derivative is related to the normal
displacement as

]p

]n
5r0v2xn , ~16!

wherer0 is the fluid density. Combining Eqs.~7! and ~16!
leads to

$P%5@H#21@G#r0v2$xn%. ~17!

Thus, Eq.~15! becomes

FDnn Dni

Din Dii
G H xn

xi
J 1Fr0v2@N#T@H#21@G# 0

0 0G H xn

xi
J 5 H f n

f i
J ,

~18!

whereDpq (p,q5 i ,n) are identified as

Dpq5Kpq2v2M pq . ~19!

IV. SYMMETRY OF THE ACOUSTIC LOADING MATRIX

The acoustic loading in Eq.~18! is shown in the follow-
ing to be symmetric owing to a reciprocity principle for sur-
face acoustics of a body immersed in fluid. Acoustic reci-
procity principles have various versions applied to various
applications. Chen and Ginsberg15 proposed a reciprocity
principle for surface acoustics for a vibrating radiator for his
studying acoustic radiation mode from a perspective of com-
plex acoustic power. Chenet al.9 later applied the reciprocity
to coupled BEM/FEM formulation for submerged elastic
shells of which the acoustic loading matrix is symmetric. The
symmetry stems from the reciprocity, which is
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E
S
p1v2 ds5E

S
p2v1 ds, ~20!

where p1 , p2 and v1 , v2 are two arbitrary sets of surface
pressures and normal velocities for a radiator immersed in an
acoustic medium of infinite extent. This situation is in paral-
lel to the case that the Maxwell–Betti reciprocity16 leads to a
symmetric stiffness matrix in finite element methods.

A surface reciprocity is still valid for the present analysis
for the acoustic domain considered herein to be the left-half
side shown in Fig. 1. There are three surfaces bounded the
domain: the vibrating surfaceS, the symmetric plane from
the intersection with the surfaceS extending downward to
infinity, and the pressure release water surface. An identity
for the acoustic domain is held for a nonviscid linear
acoustics17

¹•~p1vY 2!5¹•~p2vY 1!, ~21!

where p1 , p2 and vY 1 , vY 2 are two arbitrary pressure and
acoustical particle velocity distributions over the space do-
main. The reciprocity emerges as the above identity is inte-
grated over the domain. Transforming the volume integration
transforming into a surface integral yields Eq.~20! where
surface integrals over the symmetric plane, water surface,
and a large quarter sphere denoting far field vanish due to the
boundary conditions and Sommerfeld radiation condition.
The symmetry of the loading matrix in Eq.~18! is verified as
one takesv1 to be a nodal valueVi at theith nodal surface
point with other nodal values to be zero, andv2 to be a nodal
velocity Vj at the jth nodal surface point with other nodal
values to be zero. The corresponding nodal surface pressures
are provided by Eq.~7!, which are

$P1%52r0iv~@H#21@G# ! iVi ,
~22!

$P2%52r0iv~@H#21@G# ! jVj ,

where (@H#21@G#)1 denote thelth column vector. Note from
Eq. ~10! that a shape factor matrixNi j associated with the
surface integral arises because of the shape function interpo-
lations for surface pressure and normal velocity. The dis-
cretized representation of Eq.~20! for v1 and v2 chosen as
described above is

(
l

2r0iv~@H#21@G# ! l i ViVjNl j

5(
l

2r0iv~@H#21@G# ! l j VjViNli , ~23!

where (@H#21@G#)pq denotes the matrix element in (p,q)
position. The above equation yields the symmetry

~NT@H#21@G# ! j i 5~NT@H#21@G# ! i j . ~24!

V. A FORMULATION USING A GLOBAL COORDINATE
SYSTEM

It is useful to comment the formulation of Eq.~18! when
a global coordinate system is used rather than the surface
normal coordinate. This becomes evident when one intro-
duces a transformation between the surface normal coordi-
nate and the global coordinate system,

H xn

xi
J 5FT1 0

T2 T3
G H xw

xd
J , ~25!

wherexw denotes three linear displacement component vec-
tors in the global system, which contacts the water, andxd

represents displacements other thanxw , including all the ro-
tational displacements. The matrixT1 relates the normal dis-
placementxn to the global linear displacements on the wet-
ted surface. LetNw denote the modal numbers attached with
the wetted surface. The dimension ofT1 is Nw by 3Nw . The
matrix T2 transforms the linear displacementsxw of the wet-
ted surface into the components tangent to the wetted sur-
face. The matrixT3 represents the relationship between the
two coordinate systems for the degrees of freedom not con-
tacting with fluid and all the rotational displacements. Sub-
stituting Eq.~25! into Eq. ~18! and premultiplying the trans-
pose of the overall transformation matrix in Eq.~25! leads to
an equation using the global coordinate system, which is

FT1 0

T2 T3
GTFDnn Dni

Din Dii
GFT1 0

T2 T3
G H xw

xD
J

1Frv2T1
T@N#T@H#21@G#T1 0

0 0
G H xw

xD
J

5FT1 0

T2 T3
GTH f n

f i J . ~26!

The first term of the above equation represents the assembled
stiffness matrix derived by the global system, and the second
term is associated with the acoustic loading matrix in terms
of the global system. Obviously, this loading matrix is sym-
metric. In Eq.~26!, only theT1 matrix is necessary during
the computing process for the acoustic loading, while the
first term of the multiplication of the three matrices is ob-
tained directly by the global coordinate formulation. Equa-
tion ~18! is used as numerical demonstrations in the present
paper. To verify the proposed numerical method, we derive
an analytical solution of a spherical thin shell with the semi-
sphere immersed in fluid for numerical comparisons.

VI. ANALYTIC SOLUTION OF A SPHERICAL THIN
SHELL WITH A SEMI-SPHERE IMMERSED IN FLUID

Figure 3 illustrates the geometry and loading force of the
shell. The sphere has a lower semi-sphere submerged in the
fluid. The characteristic function expansion of the acoustic
field vibrating at circular frequencyv is18

p5 (
m50

`

amL2m11~cosu!h2m11~kr !,
p

2
<u<p, ~27!

wheream is the expansion coefficient,L2m11 denotes Leg-
endre functions of order 2m11, and h2m11 represents
spherical Hankel functions of order 2m11. The elevation
angle ranges fromp/2 to p where p/2 corresponds to the
fluid surface andp represents the bottom apex. The Leg-
endre functions of the above expansion are odd orders owing
to the boundary condition that the Legendre functions at
u5p/2 are zero for the water surface. The set of odd-order
Legendre functions forms a complete function space for
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p/2<u<p with zero boundary condition atu5p/2 and finite
values atu5p. Since the response is symmetric about the
circumferential direction, the shell’s displacements are de-
scribed by the normal displacementw and tangential dis-
placementu. These two displacements are expanded as19

w~h!5 (
n50

`

wnLn~h!,

~28!

u~h!5 (
n50

`

un~12h2!1/2
dLn

dh
,

where wn and un are the corresponding expansion coeffi-
cients,Ln is a Legendre function of ordern, andh5cosu.
These displacements satisfy the spherical shell equation,

Luuu1Luww1V2u50,
~29!

Lwuu1Lwww1V2w52p
a2~12n2!

Eh

1 f 0d~h11!
~12n2!

2pEh
, ~29!

where the operatorsLuu , Luw , Lwu , andLww are defined in
Ref. 19,V5va/cp , cp

25E/rs(12n2), n is the Poisson ra-
tio of the shell material,rs denotes the density of the shell,E
is the Young’s modulus, andh anda represent the thickness
of the shell and its radius. The delta functiond~h11! indi-
cates a point force applied ath521~u5p!. The right-hand
side of the second equation is the surface pressure load and
the external point force exerted at the bottom apex. The sur-
face pressure is related to the normal displacementw oscil-
lating at circular frequencyv by the momentum equation,

r0

]

]t S ]w

]t D52r0v2w52
]p

]r
at r 5a, 0<h<21,

~30!

where the variableh ranges from 0 to21 because the wetted
surface variesu from p/2 to p. Equations~29! and ~30!
constitute the coupled equations for the unknown variablesu,
w, andp. These coupled equations are solved by substituting
the series expansions in Eqs.~27! and ~28! into these equa-
tions. Equation~28! is the characteristic function expansions
for the operators defined in Eq.~29!, leading to

(
n50

`

~Anun1Bnwn!~12h2!1/2
dLn~h!

dh
50,

(
n50

`

~anun1bnwn!L~h!

55
2

a2~12n2!

Eh (
m50

`

amL2m11~h!h2m11~ka!

1 f 0d~h11!
~12n2!

2pEh
, for 21<h<0,

0, for 0<h<1,

~31!

r0v2(
n50

`

wnLn~h!5 (
m50

`

amL2m11~h!h2m118 ~ka!k,

for 21<h<0 ,

whereh2m118 denotes the derivative ofh2m11 and the coef-
ficientsAn , Bn , an andbn are identified as

An5V22~11b2!~n1ln21!,

Bn52@b2~n1ln21!1~11n!#,
~32!

an52ln@b2~n1ln21!1~11n!#,

bn5V222~11n!2b2ln~n1ln21!,

in which b25 1
12(h/a)2 andln5n(n11). In the derivations

of the first two equations of Eq.~31!, the following identity
has been used to simplify the expressions,

d

dh F ~12h2!1/2
dLn

dh G52n~n11!Ln . ~33!

The first equation of Eq.~31! becomes

Anun1Bnwn50, for n50,1,2,... . ~34!

The algebraic relationships forun , wn , and am associated
with the second equation of Eq.~31! become apparent when
one realizes that the set of Legendre functionsLn , n
50,1,2,3,..., forms a complete function space forh defining
between61. Thus, using the orthogonal condition forLn by
multiplying Ln on both sides of the equation and integrating
over h between61 yield

anun1bnwn5
2n11

2 S 2
a2~12n2!

Eh D
3 (

m50

`

amCnmh2m11~ka!

1
2n11

2
•

~12n2!

2pEh
~21!nf 0 ,

for n50,1,2,..., ~35!

where theCnm is identified as

Cnm5E
21

0

Ln~h!L2m11~h! dh. ~36!

FIG. 3. A spherical thin shell with the lower semi-sphere immersed in water.
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Similarly, the set of the odd Legendre functionsL2m11 , m
50,1,2,..., spans a complete function space forh ranging
from 0 to21 with the boundary conditions that a zero value
and finite value are required ath50, and21, respectively.
The equation forwn andam for the third equation of Eq.~31!
emerges when the orthogonal conditions for the set ofL2m11

is applied, that is to multiplyL2m11 on the both sides of the
third equation of Eq.~31! and to integrate overh between
21 to 0. This leads to

amh2m118 ~ka!

@2~2m11!11#ka
5 (

n50

`

wnCnm , m50,1,2, . . . .

~37!

Equations~34!, ~35!, and~37! determine the expansion coef-
ficients un , wn and am by solving them simultaneously.
Once the coefficients are solved, the displacements of the
shell and the pressure are computed accordingly by Eqs.~27!
and ~28!.

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
WITH THE ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS

Figure 4 displays the finite element mesh of a half
spherical shell. There are 1751 nodal points and 3404 ele-
ments. An external point force of one Newton is applied at
the lower apex of the shell. Only half of the shell is modeled
owing to the symmetries of the geometry, external forces,
and acoustic loading. The boundary conditions for the nodal
points on the symmetric plane of the shell, which form a
closed circle of nodal points, are null normal displacements

to the plane and null rotations on the tangential direction of
the closed circle, as well as the direction normal to the
spherical surface. The acoustic loading on the shell is one
quarter sphere surface contacting with a water fluid, which is
described by Eq.~6! with which the Green’s function is
given by Eq. ~1!. The functionV(x) is provided in Eqs.
~3!–~7! according to the locations of the surface field points
on the surface. The coupled BEM/FEM matrix equation is
computed in Eq.~18! with unknown nodal variables$xn% and
$xi%. The material constants selected are Young’s modulus
E52.0731011Pa ~Newton/square meter!, Poisson ratio
n50.3, shell densityrS57669 kg/m3, the water density 1000
kg/m3, and sound speed of the waterc51524 m/s. The ra-
dius of the spherical shell is 1 m and the thickness to radius
ratio is 0.03. Equation~18! is a symmetric, banded matrix
equation in which the acoustic loading matrix is regarded as
a large element connected with each structural dynamic stiff-
ness element whose orientation is normal to the wetted sur-
face. An efficient means of storing the matrix elements is a
variable-band~skyline! method in which a scheme to renum-
ber nodal points is used to minimize the average bandwidth
and to increase the computational speed.20 Two vibration fre-
quencieska51.6 andka52.4 are selected to compare nu-
merical results with the analytical solutions derived in the
preceding section.

FIG. 4. Finite element mesh of a half-spherical shell.

FIG. 5. Comparison of normal displacements along an arc length of the
sphere with an external force exerted on the bottom apex vibrating at fre-
quencieska51.6,2.4.
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The expansion terms used in Eqs.~27! and ~28! are se-
lected such that the amplitudes of the coefficients solved by
the coupled equations of Eqs.~34!, ~35!, and ~37! converge
to zero. Since the pressure expansion of the Legendre func-
tions L2m11 is odd orders, a reasonable selection of natural
mode expansions for shell displacements in Eq.~28! is twice
the number of pressure expansions used in Eq.~27!. Because
the response is axisymmetric, the results presented herein are
along an arc length measured from the top apex. Figure 5
compares the normal displacements obtained numerically
and analytically where the nondimensional arc length is the
ratio of arc distance from the top apexS to the total arc
length S0 . According to our results, a good correlation is
found for ka51.6 and minor discrepancy forka52.4.

Once the displacementsxn andxi are obtained from Eq.
~18!, the surface pressure is computed according to Eq.~17!.
Figure 6 compares the computed surface pressure with the
analytical solution, where the nondimensional arc length
only accounts for the lower sphere immersed in water for
which the abscissa ranges from 0.5 to 1.0. Again, a close
agreement forka51.6 and minor discrepancies forka52.4
are observed. The pressure at a field point is computed by
Eq. ~2!, where the normal pressure gradient relates to the
normal displacementxn by Eq. ~16!. Herein, directional pat-
terns are presented for a far field by factoring out the simple

source termeikr /r , wherer is a very large distance from the
origin of the sphere. Figure 7 compares the numerical far
field solution with the analytical solution versus the angleu,
in which 90 degrees corresponds to water surface and 180

FIG. 8. Frequency dependence for the normal displacements on the bottom
apex for using the numerical and analytical methods.

FIG. 6. Comparison of surface pressures for vibrating frequencieska
51.6,2.4.

FIG. 7. Comparison of directional pattern of far field pressures forka
51.6,2.4.
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degrees denotes the bottom of the sphere. Similar correla-
tions of numerical results with the analytical solutions are
observed in Figs. 5 and 6.

Finally, Figs. 8 and 9 are the frequency scanning of the
normal displacement and surface pressure at the bottom apex
obtained by the numerical and analytical methods. Good cor-
relations are achieved at low frequencies and minor discrep-
ancies are observed with increasing frequencies.

VIII. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS

The numerical method is implemented on a Pentium II
PC. The major computational loads occur at forming the
acoustic loading matrix,r0v2@N#T@H#21@G# in Eq. ~18! and
the inversion of Eq.~18!. The former execution requires a
full complex matrix inversion and multiplication. The
memory used is dominated by storing the matrix elements in
Eq. ~18!. The efficiency of storing the elements and inversion
of the matrix depends on the bandwidth. Rearranging the
ordering of nodal points based on Cuthill–Mckee
algorithm20 reduces the bandwidth. Table I lists the total de-
grees of freedom, the averaged wavefront, and the maximum
wavefront of the present numerical example. The averaged
wavefront is substantially smaller than the maximum wave-
front, indicating the effectiveness of the proposed numerical
method.

IX. CONCLUSION

This work presents a numerical method for computing
the response and acoustic radiation for semi-immersed elas-
tic structures by using the coupled BEM/FEM. The structure
and external applied forces are symmetric about a symmetric
plane so that the responses are symmetric about the plane. A
Green’s function that satisfies the pressure release boundary
condition at fluid surface and null normal velocity on the
symmetric plane is applied to a boundary integral equation.
In addition, the surface domain of the integral equation is
defined on the half of the wetted surface. Particular emphasis
is placed on the field point approaching the surface domain
for the limiting surface integral value of normal derivative of
the Green’s function. The value depends on the field point
located at the intersection of the fluid surface with the vibrat-
ing surface, at the intersection of the symmetric plane with
the vibration surface, or on the vibrating surface. The acous-
tic loading matrix derived from the discretized boundary in-
tegral equation is symmetric owing to a reciprocity principle
for the surface acoustics identified under the conditions of
pressure release and null normal velocity on the fluid surface
and the symmetric plane. This symmetric formulation in con-
junction with structural stiffness matrices oriented to the nor-
mal direction of the wetted surface provides a symmetric
banded matrix equation, thus making the technique of
variable-band storage and the associated matrix solution
available, and markedly increasing numerical efficiency. Ef-
fectiveness of the numerical method is verified by an analyti-
cal solution of a spherical thin shell semi-immersed in water.
A good correlation is found at low frequencies and minor
discrepancies with increasing frequency.
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A technique is presented in this paper for the analysis of acoustic radiation of baffled planar sources.
This method is based on the concept of the radiation matrix which is a representation of the sound
field radiated by complex sources. Both sound power and far-field pressure can be estimated using
this method. Numerical simulation and experimental investigation were carried out to verify the
proposed method. In comparison with the conventional pressure-based method ISO 3745, the
proposed technique produced more accurate estimation of sound power. With comparable number of
measuring positions as the conventional methods, the proposed approach does not require special
measuring environments. Computation complexity can be significantly reduced if only dominant
radiation modes in the low-frequency range are retained. Estimation of far-field pressure can also be
obtained using the proposed method. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1499133#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Rz, 43.40.Rj@MO#

I. INTRODUCTION

Sound power is an important index in acoustic radiation
analysis because it is a single global quantity which can be
used to characterize the strength of the sound generated by a
source. Estimation of sound power is also a common practice
of identifying dominant sources prior to a noise control
project. Many standard methods are available for sound
power estimation.1 Some of them are based on pressure mea-
surement; the others are based on intensity measurement.
Some of them require free-field environment; the others re-
quire diffuse field environment.

In this paper, a technique different from the earlier meth-
ods is presented. This method is based on the concept of
radiation matrixwhich is a representation of the sound field
radiated by complex sources. More precisely, radiation
modes are ‘‘vibration’’ patterns on the surface of a structure
that radiate orthogonal sound fields into the space.2–6 In the
past, the ideas of radiation matrix and radiation modes have
mainly been employed in the application ofActive Structural
Acoustical Control~ASAC!2,3 to control low-frequency noise
radiated by vibrating surfaces. In this paper, however, this
idea of radiation modes is exploited to deal with a different
problem—estimation of sound power and far-field pressure
radiated from complex baffled planar sources. In addition, an
experimental procedure using the radiation mode concept is
established in this work, in an attempt to achieve improved
estimation over conventional approaches.

Complexity of the calculation can be further reduced if
only the dominant radiation modes are retained in the com-
putation. A crucial step of this procedure is the replacement
of the frequency-dependent radiation modes by frequency-
independent ones.7,8 In ASAC, the ‘‘radiation filter’’ consists
of a constant modal filtering matrix, cascaded with
frequency-dependent radiation efficiency filters.

As demonstrated by Berkhoff,9 the input to the radiation
filter can be based on either surface velocity data or near-
field pressure data. This paper adopts primarily the former
approach because, from our experience, it provides more re-
liable results than the latter approach. The pressure-based
methods are thus omitted for brevity. With comparable num-
ber of measuring positions as the conventional methods, the
proposed techniques do not require special measuring envi-
ronment, e.g., a reverberant room or an anechoic room be-
cause only surface velocity is required as the input data.

This paper mainly focuses on baffled planar sources.
Two kinds of sound sources, a baffled rigid piston and a
baffled point-driven flexible plate, are chosen as the test ob-
jects in the simulation. The surface vibration of the plate is
calculated by using ANSYS.10 Sound power and far-field
pressure are calculated. The proposed techniques are verified
by numerical simulation as well as experiments. A baffled
vibrating plate is chosen as the test source. The proposed
methods are also compared with the ISO 3745~Ref. 11!
which is a widely accepted standard for sound power estima-
tion.

II. RADIATION MATRIX-BASED TECHNIQUES

A. Velocity-based full radiation mode method „VFRM…

For a sound source with surfaceA, the radiated sound
powerW can be calculated by

W5
S

2
Re$vHp%, ~1!

whereS is the area of each element,p and v are pressure
vector and velocity vector, respectively, on the surface, and
the superscript ‘‘H’’ denotes the Hermitian transpose opera-
tor.

On the surface of the source, the pressure vectorp can
be related to the velocity vectorv by the following equation:a!Electronic mail: msbai@cc.nctu.edu.tw
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p5Zv, ~2!

where Z is the radiation impedance matrix that in general
can be obtained using numerical methods such as boundary
element methods.12 There exist a number of different defini-
tions of impedance in acoustics. The matrixZ is termed ra-
diation matrix simply because it relates the pressure and ve-
locity distributions on a acoustically radiating surface of a
source. The dimension of the matrixZ, however, is the same
as specific acoustic impedance, i.e., pressure/velocity. For a
baffled planar source, however, the matrixZ can simply be
calculated by using the following formula:9

Z5r0c3
d 2

jkS

2p

eikr 12

r 12
¯ 2

jkS

2p

eikr 1N

r 1N

2
jkS

2p

eikr 21

r 21
d ¯ ]

] ] ¯ ]

2
jkS

2p

ejkr N1

r N1
¯ ¯ d

4 ,

~3!

where

d5
1

2 S kAS

p D 2

2 j
8

3p S kAS

p D , ~4!

r0 is the air density,c is the sound speed,k5v/c is the wave
number, andr mn5r nm is the distance from the elementm to
the elementn, 1<m, n<N. Equation~4! is based on a nu-
merical approximation of the Rayleigh integral in which the
field point approaches the source surface. The off-diagonal
elements are contributions due to point sources of the el-
emental radiators, with given volume velocity which lead to
pressure on the other elements on the surface. For the diag-
onal terms, the field point and the source point may coincide,
which results in a singular problem. The difficulty can be
circumvented if the integration is not over a square area but
over a circular area. The approach leads to an approximation
of the diagonal terms. Note that the expressions of the diag-
onal terms are somewhat different from that in Ref. 9.

Equations~2! and ~3! lead to

W5vHRv, ~5!

where the radiation resistance matrixR5SRe$Z%/2 can be
calculated by

R5
v2r0S2

4pc 3
1

sin~kr12!

kr12
¯

sin~kr1N!

kr1N

sin~kr21!

kr21
1 ¯ ]

] ] ¯ ]

sin~krN1!

krN1
¯ ¯ 1

4 .

~6!

Complexity of the computation can be further reduced if
only the dominant modes are retained in the computation.
This is accomplished by exploiting the fact thatR is a real-

symmetric and positive-definite matrix and the following ei-
genvalue decomposition~EVD! is always possible13

R5QTLQ, ~7!

where L5diag(l1,l2,...,lL) are eigenvalues that have the
physical meaning as the radiation efficiencies, the radiation
modal filterQ5@q1 ,q2 ,...,qL# is a group of orthogonal sur-
face vibration patterns associated with the radiation modes.
These radiation modes are associated with surface velocity
distributions that produce orthogonal sound pressure modes
which are generally different from the actual acoustical
modes that satisfy boundary conditions. Although these ra-
diation modes are always orthogonal in the mathematical
sense, they are generally different from the structural vibra-
tion modes. In practice, only a limited number, sayL, of
radiation modes that are efficient in low frequencies. The
computation can be simplified by considering only these
dominant modes. From Eqs.~5! and ~7!,

W5yHLy5(
i 51

L

l i uyi u2, ~8!

where vectory5Qv. Each diagonal element represents the
radiation efficiency corresponding to each radiation mode.
Note that the radiation efficiency can be related to radiation
resistance~real part of radiation impedance! normalized with
r0c. Modes with largel i values are the modes capable of
propagating efficiently into far field, whereas modes with
small l i values are theevanescent modesexisting only in
near field. Figure 1 shows the radiation efficiencies of the
first six radiation modes for a baffled rigid piston with 0.1 m
radius. Note that, in the low-frequency range~ka,1, a is the
radius!, only two to six modes are dominant. At the extreme
(ka!1), the first mode~the volume velocity mode! is the
only efficient mode. At the other extreme (ka@1), all radia-
tion modes contribute equally to the radiation with unity ef-
ficiency. This motivates the use of low-order radiation modes

FIG. 1. The radiation efficiencies of the first six radiation modes of the
baffled piston~—, first singular value; - - -, second singular value; -•-, third
singular value;̄ , fourth singular value,h, fifth singular value;1, sixth
singular value!.
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to represent the sound field for low frequency range such that
the computation can be simplified.

However, the radiation modal matrix is frequency de-
pendent, which requires the computation procedure to be re-
peated for each frequency. A remedy to this difficulty lies in
the fact that the radiation modes are slowly varying with
respect to frequency and the low-frequency modes are
‘‘nested’’ by the high-frequency modes.2 Figures 2~a! and~b!
show the radiation modes of a baffled piston with a radius
0.1 m for kl50.1 andkl52. Now, suppose sound power is
to be estimated by measuring the surface velocity atM po-
sitions on a source. The size of matrixR will be M3M ,
which calls for the need ofM2 filters. Instead of using
frequency-dependent matrices, the computation load can be
reduced by using the radiation modal matrix,Qmax, at the
highest frequency of interest. Note thatQmax is a constant
matrix with the dimensionM3L, whereL!M represents
the number of dominant radiation modes. On the other hand,
the radiation efficiency of thei th mode can be approximated
as

l i~ j v!5qi ,maxR~ j v!qi ,max
T , ~9!

whereqi ,max is the i th column ofQmax, l i is still a function
of frequency and generally exhibits a high-pass behavior.
Hence, sound power can be estimated by the velocity-based
dominant radiation mode method~VDRM!:

W5vHR̃v, ~10!

where the matrixR̃ is approximated as

R̃5Qmax
T L̃Qmax, ~11!

whereL̃5diag@l1(jv),l2(jv),...lL(jv)#. In this setting, only
a constant matrixQmax andL filters are needed in the com-
putation.

B. Modified velocity-based dominant radiation modes
method „MVDRM…

The VDRM is based on the idea of dominant radiation
mode which is only true in low frequencies. In high frequen-
cies, direct use of VDRM will give rise to errors because all
modes contribute equally to sound radiation. To correct the
problem for high frequencies, we use another approach to
estimate the sound power. For high frequencies, e.g.,ka
.4, the waves radiated from a planar source behave like
plane waves and Eq.~5! should be modified into

W5r0cA
( i 51

N n rms,i
2

N
, ~12!

wherer0 is the air density,A is the total surface area of the
source,c is the sound speed,n rms is the root-mean-square
normal velocity, andN is the number of measurements.

C. Far-field pressure

Apart from sound power, far-field sound pressure can
also be calculated by using the idea of radiation modes. The
Rayleigh integral can be discretized into a matrix equation

p5Ev, ~13!

wherep is the vector of far-field pressure,E is the propaga-
tion matrix, andv is the vector of surface velocity.

For a baffled planar radiator, this propagation matrixE
can be approximated as9

FIG. 2. The first six radiation modes.~a! ka50.1; ~b! ka52.
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wherer MN is the distance from the elemental radiatorN to
the field pointM.

Similar to power estimation, SVD13 can be applied to
the propagation matrixE, i.e.,

E5ULVH, ~15!

where the diagonal matrixL has singular values as its diag-
onal,U andV are unitary matrices. In low-frequency range,
only several dominant modes are needed to represent the
propagation process.14 That is,

Ẽ5ŨL̃ṼH. ~16!

Thus, the far-field sound pressurep and v can be approxi-
mated as

p̃5Ẽv. ~17!

III. NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
INVESTIGATIONS

In this section, numerical simulation and experimental
investigation were carried out to verify the proposed method.

A. Sound power estimation

1. Case 1—baffled rigid piston

In this example, we use a baffled rigid piston as a sound
source to verify the proposed methods, VFRM, VDRM, and
MVDRM. The piston source is chosen because its power can
be calculated analytically.15 The radius of the piston is 0.1 m
which is excited with surface velocity 1•ej vt cm/s.

To justify the proposed techniques, a widely used ISO
standard 3745 for sound power estimation in free-field envi-
ronment is also employed in the comparison. The ISO pro-
cedure requires the mean value calculated from the pressure
measurements at 10 positions on hemispherical surface sur-
rounding the source of interest, as shown Fig. 3. The method
is essentially based on the assumption of a point source,
which is approximately true in the far field. Figure 4 com-
pares the estimations of sound power obtained using the the-
oretical model and the ISO standard, respectively. Deviations
from the theoretical value are found in high-frequency range
~.1 kHz!, using the ISO method. The total sound power
within the band 20– 16 kHz are found to be 88.1 dB and 96.3
dB for the theoretical value and ISO 3745, respectively. The

FIG. 3. Microphone positions on a
hemispherical surface surrounding a
source whose sound power level is to
be measured according to ISO 3745
~cited from Ref. 11!.
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errors in power estimation using ISO 3745 can be explained
as follows. ISO 3745 is a essentially pressure-based method
under the free-field condition. The measurement should be
conducted in a sufficiently far field so that can be approxi-
mated by a point source field. However, even under the free-
field condition, there are possibly three types of errors in the
measurement:~1! the near field error,~2! a limited number of
measuring points, and~3! the error in sound pressure mea-
surement. A detailed investigation on these issues can be
found in Ref. 16.

The proposed power estimation method requires veloc-
ity measurements at the grid points on the source surface.
First, the sound power radiated by the piston is estimated by
VFRM. A 434 rectangular mesh~16 elements! is used. Fig-
ure 5~a! compares the estimations of sound power obtained
using the theoretical model and VFRM, respectively. The
approximation appears close to the theoretical value in low-
frequency range (ka,4, f ,1000 Hz), while some devia-
tions are found in high-frequency range.

Next, VDRM is applied to estimate the sound power for
the same frequency range (ka,4, f ,1000 Hz). Similar es-
timation of the radiated sound power is obtained by using
only the first six radiation modes, as shown in Fig. 5~b!.

The foregoing results indicate that VFRM and VDRM
are able to give accurate estimation only in the low-
frequency range. For the high-frequency range, the modified
method MVDRM should be used to produce estimations
with less error. Figure 5~c! compares the estimations of
sound power obtained using the theoretical model and
MVDRM, respectively. The total sound power within the
band 20–16 kHz are found to be 88.1 dB, 86.5 dB, 86.1 dB,
and 87.9 dB for the theoretical value, VFRM, VDRM, and
MVDRM, respectively. From the result, MVFRM is found to
produce the best estimation of sound power in both the low
and high frequencies.

2. Case 2—vibrating plate

The rigid piston used for the last simulation has uniform
surface velocity distribution. A more complex sound source,

a vibrating flexible plate shall be used as the test sound
source in this case. The parameters of the plate are area
50.230.15 m2, densityr5246 kg/m3, Young’s modulusE
52.283109 N/m2, Poisson ration50.33, and thickness h

FIG. 4. The comparison of sound power radiated by the baffled piston
between the theoretical calculation and ISO 3745~-•-, theoretical value; —,
ISO 3745!.

FIG. 5. The comparison of sound power radiated by the baffled piston
between the theoretical calculation and the proposed methods.~a! The the-
oretical calculation versus VFRM~434 mesh! ~-•-, theoretical value; —,
VFRM!; ~b! the theoretical calculation versus VDRM by using the first six
modes~434 mesh! ~-•-, theoretical value; —, VDRM!; ~c! the theoretical
calculation versus MVDRM~434 mesh! ~-•-, theoretical value; —,
MVDRM !.
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51 cm. The plate is excited at the center by a time-harmonic
concentrated force, 0.5ej vtN. Four boundaries of the plate
are assumed free. Finite element software, ANSYS, is em-
ployed to calculate the normal velocity distribution on the
surface. Sound power is then estimated by using a 32332 R
matrix. Unlike rigid pistons, there is no analytical solution of
sound power for plates, and thus we are content with the use
of the fine mesh (32332) as the ‘‘theoretical’’ solution.

Figure 6~a! compares the estimations of sound power
obtained using the theoretical model and ISO 3745, respec-
tively. In contrast to the piston, peaks due to resonance of the
plate can be clearly seen in the spectrum. Deviations from
the theoretical value are found in the high-frequency range
~.1 kHz!, using the ISO method.

Next, the modified method, MVDRM, is utilized to es-
timate the sound power radiated by the plate. Figure 6~b!
compares the estimations of sound power obtained using the
theoretical model and MVDRM, respectively. The total
sound power within the band 20–16 kHz are found to be
77.6 dB, 76.2 dB, and 77.1 dB for the theoretical value, ISO

3745, and MVDRM, respectively. It is then concluded from
the numerical comparison that, with comparable number of
measurements~9 vs 10!, MVDRM produces more accurate
estimation of sound power than the ISO method.

B. The far-field radiation

In this section, calculation of far-field sound pressure
using the proposed techniques will be examined, particularly
in terms of propagation distance and the number of modes
used in SVD of the matrixE.

The parameters of the baffled piston used in the simula-
tions are identical to those mentioned earlier. The ‘‘theoreti-
cal’’ values of the piston can be calculated by suing a very
fine mesh, e.g., 32332. To examine the effect of propagation
distance, a dimensionless parameter, the Fresnel number,15 is
defined as follows:

FN5
rl

a2 , ~18!

wherer is the axial distance from the piston surface to the
field point,l is the wavelength, anda is the radius of piston.
Figure 7~a! compares the far-field sound pressure obtained
using the theoretical model,E matrix based on 535 mesh
with full modes, andE matrix based on 535 mesh with the
first six modes, respectively, forka50.5 and FN52. The
result of approach using the first six modes coincides with
that using full modes, and so we found only a single dashed
curve in the figure. Figure 7~b! compares the far-field sound
pressure obtained using the theoretical model,E matrix
based on 11311 mesh with full modes, andE matrix based
on 11311 mesh with the first six modes, respectively, for
ka530 and FN52. As expected, to calculate the far-field
sound pressure for a source with a largeka value requires a
matrix E with higher dimension. Conversely, it takes only a
few dominant modes to reconstruct far-field sound pressure
for sources with a smallka value.

Like power estimation, we also apply the proposed tech-
nique to calculate the far-field sound pressure radiated by the
vibrating plate. Finite element software, ANSYS, is em-
ployed to calculate the normal velocity distribution on the
surface. Sound power is then estimated by numerically cal-
culating the Rayleigh integral. Since there is no analytical
solution of sound pressure for plates, we are content with the
use of the fine mesh (32332) as the ‘‘theoretical’’ solution.
Figure 8~a! compares the far-field sound pressure obtained
using the theoretical model,E matrix based on a 535 mesh
with full modes, andE matrix based on a 535 mesh with
the first six modes, respectively, forka51.5 and FN55,
wherea is the shorter width of the plate edges. Figure 8~b!
compares the far-field sound pressure obtained using the the-
oretical model,E matrix based on a 11311 mesh with full
modes, andE matrix based on a 11311 mesh with the first
six modes, respectively, forka520 and FN50.1. As in the
case of piston, to calculate the far-field sound pressure for a
source with a largeka value requires a matrixE with higher
dimension. Conversely, it takes only a few dominant modes
to reconstruct far-field sound pressure for sources witha
small ka value.

FIG. 6. The sound power radiated by the vibrating plate.~a! Theoretical
calculation versus ISO 3745~-•-, theoretical value; —, ISO 3745!; ~b! the
theoretical calculation versus MVDRM by using the first six modes~333
mesh! ~-•-, theoretical value; —, MVDRM!.
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C. Experimental investigation of the vibrating plate

In addition to the forgoing numerical simulations, ex-
periments were carried out for a vibrating plate in order to
further verify the proposed techniques. The experimental ar-
rangement is shown in Fig. 9. The experimental rig consists
of primarily a PU-foam panel embedded in a wooden baffle.
The dimensions of the panel are 0.113 m30.2 m30.002 m.
The material properties of the panel are densityr
5246 kg/m3, Young’s modulusE52.283109 N/m2, Pois-
son ration50.33. The panel is excited at the center by a
small electromagnetic shaker. A fiber optic displacement sen-
sor ~PHILTEC, D125! is used to measure the surface veloci-
ties at the nine grid points on the vibrating panel.

In this experiment, the MVDRM method and the ISO
3745 are compared to the numerical model. Sound power
calculated by using the aforementioned ANSYS and Ray-
leigh integral, with exciter response taken into account,
serves as the ‘‘theoretical’’ value for comparison. The ISO
method is conducted in an anechoic room. With comparable
number of measuring positions as the conventional methods,
the proposed method is conducted in an ordinary room be-

cause only surface velocity is required as the input data. A
requirement of the proposed method is that the measurement
must be conducted for planar sources baffled in a rigid infi-
nite plane. Figure 10 shows the results obtained using these
three approaches. The total sound power within the band
20–16 kHz are found to be 72.2 dB, 65.3 dB, and 69.4 dB

FIG. 7. Comparison of the far-field sound pressure radiated by the baffled
piston, obtained using the theoretical model,E matrix with full modes, and
E matrix with the first six modes.~a! 535 mesh,ka50.5 and FN52; ~b!
11311 mesh,ka530 and FN50.2 ~-•-, theoretical value; —,E with full
modes; , E with six modes!.

FIG. 8. Comparison of the far-field sound pressure radiated by the vibrating
plate, obtained using the theoretical model,E matrix with full modes, andE
matrix with the first six modes.~a! 535 mesh,ka51.5 andFN55; ~b!
11311 mesh,ka520 andFN50.1 ~-•-, theoretical value; —,E with full
modes, , E with six modes!.

FIG. 9. The experimental arrangement of a baffled vibrating panel for sound
power estimation.
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for the theoretical value, ISO 3745, and MVDRM, respec-
tively. Similar to the observation in numerical simulation, the
experimental investigation indicates the proposed method
provides a better estimation of sound power than the ISO
standard.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A technique based on radiation matrix is presented in
this paper for the analysis of acoustic radiation of baffled
planar sources. Numerical simulation and experimental in-
vestigation were carried out to verify the methods. From nu-
merical and experimental results, the proposed method
proves to be useful in estimating sound power and far-field
pressure radiated by a complex source. In comparison with
the conventional method, ISO 3745, the proposed techniques
produced closer estimation of sound power. With comparable
number of measuring positions as the conventional method,
the proposed approach does not require special measuring
environments. In addition, to calculate the far-field sound
pressure for a source with a largeka value requires a matrix
E with higher dimension. Conversely, it takes only a few
dominant modes to reconstruct far-field sound pressure for
sources with a smallka value.

As a limitation of the proposed techniques, the sound
sources are restricted to planar sources baffled in a rigid in-
finite plane. By more sophisticated numerical schemes, e.g.,
the boundary element methods, the same rationale can be
readily extended to deal with more practical problems such
as radiation from three-dimensional sources. This aspect will
be explored in future research.
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Remote measurement of material properties from radiation
force induced vibration of an embedded spherea)
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A quantitative model is presented for a sphere vibrated by two ultrasound beams of frequencyv1

andv2 . Due to the interference of two sound beams, the radiation force has a dynamic component
of frequencyv22v1 . The radiation impedance and mechanical impedance of the sphere are then
used to compute the vibration speed of the sphere. Vibration speed versus vibration frequency is
measured by laser vibrometer on several spheres, both in water and in gel phantom. These
experimental results are used to verify the model. This method can be used to estimate the material
properties of the medium~e.g., shear modulus! surrounding the sphere. ©2002 Acoustical Society
of America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1501276#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Tb, 43.25.Qp, 43.30.Jx@MFH#

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of objects in terms of their mechanical re-
sponse to external forces is of considerable interest in mate-
rial science and medical diagnosis. Changes of elasticity of
soft tissues are often related to pathology. The diagnostic
value of a characteristic of an object depends upon the range
of variation of that characteristic as a function of the state of
the object. For soft tissues, the range of shear modulus can
vary over three orders of magnitude@Sarvazyanet al., 1998#.
Thus, imaging techniques that exploit the shear modulus, or
stiffness, of an object have great potential in medical appli-
cation. Elasticity imaging@Gaoet al., 1996#, a subject exten-
sively investigated in recent years, is a quantitative method
that measures the mechanical properties of tissue. The gen-
eral approach is to measure the response of tissue to an ex-
citation force and use it to reconstruct the elastic parameters
of the tissue. These parameters are usually related to the
shear modulus, or ‘‘hardness’’ of the tissues being imaged.

Vibro-acoustography@Fatemiet al., 1999# is a new im-
aging modality, which can image the hardness of an object.
Figure 1 is a brief diagram of a vibro-acoustography imaging
system. The confocal transducer has a center disk and an
outer ring that introduce two ultrasound beams to the same
focal spot. These two ultrasound beams have slightly differ-
ent frequencies: for example,v151.001 MHz, andv2

50.999 MHz. At the focal spot, the interference of these two
beams will cause the object to vibrate at the beat frequency,
in this case, atDv52 kHz. The resulting acoustic emission
contains information about the local material properties of
the object and can be detected by the acoustic hydrophone.
Scanning the focal point of the transducer in a faster manner
will generate a 2D image of the object.

Vibro-acoustography is particularly useful for imaging
hard inclusions in soft material. For example, it has been

used to image calcification in human arteries@Fatemiet al.,
1998#, fractures in metal heart valves@Fatemiet al., 2000#,
and microcalcifications in breast tissue@Fatemiet al., 2002#.
Other than imaging, another potential application of this
technique is material characterization. In this paper, we ex-
plore this possibility. We speculate that by evaluating the
response of the object to many excitation frequencies, we can
estimate the mechanical properties, such as the complex
shear modulus, of the object. A model is proposed for a
spherical target embedded in a viscoelastic homogeneous
medium. The goal is to estimate the mechanical properties of
the medium by evaluating the displacement frequency re-
sponse of an embedded spherical target. In this approach we
excite the target~e.g., a sphere! at a fixed position, and moni-
tor its response as we change the excitation frequency (Dv).
By fitting the model to the data, material properties of the
medium can be measured.

One potential medical application of this method is to
estimate the mechanical properties of breast tissue, using mi-
crocalcification in the breast as a target. Breast microcalcifi-
cations are commonly found within both benign and malig-
nant lesions@Fatemiet al., 2002#. Previous studies suggest
that malignant breast tissues are considerably stiffer than be-
nign breast tissues@Krouskopet al., 1998#. Therefore, infor-
mation about tissue properties obtained from the vibration of
microcalcification has diagnostic value. Other potential ap-
plications of this method can be nondestructive evaluation
for materials such as polymers or other soft materials. The
nature of this technique allows us to remotely access the
mechanical properties of the medium around a target.

The focus of this paper is to develop a quantitative
model for a sphere vibrated by two ultrasound beams of dif-
ferent frequency in a homogeneous medium, and to design
experiments to verify the model. The paper is organized as
follows. The dynamic radiation force used to vibrate the
sphere is derived in Sec. II. Section III gives the radiation
impedance of an oscillating sphere, from which the vibrating
velocity of the sphere is calculated. The theory and experi-
mental results are compared in Sec. IV. Section V discusses

a!Part of this work was presented in ‘‘Vibro-acoustography of small spheres’’
at the 140th meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, Newport Beach,
CA, December 2000.

b!Electronic mail: jfg@mayo.edu
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some practical application issues of this research. The last
section is the summary.

II. DYNAMIC RADIATION FORCE ON A SPHERE

The acoustic radiation force is a time-average force ex-
erted by an acoustic field on an object. This force is caused
by a change in the energy density of an incident acoustic
field. Thus, an object in the wave path that absorbs or reflects
sound energy is subjected to the acoustic radiation force.
This force is usually a steady force, given that the intensity
of the incident sound field does not change over time. In
vibro-acoustography, the incident ultrasound is modulated
such that its energy density changes sinusoidally at a low
frequency~in the order of a few kilohertz!. Thus, the radia-
tion force on the object is oscillatory. For a general descrip-
tion of this dynamic radiation force on an arbitrary object,
see Fatemi and Greenleaf~1999!. In the following para-
graphs, we will focus only on issues relevant to the applica-
tion treated in this paper.

Consider a plane ultrasound wave incident on a sphere
immersed in fluid. The radiation force on the sphere is along
the incident wave direction, and its magnitude is

^F&5pa2Y^E&, ~1!

wherepa2 is the projected area of the sphere,Y is the radia-
tion force function, and̂E& is the time-averaged energy den-
sity of the ultrasound@Hasegawaet al., 1969#. The symbol
^ & represents time average. The coefficientY, which can be
determined from the material properties of the sphere and the
fluid medium, is usually expressed as a function ofk•a,
wherek is the wave number of the incident wave anda is the
sphere’s radius. Consider another situation where the inci-
dent pressure fieldp(t) consists of two sine waves of slightly
different frequency

p~ t !5P0 cosv1t1P0 cosv2t

52P0 cosS v12v2

2
t D cosS v11v2

2
t D , ~2!

which is equivalent to an amplitude-modulated sine wave.
We have not included position as an argument in Eq.~2!,
since it is not relevant to the illustration here. For typical
applications in this paper, (v12v2)/2 is at least three orders
of magnitude smaller than (v11v2)/2. Thus, k1a'k2a,

leading toY(k1a)'Y(k2a), which we can denote asȲ. The
time-averaged energy density of this field is@Fatemiet al.,
1999#

^E&5F2P0 cosS v12v2

2
t D G2Y rc2

5@11cos~v12v2!t#
2P0

2

rc2
, ~3!

wherer andc are the density and sound speed of the fluid,
respectively. Therefore, the radiation force on the sphere has
a dynamic component of frequencyv12v2

^Fd&5pa2Ȳ^E0&cos~v12v2!t, ~4!

where^E0&52P0
2/rc2.

In practice, the incident beams from the confocal trans-
ducer may differ from ideal plane waves, and their intensity
may not be equal. The medium surrounding the sphere may
be gelatin or soft tissue, instead of fluid. This will change the
expression ofpa2Ȳ^E0& , which results in a dynamic radia-
tion force of different amplitude. But, the main conclusion
remains valid: the dynamic radiation force is of frequency
v12v2 , and its amplitude remains constant for all oscillat-
ing frequencies (v12v2) that are small. There are a few
cases where the value of radiation force functionY is ex-
tremely sensitive to the change ofka, for example, at the
resonant frequencies of a gold sphere in water@Chivers
et al., 1982#. Under these conditions,Ȳ in Eq. ~4! may not be
independent ofv1 andv2 . But, in most of the situations it is
safe to assume the dynamic radiation force is of constant
amplitude when we sweep the oscillating frequency (v1

2v2).

III. IMPEDANCE AND VELOCITY IN VISCOUS MEDIUM

From the theory developed above, the dynamic driving
force on the sphere is known. To find out the oscillating
speed of the sphere, we need to compute the resistance it will
meet when the sphere tries to move back and forth. In this
section, a method is proposed to solve for the oscillating
speed of the sphere, from which the acoustic emission from
the sphere can also be derived.

A. Impedance of the sphere

For a rigid sphere oscillating back and forth at frequency
Dv, the stress field around the sphere can be calculated. The
net force on the sphere can be found by integrating the stress
at the surface of the sphere. The radiation impedance of the
sphere is equal to this force divided by the vibrating speed of
the sphere, and represents the resistance the sphere will
‘‘feel’’ when pushing its surrounding medium back and forth.
Oestreicher~1951! derived a radiation impedance formula
for a rigid sphere oscillating in a viscoelastic medium

FIG. 1. Diagram of a vibro-acoustography imaging system. The confocal
transducer has two elements: a center disk and an outer ring. The object is
vibrating at the beat frequencyDv. Its emission is detected by the acoustic
hydrophone to reconstruct the image.
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Here,k5ArDv2/(2m1l), h5ArDv2/m, m5m11iDvm2 ,
l5l11 iDvl2 . Thus, the radiation impedance is deter-
mined by the radius of the spherea, the density of the me-
dium r, the shear elasticity and viscosity of the mediumm1

and m2 , and the volume elasticity and viscosity of the me-
dium l1 andl2 .

Another resistant force for vibration is the inertia of the
sphere. For a sphere of massm and oscillating velocity
VeiDvt, the force required to overcome the inertia of the
sphere isF5m@d(VeiDvt)/dt#5 imDv VeiDvt. We define
the ‘‘mechanical’’ impedance of the sphere as

Zm5
2F

VeiDvt
52 imDv. ~6!

The total impedance of the sphere is the summation of these
two: Z5Zr1Zm .

B. Oscillating speed of the sphere

The dynamic radiation force drives the sphere to vibrate,
and the impedance represents the resistance towards vibra-
tion. Dividing the driving force by the impedance yields the
vibrating speed

V5
^Fd&

Zr1Zm
. ~7!

Once the vibrating speed of the sphere is known, the acoustic
emission from the sphere can be calculated. The relevant
formula can be found in the literature@Morse, 1981#. But,
our experiments are done in a water tank. The reverberation
of low-frequency sound in the tank makes it difficult to mea-
sure acoustic emission from the sphere accurately. So, ex-
periments are designed to measure directly the vibrating ve-
locity of the sphere instead.

Next, we show how the impedance of the sphere can
change the vibration of the sphere. Some analysis of Eq.~5!
will help us understand its influence on the vibration ampli-
tude of the sphere. For soft tissues,l1;109 Pa,l2;0 Pa•s;
m1;104 Pa, m2;1022 Pa•s @Frizzell et al., 1977; Oest-
reicher, 1951#. Therefore,ak is very small for thea andDv
considered (a,1 mm andDv<2p•103 rad/s!, and can be
safely set to zero. After this step,Zr is only a function ofah.
Then, in the limit of largeah, one obtains purely mass im-
pedance, and purely elastic impedance in the other limit. The
absolute value of the total impedanceZr1Zm is minimum at
some resonance frequency approximately defined by the can-
cellation of total mass and elasticity contribution. Since the
amplitude of the dynamic radiation force that is driving the
sphere is constant for all vibrating frequencies, the vibration

amplitude of the sphere will demonstrate a pattern of reso-
nance versus vibration frequency. And, the resonant pattern
is determined bym1 and m2 , not by l1 and l2 . Computer
simulation can demonstrate the result of this analysis more
clearly. In the following simulations, it is assumed that the
amplitude of the driving force on the sphere is 1025 newton.

Figure 2 is a simulation of the vibration speed versus
vibrating frequency for a sphere in gel. The radius of the
sphere is 0.59 mm. The gel has a shear elasticity of 4 kPa
and its shear viscosity is set at 0, 1, 3, and 10 Pa•s, respec-
tively. The velocity shows a resonance near 400 Hz. Low
viscosity corresponds to high resonant peak.

In Fig. 3, the value of shear viscosity is fixed andm1 is
changed over 30-fold. Whenm1 decreases, the resonant peak
is shifted to lower frequency and its magnitude becomes
higher. In water, the peak is at frequency 0. In that case, only
the right side of the peak is visible. The shear properties of
the gel can change the velocity profile dramatically. Thus, it
is possible to determinem1 and m2 by fitting the measured
velocity profile. The size of the sphere can also alter the
velocity profile. Smaller spheres have higher resonant peaks.

IV. COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental setup

The setup of experiment is shown in Fig. 4. The trans-
ducer vibrates the sphere back and forth at frequencyD f in
the water tank. A laser vibrometer is used to measure the
vibration speed of the sphere. The laser vibrometer reflects a

FIG. 2. Simulation of a sphere vibrated in gel. Parameters for the sphere:
radius50.59 mm, density57667 kg/m3. The gel has a shear elasticity of 4
kPa, and shear viscosity of 0, 1, 3, and 10 Pa•s, respectively.

FIG. 3. Simulation of a sphere vibrated in gel. Parameters for the sphere:
radius50.59 mm, density57667 kg/m3. The gel has a shear viscosity of 0.1
Pa•s, and shear elasticity of 1, 3, 10, and 30 kPa, respectively.
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beam of light from the sphere, and detects the vibrating ve-
locity of the sphere based on the Doppler frequency shift of
the reflected laser. Four stainless-steel spheres~provided by
New England Miniature Ball LLC, Norfolk, CT! of different
size are used in the experiment. We put each sphere at the
focal spot of the transducer and measure its vibration re-
sponse versus frequencyD f . The laser beams of the vibro-
meter and the laser pointer are used to align each sphere to
make sure that they stay at the focal spot of the transducer.
For experiments of spheres vibrated in water, each sphere is
suspended with very fine suture material in a bifilar arrange-
ment. For experiments of spheres vibrated in gel, the spheres
are embedded in a gel phantom of 8310312 cm3. The gel
phantom is made from Bloom 300 gelatin powder~Sigma-
Aldrich!, with a concentration of 10%.

B. Results in water

In waterm1 ,m2→0, resulting inah→`, the impedance
formula of the sphere can be simplified, and the velocity is

V'
i3^Fd&

4p2a3~2rs1r0!
3

1

D f
. ~8!

Therefore, the amplitude of vibration velocity of the sphere
should be inversely proportional to its vibrating frequency.
Figure 5 is one set of measurement data for stainless-steel
spheres vibrated in water. Since the velocity is inversely pro-
portional to frequency, the curve should be a straight line
within the log–log scale in this plot. All the dots are mea-
surement points and each solid line is fitted by the LMS
method according to Eq.~8!. The experimental data agree

with the theory. Notice from Eq.~8! that one can also derive
the dynamic radiation force on the sphere by the measured
velocity. Hence, it is also possible to estimate the energy
density of the incident ultrasound through Eq.~4!, sinceȲ
can be deduced from computer simulation. This is similar to
the idea of using a steady radiation force on a sphere as a
primary method for determining the intensity of ultrasound
fields @Hasegawaet al., 1975; Dunnet al., 1977#.

C. Results in gel

In gel, m1 andm2 are no longer negligible. The formula
of the vibrating speed of the sphere becomes more compli-
cated. Computer simulations based on Eq.~5! are used to fit
the data of measurement. Figure 6 is a set of measurement
data for four spheres of different size in one single gel phan-
tom. The dots are measurement points. By adjusting the
value of m1 , m2 , and a, four solid lines are fitted to the
points. As expected, the measurements show a resonance of
velocity versus frequency. For spheres of different size, the
optimal value ofm1 lies within 3.9–4.2 kPa andm2 lies
within 0.14–0.2 Pa•s. In Fig. 6, all four solid lines are plot-
ted assumingm154.1 kPa andm250.17 Pa•s, which come
from averaging optimal parameters of four spheres. Indepen-
dent measurement of the gel’s shear modulusm1 by MRE
@Muthupillai et al., 1995# yields 2.5;4.5 kPa, for shear wave
frequency ranging from 200 to 500 Hz. The same gel
samples are also tested by the dynamic mechanical analyzer
~TA Instruments, New Castle, DE!, and the measurement of
m1 is within 3.2–4.7 kPa for shear vibration frequency from
0 to 10 Hz. All three methods yield similar results. We do not
have a ground truth form2 of the gel. Our estimation is close
to the typical values ofm2 for soft tissues estimated by Friz-
zell ~1977!.

V. DISCUSSION

The method proposed in this paper is quite sensitive to
changes of material properties. It is known that the shear
modulus of gelatin phantom becomes larger as the gel ages.
Experiments are repeated on the same gel phantom on dif-
ferent days. This method is able to detect a consistent in-
crease of the stiffness of the gel every day. But, the change of
shear viscosity from day to day is not as prominent.

FIG. 4. Diagram of experimental setup. The laser vibrometer detects the
motion of the sphere, which is vibrated by the transducer at frequencyD f .
The laser beams of the vibrometer and the laser pointer are used to position
the sphere at the focal spot of the transducer. The water tank is covered with
sound-absorbing pads.

FIG. 5. Vibrations of 440C stainless-steel spheres of different size in water.
Radius of the spheres: 0.44, 0.59, 0.64, 0.85 mm. Dots are measurement
points and the solid lines are fitted by the LMS method.

FIG. 6. Vibrations of 440C stainless-steel spheres of different size in gel.
Radius of the spheres: 0.44, 0.59, 0.64, 0.85 mm. Dots are measurement
points and the solid lines are fitted by the LMS method.
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For a laser vibrometer to measure the velocity of an
object, the medium around the target must be optically clear.
This will limit the applications of this method. Ultrasound
Doppler technique has been used to detect the motion of soft
tissue under external mechanical vibration@Yamakoshiet al.,
1990#. We also have used ultrasound Doppler to measure the
velocity of the vibrating sphere. The method employed to
extract the velocity information is similar to that described in
Yamakoshi’s paper. The frequency of the Doppler transducer
is 5 MHz, while the frequency of the ultrasound used to
vibrate the sphere is about 1 MHz. The received rf signal
from the Doppler transducer is filtered out of the 1-MHz
component before demodulation. Figure 7 shows the velocity
profiles of a sphere in gel measured by laser vibrometer and
the ultrasound Doppler technique simultaneously. Both
methods obtain similar results. Therefore, ultrasound can be
used to measure the vibration instead of laser.

The model can produce good quantitative results for
calibrated targets, like the sphere used in the experiments.
For targets of different shapes, the concept presented in this
paper is still valid. However, we need to calculate the radia-
tion impedance of that particular target. Resonance of vibrat-
ing amplitude versus frequency is still expected, and can be
used to deduce mechanical properties of the medium around
that target. To apply this model to breast calcification, some
practical issues need to be addressed. First, the target here is
not exactly spherical, though many appear to be so. More
work needs to be done to access the impact of violating the
spherical assumption: how sensitive is the radiation imped-
ance to the shape of the target, and how spherical are breast
calcifications? Given the high contrast between normal fat
tissues and malignant breast tissues, it is likely that assess-
ment of the tissue properties around the microcalcification
using this method can help in screening of breast lesion.
Another practical issue is estimating the size of the calcifi-
cation. Currently we are developing a system that combines
x-ray mammography and vibro-acoustography. The size of
the calcification may be estimated by x-ray mammography.
Then, this information may be used to estimate tissue prop-
erties by our method.

Another assumption of this model is that the medium
surrounding the sphere is homogeneous. In some applica-
tions, this assumption might be true only within a small dis-
tance from the target. The particle displacement in the me-
dium surrounding the sphere can be estimated, using Eq.~15!
in Oestreicher’s paper~1951!. This displacement field dimin-

ishes as the distance from the sphere increases. For a 0.5-
mm-radius sphere vibrated in the gel phantom considered in
Fig. 6, the particle displacement at 5 mm from the sphere is
estimated to be about 5% of that at the surface of the sphere.
Thus inhomogeneity beyond 5 mm from the sphere probably
can be tolerated. This ‘‘effective’’ distance becomes larger, as
the medium’s shear elasticity and the sphere’s radius in-
crease. This knowledge will indicate the confidence we can
have for the material property estimation.

VI. SUMMARY

In this paper, we present a quantitative model for a
sphere vibrated by two beams of ultrasound in a homoge-
neous viscous medium. The acoustic radiation force on the
sphere is shown to have an oscillating component at the beat
frequency of the two ultrasound beams. This driving force is
used with the radiation impedance and the mechanical im-
pedance of the sphere to calculate the vibrating velocity of
the sphere. The theory predicts a distinct velocity profile~vi-
brating speed versus vibration frequency! for a sphere in wa-
ter and in gel, which is confirmed by experiment. This
method can be used to determine the local material proper-
ties of the medium surrounding the sphere. It can also be
used to calibrate oscillatory driving force on the sphere.
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In this paper guided wave modes in porous media are investigated. A water-saturated porous
cylinder is mounted in the test section of a shock tube. Between the porous sample and the wall of
the shock tube a water-filled annulus exists. For very small annulus width, bulk waves are generated
and one-dimensional modeling is sufficient. Otherwise two-dimensional effects become important
and multiple guided wave modes occur. Using a newly developed traversable positioning system in
the shock tube, the frequency-dependent phase velocities and damping coefficients in the 1–120
kHz frequency range were measured. Prony’s method was used for data processing. Agreement was
found between the experimental data and the two-dimensional modeling of the shock tube which
was based on Biot’s theory. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1497621#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Jx@RR#

I. INTRODUCTION

Several laboratory experiments show the predictive
power of Biot’s theory1,2 on wave propagation in porous me-
dia. Plona3 demonstrates the existence of the slow compres-
sional wave in synthetic rock samples. Using a spectral ratio
technique for synthetic rock samples, Johnsonet al.4 mea-
sured phase velocities of the three Biot waves and damping
coefficients of the slow wave. Kelder and Smeulders5 ob-
served the existence of the slow compressional wave in natu-
ral rock. The mentioned experiments are limited to the ultra-
sonic frequency range~.500 kHz!. In this frequency range
inertia effects in the pores are dominant and both the fast and
the slow compressional wave are propagative. However, be-
low the so-called crossover frequency, viscous effects in the
pores dominate over the inertia effects and the slow wave is
strongly damped and shows diffusive behavior. Therefore, it
is interesting to obtain experiments in a frequency range
where both viscous and inertia effects are important. A sec-
ond limitation of these experiments is that they are con-
cerned with plane wave propagation. Two-dimensional ef-
fects like surface wave phenomena do not occur. Surface
waves are investigated by Kelderset al.6 They present ex-
perimental evidence of surface waves at 40 kHz above thin
porous layers of plastic foam.

The experiments of Winkleret al.7 cover a broad fre-
quency range as well as surface wave phenomena. They re-

port experiments on Stoneley waves in both artificial and
natural ~Berea sandstone! samples in the 10–90 kHz fre-
quency range. Using oils with different viscosities as a satu-
rant liquid both inertia and viscous effects are important in
this frequency range. Using Prony’s method,8,9 Winkler et al.
obtained frequency-dependent phase velocities and damping
coefficients of the Stoneley wave. Excellent agreement was
found between modeling and experimental results. The wave
velocities of the compressional and shear waves were mea-
sured under saturated conditions. These measured wave ve-
locities were used as an input for the modeling. They only
report data of the Stoneley wave, most likely because other
mode types were weakly excited.

Hsu et al.10 investigated the characteristics of tube
waves in an elastic solid formation, with and without a cy-
lindrical mandrel. Both porous and elastic mandrels were
used. Using synthetic porous samples as a mandrel, they
found agreement with their modeling for the phase velocity
of the tube wave in the 10–100 kHz frequency range. Be-
tween 50 and 90 kHz a bulk mode could be recorded. Only
those modes with appreciable energy in the fluid annulus
could be detected. Attenuation data were also presented, but
the scatter is such that it is difficult to compare the results to
their modeling.

The current paper presents data of both bulk and surface
waves in the 1–120 kHz frequency range for natural and
synthetic rock. For our experiments we used a shock tube.
Van der Grintenet al.,11,12 Sniekerset al.,13 and Smeulders
and van Dongen14 performed shock tube experiments ona!Electronic mail: d.m.j.smeulders@ta.tudelft.nl
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water-saturated, partially saturated, and dry samples, and
they presented their data in the time domain. In the current
paper we present an extension of the work of these authors as
we also present data of Stoneley waves, and we present data
in the frequency domain. By a unique modification of the
conventional shock tube configuration we could measure
frequency-dependent phase velocities and damping coeffi-
cients.

The approach of this paper is as follows. First, we dis-
cuss the basics of the shock tube experiments and we present
data in the time domain. Subsequently, we present the modi-
fication of the shock tube configuration. Finally, we discuss
the frequency-dependent phase velocities and damping coef-
ficients. The results are compared with the full modeling of
the shock tube configuration which is based on Biot’s theory.

II. SHOCK TUBE

The shock tube is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a high
pressure section and a low pressure section, separated by a
diaphragm. The length of the shock tube is 6.8 m, while the
inner diameter of the test section is 77.0 mm. The length of
the test section is 5.1 m. The test section is this long in order
to obtain a fully developed shock wave. The shock tube sec-
tions are made out of steel and have a wall thickness of 24
mm in order to minimize compliance effects.

A porous cylinder is mounted in the test section of the
shock tube and carefully saturated with water of properties
given in Table I. The water level is some 66 cm above the
top of the sample. For the diameter of the sample two cases
have been considered. In the first case a diameter is chosen
very close to the inner diameter of the test section: 76.5 mm.
This means that the sample-to-tube surface ratio is 0.987. In
the second case a diameter of 70.0 mm is used. The surface

ratio is then only 0.826 and thus a relatively large water-
filled annulus exists between the surface of the sample and
the shock tube wall.

A wave experiment proceeds as follows. The pressure in
the high pressure section is raised to a value in the range of
2–5 bars and the diaphragm is ruptured by means of an
electric current. A shock wave in air is generated which is
transmitted into the water column on top of the sample. In
Fig. 2, the wave types are sketched. The step wave (cwc) in
the water partially reflects, partially transmits into the
sample, where bulk waves~c1, c2! are generated. Surface
waves~s! are generated on the surface between the sample
and the liquid-filled annulus. Because of normal incidence no
bulk-type shear waves are induced. The shock tube wall is
equipped with four Kistler 603B pressure transducers, at the
positions indicated by P1, P2, P3, and P4. The first trans-
ducer P1 is mounted some 15 cm above the top of the cyl-
inder, the second transducer P2 at 0.5 cm below the top. The
distance between P2 and P3, and P3 and P4 is 5 cm. Data
acquisition is performed using a Lecroy 6810 wave form
recorder.

III. TIME DOMAIN RESULTS

We first used a synthetic rock sample with a diameter of
76.5 mm. It consists of sintered crushed glass. The rock
properties are given in Table II. Typical pressure signals are
given in Figs. 3~solid lines!. At P1 the arrival of the step
wave is observed att50.51 ms followed by its reflection
from the top of the sample att50.72 ms. The negative pres-
sure peak at 0.51 ms is caused by compliance effects of the
shock tube wall. The pressure rise att51.19 ms is caused by

FIG. 1. Shock tube configuration. P1, P2, P3, and P4 indicate the positions
of the pressure transducers. The transducer positions are shown only in
relative order and not to scale.

TABLE I. Fluid parameters.

Density of the fluidr f (kg/m3) 998
Viscosity of the fluidh ~mPa s! 1.0
Liquid bulk modulusK f ~GPa! 2.2

FIG. 2. Space–time plot of the incident, reflected and transmitted waves.
The compressional waves in water are denoted by cwc , the expansion wave
by cwe . The fast compressional wave is denoted by c1. the slow compres-
sional wave by c2, and the surface wave by s. The transducer positions are
shown in relative order and not to scale.
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the reflection of the fast wave from the lower end-plate of the
shock tube. At P4, the arrival of the fast compressional wave
is recorded att50.68 ms, followed by a second pressure
wave arrival which corresponds to its reflection from the end
plate. The slow compressional wave is not observed due to
the large damping in the amplitude caused by attenuation
effects.

The measurements are compared with one-dimensional
~1D! computations based on Biot’s theory. We developed a
fast Fourier transform-based computer code which describes
the transmitted and reflected waves in the shock tube.15 This
code is an extension of the code that was developed van der
Grintenet al.11,12The predicted pressure signals are given in
Figs. 3~dashed lines!. Excellent agreement with the experi-
mental data was found.

The situation changes completely when we measure
samples with a diameter of 70.0 mm. In this case, we find
that two-dimensional effects become important and that the
1D modeling is no longer appropriate. The results in the
frequency domain will show that surface wave effects are
prominent. In order to properly measure surface wave propa-
gation, we need accurate information on the pressure distri-
bution over the sample length.

IV. SHOCK TUBE MODIFICATION

In order to record a large number of pressure signals at
equidistant positions over the sample length, the shock tube
was modified. In the conventional measurements as de-
scribed before, only three signals at 5 cm spacing could be
recorded.

The test section is shown in greater detail in Fig. 4. It is
newly designed so that the position of the test sample in the
shock tube can be varied with respect to the pressure gauges.
By rotation of the screw gear~see Fig. 4!, the piston moves

TABLE II. Synthetic samples parameters.

Diameter~mm! 76.5 70.0
Density of the solidrs (kg/m3) 2590 2570
Porosityf 0.52 0.53
Permeabilityk0 (10212 m2) 3.2 3.4
Tortuositya 1.7 1.7
Constrained modulusKp ~GPa! 2.5 2.1
Shear modulusG ~GPa! 0.88 0.88
P-wave velocity~m/s! 1190 1129
S-wave velocity~m/s! 582 585

FIG. 3. Pressure signals at P1~a! and P4~b!. Sample diameter: 76.5 mm.
Sample length: 40 cm. The experiments were performed on a synthetic
material. P1 is mounted atz52152 mm and P4 atz5136 mm, wherez
50 corresponds to the top of the sample. Solid lines refer to the experi-
ments while the dashed lines correspond to 1D computations based on Biot’s
theory.

FIG. 4. Porous sample in test section of the shock tube.
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the sample to a new position over a distanceDz with a sys-
tem inaccuracy of a tenth of a millimeter. The position of the
porous cylinder is measured electronically.

In this way, a large number of equidistant pressure sig-
nals can be recorded by combining different shock tube runs.
The experimental procedure is organized as follows. A shock
tube run as described before is performed. The pressure
transducers are mounted as drawn in Fig. 1. Three pressure
signals are recorded by P2, P3, and P4, while the transducer
P1 is used as a reference. Subsequently, the sample is moved
upwards over a distance of 0.5 cm. Then again a wave ex-
periment is carried out and three more pressure signals are
recorded. This procedure is repeated 10 times, which results
in a record of 30 pressure signals 0.5 cm apart. A typical
example of such a record is given in Fig. 5, where 8 signals
are displayed forDz50.5 cm. Here a Bentheim sample with
a diameter of 70 mm is used. This graph also shows that the
signal shape reproduces quite well. The pressure signals
were recorded with a sample frequency of 2 MHz. Subse-
quently, wave mode decomposition can be performed in the
frequency domain. Phase velocities and damping coefficients
can be obtained.

V. FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESULTS

Once the large number of pressure signals is available,
Prony’s technique can be applied. It is based on the assump-
tion that at any pressure gauge position (n21)Dz where
n51, . . . ,N, the recorded pressurep̂(v,n) can be written in
terms of the pressure componentsp̃m , where m
51, . . . ,M :

p̂~v,n!5 p̃1e2 ik1~n21!Dz1•••1 p̃Me2 ikM~n21!Dz. ~1!

For further details of Prony’s method we refer to Lang
et al.9 and Marple.8 The output of Prony’s method is the
ensemble of wave numberkm and pressure amplitudesp̃m at
each frequency. This means that both the phase velocity and

damping coefficient can be determined experimentally as a
function of the frequency. Part of these wave numbers ac-
count for noise and are called spurious wave numbers. The
spurious wave numbers have to be separated from the true
wave numbers. Braun and Ram16 and Grosh and Williams17

present editing methods to obtain the true wave numbers. We
previously demonstrated that modified versions of these ed-
iting methods could effectively be used for our
experiments.15

We now compare the experimental and theoretical phase
velocities and damping coefficients for natural Bentheim
sandstone and synthetic rock. In Fig. 6, the solid lines indi-
cate the theoretical phase velocities for the Bentheim sand-
stone cylinder whose properties were determined in indepen-
dent laboratory experiments~Table III!. The computations
comprised the development of a Newton–Raphson solver in
the complex wave number domain.15 The compressibility of
the grains and the elasticity of the shock tube wall are in-
cluded in the numerics. We find that an infinite number of
wave modes is generated that satisfy the boundary conditions
at the interfaces between the sample and the annulus and
between the annulus and the shock tube wall. Seven of these
wave modes are drawn in Fig. 6. The modesS, L1, andL2

FIG. 5. Pressure signals for a Bentheim sample at equidistant axial posi-
tions. Sample diameter 70.0 mm,Dz50.5 cm.

FIG. 6. Comparison between experiments and theory for Bentheim sand-
stone. The physical parameters were determined in independent laboratory
experiments. Solid lines: wave mode computations;~s! experiments with a
cylinder which was sealed at the top surface;~* ! experiments with open
pores at the top surface. We used a Bentheim sandstone cylinder with a
diameter of 70.0 mm.

TABLE III. Bentheim parameters.

Diameter~mm! 70.0
Density of the solidrs (kg/m3) 2620
Porosityf 0.22
Permeabilityk0 (10212 m2) 2.7
Tortuosity 2.9
Constrained modulusKp ~GPa! 17
Shear modulusG ~GPa! 8.0
Bulk modulus of the grainsKs ~GPa! 36.5
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are propagative over the entire frequency range, whereas the
higher order modesL3–L6 have cut off frequencies.

The circles in Fig. 6 represent the experimental results
of the Bentheim cylinder having a top surface sealing of a
two-component epoxy resin in order to enhance surface wave
generation and suppress the higher-order modes. For all ex-
periments, the sidewall of the cylinder had open pores. The
crosses in Fig. 6 represent an experiment where also the top
surface had open pores in order to enhance the generation of
the higher-order modes. We notice that the data represented
by circles in Fig. 6 are in excellent agreement with theS
mode predictions over the entire frequency range. TheS
mode corresponds to the pseudo-Stoneley wave in the high-
frequency limit and is a bulk wave in the low-frequency
limit. We found that the sealing at the top surface of the
cylinder enhances the excitation of theS mode indeed. The
data indicated by the crosses form two different lines. The
lower line shows good agreement with theL1 mode. Both for
the L1 and theS mode, the theory is slightly overestimating
the results. This is probably due to the fact that the matrix
bulk moduli were measured under dried conditions, whereas
the actual experiments take place when the sample is water
saturated. Below 20 kHz the data points were omitted, as the
scatter in the data was high. A strong decrease of the phase
velocity of theL1 mode in between 25 and 50 kHz is ob-
served in the experimental results, as well as an asymptotic
behavior above 50 kHz. The upper line of crosses in Fig. 6 is
more difficult to explain, but clearly can be attributed to the
higher-order wave phenomena. These modes generate rela-
tively low pressure amplitudes in the annulus,15 hence they
are difficult to detect. The results of Fig. 6 show that we are
able to excite multiple wave modes in one experiment over a
broad frequency range. This is noteworthy, as most experi-
mental setups are able to excite either one wave mode over a
broad frequency range, or multiple wave modes in a limited
frequency range.

Figure 7 shows the corresponding imaginary parts of the
wave numbers. Again these plots result from a combination
of 30 pressure signals, from which the noise has been re-
moved in the output of Prony’s method. The scatter in these
measurements, however, is large. Only the results for theL1
mode suggest qualitative agreement between 30 and 40 kHz.
Ellefsenet al.18 and Hsuet al.10 also report large bias in the
attenuation coefficient in the presence of noise.

Experiments were carried out for a synthetic rock
sample with a diameter of 70 mm. The parameters are given
in Table II. The corresponding shear velocity is lower than
the water velocity, and hence this rock sample is a so-called
slow formation. The experimental and theoretical phase ve-
locities are given in Fig. 8. For this experiment the smallest
amount of scatter was obtained for a sample which was
sealed at the top surface. TheL1 mode is based on the wave
motion in the annulus between the porous cylinder and the
shock tube wall at high frequencies. At low frequencies it is
based on longitudinal wave motion in the shock tube. TheS
mode for this slow formation corresponds to a so-called true
Stoneley wave at high frequencies. Its phase velocity is
lower than the Biot slow wave velocity. At low frequencies
the S mode is related to bulk wave motion. For this slow

formation we also found so-calledM modes. These modes
have the velocity of the Biot fast wave as their high-
frequency limit.15 The experimental results in the frequency
domain show one dominant wave mode over the entire fre-
quency range with a slightly decreasing phase velocity~see
Fig. 8!. The experimental wave mode is in excellent agree-
ment with the theoretical predictions for theL1 mode. Note
that these predictions are based on parameters which have
been determined in independent laboratory experiments. The
amplitude of the surface wave was too small to be detected

FIG. 7. Comparison between experiment and theory for the damping coef-
ficient. Solid lines: wave mode computations;~s! experiments with a cyl-
inder which was sealed at the top surface;~* ! experiments with open pores
at the top surface. We used a Bentheim sandstone cylinder with a diameter
of 70.0 mm. The damping coefficients are scaled by the inner radius of the
shock tubeb.

FIG. 8. Experimental and theoretical phase velocities for a synthetic rock
with a diameter of 70.0 mm. The solid lines denote the computations for the
L, M, andS modes. The top surface was sealed.
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using Prony’s method. This is consistent with the modeling
of theSmode, which shows that the relative amplitude of the
annulus pressure is small.15

The corresponding results for the damping coefficients
are given in Fig. 9. Again, only qualitative agreement was
obtained for theL1 mode although the signal-to-noise ratio
was considerably better than in the Bentheim experiments.
Nevertheless, experiments and theory show the same trend
and the orders of the magnitudes are also in agreement.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We presented shock tube experiments on water-saturated
porous cylinders. The sample properties were determined
separately. A full modeling of the experimental configuration
was implemented using linear Biot theory. We found that the
dimensions of the annulus between the porous cylinder and
the wall of the shock tube play an important role in the
excitation of guided wave modes. The results in the time
domain show that for a small annulus only bulk waves are
generated and the one-dimensional Biot theory applies. For a
larger annulus width, two-dimensional effects play an impor-
tant role and multiple guided wave modes are excited. Using
a newly developed traversable positioning system in the
shock tube, we were able to record a precise distribution of
the pressure over the sample length. From a modified Pro-
ny’s technique, we measured frequency-dependent phase ve-
locities in the 1–120 kHz frequency range. For Bentheim

sandstone, we observed both the Stoneley wave and the first
higher-order bulk mode. We report large bias in the attenua-
tion coefficients of the wave modes. For the synthetic
sample, theL1 mode could clearly be detected. Due to the
high signal-to-noise ratio in this case we also measured rea-
sonable data for the damping coefficient. Good agreement
was found between our experimental data and the theoretical
predictions for the phase velocities of both the Bentheim and
the synthetic sample.
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Water-filled elastic shells present more complicated backscattered echoes when compared to
evacuated shells and are less well understood. The objective here is to determine and explain
features peculiar to such objects and to use these features to aid in object characterization. Towards
that end, an acoustic background suitable for such targets in conjunction with ‘‘residual’’ partial
wave analysis obtained from subtracting the background from the elastic response is used. This
analysis is aided by the determination and comparison ofplate modesand resonance locations of
evacuated unloaded, evacuated loaded, andloaded water-filledshells. Analysis of water-filled shells
suggests that there exist isolated narrow, uniformly spaced eigenmodes in addition to the elastic
modes. The broader elastic modes appear split in comparison to their unloaded counterparts.
Otherwise, the elastic modes are not greatly affected by the included eigenmodes. The isolated
~included! eigenmodes are extremely well modeled by a water inclusion in an infinite elastic matrix
composed of the elastic shell material. The splitting of elastic modes proves to be due to interference
of the included eigenmodesand the elastic body resonances. This leads to what appear to be separate
branches of dispersion curves related to the elastic modes. Because of the numerous and usually
evenly spaced included eigenmodes, dispersion curves are dominated by the abundance of these
modes. A clear picture of the physical processes emerges from this analysis that explains all features
of this event. Simple sets of rules that lead to tractable calculations are introduced that facilitate
analysis of this interesting physical process. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1467673#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Jx, 43.40.Ey@ADP#

I. INTRODUCTION

Our aim is to carry out a detailed analysis of acoustical
scattering from loaded water-filled shells. Many of the de-
tails in this analysis are similar to those of scattering from
evacuated shells, which in turn have common characteristics
with the free vibrations of spherical elastic shells. The
method of characterizing the modes on unloaded evacuated
shells is quite analogous to the unloaded infinite plate prob-
lem. Thus, we discuss some of the details of those objects in
order to add clarity to this analysis. Much of the insight that
one may bring to the problem of spheres may be obtained
from the much easier problem of infinite flat plates.1,2 Even
the terminology for waves on spheres has been borrowed to
describe and classify their resonances or modal vibrations
from those of plates.

In this study we make use of residual partial wave analy-
sis ~RPWA! to interpret details of loaded spherical shells.
The RPWA consists of calculating the partial waves in the
Rayleigh series for each elastic mode and subtracting that
due to the partial waves of an acoustic background. Acoustic
backgrounds should adequately describe scattering of the ob-
ject in the absence of resonances. Thus, RPWA will bring out
the resonances of the process. The practical use of residual
partial wave analysis is described, which is crucial in this

analysis. The RPWA indicates that in addition to elastic
waves the water-filled shell scattering amplitude consists of
sharp, uniformly spaced, very narrow resonances, which
leads to the conclusion that they are associated with eigen-
modes of the enclosed water. Thus, a model is proposed and
used to describe the apparently isolated eigenmodes due to
the disturbance of the water contained in the shell. In the
following sections relevant commentaries on unloaded infi-
nite plates, unloaded evacuated shells, and loaded evacuated
shells are given to aid in the analysis of fluid-filled shells.
The eigenvalue problem for a fluid in an infinite elastic ma-
trix is developed and shown to account for some of the fea-
tures of submerged fluid-filled shells. The analysis of re-
sidual partial waves is used to aid in the classification of
resonances, and the dispersion curves of circumferential
waves on fluid-filled submerged shells are interpreted along
with the resonance mechanisms responsible for the details of
these events.

II. USEFUL EXPRESSIONS FOR PROPER LAMB
MODES ON UNLOADED PLATES

It is useful in this analysis to be familiar with results
from infinite unloaded plates. The rationale for this brief ex-
amination is that it will be shown later that the critical fre-
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quencies and behavior of shells is very close to that of results
of the more manageable infinite plate. The equations that
describe the motion of unloaded plates are obtained from the
generalized Hooke’s law. Two independent equations emerge
that describe symmetric and antisymmetric plate modes. The
expressions account for interface and proper Lamb modes. In
the neighborhood of the critical frequency of Lamb modes,
the general dispersion curves for large values of the phase
velocity Vx for the Lamb modes reduce to1

~Vx /VT!2 tan~d f p/VT!524~VT /VL!tan~d f p/VL!,
~1!

~Vx /VT!2 tan~d f p/VL!524~VT /VL!tan~d f p/VT!,
~2!

whereVL andVT are the compressional and shear bulk ve-
locities, respectively. These expressions are used to obtain
the critical frequencies, which are defined in the limit as the
Lamb phase velocityVx approaches infinity. Equation~1!
leads to two expressions for symmetric modes

KTd5p
VL

VT
~2n21!, ~3!

KTd52pm ~4!

(KT5v/VT), wheren andm are positive integers. The criti-
cal frequencies for the antisymmetric modes are obtained
from Eq. ~2!, which are

KTd52
VL

VT
pm, ~5!

KTd5p~2n21!. ~6!

Here, d is half the thickness of the plate. The terminology
used to describe these modes follows from the spatial sym-
metry of the modes and the numerical ordering of each of the
symmetries that follows from Eqs.~3!–~6!. All modes from
either Eq.~3! or ~4! are listed asSi ~symmetric modes! of
order i .0 and all modes that arise from Eqs.~5! and~6! are
listed asAi ~antisymmetric modes! of order i .0. The factor
that determines what the ordering is follows strictly from the
numerical ordering of each symmetry series. Clearly, the or-
dering varies with material. For example, Eq.~4! defines an
S1 mode whenVL.2VT , while Eq. ~3! defines theS2 with
the converse being the case otherwise. This is rather remark-
able because of the peculiar and atypical nature of theS1

resonance.

III. DISPERSION CURVES OF PHASE VELOCITIES OF
UNLOADED, EVACUATED SPHERICAL SHELLS

This problem, like that of the infinite plate, is an eigen-
value problem. To pose the eigenvalue problem, we make
use of the normal and transverse tractiont on the outer and
inner surfaces of the shell3,4

t rr 52lkd
2w12mH ]2

]r 2 Fw1
]

]r
~rc!G1ks

2 ]

]r
~rc!J ,

~7!

t ru5mH 2
]

]r S 1

r

]

]u Fw1
]

]r
~rc!G D1ks

2 ]c

]u J , ~8!

w5(
k

i kA2k11~bkj k~kdr !1ckyk~kdr !!Pk~cosu!,

~9!

5(
k

i kA2k11~ekj k~ksr !1gkyk~ksr !!Pk~cosu!.

~10!

Here, the requirement is thatt rr 5t ru50 on the outer and
inner surfaces of the shell for stress-free surfaces. These two
conditions, along with the expansion of the displacement po-
tentials and the boundary conditions at the two free surfaces,
provide four equations and four unknowns. Since these ex-
pressions are all set to zero, because of linear independence
of the expressions, a necessary condition is that the determi-
nant of their coefficients is zero. We designate that determi-
nant for each partial wavek by Dk . Usually one determines
only the zeros of these functions. However, interesting in-
sight can be obtained by plottingDk as a function ofka.
When its value crosses the real axis, there is of course an
eigenvalue. However, it also graphically illustrates any sym-
metries of the Lamb modes, double-valued roots indicating
the presence of two modes with the same critical frequency,
and also illustrates a trend in the roots as the partial waves
increase. Plots of theDk’s as a function ofka serve the same
function as the residual partial wave analysis does for the
loaded cases. Figure 1 illustrates the dispersion curves for an
unloaded, evacuated steel shell. These curves are very much
like the analogous plate dispersion curves. The location of
the resonances is seen in Figs. 2~a!–~c! @plots ofDk vs ka# to
agree with the predictions from modified versions of Eqs.
~3!–~6!. Figure 2~a! illustrates the critical frequency while
Fig. 2~b! illustrates the trends in the resonances. Note that
some of these progress rapidly while others seem to remain
close to critical frequency. The latter waves have a rapid
falloff in phase velocity.

IV. INTERFACE WAVE ON SUBMERGED ELASTIC
SHELLS

Acoustic waves incident on submerged elastic shells
cause the excitation of interface waves generated on the sur-
face of the shell and proper Lamb modes generated in the
body of the shell.5–9 There are two interface waves: the an-
tisymmetricA0 or flexural mode and symmetricS0 or dila-
tational mode. The phase velocity ofA0 with increasing fre-
quency ranges from zero to the Rayleigh phase velocity.

FIG. 1. Dispersion curves for evacuated unloaded 10% steel shell.
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When there is water loading this wave does not radiate into
the water until its phase velocity reaches that of the sound
speed of water. This wave behaves like a flexural wave at
low frequencies, is inhomogeneous, and at high enough fre-
quencies it behaves in a manner similar to Rayleigh waves
where it is by and large a surface wave with rapid attenuation
away from the surface. The phase velocity of theS0 wave
varies from a value at the lower frequency of about three
times the flat plate velocity1,8 CP5VTA2/(12n) to the Ray-
leigh phase velocityVR for large frequencies~n5Poisson
ratio!. The increase in value of the phase velocity at the
lower frequencies over the flat plate value is due to curvature
and is typically about 2.7Cp . However, its value quickly
levels out to the plate velocity and reaches a plateau over a
frequency zone with a width related to the Poisson ratio and
the shell thickness.10 The range inka for which this is valid
may be inferred from plate theory by making use of the
approximate range that tanh (x)5x is satisfied, which is

about 98% forx50.25 and about 92% forx50.5. This leads
to an accuracy of 92% or better over the range of the zone.
The upper limit of the zone is defined by10 ~Vw5sound speed
in water!

ka5
VT

Vw

a

d
KTd<

0.5

A12Vx
2/VL

2

50.5
VT

Vw

a

d

2n

122n
A 2n

12n
. ~11!

For n51/3, KTd50.5 for 98% accuracy andKTd51 for a
92% accuracy, which is a factor of~2/3! lower than the criti-
cal frequency of the lowest proper antisymmetric Lamb
mode and a factor of~1/3! lower than the lowest proper
symmetric Lamb mode, which are discussed below. For a 1%
shell, theka zone is between 5–96.7,11 This effect is illus-
trated in Fig. 3~a!, which is the residual form function for a
1% steel evacuated shell. TheS0 resonances in this zone are
narrow and of uniform spacing. The spacing between reso-
nances for a sphere in water with the speedVw and phase
velocity Vp is simply dka5Vp /Vw'3.8 for typical materi-
als. The group velocity is close to that of the plate velocity
since the phase velocity is almost constant in this frequency
zone. The value for 2N, the number of resonances in the
plateau zone, is obtained from 2N5(96-5)/3.8532. Be-
cause of these conditions, they particularly yield very inter-
esting pulse returns over the plateau region due to a rein-
forcement mechanism that renders the pulse return to have a
dramatic telltale signal. It is known to take the form7

FIG. 2. ~a! Plot of D0 illustrating the roots of the unloaded shell;~b! Plot of
D0 throughD9 illustrating the trend of the roots of the unloaded shell.

FIG. 3. ~a! Residual form function for 1% evacuated steel shell over con-
stant phase velocity region;~b! Pulse return signal for 1% steel shell over
constant phase velocity region.
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P~ t !52NDv$sin~v0t !%N cos~Vgt2r !e2Dvt, ~12!

wherev0 is the carrier or midfrequency value in the plateau
zone andDv is the mean resonance width. Thus, one gets a
long ringing resonance with a telltale beat pattern with an
enhancement factor of 2N. This is illustrated in Fig. 3~b!,
which is a pulse return with a bandwidth over the region in
which the resonances are uniformly spaced. The resonance
width is a function of material so that the exponential falloff
varies with material. This plateau region is very important
for target identification. As frequencies increase, theS0 mode
also approaches Rayleigh wave properties. BothA0 and S0

waves behave in a similar manner in their asymptotic zones.
At that point, neither mode has a specific symmetry. In those
zones, the two differ mainly in phase. The mechanism re-
sponsible for producing resonances is due to traveling waves
excited on the surface that circumnavigate the shell along
geodesic patterns traversing in paired opposite directions. At
prescribed frequencies, the waves traveling in opposite direc-
tions interfere to form standing waves that account for the
resonances over small intervals in frequency or duration.3,5

These standing waves radiate energy back into the water
~they are leaky!. The superposition of these standing waves
with the specular component, particularly when measuring
backscattered signals, forms the resonance signatures due to
the coherent sum of the two components, particularly when
backscattered signals are measured. Since these resonances
couple with the ambient fluid, they exhibit a resonance width
identified with the energy leakage, which may also be asso-
ciated with the ‘‘lifetime’’ of the resonance as readily derived
from Fourier analysis. Moreover, they are characterized by a
phase change of typically 180°, which is partly responsible
for their resonance ‘‘signature.’’ At the inception of theA0

interface wave there is an enormous resonance response.
This occurs when the phase velocity of theA0 wave equals
that of the ambient fluid and therefore couples with the fluid
and begins to radiate energy. Initially, these resonances are
broad enough to have contributions from overlapping partial
waves.3 Also, the phase of the pressure is relatively constant
until coincidence frequency. There, the phase goes from a
real to a pure imaginary value5,12 which leads to a jump in
phase ofp/2, so that the pressure varies from essentially
constructive interference to partly destructive interference.
Thus, over this range theA0 resonances first manifest them-
selves as a large hump,3 roughly three times or more larger in
amplitude then the usual resonances; see Fig. 4~a!. One may
recall another interesting effect on flat plates that are fluid
loaded on one side and evacuated on the other.2,3 In the re-
gion about coincidence frequency the plate equations admit a
real root at values just below coincidence frequency referred
to as Stoneley waves. This effect also exists for shells and
one observes narrow, subsonic water-borne waves circum-
navigating the sphere~referred to here as pseudo-Stoneley
waves! that actually produce strong, very narrow
resonances.2,3 Note that these waves are not related to Franz
or creeping waves, which are circumferentially diffracted
waves prominent at lower frequencies and are not related to
resonances. The pseudo-Stonenely waves add coherently
with the incipientA0 resonances, leading to the appearance

of a hump with large spikes on the upslope and only abated
spikes apparent on the down slope. Figure 4~a! illustrates this
effect for the residual form function for a 1% steel shell. The
pulse returns in the frequency zone where pseudo-Stoneley
resonances are prominent also lead to pronounced telltale
signatures,7,11 since they also satisfy the conditions that lead
to Eq.~12!. In this case the midfrequency value is somewhat
higher, the enhancement factor is smaller, and the group ve-
locity is about half that of the plate velocity for resonances
compared with the plateau region for theS0 resonances. Fig-
ure 4~b! illustrates this effect for a pulse signal with a band-
width of a ka of 20 with the mid-ka at 120 for the 1% steel
shell. Pseudo-Stoneley waves3,7,11 typically have a group ve-
locity of around 2.14 km/s. To get an idea of theka location
of coincidence frequency, one may use a simple, rather ap-
proximate expression from the literature to get9,12

@ka#c5A6
a

d

VT

VW
A12n. ~13!

For a 1% shell for typical materials, this ranges fromka
5150 for brass toka576 for WC andka592 for steel.

V. PROPER LAMB WAVES ON EVACUATED
SUBMERGED ELASTIC SHELLS

In addition to the interface waves~A0 andS0!, another
class of waves is initiated in the body of the shell. These are
the same type of modes as the Lamb modes discussed in Sec.
III for plates. They interact with the ambient fluid as they
travel around the annular region of the shell and they too
initiate standing waves at the shell surface that radiate into

FIG. 4. ~a! Residual form function for 1% evacuated steel shell about coin-
cidence frequency.~b! Pulse return for 1% evacuated steel shell about coin-
cidence frequency.
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the water at discrete frequencies. These waves, like the two
lowest ‘‘surface’’ interface waves, may further be character-
ized as symmetric or antisymmetric relative to their motion
with respect to a dissecting sphere at the midpoint of the
outer and inner surfaces of the shell. As frequency increases
the proper Lamb waves become more localized at the center
of the annular region with asymptotic limits in phase velocity
that approach that of the transverse bulk wave. Thus, as they
behave less like surface waves they radiate more weakly. In
their respective asymptotic zones, the interface waves behave
as Rayleigh waves and specific proper Lamb modes become
more concentrated at the center of the shell with phase ve-
locities that approach the transverse phase velocity.1 For both
classes, the concept of symmetry no longer has meaning in
their respective high-frequency limits.

The most pronounced Lamb resonance observed on
shells is due to the first symmetric Lamb mode (S1). Be-
cause of certain constraints in the shell equations,10 this reso-
nance has a cutoff value below critical frequency and is
double-valued from the range of inception to critical fre-
quency. If one plots the partial wave components, they too
are double-valued in that region and since they are coherent
over that range there is an additive effect that produces a
very large resonance that is broad and about five times the
strength of the usual resonance. Since this resonance is so
pronounced and easily relates to one of the bulk velocities
and the shell thickness, its measurement should be one of the
most important aids in the detection and discrimination of
submerged elastic shells. Furthermore, it is a function of uni-
form shell thickness and only one of the two bulk velocities
and not shape. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 5 for a 5%
steel shell. Another distinguishing property of allSi modes is
that there is a plateau in both phase and group velocity when
the phase velocity is about equal to the longitudinal bulk
velocity. There, the group velocity is also close to the bulk
velocity. Theka value for which this occurs is10

ka5mp
VT

VW

a

d
A2~12n!. ~14!

For most materials, for a 1% thick shell the plateau occurs at
ka5720m for all integersm. The systematics of all phenom-
ena at this point such as the initial location of the resonances
and their signatures is described here in concise form, since
it must be used to infer the effect of the enclosed fluid prob-

lem. This allows us to interpret the remaining events due to
water filling of shells. In summary, there are two pure inter-
face waves that are symmetric~the S0 mode! and antisym-
metric ~the A0 mode!, and two classes of an infinite number
of proper Lamb modes in which some are symmetric~la-
beledSi! and some are antisymmetric~labeledAi! that pro-
liferate with increasing frequency.

VI. RESIDUAL PARTIAL WAVES AND THE ANALYSIS
OF PROPER LAMB MODES ON LOADED
SHELLS

The defining geometry for a sphere does not yield such
an easy analysis as that for infinite flat plates, nor does it
even suggest the possibility of a good analogy. However,
because proper Lamb modes occur at such high frequencies,
one may take advantage of the asymptotic values of the
spherical Bessel functions of the first and second kind pro-
viding one uses as the zero reference a sphere with diameter
midway between the outer and inner surface of the elastic
shell and arrives at essentially the same conditions for the
critical frequencies expressed in Eqs.~1! and ~2!. To illus-
trate the close analogy of the resonances of each geometry,
we determine the lowest resonances on a 10% thick shell.
This works even for loaded spheres and plates. Below, we
plot the residual partial wave amplitudes for several of the
partial waves over theka range from 0 to 500 to test the
scheme. The following are the analogous rules that relate to
spheres:
The symmetric modes

ka5pVL /VW~a/da!~2n21!, ~15!

ka52pVT /VW~a/da!m. ~16!

The antisymmetric modes:

ka52pVL /VW~a/da!m, ~17!

ka5pVT /VW~a/da!~2n21!. ~18!

Here,VW , VT , VL , a, da, andk are the speed of sound in
water, the transverse and compressional bulk velocities, the
shell radius, the shell thickness, and the wave number in
water, respectively. The analogy is so close we may use the
same terminology as that for flat plates. From Eqs.~15!–
~18!, Table I lists the partial wave resonance frequencies
~units ka! of the first 12 proper Lamb modes for a 10%
water-loaded, evacuated steel shell whereVW51.5, VT

53.24,VL55.95 in units of km/s anda/da510. These val-
ues agree nicely with those obtained from the partial wave

FIG. 5. StrongS1 resonance for 5% steel shell.

TABLE I. Partial-wave resonance frequencies~units ka! for proper Lamb
modes on a submerged evacuated sphere.

Mode order Antisymmetric Symmetric

1 67.8 124.6
2 203.4 136.6
3 249.1 271.3
4 339.1 372.6
5 474.8 406.9
6 499.1 542.4
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analysis of loaded shells~Fig. 6! and those obtained from the
eigenvalue problem of the unloaded evacuated shell~Fig. 1!.
Note that the zeroth partial wave (m50) can only sustain
waves generated by the compressional wave. Not until the
second partial wave will one see all of the waves generated
by the transverse waves.13 Some are too narrow to see. How-
ever, by the time one reaches the ninth partial wave all of the
Lamb modes in that range are visible. In Figs. 6~a!–~c! we
examine the residual partial waves for the fluid-loaded shell
for different partial waves~m50, 2, and 9!.

VII. EIGENFREQUENCIES OF FLUID WAVES
ENCLOSED IN A SUBMERGED ELASTIC SHELL

To completely validate this study we must account for
the nature of the water disturbance in the elastic shell. Ex-
aminations of the partial waves that derive from scattering
from fluid-filled submerged elastic shells suggest both elastic
resonances and discrete eigenmodes. The elastic resonances
are shown in the next section to overlie the elastic resonances

of evacuated shells. Thus, it appears that the spectrum of
resonances is composed of the elastic resonances and the
discrete modes of the water enclosed in the spherical shell.
To demonstrate this we must account for the included water
modes. To this end, we treat a spherical fluid inclusion in an
infinite elastic matrix. In the elastic material the governing
equations for a spherically symmetric geometry are4

ur5
]

]r H w1
]

]r
~rc!J 1rks

2c, ~19!

ur
05

]w0

]r
, ~20!

P05r0v2w0 , ~21!

where

ur5ur
0, P05t rr , and t ru50 ~22!

at the interface of the spherical water inclusion and the elas-
tic matrix. The normal-mode expansions of the displacement
potentials are

w05(
k

i kakA2k11 j k~k0r !Pk~cosu!, ~23!

w5(
k

i kbkA2k11hk~kdr !Pk~cosu! ~24!

c5(
k

i kckA2k11hk~ksr !Pk~cosu!. ~25!

Here, ak , bk , and ck are unknown expansion coefficients
and j k , hk are the regular and outgoing spherical Hankel
functions andPk the Legendre function of orderk, respec-
tively. Outgoing waves are required to satisfy the radiation
boundary conditions. By making use of Eqs.~7!, ~8!,
~19!–~21!, and the boundary conditions Eq.~22! with Eqs.
~23!–~25!, we obtain the following matrix relations for each
partial wavek:

Fm11 m12 m13

m21 m22 m23

m31 m32 0
G F a

b
c
G50, ~26!

with the matrix elements given in the Appendix. Setting this
expression to zero guarantees that it is a homogeneous prob-
lem with discrete eigenvalues. This requires that the determi-
nant of the matrix is zero due to linear independence of the
expansion coefficients, so that taking advantage ofm3350
one may expand in minors to obtain

f k5m13~m21m322m22m31!2m23~m11m322m12m31!50
~27!

for each order,k. The zeros off k define the discrete eigen-
frequencies of the disturbance of the enclosed water. We use
the following method to compare the eigenfrequencies gen-
erated from Eq.~27! with the actual values from excited
water-filled shells. We plotf k vs ka for several partial waves.

FIG. 6. ~a! Residual partial wave amplitude for zeroth partial wave for
submerged evacuated shell.~b! Residual partial wave amplitude for second
partial wave for submerged evacuated shell.~c! Residual partial wave am-
plitude for ninth partial wave for submerged evacuated shell.
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The eigenfrequencies occur whenf k50. Recall that the sub-
traction of the proper acoustic background from a specific
partial wave results inresidual partial waves that are useful
in illustrating resonance locations. Plots of these quantities
manifest the usual elastic resonances as well as separated
spikes. We now know enough about submerged elastic
evacuated shells that the elastic resonance locations are
known. If we overlay this residual curve with the plots off k ,
then the spikes from the residual plots should coincide with
the nulls of the plot off k from Eq.~27! for each partial wave
if they are indeed pure eigenmodes as we proposed. Figures
7~a!–~c! are illustrations of the results. In each figure, the
nulls of the dotted curves off k from Eq. ~27! and the spikes
from the residual plots exactly agree. Thus, the peaks of the
residual plots~solid curves! come strictly from the elastic
shell resonances and fall in exactly the correct place as for
evacuated shells, with the exception of some broad reso-
nances such as the proper symmetric Lamb modes. These

modes~at ka5124 and 250! are seen to ‘‘bifurcate’’13 or
‘‘sever’’ due to interference with water-included eigenmodes.
Thus, an included eigenmode splits the broad modes into two
or more peaks when they overlap. In plots of the phase ve-
locities, this can be the cause of an apparent repulsive
manifestation14 of the dispersion curves. At each ‘‘sever-
ance’’ the dispersion curves seem to split and are responsible
for forming two separate branches of the elastic dispersion
curves. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate a comparison of the plot of
f in Eq. ~27! with the residual partial waves. Note that at
times broad elastic resonances appear to be severed@Figs.
8~a! and 9~a!# and at other times, when there is no overlap
with the included eigenmodes, there is no severance@Figs.
8~b! and 9~b!#. What is clear from this is that the main elastic
resonances are in their locations and that there are a large
number of additional spikes that we must identify with the

FIG. 7. ~a! Comparison of included eigenmodes for fluid-filled elastic shell
~solid curves! and water inclusion in an infinite matrix~dashed curves!,
ka5100– 140.~b! Comparison of included eigenmodes for fluid-filled elas-
tic shell ~solid curves! and water inclusion in an infinite matrix~dashed
curves!, ka5140– 200.~c! Comparison of included eigenmodes for fluid-
filled elastic shell~solid curves! and water inclusion in an infinite matrix
~dashed curves!, ka5230– 270. FIG. 8. ~a! Comparison of partial waves for evacuated~dotted! and water-

filled shells~solid curves!, ka5100– 150, partial wave 0.~b! Comparison of
partial waves for evacuated-~dotted! and water-filled shells~solid curves!,
ka5100– 150, partial wave 1.
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eigenmodes of the water inclusion. Another apparent and im-
portant feature is the interference between the broad reso-
nances and the included eigenmodes. In these cases, the elas-
tic resonances seem to split or are severed and form separate
branches of the main~unloaded! elastic resonance. That is a
manifestation of the plots; however, their origin is due to the
interference phenomena.

VIII. THE RESONANCES OF FLUID-FILLED
SUBMERGED ELASTIC SHELLS AND THEIR
INTERPRETATION

Fluid-filled shells have been analyzed recently for the
infinite cylinder problem.15 Some of the dispersion curves
illustrate rather interesting results. Here, we attempt to ex-
plain all features that are observed on these type of objects.

We start for comparative purposes by illustrating~Fig. 10!
the dispersion curves for an evacuated 10% steel shell. Fig-
ure 11 is a blowup of the dispersion curves~see also Ref. 16!
illustrating the presence of two water-borne waves: one that
begins and the other that ends at the point that theA0 wave
begins to radiate into the water. The lower wave~theA wave
or the pseudo-Stoneley wave! is subsonic and terminates
around coincidence frequency. The constant wave on the
right with a phase velocity equal to that of sound in water is
a symmetric~S! water-borne wave predicted17 on plates or
spherical shells, water loaded on one side and evacuated on
the other; its partial waves are broad in width and weak in
amplitude and at best contribute imperceptible resonance ef-
fects. A residual partial wave study has already been done for
the water-filled shell in Sec. VI. In addition, in Sec. VII it
was determined that the disturbance of the water filling is
responsible for the very narrow, spiky resonances observed
in the residual partial wave analyses. The determination of
dispersion curves for this problem can be a formidable un-
dertaking because of the large number of included eigen-
modes. An analysis out toka of 500 includes so many curves
that it is impossible to illustrate them. Therefore, results are
limited to ka of 100 for scatter plots andka of 50 for
continuous-line plots. Scatter plots are useful since they take
raw discrete data~numerically generated here! and display
trends. In the alternative it is possible to sort and keep track
of each data point and associate that point with a specific
mode. One may also examine the scatter plots and connect
the discrete data with lines to illustrate the dispersion curves.

FIG. 9. ~a! Comparison of partial waves for evacuated-~dotted! and water-
filled shells~solid curves! ka5350– 400, partial wave 0.~b! Comparison of
partial waves for evacuated-~dotted! and water-filled shells~solid curves!,
ka5350– 400, partial wave 1.

FIG. 10. Dispersion curves for evacuated water-loaded 10% steel shell.

FIG. 11. Blowup of dispersion curves for evacuated loaded 10% steel shell
for small ka.
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The set of numerically generated data is inherently discrete
and any connecting lines are included to ‘‘guide the eye.’’
Since the phenomena we deal with here have discontinuities
at points related to the intermittent splitting of elastic reso-
nances, then one must use additional knowledge to ensure
meaningful plots. Further, determining what are roots and
what are not in some brute force solution itself is a problem.
However, residual partial wave analysis suggests a simplifi-
cation of this problem by the following observation. In gen-
eral, the partial wave amplitude may be expressed as follows:

f i5
j i2 j 8Ai

hi2hi8Ai
, ~28!

whereAi has been derived by Goodman and Stern18 and is
the ratio of two 636 determinants with complicated ele-
ments. In that formulation,Ai is real. The form of our acous-
tic background is13

bi5
gi j i2ka j8

gihi2kahi8
. ~29!

To obtain the residual partial wave amplitude, we subtractbi

from f i .
In the neighborhood of a resonance, the absolute value

passes through unity. Numerically this requires that one use
very small step sizes for the included eigenmodes. That
means we take the expression

pi5u f i2bi u, ~30!

and determine approximately the value ofka when pi ap-
proaches unity to determine a resonance location. Away from
a resonancepi is always less than 1 and approaches zero.
This significantly facilitates the calculation of the dispersion
curves for this case. It is also possible to examine the relative
phase off i andbi and at a resonance there is a phase jump of
p, and one may exploit that feature to determine resonance
locations if one so chooses. The dispersion curves of water-
filled shells obtained from this method are illustrated in Figs.
12 and 13. The notable feature comes from the large number
of included eigenmodes that dominate the plots. They
present fairly uniform dispersion curves; see Fig. 12. How-
ever, the elastic modes, including the region of broad reso-
nances, are expected to have two branches at the point of
inception of some of the modes, due to the severing of a
single broad mode by an included eigenmode; see Figs. 8~a!

and 9~a!. The difference between Figs. 12 and 13~apart from
the obvious difference inka range! is that Fig. 12 represents
raw data and is a scatter plot from calculation. Figure 13 was
calculated over a smaller range, with a coarser mesh and
with lines drawn between discrete eigenvalues to guide the
eye. Without the detailed analysis carried out here, that figure
is subject to different possible interpretations. The analysis
demonstrates that the appearance of repulsion14 of some dis-
persion curves of this kind may be the result of destructive
interference of broad elastic resonances and included eigen-
modes. For water-filled shells, dispersion curves seem to lose
value in analysis because of the proliferation of evenly
spaced eigenmodes~Fig. 12! which tend to mask other ef-
fects and because an interpretation of these kinds of modes
when equated with a phase velocity does not have the same
usefulness as the elastic waves which are known to be cir-
cumferential and to be related to either interface or Lamb
waves. The water-included eigenmodes are in fact related to
modes in a uniform isotropic ideal fluid waveguide. The
phase velocities of that problem are also uniform and evenly
spaced.

IX. SUMMARY

This analysis clearly establishes that differential scatter-
ing cross sections of signals scattered from water-filled sub-
merged shells are influenced by the coherent sum of the elas-
tic response typical of an evacuated shell and the water-
included eigenmodes that are well represented by a water
inclusion in an infinite elastic matrix. Further, these two
mechanisms interfere destructively and this is noticeable for
the broader elastic resonances. The interference between
broad elastic resonances and included eigenmodes renders a
severance effect, leading to two or more peaks related to
broad elastic resonances for specific partial waves. Since in-
terference occurs in a specific way for each partial wave and
only when there is sufficient overlap between the two phe-
nomena, then some partial wave components will not be
split. Corresponding dispersion curves for the elastic compo-
nents at times will form two or more branches related to the
splitting, or merge into a single branch when splitting is ab-
sent. Dispersion curves for water-filled shells without addi-
tional knowledge may not lead to a definitive understanding

FIG. 12. Raw dispersion curves from raw data for water-filled submerged
10% steel shell.

FIG. 13. Dispersion curve for water-filled submerged 10% steel shell.
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of the entire physical process. The partial wave decomposi-
tion method, based on a new generalized acoustic
background13 and the observation that the included eigen-
modes are well represented by water inclusions in an infinite
elastic matrix, proved crucial in the interpretation of all
events on water-filled shells.
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APPENDIX: MATRIX ELEMENTS OF EQ. „26…

m115$2n~n11!2zd
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Particles that have a density and compressibility comparable to those of the surrounding medium
~weak scatterers! are often modeled as spherical scatterers of equivalent volume. The simplicity and
symmetry of the spherical model does not however account for the effect of the angle of incidence
of the incident field onto the particle. By performing a comparative study of scattering models for
the case of a fluid sphere, it is shown that models derived using the Born approximation closely
match the exact solution for weak scatterers. This approximation is therefore applied to produce a
model for the fluid disk, which is used to investigate the significance of particle shape and
orientation. Scattering by a red blood cell ofgiven volumemodeled as a sphere is compared to the
result obtained by approximating its shape as a disk of varying aspect ratio and orientation. The
spherical model is shown to provide a good description for frequencies up to 20 MHz, beyond which
particle shape becomes significant. This effect could go undetected if the scattered field is only
observed at 90° relative to the direction of the incident field. Nevertheless, the significance of
particle shape and orientation might form the basis of a novel detection technique. ©2002
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1498852#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Bf, 43.20.Fn, 43.30.Ft@SGK#

I. INTRODUCTION

Models for the scattering of sound by particles, which
have a density and compressibility that are only marginally
different to those of the surrounding medium~weak scatter-
ers!, have been extensively developed in the past for a vari-
ety of particle shapes. Such models are often obtained as a
special case of an exact analytical solution~Bowmanet al.,
1987!, derived by expanding the incident wave in spherical
harmonic series, and using the fact that the normal velocity
and acoustic pressure must be continuous at the scatterer
surface. Alternatively, scattering models can be reached by
using approximate integral techniques, which exploit the fact
that the particle of interest is a weak scatterer, in order to
approximate the total field inside the scattering volume with
the incident field~Born approximation!.

Exact analytical solutions present the advantage of being
valid over the whole frequency range, whether the scatterer
is weak or not, but are generally cast as an infinite series of
spheroidal wave functions, which makes them difficult to
comprehend. Those expressions can be considerably simpli-
fied in the long wavelength limit~Bowman et al., 1987;
Burke, 1966a, b!, where the wavelengthl052p/k0 of the
incident field is much larger than the characteristic dimen-
sion of the scatterera. This type of solution was first devel-
oped by Rayleigh in 1872 for the case of a sphere~Rayleigh,
1872!. Thus, particles for which the nondimensional size pa-
rameterk0a5va/c0 is considerably smaller than one and

which can be safely modeled using a long-wavelength
method came to be known as Rayleigh scatterers.

On the other hand, models obtained using integral tech-
niques and the Born approximation yield simple results, but
are only applicable to situations in which the magnitude of
the scattered field in the region of the scatterer is much
smaller than that of the incident field. This not only implies
that the particle must be a weak scatterer, but also suggests a
limit on the frequency range over which Born models are
likely to remain accurate: those results are not reliable for
values ofk0a close to one, or at wavelengths where phenom-
ena such as resonance, or multiple scattering effects for mul-
tiple particles, are important~Shung and Thieme, 1993!.
These considerations have generated notable concern in the
literature as to the range of values ofk0a over which such
integral techniques are applicable.

Weak scatterer models, whether derived using exact
methods or the Born approximation, are often applied to col-
lections of randomly oriented particles. In this context, scat-
terers of arbitrary shape are commonly modeled as spheres
of equivalent volume. Such a simple model may seem inad-
equate at first, considering that exact solutions are available
for more complex shapes, like the prolate spheroid, the ob-
late spheroid, or the infinite cylinder. However, to use these
results one would requirea priori knowledge of scatterer
orientation, which is unavailable in most experimental situa-
tions. In addition, spherical models appear to describe suc-
cessfully scattering by collections of particles that are truly
randomly oriented: drawing upon the work of Twersky
~1964, 1988!, Roos demonstrated that, for a red blood cell
modeled as an oblate spheroid of aspect ratio 1:4, the scat-
tered field averaged over all possible scatterer orientations
agreed to within three significant figures with the value ob-

a!Part of this work was presented at the 141st Meeting of the ASA in Chi-
cago, 4–8 June 2001, under the title ‘‘Scattering by a Red Blood Cell: The
Importance of Particle Shape and Orientation.’’

b!Under the supervision of Shon E. Ffowcs Williams.
c!Electronic mail: coussios@email.uc.edu
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tained by treating the cell as a sphere of equivalent volume
~Roos, 1983; Rooset al., 1988!.

Such observations have often led to the belief that shape
and orientation are not a factor when modeling weak scatter-
ers~Roos, 1988; Roy, 1987!. The simplicity and symmetry of
the sphere model does however prevent one from taking into
account the effect of the angle of incidence of the incident
field onto an asymmetric particle, such as a disk. Intuition
tends to suggest that the scattered field would differ if the
particle were impinged upon broad-side or thin-side, a con-
sideration which would become important if a collection of
particles were aligned in any particular plane. Although rare,
such situations do present themselves when the scatterers are
submitted to particular flow conditions or to directed electro-
magnetic fields. It has been suggested by many investigators
~Caro et al., 1978! that red blood cells, which normally
present themselves as biconcave disks of dimensions shown
in Fig. 1, will tend to orient themselves parallel to the planes
of shear under laminar flow. To illustrate this, Fig. 2 shows a
collection of red cells that have just been sheared by a mi-
croscope plate, causing them to align in the plane of the plate
~Bessis, 1974!.

Recent developments in ultrasonic transducer technol-
ogy have made it possible to generate sound fields of in-
creasingly short wavelengths, hence improving the imaging
resolution. However, shorter wavelengths tend to push the
nondimensional size parameterk0a closer and closer to one,
undermining the validity of long-wavelength models. With
improved resolution, it is also likely that factors such as par-
ticle shape and orientation will become increasingly impor-
tant. Two recent investigations~Allard et al., 1996; Quin
et al., 1998! indicated that the power backscattered by flow-
ing whole blood was dependent upon the angle of incidence
of the incident field relative to the axis of the tube; in both

cases, it was suggested that the particular geometry of the
suspended particles could account for this anisotropic effect.

In this context, the purpose of this investigation is to
compare the modeling of an asymmetric particle ofgiven
volumeby regarding it as a sphere, to the result obtained by
closely approximating the particle shape. A red blood cell of
mean corpuscular volume~MCV! equal to 87mm3, density

r151.087 g/cm3, and compressibility k150.35531029

m2/N, suspended in isotonic saline of densityr0

51.004 g/cm3 and compressibilityk050.44231029 m2/N
~Roy, 1987! is used as a case study.

For the purpose of this analysis, the red blood cell is
modeled as a sphere and as two disks of different aspect
ratios, with dimensions shown in Table I. This investigation
first compares spherical models obtained both by exact and
by approximate methods, in order to determine the range of
validity of the long wavelength and Born approximations.
Drawing from these findings, a scattering model is derived
for the disk, which is used to investigate the importance of
scatterer shape and orientation.

II. SCATTERING BY A FLUID SPHERE

Scattering by a sphere is undoubtedly the most exhaus-
tively treated case in the literature. In addition to being the
simplest possible model, the sphere is one of the few shapes
for which both exact and approximate solutions are avail-
able, hence permitting an extensive comparison of modeling
techniques. The purpose of this section is to summarize those
results and to investigate their likely relevance as models for
particles of different shape and orientation.

A. The exact solution

An exact solution for the scattered field produced when
a harmonic plane wavepi(r )5Pei (k0z2vt),1 impinges upon a
fluid sphere was first obtained by Anderson~1950!. At very
large distances from the scatterer, this solution can be cast in
the form

ps~r !5HPei ~k0r 2vt !

r J F, ~1!

wherer5(r ,u) and F is known as the angular distribution
factor. Fork0a<1, Anderson’s solution is found numerically
to converge very quickly, and can hence be evaluated accu-
rately by a small number of terms (m<5). Figure 3 shows a
plot of the non-dimensional far field scattering cross section,
s5uFu2/(pa2), evaluated at 180° and 90° relative to the

FIG. 1. Top view and cross section of a healthy red blood cell.

FIG. 2. Aligned red blood cells after shearing by a microscope plate.

TABLE I. Average dimensions of a normal red blood cell~a! and dimen-
sions of the sphere~b! and disks,~c!, ~d! of equivalent volume used for
modeling purposes.

Shape Radius~mm!
Max

thickness~mm!
Min

thickness~mm!
Volume
~mm3!

~a! Biconcave 4 2 1 87
~b! Sphere a52.75 ¯ ¯ 87
~c! Disk 1 R154.00 t151.73 t151.73 87
~d! Disk 2 R255.26 t251.00 t251.00 87
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direction of the incident wave, for a ‘‘spherical’’ red blood
cell, at various values of the nondimensional size parameter
k0a.

B. The long wavelength approximation

The long wavelength solution for scattering by a sphere
was historically derived much earlier than the exact result
~Rayleigh, 1872!. By assuming that the particle size is much
smaller than the wavelength of the incident field, Rayleigh
obtained the following simple expression for the angular dis-
tribution factor:

F5
1

3
k0

2a3Fk12k0

k0
1

3~r12r0!

2r11r0
cosuG . ~2!

Equation~2! shows that, in the long wavelength limit, the
scattered field is proportional to the particle volume as well
as to the square of the frequency. The monopole term de-
scribes theaxisymmetricanomalous ‘‘pulsation’’ of the par-
ticle, which is due to the contrast in compressibility between
the sphere and the surrounding medium. On the other hand,
the directionally dependent dipole term expresses the fact
that the scatterer, having a different inertia from the sur-
rounding fluid, will have a different accelerationin the direc-
tion of the incident wave.

For a weak scatterer, it is found that the monopole—the
more efficient radiator—often dominates the dipole term, as
illustrated in Fig. 4. Most of the scattered field is generated
by the monopole term of Eq.~2!, the strength of which is, at
any given frequency, solely dependent on the contrast in
compressibility and the particle volume. On the other hand,
the contribution of the dipole, which by virtue of its direc-
tionally sensitive physical origin would be most likely to be
affected by particle shape and orientation, is very small by

comparison. This is the reason for which, in the long wave-
length, a particle of arbitrary shape is accurately modeled by
a sphere of equivalent volume.

The Rayleigh result for scattering by a sphere is plotted
in Fig. 3. As expected from the assumptions involved, this
model only mirrors the exact result accurately fork0a
<0.35, beyond which the error exceeds 10%.

C. The Born approximation

The pressure field produced when a a harmonic wave
pi(r ,t)5pi(r ,v)e2 ivt impinges upon a fluid sphere may
also be evaluated by viewing the scatterer as a collection of
elementary point sources. The scattered field is then the in-
tegral of all contributions from the source elements distrib-
uted over the scattering volumeV, giving ~Morse and In-
gard, 1968!

ps~r ,v!5E E E
V
@k0

2gk~r 8!p~r 8,v!G~r ,r 8,v!

1gr~r 8!¹8p~r0!"“8G~r ,r 8,v!#dV8, ~3!

whereG(r ,r 8,v) is the free-space Green’s function and the
terms

gk~r !5
ke~r !2k0

k0
, gr~r !5

re~r !2r0

re~r !
, ~4!

respectively, represent the normalized contrasts in compress-
ibility and density between the fluid element located atr and
the surrounding medium.

The expression for the scattered field in Eq.~3! is not
explicitly dependent on the incident wavepi , but on the
unknown total field pinside the scattering volumeV. The
Born approximation assumes that the scattered wave ampli-
tude is much smaller than that of the incident wave, so that
the total field within the scattering region can be approxi-
mated by the incident field: this will only be true for smallgr

and gk ~weak scatterers!, and under conditions for which

FIG. 3. Non-dimensional scattering cross section for a red blood cell mod-
eled as a sphere, measured at 180° and 90° relative to the direction of the
incident wave, as a function of the nondimensional size parameterk0a ~Roy,
1987!.

FIG. 4. Contribution of the monopole~-•-! and dipole~---! terms to the
directivity pattern of the scattered field~—! produced by acompactred
blood cell modeled as a fluid sphere for an incident plane wave coming in
from the left.
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resonance and multiple scattering effects are not important.
Using the Born approximation, the following expression is
obtained for the angular distribution factor:

F5
k0

2

4p E E E
V
@gk~r 8!1gr~r 8!cosu#eim"r8dV8, ~5!

whereks5k0r /r is the wave number vector in the direction
of the observer,m5k i2ks and umu5m52k0 sin(u/2). This
is a general and well-known result~Morse and Ingard, 1968!
giving the scattered field for a weak scatterer of arbitrary
shape.

In the special case where the scattering volumeV is a
sphere of radiusa and uniform mean densityr1 and com-
pressibilityk1 , the functionsgr andgk are constants inside
the scatterer. Based on the set of coordinates (r 8,u8,f8) de-
fined in Fig. 5, Eq.~5! reduces to

F5k0
2a3@gk1gr cosu#

j 1~ma!

ma
, ~6!

where j 1 denotes the first-order spherical Bessel function
~Roy, 1987!.

The nondimensional far-field scattering cross-section
based on the Born approximation is plotted in Fig. 3 for
observation angles of 180°~backscattering! and 90° relative
to the incident field. Both the Rayleigh and Born models are
found to be in close agreement with the exact solution for
k0a<0.35. This is not unexpected: in the long wavelength
limit, j 1(ma)/ma'1/3 and Eq.~6! reduces to

F5
k0

2a3

3
@gk1gr cosu#. ~7!

This result is found to be identical to the Rayleigh solution,
given by Eq.~2!, for k1'k0 andr1'r0 . For a weak scat-
terer, the Born and Rayleigh models are in good agreement
in the long wavelength limit.

However, unlike the Rayleigh model, the model derived
using the Born approximation remains in close agreement
with the exact theory up to wavelengths comparable to the
size of the sphere: atk0a51 the Rayleigh model exceeds the
exact solution by 60%, whilst the Born model overshoots by
just 6% ~Roy, 1987!. It may seem surprising at first that the
Born solution provides such an accurate representation for
weak scatterers. However, the only limitation of the Born
approximation lies in the assumption that the scattered field

is much smaller than the incident field in the region of the
scatterer. For a weak scatterer, this would only cease to be
true due to multiple scattering effects, or if the particle itself
were to resonate. Multiple particle scattering is not an issue
when modeling scattering by a single particle. Resonance, on
the other hand, need not be a wave mechanism, being pos-
sible even when the medium surrounding the particle is in-
compressible (c05`): it is in fact the elasticity of the par-
ticle and the inertia of the exterior fluid that constitute the
‘‘mass-spring’’ oscillator ~Dowling and Ffowcs Williams,
1983!. The resonant frequency of a fluid sphere, ignoring
surface tension effects, is well approximated by Minnaert’s
formula ~Leighton, 1994; Crightonet al., 1992!

vM5
c1

a
A3r1

r0
. ~8!

Comparing this to the frequencyvc , which corresponds to
the nondimensional size parameterk0a being equal to one,
gives

vM

vc
5

c1

c0
A3r1

r0
'A3 ~9!

for weak scatterers. The resonant frequency for a weak scat-
terer is therefore always located well above the frequency
corresponding tok0a51. The Born approximation can be
expected to yield theoretically accurate single particle weak-
scattering models in the range 0<k0a<1.

III. A MODEL FOR SCATTERING BY A FLUID DISK

To the author’s best knowledge, no exact solution is
available for the scattering of sound by a fluid diskof non-
zero thickness. Detailed results are available for the disk of
zero thickness~Bowmanet al., 1987!, but those are of lim-
ited interest toward modeling the scattering of sound by a
‘‘real’’ particle: an infinitesimally thin particle will have no
compressibility and therefore the contribution of the mono-
pole term, which as shown in Sec. II is dominant for a weak
scatterer, will be zero.

A model for the scattering of sound by a nonthin disk
was first produced by Kou and Shung~1994!, using the
T-matrix method originally developed by Waterman~1969!.
They successfully demonstrated that the scattered field re-
mains proportional to the square of the frequency up to
k0a51, irrespective of particle shape, and that the angle of
incidence of the incident field onto an asymmetric particle
affects scattering significantly. However, their approach re-
quired the extensive calculation of Bessel and Hankel func-
tions by recurrence and approximation formuli and results
were presented solely for backscattering, whilst no simple
expression was reached for the backscattering cross section.

The objective of the present study is to develop a simple,
general, yet accurate model for the scattering of sound by a
fluid disk, using the general result of Eq.~5! and the knowl-
edge gained in Sec. II regarding the validity of the Born
approximation. A disk of radiusR, thicknesst, and the sys-
tem of coordinates defined in Fig. 6 are used for this purpose.
Unlike the case of the sphere, the asymmetric shape of the
disk implies that thez axis cannot be chosen parallel to the

FIG. 5. System of coordinates for evaluating the field scattered by a sphere.
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direction of the vectorm5k i2ks . The incident field im-
pinges upon the disk in the arbitrary direction of the unit
vector î, and the observer lies in the direction of the unit
vector ô. Expressing the vectorm in the chosen coordinate
system gives

m5m1x̂1m2ŷ1m3ẑ5k0~ î2ô!,

m15k0~sinu i cosf i2sinuo cosfo!,
~10!

m25k0~sinu i sinf i2sinuo sinfo!,

m35k0~cosu i2cosuo!.

and Eq.~5! becomes

F5
k0

2

4p
@gk1gr cosu#E

2t/2

t/2 E
0

RE
0

2p

r8

3ei ~m1r8 cosf81m2r8 sin f81m3z8!df8 dr8 dz8, ~11!

whereu5~î,ô!, and r8 is defined so thatx85r8 cosf8 and
y85r8 sinf8. The integral with respect tof8 in Eq. ~11! can
be evaluated by noting thatm15Am1

21m2
2 cosf1 and m2

5Am1
21m2

2 sinf1, wheref1 is the angle between the pro-
jection ofm on the (x8,y8) plane and thex8 axis. This gives

E
0

2p

ei ~m1r8 cosf81m2r8 sin f8!df8

5E
0

2p

eir8Am1
2
1m2

2
~cosf8 cosf11sin f8 sin f1!df8

52pJ0~Am1
21m2

2r8! ~12!

by definition~McLachlan, 1961!, with Jn denoting the Bessel
function of the first kind and ordern. Finally, using the prop-
erty *0

aaJ0(a)da5aJ1(a) ~McLachlan, 1961! gives

F5k0
2R2

t

2

J1~Am1
21m2

2R!

Am1
21m2

2R

sin~m3t/2!

m3t/2
@gk1gr cosu#

~13!

with

m1
21m2

25k0
2@sin2 u i1sin2 uo22 sinu i sinuo

3cos~f i2fo!#,

m35k0~cosu i2cosuo!,

cosu5sinu i sinuo cos~f i2fo!1cosu i cosuo .

This is essentially the result obtained by Ishimaru~1997! for
the equivalent electromagnetic problem. It provides a full
description of the scattered wave in the far field when a plane
wave impinges upon a weak-scattering disk in an arbitrary
direction.

In the long wavelength limit, only the first term of the
Bessel function in Eq. ~13! survives truncation, and
sin(m3t/2)/(m3t/2)→1, giving

F5
k0

2R2t

4
@gk1gr cosu#, ~14!

or, in terms of the disk volume,V5pR2t,

F5
k0

2

4p
V@gk1gr cosu#. ~15!

Similarly, rewriting Eq.~7! in terms of the sphere vol-
ume,V854pa3/3 yields

F5
k0

2

4p
V8@gk1gr cosu#. ~16!

Direct comparison between Eqs.~15! and ~16! demonstrates
that a sphere and a disk of the same volumeV5V8 will
scatter identically at low frequencies.

As suggested by the observations in Sec. II.B,particle
shape is not important when modeling the scattering of
sound by weak scatterers in the long-wavelength limit; the
strength of the scattered field depends solely on particle vol-
ume, the contrast in density and compressibility between the
particle and the surrounding medium, and the frequency of
the incident wave.

IV. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PARTICLE ORIENTATION

It is not only particle shape, but also particle orientation
that is indiscernible in the long wavelength limit. Compari-
son of Eqs.~13! and~14! demonstrates that, at low frequen-
cies, the scattered field is no longer dependent upon the angle
of incidence (u i ,f i) of the incident field onto the disk; as for
the spherical models, only the angular positionu of the ob-
serverrelative to the direction of the incident waveis found
to be significant.

This does not necessarily apply to higher frequencies. In
order to establish the significance of particle orientation
throughout the range 0,k0R,1, consider the two experi-
mental situations represented schematically in Fig. 7. A pri-
mary source produces a plane wave, which impinges upon a
disk-shaped particle broad-side~a! and thin-side~b!. The re-
sulting scattered field is observed at angles of 180° and 90°
relative to the direction of the incident wave. In order to
remain faithful to the assumptions underlying the Born ap-
proximation, it is further assumed that both the primary
source and the observer are located far away from the par-
ticle, at a distanceL@R.

Applying Eq. ~13! to the case of the disk hit broad-side
~a! and observed at 180° gives

F5k0
2R2

t

4

sin~k0t !

~k0t !
@gk2gr# ~17!

FIG. 6. System of coordinates for evaluating the field scattered by a disk of
thicknesst, lying in the (x8,y8) plane.
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with u i50°, uo5180°, f i5fo590° in the system of coor-
dinates defined in Fig. 6. For the observer at 90°,

F5k0
2R2

t

2

J1~k0R!

~k0R!

sin~k0t/2!

~k0t/2!
@gk# ~18!

with u i50°, uo590°, f i5fo590°.
For the case of the disk hit thin-side~b! and observed at

180°, Eq.~13! gives

F5k0
2R2

t

2

J1~2k0R!

~2k0R!
@gk2gr# ~19!

with u i5270°, uo590°, f i5fo5270°. Similarly, for the
observer at 90°,

F5k0
2R2

t

2

J1~k0R!

~k0R!

sin~k0t/2!

~k0t/2!
@gk# ~20!

with u i5270°, uo50°, f i5fo5270°.
The corresponding nondimensional scattering cross sec-

tions, for a red blood cell in saline modeled as a disk of
radiusR1 and thicknesst1 ~see Table I!, measured at 180°
and 90° relative to the direction of the incident wave, are
plotted in Fig. 8 for the disk hit broad-side, and in Fig. 9 for
the disk hit thin-side. Note that the scattering coefficient
F2/(pa2) for the disk was arbitrarily put in nondimensional
form using the maximal cross section of the sphere of
equivalent volume; this is simply a normalization constant,
and does not affect the relative magnitude of the results.
Moreover, in order to permit comparison with the spherical
models~also shown!, the scattering cross section is now plot-
ted as a function of frequency, since it is not possible to
define a nondimensional size parameter for particles of dif-
ferent shapes. The frequency scale has been adjusted so that
k0R1<1.

Figures 8~a! and 9~a! show that disk orientation does not
affect the scattered field for frequencies up to 20 MHz, be-
yond which the disk hit broad-side backscatters considerably
more than the disk hit thin-side. Its backscattering cross sec-

tion exceeds that of the disk hit thin-side by 27% at 30 MHz,
57% at 40 MHz, and as much as 100% at 50 MHz.

By contrast, direct comparison of Eqs.~18! and~20! and
Figs. 8~b! and 9~b! indicates that the field observed at 90°
relative to the direction of the incident wave is identical for
the disk hit broad-side and for the disk hit thin-side through-
out the frequency range. This is a direct consequence of the
principle of reciprocity~Howe, 1998!: the scattered field re-

FIG. 7. Disk impinged upon broad-side~a! and thin-side~b!.

FIG. 8. Nondimensional scattering cross section for a red blood cell mod-
eled as a disk hitbroad-sideand as a sphere, measured at~a! 180° and~b!
90° relative to the direction of the incident wave, as a function of frequency.

FIG. 9. Nondimensional scattering cross section for a red blood cell mod-
eled as a disk hitthin-sideand as a sphere, measured at~a! 180° and~b! 90°
relative to the direction of the incident wave, as a function of frequency.
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mains the same if the positions of the source and the ob-
server are interchanged.

In physical terms, this observation may be explained by
viewing the particle as a collection of elementary volumes,
and the scattered wave as the superposition of the fields pro-
duced by each elementary source. Consider such an elemen-
tary volume of thicknesst, located at an arbitrary position
(x8,y8) in the coordinate system of the disk. In the case of
the disk hit broad-side, every such volume will be impinged
upon by the incident plane wave, produced by the primary
source at timet, at the same time instant@t1L/c0#. Under
the assumption that the observer is located very far from the
particle, the scattered field produced by each elementary vol-
ume will require an additional time equal to@AR22x82/c1

1(L1a2AR22x82)/c0# to reach the observer at 90°.
For the disk hit thin-side, an elementary volume located

at (x8,y8) will be excited by the incident wave at time@t
1(L1a2AR22x82/c01AR22x82/c1#. The associated
scattered wave will then reach the remote observer at time
instant @t1AR22x82/c11(L1a2AR22x82)/c01L/c0#,
i.e., at the same time as if the disk had been impinged upon
broad-side. Thus, contributions from each elementary source
combine at the 90° observer to form an identical scattered
wave for both particle orientations.

Figures 8 and 9 also demonstrate that the long-
wavelength and spherical models constitute good approxima-
tions of the disk model for frequencies up to 25 MHz, be-
yond which the observed discrepancies are considerable. The
biggest error is induced for the disk hit thin-side and ob-
served at 180° relative to the direction of the incident wave:
the simplicity and symmetry of the spherical model clearly
fail to mirror the implications of particle orientation at high
frequencies.

V. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PARTICLE SHAPE

The considerable effect that particle orientation has on
the scattered field tends to suggest that an asymmetric par-
ticle, such as a red blood cell, should be modeled more as a
disk of equivalent volume rather than as a sphere. However,
biological scatterers seldom present themselves as perfect
geometric shapes, and for modeling purposes one is left with
the problem of choosing the aspect ratio of the simple shape
that will best reflect the real behavior of the particle.

The red blood cell normally presents itself as a bicon-
cave disk of average dimensions shown in Table I~Surgenor,
1975; Caroet al., 1978!. So far, this has been modeled as a
flat disk of dimensions (R1 ,t1), disregarding the real thick-
ness of the particle in favor of maintaining its physiological
radius. The effect of approximating it instead as a disk of
thicknesst2 , which is equal to the average minimum thick-
ness of the red cell, and of radiusR2 , is now investigated.
The directivity pattern of the normalized scattering cross sec-
tion for both disks, impinged upon broad-side and thin-side,
are plotted in Fig. 10 at three different frequencies.

The effect of scatterer shape and orientation only starts
to become apparent at around 15 MHz. As one might expect,
it is the field scattered by the disk of highest aspect ratio
~disk 2! that is most strongly affected by particle orientation,

but only for the case of the disk hit thin-side. The field scat-
tered by the disk hit broad-side is almost identical for both
aspect ratios, even for very high frequencies; in this particu-
lar orientation the variation in thickness is hardly ‘‘seen’’
by the incident plane wave, because althoughk0R'1, still
k0t!1.

Interestingly, the Born spherical model yields values of
the scattering cross section that always lie in between those
corresponding to the disk hit broad-side and the disk hit thin-
side for backwards scattering. In the case of disk 1, the

FIG. 10. Directivity pattern of the normalized scattering cross section
uFu2/(pa2) for a red blood cell modeled as a Rayleigh scatterer~long wave-
length!, as a sphere, and as two disks of dimensions (R1 ,t1) and (R2 ,t2),
hit broad-side and thin-side, at various frequencies (0,k0R,1). The par-
ticle, located at the origin, is impinged upon by an incident wave coming in
from the left.
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spherical model provides a good approximation to the field
averaged over the two particle orientations: this is consistent
with the observations made by Roos and Twersky~Roos,
1983; Rooset al., 1988; Twersky, 1964! described in Sec. I.
The same cannot be said to apply to disk 2. In fact, it would
appear that the higher the aspect ratio of the asymmetric
particle, the more inaccurate the spherical model is in de-
scribing its scattered field.

Finally, it is also interesting to note that all models pre-
dict the same scattered field in the direction of the incident
wave throughout the frequency range. Once more, this ob-
servation can be explained by viewing the particle as a col-
lection of elementary volumes and by glancing at Fig. 7. The
sooner an elementary volume is excited by the incident
wave, the longer its scattered wave takes to reach the ob-
server at 0°. Thus, independently of the shape of the particle,
the field scattered by every elementary volume will reach the
0° observer at the very same instant as the incident field, and
the total scattered field there will be identical for particles of
equal volume.

For this reason, it is only measurements of scattering
between angles of 90° and 180° relative to the direction of
the incident wave that make it possible to observe the effects
of particle shape and orientation. Such effects become in-
creasingly detectable at high frequencies and the closer the
observation angle is to 180° relative to the incident wave.
More importantly, the choice of aspect ratio for modeling an
asymmetric particle is critical, since this will determine the
expected contrast in scattering cross section between differ-
ent particle orientations. Changes in the larger of the two
dimensions~the radius! will tend to affect scattering by the
disk hit thin-side significantly, whilst modifications of the
smaller dimension~the thickness! will have little effect on
the disk hit broad-side. For the case of the red blood cell,
disk 1 is a better model than disk 2.

VI. IMPLICATIONS FOR ULTRASONIC SCATTERING:
THE INVERSE SCATTERING PROBLEM

In Secs. IV and V, it was demonstrated that particle
shape and orientation have a significant effect on the direc-
tivity pattern of the scattered field. The question that natu-
rally arises is whether particle orientation and particle shape
can be deduced directly from measurements of the scattering
cross section, and whether the observed effects are suffi-
ciently significant to enable the distinction between biologi-
cal particles of different shapes and sizes, assuming that their
density and compressibility are known.

For reasons of cost and simplicity, it is desirable for the
experimental arrangement used in this investigation to com-
prise no more than two ultrasonic transducers. This implies
that the inverse scattering problem must be solved based on
measurements from two scattering angles only, with one of
the transducers acting both as an emitter and as a receiver.
The choice of transducer frequency and of the angle between
the two transducers is therefore critical in order to optimize
the value of the information obtained at each observation
point.

The determination of particle orientation is difficult with
the use of two transducers alone, since the problem is clearly
three-dimensional. However, this may be possible by using
an experimental setup designed so that one of the angular
coordinates in Eq.~13! is fixed, sayf5f i5fo590°. Fig-
ure 11 shows the predicted effect that the orientation of a
disk-shaped red blood cell will have on the scattering cross
section measured at three different observation angles rela-
tive to the incident wave. It can be seen that the variation in
scattering cross section due to particle orientation is insig-
nificant below 20 MHz, but increases with frequency. More
important, the strongest variation is observed at 180° relative
to the incident wave, whilst at 90° the observed variation is
clearly less significant: this is in good agreement with the
results presented in Sec. IV and suggests that the effect of
particle orientation may go unnoticed if transducers at right
angles to each other are used. On the other hand, the use of a
transducer at 135° relative to the direction of the incident
wave obviously provides a stronger contrast, which suggests
that an apparatus comprising transducers at 45° to each other
is more likely to permit the determination of particle orien-
tation.

For biological scatterers, the particle dimensions are ex-
pected to vary and generally do so according to a normal
distribution. It will only be possible to determine the orien-
tation of a red blood cell if the variation in normalizing cross
section due to its orientation is considerably more significant
than that due to fluctuations in its size. There is notable dis-
agreement in the haematology literature as to the exact val-
ues for the average dimensions and standard deviation of the
radius and thickness of a red blood cell in a healthy adult;

FIG. 11. Variation of the normalized scattering cross-section observed at~a!
180°, ~b! 90°, and~c! 135° relative to the incident field, for a red blood cell
modeled as a disk of dimensions (R1 ,t1), as a function of frequency and of
the angle of incidence of the incident fieldu i(f i5fo590°).
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these discrepencies stem mainly from the different condi-
tions under which such measurements are obtained, which
include cells aggregated into rouleaux, single flat cells in wet
preparations, cells ‘‘on edge’’ in hanging drop preparations
~Surgenor, 1975! or cells in dry films ~Dacie and Lewis,
1984!. Nevertheless, the standard deviation appears to never
exceed65% of the mean value both for the radius and the
thickness, whichever the measurement conditions. This is in
good agreement with published values for the average mean
cell volume~MCV! and standard deviation~87 mm3612%!,
which are considerably more reliable, since they are stan-
dardly measured using a Coulter counter~Rowan, 1983! and
widely used as a diagnostic tool.

In order to assess the importance of cell size variation,
the radiusR1 and thicknesst1 of the disk-shaped red blood
cell are assumed to exhibit a variation corresponding to no
more than65% of their mean values. Evaluation of the
backscattering cross section based on the minimal and maxi-
mal dimensions of the cell shows that the variation in scat-
tering cross section due to cell size fluctuations is of the
order of 630% about the mean value at 20 MHz, and de-
creases to approximately620% at 55 MHz. By contrast, the
maximum and minimum values of the backscattering cross
section due to particle orientation lie at65% of the mean
value at 20 MHz, but increase to640% of the mean at 55
MHz. In fact, the variation in scattering cross section due to
cell orientation begins to supersede the variation due to size
fluctuation at about 47 MHz, but only becomes notably more
significant beyond 55 MHz.

Due to the inherent size variability of biological par-
ticles, it therefore appears that the determination of red cell
orientation requires the use of extremely high transducer fre-
quencies. Perhaps of greater practical interest is the possibil-
ity of determining particle shape from measurements of the
scattering cross section and by assuming that particle orien-
tation is knowna priori. In the case of red blood cells, it is
possible to achieve this condition by submitting them to a
shear flow, as discussed in Sec. I and illustrated in Fig. 2.
This would cause disk-shaped particles to lie parallel to the
plane of shear, whilst cells of different shape—spherical or
other—would be left randomly oriented. Under these condi-
tions, Fig. 10 shows that the directivity pattern of the scat-
tering cross section makes it possible to distinguish between
disk-shaped and spherical particles for frequencies superior
to 20 MHz. The maximum contrast is observed if the disk is
impinged upon thin-side; consequently, the emitting trans-
ducer should be placed parallel to the plane of shear. The
optimal placement of the second transducer appears to be at
right angles to the first, making use of the observation that
the 90° scattering cross section varies little with particle
shape or orientation. In this manner, the ratio between the
scattering cross sections at 180° and 90° relative to the di-
rection of the incident wave provides a measure of the dis-
tortion of the directivity pattern that is related to particle
shape; this ratio is approximately equal to 1.5 for the sphere
at 35 MHz, but is as high as 1.8 for the disc hit thin-side at
the same frequency.

By devising an experimental setup that provides prior
knowledge of particle orientation, it is therefore possible to

deduce particle shape by measuring its scattering cross sec-
tion at 180° and 90° relative to the direction of the incident
wave. Assuming that the density and compressibility of the
particle are also known, the value of the backscattering cross
section can be used to estimate particle volume, whilst the
ratio between the two measured scattering cross sections will
indicate whether the cells are abnormally shaped~sphero-
cytes, hemolyzed cells, etc.!. Subject to experimental confir-
mation, the significance of particle shape and orientation
may therefore form the basis of a novel detection technique.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The Rayleigh solution fails to provide an accurate de-
scription of weak scattering by a fluid sphere for values of
the nondimensional size parameterk0a>0.35. On the other
hand, application of the Born approximation produces a scat-
tering model that agrees perfectly with the Rayleigh solution
in the long-wavelength limit, yet closely matches the exact
solution, even up to wavelengths of the order of the particle
size. It can therefore be inferred that use of the Born approxi-
mation will yield simple, yet accurate, single-particle weak-
scattering models.

Comparison between two such models for a disk and a
sphere of equal volume indicates that an asymmetric particle
can be safely modeled as a sphere for values ofk0a<0.3,
beyond which particle shape and orientation truly become
significant. In fact, the larger the aspect ratio of the particle,
the more inaccurate is the description provided by the spheri-
cal model. For a red blood cell of volume 87mm3 modeled
as a disk of dimensionsR158 mm and thicknesst1

51.73mm, the backscattering cross section for the disk im-
pinged upon broad-side exceeds that of the disk hit thin-side
by 27% at 30 MHz, 57% at 40 MHz, and as much as 100%
at 50 MHz. However, this effect goes unnoticed if the scat-
tered field is observed at 90° to the incident wave, because at
that angle the directionally dependent dipole term goes to
zero; this is a direct consequence of the principle of reciproc-
ity, which predicts that the observed scattered field remains
the same if the position of the source and the observer are
interchanged.

It can therefore be concluded that particle shape and
orientation have a significant effect in the right experimental
context, even for weak-scatterers. However, in the case of
red blood cells, it is not expected that particle orientation can
be determined from inverse scattering measurements, due to
the inherent size variability of biological scatterers. On the
other hand, it should be possible to identify cell shape from
the ratio of the scattering cross section at 180° and 90° to the
incident wave, since this provides a measure of the distortion
of the directivity pattern that is related to particle shape and
orientation. This may form the basis of a novel cell-shape
detection technique, using frequencies as low as 30 MHz.
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An inversion method based on Floquet wave velocity in a periodic medium has been introduced to
determine the single ply elastic moduli of a multi-ply composite. The stability of this algorithm is
demonstrated by numerical simulation. The applicability of the plane wave approximation to the
velocity measurement in the double-through-transmission self-reference method has been analyzed
using a time-domain beam model. It shows that the finite width of the transmitter affects only the
amplitudes of the signals and has almost no effect on the time delay. Using this method, the ply
moduli for a multiply composite have been experimentally determined. While the paper focuses on
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double-through-transmission method, the reconstruction methodology is also applicable to
assessment of data collected by other methods. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nondestructive determination of elastic constants of an-
isotropic materials using ultrasonic phase velocity measure-
ments has been an active field of study for the last several
decades.1–15 The elastic constants are obtained by inverting
the Christoffel equation using a set of phase or group veloc-
ity data in different propagation directions. Rokhlin and
Wang12 have shown that seven of the nine elastic constants
can be found from measurements in two symmetry planes for
an orthotropic material and the solution is independent of the
initial guesses and only slightly dependent on data scatter.
The other two elastic constants can be found from measure-
ments in nonsymmetry planes. However, these methods are
only suitable for measurements of properties of homoge-
neous materials. The fiber-reinforced composites have vari-
ous layups of unidirectional plies~laminas! to meet strength
and stiffness requirements along different loading directions.
They are assembled in different periodic stacking sequences
of unit composite cells formed by laminas with different fi-
ber directions~for example, 0°/245°/90°/45°! to form mul-
tilayered structures as shown in Fig. 1~the structure is un-
bounded in thex–y plane!. Each ply~lamina! is formed by
fibers embedded in epoxy and oriented in one direction.
Laminas in the form of a fabric with 0/90 fiber orientation
are also available. In practice the stiffness of the composites
is usually measured mechanically using samples cut in dif-
ferent directions. However by this method it is difficult to
measure the transverse~xy,yz! properties and it is destructive.
The ultrasonic method is the method of choice for nonde-
structive measurement of elastic properties; however in the
case of dispersion the designer will be interested in the static
limits instead of the elastic constants measurement at ultra-

sonic frequency. Since a lamina is the basic unit of a multi-
ply ~multidirectional! composite, it is important to develop
techniques for determination of the lamina moduli by mea-
surements on the composite after manufacturing. Measuring
lamina properties is important for design purposes and for
providing first-hand information on lamina changes due to
processing. Also if lamina moduli are known, the static
moduli of the composite laminate can be easily calculated.16

Ultrasonic characterization of elastic properties of multi-
ply composites has been a challenge to the nondestructive
evaluation community. One method of measuring the elastic
constants is to use low frequency ultrasonic waves. In this
case, the nonhomogeneous composite may be considered as
an effective homogeneous medium. Therefore one can use
the same procedure developed for a homogeneous layer to
reconstruct the effective elastic constants from the wave ve-
locity measurements. Examples of this have been given by
Roseet al.,12 Hosten,13,14 and Lobkiset al.15 The effective
elastic constants are assumed to be equal to the static con-
stants and the lamina properties are determined from them
using inversion of a static micromechanical model for multi-
ply composites.13 However due to structural dispersion the
ultrasonically measured effective elastic constants of a multi-
ply composite are frequency dependent17,18 and therefore
cannot always be precisely related to the static elastic con-
stants. By contrast, the unidirectional ply elastic constants
are frequency independent in a much wider frequency range
and can be considered equal to the static values~graphite/
fibers have diameter 5–10mm and thus laminas can be con-
sidered nondispersive!.

Chu and Rokhlin19 have proposed a method to deter-
mine lamina elastic moduli for@0/90# metal matrix compos-
ites without the effective media approach. However they ne-
glect the effect of wave interference within a single lamina in
the laminate on the time-delay measurement. Such an as-
sumption is valid only for composites with thick laminas or

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
rokhlin.2@osu.edu
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for composites with small impedance mismatch between 90°
and 0° laminas. Therefore, the method cannot be used for
graphite/epoxy multi-ply composites.

In this paper, a new Floquet-wave-based method of data
processing in the self-reference double-through-transmission
technique is developed for lamina property measurement of
multi-ply composites. In Sec. II we introduce the problem
and describe the application of the self-reference method for
velocity measurement in multiply composites. In Sec. III we
briefly review the way of computing the Floquet wave ve-
locity. In Sec. IV we describe the Floquet-wave-based lamina
moduli determination procedure and analyze the method’s
accuracy. Section V provides an experimental example.
While the paper is focused on elastic constant reconstruction
from Floquet wave phase velocity measurements by the self-
reference double-through-transmission method, the recon-
struction methodology is also applicable to assessment of
data collected by other methods.

II. ULTRASONIC PHASE VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
AND THE PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Double-through-transmission measurements

To understand the difficulties with velocity measure-
ments in multi-ply composites, let us first, as an example,
briefly consider the ultrasonic double-through-transmission
measurement method described by Rokhlin and
co-workers.9,11 The basic idea of this method is illustrated in
Fig. 2. The sample is immersed in a fluid~water! and the
ultrasonic pulse is transmitted through the sample, reflected
from the plane reflector and returned to the transducer after
the second through transmission. The pulse length in space is
selected to be smaller than the sample thickness and thus
there is no interference of the multiple reflections in the
sample. Therefore the pulse propagation in the sample may
be considered as that in an unbounded composite medium.
First the time of flighttn at normal incidence on the sample
is measured. Next by continuously varying the incident

angle, the time of flighttu i
versus incidence angleu i is mea-

sured. Due to the acoustic path length change in the sample,
the time delay differenceDtu i

betweentu i
and the reference

time of flight tn at normal incidence is obtained (Dtu i
5tu i

2tn). Adopting the equation forDtu i
derived in Ref. 11 to

the self-reference double-through-transmission method9 for
arbitrary anisotropy from geometrical considerations, we get

Dtu i
5

2H

1/V021/Vn
2

H cos~u r2u i !

V0 cosu r
1

H

Vp~u r !cosu r
,

~1!
sinu r

Vp~u r !
5

sinu i

V0
,

whereVn is the velocity in the sample measured at normal
incidence, andV0 is the sound speed in the immersion fluid,
H is the thickness of the sample,Vp(u r) is the phase velocity
in the composite at angleu r , u r is the refraction angle. To
improve precision in theDtu i

determination for transverse
wave one should account for phase correction.20

The phase velocity at refraction angleu r ~corresponding
to the incident angleu i shown in Fig. 2! is calculated for a
generally anisotropic material using the phase velocity in the
normal directionVn and the time-delay changeDtu i

for the
rotation angleu i of the sample:9

Vu i
~u r !5S 1

Vn
2 1

Dt02~Dt01Dtu i
!cosu i

HV0

1
Dtu i

~2Dt01Dtu i
!

4H2 D 21/2

, ~2!

with

u r5sin21S Vu i
sinu i

V0
D

and Dt052H(1/V021/Vn). The phase velocity at normal
incidenceVn is measured with high precision by overlapping
multiple reflections from the front and back surface of the
sample. Since all measurements are made relative to the ref-

FIG. 1. Layout of@0/245/90/45#2s multidirectional composites.

FIG. 2. ~a! Schematic diagram of the self-reference bulk wave method.~b!
Equivalent representation of the measurement used for modeling. The
dashed lines indicate the mirror reflection of the back propagation path.
Mirror plane is indicated by the broken vertical line.
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erence acoustic path in the presence of the sample, the effect
of geometric imperfection is small.9

The relation between the phase and group velocity de-
termined from the time-of-flight measurement for the experi-
mental configuration shown in Fig. 2 is addressed in Ref. 11.
From the experimental phase or group velocities in different
propagation directions, the elastic constants can be deter-
mined by inverting the Christoffel equation.7–11 The method
in its original form is applicable only to homogeneous me-
dia.

B. Application of Floquet waves

The multi-ply composites are extremely nonhomoge-
neous due to the strong anisotropy of the ply~lamina! and
therefore there is significant wave velocity variability from
ply to ply. The ply thickness is usually between 100–150mm
and is less than the pulse length, thus the ultrasonic signals
interfere within the lamina and one cannot calculate the total
time delay by simply adding the time delays for different
plies; therefore the standard meaning of wave velocity is not
applicable. The velocity and elastic property measurements
in such materials require a conceptual step forward by ac-
counting for the nonhomogeneity of the structure and the
ply-wave interference.

Due to the periodicity of the composite structure the
Floquet wave approach seems well suited for medium char-
acterization. Floquet waves are formed in a periodic medium
naturally accounting for the wave interference in the struc-
ture and their wave speed has a clear physical meaning. The
Floquet wave theory provides a method to calculate the time
delay for a signal propagating through a multi-ply composite
and to determine the lamina elastic constants. The theoretical
foundation of the method is briefly described in the follow-
ing section followed by description of the elastic constant
reconstruction and experimental examples in the subsequent
parts.

III. FLOQUET WAVE DISPERSION AND VELOCITY
CALCULATION

A. Floquet wave characteristic equation

The multilayered graphite epoxy composite forms a fi-
nite periodic structure with a periodic unit called the ‘‘com-
posite cell’’ ~Fig. 1!. The cell is a layup from several unidi-
rectional laminas and is thus a multilayered anisotropic unit.

A free wave propagating in a periodic medium is called
a Floquet wave. To find the Floquet wave properties one
applies the periodicity conditions21,23

F un

sn
G5ei zhcF u0

s0
G , ~3!

where z is the Floquet wave number component in thez
direction, andhc the thickness of the unit cell. Different
methods21–24 can be used to obtain the characteristic equa-
tion for computing the Floquet wave velocity in a periodic
anisotropic medium. In our work, to describe the cell we
introduce the layer stiffness matrix which relates stresses and
displacements on both sides of the layer as defined by Eq.
~A1! in the Appendix. The cell stiffness matrixK c is ob-

tained from the stiffness matrices of the layers forming the
cell25 using the recursive stiffness matrix algorithm@Eq.
~A3!#. The Floquet wave characteristic equation in the form
of stiffness matrix elements is obtained by combining the
periodicity condition~3! with the cell stiffness matrixK c

~A4!:17,18

~ei zhcK c
212e2 i zhcK c

121K c
222K c

11!u050, ~4!

whereu0 is the Floquet wave unit displacement vector de-
fined at the top surface of the cell. The Floquet wave num-
bersz are found by searching for the roots of the determinant
of the linear system~4! which has six solutions forei zhc. Due
to the 2p periodicity of ei zhc, the Floquet wave numberz is
not uniquely defined. In the wave number interval2p
,zhc,1p, we can uniquely determine six Floquet wave
numbersz, and the corresponding Floquet wave velocities
VF5(v/z)cosuF , whereuF is the angle between the Floquet
wave propagation direction and thez axis ~Fig. 1!. As in
homogeneous anisotropic media,26 the Floquet wave propa-
gation direction is determined from its energy flux vector.27

B. Stop and pass bands and measurement domain

The wave numbers obtained from Eq.~4! can be real and
complex. The complex solutions correspond to stop bands
and the real solutions to pass bands of the Floquet wave
spectrum.21 Figure 3 shows the stop and pass bands for the
Floquet waves in thekx andv domains for a@0/90# compos-
ite with the incident plane oriented in the 0° direction. To
relate this to ultrasonic experiments, we convertkx to an
equivalent angle of incidence onto the composite from water
using kx5v sin(ui)/V0 ~V0 is the acoustic velocity in water
1.5 mm/ms!. The gray level represents the number of propa-
gating Floquet waves in the pass band. White indicates the
area where all three Floquet waves have real wave numbers
and black corresponds to the nonpropagating region~stop
bands! for all three Floquet waves~they become nonhomo-
geneous with complex wave numbers!. Two different levels

FIG. 3. Pass and stop bands of the three Floquet waves inkx andv domains
for @0/90# periodic composite~lamina thickness is 0.194 mm!. The propa-
gating plane is oriented along 0° fiber direction~white, three propagating
waves; gray, one or two propagating waves; black, stop band, no propagat-
ing waves permitted!.
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of gray between white and black indicate that one or two of
the Floquet waves are propagating waves and have real wave
numbers. At frequencies above the first stop band, shown by
the vertical line in Fig. 3, the Floquet wave is very dispersive
which leads to strong distortion of the transmitted signals;
the transmitted signals even disappear within the stop
bands.28 This leads to difficulties in time delay measurements
in composites at frequencies above the first stop band. At
frequencies below the first stop band, the Floquet behavior is
similar to a plane wave propagating in an anisotropic disper-
sive homogeneous medium. In this frequency domain, we
may consider the periodic medium as an effective homoge-
neous anisotropic medium.18 In Ref. 18, it is found that an
approximate upper frequencyf h bound of the homogeniza-
tion domain is given by

hc

lmin~u i !
cosu i,0.5 or f h,

0.5Vmin~u i !

hc cosu i
, ~5!

wherelmin and Vmin5v/kmax are the minimum wavelength
and velocity at a given incident propagation angleu i among
all the bulk waves in each lamina of the cell. The estimated
homogenization domain using Eq.~5! for a @0/90# composite
is shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 3. Since the cell is about
twice as thick for the multidirectional@0/45/90/245# com-
posite, the frequency range in Fig. 3 for this composite
should be scaled down by a factor of 2.18

C. Symmetrical composite laminate

Multilayered composites usually are symmetrical as
shown in Fig. 1 and thus are not periodic in the middle plane.
The above discussion is valid for this case too. One can
divide the symmetrical multilayered structure into two peri-
odic media above and below the middle plane; for example,
the@0/245/90/45#Ns composite structure can be decomposed
into two periodic structures: top@0/245/90/45#N and bottom
@45/90/245/0#N . Since the lamina is unidirectional and thez
axis is one of its symmetry axes, the velocity of the three
Floquet waves in the1z direction equal those in the2z
direction. Thus the time of flight through the top part~@0/
245/90/45#N composite! is identical to that through the bot-
tom part ~@45/90/245/0#N composite!. Therefore, for our
analysis we can consider the symmetrical composite as a
periodic composite at frequencies below the first stop band.

IV. FLOQUET-WAVE-BASED LAMINA ELASTIC
CONSTANTS DETERMINATION

A. Lamina elastic constants reconstruction

In this section, we propose a method for lamina proper-
ties reconstruction based on Floquet wave theory. The differ-
ence between this method and the methods used for homo-
geneous anisotropic media9–11 is how the time delay
calculation is done. For homogeneous media, the time delay
is calculated from Eq.~1! using the phase velocityVp(u r)
determined from the Christoffel equation. To calculate the
time delay for a periodic medium we use Eq.~1! replacing
Vp(u r) by the Floquet wave phase velocityVF(u r) obtained
from Eq.~4!. The coefficients of the Floquet wave character-
istics @Eq. ~4!# are obtained from the cell stiffness matrixK c

which is calculated from initial guesses of the lamina param-
eters for the given cell. For graphite/epoxy composites the
elastic constants, density and thickness of all laminas can be
assumed to be the same and thus the difference between each
ply in the cell is the fiber orientation angle. The elastic con-
stants of the lamina are assumed to be independent of fre-
quency within the frequency range of the measurements.
Thus the Floquet velocity depends only on the lamina elastic
constants which need to be obtained and the cell lamina lay-
out which is assumed to be known. The lamina properties
determination using the Floquet wave approach follows al-
most the same computational procedure as that for a unidi-
rectional composite layer.10,11 The time delays are measured
for different incident angles in one or several orientations of
the incident plane. Then the least square optimization using
the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm is applied to minimize
the error~cost function! between experimental time delays
and those calculated using the Floquet theory. The unknown
lamina moduli of the composite are found by minimizing the
sum of the squares of the deviations between the experimen-
tal and calculated time delays considering the elastic con-
stants as variables in a multidimensional space

min
Ci jklmPRn

1

2 (
i 51

m

~Dtu i

exp~a i !2Dtu i

F ~a i ,Ci j !!2, ~6!

whereDtu i

exp(ai) is the measured time delay at incident angle

u i and orientation anglea i . Dtu i

F (a i ,Ci j ) is the correspond-

ing computed time delay;n is the number of independent
parameters~lamina moduli! to be determined~the space di-
mension! and m is the number of measurements. The time
delaysDtu i

F (a i ,Ci j ) are calculated from Eq.~1! using initial

guesses for the lamina moduli to obtain the velocityVF(u r)
from the Floquet wave equation@Eq. ~4!#.

Once the lamina properties are obtained, one can com-
pute the frequency-dependent effective elastic constants of
the composite using the homogenization method described in
Refs. 17 and 18, which is applicable at frequencies below the
first stop band. As zero-frequency limit one obtains the static

TABLE I. The results of reconstruction from simulated Floquet wave time-
delay data in the incident planea50° for @0/45/90/245# composite.

C11 ~GPa! C22 C12 C23 C55

Original value 143.2 15.8 7.5 8.2 7
Initial guess 214.8 12.8 3.75 4.1 10.5
No scatter 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1% scatter 0.04% 0.01% 0.7% 0.03% 0.03%
5% scatter 0.5% 0.04% 2.27% 1.03% 3.05%

TABLE II. The results of reconstruction from Floquet wave time-delay data
in the incident planesa50° and 30° for@0/45/90/245# composite.

C11 C22 C12 C23 C55

Original value 143.2 15.8 7.5 8.2 7
Initial guess 214.8 12.8 3.75 4.1 10.5
No scatter 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1% scatter 0.01% 0.01% 0.69% 0.02% 0.02%
5% scatter 0.41% 0.02% 1.2% 0.90% 2.1%
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effective elastic constants of the composite. These static elas-
tic constants are useful for static stress analysis in composite
structural design.

B. Accuracy of reconstruction and effect of data
scatter: Numerical simulation

To check the stability and accuracy of the reconstruc-
tion, we performed computer simulations on a set of syn-
thetic velocity data with random scatter, similar to the
method described in Refs. 9–11. The results are given in
Tables I and II for composite@0/45/90/245# and Tables III,
IV, and V for composite@0/90#. First for the set of elastic
constants of the lamina~given in the first row of these
tables!, the time delay was calculated using Eqs.~1! and~4!
for selected orientations of the incident plane and a discrete
set of refraction angles at 1 MHz frequency for composite
@0/45/90/245# and 2 MHz for composite@0/90#. Next, ran-
dom scatter was added to the time-delay data with data scat-
ter levels 1% and 5%. The sets of time delays obtained serve
as synthetic sets of experimental data. The initial guesses of
the lamina elastic constants selected for reconstruction are
given in the second row of the tables. These values are at
least 50% different from the exact values used for synthetic
sets determination~given in the first row!. Using this data
with scatter, the lamina elastic constants are obtained using
the reconstruction procedure discussed above. The relative
error between the reconstructed elastic constants and the ex-
act elastic constants are given in the third row~0% data
scatter level!, fourth row ~1% data scatter level!, and fifth
row ~5% data scatter level!.

Tables I and II give the results for@0/45/90/245# com-
posite using different orientation angles. Table I shows the
results for plane of incidence at 0° orientation. The initial
guess is 50% different from the exact values given in the first
row. We assume that the lamina is transverse isotropic and
one can see that all five elastic constants of the lamina are
recovered. This is interesting since for a homogeneous aniso-
tropic layer, one symmetry plane measurement is not suffi-
cient to recover all elastic constants.9–11 For a multidirec-

tional composite, because the cell already includes laminas
with different orientations, it becomes possible to determine
all elastic constants from one plane of measurement only.

The results for reconstruction from velocity data in two
orientation angles~0°, 30°! are shown in Table II. Comparing
with Table I, one can see the reconstruction is slightly less
sensitive to scatter using data from two orientation angles of
the incident plane. From these tables, one can seeC12 is
much more sensitive to noise than other elastic constants.
This conclusion also agrees with those of Ref. 11 for a uni-
directional composite.

Tables III, IV, and V give the results for@0/90# compos-
ites using data from different orientations of the incident
plane. One can see the results are similar. To illustrate the
quality of the inversion, Figure 4 shows the time delays ob-
tained with 5% data scatter for@0/90# composites at 30° in-
cident plane orientation~solid lines are the time delay com-
puted with the lamina properties obtained and circles are the
given set of data with scatter!. All three Floquet waves are
excited at this incident plane orientation.

C. Time domain beam model

The time delay calculated by Eq.~1! is based on the
plane wave assumption. However experimentally, the trans-
mitter and receiver have finite aperture and the incident wave
has to be considered as a beam. Here in two-dimensional
approximation we will investigate the effect of finite width
of the transmitter/receiver on the time delay measurements
using exact wave propagation theory25 through the multi-ply
composite layer in fluid.

The schematic diagram of the double-through-
transmission method is given in Fig. 2. We consider the back
reflector as a mirror with Fig. 2~b! showing the wave travel

FIG. 4. Comparison of the simulated experimental time delays with 5%
noise~circles! and that calculated based on reconstructed set of data~lines!
for @0/90# composite at incident plane orientationa530°.

TABLE V. The results of reconstruction from Floquet wave time-delay data
in the incident planesa50° and 45° for@0/90# composite.

C11 C22 C12 C23 C55

Original value 143.2 15.8 7.5 8.2 7
Initial guess 214.8 12.8 3.75 4.1 10.5
No scatter 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1% scatter 0.04% 0.01% 0.07% 0.03% 0.0%
5% scatter 0.01% 0.02% 0.27% 0.03% 0.05%

TABLE III. The results of reconstruction from Floquet wave time-delay
data in the incident planea50° for @0/90# composite.

C11 C22 C12 C23 C55

Original value 143.2 15.8 7.5 8.2 7
Initial guess 214.8 12.8 3.75 4.1 10.5
No scatter 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1% scatter 1.49% 0.01% 0.37% 0.20% 0.0%
5% scatter 0.39% 0.02% 0.9% 0.30% 0.32%

TABLE IV. The results of reconstruction from Floquet wave time-delay data
in the incident planesa530° for @0/90# composite.

C11 C22 C12 C23 C55

Original value 143.2 15.8 7.5 8.2 7
Initial guess 214.8 12.8 3.75 4.1 10.5
No scatter 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
1% scatter 0.05% 0.01% 0.3% 0.03% 0.0%
5% scatter 0.11% 0.02% 0.42% 0.05% 0.00%
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path used in the model. Accounting for the phase delay in
fluid as shown in Fig. 2~b!, one can obtain the time-domain
voltage output

Vout~ t !5E
2`

1`

F~v!dvE
2`

1`

F t~kx8!Tt~kx!

3Tb~kx9!ei ~22kz8L1kzd1kz9d! dkx8 , ~7!

where L is the distance between the surfaces of the trans-
ducer and back reflector,d is the thickness of the sample.
kz5A(v/V0)22kx

2. kx8 ,kz8 andkx9 ,kz9 are the wave numbers
in the coordinate systems rotated from the axisz @Fig. 2~b!#
by u i ~primed! and 2u i ~double primed!, respectively~z8 is
the normal to the transducer face!. F(v) is the frequency
response of the transmitter/receiver;F t(kx8) is the angular
response of the transducer. They are experimentally deter-
mined by inverting the measured reflection signal from a
homogeneous semispace such as a block of aluminum.
Tt(kx) andTb(kx9) are the transmission coefficients through
the layer for the wave incident from fluid on the layer top or
bottom, respectively. For calculation we use Gaussian func-
tions to approximate the angular responsesF t(kx8) of the
transducers

F t~kx8!5
B

A2p
e~kx8B!2/2, ~8!

whereB is the beam width of the transmitter or receiver. For
plane wave approximation, the transducer response can be
represented by a delta functionF t(kx8)5d(kx8).

Figure 5 compares the simulated time delay measure-
ment using different beam sizes for a@0/90#4s composite at
0° incident plane orientation. The solid lines present the re-
sults calculated directly from Eq.~1! using the Floquet wave
velocity. The calculation includes the phase correction20 for
the transmission coefficient from a fluid to a semi-infinite
periodic medium. Points for different beam widthB ~open
circles, triangles, and crosses! are the time delays determined
directly from the time domain signals computed using the
beam model@Eq. ~7!# and the exact wave theory for propa-
gating through the layered composite sample. The incident
pulse has center frequency 2 MHz. One can see that the

effect of beam size is small and thus a plane wave approxi-
mation is applicable, except for angles close to the critical
angle~10°!. At incident angles close to the critical angle, due
to sharp phase shift the ultrasonic beam may spread and the
received signal is distorted. In practice one should avoid
phase velocity measurement when observing strong distor-
tion of the ultrasonic pulse near the critical angle.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two composite samples,@0/45/90/245#12s ~graphite/
PEEK composite! and @0/90#4s ~graphite/epoxy composite!,
have been used to demonstrate the proposed method experi-
mentally ~PEEK is a thermoplastic matrix material!. The
thickness of the@0/90# sample is 2.5 mm and the lamina
thickness is 0.156 mm. The thickness of the@0/45/90/245#
sample is 14.6 mm and lamina thickness is 0.152 mm. The
density for both samples is 1.6 g/cm3.

The measurement approach and experimental setup were
described in Ref. 10. In this study, ultrasonic signals with
center frequency 1 MHz and 2 MHz are used for measure-
ments on@0/45/90/245# and@0/90# composites, respectively.
The time-delay differenceDtu i

for longitudinal (TQL) and
quasishear (TQT) waves are measured as a function of the
incident angleu i from water with 0.5° step. The incident
plane is oriented ata50° relative to the fiber direction in
the top lamina~Fig. 1!. The multiple reflections in the sample
at normal incidence are used to measure the velocityVn in
Eq. ~1! and to determine the elastic constantC33 ~C335C22

5rVn
2, r is the sample density!. In this section, the lamina is

considered transversely isotropic~five independent elastic
constants!, however this limitation is not essential and can be
easily lifted and the lamina considered to be orthotropic. The
four other elastic constants (C11,C12,C23,C55) are deter-
mined using the Floquet-wave-based method described
above based on the measured time delaysDtu i

in only one
plane of incidence~for an orthotropic lamina measurements
should be performed in two incident planes!. The recon-
structed lamina properties for@0/90# and@0/45/90/245# com-
posites are given in the first and second rows of Table VI,
respectively. To show the data quality, we plot in Fig. 6 the
measured time delay differenceDtu i

~open circles! and that
calculated~solid lines! using the reconstructed elastic con-
stants given in Table VI@the deviation between the curves
indicates the value of the cost function given by Eq.~6!#. As
shown in Table VI the measured lamina properties for these
two composites have some differences. This is due to the
differences in the matrices and thickness of the samples for
these composites~epoxy is for@0/90# composite with thick-

FIG. 5. Simulated experimental time delay for@0/90#4s composites at 2
MHz using Eq.~1! ~solid lines! and time domain plane wave~B is infinite!
and beam models with different beam width~open circle,B5 infinity; tri-
angle,B510 mm; cross,B55 mm!.

TABLE VI. Reconstructed lamina elastic constants in GPa from the mea-
sured Floquet wave time delay.

Composite

Lamina moduli

C11 C22 C12 C23 C55

@0/90#
graphite/epoxy

121 12.1 4.2 8.6 9.3

@0/45/90/245#
graphite/PEEK

116 11.6 7.7 7.9 7.2
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ness 2.5 mm and PEEK is for@0/45/90/245# with thickness
14.6 mm!; the sample thickness affects properties due to its
effect on processing. The difference in moduli is consistent
with static measurements indicating that the longitudinal and
shear moduli of graphite/PEEK composites are slightly
smaller than those of the graphite/epoxy composites.16

After the lamina properties have been obtained, the
frequency-dependent effective elastic constants of the com-
posite are calculated using the dynamic homogenization
method.17,18 At frequency 2 MHz, they are given for the
@0/90# composite in the first row of Table VII. As an ex-
ample, in Fig. 7, we plot the effective elastic constantC11 as
a function of frequency for the@0/90# composite. As one can
see the dynamic elastic constants at 2 MHz may be signifi-
cantly different from those at 0.1 MHz~essentially static!.

Because our measurements are performed at a frequency
within the homogenization zone, the multidirectional com-
posite can be replaced by an effective homogeneous
medium18 and from the measured time-delay data one can
reconstruct the effective elastic constants of the composite by
an inversion of the Christoffel equation.9,11 The results ob-
tained in this way are given in the second row in Table VII.
The effective moduli are reasonably close to those shown in
the first row which are computed from the lamina properties
by the Floquet wave homogenization method~relative devia-
tion about 5%!. Ideally, in the homogenization domain both
methods should provide identical results, thus discrepancies
indicate homogenization error due to pulse bandwidth over-
lap with the first stop band. Also the homogenization-based
method cannot recoverC12 from 0° incident plane orienta-
tion measurements; to determine it will require experimental
data in an additional incident plane.

As shown in Fig. 7, the effective elastic constants are

frequency dependent. The static moduli can be obtained from
lamina properties, performing the homogenization at very
low frequency; the static effective moduli of the composite
are given in the third row of Table VII. Significant differ-
ences exist between the static and dynamic effective elastic
constants. Usually lamina moduli are obtained by static com-
posite models from the ultrasonically measured composite
effective moduli which are assumed to be equal to the com-
posite static effective moduli. As one can see, in some cases
using this approach one may introduce significant error be-
cause of the frequency dependency of the laminated compos-
ite effective moduli. The Floquet wave method allows one to
obtain the lamina properties directly and thus to compute
correctly the static elastic properties of multidirectional com-
posites.

VI. CONCLUSION

The Floquet wave theory has been applied to determina-
tion of the elastic constants of a single ply in multidirectional
composites. Reconstruction of the lamina elastic constants
from measured time-delay data has been done by nonlinear
least-square minimization. For the transverse isotropic
lamina, the method allowed us to measure all five lamina
elastic constants from the velocity measurement in only one
incident plane. The stability and accuracy of the reconstruc-
tion method has been evaluated by simulations on the syn-
thetic data with random scatter. The results of the reconstruc-
tion were adequate, with deviation from the actual constants

FIG. 7. Frequency dependent elastic constantC11 calculated from the mea-
sured lamina elastic constants using dynamic homogenization method~Refs.
17 and 18! for @0/90# composite.

FIG. 6. Comparison of the experimental time delay
~circles! and that calculated using the reconstructed set
of data~lines! given in Table VI~incident plane orien-
tation a50°!. ~a! @0/90# composite,~b! @0/45/90/245#
composite.

TABLE VII. Reconstructed effective homogeneous elastic moduli in GPa
for @0/90# composite at 2 MHz and calculated from lamina static effective
moduli.

@0/90# composite effective moduli
C11 C22 C12 C23 C55

Floquet wave~2 MHz!
57.8 12.1 6.16 6.68 3.7

Plane wave~2 MHz!
55.3 12.1 7.06 3.5

Floquet wave~static!
66.4 12.1 4.59 6.35 3.0
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set below 1%, even for 5% random scatter in the time-delay
data. Applicability of the double-transmission self-reference
velocity measurement method has been assessed using a
two-dimensional-beam time-domain model. It shows that the
finite width of the transmitter affects only the amplitude of
the signal and has very little effect on the time delay. While
the paper is focused on elastic constant reconstruction from
phase velocity measurements by the self-reference double-
through-transmission method, the reconstruction methodol-
ogy is also applicable to assessment of data collected by
other methods.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF THE CELL STIFFNESS
MATRIX

The stiffness matrix formth layer is defined as

Fsm21

sm
G

m

5K Fum21

um
G

m

, ~A1!

wheresm21 andsm are the stresses on the top and bottom
surfaces of the layerm; um21 andum are displacements and
Km is the 636 layer stiffness matrix represented as17,25

Km~636!5FKm
11 Km

12

Km
21 Km

22G . ~A2!

The cell stiffness matrix is obtained from the layer stiff-
ness matricesKm by the recursive algorithm25

K M5FK M21
11 1K M21

12 ~Km
112K M21

22 !21K M
21 2K M21

12 ~Km
112K M21

22 !21Km
12

Km
21~Km

112K M21
22 !21K M21

21 Km
222Km

21~Km
112K M21

22 !21Km
12G , ~A3!

whereK M is the total stiffness matrix for the topm layers,
K M21

i j is the total stiffness matrix for the topm21 layers,
Km

i j are stiffness matrix elements for themth layer.
For ann layered cell as shown in Fig. 1, using the re-

cursive algorithmn21 times, we obtain the cell stiffness
matrix for then-layered structure. We denote the cell stiff-
ness matrix for the layered structureK c ,

Fs0

sn
G5K cFu0

un
G5FK c

11 K c
12

K c
21 K c

22G Fu0

un
G . ~A4!
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Theory of elastic wave propagation in anisotropic film
on anisotropic substrate: TiN film on single-crystal Si
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The delta-function representation of the elastodynamic Green’s function is used to derive an
expression for the elastic wave forms on the surface of an anisotropic thin film on an anisotropic
substrate due to a point or a line source located at the surface of the film. The dispersion relation for
surface acoustic waves~SAWs! is obtained from the poles of the Green’s function. A
computationally efficient algorithm is formulated to obtain the elastic constants and the density of
the film from the SAW dispersion data. The theory is used to analyze measured SAW dispersion
relations in a titanium nitride film on silicon. The analysis yields values of the elastic constants and
the density of the film. Excellent agreement is obtained between the theoretical and experimental
dispersion results. Calculated wave forms for the surface wave due to a pulsed line source on the
surface of the film are reported.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1499131#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Cg, 43.35.Pt, 43.20.Bi@SGK#

I. INTRODUCTION

We present a comprehensive formulation of the surface
acoustic wave~SAW! propagation in anisotropic thin films
on an anisotropic half-space substrate in terms of the elasto-
dynamic Green’s function. We calculate the elastodynamic
surface Green’s function for an anisotropic thin film coated
on an anisotropic substrate. We apply the Green’s function to
derive an expression for the space–time-dependent displace-
ment field or the elastic wave forms on the surface of the film
due to a point or a line source on the surface of the film.
From the poles of the Green’s function in frequency space,
we derive the dispersion relations for SAWs~surface acous-
tic waves!. We also present a computationally efficient algo-
rithm for determining material parameters such as the elastic
constants and the density of the film using our representation
of the Green’s function and the observed dispersion relations
for SAW in the film. We apply our formulation to calculate
the displacement field due to a pulsed line source on the
surface of a titanium nitride~TiN! film on single-crystal sili-
con ~Si! and use our inversion algorithm to determine the
elastic constants and the density of the film from the mea-
sured SAW dispersion curves.

Currently, propagation of SAWs in anisotropic thin films
on anisotropic solids is of interest for elastic characterization
of thin films in many industrial applications. SAW dispersion
curves can be used for measurement of elastic constants of
the film and other material parameters such as the density
and the thickness. The characteristic features of SAW in thin
films arise because the thickness of the film may be compa-
rable to or less than the wavelength of the elastic waves. A
mathematical model is needed for interpretation and inver-
sion of SAW dispersion curves to obtain the material param-
eters of the solid. The advantage of a Green’s function
method is that it gives the wave forms as well as velocities of
elastic waves. It also provides a general formula that can be
applied to calculate the elastic wave forms due to any arbi-
trary but integrable force distribution.

Mouradet al.1 have calculated the Green’s function for

SAWs in a thin film on a substrate using perturbation theory.
Calculations of the elastodynamic Green’s function for an
anisotropic film of arbitrary thickness on an anisotropic sub-
strate have not been reported in the literature. Our Green’s
function method is applicable to films of any thickness and
anisotropy and anisotropic substrates. We also use our for-
mulation of the Green’s function to develop a computation-
ally efficient algorithm for determining the material param-
eters of the film from the observed SAW dispersion curves.

For calculation of the elastodynamic Green’s function,
we use the delta function representation given earlier.2 Vari-
ous representations of the Green’s function have been given
by Wang and Achenbach,3 Every and Kim,4 and Ting.5 The
delta-function representation is convenient for anisotropic
solids because the Green’s function is expressed as a product
of two delta functions. Hence, for a general 3D~three-
dimensional! anisotropic infinite solid, numerical integration
is required over only one variable. For bounded solids, the
advantage of the product of two delta functions is lost but at
least one integral can be done analytically. For time-
dependent boundary-value problems, we use the Laplace
transform of the Green’s function to ensure causality. We
obtain the SAW dispersion relations from the poles of the
Green’s function without any need for numerical integration.
The SAW dispersion relations can of course be obtained di-
rectly from the secular equation without calculating the
Green’s functions.

The Green’s function method has been applied to sur-
face waves in homogeneous half-space tetragonal solids in
Refs. 6 and 7. Many authors, such as, Barnett and Lothe,8

Auld,9 Nayfeh,10 Li and Thomson,11 Solie and Auld12 have
studied surface- and guided-wave propagation in anisotropic
solids. Very interesting papers on anisotropic half-space sol-
ids have been published by Mourad and Deschamps13 who
have solved the Lamb’s problem in these solids using the
Cagniard de Hoop method and Everyet al.14 who have cal-
culated their elastodynamic response to sudden surface load-
ing. Ting has discussed elastic anisotropy in considerable
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detail and described some useful models in a recent treatise.5

Elastic wave propagation provides a useful technique for
characterization of materials~see, for example, Kinra and
Dalal15 and the review article by Chimenti,16 which gives
other references!.

Several features of wave propagation in layered solids
have been studied by Barnettet al.17 Its and Lee,18 Pan and
Datta,19 Lih and Mal,20 Niklasson, Datta, and Dunn,21 and
other authors. For a discussion of SAW in layered solids and
many useful references, see, for example, Farnell and
Adler,22 and Nayfeh.10 Computational methods for determi-
nation of elastic constants by using the measured wave
propagation characteristics in homogeneous anisotropic sol-
ids have been described in many papers such as Refs. 23–25.
Inversion of the measured SAW dispersion curves for deter-
mination of elastic constants of isotropic films has been ad-
dressed in Refs. 26–31~see the quoted papers for other ref-
erences!.

In most of the inversion methods quoted above, one cal-
culates the velocity of the elastic waves as function of the
frequency and obtains the materials parameters of the film by
a least squares fitting between the calculated and the ob-
served dispersion curve. We have used a direct method that is
computationally more efficient and more suitable for aniso-
tropic solids. We substitute the observed dispersion relations
for SAW in the expressions for the poles of the Green’s
function and solve the resulting set of nonlinear equations for
the material parameters of the film.

We apply our theory and the inversion algorithm to in-
terpret the experimental results of Hurley and Richards32 on
the dispersion of SAWs in a polycrystalline textured TiN film
on single-crystal Si. Currently there is a strong interest in
TiN coatings on Si because of the hardness properties of TiN.
Excellent agreement is obtained between the theoretical and
the experimental dispersion curves. However, the limited
measurements reported in Ref. 32 do not yield a unique set
of elastic constants. The estimated values of the elastic con-
stants and the density of TiN are consistent with those avail-
able in the literature.

We have also calculated the wave forms on the surface
of the film due to a pulsed line source. However, our main
interest in this paper is in the calculation and measurement of
SAW dispersion curves and estimating the elastic constants
and the density of the film by comparing the theoretical and
experimental values of SAW velocities. A direct comparison
between theoretical and experimental wave forms is difficult
because the wave forms depend upon the space–time behav-
ior of the applied force, which is difficult to quantify experi-
mentally. On the other hand, the wave velocities are indepen-
dent of the nature or the geometry~line or point! of the
applied force and depend only upon the material properties
of the solid.

II. ELASTODYNAMIC GREEN’S FUNCTION FOR AN
ANISOTROPIC LAYERED SOLID

We consider an anisotropic thin film on an anisotropic
substrate. The film and the substrate are indicated as solidsA
and B, respectively, in Fig. 1 that also shows the Cartesian
frame of reference. We assume thatA and B are elastically

orthorhombic with theirc axes parallel to theZ axis. The
solid B extends to infinity in the1Z direction. BothA andB
extend to infinity in theX–Y plane.

We denote the space variables by position vectorsx and
x8. Their Cartesian components are denoted by indices 1, 2,
and 3, corresponding toX, Y, andZ coordinates, respectively.
We denote the time variable byt and its canonically conju-
gate variable byv. For positive values,v can be identified as
a frequency. Summation over repeated indices is implied un-
less stated otherwise.

We calculate the response of the composite solid to a
point force applied at the free surface of solidA at x50. We
assume that there are no body forces in solidsA or B. We
first consider solidA. We seek the solution of the Christoffel
equation

Li j
Auj

A~x,t !50, ~1!

whereu is the displacement field,

Li j
A5cik j l

A ]2/]xk]xl2rA]2/]t2; ~2!

the indicesi, j, k, and l assume the values 1, 2, or 3 corre-
sponding to the Cartesian coordinatesX, Y, or Z, rA is the
density ofA, andcA is the fourth-rank elastic-constant tensor.
The corresponding quantities for solidB will be identified by
the superscriptB. An equation similar to Eq.~1! is written for
B.

It is convenient to introduce a 2D vectorx in the vector
subspace ofx such thatx can be written as (x,x3). Obvi-
ously x15x1 , x25x2 .

We specify boundary conditions~i! and ~ii ! for t.0 as
given below.

~i! At x350 ~the top surface!, x5(x,0)

Ti
A~x,x350,t !5h id~x!d~ t !, ~3!

where, for superscriptsA or B, T is the traction vector in the
z direction, defined by

Ti~x,t !5t i3~x,t !, ~4!

andt is the stress tensor, given by

t im~x,t !5cim jk]uj~x,t !/]xk . ~5!

FIG. 1. Cartesian frame of reference. The pointO on the surface is the
origin of the coordinates. TheY axis is normal to the plane of the paper.
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The 3D vectorh denotes the strength of the load applied
at the origin andd denotes the Dirac delta function. The
Dirac delta function for a vector argument is defined as a
product of the delta function of its components, as given
below

d~x!5d~x1!d~x2!. ~6!

~ii ! At x35a ~the interface!, x5(x,a),

Ti
A~x,x35a,t !5Ti

B~x,x35a,t !, ~7!

ui
A~x,x35a,t !5ui

B~x,x35a,t !. ~8!

Equation~3! specifies a free surface except at the origin,
and Eqs.~7! and ~8! are the continuity conditions for a per-
fectly bonded interface. In addition, we requiret i3

B (x)→0 as
x3→`. We also require the causality condition thatu50 for
t,0.

As shown in Appendix A, we can write a solution of Eq.
~1! using the delta-function representation2 of the Green’s
function in slowness space as follows:

uA~x,t !5E Gh
A~q!d@q•x2~ t2t8!# f 0~j,t8!dq dt8

1E Gh
A~q* !d@q* •x1q3a

2~ t2t8!# f a~j,t8!dq* dt8, ~9!

where q and q* are the slowness vectors,q5(q1 ,q2 ,q3),
q* 5(q1 ,q2 ,2q3), j5(j1 ,j2) is a 2D vector in the vector
subspace of q such that j15q1 and j25q2 , dq
5dq1 dq2 dq3 and f0 and fa are arbitrary but integrable
functions ofj andt. As in the case of the position vector, we
can write a slowness vector in terms ofj and q3 as q
5(j,q3).

In analogy with the virtual force method for calculating
Green’s function in real space,33 we will refer to f0 andfa as
the virtual forces in theq space. In view of the boundary
conditions given by Eqs.~3!–~8!, f0 andfa are independent of
q3 . The integration in Eq.~9! is to be performed over the
entire space ofq andt8. As shown in Appendix A, the actual
range ofqi would depend upon the boundary conditions. In
order to ensure causality, the displacement must be 0 fort8
.t. Hence the integration overt8 is betweent850 and t8
5t. For brevity the integration limits and separate integra-
tion symbols for the variables are not written in Eq.~9!.

We will determine the virtual forces by imposing the
boundary conditions. Taking the Laplace transform of Eq.
~9!, we obtain

uA~x,s!5E Gh
A~q!exp~2sq•x!f0~j,s!dq1E Gh

A~q* !

3exp@2s$q* •x1q3a%#fa~j,s!dq* , ~10!

wheres is the Laplace variable with Re(s).0. From Eqs.~5!
and ~10!,

TA~x,s!/s5E SA~q!Gh
A~q!exp~2sq•x!f0~j,z!dq

1E SA~q* !Gh
A~q* !

3exp@2s$q* •x1q3a%#fa~j,s!dq, ~11!

where

@SA~q!# i j 52ci3 jk
A qk . ~12!

We now calculate the displacement and the traction
fields atx350 and atx35a. As described in Appendix B,
we carry out the integration overq3 and obtain the following
from Eqs.~10! and ~11!:

uA~x,x350,s!5E @gA0~j,s!f0~j,s!

1gAa~j,s!fa~j,s!#exp~2sj•x!dj, ~13!

uA~x,x35a,s!5E @gAa~j,s!f0~j,s!

1gA0~j,s!fa~j,s!#exp~2sj•x!dj, ~14!

TA~x,x350,s!/s5E @cA0~j,s!f0~j,s!

1sAa~j,s!fa~j,s!#exp~2sj•x!dj, ~15!

TA~x,x35a,s!/s5E @cAa~j,s!f0~j,s!

1sA0~j,s!fa~j,s!#exp~2sj•x!dj,

~16!

where

gA0~j,s!5(
i

MA~j,q35Qi !Wi , ~17!

gAa~j,s!5(
i

MA~j,q35Qi !exp@2sQia#Wi . ~18!

gA0~j,s!5(
i

MA~j,q352Qi !Wi , ~19!

gAa~j,s!5(
i

MA~j,q352Qi !exp@2sQia#Wi , ~20!

cA0~j,s!5(
i

SA~j,q35Qi !M
A~j,q35Qi !Wi , ~21!

cAa~j,s!5(
i

SA~j,q35Qi !M ~j,q35Qi !exp@2sQia#Wi ,

~22!

sA0~j,s!5(
i

SA~j,q352Qi !M ~j,q352Qi !Wi , ~23!

sAa~j,s!5(
i

SA~j,q352Qi !M ~j,q352Qi !

3exp@2sQia#Wi , ~24!
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Wi51YF2CQi)
j Þ i

~Qi
22Qj

2!G , ~25!

andC, Qi , andM have been defined in Appendix C.
Now we write the displacement and the traction fields

for solid B. Solid B has no body forces and no free surface.
The solution for solidB needs to satisfy only the continuity
conditions at the interface and, of course, the condition that
the stress must vanish at infinity. Only one virtual force is
needed for solidB. Proceeding as for solidA, we write the
Laplace transforms of the displacement and the traction
fields for solidB as follows:

uB~x,s!5E Gh
B~q!exp@2s$q"x2q3a!%] fb~j,s!dq,

~26!

TB~x,s!/s5E SB~q!Gh
B~q!exp@2s$q"x2q3a%#

3fb~j,s!dq, ~27!

wherefb(j,s) is the Laplace transform of the virtual force in
solid B. The displacement and the traction fields in solidB at
the interface are given by

uB~x,x35a,s!5E gB0~j,s!fb~j,s!exp~2sj•x!dj

~28!

and

TB~x,x35a,s!/s5E cB0~j,s!fb~j,s!exp~2sj•x!dj,

~29!

wheregB0 and CB0 are defined analogous to Eqs.~17! and
~21!.

As shown in Appendix A, the boundary condition at the
top surface (x350) is satisfied if

TA~x,x350,s!5shE exp~2sj•x!dj. ~30!

From Eqs.~7!, ~8!, ~14!–~16!, and~28!–~30!, we obtain
the following algebraic equations for determination of the
virtual forces:

cA0~j,s!f0~j,s!1sAa~j,s!fa~j,s!5h, ~31!

cAa~j,s!f0~j,s!1sA0~j,s!fa~j,s!2cB0~j,s!fb~j,s!50,
~32!

gAa~j,s!f0~j,s!1gA0~j,s!fa~j,s!2gB0~j,s!fb~j,s!50.
~33!

The solution of the above equations in matrix form is given
by

f5V21J, ~34!

where f is a column vector containing the unknown virtual
forces,J is a column vector containing the terms on the RHS
~right-hand side! of Eqs.~31!–~33!, andV is a square matrix
consisting of the coefficients of the unknown forces on the
LHS. After some algebraic manipulations, we obtain the fol-
lowing expressions for the virtual forces:

f0~j,s!5@cA02sAaC1
21C0#21h, ~35!

fa~j,s!5@sAa2cA0C0
21C1#21h, ~36!

and

fb~j,s!5~gB0!21@gAaf01gA0fa#, ~37!

where

C05cAa2cB0~gB0!21gAa, ~38!

C15sA02cB0~gB0!21gA0. ~39!

For brevity, we have not explicitly shown the functional
dependence of the quantities onj ands on the RHS of above
equations.

The inverse Laplace transform of Eq.~10! with the vir-
tual forces given by Eq.~34! is the desired solution of Eq.
~1!. This solution gives the space–time dependence of the
propagation of a delta-function pulse in solidA due to a
pulsed point source located at the surface. Equation~13!
gives the displacement field on the surface associated with
the propagating surface wave. The coefficient ofh in the
solution gives the elastodynamic surface Green’s function for
the layered solid. The Green’s function is useful for solving
the Christoffel equation for any integrable spatial distribution
of forces at the surface having any temporal dependence.

In Sec. IV we give the calculated wave forms for a
pulsed line force on a TiN film on silicon. It is possible to
measure the wave forms experimentally and compare with
the theoretical result to obtain the elastic constants. However,
it would require a precise knowledge of the space–time de-
pendence of the applied force. Alternatively, the elastic con-
stants and other material parameters of the film can be deter-
mined by comparing the calculated and measured dispersion
of surface waves. This is described in the next section.

III. DISPERSION OF SURFACE WAVES AND
DETERMINATION OF ELASTIC CONSTANTS

Experimentally, one can measure the SAW dispersion—
the phase velocity of the surface waves as a function of fre-
quency. These measurements can then be inverted to derive
the material parameters such as the elastic constants, density,
and the thickness of the film. In order to calculate the dis-
persion of the surface waves, we first express the solution
given by Eq.~10! in frequency space. The causality condi-
tion is not required so the integration overt8 in Eq. ~9!
extends from2` to 1`. The solution for surface waves in
frequency space7 is then given by Eq.~13! by replacings by
iv. This solution would correspond to an applied monochro-
matic line force that depends upon time as exp(ivt).

For a givenv, the integrand overj in Eq. ~13! has poles
at the zeros of the determinant ofV. The location of the
poles in the complexv space gives the allowed values ofj.
The dispersion of the surface waves is, therefore, given by
the solution of the following determinantal equation:

uV~j,v!u50, ~40!

which gives the inverse velocityj of the wave as a function
of the frequencyv.
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Equation ~40! is a 3n33n nonlinear determinantal
equation wheren is the dimensionality of the solid. For a 3D
case,n53 and for a 2D case,n52. It may be computation-
ally more convenient to solve the reducedn3n determinan-
tal equation

uVR~j,v!u50, ~41!

where

VR~j,v!5cA02sAaC1
21C0 . ~42!

The usual procedure~see, for example, Ref. 29! of ob-
taining the elastic constants from the measured dispersion is
to use a least-squares fit between the observed dispersion
curves and theoretical curves obtained by Adler’s method.22

It involves a large number of forward calculations through
the following steps:~i! Starting with some guess values of
the elastic constants, calculate the velocityv5Re(1/j) as a
function ofv by solving Eq.~40! for j for different values of
v; ~ii ! compare the theoretical and measured dispersion
curve; and~iii ! vary the elastic constants until the best fit is
obtained between the two curves. One difficulty in this pro-
cedure lies in the identification of the right branch of the
theoretical dispersion curves. Since the determinantV is 3n
33n, Eq. ~40! has 3n branches of solutions. Only one of
them will correspond to the experimental curve. The diffi-
culty is further aggravated by the crossing over of the
branches in thej-space in some cases.

In our method of inversion, we do not need to do the
forward calculations. We use the measured values ofv for
specific values ofv directly in Eq.~40!, and solve the result-
ing nonlinear equation for the material parameters. This
method is computationally faster and more efficient because
we effectively save computational steps~i! and~ii ! described
above, and avoid the problem of identification of a specific
branch of the solution. If the experimental dispersion curve
is not very smooth, it is useful to preprocess the data. First fit
a smooth regression curve to the experimental data and then
use the smoothed values in Eq.~40! for solving it for the
elastic constants.

IV. ANALYSIS AND INVERSION OF MEASURED SAW
DISPERSION FOR TiN ON Si AND CALCULATION
OF WAVE FORMS

We now apply our theory to calculate the dispersion of
surface waves in an anisotropic TiN film on a single-crystal
Si substrate and obtain the elastic constants and density of
TiN using the inversion method described above. Using these
parameters, we calculate the wave forms on the free surface.
For inversion, we use the experimental32 SAW dispersion
curve for a polycrystalline TiN film on a single-crystal Si
substrate. The nominal film thickness was 306 nm, with an
estimated uncertainty of610%. The substrate thickness,
which we assume to be infinite in our model, was approxi-
mately 0.5 mm. The measured dispersion curve is shown by
the triangles in Fig. 2. The measurements were made using
an optical line source and correspond to SAWs propagating
in the @110# direction in Si, which we have taken to be theX

axis. The interface between the film and the substrate was the
~0,0,1! plane of Si, which is normal to theZ axis in our frame
of reference shown in Fig. 1.

The preferred orientation~texture! of the polycrystalline
film was @111# with respect to the crystallographic axes of
the face-centered-cubic TiN.34 This direction is normal to the
~1,0,0! plane of Si and is taken to be theZ axis in our frame
of reference in Fig. 1. Accordingly, we model the film as an
orthorhombic solid with itsc axis parallel to theZ axis in
Fig. 1. Orthorhombic is the most general structure with rect-
angular unit cell geometry that has nine independent elastic
constants. However, since our calculations and the measure-
ments are restricted to only one direction, we can determine
only four elastic constants,c11, c13, c33, andc55. In order
to determine the remaining elastic constants and the symme-
try of the film, measurements need to be made in more di-
rections on theX–Y plane. The Christoffel equation for
orthorhombic solids is given in Appendix C.

The theory given in Sec. II is applicable to a general 3D
problem of a point source. However, the experimental results
are available only for a line source.32 In this case the analysis
is considerably simplified because the problem becomes 2D
and Eq. ~41! reduces to a 232 determinant. In order to
model a line source in theY direction, and waves propagat-
ing in theX direction, we setq250 in our formulation. Then
j andx become scalars and equal toq1 andx1 , respectively.
The Green’s function and the Christoffel matrices are block
diagonalized and reduce to 232 matrices. The virtual forces
and the displacements are now 2D vectors. We use Eqs.~C2!
and ~C7! to calculate the matrices in Eqs.~17!–~25!, ~38!,
and~39!. Finally, we calculate the 232 matrixVR from Eq.
~41!. As is apparent from Eqs.~C1! and ~C2!, only four out
of nine elastic constants, that is,c11, c13, c33, andc55 con-
tribute to the dispersion in theX direction. Hence only these
elastic constants can be determined in the present case. In
addition to the elastic constants, we also treat the density of
the film as unknown and determine it by the same procedure.

The matrix elements ofVR are functions ofv and q1 .
We use the experimental values ofv andq1 ~inverse velocity
in the X direction! in Eq. ~41!. This gives us a nonlinear

FIG. 2. Theoretical and experimental dispersion curves for titanium nitride
film for surface waves propagating in the@110# direction of silicon. Solid
line, theory; triangles, measured values~Ref. 32!.
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equation in the elastic constants and the density. Each pair of
values (v,q1) gives one equation. In order to determine the
four elastic constants and the density, we need at least five
equations, that is, five pairs of (v,q1) values. In practice, we
choose 5–10 pairs of (v,q1) values and solve the corre-
sponding set of 5–10 nonlinear equations by a minimization
procedure. The solution takes a few seconds on a 1.7 GHz
desktop computer. After determining the values of the elastic
constants and the density, we substitute them in Eq.~41! and
calculateq1 for the entire range ofv.

The values of the four elastic constants and the density
of the film as determined using the above procedure are
given in Table I. Our values are with respect to the frame of
reference in Fig. 1 in which the@110# crystallographic direc-
tion of silicon has been assumed to be theX axis. We used
the following values of the density and the elastic constants
~quoted in Ref. 35! of silicon ~with respect to the crystallo-
graphic axes!:

c11* 5165.7 GPa, c12* 563.9 GPa,

c44* 579.6 GPa, r52331 kg/m3.

The asterisks overc’s denote that these values are with re-
spect to the crystallographic axes of silicon and not the frame
of reference of Fig. 1. The solid line in Fig. 2 shows the
calculated dispersion curve. We see that the fit between our
theoretical and experimental values is very good, the differ-
ence being less than 0.1 percent. The fact that we got such a
good fit is not surprising as such, because of a large number
~5! of adjustable parameters.

For the purpose of comparison, we quote some pub-
lished values of elastic constants of cubic TiN, denoted by
ci j* in Table I. The star denotes that these values are with
respect to the crystallographic axes of cubic TiN. The elastic
constants reported in Set IV are with respect to the same axes
as in Fig. 1. A direct comparison between our values and
those in sets I, II, and III of Table I is not possible because
we do not know the orientation in theXYplane of the grains
of the TiN film used in experiments. We only know that the
texture of the film is in the@111# direction with respect to its
cubic crystallographic axes. In order to represent the elastic
constants of sets I, II, and III in our frame of reference, we
make a plausible assumption that all the grains are oriented
in their crystallographic@111# direction which is taken to be

theZ axis in our frame of reference. We also assume that the
grains are randomly oriented in theXY plane. This would
make the film laterally isotropic on theXY plane. Accord-
ingly, we transform the elastic constants of sets I, II, and III,
from the crystallographic axes to the frame of reference in
Fig. 1 and average over all orientations in theXYplane. The
resulting sets of values, denoted byci j , are also shown in
Table I.

We see from Table I that our values ofci j are generally
consistent with those obtained by other authors. The differ-
ences may be attributed to processing conditions of the film
such as residual stresses, nonuniform thickness, and the den-
sity of the film that can vary with the nitrogen content of the
film. An important source of error in our estimated values of
the elastic constants is the uncertainty in the value of the
thickness of the film. The results are very sensitive to the
thickness of the film and any error in the measured value of
the thickness will affect the estimated values of the elastic
constants. It is possible to treat the thickness of the film also
as an adjustable parameter and determine its value by our
inversion procedure. However, it would increase the number
of adjustable parameters and hence the uncertainty in each
parameter. For measuring the elastic constants, it is desirable
to measure independently the thickness, and, if possible, the
density of the film.

As in other methods of inversion,26,29 our inversion pro-
cedure does not give a unique set of elastic constants of the
film since, in general, a system of nonlinear equations has
several sets of solutions. Physical considerations are needed
to choose a particular set of elastic constants. Because of the
computational efficiency of our inversion algorithm, we were
able to find several sets of parameters, which give about as
good a fit as in Fig. 2 with our chosen set. In these sets, the
values ofc11 andc13 do not vary by more than 0.5% butc33

andc55 can vary as much as 10% and 50%, respectively. We
have chosen the set reported in Table I, on considerations
such as the sign of the anisotropy parameter, relative magni-
tudes of the elastic constants, value of density, etc.

The lack of uniqueness in the derived values of the set of
elastic can possibly be reduced by making measurements~i!
at higher frequencies and~ii ! in different directions, which
are not symmetry related,~iii ! of wave forms using a well-
characterized point source, and~iv! using independently
measured values of the density. A more detailed discussion of
uncertainties in the values of the elastic constants obtained
by our inversion process will be discussed elsewhere. The
velocities at low frequencies are not very sensitive to the
properties of the film and are mainly determined by the sub-
strate. In our calculations, we have assumed the thickness of
the substrate to be infinite.

Finally, we calculate the wave forms at the surface of the
same solid, that is, TiN film on Si. We consider a pulsed line
force that has a delta-function dependence on time as repre-
sented by Eq.~3!. We assume the source to be a unit force
applied normal to the film, that is,h5(0,0,1). We take the
inverse Laplace transform of Eq.~13! by integrating numeri-
cally over the Bromwich contour and over positive values of
q15j1 as described in Appendix A. The values of the elastic
constants and the density are as given in column 2 of Table I.

TABLE I. Density and elastic constants of TiN films as reported in the
literature ~r, density in kg/m3; ci j* , elastic constants in GPa of cubic TiN
with respect to the crystallographic axes;ci j , elastic constants transformed
to the axes shown in Fig. 1 and after lateral averaging!.

Our values
Set I

~Ref. 36!
Set II

~Ref. 37!
Set III

~Ref. 38!
Set IV

~Ref. 39!

r 5408 5460 5390 5400
c11* 498 507 625
c12* 106 96 165
c44* 168 163 163
c11 455 470 465 558 473
c13 148 125 124 210 119
c55 159 187 191 208 182
c33 446 461 450 536 469
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Figures 3 and 4 show theZ ~vertical! component of the
displacement field in arbitrary units atx150.5844 mm in the
@110# and @100# directions, respectively, as function of time
in microseconds for a film of thickness 306 micrometers. The
curves for the horizontally polarized wave form are similar
and not shown. The curve fora50 corresponds to that for
half-space silicon without any film. In both the figures, a
comparison between the solid and the dashed curves shows
the effect of dispersion on the displacement field. In a half-
space solid without a film, there is no dispersion in the
propagation of surface waves. The figures show that the ef-
fect of the dispersion is to separate out the frequencies in the
wave packet that results into the oscillatory nature of the
wave form. The figures also show that, as expected from the
dispersion data of Fig. 2, the higher frequencies arrive later
than the lower frequencies. The shape of the wave form is in
qualitative agreement with the experimental results32 and
those calculated by Mouradet al.1 for thin films by using the
perturbation theory.

The position of the first peak in the solid curve in both
Figs. 3 and 4 corresponds to the first arrival of the low fre-
quency wave which is a characteristic of the substrate. The
SAW velocity in silicon in the@110# direction is 5.08 km/s
which travels 0.5844 mm in 0.115 microseconds. This is the
position of the first peak in Fig. 3. Similarly, the position of
the first peak in Fig. 4 is at 0.118 microseconds that corre-
sponds to the SAW velocity 4.92 km/s in silicon in the@100#
direction. In Figs. 3 and 4, the arrival of the longitudinal
wave is not evident because its amplitude is too small. The
slight difference between the position of the first peak in the
solid and the dotted curves is due to sampling of points near
the singularity in the dotted curve.

A quantitative comparison with the experimental results
is not possible because the actual shape of the wave form
depends upon the exact space–time dependence of the ap-
plied force which is not known. We can, in principle, assume
the source to be Gaussian in space and time and convolve the
Green’s function with the assumed Gaussian curve. How-
ever, a precise numerical comparison between the theoretical
and experimental curves will still not be possible because of
the uncertainty in the width and the height of the Gaussian.
The quantitative space–time dependence of the source de-
pends upon the power and duration of the laser beam as well
as the thermal characteristics of the sample. We expect that
the assumption of a Gaussian source will not change the
qualitative nature of our results because the delta function
pulse is a limiting form of the Gaussian.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The main results and conclusions of this paper are sum-
marized below.

~1! A theoretical formulation has been developed for cal-
culation of wave forms and velocities, and dispersion rela-
tions for surface acoustic waves in anisotropic films on an-
isotropic substrates. The formulation is based upon the delta-
function representation of the elastodynamic Green’s
function.

~2! A computationally efficient algorithm has been pro-
posed for determining the values of elastic constants and the
density of the film from the measured SAW dispersion
curves. The algorithm consists of using the measured disper-
sion data directly in the expression for the poles of the
Green’s function, which gives a set of nonlinear equations
for determination of the material parameters of the film.

~3! The theory has been applied to interpret measure-
ments of SAW dispersion in a polycrystalline TiN film tex-
tured in the^111& direction on single-crystal silicon. The in-
version algorithm has been applied to the experimental
dispersion curve in order to determine the values ofc11, c13,
c55, c33, and the density of the TiN film. The results are
consistent with the elastic constants of TiN films reported in
the literature.

~4! The wave forms are calculated on the surface of the
film for a pulsed line source with delta function time depen-
dence. The effect of the film is to introduce dispersion in the
wave propagation that separates the frequencies in the pulse
and results into oscillatory wave forms.

FIG. 3. Z component of the displacement field in arbitrary units at the
surface of TiN film on Si atx50.5844 mm in the@110# direction due to a
pulsed d(t) line source atx50. Dashed line, a (film thickness)50 ~no
film!; solid line,a5306 nm. Time in microseconds.

FIG. 4. Z component of the displacement field in arbitrary units at the
surface of TiN film on Si atx50.5844 mm in the@100# direction due to a
pulsed d(t) line source atx50. Dashed line, a (film thickness)50 ~no
film!; solid line,a5306 nm. Time in microseconds.
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~5! For better determination of the elastic constants, dis-
persion should be made in more directions and higher fre-
quencies, and the density and the thickness of the film be
measured independently.

Note added in proof:For more details of the experimen-
tal results given in Ref. 32, please see: D. C. Hurley, V. K.
Tewary, and A. J. Richards, ‘‘Surface acoustic wave methods
to determine the anisotropic elastic properties of thin films,’’
Meas. Sci. Technol.12, 1486–1494~2001!.
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF THE SURFACE
GREEN’S FUNCTION

We derive a solution of Eq.~1! in terms of the surface
Green’s function in slowness space using the delta-function
representation.2,3 We omit the superscripts for brevity. As
given in Ref. 2, we can write the homogeneous solution of
Eq. ~1! as follows:

u~x,t !5E Gh~q!F~q,t8!d@q•x2~ t2t8!#dq dt8, ~A1!

whereF(q,t) is an arbitrary but integrable vector function,

Gh~q!5 Lim
«→10

Im@L~q!2~12i«!rI #21, ~A2!

L i j ~q!5cik j l qkql , ~A3!

is the Christoffel matrix in slowness space,I is the identity
matrix, andq is a vector in the slowness space. The slowness
vector has the dimensions of inverse velocity soq•x has the
dimensions of time. The matrixGh(q) is the imaginary part
of the Green’s function in slowness space. The subscripth on
G denotes that it corresponds to the homogeneous solution of
the Christoffel equation.

The integration in Eq.~A1! is over the entire vector
space ofq and t8 subject to the condition thatt8,t in order
to ensure causality. For a homogeneous infinite solid2`
,qi,`. For a bounded solid, the range ofqi depends upon
the boundary conditions. We chooseF such thatu in Eq.
~A1! satisfies the boundary condition at the surface given by
Eq. ~3!.

Using the following representation of the delta function
of a real variabley,

d~y!5~1/p! Lim
«→10

Im@1/~y2i«!#, ~A4!

it can be shown2 that

Gh~q!5M ~q!d@D~q!# ~A5!

and

@L~q!2rI #Gh~q!50, ~A6!

whereM ~q! is the matrix of cofactors of@L(q)2rI #, and
D(q) is its determinant. In order to prove Eq.~A6!, we use
the property that the product of a matrix with its cofactor
matrix is its determinant times the identity matrix, and the
product of a variable with its delta function is 0. The constant
factors on the RHS of Eq.~A5! are absorbed inF(q,t8) since
it is an arbitrary function.

Any derivative or antiderivative of the delta function can
be used in Eq.~A1!. The choice depends upon the space–
time dependence of the applied load. As shown below, the
delta function in Eq.~A1! corresponds to a point force hav-
ing a step-function dependence on time or to a line force
having ad(t) dependence.2

The surface Green’s function has to satisfy the boundary
condition given by Eq.~3!. At the surface,x350. The
Laplace transform of the traction vector defined by Eq.~4!
and given by Eq.~15! at the surface is written in the form

T~x,s!/s5E C~j,s!F~j,s!exp~2sj•x!dj, ~A7!

where

C~j,s!5E S~q!Gh~q!dq3 , ~A8!

wherex, j, and S have been defined, respectively, in Eqs.
~3!, ~9!, and~12!.

In order to satisfy the surface boundary condition, we
chooseF such that

C~j,s!F~j,s!5h. ~A9!

This gives from Eq.~A7!

T~x,s!5hE s exp~2sj•x!dj. ~A10!

The inverse Laplace transform of the above equation is

T~x,t !5hE d8~ t2j•x!dj, ~A11!

where the prime denotes the first derivative of the delta func-
tion with respect tot. In deriving Eq.~A11!, we have used
the fact that the inverse Laplace transform of exp(2sp) for
any realp is d(t2p).

In case of a point source on the surface, the limits of
integration overj1 , j2 are taken to be2` to `. We use the
following Fourier representation of the delta function for any
real p:

d~p!5~1/2p! E
2`

1`

exp~ivp!dv. ~A12!

From Eqs.~A11! and ~A12!,

T~x,t !5h~i/2p!E djF E
0

1`

v expiv~ t2j•x!dv

2E
0

1`

v exp2iv~ t2j•x!Gdv. ~A13!

In Eq. ~A13!, we have separated the integral over the
entire range ofv in two integrals, each over positive values
of v. Sincej•x5j1x11j2x2 , we can carry out the integral
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over j1 and j2 independently between2` to ` using Eq.
~A12!. This gives

T~x,t !5h~2pi!E
0

1`

v@expivt2exp2ivt#

3d~vx1!d~vx2!dv524p2H~ t !d~x!h,

~A14!

whereH(t) is the Heaviside step function and the delta func-
tion for vector arguments is defined in Eq.~4!.

In case of a line force, we need to take the inverse
Laplace transform of Eq.~A10! in the following manner. The
integral in Eq.~A10! reduces to a 1D integral,

T~x1 ,s!5hsE
0

`

exp~2sj1x1!dj1 . ~A15!

In this case, the limits of integral overj are taken to be from
j150 to 1` for x1.0. We write the above integral in the
upper half of the Bromwich contour in the complexs plane
in the following form:

T~x1 ,s!5hs Lim
«→10

E
0

`

@exp2sj1~x11i«!

2exp2sj1~x12i«!#dj1 . ~A16!

The limit has to be evaluated after the integration has
been carried out. We now integrate overj1 subject to the
following constraint at the upper limit of the Bromwich con-
tour and forx1.0:

x1 Re~s!.« Im~s!.0. ~A17!

Using Eq.~A4! and the constraint~A17!, Eq. ~A16! reduces
to

T~x1 ,s!522phd~x1!. ~A18!

Finally, the inverse Laplace transform of Eq.~A18!
gives

T~x1 ,t !522phd~x1!d~ t !, ~A19!

as required by the boundary condition given in Eq.~3!. In
actual numerical calculations, we takes5h1iv and inte-
grate numerically overv from 2W to W and overq15j1

from 0 to Q, whereW→1`, Q→1`, and«→0 with the
conditionhx1@W«. The value ofQ is chosen such that the
exponentials in Eq.~A16! are vanishingly small atj15Q. A
test of numerical convergence is when the results are not
sensitive to the values ofh, W, «, andQ.

APPENDIX B: INTEGRATION OF GREEN’S FUNCTION
IN SLOWNESS SPACE

In Eqs.~10! and~11!, we need to evaluate an integral of
the type

N~j!5E P~j,q3!d@D~j,q3!#dq3 , ~B1!

where P(j,q3) is an integrable function ofj and q3 . The
function D(q) is, in general, a sixth degree polynomial in
q3 . We can therefore write

D~q!5C)
a

~q32Qa!, ~B2!

whereC is the coefficient of the largest power ofq3 , that is
q3

6, in D(j,q3) andQa (a51 – 6) are six roots of the poly-
nomial equation

D~j,q3!50. ~B3!

For an orthorhombic solid,D(j,q3) will be a cubic
polynomial in q3

2. The set of six rootsQa will therefore
consist of three pairs of roots of opposite signs. If all the
roots are real, we order the roots and choose three positive
roots Qi such thatQi 1352Qi ( i 51 – 3). From Eq.~B2!,
after doing the partial fractions in 1/(q32Qa), we obtain

d@D~j,q3!#5(
i

d@q32Qi #Y F2CQi)
j Þ i

~Qi
22Qj

2!G .
~B4!

Note that unlike the standard definition of the delta function
of a product, it is not needed to take the modulus of the
weight factor, which is the coefficient of the delta function in
the RHS of Eq.~B4!. This is because of the manner in which
the partial fractions have been ordered in Eq.~B4!.

From Eqs.~B1! and ~B4!,

N~j!5(
i

P~j,q35Qi !Y F2CQi)
j Þ i

~Qi
22Qj

2!G .
~B5!

For some values ofj, Qi may be complex. For an elastically
stable solid,D(j,q3) must be real. Since the delta function is
defined only for real arguments, Eq.~B1! is valid but the
delta function in Eq.~B4! needs to be properly defined. We
show that even for complex roots ofq3 , an equation similar
to Eq. ~B4! can be formally written.

In Eq. ~B1!, we transform the integration variable from
q3 to the real variableD(q) and expressq35l(j,D) as
function of the determinantD wherel may be complex. This
gives

N~j!5E P~j,D !d@D#dD/~dD/dq3!

for q35l~j,D !. ~B6!

SinceQa is a root of Eq.~B3!, we have

la~j,D50!5Qa . ~B7!

Integrating overD in Eq. ~B6! using the properties of the
delta function gives Eq.~B5!. Hence we can formally use Eq.
~B4! even for complexQj . This does not mean that the delta
function is defined for complex arguments. For example, if
Qj is complex, the delta function in Eq.~B4! cannot be rep-
resented by Eq.~A4!. For complexQj , Eq. ~B4! means only
that the result of the integration overq3 is to replaceq3 in
the integrand byQi and multiply by the weight factor as in
Eq. ~B4!. However, we need to choose and order the roots
appropriately in Eq.~B4!. For example, in the upper half of
the Bromwich contour, since Im(s).0, we choose the three
roots that have negative imaginary parts to ensure that the
stress given by Eq.~27! vanishes asx3→`.
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APPENDIX C: CHRISTOFFEL EQUATION FOR A
GENERAL ORTHORHOMBIC SOLID

We assume that the orthorhombic axes are parallel to the
Cartesian axes. A general orthorhombic solid has nine inde-
pendent elastic constants. The elements of the Christoffel
matrix in slowness space7 are given below

L11~q!5c11q1
21c66q2

21c55q3
2,

L22~q!5c66q1
21c22q2

21c44q3
2,

L33~q!5c55q1
21c44q2

21c33q3
2,

~C1!
L12~q!5L21~q!5~c121c66!q1q2 ,

L13~q!5L31~q!5~c131c55!q1q3 ,

L23~q!5L32~q!5~c231c44!q2q3 .

In Sec. IV our interest is in calculating the Green’s function
for a line force parallel to theY axis. In this case,q250. The
matrix L is therefore, block diagonalized. The relevant block
matrix is 232 containing the elements~1,1!, ~1,3!, ~3,1!, and
~3,3!. The elements of the 232 matrix M (q) as defined in
Eq. ~A5! are given below

M11~q!5L33~q!2r, M33~q!5L11~q!2r,
~C2!

M13~q!5M31~q!52L13~q!.

The determinant ofL(q) is a 4-degree polynomial in
q3 . In the present case, it is a quadratic polynomial inq3

2 as
written below

D~q!5C~q3
412d2q3

21d0!5C )
m51,2

~q3
22Qm

2 !, ~C3!

where, as defined in Eq.~B2!,

C5c33c55, ~C4!

2Cd25c55~c55q1
22r!1c33~c11q1

22r!2~c131c55!q1
2,

~C5!

Cd05~c55q1
22r!~c11q1

22r!, ~C6!

and the other coefficients are obtained in terms of the elastic
constants by expanding the determinant. The rootsQm of Eq.
~B3! are

Q1,2
2 52d26~d2

22d0!1/2. ~C7!

Equation ~C1! reduces to the equation for solids of
higher symmetry by imposing the following well-known re-
lations amongst the elastic constants:

Tetragonal~crystallographic axes parallel to the Carte-
sian axes withc-axis parallel to theZ axis!

c445c55, c225c11, c135c23. ~C8!

Hexagonal@in addition to Eq.~C8!#

c6650.5~c112c12!. ~C9!

Cubic @in addition to Eq.~C8!#

c665c44, c335c11, c125c23. ~C10!

Isotropic @in addition to Eq.~C10!#

c4450.5~c112c12!. ~C11!
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Wave propagation in a solid cylinder of arbitrary cross-section
immersed in fluid
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The problem of wave propagation in a solid cylinder of arbitrary cross-section immersed in fluid is
studied using the Fourier expansion collocation method. The frequency equations are obtained for
longitudinal and flexural vibrations and are studied numerically for elliptic and cardioidal cylinders
and are presented in the tabular form and also in the graphical form. The general theory can be used
to study any kind of cylinder with proper geometric relations. ©2002 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1499130#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Cg, 43.40.Ey, 43.40.Cw@ANN#

I. INTRODUCTION

A through knowledge of various wave propagation char-
acteristics, as a function of material and geometrical param-
eters, is necessary for a wide range of applications, from
geophysical prospecting in cased holes, nondestructive
evaluation of oil and gas pipelines, to the insulated fiber
optic cables for data transmission.

Gazis1 has studied the most general form of harmonic
waves in a hollow cylinder of circular cross-section of infi-
nite length. He has presented the frequency equation in Part
I and numerical results in Part II in detailed form. Nagaya2,3

has discussed wave propagation in infinite bar of arbitrary
cross-section applicable to a bar of general cross-section,
based on the three-dimensional theory of elasticity. The
boundary conditions along the free surface of arbitrary cross-
section are satisfied by means of Fourier expansion colloca-
tion method. Paul and Venkatesan4 have obtained the fre-
quency equation of the vibration of a solid piezoelectric
cylinder of arbitrary cross-section using the Fourier expan-
sion collocation method and analyzed it for an elliptic cylin-
der. Sinhaet al.5 have discussed the axisymmetric wave
propagation in circular cylindrical shell immersed in fluid, in
two parts. In Part I, the theoretical analysis of the propagat-
ing modes is discussed and in Part II, the axisymmetric
modes excluding torsional modes are obtained theoretically
and experimentally and are compared. Berlinear and Solecki6

have studied the wave propagation in fluid loaded trans-
versely isotropic cylinder. In that paper, Part I consists of the
analytical formulation of the frequency equation of the
coupled system consisting of the cylinder with inner and
outer fluid and Part II gives the numerical results.

The objective of this paper is to study the wave propa-
gation in a solid cylinder of arbitrary cross-section immersed
in inviscid fluid. The free vibration of the rod immersed in
fluid is studied using the Fourier expansion collocation
method and the frequency equation is obtained. The fre-
quency equations of longitudinal and flexural modes are ana-
lyzed numerically for an elliptic cylinder and the computed
frequencies are tabulated in tables for different aspect ratios
(a/b) and plotted the dispersion curves for (a/b)51.3 and
1.7. Similarly the dispersion curves, for cardioidal cross-
section, are also drawn.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The three-dimensional wave equations in cylindrical po-
lar coordinatesr , u, andz are

~l12m!~u,rr 1r 21u,r2r 22u!1r 21~l1m!v,ru

1~l1m!w,rz1r 22mu,uu2r 22~l13m!u,u1mu,zz

5ru,tt ,

m~v,rr 1r 21v,r2r 22v !1r 22~l12m!u,uu

1mv,zz1r 21~l1m!u,ru1r 22~l1m!u,u

1r 21~l1m!w,uz5rv,tt , ~1!

~l12m!w,zz1~l1m!u,rz1r 21~l1m!u,z1r 21

3~l1m!v,uz1m~w,rr 1r 21w,r1r 22w,uu!5rw,tt ,

whereu, v andw are the displacements along radial, circum-
ferential and axial directions,r is the mass density andl and
m are the Lame’ constants.

To obtain the wave propagation of arbitrary cross-
sectional rod, we seek the solution of Eq.~1! in the form

u~r ,u,z,t !5 (
n50

`

«n~fn,r1r 21cn,u!ei (kz1vt),

v~r ,u,z,t !5 (
n50

`

«n~r 21fn,u2cn,r !e
i (kz1vt), ~2!

w~r ,u,z,t !5~ i /a! (
n50

`

«nWnei (kz1vt),

where«n51/2 for n50, «n51 for n>1, i 5A21, k is the
wave number,v is the frequency,fn(r ,u), cn(r ,u) and
Wn(r ,u) are the displacement potentials anda is the geo-
metrical parameter of the cylinder.

By introducing dimensionless quantities§5ka, l̄

5(l/m), V25r v2a2/m, z̄5z/a, T5tAm/r/a, x5r /a
and substituting Eq.~2! in Eq. ~1!, we obtain
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@~21l̄ !¹21V22§2#fn2§~11l̄ !Wn50

~11l̄ !¹2fn1@¹21V22§2~21l̄ !#Wn50
~3a!

and

@¹21V22§2#cn50, ~3b!

where¹2[]2/]x21x21]/]x1x22]2/]u2 .
Eliminating Wn from Eq. ~3a!, we obtain

~A¹41B¹21C!fn50, ~4!

where A521l̄, B5(31l̄)V22§2(312l̄) and C5@V2

2§2(21l̄)#@V22§2#.
The solution of Eq.~4! for the symmetric mode is

fn5(
j 51

2

AjnJn~a jax!cosnu, ~5a!

Wn5(
j 51

2

djAjnJn~a jax!cosnu. ~5b!

Similarly the solution for the antisymmetric mode is
given by

f̄n5(
j 51

2

ĀjnJn~a jax!sin nu, ~6a!

W̄n5(
j 51

2

djĀjnJn~a jax!sin nu, ~6b!

whereJn is the Bessel function of first kind, (a ja)2 are the
roots of the algebraic equationA(aa)42B(aa)21C50 and
the constant

dj5~11l̄ !@V22§22~21l̄ !~a ja!2#/§. ~7!

Solving Eq.~3b!, we obtain

cn5A3nJn~bax!sin nu ~8a!

for symmetric mode and

c̄n5Ā3nJn~bax!cosnu ~8b!

for the antisymmetric mode, where (ba)25V22§2. If
(aa)2,0 and (ba)2,0, then the Bessel function of first
kind Jn is to be replaced by the modified Bessel function of
first kind I n .

In cylindrical coordinates, the acoustic pressure and ra-
dial displacement equation of motion for an inviscid fluid are
of the form,7

pf52Bf~u,r
f 1r 21~uf1v ,u

f !1w,z
f ! ~9!

and

c22u,tt
f 5D,r , ~10!

respectively, where (uf ,v f ,wf) is the displacement vector,Bf

is the adiabatic bulk modulus,c5ABf /r f is the acoustic
phase velocity of the fluid in whichr f is the density of the
fluid and

D5~u,r
f 1r 21~uf1v ,u

f !1w,z
f !. ~11!

Substitutinguf5f ,r
f , v f5r 21f ,u

f and wf5f ,z
f , and seek-

ing the solution of Eq.~10! in the form

f f~r ,u,z,t !5 (
n50

`

«n@fn
f cosnu1f̄n

f sin nu#ei (kz1vt),

~12!

we get

fn
f 5A4nHn

1~dax!, ~13!

where (da)25V2/ r̄Bf̄2§2 in which r̄5r/r f , Bf̄5Bf /m,
Hn

1 is the Hankel function of the first kind andf̄n
f is as same

asfn
f . If ( da)2,0, then the Hankel function of first kind is

to be replaced byKn , whereKn is the modified Bessel func-
tion of second kind. By substituting the expressions of the
displacement vector in terms off f and Eq.~13! in Eq. ~9!,
we could express the acoustic pressure as

pf5 (
n50

`

«nA4nV2r̄Hn
1~dax!cosnuei (§ z̄1VT). ~14!

In this problem, the vibration of a solid cylinder of arbitrary
cross-section immersed in fluid is considered. Since the
boundary is irregular, it is difficult to satisfy the boundary
conditions directly. Hence, in the same lines of Nagaya2,3 the
Fourier expansion collocation method is applied. Thus the
boundary conditions are obtained as

~sqq1pf ! l5~sqs! l5~szq! l5~u2uf ! l50. ~15!

whereq is the coordinate normal to the boundary ands is the
tangential coordinate to the boundary,sqq is the normal
stress,sqs , szq are the shearing stresses and ( )l is the value
at thelth segment of the boundary. The first and last condi-
tions are due to the continuity of the stresses and displace-
ments of the solid and fluid on the curved surface. If the
angleg l between the normal to the segment and the refer-
ence axis is assumed to be constant, then the transformed
expression for the stresses are given by

sqq5l~u,r1r 21~u1v,u!1w,z!12m@u,r cos2~u2g l !

1r 21~u1v,u!sin2~u2g l !

10.5~r 21@u2u,u#2v,r !sin 2~u2g l !#,

sqs5m@~u,r2r 21~v,u1u!!sin 2~u2g l !

1~r 21~u,u2v !1v,r !cos 2~u2g l !#, ~16!

szq5m@~u,z1w,r !cos~u2g l !2~v,z1r 21w,u!

3sin~u2g l !#.

The boundary conditions in Eq.~15! are transformed as

@~Sxx! l1~Sxx̄! l #e
i (sz̄1~V!T)50,

@~Sxy! l1~Sxȳ! l #e
i (sz̄1~V!T)50,

~17!
@~Sxz! l1~Sxz̄! l #e

i (sz̄1~V!T)50,

@~Sr ! l1~Sr̄ ! l #e
i (sz̄1~V!T)50,

where
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Sxx50.5~A10e0
11A20e0

21A40e0
4!

1 (
n51

`

~A1nen
11A2nen

21A3nen
31A4nen

4!,

Sxy50.5~A10f 0
11A20f 0

2!1 (
n51

`

~A1nf n
11A2nf n

21A3nf n
3!,

Sxz50.5~A10g0
11A20g0

2!

1 (
n51

`

~A1ngn
11A2ngn

21A3ngn
3!,

Sr50.5~A10h0
11A20h0

21A40h0
4!

1 (
n51

`

~A1nhn
11A2nhn

21A3nhn
31A4nhn

4!,

S̄xx50.5Ā30ē0
31 (

n51

`

~Ā1nēn
11Ā2nēn

21Ā3nēn
31Ā4nēn

4!,

S̄xy50.5Ā30f̄ 0
31 (

n51

`

~Ā1nf̄ n
11Ā2nf̄ n

21Ā3nf̄ n
3!,

S̄xz50.5Ā30ḡ0
31 (

n51

`

~Ā1nḡn
11Ā2nḡn

21Ā3nḡn
3!,

S̄r50.5Ā30h̄0
31 (

n51

`

~Ā1nh̄n
11Ā2nh̄n

21Ā3nh̄n
31Ā4nh̄n

4!.

The equations foren
1;hn

4 are given in Appendix A.
For symmetric mode, the boundary conditions are

(
n50

`

«nF (
j 51

2

Ajnen
j 1A3nen

31A4nen
4G50,

(
n50

`

«nF (
j 51

2

Ajn f n
j 1A3nf n

3G50,

~18a!

(
n50

`

«nF (
j 51

2

Ajngn
j 1A3ngn

3G50,

(
n50

`

«nF (
j 51

2

Ajnhn
j 1A3nhn

31A4nhn
4G50,

and for antisymmetric mode,

(
n50

`

«nF (
j 51

2

Ājnēn
j 1Ā3nēn

31Ā4nēn
4G50,

(
n50

`

«nF (
j 51

2

Ājn f̄ n
j 1Ā3nf̄ n

3G50,

~18b!

(
n50

`

«nF (
j 51

2

Ājnḡn
j 1Ā3nḡn

3G50,

(
n50

`

«nF (
j 51

2

Ājnh̄n
j 1Ā3nh̄n

31Ā4nh̄n
4G50.

Performing the Fourier series expansion to Eq.~18!
along the boundary, the boundary conditions are expanded in
the form of double Fourier series. For symmetric mode

(
m50

`

«mFEm0
1 A101Em0

2 A201Em0
4 A401 (

n51

`

~Emn
1 A1n

1Emn
2 A2n1Emn

3 A3n1Emn
4 A4n!Gcosmu50,

(
m50

`

«mFFm0
1 A101Fm0

2 A201 (
n51

`

~Fmn
1 A1n1Fmn

2 A2n

1Fmn
3 A3n!Gsin mu50,

~19!

(
m50

`

«mFGm0
1 A101Gm0

2 A201 (
n51

`

~Gmn
1 A1n1Gmn

2 A2n

1Gmn
3 A3n!Gcosmu50,

(
m50

`

«mFHm0
1 A101Hm0

2 A201Hm0
4 A401 (

n51

`

~Hmn
1 A1n

1Hmn
2 A2n1Hmn

3 A3n1Hmn
4 A4n!Gcosmu50,

and for antisymmetric mode,

(
m51

`

(
n51

`

~Ēmn
1 Ā1n1Ēmn

2 Ā2n1Ēmn
3 Ā3n1Ēmn

4 Ā4n!

3sin mu50,

(
m50

`

«m(
n50

`

~ F̄mn
1 Ā1n1F̄mn

2 Ā2n1F̄mn
3 Ā3n!cosmu50,

~20!

(
m51

`

(
n51

`

~Ḡmn
1 Ā1n1Ḡmn

2 Ā2n1Ḡmn
3 Ā3n!sin mu50,

(
m51

`

(
n51

`

~H̄mn
1 Ā1n1H̄mn

2 Ā2n1H̄mn
3 Ā3n1H̄mn

4 Ā4n!

3sin mu50,

where

Emn
j 5~2«n /p!(

i 51

I E
u i 21

u i
en

j ~Ri ,u!cosmudu,

Fmn
j 5~2«n /p!(

i 51

I E
u i 21

u i
f n

j ~Ri ,u!sin mudu,

Gmn
j 5~2«n /p!(

i 51

I E
u i 21

u i
gn

j ~Ri ,u!cosmu du,

Hmn
j 5~2«n /p!(

i 51

I E
u i 21

u i
hn

j ~Ri ,u!cosmu du,
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Ēmn
j 5~2«n /p!(

i 51

I E
u i 21

u i
ēn

j ~Ri ,u!sin mu du,

F̄mn
j 5~2«n /p!(

i 51

I E
u i 21

u i
f̄ n

j ~Ri ,u!cosmu du,

Ḡmn
j 5~2«n /p!(

i 51

I E
u i 21

u i
ḡn

j ~Ri ,u!sin mu du,

H̄mn
j 5~2«n /p!(

i 51

I E
u i 21

u i
h̄n

j ~Ri ,u!sin mu du,

where j 51, 2, 3 and 4,«m51/2 for m50, and«m51 for
m>1, I is the number of segments andRi is the coordinater
at the boundary. The frequency equations are obtained from
Eq. ~19! and Eq. ~20! for symmetric and antisymmetric
modes by equating the determinants of the coefficients of the
amplitudesAjn and Ājn to zero.

III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

The numerical analysis of the frequency equation is car-
ried out for elliptic and cardioidal cross-sectional cylinders
immersed in fluid. The material properties used for the com-
putation are as follows: for solid the Poisson ration50.3,
densityr57849 kg/m3 and the Young’s modulusE52.139
31011 N/m2 and for fluid the densityr f51000 kg/m3 and
phase velocityc51500 m/s.

The geometrical relations for the elliptic cross section
are taken from Eq.~11! of Ref. 2 and they are used directly
for the calculation. The dimensionless wave numbers which
are complex in nature are computed for 0,V<1.0 for dif-
ferent aspect ratiosa/b51.0, 1.1, 1.3, 1.7 and 2.0 using
secant method~applicable for complex roots9!. In this prob-
lem, three kinds of basic independent modes of wave propa-

gation are considered, which are namely longitudinal and
two flexural modes~symmetric and antisymmetric!.

The frequency equation for the solid circular cylinder
obtained by the exact method is given in Eq.~B1!. This
equation is solved numerically for~i! vibration of an isotro-
pic solid circular cylinder without fluid and~ii ! vibration of
an isotropic solid circular cylinder immersed in fluid. The
results obtained by this method are used to compare the re-
sults of the present method. The wave numbers computed for
both cases are listed in the second and third columns of Table
I. The wave numbers, which are real, are obtained for the
solid without fluid and the complex wave numbers are ob-
tained for the solid immersed in fluid. In tablesR(§) repre-
sents the real part of the wave number andI (§) represents
imaginary part of the wave number. Comparing the results of
the free cylinder without fluid with theR(§) obtained for the
cylinder immersed in fluid, since the values ofI (§) are found
to be very small, it is observed that the values of cylinder
immersed in fluid have increased slightly from the results of
the free cylinder without fluid. Also the exact results for a
circular cylinder immersed in fluid are computed for the flex-
ural vibration and are given in column 2 of Table II.

A. Longitudinal mode

In case of longitudinal mode, the cross-section vibrates
along the axis of the cylinder, so that the vibrational dis-
placements in the cross-section are symmetrical about both
the major and the minor axes. Therefore the termsn andm
are chosen as 0,2,4,6,... in Eq.~19! for the numerical calcu-
lation. The elliptical curve in the rangeu50 andu5p is
divided into 20 segments, such that the distance between any
2 segments is negligible and the integration for a segment is
performed numerically by use of the five point Gauss for-
mula. The wave numbers are computed by fixing the fre-
quencies for the longitudinal mode and are presented in

TABLE I. Non-dimensional wave numbers~s! of longitudinal modes of elliptic cylinder.

a/b 1.0 1.1 2.0

Present method Exact method Present method Present method

V
Free cylinder
without fluid R(§) I (§) R(§) I (§) R(§) I (§) R(§) I (§)

0.1 0.054 01 6.345931022 3.829531026 6.345931022 3.829531026 6.326831022 3.651131026 6.278131022 2.818231026

0.3 0.165 01 1.905131021 7.600931025 1.905131021 7.601131025 1.899431021 7.133531025 1.885531021 5.062031025

0.5 0.275 01 3.178931021 2.662631024 3.178931021 2.662831024 3.169631021 2.478531024 3.149331021 1.703931024

0.7 0.385 04 4.458331021 5.855431024 4.458331021 5.856031024 4.445631021 5.432931024 4.423831021 3.734531024

1.0 0.550 82 6.393631021 1.342331023 6.393731021 1.342631023 6.377031021 1.246131023 6.369731021 8.909531024

TABLE II. Nondimensional wave numbers~s! of flexural modes of elliptic cylinder.

a/b 1.0 1.1 2.0

Present method Exact method Present method Present method

V R(§) I (§) R(§) I (§) R(§) I (§) R(§) I (§)

0.1 6.667631021 4.821231021 6.667631021 4.821231021 5.851231021 4.381431021 2.762631021 2.091731021

0.3 8.610931021 3.714631021 8.610931021 3.714631021 8.011131021 3.202131021 6.449331021 9.451331022

0.5 1.1974 2.716831021 1.1974 2.716831021 1.1582 2.258831021 1.0741 5.700831022

0.7 1.5872 2.073331021 1.5872 2.073331021 1.5602 1.691631021 1.5065 4.058431022

1.0 2.2059 1.493131021 2.2059 1.493131021 2.1886 1.203531021 2.1550 2.828431022
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Table I. The convergence of the Fourier series is good and up
to three terms~n,m50,2,4! have been included for computa-
tion. It can be noted that the results given in Table I for
a/b51.0 by the present method almost coincide with the
exact results. The fundamental modes and the second modes
of longitudinal motion given in Table I exhibit the proper
physical behavior. Also the results for the aspect ratiosa/b
51.1 and 2.0 are presented in Table I.

B. Flexural mode

In this case two kinds of flexural modes are considered.
In the first case, the vibration displacements are antisym-
metrical about the major axis and symmetrical about the mi-
nor axis. Hence the frequency equation may be obtained
from Eq. ~20! by choosingn,m51,3,5,7,... The present re-
sults are in very good agreement with exact results. Also the
results of the elliptic cylinders fora/b51.1 and 2.0 are given
in Table II.

The results of longitudinal and two flexural modes are
plotted in Fig. 1 for the dimensionless frequenciesV versus
absolute value of wave numbersu§u. The notation used in
Fig. 1 like LM, FS and FA represent the longitudinal mode,
the flexural~symmetric! mode and the flexural~antisymmet-
ric! mode respectively, and 1 refers the first mode, and 2
refers the second mode. In Fig. 1, the first two modes of
longitudinal and flexural~both symmetric and antisymmet-
ric! vibrations are presented fora/b51.3. It is observed that
the first mode of all vibrations disperse well compared to the
second mode. Also the plot of aspect ratios (a/b) vs u§u is
given in Fig. 2. The notations used in Fig. 2 have the same
meaning as in Fig. 1.

Also the same problem is solved for a cardioidal cross-
sectional cylinder immersed in fluid using the geometrical
relations given in Eqs.~24! and ~26! of Ref. 8, which are
functions depending on a parameter s. This parameter s rep-
resents a circle whens50 and represents a cardioid whens
51/2. First the parameter s is taken as 0 and verified the

results with the results of the elliptic cylinder given in Table
I for a/b51.0. Since a cardioid is symmetric about only one
axis, the longitudinal and flexural modes~symmetric! are
carried out by choosingn,m50,1,2,3,... in Eq.~19! and the
flexural modes~antisymmetric! are obtained by choosingn,
m51,2,3,... in Eq.~20!. The dimensionless frequenciesV
versus absolute values of the wave numberu§u are plotted for
both the cases in Fig. 3 fors50.5. In Fig. 3, LM denotes the
longitudinal mode and FM denotes the flexural mode and 1
refers the first mode and 2 refers the second mode.

Numerical results can be obtained directly for the same
frequency equation by substituting geometric values of the
boundary of any cross-section analytically or numerically
with satisfactory convergence.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the wave propagation in a solid cylinder of
arbitrary cross-section immersed in fluid is studied. The fre-

FIG. 1. Nondimensional frequencyV versus dimensionless wave number
u§u of an elliptic cylinder for (a/b)51.3.

FIG. 2. Aspect ratios (a/b) versus dimensionless wave numberu§u of an
elliptic cylinder for nondimensional frequencyV50.5.

FIG. 3. Nondimensional frequencyV versus dimensionless wave number
u§u of cardioidal cross-section.
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quency equation is obtained using the Fourier expansion col-
location method. The longitudinal and flexural vibrations are
considered and the numerical results are calculated for ellip-
tical cross-section and are tabulated. The dispersion curves
are plotted for elliptic cylinder with (a/b)51.3 and 1.7.
Similarly the dispersion curves are drawn for cardioidal
cross-section also. The results of any other cross-section may
be obtained by using the corresponding geometrical relations
in the frequency equation given in Eqs.~19! and ~20!.
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APPENDIX A

The equations foren
1h̃n

4 referred in Eq.~18! are as fol-
lows:

en
j 52$n~n21!Jn~a jax!1~a jax!Jn11~a jax!%

3cos 2~u2g l !cosnu2x2$~a ja!2~21l̄ !

3cos2~u2g l !1l̄dj§%cosnu12n$~n21!Jn~a jax!

2~a jax!Jn11~a jax!%sin nu sin 2~u2g l !,

ēn
j 52$n~n21!Jn~a jax!1~a jax!Jn11~a jax!%

3cos 2~u2g l !sin nu2x2$~a ja!2~21l̄ !

3cos2~u2g l !1l̄dj§%sin nu22n$~n21!Jn~a jax!

2~a jax!Jn11~a jax!%cosnu sin 2~u2g l !,

en
352n$~n21!Jn~bax!2~bax!Jn11~bax!%cos 2~u2g l !

3cosnu12$@n~n21!2~bax!2#Jn~bax!

1~bax!Jn11~bax!%sin 2~u2g l !sin nu,

ēn
352n$~n21!Jn~bax!2~bax!Jn11~bax!%cos 2~u2g l !

3sin nu22$@n~n21!2~bax!2#Jn~bax!

1~bax!Jn11~bax!%sin 2~u2g l !cosnu,

en
45V2r̄Hn

1~dax!cosnu,

ēn
45V2r̄Hn

1~dax!sin nu,

f n
j 52$@n~n21!2~a jax!2#Jn~a jax!

1~a jax!Jn11~a jax!%sin 2~u2g l !cosnu

12n$ ~a jax!Jn11~a jax!2~n21!Jn~a jax!%

3cos 2~u2g l !sin nu,

f̄ n
j 52$@n~n21!2~a jax!2#Jn~a jax!

1~a jax!Jn11~a jax!%sin 2~u2g l !sin nu

22n$ ~a jax!Jn11~a jax!

2~n21!Jn~a jax!%cos 2~u2g l !cosnu,

f n
352n$~n21!Jn~bax!2~bax!Jn11~bax!%sin 2~u2g l !

3cosnu22$@n~n21!2~bax!2#Jn~bax!

1~bax!Jn11~bax!%cos 2~u2g l !sin nu,

f̄ n
352n$~n21!Jn~bax!2~bax!Jn11~bax!%sin 2~u2g l !

3sin nu12$@n~n21!2~bax!2#Jn~bax!

1~bax!Jn11~bax!%cos 2~u2g l !cosnu,
~A1!

gn
j 5~§1dj !$nJn~a jax!cos~n21̄ u1g l !

1~a jax!Jn11~a jax!cos~u2g l !cosnu%,

ḡn
j 5~§1dj !$nJn~a jax!sin~n21̄ u1g l !

2~a jax!Jn11~a jax!cos~u2g l !sin nu%,

gn
35§$nJn~bax!cos~n21̄ u1g l !

2~bax!Jn11~bax!sin nu sin~u2g l !%,

ḡn
35§$nJn~bax!sin~n21̄ u1g l !

1~bax!Jn11~bax!cosnu sin~u2g l !%,

hn
j 5$nJn~a jax!2~a jax!Jn11~a jax!%cosnu,

h̄n
j 5$nJn~a jax!2~a jax!Jn11~a jax!%sin nu,

hn
35nJn~bax!cosnu,

h̄n
35nJn~bax!sin nu,

hn
45V2r̄$nHn

1~dax!2~dax!Hn11
1 ~dax!%cosnu,

h̄n
45V2r̄$nHn

1~dax!2~dax!Hn11
1 ~dax!%sin nu.

APPENDIX B: SOLID CIRCULAR CYLINDER
IMMERSED IN FLUID

For a typical case of a solid circular cylindrical rod im-
mersed in fluid, the frequency equation is obtained
analytically6 and is given as follows:

uLu50, ~B1!

where L is the matrix with elementsl pq , p51,2,3,q
51,2,3 and are given by

l 1q5$2n~n21!2~21l̄ !~aqa!22l§̄dq%Jn~aqa!

12~aqa!Jn11~aqa!, q51,2,

l 135n$~n21!Jn~ba!2~ba!Jn11~ba!%,

l 145~da!Hn11
1 ~da!2nHn

1~da!,
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l 2q52n$~aqa!Jn11~aqa!2~n21!Jn11~aqa!%,

q51,2,

l 235$@~ba!222n~n21!# %Jn~ba!

22~a3a!Jn11~ba!,

l 2450,
~B2!

l 3q5~§1dq!$nJn~aqa!2~aqa!Jn11~aqa!%, q51,2,

l 335n§Jn~ba!,

l 3450,

l 4q5nJn~aqa!2~aqa!Jn11~aqa!, q51,2,

l 4350,

l 445V2r̄Hn
1~da!.
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The plane-wave-expansion~PWE! approach dedicated to the simulation of periodic devices has
been extended to 1-3 connectivity piezoelectric composite structures. The case of simple but actual
piezoelectric composite structures is addressed, taking piezoelectricity, acoustic losses, and
electrical excitation conditions rigorously into account. The material distribution is represented by
using a bidimensional Fourier series and the electromechanical response is simulated using a
Bloch–Floquet expansion together with the Fahmy–Adler formulation of the Christoffel problem.
Application of the model to 1-3 connectivity piezoelectric composites is reported and compared to
previously published analyses of this problem. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1496081#

PACS numbers: 43.38.Ar, 43.38.Fx, 43.20.Ks, 43.40.At@SLE#

I. INTRODUCTION

Piezoelectric composite transducers have been devel-
oped for medical ultrasound imaging and nondestructive
evaluation to overcome the limitations of standard 1D
probes. The main advantages of piezoelectric composite
structures are the optimization of their electromechanical
coupling factor, their low specific acoustic impedance, and
their capability to be shaped on curved surfaces~for more
about piezoelectric composite, see, e.g., Refs. 1–3.

Plane-wave-expansion~PWE! models4,5 have been de-
veloped to address the description of structures exhibiting
periodic in-plane or bulk nonhomogeneity. Such an approach
represents an alternative to finite element computations, easy
to implement and providing complementary information
about the capability of any structure to guide elastic waves.
Unfortunately, most of the proposed developments do not
take into account piezoelectricity, acoustic losses, or simply
the finite thickness of actual devices. However, the possibil-
ity to simulate, for instance, a semi-infinite substrate using a
PWE approach was recently demonstrated.6 In the present
work, the PWE model for periodic structures is extended to
piezoelectric composite materials. These are generally com-
posed of a 1D~2-2 connectivity! or 2D ~1-3 connectivity!
array of piezoelectric elements mixed with a polymer mate-
rial. Addressing the problem of periodic arrays using the pro-
posed method allows one to compute the general properties
of the device by only treating one period of the structure. The
material distribution is represented using Fourier series and
the electromechanical vibration using a Bloch–Floquet ex-
pansion. The Fahmy–Adler formulation of the Christoffel
problem7 has been adapted to obtain the modal distribution
along the thickness of the piezoelectric composite plate.

Assessment calculations are performed for academic
problems, illustrating the efficiency of the proposed ap-
proach. For instance, the identification of plate modes in a
homogeneous piezoelectric material~namely the Z cut plate
of quartz! has been checked. The application of the model to
2-2 and 1-3 connectivity piezoelectric composites is reported

and compared to previous analyses of the same problem gen-
erally based on simpler modeling approaches or on finite
element computations. The possibility to compute the har-
monic admittance is emphasized, giving access to comple-
mentary data such as piezoelectric coupling, propagation
losses, and vibration shapes. As a conclusion, the future ex-
tensions of the model are discussed in order to build up a
comprehensive tool that is able to accurately simulate piezo-
electric composite structures radiating in different media.

II. PRINCIPLES OF THE MODEL

A. Basic definitions

Figure 1 shows the general geometry of the considered
structures, respectively 2-2 and 1-3 connectivity piezocom-
posite structures and their elementary cells. The thickness of
the plate is alongx3 and wave propagation occurs alongx1

and/orx2 depending on the addressed problem. The plate is
assumed periodic alongx1 for 2D problems, and two period-
icities p1 andp2 in the (x1 ,x2) plane are considered for 3D
problems.

According to the Floquet theorem, all fieldsh(r,t), such
as displacements or stresses, propagating in such periodic
structures can be expanded as infinite series

h~r,t !5(
G

hK1Gej ~vt2K"r2G"r!, ~1!

where r5(x1 ,x2 ,x3)T and G5(2pm/p1,2pn/p2,0)T. The
upperscriptT stands for transposition.G are the vectors of
the reciprocal lattice andK is the wave vector. For 2D prob-
lems, K2 and G2 are fixed to zero. The periodicity of the
structure is used to expand the material constants as Fourier
series

a~r!5(
G

aGe2 j G"r, ~2!
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with a5$r,ci jkl ,ei jk ,e i j %. The termsaG are easily calcu-
lated, especially for different cross section shapes of 1-3 con-
nectivity composite structures.5

The usual constitutive relations of piezoelectricity are
then considered, together with the fundamental equation of
dynamics and Poisson’s condition for dielectric media:

Ti j 5ci jkl uk,l1eli j f ,l , ~3!

Di5eikluk,l2e i l f ,l , ~4!

r
]2uj

]t2 5Ti j ,i , ~5!

Di ,i50. ~6!

According to Ref. 8, one can define a generalized dis-
placement fieldu in which u4 represents the electrical
potential f, and generalized stress vectorst̃i
5(Ti1 ,Ti2 ,Ti3 ,Di)

T.
Inserting Eqs.~1! and~2! into Eqs.~3! and~4! yields the

following expressions for the stress and electrical displace-
ment:

(
G8

Ti j K1G8e
2 j G8"r5(

G
(
G8

@2 j ~Kl1Gl8!

3~ci jkl GukK1G8

1eli j Gu4K1G8!e
2 j ~G1G8!"r#, ~7!

(
G8

DiK1G8e
2 j G8"r5(

G
(
G8

@2 j ~Kl1Gl8!~eiklGukK1G8

2e i l Gu4K1G8!e
2 j ~G1G8!"r#, ~8!

where the8 is introduced to differentiate summations over
space harmonics relative to the dynamic fields from those
relative to static distributions of material properties.

B. Matrix formulation of the problem

The orthogonality property of Fourier series components
is then used to eliminate the spatial dependence of the stress
and electrical displacement. The change of variable (G95G
1G8) is first performed, then both expressions~7! and ~8!
are multiplied by ej G"r, and finally the resulting form is inte-
grated over one period, yielding the following definition of
Ti j K1G andDiK1G :

Ti j K1G5(
G8

@2 j ~Kl1Gl8!~ci jkl G2G8ukK1G8

1eli j G2G8u4K1G8!#, ~9!

DiK1G5(
G8

@2 j ~Kl1Gl8!~eiklG2G8ukK1G8

2e i l G2G8u4K1G8!#. ~10!

This operation is equivalent to an orthogonal projection
of the operators on the trigonometric functional basis using
the classical scalar product associated to Fourier theory~see,
for instance, Ref. 9!. The generalized stress vectors are then
written

j t̃iK1G5(
G8

~Kl1Gl8!Ail G2G8uK1G8 ~ i 51,2,3!, ~11!

where

Ail G~ j ,k!5ci jkl G , Ail G~ j ,4!5eli j G ,
~12!

Ail G~4,k!5eiklG , Ail G~4,4!52e i l G ,

with ( j ,k)P@1,3#2.
Inserting Eqs.~1! and~2! into Eqs.~5! and~6! yields the

following expressions for the propagation equation and the
Poisson’s condition:

(
G8

2 j ~Ki1Gi8!Ti j K1G8e
2 j G8"r

5(
G

(
G8

@rG~ j v!2uj K1G8e
2 j ~G1G8!"r#, ~13!

(
G8

2 j ~Ki1Gi8!DiK1G8e
2 j G8"r50. ~14!

Applying the same procedure to the stress and the elec-
trical displacement provides the following expression for the
generalized stress vectors:

~Ki1Gi ! j t̃iK1G5(
G8

v2RG2G8uK1G8 , ~15!

whereRG2G85rG2G8Ĩ , with

Ĩ 5F 1

1

1

0

G .

FIG. 1. General geometry of the addressed problem: respectively 2-2 and
1-3 connectivity composites and their elementary cells.
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In numerical computations, one has to truncate the Fou-
rier series using a number of spatial harmonics large enough
to ensure convergence. AssumingN terms in the Fourier ex-
pansions~1! and~2!, the following vector notations are con-
sidered for the generalized stress and displacement fields:

T̃iK5S t̃iK1G1

]

t̃iK1GN

D and ŨK5S uK1G1

]

uK1GN

D . ~16!

The same approach is applied to matricesAi j and R
introduced in Eqs.~11! and ~15! yielding the definitions

Ãi j 5F Ai j 0 Ai j G12G2 ¯ Ai j G12GN

Ai j G22G1 Ai j 0 ¯ Ai j G22GN

] ] � ]

Ai j GN2G1 Ai j GN2G2 ¯ Ai j 0

G ~17!

and

R̃5F r0Ĩ rG12G2Ĩ ¯ rG12GNĨ

rG22G1Ĩ r0Ĩ ¯ rG22GN
Ĩ

] ] � ]

rGN2G1Ĩ rGN2G2Ĩ ¯ r0Ĩ

G . ~18!

Introducing the diagonal matrixG i ( i 51,2,3) whose
terms are generated by first-order spatial derivatives, Eqs.
~11! and ~15! can be written in the very compact form

j T̃i5Ãi j G jŨ ~ i 51,2,3!, ~19!

v2R̃Ũ5G i~ j T̃i !, ~20!

with

G i5F ~Ki1Gi
1!I d 0

~Ki1Gi
2!I d

�

0 ~Ki1Gi
N!I d

G .

~21!

C. Calculation of the vibration distribution along x 3

Equations~19! and ~20! do not exactly yield a standard
eigenvalue problem as usually defined.7,9 However, due to
the large dimension of the matrices in Eqs.~19! and ~20!,
especially when addressing the bi-periodic problem~8 equa-
tions timesN, the number of spatial harmonics in the Floquet
developments alongx1 times those alongx2), one should
avoid any matrix inversion. The computation time and nu-
merical difficulties related to this operation may induce ma-
jor drawbacks to the proposed method. Similarly to the pro-
cedure outlined by Peach for SAW propagation on
homogeneous substrates,10 an extended definition of eigen-
value problems is considered here, for an efficient treatment
of Eqs.~19! and ~20! without any matrix inversion.

The structure is assumed to be nonperiodic along thex3

axis. As a consequence,G3 is set to zero andK3 depends on
the other parameters of the model, namely,K1 , K2 , andv.

Writing the system of Eqs.~19! and~20!, in order to identify
K3 as the eigenvalue and (ŨK , j T̃3K)T as the eigenvector of
the problem, yields after some algebra

Fv2R̃2B
2C2

0
I d

G S ŨK

j T̃3K
D 5K3FC1

D
I d

0 G S ŨK

j T̃3K
D , ~22!

with

B5 (
i , j 51,2

G i Ãi j G j , C15 (
i 51,2

G i Ãi3 ,

~23!

C25 (
j 51,2

Ã3 jG j , D5Ã33,

and whereT̃3K is the generalized normal stress vector.
Solving this system yields 8N eigenvaluesK3

(r ) and
eigenvectors, which are used to build the generalized dis-
placement and normal stress fields. Since the eigenvectors
are determined for an arbitrary constant value of the inde-
pendent unknowns of the problem, one introduces the rela-
tive amplitudesA(r ) ~as for surface waves, see, e.g., Refs. 8
and 10!. Using a comprehensive set of boundary conditions
allows one to determine these relative amplitudes. The final
form of the generalized displacement and normal stress fields
is written

S u~r,t !
t̃3~r,t ! D5ej ~vt2K1x12K2x2!

3(
l 51

N Fe2 j Gl "r(
r 51

8N

A~r !e2 jK 3
~r !x3S uK1Gl

~r !

t̃3K1Gl
~r ! D G .

~24!

D. Boundary conditions

Note that the case of bulk waves propagating along the
(x1 ,x2) plane in an infinite medium alongx3 can be easily
computed using Eq.~22!, simply by settingK350 and by
solving the resulting problemv2R̃Ũ5BŨ, wherev is com-
puted for each (K1 ,K2) defined in the first Brillouin zone
@0,2p/p1/2# (p1/2 being the periods of the structure!.

However, a large variety of boundary conditions can be
applied to simulate actual operating conditions of a piezo-
electric composite structure. The mechanical boundary con-
ditions require the nullity of stress components normal to
surfaces ~stress free definite boundaries in air or in a
vacuum! or the physical validity of the partial modes that
have to be included in the normal mode expansion~24!
~semi-infinite medium!. In this latter case, one has to select
the values ofK3 with respect to this condition. Using a cri-
terion based on the sign of the mean Poynting vector1,10 of
each partial mode~in the case of propagative modes! or on
the sign of the imaginary part of eachK3

(r ) ~in the case of
evanescent modes!, an unambiguous modal selection can be
performed. For plate devices, both sides are assumed stress
free. Other kinds of mechanical boundary conditions may be
applied~for instance, radiation conditions, see Ref. 11!, but
they have not been implemented yet. The stress free condi-
tion is then written independently from the space coordinates
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x1 andx2 , as previously explained for the propagation equa-
tion and Poisson’s equation, yielding the following expres-
sions:

(
r 51

8N

A~r !T3 j K1Gi
~r ! e2 jK 3

~r !h50 ~ i 51,...,N! ~ j 51,2,3!,

~25!

wherex35h at the surface.
From the electrical point of view, in the case of a defi-

nite boundary, two kinds of boundary conditions have been
considered. The first one is the continuity of the potential and
of the normal component of the electrical displacement at the
surface. In the air, one can write

Dfair50, ~26!

D3
air52e0

]fair

]x3
, ~27!

whereD is the Laplacian. The continuity conditions at the
surface yield

fsubstrateux35h5fairux35h , ~28!

D3
substrateux35h2D3

airux35h50. ~29!

The boundary condition expressions are finally obtained after
some algebra as

(
r 51

8N

A~r !@D3K1Gi
~r !

2e0ukufK1Gi
~r !

#e2 jK 3
~r !h50 ~ i 51,...,N!,

~30!

with uku5A(K11G1)21(K21G2)2.
The second boundary condition considered is setting the

surface potential homogeneously to a given valueV0 , for
instance 0 V for a shorted surface or 1 V for an active elec-
trode. Considering one period and infinitely close electrodes,
the potential is written

f~r,t !ux35h5V0ej vt, ~31!

yielding

(
i 51

N Fe2 j Gi "r(
r 51

8N

A~r !fK1Gi
~r ! e2 jK 3

~r !hG5V0ej ~K1x11K2x2!.

~32!

Applying the orthogonal projection, one finally obtains the
desired boundary conditions

(
r 51

8N

A~r !fK1Gi
~r ! e2 jK 3

~r !h

5V0S sincS ~K11G1
i !

p1

2 D D S sincS ~K21G2
i !

p2

2 D D
~ i 51,...,N!. ~33!

In the case of homogeneous boundary conditions, one
has to set up a boundary condition system exhibiting 8N
equations ~the number of independent unknowns!. The
modes of the structure correspond to the zeros of the deter-
minant of this system, for which nontrivial solutions can then
be obtained. For each of these modes, it is possible to com-

pute the relative amplitudeA(r ) by setting one of them equal
to an arbitrary value and then deducing the others by solving
the boundary condition system. Thus the actual nature of the
corresponding vibration can be identified.

E. Harmonic admittance

Using the above-mentioned electrical boundary condi-
tions allows one to simulate the excitation conditions of pi-
ezoelectric composite materials and to derive the harmonic
admittance for a single cell by computing the charge distri-
bution on the active electrode. In this approach, one has to
considerK1 and K2 as excitation parameters governing the
excitation potential distribution as follows,

Vmn5V0e2 jK 1mp1e2 jK 2np2, ~34!

wherep1 and p2 are, respectively, the periodicity alongx1

and x2 as previously defined~see Fig. 1!. For instance, an
alternation of the sign of the potential excitation alongx1 is

FIG. 2. Comparison between standard Green’s function computation~solid
and dashed lines! and the proposed approach~cross markers! to identify the
acoustic modes of a~ZX! quartz plate. The plate modes~Lamb waves! are
found, such as the three BAWs~bulk acoustic waves! and the SSBW~sur-
face skimming bulk wave!. The BAWS are the longitudinal, fast shear and
slow shear ones at, respectively, 5748, 5103.3, and 3300.5 m s21. The
SSBW celerity is 4678 m s21. Contrary to the BAWs, its wave vector is not
parallel to the surface while its Poynting vector is such. The two isolated
points on the top of the figure are in fact in the continuity of a Lamb mode.
Indeed, the SAW dedicated method computation is not complete for the
corresponding mode because of the difficulty to follow modes which cross
each other.
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obtained by settingK15p/p1 . For more details about the
harmonic admittance, see Ref. 12. The charge distribution at
the active interface is directly given by the difference be-
tween the normal electrical displacement in the material and

in a vacuum~assuming ideally thin electrodes!. Integrating
this distribution along one period and multiplying the result
by the angular frequency provides the harmonic admittance
written (i 51,...,N)

FIG. 3. Dispersion curves of the 2-2 connectivity composite of Fig. 1. Left: bulk acoustic waves propagating in the (x1 ,x2) plane. Right: plate modes of the
finite-thickness composite given by the minima of the boundary condition system determinant. Bulk modes are found too with this second computation, so that
bulk and plate modes are discriminated comparing the two figures.

FIG. 4. Real part of the harmonic admittance~conduc-
tance! of the 2-2 connectivity piezoelectric composite
material of Fig. 1. Resonance frequencies are given by
the maxima of the conductance. The admittance is trun-
cated since the thickness mode has a great amplitude
compared to the other modes. We can derive from this
calculus and the previous curves of Fig. 3 dispersion
curves for piezoelectrically coupled plate modes, since
conductance maxima indicate vibrating modes in the
same manner as dispersion curves.
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Y~K1 ,K2 ,v!

5 j v(
i 51

N F (
r 51

8N

A~r !~D3K1Gi
~r !

2e0ukufK1Gi
~r !

!e2 jK 3
~r !hG

3S p1sincS ~K11G1
i !

p1

2 D D S p2sinc~K21G2
i !

p2

2 D .

~35!

This harmonic admittance provides precious information
about the way the modes are piezoelectrically coupled, but
also concerning frequency band-gap phenomena arising in
periodic structures. It is also very useful to derive mutual
admittances12 allowing us then to evaluate cross-coupling ef-
fects for a given geometry of transducers. This latter point
will be addressed in future works.

Note that in all the presented theoretical developments,
the material constants are assumed complex, so that elastic,
piezoelectric, and dielectric losses can be taken into
account.13

III. NUMERICAL APPLICATION OF THE MODEL

A. Acoustic plate modes in quartz

This first example was chosen simply to validate the
approach. The problem is the calculation of acoustic plate
modes of a Z cut plate of quartz, with propagation along the
X axis. By considering only the fundamental term in the
Fourier and Floquet series, one can directly simulate the
acoustic propagation in a homogeneous material of finite
thickness. The results are easily compared to those of SAW
~surface acoustic wave! dedicated simulation tools developed
in our group.14 This comparison is shown in Fig. 2 where the
phase velocity is displayed as a function of the frequency-
thickness product. A very good agreement between both cal-
culations for piezoelectrically coupled modes can be ob-
served. The proposed approach also allows one to identify
the noncoupled modes of the plate, and also modes which
energy propagates parallel to the plate surfaces~Poynting
vector parallel to the surfaces!, but are not affected by the
plate thickness and hence are not dispersive. Four modes of

FIG. 5. Comparison between finite element~a! and
PWE ~b! calculations of the harmonic admittance of the
1-3 piezoelectric composite of Fig. 1. The first sym-
metrical Lamb-like wave, the thickness mode, and the
well-known first lateral mode are indicated in the PWE
curves. The displacement fields of these modes are re-
spectively shown in Figs. 6–8.
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this kind are found in Fig. 2, and are the slow shear, fast
shear, and longitudinal bulk acoustic waves, plus a fast shear
SSBW~surface skimming bulk wave, see Ref. 1!.

B. 2-2 connectivity piezoelectric composite

The geometry of the considered structure is shown in
Fig. 1. The thickness of the plate was set to 200mm; the
period alongx1 was 150mm with a 100-mm width PZT
ridge.

In that case, different computations were performed to
identify the modes propagating in the structure. Bulk modes
were first determined assuming an infinite thickness for the
plate andK350. The eigenmodes of the finite thickness plate
were then extracted assuming that both surfaces are electri-
cally shorted. Finally, the harmonic admittance was com-
puted to discriminate piezoelectrically coupled modes. The
top surface is submitted to a harmonic excitation, whereas
the back surface is grounded. All computations were per-
formed considering six spatial harmonics. It should be em-
phasized that using more spatial harmonics yields a more
nearly accurate prediction of the frequency location of the
modes. Considering six harmonics represents a trade-off be-
tween accuracy and computation time. The results obtained
for the three different computations are reported in Figs. 3
and 4. Figure 3 shows the bulk eigenmodes propagating in
the (x1 ,x2) plane and the plate eigenmodes of the finite-
thickness configuration, and Fig. 4 displays the real part of
the harmonic admittance of the piezoelectric composite for
all couples (v,g15K1p1/2p). In the case of infinite thick-
ness of the plate, one can easily identify the first three modes
as in-plane and thickness shear vibrations, and in-plane lon-
gitudinal propagation. The latter strongly contributes to the
first symmetrical Lamb wave. In the case of the finite thick-
ness configuration, many couples (v,g1) are found to mini-
mize the determinant of the boundary condition system.
However, some of these values correspond to local minima
of this determinant and not to physical solutions of the prob-
lem. For instance, bulk modes appear for the finite-thickness
configuration, too, and can be discriminated using the results
of the case of infinite thickness. In Fig. 4, it can be seen that
the piezoelectrically coupled modes of the device can be dis-
criminated efficiently, using the harmonic admittance com-
putation. In that case, eigenmode and harmonic admittance
computations are both useful since the dispersion curves of
Fig. 3 allow one to distinguish between modes that are very
close to one another and not easily independently identifiable
by the use of the harmonic admittance.

C. 1-3 connectivity piezocomposite

The last illustration of the proposed theory is a 1-3 con-
nectivity piezoelectric composite. The elementary cell of the
studied structure is shown in Fig. 1. The thickness was set to
300 mm, and both periodicities alongx1 andx2 are equal to
200 mm ~PZT width is 100mm alongx1 andx2). The same
kind of analysis as for the 2-2 piezocomposite was per-
formed. However, due to the large computation time re-
quired, the number of spatial harmonics was restricted to five
for both directions, i.e., 25 terms in the series. This is a major

drawback of the method because computations with too
small a number of harmonics yield inaccurate predictions.

Although some minima of the determinant are not physi-
cal solutions of the problem, dispersion curves for relatively
low-frequency modes are found similar to those computed
with a finite element method in Ref. 15.

A qualitative comparison between finite element analy-
sis and PWE analysis of the composite is reported in Fig. 5.
Although similar results are obtained in the vicinity of the
longitudinal compression mode using the two methods, dis-
crepancies arise for higher-order frequency modes. However,
both approaches exhibit prohibitive computation times for
the accurate simulation of high-order modes and overtones
~increasing the number of elements of the finite element
mesh is equivalent to increasing the number of harmonics in
the PWE method!.

Although the problem of accuracy must be addressed to
provide reliable computation results, much pertinent infor-
mation can be deduced from the proposed calculation. The
shape of the mode is accessible by simply calculating the
effective values of the mechanical displacement fields of the

FIG. 6. First symmetrical Lamb wave propagating in four cells (g1

50.25,g250, v52350 kHz! of the 1-3 piezoelectric composite of Fig. 1.

FIG. 7. Fundamental longitudinal mode alongx3 (g15g250, v54900
kHz! of the 1-3 piezoelectric composite of Fig. 1.
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problem. For a given value of (g1 ,g2 ,v), one can construct
the propagation profile for the desired number of cells. This
is illustrated in Fig. 6, showing the first Lamb mode at (g1

50.25,g250,v52350 kHz! propagating in four adjacent
cells. The mechanical state of the elementary cell for the
fundamental longitudinal compression mode alongx3 and
for the first lateral mode (g15g250) are also reported in
Figs. 7 and 8, respectively, demonstrating the capability of
the model to fairly predict the actual vibration of a 1-3 con-
nectivity piezoelectric composite.

Figure 9 displays the real part of the harmonic admit-
tance~i.e., the conductance! in the first Brillouin zone16 of
the studied in-plane symmetrical structure. We can recognize
for g250 the harmonic admittance of Fig. 5. Resonance fre-
quencies are given by the maxima of the conductance.
Thanks to these conductance curves, which give the resonant
piezoelectrically coupled modes, and the dispersion curves
calculated in the case of shorted surfaces, we are able to
identify parasitic modes of the thickness mode and acoustic
band-gaps of the structure, which are of main interest for
ultrasonic imaging applications.

Finally, a quantitative study was performed in the case
of the fundamental thickness mode. First, the longitudinal
phase velocityv l and the electromechanical coupling factork
were calculated by varying the volume fraction of ceramic,
with our constant sets, according to the well-known Smith
and Auld theory.2 Then the harmonic admittance was calcu-
lated at (g15g250) around the thickness-mode for different
numbers of terms in the Bloch–Floquet and Fourier expan-
sions. The maximum of the conductance gives one the reso-
nance frequencyf r , while the antiresonance frequencyf a is
given by the maximum of the resistance~real part of the
impedance!.17 Consequentlyv l and k can be calculated as
follows:

v l52h fa , ~36!

whereh is the thickness of the plate, and

k25
p

2

f r

f
a

tan
p

2

f a2 f r

f a
. ~37!

Comparisons between theory2 and our computations are
shown in Figs. 10 and 11. By increasing the number of terms
of the expansions, a convergence appears between the Smith
and Auld model and the plane-wave-expansion method. For
instance, with seven terms along each direction, we have a
good agreement for a ceramic volume fraction from 0% to
50%.

FIG. 9. Real part of the harmonic admittance, for the 1-3 piezoelectric
composite, calculated in the first Brillouin zone in the (K1 ,K2) plane. One
can deduce the frequencies of the parasitic modes, considering the thickness
mode as the useful vibration for imaging applications. For instance, consid-
ering the pathX2M , we can see that a vibrating mode mingles with the
strong coupled fundamental thickness mode near the pointX. Acoustic band-
gaps are retrievable considering piezoelectrically coupled modes. The thick-
ness mode and its harmonic are truncated~white color! because of their
magnitudes.

FIG. 8. First lateral mode for infinite thickness and fi-
nite thickness (g15g250, v57200 kHz! of the 1-3
piezoelectric composite of Fig. 1.
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IV. CONCLUSION

A full 3D model based on a plane wave expansion of the
generalized acoustic fields has been developed and imple-
mented for general piezoelectric-based composite materials.
It is able to simulate homogeneous materials, but also 1D or
2D periodic devices with a good level of accuracy. It can
take into account material losses using the imaginary part of
elastic, piezoelectric, and dielectric fundamental constants.
This approach is an alternative to finite element computa-
tions in the case of the considered regular piezoelectric com-
posite geometry. The model is able to provide much infor-
mation about the considered device such as the piezoelectric
coupling, the resonance efficiency, and the effect of acoustic
losses by calculating the harmonic admittance. It can incor-
porate different boundary conditions corresponding to effec-
tive operation of the device. First qualitative computations
were performed for 2-2 and 1-3 connectivity piezoelectric
composites. Complementary quantitative calculations were
performed for the 1-3 connectivity piezoelectric composite
thickness mode and compared to a well-established theory.
In a future extension of the theory, a particular effort will be
paid to the optimization of the computation time and the
accuracy of 3D computations. The case of radiation in fluids
and solids will also be addressed, to provide a comprehen-
sive description of operating conditions of 2-2 and 1-3 piezo-
electric composite-based devices. Even if the computation
time, which governs in fact the accuracy of the method, has
to be optimized, the PWE method already provides qualita-
tive information, which is of primary interest to understand
the operation of such composite structures.
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Magnetomechanical sensors have received much attention in recent years. However, investigations
on the rejection of unwanted wave modes and thus the selection of a desired mode have not been
reported. The purpose of this investigation is to present a technique to select only a desired wave
mode in a solid ferromagnetic cylinder using a magnetomechanical sensor. To achieve this goal, we
propose some bias magnet configurations for each of which either longitudinal or flexural waves
alone can be extracted. A simplified theory relating bias magnet arrangement and measured wave
modes is developed. Several experimental results confirm the validity of the present investigation.
© 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1497623#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ferromagnetic materials subjected to stresses exhibit
some amount of changes in their magnetic states. This effect,
known as the Villari effect1 is the inverse phenomenon of the
well-known Joule effect.2 This Villari effect is also referred
to as the inverse magnetostriction or the magnetomechanical
effect.

Sensors using this effect, which will be called magneto-
mechanical sensors, hold their unique application areas as
they do not require any direct physical contact. In particular,
noncontact magnetomechanical sensors are very useful when
a measurement target is in motion or covered with other
~nonferromagnetic! materials. They are also useful when the
temperature of a target is very high.

Magnetomechanical sensors and magnetostrictive actua-
tors have been used in various applications such as those by
Williams,3 Tzannes,4 Kim et al.,5,6 Aime et al.,7 Onoe,8

Kwun et al.,9,10 Kwun and Bartels,11–13 Kwun and Tellers,14

and Murayama.15,16 However, the complex behavior of the
Villari effect including nonlinearity and hysteresis makes it
difficult to analyze the physics involved in magnetomechani-
cal sensors. In addition, iron that is the most widely used
ferromagnetic material exhibits even more complicated be-
havior. Though a theory of the magnetomechanical effect has
been recently developed,17 this theory appears too compli-
cated to use in practical sensor design applications.

The generation and measurement of elastic waves based
on the Joule and Villari effects have also played an important
role in dispersion analysis and diagnostics in waveguides.
Kwun and Teller14 have utilized the Joule and Villari effects
in the study of the propagation of longitudinal, torsional, and
flexural waves in a cylinder. Although no specific bias field
configuration or related analysis was provided, they ad-
dressed that measured and generated waves by magnetome-
chanical sensors are strongly influenced by the nature of the

applied bias magnetic field near measurement points. There-
fore, the use of appropriate bias magnetic field configurations
may allow the selective measurement of a desired wave
mode, either longitudinal or flexural alone, from a compound
wave signal. If the desired wave mode is measured accu-
rately, a sophisticated diagnostic technique may be devel-
oped. However, no investigation is reported on how to select
a desired mode using magnetomechanical sensors.

The goal of this investigation is to present a technique to
select a desired wave mode in a waveguide using magneto-
mechanical sensors. In the present investigation, we consider
the selection of only a flexural or longitudinal mode in a
wave consisting of both flexural and longitudinal modes.
Since the applied bias field affects the type of the measured
wave mode, the focus of the present work lies in identifying
appropriate bias magnet configurations.

In the first part of this work, we develop a simplified
model to explain the relation between the characteristics of
the bias field and the measured wave mode in a solid circular
cylinder.

In the second part of this work, we present two bias field
configurations for each of which either a longitudinal or a
flexural mode alone can be selected. In particular, the bias
configuration for the flexural mode measurement rejecting
the longitudinal mode is newly proposed. To carry out the
present investigation, a wave is generated in a system similar
to the Hopkinson bar system. The finite element analysis is
performed to justify the present choice of the longitudinal
wave-rejection configuration.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Figure 1 shows a transient wave propagating in a long
solid cylinder made of a ferromagnetic material such as iron.
Our aim is to develop a magnetomechanical sensor-based
experimental technique to measure either a longitudinal or a
flexural mode from a wave consisting of both longitudinal
and flexural modes.

Among several types of magnetomechanical sensors, a
solenoid-type magnetomechanical sensor~simply referred as

a!Electronic mail: hclee21@kornet.net
b!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:

yykim@shu.ac.kr
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a solenoid sensor in this work! is adopted in this work; see
Fig. 2 for its configuration. It may be worth mentioning the
advantages of the solenoid sensor: noncontact measurement
is possible; relative high transduction efficiency is obtained
in comparison with other types of noncontact sensors such as
eddy-current type sensors; the sensor operates in a wide fre-
quency band.

A solenoid sensor of lengthL and diameterD encircles a
circular rod of diameterd. Since the sensor diameterD and
the rod diameterd are not necessarily equal, the cross sec-
tional areas of the rod and the encircled area by the sensor
are denoted byAr andAs , respectively. Various kinds of bias
magnetic fields generated either by electromagnets or by per-
manent magnets may be applied in order to increase mea-
surement sensitivity.

Since the principle of the magnetomechanical sensor is
based on the Villari effect, we express the Villari effect in
one-dimensional form as

B5BH1Bs , ~1!

BH5msH, ~2a!

Bs5qs, ~2b!

whereB andH denote magnetic induction and magnetic field
strength~along thex axis in Fig. 2!. The longitudinal stress is
denoted bys. Two coefficientsms andq represent the per-
meability under constant stress and the Villari effect coeffi-
cient, respectively.

If stresses are developed at the point of a rod which the
solenoid sensor encircles, the variation of the magnetic state
due to the stresses can be measured through the sensor in the
form of voltage output. If the total magnetic flux enclosed by

the solenoid sensor is denoted byF, the voltage output
V(x,t) between both ends of the sensing coil is given by the
Faraday–Lentz law as

V~x,t !52
dF

dt
. ~3!

If the solenoid sensor is assumed to be ideal, Eq.~3! be-
comes

V~x,t !52
d

dt
~Nf!52N

df

dt
, ~4!

whereN is the number of coil turns in the solenoid sensor
andf is the magnetic flux encircled by a single turn of coil.

Since the magnetic flux is related to the magnetic induc-
tion, the voltage output in Eq.~4! can be written as

V~x,t !52N
d

dt EAs

B dA52N
d

dt EAr

B dA, ~5!

where the areaAs is replaced by the areaAr since the per-
meability of the rod is much greater than that of air.

Assuming that the applied magnetic fieldH is time in-
dependent, the substitution of Eq.~1! into Eq. ~5! yields the
relation between the output voltageV(x,t) and the stresss
as

V~x,t !52N
d

dt EAr

qs•dA. ~6!

Thus far, we give the problem definition and review the un-
derlying equation relating the output voltage measured
through the solenoid sensor and the stress in a rod.

III. MODE SELECTION: ANALYSIS AND
EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION

A. Simplified analysis for mode selection

In this section, we develop a simplified theoretical
model to link the characteristics of a applied bias field with
wave modes measured by a solenoid sensor. The specific
analysis will be carried out for the case of coupled longitu-
dinal and flexural wave modes.

When longitudinal and flexural waves propagate in a
rod, the simplest approximation of the resulting stress field
may be the one shown in Fig. 3. In the present analysis, it is
assumed that displacements due to flexural waves occur in
the xy plane and that the variations of field quantities along
the z direction can be ignored.

FIG. 1. Propagation of a wave consisting of longitudinal and/or flexural
modes in a long solid circular rod made of a ferromagnetic material.

FIG. 2. The configuration of a solenoid sensor.

FIG. 3. The resultant stress distribution as a sum of two stress components.
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The displacement field based on the Timoshenko beam
theory18 can be written as

u~x,y,t !5u0~x,t !2yu~x,t !, ~7!

where u0(x,t) denotes the average axial displacement and
u(x,t), the rotation of a surface normal. In this approxima-
tion, the displacementu0(x,t) and the rotationu(x,t) are
due to the propagation of longitudinal and flexural waves,
respectively. The axial stress due to the displacement field is
simply

s~x,y,t !5E
]u

]x
5ES ]u0

]x
2y

]u

]xD , ~8!

where E represents Young’s modulus of the specimen and
]u0 /]x, the average axial strain.

In the case when the magnetic inductionBH ~actually,
the x component of the magnetic induction! is not uniform
through the cross section of a rod,BH may be expanded in
terms of the Taylor series in the coordinatey,

BH~x,y!5b0~x!1b1~x!y1b2~x!y21b3~x!y31¯ ,
~9!

whereb’s are the coefficients used to denote the variation of
BH in x. In Eq.~9!, the dependence ofBH on thez coordinate
is ignored. By assuming that the coefficientq is proportional
to the magnetic inductionBH with the proportional constant
k, one can write

q~x,y!5kBH~x,y!

5kb0~x!1kb1~x!y1kb2~x!y21kb3~x!y31¯

[c0~x!1c1~x!y1c2~x!y21c3~x!y31¯ . ~10!

Therefore, the constantsci ’s are determined by the applied
bias magnetic field distribution.

To express the voltage outputV in terms ofu0 and u,
Eq. ~10! and Eq.~8! are substituted into Eq.~6! ~within the
first-order approximation!

V~x,t !'2N
d

dt H EAr

@c0~x!1c1~x!y#

3EF]u0~x,t !

]x
2y

]u~x,t !

]x GdAJ . ~11!

To simplify Eq. ~11!, we note that

E
Ar

y dA50, E
Ar

y2 dA5I , ~12!

whereI is the mass moment of inertia of the rod cross section
about thez axis. Therefore, the output voltageV(x,t) from
the sensor can be simplified as

V~x,t !5NEIc1~x!
]2u~x,t !

]x]t

2NEArc0~x!
]2u0~x,t !

]x]t
. ~13!

Introducing the bending momentM (x,t) and the axial
force P(x,t) such that

M ~x,t !5EI
]u~x,t !

]x
, P~x,t !5EAr

]u0~x,t !

]x
. ~14!

Equation~13! finally reduces to

V~x,t !'NFc1~x!
]M ~x,t !

]t
2c0~x!

]P~x,t !

]t G . ~15!

Equation~15! states that when longitudinal and flexural
waves are transmitted simultaneously through a rod, the sen-
sor output is dependent mainly on the coefficients (c0 ,c1)
and the wave modes~u or u0!. Therefore, depending on the
bias magnetic inductionBH determined by the applied bias
magnetic fieldH, different wave modes can be measured.
For instance, ifC0(x).0, the sensor output measures the
time variation ofM, which represents flexural waves.

Case 1. Longitudinal mode selection

If the coefficient set (c0 ,c1) satisfies the following con-
dition:

c0~x!Þ0, c1~x!50, ~16!

the following equations hold at the measurement pointx:

BH~x,y!'b0~x!, q~x,y!'c0~x!. ~17!

In this case, Eq.~15! becomes

V~x,t !'2Nc0~x!
]P~x,t !

]t
. ~18!

Therefore, the solenoid sensor can measure longitudinal
waves as long as the bias magnetic inductionBH is uniform
along they axis @see Eq.~17!#. The bias magnet configura-
tion to yield the desired magnetic inductionBH will be dis-
cussed in the next section.

Case 2. Flexural mode selection

If the coefficients set (c0 ,c1) satisfies the following con-
dition:

c0~x!50, c1~x!Þ0, ~19!

the following equations hold at the measurement pointx:

BH~x,y!'b1~x!y, q~x,y!'c1~x!y. ~20!

In this case, Eq.~15! reduces to

V~x,t !'Nc1~x!
]M ~x,t !

]t
. ~21!

Equations~20! and ~21! imply that the antisymmetric
distribution of the bias magnetic inductionBH along they
axis enables the solenoid sensor to measure flexural waves
only.

B. Bias magnet configuration for mode selection

Case 1. Longitudinal mode selection

The foregoing analysis indicates that a signal from the
solenoid sensor contains only longitudinal waves if the bias
magnetic induction is uniform across the rod cross section at
the measurement location. Perhaps the simplest arrangement
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to achieve uniform magnetic induction is to use a solenoid-
type electromagnet as shown in Fig. 4. This well-known con-
figuration has been already employed in delay lines.3

If the static current flows in the solenoid-type electro-
magnet, a uniform magnetic field in the direction of thex
axis will be developed. This will cause uniform magnetic
induction inside the ferromagnetic rod.

Case 2. Flexural mode selection

The determination of the bias magnet arrangement to
produce a linear antisymmetric magnetic induction (BH

'b1y) is not a simple matter. To reject longitudinal modes,
b050 must be fulfilled@see Eq.~20!#. Otherwise, the mea-
sured signals by the solenoid sensor would contain both lon-
gitudinal and flexural waves. Figures 5~b! and ~c! show the
distribution of the magnetic flux lines and the magnetic in-
ductions inside a cylindrical rod under a typical bias magnet
arrangement shown in Fig. 5~a!. This arrangement may be
used for flexural-wave dominant situations. The numerical
results are obtained by ANSYS,19 a finite element code.
Though two-dimensional finite element analysis is per-
formed for the present problem, the distribution of the mag-
netic induction along they coordinate by the two-
dimensional analysis is not far from that by three-
dimensional analysis~see Ref. 20!.

The distributions of the axial magnetic inductionBH

shown in Fig. 5~c! are not uniform along they coordinate.
However, this distribution has both symmetric and nonsym-
metric parts, so that bothb0 andb1 are nonzero. Therefore,
the configuration suggested in Fig. 5~a! can capture not only
flexural modes but also longitudinal modes. This phenomena
will be clearly observed in actual experiments, which will be
dealt with in the next section.

In order to reject longitudinal waves and thus to capture
flexural waves only, it is critical to make the magnetic induc-
tion BH inside the rod antisymmetric with respect toy. Mo-
tivated by this observation, we propose the bias magnet con-
figuration shown in Fig. 6.

In Fig. 6, we locate two permanent magnets having op-
posite polarities symmetrically with respect to the rod axis
~i.e., thex axis!. To guarantee the generation of antisymmet-
ric magnetic induction and to find an optimal sensor location,
we carry out a finite element analysis.

Figure 7 shows the contour of the magnetic flux lines for
the bias magnet configuration of Fig. 6. Figure 8 plots the
axial magnetic inductionBH as the function ofy at different

axial locations~lines 1, 2, and 3 of Fig. 6!. It is clear that all
distributions ofBH shown in Fig. 8 are antisymmetric, and
thusb0 vanishes. Although the distribution is not linear, the
distribution of the magnetic induction along the line 2 is very
close to a linear one.

In the actual sensor application, the sensor location with
high sensitivity is always preferred. To this end, the axial
variation of the magnetic inductionBH needs to be investi-
gated. Figure 9 shows the distribution ofBH along the lines
4 and 5 marked in Fig. 6.

Figures 8 and 9 suggest that the maximum sensitivity
will be achieved when the magnetomechanical sensor is lo-

FIG. 4. A solenoid sensor encircled by a solenoid-type electromagnet. This
electromagnet is used to produce uniform magnetic induction in a rod.

FIG. 5. A typical bias magnet configuration and the resulting magnetic
induction inside a rod.

FIG. 6. The proposed bias configuration for the measurement of flexural
waves only.
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cated near the ends of the permanent magnets. This is
marked by the line 2 in Fig. 6.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

A. Experimental setup

Figure 10 shows a schematic diagram of the experimen-
tal setup used for the present investigation. The system con-
sists of three main parts: a ferromagnetic rod to be tested, a
projectile shooting system for desired wave generation, and a
set of measurement equipment. The circular rod is made of
mild steel and its length and diameter are 2 m and 10 mm,
respectively. The rod is laid down on end supports. The pro-
jectile shooting system is similar to the basic Hopkinson bar
experiment system~see, e.g., Ref. 21!. A projectile of diam-
eter 10 mm is shot by an air gun. The speed of the projectile
can be controlled by the pressure of the compressed air and
the time during which the projectile is pushed. The length of
the projectile governs the duration of a generated pulse.

Some degree of eccentricity makes this device launch
longitudinal and flexural waves simultaneously. Only longi-
tudinal waves will be generated if the center of the projectile
coincides with the center of the rod. If there is some eccen-
tricity, however, both longitudinal and flexural waves will be
generated simultaneously. The validity of the present wave

generation strategy has been confirmed by investigating
strain signals of longitudinal and flexural waves measured by
strain gages~see Ref. 20 for more details!.

The length and diameter of the solenoid sensor used for
the present experiment are 5 mm and 13 mm, respectively.
The voltage signals captured from the solenoid sensor are
sent through a preamplifier~Stanford Research Systems
Model SR560! to a digital oscilloscope~Lecroy 9310!. The
stored signals in the oscilloscope are then transferred to a
personal computer for signal processing.

B. Experimental results

This section presents several experimental results di-
rectly related to wave mode selection. For all experiments,
we use a steel rod of diameter 10 mm and length 2 m. The
length and the radius of the projectile used are 30 mm, and
10 mm, respectively. To produce eccentricity, the rod axis
and the projectile axis are misaligned by 5 mm. This distance
is appropriate to generate both longitudinal and flexural
wave modes. To identify the mode characteristics of mea-
sured waves by the sensor, we plot the theoretical group
velocities of the first branches of the longitudinal and flex-
ural waves~see Refs. 22–24! in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, respec-
tively.

FIG. 9. The distribution of the axial magnetic inductionBH along the lines
4 and 5 marked in Fig. 5.

FIG. 10. A schematic diagram for the experimental setup.

FIG. 7. The contour of the magnetic flux lines for the bias magnet configu-
ration described in Fig. 6.

FIG. 8. The distribution of the axial magnetic inductionBH as the function
of y at several locations ofx.
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As the first experiment, the bias magnet configuration
shown in Fig. 5~a! is employed. With this configuration, both
longitudinal and flexural wave modes may be captured. Fig-
ure 13~a! shows the time history of the wave signal measured
by the solenoid sensor at location 2 shown in Fig. 5. The
spikes in Fig. 13~a! represent longitudinal waves whereas
trailing wiggles represent flexural waves. Though the time
origin does not affect the subsequent analysis, it may be
convenient to use the consistent convention. In plotting the
time history of the signal, the time origint50 is set as the
time 1024 s before the arrival of the first peak. To analyze
better the characteristics of the mode composition in Fig.
13~a!, we carry out the time-frequency analysis of captured
signals.

For the analysis of the present signal, we use the short-
time Fourier transform,25 which has been also used in Refs.
9, 11, and 13. Though other transforms are effective for time-
frequency analysis~see, e.g., Refs. 26 and 27!, the short-time
Fourier transform appears most effective for the signals in
consideration. The transformed result of Fig. 13~a! by the
short-time Fourier transform is plotted in Fig. 13~b!.

We will not give the detailed account of the dispersion
phenomena of elastic waves in a cylindrical rod, but we men-
tion that the thick close-to-vertical lines represent the inci-
dent and reflected waves of the first branch of the longitudi-
nal mode and the thick close-to-hyperbolic curves represent
those of the first branch of the flexural mode~see also Refs.
9, 11, and 13!. To support this argument, we can extract the
group velocities at particular frequencies from the ridge
analysis of the time-frequency plot of Fig. 13~b! ~see Ref. 25
for the ridge analysis!. Since the wave traveling distance by
reflection is known, one can convert the flight time to the
group velocity. The result at two particular frequencies are
summarized as Table I. Table I confirms that both longitudi-
nal and flexural waves are measured by the sensor under the
bias magnet configuration shown in Fig. 5~a!.

FIG. 11. The theoretical group velocity of the first branch of longitudinal
waves in the present steel rod.

FIG. 12. The theoretical group velocity curve of the first branch of flexural
waves in the present steel rod.

FIG. 13. The captured wave signal with the bias magnet configuration
shown in Fig. 5~a!. The time history of the signal~a! and its short-time
Fourier transform~b!.
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From this preliminary experiment, we observed that un-
less a special experimental setup is employed, it is not pos-
sible to capture longitudinal or flexural waves alone. To cap-
ture longitudinal waves alone, we now use the electromagnet
configuration shown in Fig. 4. The wave generated in the rod
is exactly the same as that for the first experiment. The time
history of the wave signal measured by the solenoid senor
and its short-time Fourier transform are plotted in Figs. 14~a!
and ~b!, respectively. Apparently, no flexural wave is mea-
sured by the solenoid sensor under the bias magnet configu-
ration shown in Fig. 4. Using the same process, the sharp
peaks in Fig. 14 can be shown to be correspondant to longi-
tudinal wave.

As the last experiment, which is the most important ex-
periment in the present investigation, we consider the mea-
surement of flexural waves only. As in the previous experi-
ments, both longitudinal and flexural waves are generated
simultaneously. The bias magnet configuration we now use
for this experiment is shown in Fig. 6. The center of the
solenoid sensor is located along the line 2. The distribution
of the magnetic induction along the line 2 is already shown
in Fig. 8. The measured signal and its short-time Fourier
transform are given in Figs. 15~a! and ~b!, respectively. Un-
like the results shown in Fig. 13, the adoption of the pro-
posed bias magnet configuration virtually rejects longitudinal
waves. The flexural characteristics of the measured wave
may be demonstrated better by the short-time Fourier trans-
form in Fig. 15~b!.

It may be worth mentioning that although the same wave
is generated for the three cases shown in Figs. 13–15, the
signal in Fig. 13~a! is not a composite of the signals in Fig.

14~a! and Fig. 15~a!. This is because different bias magnet
configurations are used in each case.

We have also conducted the experiments by putting the
sensor at some locations such as the lines 1 and 3 of Fig. 6,
but we have obtained the best result only at the location of
the line 2. This has already been predicted by the numerical
analysis in the foregoing section. The use of yokes or other
arrangements of bias magnetic field is expected to enhance
the performance of flexural mode-sensing solenoid sensors.
In this respect, extensive numerical optimization may be per-
formed. As the final remark, we address that this mode-
selectable sensor may be very useful to develop an advanced
damage detection strategy. Work is in progress towards this
direction.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper, we showed that either longitudinal or flex-
ural waves alone can be extracted by a magnetomechanical
sensor from a signal consisting of coupled longitudinal and
flexural waves. To achieve the mode selection, two bias mag-
net configurations have been considered. In particular, the
bias magnet configuration that allows the selection of flex-
ural waves is newly proposed and its validity is experimen-
tally verified. A simplified theory relating bias magnet ar-
rangements and measured wave modes is also developed
during the course of the present investigation.
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The effect of internal point masses on the radiation of a ribbed
cylindrical shell
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A finite element analysis is performed on a submerged cylindrical shell with internal frames and
point masses attached to the frames. A point force on the shell is shown to excite resonances of the
frames. Without the point masses, most of these resonances are evanescent and do not radiate to the
far field. With the point masses, the high circumferential order resonances couple with those at low
circumferential order with the result of increasing radiation to the far field. In this investigation, the
radiation increase is about 10 dB over a broad frequency range~1.5 to 3 times the ring resonance!.
© 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1497618#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The effect of complex non-axisymmetric internal struc-
ture on the noise level of submerged cylindrical shells has
received much interest in recent years. Strasberg1,2 and Choi3

analyze simple axisymmetric structures with internal spring-
mass oscillators. Both observe a dampening effect in the
acoustic radiation. Achenbach4 takes a similar approach and
determines that the radiation could be higher or lower, de-
pending on where the applied load is relative to the spring
mass system. Li5 breaks the symmetry of an infinite cylin-
drical shell with a floor to show that radiation efficiency
decreases with increased coupling. Laulagnet6 also breaks
the symmetry of an infinite cylindrical shell, but this time
with a compliant layer on an arc of the shell. Under these
circumstances, radiation increases at low frequencies. All of
the above works pertain to analytical models that cannot be
compared directly to experiments. Experiments on sub-
merged, ribbed, cylindrical shells with hundreds of internal
oscillators show how the radiation7 and scattering8 are modi-
fied by these oscillators. Bucaro9,10 analytically applies these
oscillators to a cylinder of the same shape as in the experi-
ments to reveal angular spreading of the scattering pressures
that is quite similar to what is seen in the experiments. Un-
fortunately, this work lacks elastic effects.

In this paper, a finite element analysis is performed on a
submerged, ribbed, cylindrical shell with hundreds of inter-
nal masses to break the symmetry. It has already been shown
that an axisymmetric, submerged, cylindrical shell with in-
ternal frames has resonances11,12 only some of which radiate
to the far field.13 This is because some of the resonances
have such a high circumferential order that they are evanes-
cent. With the introduction of the internal masses, radiation
increases. It is shown in this paper that these high circumfer-
ential modes couple into the low, and consequently radiating,
circumferential modes. Under these circumstances, reso-
nances from frames cause increased far-field radiation.

II. FINITE ELEMENT COMPUTER MODELING

In this paper, the radiation from an axisymmetric shell
with and without point masses is analyzed. The finite ele-
ment model of the base axisymmetric shell shown in Fig. 1
has been previously reported.14 It is a model of a cylindrical
shell with 80 straight frames, a cone-sphere endcap, and
made of nickel with an intrinsic loss of 0.001. The load is a
radial point force placed halfway between frames 38 and 39
and is applied at 295 frequencies from 122 Hz to 36 kHz.
Because the shell is axisymmetric, finite element program
sara2d15 was used. However, because the load is not axisym-
metric, it is split into circumferential modes 0 through 30.
Consequently, 31 finite element computations are performed
across the range of frequencies indicated above. The shell
has six quadratic elements per frame spacing, as well as four
elements per frame, to make a total of 914 elements. Includ-
ing the five layers of quadratic fluid elements, the overall
model has 3884 elements. The mesh of the structure has
1829 nodes and the entire model has 10 739 nodes. The com-
putations require 6.4 s for one frequency and circumferential
mode on a Silicon Graphics power challenge computer.

It is appropriate to discuss the acoustic element tech-
nique used in this study. The finite elements on the outer
surface of the structure are coupled to finite acoustic ele-
ments by including the acoustic pressure as right-hand sides
in the structural finite element equations and by including the
structural displacements as right-hand sides in the acoustic
equations. Several layers of finite acoustic elements, in this
study four layers, surround the structure. The number of lay-
ers is determined by what is necessary for mesh convergence
at the highest frequency. As the frequency changes, the
acoustic element sizes are automatically revised to maintain
the element layer thickness as one-fourth of a wavelength.
The final element layer has infinite acoustic elements16 with
a radial exponential decay relationship. This relationship sat-
isfies the Sommerfeld radiation condition,17 but does not de-
cay as the inverse of the radius. Despite the approximation,
the authors have demonstrated that the finite element soft-
ware shows excellent agreement with several classical solu-
tions and experimental data,14 the ultimate test.

When point masses are included in the axisymmetrica!Electronic mail: marcus@astro.nrl.navy.mil
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shell, the structure is no longer axisymmetric. Although a
three-dimensional finite element computer program can per-
form the analysis, it is most efficiently done using
substructuring.18,19Using this method, the results for the axi-
symmetric shell computations are used to generate the ma-
trices for an analysis of the three-dimensional structure. In
this case, there are 11 equally spaced point masses attached
to the inner edge of each frame. With 80 frames, this makes
880 nodes or 2640 degrees of freedom. This matrix must be
inverted once for each of the 31 modes. This requires 57 min
per frequency on a Silicon Graphics power challenge com-
puter. Unfortunately, obtaining the axisymmetric results
needed for the three-dimensional calculation requires 86 min
per frequency, due to the storage requirements associated
with the many degrees of freedom. In contrast, performing a
conventional three-dimensional calculation would require at
least an order of magnitude more in computer time, as well
as storage.

In this paper, results from three different calculations are
presented. The first is for the case of no point masses. In the
second of these calculations, the masses are attached to the
frames~with uniform spacing! and all weigh 3 g each. In the
last calculation the uniform spacing is maintained, but the
attached masses have a random distribution from 0 to 6 g.

III. AXISYMMETRIC RESULTS

The response to a point force on a submerged, framed
cylindrical shell has been previously reported14 and we

briefly review this here. The computation yields surface nor-
mal velocities at many frequencies and circumferential
modes. Along the cylindrical shell length, the velocity can be
expressed as

v~x,u,t !5(
j 50

n

v j~x!cosj ueivt, ~1!

wherex is the axial position,n is the highest circumferential
mode computed,v is the radian frequency,u is the angular
position from the top, andt is time. The velocities are dis-
crete, so a fast Fourier transform~FFT! along the length of
the shell provides the axial mode components of these ve-
locities as represented byv jkx

in Eq. ~2!:

v~x,u,t !5 (
kx52m

m

(
j 50

n

v jkx
cosj ueikxxeivt. ~2!

The velocity versus axial wave number and frequency for
circumferential mode zero (n50) is plotted in Fig. 2. The

FIG. 2. Circumferential mode 0 component of the surface normal velocity
of the axisymmetric shell from a point load. Colors refer to the dB levelre
1 m/s for a 1 Newtonload.

FIG. 3. Circumferential model 11 component of the surface normal velocity
of the axisymmetric shell from a point load. Colors refer to the dB levelre
1 m/s for a 1 Newtonload.

FIG. 4. Circumferential mode 22 component of the surface normal velocity
of the axisymmetric shell from a point load. Colors refer to the dB levelre
1 m/s for a 1 Newtonload.

FIG. 1. Axisymmetric shell cross section.
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first two pass bands, horizontal stripes at about 9 and 13 kHz,
are associated with significant frame motion.11,12,14The third,
much broader, stripe is associated with flexural shell motion
scattered by the frames.20–22 These pass bands appear for
higher circumferential modes at higher frequencies.14,23 For
example, Fig. 3 shows another frequency wave number plot
at circumferential mode 11 with similar pass bands appearing
at about 13, 18, and 33 kHz. Figure 4 shows circumferential
mode 22 pass bands at about 23 and 29 kHz.

Figures 2–4 will be of greater significance later in this
paper, but for this section, they show the pass band frequen-
cies monotonically increasing with circumferential mode, a
trend that is most easily observed in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, we
present the rms average along the length of the shell of the
surface normal velocities plotted against frequency and cir-
cumferential mode number. The straight line overlay indi-
cates the ‘‘sonic line’’ for axial mode zero. Components with
phase velocities to the right of this line are subsonic and do
not radiate efficiently to the far field in the external fluid.
Figure 6 shows the far-field pressure~in the plane and on the

side containing the shaker! as a function of frequency and
angle~measured from the end of the shell!. As expected, it
shows very little radiation outside of the pass bands in Fig. 2
and is especially high above the beginning of the third pass
band, at about 17 kHz. The radiation levels are high across
most of the angles from 17 to 27 kHz, after which it shows a
strong dependence between frequency and angle due to the
low-order axial Bloch modes becoming supersonic.7,23

IV. NON-AXISYMMETRIC RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The response to a radial point force located halfway be-
tween frames 38 and 39 is computed for the same shell, now
with 3-g point masses attached to the inner edges of the
frames as well as for the shell with a random mass distribu-
tion similarly attached. Henceforth, we will call them the
uniform mass shell and random mass shell, respectively. The
circumferential mode 0 axial FFT of the surface normal ve-
locities is displayed in Figs. 7 and 8 for the uniform mass
shell and random mass shell, respectively. Figure 7 shows

FIG. 5. The rms average of the surface normal velocity of the axisymmetric
shell from a point load. Colors refer to the dB levelre 1 m/s for a 1 Newton
load. Velocities to the right of the white line do not radiate.

FIG. 6. Far-field radiated pressure from a point load on the axisymmetric
shell. Colors refer to the dB levelre 1 Pa for a 1 Newton load.

FIG. 7. Circumferential mode 0 component of the surface normal velocity
of the uniform mass shell from a point load. Colors refer to the dB levelre
1 m/s for a 1 Newtonload.

FIG. 8. Circumferential mode 0 component of the surface normal velocity
of the random mass shell from a point load. Colors refer to the dB levelre
1m/s for a 1 Newton load.
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evidence of a superposition of dispersions that correspond to
the axisymmetric shell modes 0, 11, and 22 in Figs. 2–4.
Since there are 11 equally spaced masses on each rib, we
expect and observe the strongest coupling for mode 11 and
its multiples in Figs. 7 and 8. Clearly, the presence of point
masses in both the uniform and the random mass shell cause
strong coupling among the circumferential modes. Figure 8
looks like a slightly disordered version of Fig. 7. In this case,
we should expect these modes to couple, but not as strongly;
we would also expect participation from additional circum-
ferential orders.

The most dramatic observation to make about Figs. 7
and 8 is the distinctly different character that is seen when
compared to Fig. 2. The addition of the point masses causes
circumferential modes to come about that are supersonic and
that are not found on the axisymmetric structure. This is a
result of coupling between the higher and the lowern’s
through the attachment of discontinuities. Phrased another
way, the masses introduce additional modes that allow leak-
age of energy from the high circumferential modes to the low

modes. The above observations would suggest that the de-
gree of radiation from the non-axisymmetric structures
should be higher than that for the axisymmetric case.

Figure 9 gives the rms average along the length of the
surface normal velocities versus frequency and circumferen-
tial mode number for the uniform mass shell. The straight
line overlay indicates the ‘‘sonic line’’ for axial mode 0.
Above 6 kHz, velocities to the left of this line are somewhat
higher than they are in Fig. 5, the axisymmetric case. Since
these velocities are expected to radiate efficiently to the far
field, we should see more radiation above 16 kHz for the
uniform mass shell than for the axisymmetric shell.

Figure 10 shows the uniform mass shell radiated pres-
sure versus frequency and angle. Figures 10 and 6 are sig-
nificantly different. The degree of radiation has generally in-
creased across the band; however, the most dramatic
difference occurs within the third~Bloch! pass band. In ad-
dition to the cutoff frequency for this pass band being low-
ered from 17.5 to 16 Hz, assumedly due to mass loading, the
angular distribution and levels within the pass band have
been modified. The onset of Bloch radiation at 27.5 kHz

FIG. 9. The rms average of the surface normal velocity of the axisymmetric
shell from a point load. Colors refer to the dB levelre m/s for a 1 Newton
load. Velocities to the right of the white line do not radiate.

FIG. 10. Far-field radiated pressure from a point load on the uniform mass
shell. Colors refer to the dB levelre 1 Pa for a 1 Newton load.

FIG. 11. Total radiated power from a
point load on the axisymmetric shell
and the uniform mass shell. Magnitude
refers to the dB levelre 1 W for a 1
Newton load.
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~eminating from the ends of the cylinder! has disappeared in
the uniform mass shell and has been replaced with a less
spatially coherent, broad-angled, radiation structure that is
more concentrated away from the ends. The random mass
radiation result is similar to Fig. 10 and need not be shown.

Perhaps a simpler and more quantitative way of looking
at the far-field radiated pressure is by plotting the total radi-
ated power. This is computed by integrating the square of the
far-field pressure on the surface of a far-field sphere and is
performed for each circumferential mode separately, then the
contributions from each mode are added together. The power
is displayed in Fig. 11 versus frequency for both the axisym-
metric shell and uniform mass shell. We observe that from
about 16 to 36 kHz, the uniform mass shell radiates about 10
dB more than does the axisymmetric shell. It is clear that this
is due to high circumferential order resonances that are
coupled to the lowern’s.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we illustrate in a preliminary way the im-
portance of non-axisymmetric structure in the radiation phys-
ics of fluid-loaded framed cylindrical shells. With the inclu-
sion of internal point masses, our finite element
computations reveal a significant restructuring of the normal
modes with an increase in radiation over that of an axisym-
metric shell. The radiation shows its most striking differ-
ences at frequencies that correspond to rib resonances that
are accentuated by the placement pattern of the point masses.
This implies that rib resonance energy that results in evanes-
cent motion for axisymmetric shells gains access to the fluid
by the breaking of symmetry. Though the extent that these
results generalize is presently not known, particularly with
regard to the amount of structural damping, the fundamental
nature of the change in the basic physics of axisymmetric
versus non-axisymmetric shells is clear. In this investigation,
the radiation increase is about 10 dB over a broad frequency
range~1.5 to 3 times the ring resonance!.
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Acoustic characteristics of twin jets
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Experiments were conducted to investigate the acoustic characteristics of underexpanded supersonic
twin jets in different azimuthal measurement planes. Compared with two independent jets, the twin
jets produced additional noise due to the enhanced mixing and entrainment. The larger pressure ratio
for switching from the axisymmetric mode to the helical mode led to lower noise levels at 90° than
for two independent jets. For pressure ratios greater than 5.00, the noise reduction was due to
cessation of screeching of the twin jets while screeching of a single jet was still detected. The
apparent shielding phenomenon was measured for the screech helical mode. The screech tone
intensities were attenuated largely due to the shielding effects. The noise reductions due to shielding
were obtained over a wide range of pressure ratios relative to the sum of two independent
jets. © 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1492818#

PACS numbers: 51.40.1p, 43.28.1h, 51.35.1a @MSH#

I. INTRODUCTION

Twin jets are widely used in flight propulsion systems as
well in other engineering applications such as painting, dust
removal and cooling. In practice the reduction of jet exhaust
noise is a very important issue.1 Most work on low-speed
twin jets has been performed with incompressible turbulent
jets but there have been very few studies of high-speed twin
jets. Two jets can couple to produce higher dynamic pres-
sures, which can cause structural fatigue.2–6 Norum2 found
that twin jet acoustic levels that propagate upstream of the
exhaust nozzles can exceed the single jet levels by more than
20 dB. For closely spaced nozzles, coupling occurred at low
Mach numbers but was suppressed at high Mach numbers.3

For twin jets, Umeda observed two counter rotating helical
oscillation modes and reversed lateral oscillation modes
along the center line of the two jets for two different pressure
ratios.7 The acoustic features of rectangular supersonic jets
were investigated by Ramanet al.4 Supersonic multi-jet in-
teraction is likely to be important to enhance mixing and
noise reduction in supersonic mixer-ejector nozzles. The
peak jet noise source moves upstream and radiates noise at
larger angles to the flow direction.8 Noise radiation from a
source can be shielded by an adjacent jet, as was recognized
in the 1970s9–11 where early work focused on engine ar-
rangement studies. The governing mechanisms for shielding
are refraction and diffraction of sound by the jet flow.12 Pre-
dictions for acoustic shielding have been based on an ideal-
ized cylindrical uniform jet model in the absence of aerody-
namic interaction.13–16

This paper presents experimental results for the acoustic
characteristics of twin jets in different azimuthal measure-
ment planes. The objective is to investigate the noise reduc-
tion due to interaction or shielding.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Screw compressors were used to provide high-pressure
airflow to a settling chamber with two axisymmetric circular
exhaust nozzles with diameters ofd56 mm and length to

diameter ratios of 3. The spacing between the twin nozzles
was s51.5d or s52d. The stagnation/ambient pressure ra-
tios p0 /pa were set by controlling a regulating valve. Sound
measurements were conducted inside a semi-anechoic cham-
ber 3.2 m33.2 m32.2 m. An ACO7610 microphone, ACO
6139 microphone amplifier and an FFT CF5220 analyzer
were used to measure the noise. The microphone had an
open circuit frequency response of up to 100 kHz and was
mounted on a support that pivoted around an axis passing
through the jet centerline. The microphone was set at 15°
intervals starting from an angle 15° from the jet axis and 1 m
from the center of the two nozzles. Figure 1 shows the azi-
muthal measurement planes in thec590° x-y plane con-
taining both jet axes and in thec50° x-z plane perpendicu-
lar to both jet axes and containing the jet centerline along the
x axis. The single jet tests were run on the same apparatus.

III. TWIN JET SCREECH MODES

For imperfect supersonic jets, the discrete fundamental
frequencies for various screech modes decrease with increas-
ing pressure ratios and eventually switch from one mode to
another. The flow structure and the radiation levels are asso-
ciated with the screech modes.17 Figure 2 shows the screech
modes for one and two jets, whereSt5 f d/u, f is the fun-
damental frequency,d is the nozzle diameter andu is the jet
mean velocity. The fundamental frequency and modes for
two jets were similar to those for a single jet; however, the
following differences can be seen.~1! The pressure ratios to
switch from modeB to modeC were greater for two jets.

FIG. 1. Sketch of azimuthal measurement planes.
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The same phenomenon, which did not arouse attention, was
also seen in Thomas’s experimental data.1 ~2! The five stages
for the two closely spaced jets labeledA1 , A2 , B, C andD
in Fig. 2~a!, were more than the four stages for a single jet.
~3! The pressure ratios corresponding to cessation of the
screeching differed for the two different measurement
planes,c50° andc590°, but both were lower than that of
the single jet. Table I compares the pressure ratios corre-
sponding to cessation of the screeching. Figure 3 shows that
for twin jets at a pressure ratiop0 /pa55.00, screeching was
not detected atc590° but was detected atc50°.

IV. TWIN JET INTERACTION

A. Acoustic directivity for p 0 Õp aË3.00

The turbulent eddies in the shear layer are formed by
entraiment. The quadrupole radiation is then generated by
the fluctuating turbulent stresses. Forp0 /pa,3.00, the
acoustic features of the twin jets show that turbulent mixing
noise from the quadrupole sound sources dominate, even
when the discrete frequencies of screech modesA1 , A2 , and
B are detected at bothc50° andc590°, as shown in Fig.
4.

B. Coupling interaction

With large pressure ratios, the directivity is related to the
orientation of the azimuthal measurement plane. The sound
measurements atc50° reflect acoustic coupling of the two
jets.

Figure 5 shows the directivities in the azimuthal mea-
surement planec50°. Because of the enhanced noises as-
sociated with the shock structure, the directivity function is
not the same as for subsonic or low-underexpanded twin jets
as shown in Fig. 4. The data are also compared with two
independent jet data which equal to a single nozzle data

added by 3 dB, as shown in Fig. 6. No distinctive features
were found for boths51.5d and s52d. The difference of
the nozzle spacing affects the coupling interaction. Figure 7
shows the sound pressure level over the full range of pres-
sure ratios at the directivity anglesu530°, 90° and 135° for
s51.5d,2d, respectively. In Fig. 7~a! for s51.5d, the noise
decreases when the screech mode switches to the modeD for
p0 /pa54.40– 4.52. However, for this range of pressure ra-
tios, the modeC still dominates the single jet noise. In Fig.
7~b!, for s52d, the noise is greater than for a single jet
13 dB for pressure ratios from 3.00 to 4.50.

The enhanced mixing and entrainment generates addi-
tional noise. The larger pressure ratios for switching from
axisymmetric modeB to helical modeC leads to higher
noise levels foru590° than for the single jet for bothc
50° andc590°. For pressure ratiosp0 /pa.5.00, the noise
levels decrease as shown in Fig. 7 which is when the
screeching of the twin jets ended but the screeching of the
single jet still continued.

C. Acoustic shielding

The sound measurements atc590° reflect the two jets
shielding effect. One jet acts as a partial barrier between the
other jet and the receiver.

For subsonic and low-underexpanded supersonic twin
jets, no shielding effect was detected at eitherc50° or c
590°.

The directivities were quite different forc50° andc
590° for the supersonic twin jets. The twin jet shielding
effect is shown in Fig. 8 as a plot of the differenceDLp ,
between the directivities atc50° and 90°.DLp,0 indi-
cates a shielding effect. There was little or no shielding effect
for underexpanded supersonic jets with screech modesA1 ,
A2 , B, or D, but shielding was apparent for screech mode
C. Noise reductions due to shielding of 2 to 10 dB were
measured for anglesu,70° andu.100°.

Figure 9 compares the frequency spectra forc50° and
c590°. The intensities of the screeching atc590° are sig-
nificantly reduced by the shielding effect.

Figure 10 shows that the sound pressure level generally
increased with increasing pressure ratio foru530°, 90° and

FIG. 2. Fundamental frequencies and mode switching.A1 , A2 , B, C andD are different screech modes.

TABLE I. Pressure ratios corresponding to screeching cessation.

s51.5d s52d Single jet

azimuthal planes c50° c590° c50° c590° —
p0 /pa .5.41 .5.28 .5.33 .5.00 .5.70
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FIG. 3. For twin jets, screeching was not detected atc590° but was detected atc50°.

FIG. 4. Acoustic directivities forp0 /pa,3.00.

FIG. 5. Directivities in the azimuthal measurement planec50° for p0 /pa.3.00.
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FIG. 6. Comparison of twin jets noise levels and two independent jets~single jet data13 dB!.

FIG. 7. Sound pressure levels for twin jets and two independent jets over the full range of pressure ratios atc50°.

FIG. 8. Differences in the directivity function betweenc50° and 90°.
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135°. Except for modeC, where there is little shielding
effect, the noise level decreased only at the mode switching
pressure ratios, such as switching from modeB to modeC,
or from modeC to modeD. Hence, for a wide range of
pressure ratios, the two jets together will make less noise
than the sum of two independent jets. The differences of the
sound pressure levels,DL, at the mode switching points are
listed in Table II.

V. CONCLUSIONS

For twin jets, the pressure ratios for switching from the
axisymmetric to the helical mode are higher than for a single
jet. The larger switching pressure ratios result in noise levels

at u590° which are greater than for two independent jets.
The pressure ratios at which the twin jets no longer screech
differ in the different measurement planes. Twin jets can be
used for noise attenuation since the screeching of the twin
jets stopped at a lower pressure ratio than for a single jet.
However, the enhanced mixing and entrainment caused ad-
ditional noise compared with two independent jets.

Shielding occurred for underexpanded supersonic twin
jets, especially for the helical screech modeC. The shielding
most effectively reduced the screech intensities in the up-
stream and downstream directions approaching the jet axis.
The noise reductions due to shielding are achieved over a
wide range of pressure ratios compared with the noise of two
independent jets.

FIG. 9. Screeching intensity reduction atc590° due to shielding.

FIG. 10. Sound pressure levels for twin jets and two independent jets over the full range of pressure ratios atc590°.
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A dimensionless mobility formulation for evaluation of force
and moment excitation of structures
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The problem addressed is the simultaneous excitation of a structure by a force and moment. These
two forms of excitation are dimensionally incompatible, and so their relative importance is normally
difficult to assess. Here, a dimensionless form of the mobility matrix is developed thereby allowing
proper comparison. The off-diagonal elements of the matrix quantify the coupling between two
excitations of whatever dimensions, in other words the extent to which an applied force or moment
affects the power input by another force or moment. It is shown that off-diagonals of unit magnitude
indicate the maximum possible extent of coupling between the corresponding excitations. A precise
definition of weak and strong coupling is therefore possible. Illustrative examples of dimensionless
mobilities for infinite, semi-infinite, and finite plates are given. It is also shown that the eigenvalues
of the dimensionless mobility matrix relate the actual delivered power to the ‘‘point-by-point’’
power input. The results are shown to have wider relevance than originally intended; specifically,
the dimensionless mobilities provide a measure of the suitability for active vibration control of
different points on a structure, or mixed excitations. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1497622#

PACS numbers: 43.40.2r, 43.40.Vn, 43.40.At, 43.40.Dx@EGW#

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem addressed in this paper is the simultaneous
excitation of a structure by one or more forces and moments.
Often in structural analysis only force terms are included and
moments neglected. However, this is usually motivated by a
desire to avoid measurement difficulties, rather than by a
knowledge that the effect of moments is insignificant. Some
of the difficulties of measurement are evident from Refs.
1–3. Understanding of the role of moments has significantly
improved as a result of studies such as Refs. 4–7. However,
it is likely that rotational excitations and responses will al-
ways be more difficult to handle experimentally than forces.
An improved understanding of the relative importance of
moments would help to identify situations where they can be
safely ignored and those where there is no alternative but to
measure.

One barrier to understanding is that when both forces
and moments are included in an analysis the mobility matrix
is made up of dimensionally incompatible elements. The sig-
nificance of the various elements cannot then be directly
compared. The objective of this paper is to present a dimen-
sionless form of the mobility matrix so as to facilitate com-
parison between elements, even when they have different
units. Examples of calculated mobilities for various idealized
structures are given, first to illustrate the dimensionless mo-
bility and second to provide insight into the behavior of such
structures. Additionally, although not the original intention,
this formulation also turns out to provide some more general
insight into coupling between any degrees of freedom.
Therefore, an analysis is also included of the transfer cou-
pling between dimensionally compatible elements~two
translations or two rotations for example!.

The basis of the formulation is that forces and moments
can be compared in terms of power: it is meaningless to

compare a force and a moment directly, but their relative
importance in exciting a structure can be properly compared
on a power basis.6–8 The active power~the real part of the
complex power! only is included here since it is argued that
most excitations of interest will involve dissipation of power.
The reactive power~imaginary part! is by definition stored
during one half of an oscillation, and fully returned to the
exciting source in the other half of the cycle. In many situa-
tions such temporary exchanges are not of interest since they
play no part in far field radiation from the structure, or trans-
mission to the far field, and are not considered in detail here.
Thus, for simplicity, unless stated otherwise ‘‘power’’ in this
paper refers to the active power only.

II. DIMENSIONLESS MOBILITY MATRIX

Consider an arbitrary structure excited by a number of
applied forces, Fig. 1. The active power is given by:9

P5 f̄ H Re~Ȳ! f̄ , ~1!

where f is the vector of applied generalized forces~which
may include moments! andY is the mobility matrix.H indi-
cates Hermitian transpose, i.e., ( )H5( )* T, and barred quan-
tities are complex. Note that the active power depends only
on the real part of the mobility matrix.9 Equation~1! can be
rewritten in a dimensionless form,10 i.e.:

P5q̄HCrq̄. ~2!

This is achieved by introducing a diagonal matrix,D, made
up of the real parts of the point mobilities,ȳi i , i.e.,
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D5F ARe~ ȳ11! 0

ARe~ ȳ22!

.

0 ARe~ ȳnn!

G . ~3!

The square symmetric matrixCr in Eq. ~2! is a dimension-
less mobility matrix defined as,

Cr5~D21 Re~Ȳ!D21!5F 1 c12 •• c1n

c21 1 :

: • :

cn1 •• •• 1

G , ~4!

in which

ci j 5
Re~yi j !

ARe~yii !Re~yj j !
. ~5!

Thus, the off-diagonal terms are rendered dimensionless by
dividing by the geometric mean of the two corresponding
point mobilities; a cross mobility is therefore normalized by
a point force mobility and a moment mobility. The diagonal
terms are all ones. This dimensionless matrix, and its use in
Eq. ~2!, are the central concepts in this paper and will now be
interpreted.

In Eq. ~2!, q̄5D f̄ is a forcing vector with units of square
root power. The magnitude squared of each term isuq̄i u2

5u f i u2 Re(ȳii), which is the power that would be input by a
single forcef i . The squared length of this vector,

q̄Hq̄5Pu ~6!

is thus the power that would be input by all the applied
forces if they acted independently, and can be termed the
‘‘point-by-point power.’’

Note that the matrixCr describes the coupling between
the various excitation components, and is independent of the
actual level of excitation, and the distribution of the forces.
On the other hand the forcing vectorq describes the excita-
tion and is independent of any coupling within the structure.

A response vector can also be defined through the di-
mensionless mobility matrix:

ū5Crq̄, ~7!

which has units square root of power. This is analogous to
the velocity response vector in the classical formulation, or
more strictly, to that part of the velocity vectorv̄85Re(Ȳ) f̄
whose dot product with the forcing vector yields the power.
The actual power delivered is the inner product of the forc-
ing and response vectors, i.e.,

P5q̄Hū. ~8!

Thus, the dimensionless mobility matrix can be seen as a
transformation from the forcing vector to the response vector
which are linked, respectively, to the point-by-point and ac-
tual delivered power.

A. Fully coupled case

One of the properties ofCr is positive definiteness,9,11

since the power is always positive into the passive receiving
structure. It follows that while off-diagonals can be positive
or negative, their magnitude must be less than unity:12

uci j u<1. ~9!

This fact has a several implications: for example, the in-
equality~9! can serve as a check on the validity of measured
mobility data, since off-diagonals of greater than unit mag-
nitude are unphysical. This check has been used successfully
by the author to identify errors in measured mobilities, al-
though no examples are given here since this is not the main
focus of the paper. A further implication is that the limiting
caseuci j u51 indicates the maximum possible coupling be-
tween points~and/or directions! i and j. We are thus able to
quantify what is meant by fully coupled.~In Ref. 13 a rather
different analysis led to a similar result.! In such a case, the
matrix is rank deficient and has at least one zero eigenvalue.
Rank deficiency is of interest since it implies that the struc-
ture can be fully described with less than a full matrix. This
indicates a possibility for reducing the amount of measure-
ment. The importance of a zero eigenvalue is that it implies
that there exists at least one combination of generalized
forces applied at the given points which will result in zero
power transmission. This has implications for active vibra-
tion control since it implies that correct choice of control
forces can completely eliminate transmission into the given
structure. An illustrative example will be given later.

From the above it is of interest to investigate under what
conditions the fully coupled case is achieved, and some ex-
amples will be given later.

B. Uncoupled case

We now turn our attention to the other limiting case, i.e.,
when the off-diagonal terms are small.uci j u!1 implies that
the coupling between forcesi andj is negligible. This can be
illustrated by the expansion of Eq.~2! for a system with two
applied forces:

P5uq1u21uq2u212uq1uuq2ucos~u!c12, ~10!

whereu is the phase angle between the forces. The power
input by point-by-point forces would beuq1u21uq2u2. The
actual delivered power input can be more or less, depending
on the magnitude of the third term on the right hand side,
i.e., depending onc12 and the phase angle. It is clear from
Eq. ~10! that for uci j u!1, the actual power absorbed will
never differ significantly from the point-by-point power and
the applied forces can be considered independent.

The largest difference between the point-by-point and
actual delivered power in Eq.~10! occurs when uq1u2

5uq2u2 and is P/Pu5(11c12), where Pu5uq1u21uq2u2 is

FIG. 1. Structure excited by arbitrary forces and moments.
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the point-by-point power. Thus, the conditionuci j u!0.3 will
ensure a maximum error of less than61.5 dB, due to com-
pletely neglecting coupling between these two particular
points~or directions!. For multiple excitation points, neglect-
ing all coupling terms could result in an accumulation of
errors, but the limituci j u!0.3 remains a valid criterion for
neglecting coupling between any two points~or directions!
and will be adopted in the following sections.

C. Reactive power

A similar analysis to above can be carried out on the
reactive power. In this case the power in Eq.~1! is the imagi-
nary part of the power, and the imaginary part of the mobility
matrix is used on the right hand side. All the steps as above
can be followed through to yield a dimensionless mobility
matrix. However, an important difference is that the resulting
matrix is not positive definite, therefore the eigenvalues may
be positive or negative and off-diagonal terms can be greater
than unity. The reactive power will not be pursued further in
this paper.

III. EXAMPLES OF DIMENSIONLESS MOBILITIES

In this section the off-diagonal elements of the dimen-
sionless mobility matrix for idealized structures are exam-
ined. The objectives are to illustrate the concept of the di-
mensionless mobility, and through it to gain physical insight
into the behavior of the structures.

A. Infinite plate

Initially we examine an infinite plate with force and mo-
ment excitation at a point as shown in Fig. 2. The required
mobility relations ~which are derived in Appendix A! are
given below. These relations are based on thin plate theory,
and are therefore subject to the restrictions pointed out in
Ref. 14.

Force transfer mobility

YvF5S v
F D

M50

5YcH H0
~2!~kr !2

2i

p
K0~kr !J ; ~11!

Cross mobility

YwF5S w

F D
M50

5Yck
~x2x0!

r FH1
~2!~kr !2

2i

p
K1~kr !G ;

~12!

Moment transfer mobility

YwM5S w

M D
F50

5Yck
2H S x2x0

r D 2F1

2
H0

~2!~kr !

2
1

2
H2

~2!~kr !1
i

p
K0~kr !1

i

p
K2~kr !G

1S y2y0

r D 2FH1
~2!~kr !2

2i

p
K1~kr !G J .

~13!

Note that by reciprocity, the cross mobility can also be ex-
pressed as

S w

F D
M50

5S v
M D

F50

. ~14!

The dimensionless mobilities are derived by substituting
Eqs.~11!–~14! into Eq.~3!. In Fig. 3~a! is plotted the dimen-
sionless transfer mobility, that is the real part of the term in
brackets in Eq.~11!. This function is well known, but is-

FIG. 2. Sign convention for the infinite plate with force and moment exci-
tation.

FIG. 3. Dimensionless mobility as a function of the distance between source
and receiver point:~a! transfer mobility CvF , ~b! cross mobility CwF

5CvM , ~c! moment transfer mobilityCwM .
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given for completeness. Given in Fig. 3~b! is the dimension-
less cross mobility, that is the real part of Eq.~12!
normalized to the force and moment mobilities according to
definition ~5!. The moment is about they axis. It is seen that
this is an antisymmetric function, and therefore zero on thex
axis. It bears some resemblance to an acoustic dipole field,
and has a strong directivity.

Shown in Fig. 3~c! is the dimensionless moment transfer
mobility. This is a symmetric function about thex axis. Apart
from the phase it has a similar directivity to the cross mobil-
ity, and the influence of the moment extends further along
the x axis than they axis.

Cross sections through Figs. 3~b! and ~c! are also given
in Figs. 4~a! and ~b!, giving cross mobility and moment
transfer mobility, respectively. The dimensionless force
transfer mobility is shown in both plots for comparison. It is
seen that the transfer mobility falls below 0.3 for distances
greater than aboutkr56, in other words, the points can be
considered uncoupled in force when separated by more than
about a wavelength. We can therefore talk of a ‘‘coupling
distance’’ for an infinite plate of about one wavelength. Fig-
ure 4~b! shows that in the case of moment excitation the
influence extends to a somewhat greater distance along thex
axis, but dies away more quickly along they axis. For all
cases, full coupling occurs only when the two points are
closer than a sixth of a wavelength,kr,1. All the findings of
this subsection are consistent with those in Ref. 15 where the
same problem was studied from the point of view of active
control of a primary force by a secondary moment.

B. Semi-infinite plate

The above results illustrate among other things the well-
known fact that cross coupling at the point of excitation is
zero for an infinite plate due to symmetry. However,
Petersson6,7 has shown that cross coupling can become sig-
nificant close to either a clamped or simply supported edge
as shown in Fig. 5, which also illustrates the image source
model used to derive the mobilities. The smooth, bold line in
Fig. 6 illustrates the dimensionless cross coupling close to
the simply supported edge of a semi-infinite plate~the deri-
vation of the mobility equations is given in Appendix B!.
There is full coupling close to the edge, which confirms Pe-
tersson’s findings. This indicates that there is the theoretical
possibility of complete cancellation of a force and moment
resulting in zero power transmission. Further than 1/2 wave-
length away the coupling could be neglected to engineering
accuracy, and full cancellation is impossible with only a
force and moment applied.

FIG. 4. Dimensionless mobility as a function of the distance between source
and receiver point:~a! transfer mobilityCvF , • • • • cross mobility
perpendicular to moment axisCwF5CvM , cross mobility on mo-
ment axis.~b! transfer mobilityCvF , • • • • moment transfer mobil-
ity perpendicular to moment axis, moment transfer mobility on
axis.

FIG. 5. Sign convention for an excitation point close to a simple supported
edge, and image source model.

FIG. 6. Dimensionless cross mobility close to a simply supported edge:
semi-infinite plate,• • • • finite ~SSSS! plate.
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The potential for cancellation of a force excitation by a
suitable moment was first noted in Ref. 16 and studied by
Petersson6,7 and Koh.17–19The dimensionless cross mobility
provides an alternative means of establishing when such can-
cellation is possible, and also generalizes the idea to include
any type of forced excitation.

C. Finite plate

The simply supported plate shown in Fig. 7 has also
been analyzed. The mobility formulas, which are derived in
Appendix C are based on the well-known series solution.
The plate is the same thickness and material as the semi-
infinite plate given above, and the excitation point is the
same distance from the edge. In Fig. 6 is shown the dimen-
sionless cross mobility. It is seen that coupling is strong at
every natural frequency. For comparison the semi-infinite
plate result is also given. The finite plate curve is seen to
follow the trends of the semi infinite case over most of the

frequency range, with resonances superimposed. These re-
sults are reminiscent of those given by Skudrzyk’s mean
value theorem.20 The low frequency asymptote is however
different in the finite and semi-infinite case, and full coupling
is not achieved for the finite plate. The strong coupling at
resonance can be explained by considering the mobility ma-
trix for a resonant structure with mode shapeswn :

Y5
iv

M (
n51

`
1

vn
22v2 F wn~x1 ,y1!wn~x1 ,y1! wn~x1 ,y1!wn~x2 ,y2! ¯ wn~x1 ,y1!wn~xN ,yN!

wn~x2 ,y2!wn~x1 ,y1! wn~x2 ,y2!wn~x2 ,y2! •

• • •

wn~xN ,yN!wn~x1 ,y1! ¯ wn~xN ,yN!wn~xN ,yN!

G . ~15!

The above was derived from the modal expansion of the
response of a structure at point (xp ,yp) subject to point ex-
citation at (xq ,yq),16 that is:

vp

Fq
5

iv

M (
n51

`
wn~xp ,yp!wn~xq ,yq!

vn
22v2 . ~16!

Note that if rotations are included then derivatives of the
mode shapes can appear in this matrix, for example from

wp

Fq
5

iv

M (
n51

` wn8~xp ,yp!wn~xq ,yq!

vn
22v2 ,

~17!
wp

Mq
5

iv

M (
n51

` wn8~xp ,yp!wn8~xq ,yq!

vn
22v2 ,

where the prime indicates differential. Thus, the form of Eq.
~15! covers all combinations of normal forces and rotations.

At frequencies where a single resonance dominates the
response, one can take a single term in the series of Eq.~15!.
This can then be rendered dimensionless using the matrix

D5S ReS iv

M

1

vn
22v2D D 1/2

3F wn~x1 ,y1! 0

wn~x2 ,y2!

•

0 wn~xN ,yN!

G ~18!

as described in Eq.~4!, giving

C5F 1 1

1 1

•

1

G . ~19!

The dimensionless mobility matrix in this special case thus
has all terms equal. This confirms the observation from Fig.
6 that all excitations are strongly coupled whenever a single
mode dominates its response. The rank of the matrix is unity
and it has one nonzero eigenvalue, which indicates that com-
plete cancellation of the power input is theoretically possible
for a single isolated mode. A physical explanation is that the
structure is constrained to move according to its mode shape
and therefore has only one degree of freedom; all points are
therefore fully coupled, and all motion can be suppressed by
a control force which can be applied at any point on the
structure. In practice, this is a limiting case which can never
be fully achieved since there will always be contributions
from other modes.11 Nevertheless, the analysis gives some
insight into the results of Fig. 6.

We conclude that cross coupling should be taken into
account, not just near a discontinuity, but also at resonance
frequencies. A finite plate was also studied in Ref. 15 from
the point of view of active control. The findings were con-
sistent with those presented here.

Comparing the results from the last three subsections it
is seen that for a transfer mobility, the distance to a neigh-
boring excitation point is the factor which determines the

FIG. 7. SSSS plate with force and moment applied at two points used to
obtain results in Figs. 8–10.
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degree of coupling, whereas for a cross mobility it is the
distance to a constrained edge.

As a final comment on finite plates, it is interesting to
consider whether one can define a ‘‘coupling distance’’ in the
same way as was done for infinite plates. It was found by
simulation that when excited away from a resonance, the
coupling distance of about one wavelength obtained for the
infinite plate was valid also for the finite plate. However,
close to a resonance, all points on the structure are coupled
as shown above, and a corresponding coupling distance can-
not be found.

IV. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN POINT-BY-POINT AND
DELIVERED POWER

Figure 8 illustrates the eigenvalues of the dimensionless
mobility matrix for a simply supported rectangular plate ex-
cited at two points by a force and moment, as shown in Fig.
7. The eigenvalues~which are a function of frequency! can
be interpreted as the ratio of delivered to point-by-point
power. This can be seen from the well-known relationship12

lmin<
P

( i 51
n uq̄u2

<lmax, ~20!

wherelmin , lmax are the maximum and minimum eigenval-
ues ofCr , respectively, and( i 51

n uq̄u2 is the point-by-point
power. Note thatlmin,1 and lmax.1, thus, the delivered
power can be more or less than the point-by-point power by
a factor that can fall anywhere between the bold lines in Fig.
8. Where the delivered power falls between these extremes
depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the applied
forces and moments. For this example, at frequencies above
680 Hz ~which corresponds to a single wavelength separa-
tion of the points! the bounds are relatively narrow, and the
delivered power will not differ greatly from the point-by-
point power. This is significant because the point-by-point
power can be estimated without knowledge of the phase of
the applied forces or any of the off-diagonal terms of the
matrix. At lower frequencies there is the possibility of sig-
nificant errors if the coupled power is estimated from the
point-by-point power, and the coupling must be taken into
account. The widest variations are at resonance where the
full coupling condition is approached as was anticipated

from the previous section. On the other hand, the results in
Fig. 8 can be viewed from the perspective of active vibration
control where one or more of the forces or moments is a
control force. It has been shown by Bardouet al.,15 and
Pavic21 that optimum control is achieved by minimizing the
power input to a structure. The minimum eigenvalue indi-
cates the minimum possible power, and hence the maximum
control that can be obtained with forces and moments ap-
plied at the given points. It is seen that in this example the
minimum eigenvalue is around 0.5–0.7 above 1000 Hz, in-
dicating a maximum reduction of 1.5–3 dB from the point-
by-point power~which corresponds to a value of unity in
Fig. 8!. At lower frequencies, particularly at resonances there
is more scope for control, for example, below 200 Hz a re-
duction by a factor of 10 is theoretically possible. Such an
analysis provides a measure of the inherent suitability for
active control of a structure excited at given points.

The combination of forces that minimizes power input is
given by the eigenvector corresponding to the minimum ei-
genvalue. This eigenvector is a function of frequency and the
magnitude of its elements are plotted in Fig. 9. The four
terms are the elements of the forcing vector corresponding to
force and moment at position 1 and position 2. They are
defined byq̄5D f̄ where each of the forces or moments is
multiplied by the square root of its corresponding point mo-
bility:

q̄f 15 f̄ 1ARe~yv1,f 1!, q̄f 25 f̄ 2ARe~yv2,f 2!,
~21!

q̄m15m̄1ARe~yw1,m1!, q̄m25m̄2ARe~yw2,m2!.

These terms are squared in Fig. 9 so as to give the more
familiar units of power. The plot is not a full representation
of the eigenvector, since only the magnitude is plotted, the
sign having been dropped in order to clarify the trends.

Figure 9~a! shows that below 16 Hz there exists a quasi
static regime in which the minimum power input is achieved
with a combination of two forces of comparable magnitude
~these are actually of opposite sign, although this is not
shown in the figure!. In this frequency range the moments
@indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 9~a!# play virtually no
part in the cancellation.

However, at higher frequencies, the force terms do not
in general dominate. In fact, the excitation of forces and
moments~judged in terms of their point-by-point power! are
equally important over much of the range. Indeed, over cer-
tain frequency ranges the role of moments in cancelling the
power is dominant, for example over the ranges 1.5–1.8
kHz, 2.8–3.3 kHz, and 4.5–5 kHz. This indicates that over
these frequency ranges the most effective cancellation would
be achieved by a correct combination of moments, with vir-
tually no applied normal forces. An example is given in Fig.
10~a! where the ‘‘minimum’’ eigenvector at 3421 Hz is plot-
ted. The lengths of the lines are proportional to the strength
of the force and moment. Although, the main purpose of this
paper is not to examine active control, this analysis gives a
clear indication that this is an inherently unsuitable structure
over these ranges in view of the difficulty of applying control
moments.

FIG. 8. Eigenvalues for the dimensionless mobility matrix of the SSSS plate
shown in Fig. 7.
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Shown in Fig. 10~b! is the eigenvector corresponding to
minimum power at the lowest resonance frequency, 16 Hz.
This corresponds to the deepest trough in Fig. 8. The mini-
mum is achieved in this case with two nearly equal and op-
posite forces and very small moments. This is not a general
result, however, as at other resonance frequencies moments
were found to be equally important.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A dimensionless mobility matrix has been presented
based on the real part of the mobility matrix, which controls
the power input to the structure. The diagonals of the dimen-
sionless mobility matrix are all ones, and the off-diagonals,
which quantify the coupling between two points or direc-
tions, are normalized by the geometric mean of the corre-
sponding point mobilities. Thus, a cross mobility is normal-
ized by the geometric mean of a force and a moment
mobility, for example.

It is shown that the magnitude of a real part, off-
diagonal term cannot exceed unity, and that when it equals

unity the corresponding two degrees of freedom can be con-
sidered ‘‘fully coupled.’’ In such cases the coupling must be
taken into account in calculating power input. An implication
of ‘‘full coupling’’ is that the matrix is rank deficient and
therefore has at least one zero eigenvalue. The eigenvalues of
the dimensionless mobility matrix relate the delivered and
point-by-point power input, and a zero eigenvalue means that
there exists a combination of generalized forces~nonzero!
which completely cancel and result in no net power input.
This has potential application in active vibration control:
points on a structure or directions of excitation which are
fully coupled could be considered inherently suitable for ac-
tive control. Simulation on idealized structures has demon-
strated that such cases are limited to close points, a combined
force and moment close to a fixed edge, and isolated reso-
nances. In other cases, the minimum eigenvalue provides a
measure of the minimum power inherent to the given points,
and the eigenvector gives the combination of forces to
achieve this minimum.

At the other extreme, small off-diagonals in the dimen-
sionless mobility matrix indicate that coupling between the
relevant points or directions can be ignored. Simulations
have shown that cross coupling can be ignored away from
discontinuities and away from resonances. Similarly, transfer
coupling can be ignored away from other excitation points
and away from resonance frequencies.

The above results provide useful insights relating to the
power absorbing properties of structures. It should be appre-
ciated that ‘‘connectivity’’ properties are also needed to de-
termine the contact forces when two or more structures are
connected, where both the real and imaginary parts of the
mobility are equally important. It would be interesting to
extend the above approach, although the brief analysis in
Sec. II C suggests that this may not be completely straight-
forward because the positive definite property does not apply
to the imaginary part of the mobility matrix.

FIG. 10. Eigenvectors at~a! 3421 Hz and~b! 16 Hz~lowest resonance!. The
lengths are proportional to the force or moment.

FIG. 9. Eigenvector corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue from Fig. 8:
force excitation,qf 1 , qf 2 ; • • • • moment excitation,qm1 , qm2 .
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APPENDIX A: FORCE AND MOMENT MOBILITIES
FOR AN INFINITE PLATE

The sign convention is given in Fig. 2. The transfer mo-
bility of an infinite plate is given by Cremer and Heckl16 as

YvF5
v
F

5Yc•P~kr !, ~A1!

in which v is the velocity at the response point a distancer
from the excitation point, andF is the exciting force.Yc is
the characteristic mobility of the plate, andk the flexural
wave number. The function:

P~kr !5H0
~2!~kr !2H0

~2!~2 jkr !5H0
~2!~kr !2

2i

p
K0~kr !

~A2!

is the difference between two Hankel functions of zero order
and the second kind. The first form on the right hand side of
Eq. ~A2! is given in Ref. 16, but the second form, in which
K0(kr) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind, is
more convenient for analysis and will be used in the follow-
ing. Similar analyses are given in Refs. 15 and 22.

The angular velocity is evaluated by differentiation of
Eq. ~A2! with respect to thex coordinate of the receiver
point:

YwF5
w

F
52

1

F

]v
]x

52Yc•
]

]x
$P~kr !%

52Yck•P8~kr !
]r

]x

5Yck
~x2x0!

r FH1
~2!~kr !2

2i

p
K1~kr !G , ~A3!

where the prime indicates differentiation with respect tokr.
The moment mobility is evaluated by further differentiating
the Green’s function~A1! with respect to the coordinate of
the excitation point,x0 :

YwM5
w

M
5Yc•

]

]x

]

]x0
$P~kr !%

5Yck
2H P9~kr !

]r

]x0

]r

]x
1P8~kr !

]2r

]x ]x0
J .

~A4!

The following relationships are now required:

r 5@~x2x0!21~y2y0!2#1/2,

]r

]x
5

x2x0

r
,

]r

]x0
52

x2x0

r
,

~A5!
]2r

]x ]x0
52

~y2y0!2

r 3 ,

P8~kr !52H1
~2!~kr !1

2i

p
K1~kr !, ~A6!

P9~kr !5 1
2 @2H0

~2!~kr !1H2
~2!~kr !#

2
i

p
@K0~kr !1K2~kr !#. ~A7!

The latter recurrence relations can be found in Ref. 23. Ex-
pressions for the moment and cross mobility are obtained by
substituting relations~A5!–~A7! into Eqs.~A3! and ~A4! to
give Eqs.~12! and ~13!.

The imaginary part of the last relation for moment mo-
bility increases without bound askr→0. However, the real
part, which is used for evaluation of the dimensionless mo-
bility, remains finite at the excitation point.

APPENDIX B: FORCE AND MOMENT MOBILITIES
FOR A SEMI-INFINITE PLATE

The relationships between forces, moments and re-
sponses in terms of velocity and angular velocity in the vi-
cinity of a simply supported edge are derived using the
method of image sources as shown in Fig. 5. A similar analy-
sis has been described in Ref. 7. The origin is taken as the
point of application of the real forces. The point, cross and
moment mobility are the superposition of the contributions
from the real and image sources.

YvF5~v/F !M505YvF
` ~0,0!2YvF

` ~0,2l !,

YwF5~w/F !M505YwF
` ~0,0!2YwF

` ~0,2l !,

YwM5~w/M !F505YwM
` ~0,0!1YwM

` ~0,2l !,

whereYvF
` (0,2l ), etc. are the mobilities of an infinite plate

from the previous section with excitation at 2l and response
at 0 ~the superscript has been added to indicate an infinite
plate!.

APPENDIX C: FORCE AND MOMENT MOBILITIES
FOR A SIMPLY SUPPORTED PLATE

These are derived using the normal modes expansion for
the Green’s function of a simply supported plate~see, for
example, Ref. 14!:

YvF5
4iv

M (
n51

`

(
m51

`
sin~kmx0!sin~kny0!sin~kmx!sin~kny!

vmn
2 2v2 ,

~C1!

wherex0 , y0 are the coordinates of the excitation point, and
x, y those of the response point,M is the mass of the plate,
and v is the radian frequency,km5(mp/ l x) , and kn

5(np/ l y) wherel x , l y are the dimensions of the plate. The
natural frequenciesvmn are given by:
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vmn5cLk~kn
21km

2 !~11 ih/2!,

whereh is the loss factor,cL the longitudinal wave speed,
andk the radius of inertia of the plate section~k5h/A12 for
a solid plate of thicknessh!.

As was done for the infinite plate, the angular velocity is
derived by differentiation of Eq.~C1! with respect to the
response point coordinate,x ~the minus sign arrives because
of the sign convention!:

YwF52
4iv

M
km

3 (
n51

`

(
m51

`
sin~kmx0!sin~kny0!cos~kmx!sin~kny!

vmn
2 2v2 .

Again, as for the infinite plate, the response due to a moment
is derived by differentiation with respect to the forcing point
coordinatex0 :

YwM5
4iv

M
km

2

3 (
n51

`

(
m51

`
cos~kmx0!sin~kny0!cos~kmx!sin~kny!

vmn
2 2v2 .

A similar set of equations is given in Refs. 15 and 22.
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Combined feedback–feedforward active noise-reducing
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Active noise-reducing headsets that employ analog feedback control and provide good broadband
attenuation are commercially available for a wide range of applications. Recent studies have
explored the integration of an adaptive digital feedforward controller with the analog feedback
controller to provide additional attenuation of periodic noise components. This paper presents an
experimental study of such a combined control system, but with both feedback- and feedforward
controllers attenuating broadband noise. Good performance is demonstrated in a reverberant sound
field, while under direct sound-field conditions the attenuation performance of the feedforward
controller is shown to be dependent on head position. The paper concludes with an analysis of the
forward path delay showing how the passive attenuation mechanism improves broadband
performance. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1501090#

PACS numbers: 43.50.Hg, 43.50.Ki, 43.66.Vt@MRS#

I. INTRODUCTION

Active noise-reducing headsets use active sound control
to reduce the noise level at the user’s ears. Passive noise-
reducing headsets provide good attenuation at high frequen-
cies, and so the objective of active control in headsets is to
improve low-frequency attenuation. Active headsets which
employ analog feedback control were studied in the 1950’s
by Simshauser, Hawley, and Meeker1–3 and are currently
available commercially for aviation, military, industrial, and
consumer applications. Recently, active headsets based on
digital controllers have been investigated and showed a po-
tential for improved performance. Digital adaptive feedback
controllers were used to cancel periodic siren noise,4,5 or in
combination with the analog feedback controller.6 Digital
adaptive feedforward controllers were also investigated in
canceling periodic noise7 and broadband noise.8,9 Since the
delay of the digital system limits broadband performance,
multirate sampling methods were proposed to reduce
delay.7,8 In more recent studies, a combined system was in-
vestigated, where an analog feedback controller was used to
reduce broadband noise, together with an adaptive feedfor-
ward controller which was used to eliminate periodic noise
components.10,11Nevertheless, the ability of a combined sys-
tem to reduce broadband noise, and the effect of the sur-
rounding sound field and the headset acoustics on perfor-
mance, were not investigated.

The aim and contribution of this paper is the study of the
performance of a combined feedback–feedforward active
headset in attenuating broadband noise, and the investigation
of the dependence of this performance on the sound field
surrounding the headset and the sound transmission through
the headset. The results show that good performance of the
feedforward part of the combined headset can be achieved in
a reverberant sound field, and in a direct sound field when

the headset is facing the source, due to the requirement for
advanced information in the reference microphone. Never-
theless, this requirement is relaxed by the increase in delay
imposed by the passive transmission through the headset.
The results presented in this paper could be used to improve
performance of practical active headsets under realistic con-
ditions.

The paper is presented as follows. First, the combined
active headset system used in this work is described, after
which attenuation performance is presented under reverber-
ant and direct sound-field conditions, with the subject head
both stationary and moving. The paper is concluded by the
analysis of the acoustic delay in the feedforward system and
its effect on performance.

II. THE ACTIVE HEADSET SYSTEM

The active headset system used in this work employed a
combined analog feedback controller and an adaptive digital
feedforward controller, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The headset
used was a modified Lectret active noise-reducing headset,
which included a circumaural ear defender, fitted with a
loudspeaker and a microphone inside the shell, connected via
the analog feedback control circuit. The digital feedforward
control system was implemented on a two-channel LSI
TMS320C30-based DSP card, placed in a PC. An additional
electret microphone was positioned centrally on the outer
side of the earshell, and was connected to the DSP card via a
preamplifier and an 8th-order antialiasing KEMO VBF8 low-
pass filter. The output of the internal microphone was con-
nected to the DSP via a similar low-pass filter, while the DSP
digital-to-analog converter~DAC! output was connected to
the loudspeaker input via a third low-pass filter and the ana-
log control circuit.

Figure 2 presents a block diagram of the combined con-
trol system. The plantP controlled by the feedback controller
C represents the response from the loudspeaker input to the
internal microphone output, and includes the response ofa!Electronic mail: br@isvr.soton.ac.uk
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the amplifiers. The plantG controlled by the digital control-
ler W also represents a response between the loudspeaker
input and the internal microphone output, but includes the
effect of the feedback controller, the low-pass filters, and the
ADC and DAC, denoted byHADC and HDAC , and can be
written in the frequency domain as

G5HDAC

P

11CP
HADC . ~1!

The summation of the feedback- and feedforward con-
trol signals was implemented in the analog control circuit.
The filtered-x LMS algorithm12 was implemented to adapt
the coefficients of filterW, while an LMS-based system iden-
tification was performed to estimate the modelĜ prior to
control. The DSP was operating at a sampling frequency of
12 kHz, with the cutoff frequency of the low-pass filters set
to 5.5 kHz. This sampling frequency was chosen as a com-
promise between the need to reduce the electronic delay to
enable broadband performance~with consequently high sam-
pling rate! and the need to allow time for the real-time imple-
mentation~with consequently low sampling rate!. Both the
control filter W and model filterĜ were implemented as
finite impulse response~FIR! filters with 40 coefficients.
This filter length was sufficient to provide reasonable control
performance and plant modeling.

III. PERFORMANCE IN REVERBERANT AND DIRECT
SOUND FIELDS

A. Introduction

The broadband performance of the combined active
noise-reducing headset in reverberant and direct primary
sound fields was investigated in this section. Although the
performance of the feedback control part is not expected to
be dependent on the surrounding sound field, because the
feedback controller closes a local control loop inside the
earshell, the broadband performance of the feedforward con-
trol part is dependent on the advance information in the ref-
erence microphone relative to the error microphone, which in
turn could be dependent on the sound field around the head.
For example, the acoustic delay between the reference and
error microphones is largest if the primary field propagates
directly from the reference to the error microphone, and
smaller if it propagates in other directions or if the sound
field is reverberant. Now, if the acoustic delay between the
microphones is smaller than the delay of the plantG intro-
duced by the electronics and acoustics, broadband perfor-
mance can be degraded significantly.13 Performance was
therefore studied by introducing two extreme acoustic con-
ditions, namely, reverberant and direct sound fields, with
various head positions relative to the source, as described
below.

B. Experimental procedure

The experiment was conducted in two different rooms.
The first was a reverberation chamber of dimensions 2.4
32.532.6 m, with hard walls and no furniture except the
experimental equipment, and was used to study performance
under reverberant conditions. It should be noted that al-
though this room produces a ‘‘reverberant’’ sound field, it
does not strictly comply with the ISO requirements for re-
verberation rooms,14 and therefore the sound field might still
have some directivity. The second was a laboratory room of
dimensions 5.736.033.2 m, which included benches, cup-
boards, and other laboratory equipment, and was used to
study performance under direct field conditions by position-
ing the headset in the near field of a loudspeaker.

The active headset described above was fitted to one
subject, with only the right side operating. Only one subject
was used since the nature of the study was exploratory. Nev-
ertheless, results were consistent throughout the experiment.
An extension of this study to investigate performance across
subjects is suggested for future work.

The noise source in this experiment was produced by
passing a white-noise signal generated by a two-channel
spectrum analyzer~Advantest R9211C! through 8th-order
high-pass and low-pass KEMO VBF 8 filters in the range
200–900 Hz, which were then connected to a power ampli-
fier driving a 10-cm-radius loudspeaker. Once the active
headset was fitted to the subject and the noise source acti-
vated, the power spectral density at the error microphone
~internal microphone! was measured by the spectrum ana-
lyzer and recorded on a disk for further analysis. The spec-
trum at the microphone was measured with various condi-
tions of the active headset: no control, with both analog and

FIG. 1. Experimental setup including the headset and transducers, the ana-
log circuit with the feedback controller (C), the DSP system with the feed-
forward controller (W), and signal amplifier and filters.

FIG. 2. Block diagram of the combined analog feedback–digital feedfor-
ward active noise-reducing headset system, withC andP the analog feed-
back controller and plant;W and G the digital feedforward controller and
plant; andĜ the digital plane model.
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digital controller turned off; analog feedback controller
turned on~and digital feedforward controller off!, and both
controllers turned on.

In the experiment with the reverberant conditions, per-
formed in the reverberation chamber, the source loudspeaker
was placed in the room corner, about 2 m away from the
subject wearing the headset, ensuring that the indirect sound
field is dominant, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The figure also
shows the position of the subject head relative to the source,
with u50° denoting a position of the subject’s right ear
pointing directly to the source. The experiment included
head positions ofu50°, 90°, and 180°, to test the perfor-
mance of the active headset in different orientations of the
reference microphone relative to the source, withu50° de-
noting ‘‘upstream’’ orientation~reference microphone nearer
the source!, andu5180° denoting ‘‘downstream’’ orientation
~reference microphone furthest from the source!.

In the experiment with the direct field conditions, per-
formed in the laboratory room, the loudspeaker was placed
in the center of the room, about 0.5 m away from the subject,
ensuring that the direct sound field is dominant, as illustrated
in Fig. 3. Head positions ofu50°, 90°, and 180° were also
investigated here, as discussed above and illustrated in Fig.
3.

C. Results

The power spectral density of the signal at the error
microphone was measured in both the reverberation chamber
and the laboratory room for the three head positions and with
three operation modes of the active headset, as described
above. The measured power spectral density recorded by the
spectrum analyzer is presented in a 1/3-octave format in Fig.
4. The right column presents results under the reverberant
conditions, while the left column presents results under the
direct field conditions. In both columns the results for the
three head positions are shown~u50°, 90°, and 180°!, while
in each of the plots Figs. 4~a!–~f!, the thin curve denotes
control off; the normal curve denotes analog feedback con-
trol on; and the thick curve denote both controllers on. All
plots show the sound-pressure level in decibels as a function
of the center frequency of each 1/3-octave band.

The power spectral density at the error microphone with
no control in all plots is concentrated at the frequency range
200–900 Hz, as expected. The spectrum after control with
the analog feedback controller is reduced, mainly at the low
frequencies, in all plots. This is expected, since the analog
controller is designed to reduce the noise at the lower fre-
quencies, with poor performance usually around 1 kHz and
above. A more detailed analysis of the attenuation of the
analog controller is presented below. The plots also show
that the spectrum at the error microphone is further reduced
once the digital feedforward controller is turned on. How-
ever, the amount of reduction is significantly different under
the various conditions. While under the reverberant sound
field conditions a similar reduction is achieved for all three
head positions, under the direct field conditions a much bet-
ter reduction is achieved foru50° than foru5180°.

Figure 5 further illustrates the results presented above by
presenting the attenuation levels achieved by the analog
feedback controller~left column! and digital feedforward
controller~right column, values excluding the contribution of
the analog controller!, in both reverberant and direct sound
field conditions, for all three head positions~u50°—thin
curve, u590°—normal curve,u5180°—thick curve!. The
figure confirms that an attenuation of up to 15 dB is achieved
by the analog feedback controller at the low frequencies, and
that the attenuation is similar for all head positions, in both
direct and reverberant sound fields, as expected~see Sec.
III A !. It should be noted that a slightly narrower attenuation

FIG. 3. Illustration of the 2.432.532.6-m reverberation chamber and the
5.736.033.2-m laboratory room with the subject wearing the headset
placed in a positionu relative to the loudspeaker noise source.

FIG. 4. Measured 1/3-octave power spectral density of the error microphone
signal before control~thin line!, after control with the analog feedback con-
troller ~normal line!, and after control with the combined systems~thick
line!, in the direct field condition, with the head at positions~see Fig. 3! ~a!
u50°; ~b! u590°; ~c! u5180°; and in the reverberant field condition, with
the head at positions~d! u50°; ~e! u590°; ~f! u5180°. A noise source of
bandwidth 200–900 Hz was used.
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bandwidth is achieved by the analog feedback controller un-
der the reverberant field conditions compared to the direct
field conditions. Although this is not really expected, it could
be explained by the fact that the experiments at the rever-
beration chamber and lab rooms were separate, and so dif-
ferences in the headset fitting could account for differences
in the response of the analog plantP resulting in differences
in the attenuation values.

Figure 5 also clearly shows that the digital feedforward
controller achieved an attenuation of up to about 13 dB in the
reverberant conditions, and that this result is similar for all
head positions. This is expected, since the reverberant sound
field is composed of many plane waves arriving from various
directions so the properties of the surrounding sound field
should not change significantly as a function of direction or
position. Nevertheless, the slight variation with position can
be explained by the slight directivity in this sound field,
which is not strictly reverberant, as discussed above. How-
ever, in the direct sound field conditions, it is shown clearly
that a much higher attenuation is achieved with the reference
microphone facing the source~u50°! and the poorest attenu-
ation with the reference microphone facing the other way
~u5180°!.

The results of Fig. 5 are further summarized in Table I,
which presents the overall attenuation~reduction in the
power of the error signal at the internal microphone! of both
controllers in the two sound-field conditions and three head
positions~note that the attenuation values of the digital con-
troller exclude the contribution of the analog controller!. The
analog feedback controller achieved an attenuation of around
10 dB in the direct field condition, and over 7 dB in the
reverberant field condition. These differences could be ex-
plained by the different attenuation curves of the analog con-
troller, as discussed above, together with differences in the
power spectral density of the noise in the two sound fields.

The digital feedforward controller achieved attenuation of
over 7 dB in the reverberant field condition, but attenuation
varied from 10.1 dB~u50°! to 1.7 dB~u5180°! in the direct
field conditions.

The results presented above confirm that the feedfor-
ward digital controller provided some additional attenuation
over a broad frequency range, verifying that the combined
system is able to improve broadband performance compared
to the analog feedback controller alone. The incorporation of
the feedforward digital controller can be used therefore not
only to attenuate periodic noise components, as previously
demonstrated,10 but also broadband noise components, as
demonstrated previously for a stand-alone digital feedfor-
ward active headset.8

The effect of the surrounding sound field on the feedfor-
ward controller is now studied by comparing the impulse
response of the real-time FIR control filterW after conver-
gence under the various sound-field conditions, with the sub-
ject’s head in positions ofu50° and 180°. Figure 6~a! shows
that the control filters for these two head positions are indeed
different under direct field conditions, while Fig. 6~b! shows
that they are similar under reverberant field conditions. The
behavior of the control filters presented here is in agreement
with the noise attenuation results presented above, i.e., the
performance of the feedforward controller is significantly
more sensitive to head position in the direct field compared
to the reverberant field.

The significant variation in the attenuation as a function
of head position in the direct field can be explained by the
fact that at a position ofu50° the sound field propagates
from the reference microphone directly to the error micro-
phone, with a maximum acoustic delay between the two mi-
crophones and best performance of the feedforward
controller.13 However, at positions ofu590° andu5180° the
reference microphone has less advanced information, if any
at all, with expected reduction in performance of the feedfor-
ward controller. In the reverberant sound-field conditions the
performance is not significantly varied with head position,
since the many reflections ensure that no position provides
significantly different advance information in the reference
microphone. The analog feedback controller, as discussed
above, uses a single microphone detecting the pressure inside
the headset earshell, and its performance is therefore not sig-
nificantly affected by the surrounding sound field. A similar
behavior of a combined feedback–feedforward system was

FIG. 5. Measured 1/3-octave attenuation at the error microphone for the
head at positions~see Fig. 3! u50° ~thin line!; u590° ~normal line!; and
u5180° ~thick line!; for the analog feedback controller under~a! direct
sound field;~b! reverberant sound field; and for the digital feedforward
controller ~excluding the attenuation of the analog controller! under~c! di-
rect sound field;~d! reverberant sound field. A noise source of bandwidth
200–900 Hz was used.

TABLE I. Overall attenuation levels in decibels, corresponding to the at-
tenuation curves presented in Fig. 5, of the analog feedback controller~ana-
log! and the digital feedforward controller~digital, excluding the contribu-
tion of the analog controller! in the combined system, for various values of
u ~see Fig. 3! under direct field and reverberant field conditions, with the
noise source of bandwidth 200–900 Hz.

Sound field Analog Digital

Direct u50° 9.3 10.1
Direct u590° 10.0 4.0
Direct u5180° 10.7 1.7
Reverberantu50° 6.8 7.4
Reverberantu590° 7.9 7.0
Reverberantu5180° 7.1 7.2
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illustrated by Tsenget al.15 for local active sound control in a
room, where it was shown that the performance of the feed-
forward system, unlike that of the feedback system, was
highly dependent on position relative to the primary source.

D. Performance with a narrower-bandwidth noise

The experiment described above was repeated in this
section, but this time with a noise source with a narrower
bandwidth of 400–700 Hz, compared to 200–900 Hz above.
The results are presented in Figs. 7 and 8 and Table II, in a
similar way to the corresponding Figs. 4 and 5 and Table I.

Figure 7 shows that results are similar to those obtained
with a broadband noise, i.e., the performance of the analog
feedback controller is similar in all cases, while the perfor-
mance of the digital feedforward controller is similar only in
the reverberant field conditions, and performance is better at
u50° compared tou5180° in the direct field conditions.
Nevertheless, the digital controllers seem to perform better at
a head position ofu5180° compared to the broadband noise
case above. These results are further confirmed by the attenu-
ation curves in Fig. 8. Note that the attenuation values of the
controllers at frequencies lower than 400 Hz cannot be re-
garded as correct due to the low signal levels and the poor
signal-to-measurement noise ratio at this frequency range.
The overall attenuation values in Table II confirm that the
digital feedforward controller is performing better than in the
broadband case, in particular under the direct field condi-
tions, while the analog feedback controller is performing
slightly worse than in the broadband noise experiment. The
latter can be explained by the fact that although the attenua-
tion values of the analog controller at every frequency are the

same, the noise level in this case is more significant at the
higher frequencies, where the analog controller has poorer
attenuation value, and so the overall attenuation of the noise
is worse than that achieved for broadband noise.

FIG. 6. Impulse response of the FIR feedforward control filtersW after
convergence, with the head at positionsu50° ~solid curve! and 180°
~dashed curve! in ~a! direct sound-field conditions and~b! reverberant
sound-field conditions.

FIG. 7. Measured 1/3 octave power spectral density of the error microphone
signal before control~thin line!, after control with the analog feedback con-
troller ~normal line!, and after control with the combined systems~thick
line!, in the direct field condition, with the head at positions~see Fig. 3! ~a!
u50°; ~b! u590°; ~c! u5180°; and in the reverberant field condition, with
the head at positions~d! u50°; ~e! u590°; ~f! u5180°. A noise source of
bandwidth 400–700 Hz was used.

FIG. 8. Measured 1/3-octave attenuation at the error microphone for the
head at positions~see Fig. 3! u50° ~thin line!, u590° ~normal line!, and
u5180° ~thick line!, for the analog feedback controller under~a! direct
sound field;~b! reverberant sound field, and for the digital feedforward
controller ~excluding the attenuation of the analog controller! under~c! di-
rect sound field;~d! reverberant sound field. A noise source of bandwidth
400–700 Hz was used.
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These improved results of the digital feedforward con-
troller can be explained by the fact that narrow-band signals
can be predicted more easily, and so good performance can
be achieved even when the electrical delay is longer than the
acoustic delay. The performance of the digital feedforward
controller with narrower band noise will therefore be less
affected by the acoustic delays and the surrounding sound
field, with the performance in attenuating periodic noise be-
ing unaffected by these factors.

The performance of the digital feedforward controller in
practice will therefore depend on the electronic delay of the
control system, the acoustic delay affected by the surround-
ing sound field, and the bandwidth or predictability of the
noise.

E. Performance with the head in motion

The experiments presented above studied performance
when the subject was stationary in various positions, so that
the feedforward controller had time to adapt, and clearly
demonstrated the effect of the surrounding sound field. The
experiment presented in this section investigated the perfor-
mance under more realistic conditions when the subject’s
head is not stationary. The experimental procedure follows
that described in Sec. III B, except that here the subject’s
head is turning repeatedly from side to side, starting from a
position of u50° ~as in Fig. 3!, through positionu590° to
position u5180°, and then back tou590° andu50°. The
speed of head rotation was about 90° per 1 second. The
analog feedback controller was operating throughout this ex-
periment, while the digital feedforward control filter was ini-
tialized to zero at the beginning of the experiment, and al-
lowed to converge throughout the experiment.

Figure 9 shows the mean-squared error signal at the in-
ternal microphone, as measured over about 10 s from the
start of the experiment, and then averaged over 100-ms-long
blocks of data. The error signal was also bandpass filtered in
the range 100–1000 Hz to remove any signal components
outside the bandwidth of the generated disturbance. Results
taken in both the reverberant conditions and the direct field
conditions are presented. An error signal with a higher level
is observed in the first second or so, where the head is kept at
position 0° and only the feedback controller was operating
~the adaptation of the feedforward controller and the head
motion started after about 1 s from the start of the measure-
ment!. After the feedforward system was switched on, the

feedforward control filter converged within about 200 ms,
and greater reduction in the error was observed with the
combined system operating.

Figure 9 shows that higher error levels are observed in
the reverberant conditions compared to the direct field con-
ditions, which confirms the experiments with a stationary
head, while both error signals show a reasonably steady
level. It is interesting to note that although the latter is ex-
pected in the reverberant field conditions, it is less expected
in the direct field conditions where significant differences in
attenuation were demonstrated for various stationary head
positions. However, in this experiment the head is moving
and the feedforward controller adapting continuously, and so
the overall level of the error signal could depend on several
factors, such as convergence speed, the level of the noise in
the room at the different head positions, and the attenuation
performance of the feedforward controller as a function of
time. In this example the effect of all these factors seemed to
‘‘average out’’ to produce a relatively steady error level, al-
though this could be different for other conditions and sys-
tems.

IV. FORWARD PATH DELAY AND PERFORMANCE

As discussed by Nelson and Elliott,13 good broadband
performance in feedforward control requires that the acoustic
delay between the reference and error microphones is not
smaller than the corresponding electrical delay in the control
path. The results of the experiments as described above
showed that the performance of the digital feedforward con-
troller in the direct sound field was dependent on position,
which was explained by the reduced amount of prior infor-
mation in the reference microphone, caused by the reduced
acoustic delay between the two microphones in the head po-
sition of u5180°. The delay between the two microphones is
therefore further investigated in this section, showing that the
headset dynamics responsible for the passive sound transmis-
sion increases the delay, compared to the delay of sound
propagating in open space.

TABLE II. Overall attenuation levels in decibels, corresponding to the at-
tenuation curves presented in Fig. 8, of the analog feedback controller~ana-
log! and the digital feedforward controller~digital, excluding the contribu-
tion of the analog controller! in the combined system, for various values of
u under direct field and reverberant field conditions, with the noise source of
bandwidth 400–700 Hz.

Sound field Analog Digital

Direct u50° 4.9 14.1
Direct u590° 5.7 8.6
Direct u5180° 5.2 5.5
Reverberantu50° 4.7 8.0
Reverberantu590° 5.4 8.1
Reverberantu5180° 5.2 10.5

FIG. 9. Mean-squared error signal measured with the combined system
switched on after about 1 s, and the subject’s head turning repeatedly from
a position ofu50° to u5180° and back, at a rate of about 90° per s, under
both reverberant conditions and direct field conditions.
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The electrical delay of the digital controller is estimated
first. This delay, which is equivalent to the delay of the plant
G in the combined control system, as in Eq.~1!, includes
about one sample delay of the digital system and about 2.2
samples equivalent delay for each 8th-order low-pass filter,13

adding to an overall delay of about 5.4 samples, which is
equal to about 0.45 ms at the sampling rate of 12 kHz. Fur-
thermore, the group delay of the transducers and the acoustic
delay from the loudspeaker to the microphone will also in-
crease the effective delay of the plantG.

On the other hand, the acoustic delay between the two
microphones is estimated from the cross correlation between
the two microphone signals, by comparing the position of the
peak in the correlation curves calculated from experimental
data. The experiment used the active headset system as de-
scribed in Sec. II, with the headset fitted to a wooden block
of rectangular base of dimensions 10312 cm, and an in-
verted trapezoid face 14 cm high, 10-cm-long lower base,
and 14-cm-long upper base. The reason for using a wooden
block and not a human head is to improve the control over
the headset fit and seal. The headset, fitted to the wooden
block, was located about 25 cm from a loudspeaker generat-
ing 200–900-Hz bandlimited noise as described in Sec. III B,
and was therefore experiencing a direct sound field. The ex-
periment was conducted in a 6.032.132.1-m semianechoic
enclosure, with wooden surfaces and various absorbing ma-
terials, which also assisted in minimizing the effect of reflec-
tions.

Two fittings of the headset were investigated. One tight
fitting, where it was ensured that the headset cushion scaled
the gap between headset shell and the wooden block, was
called ‘‘earshell closed.’’ In the other fitting the earshell
cushion was displaced 1 cm away from the wooden block
surface, called the ‘‘earshell open’’ fitting. Both fittings were
studied with the headset positioned atu50° ~reference mi-
crophone facing the loudspeaker! andu5180°~reference mi-
crophone facing away from the loudspeaker!. By comparing
the earshell-closed fitting to the earshell-open fitting in the
two positions, one could study the influence of the passive
sound transmission through the headset on the delay and how
this changed with headset positions.

The signals from the two microphones were acquired by
a spectrum analyzer~Advantest R9211C!, and the normal-
ized cross correlation between the two microphone signals
calculated usingMATLAB . The results are presented in Fig.
10. Figure 10~a! shows that the peak of the correlation for
the earshell-open case is at about 0.3 ms, corresponding to a
spacing of about 10 cm, which is a reasonable approximation
of the actual spacing. In this case, the acoustic delay is lower
than the electrical delay approximated above, and broadband
performance is expected to be poor, which contradicts the
measured results. However, in practice the headset is fitted
tightly to the head, as in the earshell-closed condition, and so
the sound transmission path between the two microphones
passes through the passive mechanism of the headset, by
vibrating the earshell mass.16 The figure shows that in this
case the delay between the two microphones has increased to
about 0.7 ms, which is now longer than the electrical delay
and can explain the good measured attenuation in this case.

Figure 10~b! shows the correlation results with the head-
set at a position ofu5180°. The delay in the earshell-open
condition is20.1 ms, while the delay in the earshell-closed
position is 0.3 ms. The negative delay value confirms that the
sound from the loudspeaker reaches the internal error micro-
phone before it reaches the reference microphone, although
the difference is smaller than in theu50° position. A pos-
sible explanation is the additional delay into the internal er-
ror microphone introduced by the response into the earshell,
which although not completely sealed might still introduce
phase lag. However, once the headset is fitted tightly as in
the earshell-closed condition, the delay is increased to 0.3
ms. This means that the loudspeaker signal now reaches the
reference microphone first, although it is physically further
away from the loudspeaker compared with the internal error
microphone. Again, this is evidence of the increased delay
due to the passive sound transmission response. Notice that
in both positions@Figs. 10~a! and ~b!#, the increase in delay
due to the passive sound transmission is about 0.4 ms.

The results presented above suggest that, provided the
electrical delay is sufficiently small~e.g., less than 0.3 ms in
this case!, the reference microphone could provide advance
information regardless of the surrounding sound field, and so
some broadband performance could be achieved at all posi-
tions. This requires, however, a tightly fitted headset. A more
comprehensive study of the relation between the effect of
imperfect fit~leaks!, noise bandwidth, and electrical delay on
performance is suggested for future work.

Figure 11 shows the measured magnitude and phase re-
sponse of the sound transmission through the headset, calcu-
lated as the transfer function between the external reference
microphone and the internal error microphone, with the
headset fitted tightly on the wooden block as described
above, and the reference microphone facing the source~po-
sition u50°!. Of particular importance is the phase response,
showing clearly the phase lag responsible for the group delay
as discussed above.

FIG. 10. Measured cross correlation between the external reference micro-
phone and the internal error microphone, with the headset fitted tightly to
the head~earshell closed!, and fitted to allow a 1-cm-wide gap~earshell
open!, with a headset position of~a! u50° and~b! u5180° relative to the
loudspeaker.
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The explanation that the passive mechanisms increase
the acoustic delay can be supported by theoretical analysis.
The sound transmission at low frequencies through a passive
noise-reducing headset, from the external pressureP0 to the
internal pressureP1 , can be written as a function of the
headset parameters as16

P1

P0

5
Kv

Kv1K1 j vR2v2M
, ~2!

whereK andR are the stiffness and damping of the earshell
cushion,M is the earshell mass, andKv is the stiffness of the
volume inside the earshell. The sound transmission has the
response of a second-order system, and the group delay of
this response can be calculated from the phase response as

tg52
df~v!

dv
, ~3!

wheref is the phase ofP1 /P0 . It should be noted that this
theoretical model is only valid at low frequencies, since
acoustic resonances inside the earshell and mechanical reso-
nances of the earshell structure are neglected. It is therefore
presented here to support the understanding of the phenom-
enon of increased delay and not as an accurate model of the
experimental system used here. The latter would require a
more comprehensive modeling and is beyond the scope of
this work.

The group delaytg has been simulated using Eqs.~3!
and ~2! with the values of the parameters obtained in previ-
ous studies.17,18 The values represent a commercial passive
noise-reducing headset, JSP model KMO7236, and are given
by M577 g, K57•104 N/m, R590 Ns/m, andKv55•103

N/m.
Figures 12~a! and ~b! show the magnitude and phase

response of the sound transmission simulated by Eq.~2!. A
second-order system behavior is observed, with the corre-
sponding phase shifting from 0° to2180°. This phase lag is
then translated to group delay using Eq.~3!, and presented in
Fig. 12~c!. The group delay takes values of about 0.04 to 1

ms in the disturbance frequency bandwidth of 200–900 Hz.
This is within the same order of the delay values obtained
experimentally, as shown in Fig. 10 above. This provides a
theoretical support to understanding the cause of the in-
creased delay. Nevertheless, a more comprehensive model is
required to predict the delays measured in the experimental
system.

The experiment and theoretical analysis presented in this
section show that, due to the passive mechanism of the head-
set, the effective delay between the two microphones is in-
creased, and good broadband performance can be readily
achieved in spite of the small spacing between the two mi-
crophones.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented an experimental study of the
broadband performance of a combined feedback–
feedforward active noise-reducing headset. It was shown that
good broadband performance can be achieved in a reverber-
ant enclosure regardless of subject position as expected,
while under direct sound field conditions broadband perfor-
mance depends on subject position, with the best perfor-
mance achieved when the external reference microphone is
placed upstream of the propagating sound field. The effect of
the surrounding sound field was shown to be reduced when
the bandwidth of the noise is reduced, with no expected ef-
fect for periodic noise components. It was also shown that
the passive mechanism of the sound passing through the
headset earshell improves the performance of the feedfor-
ward system by increasing the delay between the two micro-
phones. The results presented here can be used to enhance
the performance of combined or feedforward active headsets
in realistic acoustic environments.
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FIG. 11. Measured~a! magnitude and~b! phase response of the sound
transmission through the headset described in Sec. II, calculated as the trans-
fer function between the external reference microphone and the internal
error microphone.

FIG. 12. Simulated~a! magnitude and~b! phase response of the sound
transmission through a passive noise-reducing headset, calculated using Eq.
~2!. The group delay, calculated using Eq.~3!, is shown in~c!.
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The possibility of a broadband noise reduction of piezoelectric smart panels is experimentally
studied. A piezoelectric smart panel is basically a plate structure on which piezoelectric patches with
electrical shunt circuits are mounted and sound-absorbing material is bonded on the surface of the
structure. Sound-absorbing material can absorb the sound transmitted at the midfrequency region
effectively while the use of piezoelectric shunt damping can reduce the transmission at resonance
frequencies of the panel structure. To be able to reduce the sound transmission at low panel
resonance frequencies, piezoelectric damping using the measured electrical impedance model is
adopted. A resonant shunt circuit for piezoelectric shunt damping is composed of resistor and
inductor in series, and they are determined by maximizing the dissipated energy through the circuit.
The transmitted noise-reduction performance of smart panels is tested in an acoustic tunnel. The
tunnel is a square cross-sectional tube and a loudspeaker is mounted at one side of the tube as a
sound source. Panels are mounted in the middle of the tunnel and the transmitted sound pressure
across panels is measured. When an absorbing material is bonded on a single plate, a remarkable
transmitted noise reduction in the midfrequency region is observed except for the fundamental
resonance frequency of the plate. By enabling the piezoelectric shunt damping, noise reduction is
achieved at the resonance frequency as well. Piezoelectric smart panels incorporating passive
absorbing material and piezoelectric shunt damping is a promising technology for noise reduction
over a broadband of frequencies. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1497367#

PACS numbers: 43.50.Ki, 43.55.Rg@MRS#

I. INTRODUCTION

Noise reduction of vibrating structures is a crucial issue
in many engineering systems including automobiles, air-
planes, ships, and buildings. In controlling noise, there are
two distinct approaches: passive and active methods. Passive
methods are based on the design of material properties or
shapes of the structures so as to minimize the radiated noise.
Exploiting sound-absorbing layers in the structures is a good
example in passive noise control.1 However, since an in-
creasing amount of material is required for effective noise
reduction at low frequencies, the passive approach is imprac-
tical for low frequency applications. Smart materials or
structures have emerged as promising active techniques to
reduce the radiated sound field. In such structures, piezoelec-
tric materials are widely used as active devices on the struc-
tures. Successful noise reductions have been obtained by us-
ing piezoelectric sensors and actuators such that active
structural acoustic control has been achieved.2 However, this
approach becomes infeasible at high frequencies due to the
increased complexity of controller to take into account many

radiating modes of the structure. Moving away from the lim-
ited frequency band of noise control, it is natural to combine
passive and active approaches. It is based on the idea of
utilizing a passive effect at high frequencies and an active
effect at low frequencies. An example of this idea is smart
foam that uses polyurethane foam for high frequency noise
reduction and PVDF actuators with a controller for low fre-
quency noise suppression.3 Kim et al. proposed to combine
the piezoelectric smart structure technology with passive
sound-absorbing material to suppress the transmitted noise of
smart panels over a broadband of frequencies.4 Instead of
using a complicated controller for active structural acoustic
control for low frequencies, the piezoelectric smart panel
featuring piezoelectric shunt damping and passive sound-
absorbing material is proposed in this paper.

Piezoelectric materials have been introduced as a pas-
sive damping material to overcome the trade-off in width and
height limits of viscoelastic materials. Passive damping
schemes using piezoelectric devices were discussed by For-
ward and have been experimentally demonstrated in an op-
tical system.5 A fundamental scheme of piezo-damping is the
fact that vibration suppression can be achieved by using pi-
ezoelectric materials with passive electric network which has
inductor or resistor or both. This passive electrical network is

a!Electronic mail: jaehwan@inha.ac.kr
b!Electronic mail: anvi@anvi.co.kr
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called a shunt circuit. Hagood and von Flotow have investi-
gated the possibility of dissipating mechanical energy with
piezoelectric material shunted with passive electrical
circuits.6 They optimally tuned the electrical resonance of a
shunting circuit to structural resonance in a manner analo-
gous to a mechanical vibration absorber for a selected mode.
The use of piezo-damping at selectively chosen modes of a
structure would be very effective in reducing the structure-
borne noise.

However, there are some difficulties when this approach
is applied to vibration suppression for multiple modes be-
cause the shunt circuits tuned for individual modes may in-
teract each other. Hoet al. have used electrical circuits with
piezoelectric elements to suppress the vibration of a beam
passively.7 An electromechanical circuit containing a trans-
former was modeled by a simple equivalent electrical circuit
by using a mathematical equation. Resistive shunt was inves-
tigated in terms of coupling coefficient. Hollkamp has ex-
panded the theory of piezoelectric shunting for single mode
so that a single piezoelectric element can be used to suppress
two modes by optimally designing the shunting parameters.8

However, the modeling of piezoelectric smart structure ap-
plications in the mechanical domain is too complicated to
optimally design the shunting parameters. A method for pas-
sive piezoelectric shunt damping of multiple vibration modes
using a single piezoelectric transducer has been reported.9

This method is to employ a blocking circuit in series with
each parallel shunt circuit. However, since this method re-
quires too many inductors, implementation of the blocking
and shunt circuits is not so easy. A method has been pre-
sented for implementing a simulated impedance required for
effective shunt damping of a resonant structure.10 The arbi-
trary impedance has also created the opportunity for more
advanced passive controllers that adapt to structural varia-
tions, i.e., adaptive controllers. A new tuning method for pas-
sive piezoelectric damping, which is based on the electrical
impedance model and maximum dissipated energy, has been
proposed and its validity has been investigated.11 In contrast
to the conventional tuning method associated with the me-
chanical vibration absorber, the proposed method uses an
electrical impedance model of which the coefficients of the
model are found from the measured impedance data. In the
tuning process, the optimal shunt parameters are found for
maximizing the dissipated energy at the shunt circuit. Since
this method is based on the measured electrical impedance
data, it can be easily applied to arbitrary shape or size of
piezoelectric structures once the electrical impedance is mea-
surable. It is also applicable to multimode piezoelectric
damping as discussed in Ref. 11. In the present article, the
approach is used to implement single-mode piezoelectric
damping.

II. SMART PANELS

Figure 1 illustrates the concept of smart panels. The pro-
posed smart panel is basically a plate structure on which the
piezoelectric patch with a shunt circuit is connected~single
panel!. In addition, passive sound-absorbing material can be
bonded on one side of the aluminum plate to enhance the
noise reduction in the midfrequency and high frequency re-

gions ~single panel with absorbing material!. The connected
shunt circuit effectively dissipates out the electrical energy
produced from the piezoelectric patch as heat energy at the
low frequency region. To verify the proposed concept, two
smart panels—single and single with absorbing material pan-
els are manufactured. A 300 mm3300 mm30.8 mm square
aluminum plate is used for the host structure and 15-mm-
thick polyurethane foam is glued on the plate. A piezocer-
amic patch~PZT-5! is located at the center of the plate, to
take into account the first and second symmetric modes. An
electronic shunt circuit composed of a resistor and inductor
in series is connected to the piezoceramic patch for resonant
shunt.

III. PIEZOELECTRIC SHUNT DAMPING

Piezoelectric damping is an energy dissipation mecha-
nism. Open circuited piezoelectric patches store some por-
tion of induced mechanical strain energy as electrical energy,
and when a certain resistor is connected across the elec-
trodes, the stored energy begins to flow through the circuit so
as to dissipate the energy as heat. In this connection, an
inductor is added to cancel the reactive component of the
piezoelectric material. The electrical resonance in the shunt
circuit with piezoelectric material of which the resonance
frequency is corresponding to that of mechanical system,

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of proposed piezoelectric smart panels.
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helps more charge flow through an adequately chosen resis-
tor. This is the so-called resonant shunt. Since the maximum
energy dissipation does not happen at the resonance fre-
quency of the system, the choice of the optimal inductance
and resistance is the key. In this paper, the new parameter
tuning method based on an electrical impedance model and
the maximum dissipation energy criterion is adopted and
briefly summarized.11

A. Electrical impedance modeling

Piezoelectric materials can be approximately represented
as equivalent electric circuits at resonance. There are two
resonant models, namely, complex and Van Dyke circuit
models. Generally, resonant circuit models are represented in
terms of electrical characteristics such as dielectric loss (R0)
and inherent capacitance (C0), and mechanical characteris-
tics such as mass, damping, and stiffness coefficients
(L1 ,R1 ,C1). If we assume that the dielectric loss is very
small, the Van Dyke model can be represented in terms of
four components of which the values are real. An alternative
circuit model, the complex model, is based on the lossless
resonator model. This model contains only three circuit com-
ponents,C0 , C1 , L1 , and they are complex. This circuit
now has six parameters and some unique features make it an
ideal model for representing the electrical characteristics of
an unloaded piezoelectric resonator. Near the resonance of
the structural system, the system can be represented using
the Van Dyke circuit model~Fig. 2!. Since the diagram is an
impedance representation, the impedance values between the
nodes can be written as

Z15
C1

j v
1R1 , Z25 j vm1 ,

~1!

Z35
1

j vC0
, Z45 j vL21R2 .

Here,C1 , R1 , L1 represent the inverse of stiffness, damping,
and mass of the structure, respectively. Without loss of gen-
erality, the Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws are applied
to the impedance circuit, and the total electrical impedance
and the current at each branch can be written as
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The transfer function between the current input gener-
ated by the piezoelectric element and the current passing
through the shunt circuit can be written as

I 2

I
512

Z

Z1
. ~4!

This transfer function is analogous to the transfer function of
a mechanical vibration absorber.6 To use the proposed elec-
trical impedance model of piezoelectric structures, the coef-
ficients of the Van Dyke model should be determined. This
can be solved by measuring the electrical impedance of pi-
ezoelectric patches bonded on the sturcture directly. When
electrical impedance is measured using the impedance ana-
lyzer ~HP4192A!, the coefficients of the Van Dyke or com-
plex circuit model can be determined by using PRAP~piezo-
electric resonance analysis program! software.12 This
software allows not only the complex elastic, piezoelectric,
and dielectric properties but also the coefficients for Van
Dyke’s circuit model for piezoelectric or electrostrictive
resonators to be determined.

B. Parameter tuning

Parameter tuning is essential to maximize the piezoelec-
tric damping performance. For a resonant shunt, the optimal
inductance should be determined to coincide with the reso-
nant frequency of the shunt circuit of the piezoelectric struc-
ture. The optimal resistance of the shunt circuit should also
be found for maximizing the dissipated energy. Instead of
tuning the transfer function geometrically as used in the con-
ventional tuning method, the new parameter tuning method
associated with maximum dissipated energy is adopted.
From the equivalent electrical impedance model shown in
Fig. 2, the induced energy in the structure associated with
external excitation is

Pin5 1
2uVIu5 1

2u~ZI !I * u5 1
2uZuuI u2. ~5!

Since this energy is continuously generated, it can be re-
ferred to as an input energy for the shunt circuit. The dissi-
pated energy at the shunt circuit can be written in terms of
the voltage and electrical impedance across the resonant cir-
cuit,

PD5
1

2
Re@~Z4I 4!I 4* #5

1

2
ReF Z3Z4

~Z31Z4!
•

~Z12Z!

Z1
G uI u2.

~6!

The ratio of the dissipated energy to the input energy can be
written at a specific frequency as

FIG. 2. Equivalent electrical circuit.
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In the tuning process, this should be maximized by optimally
changing the shunting parameters. However, the ratioJ var-
ies with respect to the frequency. Thus, the objective func-
tion in optimization is taken as the averagedJ at a certain
frequency band near the targeted resonance frequency. The
optimal design variables,L* , R* are found by maximizing
the objective function:

@L* ,R* #5max
L
R

F1

n (
k51

n

JkG , ~8!

wheren is the number of frequency points in the frequency
band.

Once an arbitrary piezoelectric smart structure is repre-
sented to the electrical impedance model, the model coeffi-
cients can be found from the measured electrical impedance
and by the use of PRAP software. And the optimal induc-
tance and resistance of the shunt circuit can be found accord-
ing to Eq.~8!.

IV. ACOUSTIC TEST SETUP

To test the noise reduction performance of smart panels,
the transmission measurement from low to high frequencies

should be available. For most panel materials the transmis-
sion loss has been measured under strict control. The experi-
mental procedure most often used follows the ASTM stan-
dard E 90~Standard Recommended Practice for Laboratory
Measurement of Airborne Sound Transmission Loss of
Building Partitions!.13 Since this test facility is too expensive
a simple acoustic tunnel is used instead. The tunnel is a
square tube of 300 mm3300 mm and 4 m long~Fig. 3!. It is
divided into two sections—upper and lower sections in equal
length. A loudspeaker is attached at the end of the upper
section and an anechoic termination is made with wedges
installed at the other end of the lower section. A specially
designed flange is provided where two sections are met such
that smart panels can be mounted in between. The four edges
of the smart panel are clamped using bolts and two sections
are tightly connected so as to secure the pressure leak. The
tunnel is made of 4.5-mm-thick steel plates and 6-mm-thick
polyurethane foam is coated inside of the tunnel to mutilate
the side modes in the tunnel. Sixteen holes are made on
lower and upper sections of the tunnel to measure the sound
pressures across the cross section of the tunnel at four loca-
tions. From the repeated measurement of sound pressure dis-
tribution at a cross section, the pressure distribution is found
to be nearly plane below 800 Hz. Figure 4 represents the
incidence pressure curves measured at eight different sec

FIG. 3. Experimental apparatus.

FIG. 4. Incidence sound pressure level at each section.

FIG. 5. The effect of anechoic termination in acoustic tunnel.

FIG. 6. A schematic diagram of proposed smart panel.
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FIG. 7. Measured impedance of smart panels: single panels.

FIG. 8. Simulation result of impedance.

TABLE I. Measured electrical impedance parameters for the smart panels.

Freq ~Hz! Parameter Van Dyke Complex

Single
panel

287 C0(F) 2.125e27 2.125e272 j 1.177e28
C1(F) 3.288e29 1.958e291 j 2.318e210
R1(V) 1.045e4
L1(H) 92.82 153.72 j 25.58

Single
panel w/
absorbing
material

226 C0(F) 2.097e27 2.097e272 j 1.322e28
C1(F) 4.609e29 9.931e2102 j 3.543e210
R1(V) 2.74e4
L1(H) 110.7 455.61 j 120.5
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tions of the tunnel. Sections 1–4 in Fig. 4 mean the locations
in the upper section while Secs. 5–8 indicate the locations in
the lower section. In the transmission measurement, four mi-
crophones along the diagonal of the lower section are used as

shown in Fig. 3. According to the duct noise measurement
standard, the average value of four microphone pressures is
used to calculate the transmission power. The same idea is
adopted to determine the transmission power. From the ac-
cumulated measurements, no difference between the sound
pressures measured at four microphones is observed at low
frequencies but fluctuation happens above 800 Hz. This is
due to the pressure variation across the cross section in the
tunnel. Thus, incidence wave was assumed to be a plane
wave below 800 Hz. Under this limitation, we can use the
impedance tube technique or two-microphone measurement
technique to measure the reflection coefficient of the panels.

Figure 5 represents the measured incidence pressure in-
side of the acoustic tunnel with and without the anechoic
termination. The cutoff frequency of the termination is 60

FIG. 9. Simulation result of optimal shunt parameter tuning.

TABLE II. Optimal and measured parameters of the shunt circuit~DEM
method!.

Freq ~Hz! Parameter Van Dyke Complex Measured

Single
panel

287 R2(V) 255 145 48
L2(H) 1.355 1.39 1.28

Single
panel w/
absorbing
material

226 R2(V) 350 128 115

L2(H) 2.38 2.33 2.36
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Hz. When the termination was not installed, there are peaks
and dips in the sound pressure that occur at the longitudinal
modes of the tunnel. By installing the termination, they dis-
appear.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Shunt parameter tuning

In the maximum dissipated energy method, the param-
eters for the electric impedance model for the structure and
piezoelectric material are needed. As shown in Fig. 6, a 300
mm3300 mm30.8 mm square aluminum plate is used for
the host structure and a 40 mm380 mm30.8 mm piezocer-
amic patch~PZT-5! is bonded at the center of the plate. This
system is termed as single panel. A 15-mm-thick polyure-
thane foam is bonded on one side of the single panel to
enhance the noise reduction performance at midfrequency
and high frequency regions. All edges of these panels are
clamped into the acoustic test tunnel by using flanges. Figure
7 shows the conductance curves for single panels with/
without sound-absorbing material measured by the HP4192A
impedance analyzer. Conductance is the real part of admit-
tance, which is the inverse of impedance. The second reso-
nance frequencies for the single and smart panels appear at
296 and 226 Hz, respectively. The first resonance frequencies
for the two panels cannot be seen in the conductance curves.
This is due to the electrical and mechanical noises coming
through the acoustic tunnel. The measured admittance is ex-
ported to a personal computer and PRAP software is used to
determine the parameters of the equivalent electric imped-
ance model. Table I shows the extracted Van Dyke and com-
plex equivalent models for the first resonance frequency of
the panels. Figure 8 represents the simulated admittance
curves for the smart panels. Compared with the measured
and simulated conductance curves, the complex model fits
better than the Van Dyke model. From Fig. 8, it is proved
that the established equivalent electrical models precisely de-
scribe the characteristics of the panels near the valid reso-
nance frequency. Finally, the optimal parameters of theR–L
shunt circuit were obtained by using the dissipated energy
method~Table II!. Although the results of complex model fit
better than the Van Dyke results, the Van Dyke model was
used in the optimal parameter tuning process, since the com-
plex model is unproven in the mechanical analogy which
needs to be investigated. By using the optimal parameters for
the shunt circuit and the equivalent electrical model param-
eters, the velocity transfer functions for the single and smart
panels are simulated~Fig. 9!. These simulation results prove
that the magnitude of velocity transfer is reduced appropri-
ately by optimally tuning the shunt parameters.

B. The passive method

Before testing the smart panel with piezoelectric shunt
damping, sound transmission characteristics of the host plate
and the plate with sound-absorbing material are tested~Fig.
10!. For the host plate, the first and second resonance fre-
quencies are 87 and 296 Hz, respectively. When the absorb-
ing material is bonded on the plate, the first and second
modes are shifted to 86 and 226 Hz, respectively, due to the

added mass effect. Through the test of sound characteristic, it
is evident that the sound reduction in a midfrequency region
is obtained by adding absorbing material, except at the first
resonance frequency.

C. Piezoelectric shunt damping

To investigate the effectiveness of the piezoelectric
damping for transmitted noise reduction, two smart panels—
single panel and single panel with absorbing material—are
mounted in the acoustic tunnel. The single panel is a plate
structure on which a piezoelectric patch is bonded and an
electrical shunt circuit is connected. The selected frequencies
are 287 Hz for the single panel and 226 Hz for the single
with absorbing material panel. The optimal inductance found
is not practically feasible; thus, a synthetic inductor was
used.14 Figure 11 shows the circuit diagram of the synthetic
inductor. The synthetic inductor is lightweight and can gen-
erate various inductance values, but it also has a resistance
proportional to the inductance which is not desirable for de-
signing the optimal resistance in the shunt circuit.8 The in-
ductance value of the synthetic inductor was measured at the
resonance frequency by using the impedance analyzer~Table
II !. Similar values for the shunt circuit parameters were ob-
served.

Figure 12 shows the sound pressure levels for the single
panel on which sound-absorbing material is bonded. When
the shunt damping is provided at 287 Hz, the sound pressure

FIG. 10. Transmitted sound pressure level of host plate with absorbing
material.

FIG. 11. A schematic diagram of synthetic inductor.
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level is reduced by 5 dB. Figure 13 represents the compari-
son of the results in Fig. 12 with the sound pressure level of
the host plate only. Since the use of additional sound-
absorbing material already reduced the sound pressure level
8 dB down over the second resonant peak, the total reduction
at the second peak is 13 dB. In conclusion, the hybrid ap-
proach combining the passive shunt damping and sound-
absorbing material is a promising technique for noise reduc-
tion over a broad frequency band.

The noise reduction level of smart panels may be im-
proved by using high coupling coefficient materials, e.g.,
IDT piezoelectric patches,15 single crystal piezoelectric
materials,16 and by optimizing the size of the piezoelectric
patches. The merits of this approach are to tune the damping
at a specific frequency band and to be able to apply arbitrary
shaped structures. This research is at a proof-of-concept
stage, and further research efforts are being undertaken to
increase the piezoelectric shunt damping. In addition, other
configurations of smart panels such as smart double panels
should be investigated.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

To reduce the transmission noise over a broad frequency
band, the concept of smart panels featuring a piezoelectric

shunt circuit and sound-absorbing material was proposed and
an experimental study was performed. It is based on the idea
of utilizing a passive effect at midfrequency and high fre-
quency and a piezoelectric damping effect at low frequency.
In parameter tuning of piezoelectric shunt circuit, the new
parameter tuning method associated with the electrical im-
pedance model and maximum dissipated energy was used.
To test the noise reduction performance of smart panels, an
acoustic tunnel was designed such that it can measure the
transmission and reflection of panels. The frequency limits of
the facility were examined.

When a sound-absorbing material is bonded on the host
plate, a remarkable noise reduction in the midfrequency re-
gion was observed, except at the first resonance frequency.
Piezoelectric shunt damping was implemented at the second
resonance frequency. When the single and smart panels were
tested in the acoustic tunnel, 8 and 5 dB of transmission
noise reduction were observed.

This approach can be easily applied to arbitrary struc-
tures on which piezoelectric patches are bonded and multi-
mode damping with single piezoelectric patch is possible.
This is a proof-of-concept stage and additional efforts to in-
crease the piezoelectric damping as well as various configu-
rations of smart panels should be made.
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Auditory brainstem responses in adult budgerigars
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The auditory brainstem response~ABR! was recorded in adult budgerigars~Melopsittacus
undulatus! in response to clicks and tones. The typical budgerigar ABR waveform showed two
prominent peaks occurring within 4 ms of the stimulus onset. As sound-pressure levels increased,
ABR peak latency decreased, and peak amplitude increased for all waves while interwave interval
remained relatively constant. While ABR thresholds were about 30 dB higher than behavioral
thresholds, the shape of the budgerigar audiogram derived from the ABR closely paralleled that of
the behavioral audiogram. Based on the ABR, budgerigars hear best between 1000 and 5700 Hz
with best sensitivity at 2860 Hz—the frequency corresponding to the peak frequency in budgerigar
vocalizations. The latency of ABR peaks increased and amplitude decreased with increasing
repetition rate. This rate-dependent latency increase is greater for wave 2 as indicated by the latency
increase in the interwave interval. Generally, changes in the ABR to stimulation intensity, frequency,
and repetition rate are comparable to what has been found in other vertebrates. ©2002 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1494807#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Ri, 43.64.Tk@WWA#

I. INTRODUCTION

Much is known about hearing in birds from behavioral
studies~see the recent review in Doolinget al., 2000!. In
general, birds hear best between 1000 and 5000 Hz, with
absolute sensitivity approaching 0–10 dB SPL in the fre-
quency of best hearing, which is typically around 2000–3000
Hz ~see the review in Doolinget al., 2000!. However, behav-
ioral testing is not always possible in all birds~e.g., young
birds or birds in the field!. Over the last few decades, audi-
tory brainstem responses~ABR! have been used as a tool for
studying the functionality of the auditory system in a wide
variety of mammals~e.g., Burkardet al., 1996a; Burkard and
Voigt, 1989; Donaldson and Rubel, 1990; Jewettet al., 1970;
McFaddenet al., 1996; Mills et al., 1990; Liu and Mark,
2001! and in other nonmammalian vertebrates~e.g., Corwin
et al., 1982; Kenyonet al., 1998; Higgset al., 2002!. Over-
all, these studies show that brain stem responses are similar
across most vertebrate classes~e.g., Corwin et al., 1982;
Walshet al., 1992!.

To date, ABR studies have only been conducted on a
limited number of avian species. While complete reports on
the effects of intensity and rate on latency and amplitude of
the ABR waves or ABR-generated audiograms have been
examined in depth in precocial birds~e.g., Dmitrieva and
Gottlieb, 1992; Saunderset al., 1973!, much less in known
about these measures in altricial birds~Aleksandrov and
Dmitrieva, 1992; Moiseffet al., 1996; Woolley and Rubel,
1999; Wooleyet al., 2001!. To this end, we examined the
ABR as a measure of auditory sensitivity in the adult bud-
gerigar. The budgerigar is a small, altricial Australian parrot
that is the most widely studied parrot species in the field of
acoustic communication~see the review in Farabaugh and

Dooling, 1996; Heaton and Brauth, 1999; Hile and Striedter,
2000!. This study consisted of two experiments that focused
on ABR responses elicited by clicks and tone-burst stimuli in
adult budgerigars. The response characteristics examined in
experiment 1 were ABR threshold and the effects of intensity
on latency and amplitude of the ABR waveform. Experiment
2 examined the effects of presentation rate on wave latency
and amplitude in adult budgerigars. These data served as a
baseline for assessing the development of hearing in nestling
budgerigars.

II. METHODS

Adult budgerigars~1–4 years of age! served as subjects
in these experiments. The birds, bought through local pet
stores or bred within our colony, were housed in an avian
vivarium at the University of Maryland and kept on a pho-
toperiod correlated with the season. They were given free
access to food and water. All birds were sedated with an
intramuscular injection of ketamine~50 mg/kg! and diaz-
epam~2 mg/kg! prior to electrode placement. The animals
remained relatively motionless for up to 75 min. Body tem-
perature was maintained at 4160.5 °C with a heating pad
and monitored with a thermistor probe placed under the wing
~Frederick Haer and Co., model 40-90, Bowdoinham, ME!.
After data collection was completed, the bird was placed in a
heated therapy unit and allowed to recover from sedation.
Once the animal was fully revived and eating, it was returned
to the vivarium. The Animal Care and Use Committee at the
University of Maryland approved all animal use.

The bird was positioned so that the speaker~KEF SP
3235, model 60S, frequency range 100 Hz to 20 kHz, KEF
Electronics of America, Inc., Holliston, MA! was 30 cm
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from the bird’s right ear~90° azimuth relative to the bird’s
beak; 0° elevation relative to the bird’s right ear!. Standard
platinum alloy, subdermal needle electrodes~Grass F-E2;
West Warwick, RI! were placed just under the skin high at
the vertex~active!, directly behind the right ear canal~the ear
ipsilateral to the speaker, reference!, and behind the canal of
the ear contralateral to stimulation~ground!. Shielded elec-
trode leads were twisted together to reduce electrical noise
through common-mode rejection. The stimulus presentation,
ABR acquisition, equipment control, and data management
were coordinated using a Tucker-Davis Technologies~TDT,
Gainesville, FL! modular rack-mount system controlled by
an optical cable-linked 350-MHz Pentium PC containing a
TDT AP2 digital signal process board and running TDTBIO-

SIG software. Sound stimuli were generated using TDT
SIGGEN software and fed through a DA1 digital-analog con-
verter, a PA4 programmable attenuator, and a power ampli-
fier ~HB6! which directly drove the speaker. The electrodes
were connected to the TDT HS4 Headstage that amplifies
and digitizes the signal before being relayed over fiberoptic
cables to the TDT DB4 digital biological amplifier. This am-
plifier allows additional filtering and gain to be added. A
TDT TG6 timing generator synchronized the A/D and D/A-
conversion.

Stimulus intensities were calibrated in the free field by
placing the1

2-in. microphone of a sound-level meter~System
824; Larson Davis, Inc., Provo, UT! at the approximate po-
sition of the bird’s right ear. Continuous tones were gener-
ated using the TDTBIOSIG program and measured using the
fast-weighting A scale on the sound-level meter~dB SPL!.
To determine the intensity of the click, we used the peak
equivalent SPL of the click. This was determined using an
oscilloscope and noting the peak-to-peak voltage of the click.
A test tone, e.g., a 1000-Hz tone, was played and adjusted
until the peak-to-peak voltage was the same as it was for the
click. The SPL required to match the amplitude of the click,
as indicated by the sound-level meter, was the peak equiva-
lent SPL~dB pSPL! of the click stimulus.

For all experiments, only the first two wave components,
designated by sequential Arabic numerals, were described by
their amplitude and latency characteristics~Fig. 1!. Positive
evoked potential peaks were identified manually by cursor
control, and associated latencies and amplitudes were auto-
matically stored by the computer. Latencies to wave 1 and
wave 2 were corrected for conduction delays between the
sound source and the entrance of the ear canal of the animal
~0.88 ms!. The latency of the interwave interval~referred to
as 1–2 interval! was calculated as the difference in latency
from wave 1 to wave 2. ABR wave amplitudes were mea-
sured using baseline-to-peak for wave 1 and peak-to-peak
~preceding trough! amplitude for wave 2.

III. EXPERIMENT 1: EFFECTS OF INTENSITY
AND FREQUENCY ON THE ABR OF BUDGERIGARS

A. Introduction

For all animals tested to date, increasing stimulus level
resulted in decreases in ABR response latency and increases
in response amplitude. Frequency-specific ABRs were gen-

erated using brief tones. Experiment 1 evaluates the budgeri-
gar ABR across stimulus intensities to determine whether the
intensity dependence of evoked potentials in budgerigars is
similar to those found in other animals.

B. Stimuli

Ten adult budgerigars were presented with multiple in-
tensity stimulus trains~e.g., Mitchellet al., 1996, 1999! that
varied in frequency and intensity. Each train consisted of
nine single clicks or frequency tone bursts that increased in
intensity and were presented at a rate of 4/s. The rectangular-
pulse broadband clicks were 0.1 ms~100 ms! in duration
with 25-ms interstimulus interval~ISI!. Each individual tone
burst was 5 ms in duration~1-ms rise/fall COS2! with a
20-ms ISI. The tone bursts used were 500, 1000, 1500, 2000,
2860, 4000, and 5700 Hz. The tone bursts were played
through the speaker and sampled at 40 kHz into the A/D
module of the TDT rack. Spectra were generated using
1024-pt fast Fourier transform~FFT!. Spectral analysis
shows all second and third harmonics were at least 30 dB
down from the peak of the frequency of interest, except for
the first harmonic of the 500-Hz stimulus, which was 18 dB
down.

For frequencies below 2000 and above 2860 Hz, stimu-
lus intensities began at 45–50 dB and increased in 5-dB
steps to a maximum of 85–90 dB. Tone bursts of 2000 and
2860 Hz, as well as the click, were initially presented at
35–40 dB and increased in 5-dB steps to 65–75 dB; the
remaining intensities were in 10-dB steps to a maximum of

FIG. 1. Schematic showing how latency and amplitude measurements were
taken for waves 1 and 2.
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85 dB. Each ABR represents the average response of 1000
stimulus presentations~500 averages for each polarity/phase
were added together to cancel the cochlear microphonic!,
sampled at 20 kHz for 235 ms following onset of the stimu-
lus ~allows for 25-ms recording time for each stimulus!. The
biological signal was amplified~3100 K! and notch filtered
at 60 Hz with the DB4 digital biological amplifier during
collection. The signal was bandpass filtered below 30 Hz and
above 3000 Hz after collection using theBIOSIG program.

C. Analysis

ABR waveforms produced in response to high intensi-
ties were examined visually to determine which peaks would
be used to measure latencies, amplitudes, and thresholds. A
response was expected between 1 ms after the onset of the
stimulus ~travel time from speaker to the ear! and 10 ms
because the response latency tends to increase at low SPLs.
Using this time window, the wave components were de-
scribed by their latency and amplitude characteristics.

ABR thresholds were estimated using several methods.
First, thresholds were estimated using the visual detection
method, i.e., the lowest intensity at which a response could
be visually detected on the trace regardless of wave~Boet-
tcher et al., 1993! or 5 dB below the lowest intensity that
elicited a measurable response~Walshet al., 1986!. Second,
a baseline-to-peak amplitude measure for wave 1 was taken
for all intensities and stimuli~clicks and tone bursts!. The
amplitude-intensity functions generated from wave 1 ampli-
tudes were used to estimate threshold~0-mV response! using
linear regression. Last, thresholds were defined as the lowest
stimulus intensity producing a response amplitude of 0.5mV,
which was at least 1 s.d. above the mean noise level~con-
stant signal-to-noise ratio, S/N ratio of 0.5mV!. The average
level of noise in the ABR~the average amplitude difference
between the largest peak and trough in the 2–4-ms range!
was determined for 37 traces obtained to inaudible stimuli.
The noise level of these recordings was 0.28mV ~60.16mV

s.d.!. Thresholds estimated from these methods were com-
pared with each other~one-way analysis of variance,
ANOVA ! and to thresholds estimated using behavioral pro-
cedures.

D. Results

Figure 2 shows typical ABR waveforms for an adult
budgerigar click and three frequencies~1000, 2860, and
4000 Hz! as a function of intensity. Visual examination of the
waveforms showed 2–3 prominent peaks that occurred
within the first 5 ms after sound reaches the bird’s external
ear canal. Two major changes were evident for all waves. As
the intensity of stimulation increased, latencies decreased
and amplitudes increased.

FIG. 3. Average latency as a function of intensity for the click and tone
trains for ten adult budgerigars. The latency for wave 1~closed circles! and
wave 2~open circles! increase as a function of decreasing level, while in-
terwave interval~closed triangles! remains relatively constant. Error bars are
standard deviations.

FIG. 2. Waveforms for a single bird for the click, 1000, 2860, and 4000 Hz as a function of SPL. Amplitude decreases and latency increases with decreasing
SPL. Arrow denotes time at which stimulus reaches outer ear.
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Latency decreased monotonically as a function of in-
creasing intensity for waves 1 and 2, while the interwave
interval remained relatively constant across intensities~Fig.
3!. There was not a consistent decrease in latency as fre-
quency increased for constant SPL@Fig. 4~a!#. The shortest
latencies are for 2860 Hz, the region of best sensitivity in
both the ABR and behavioral audiograms. When a constant
‘‘sensation level’’ of 15 dB~i.e., 15 dB above threshold! was
used, higher frequencies resulted in shorter latencies@Fig.
4~b!#. Interestingly, the latency to wave 1 at 500 Hz was
more like that to higher-frequency tone bursts~2860 and
4000 Hz! than lower-frequency tone bursts~1000 and 1500
Hz!. Given the spectral characteristics of the 500-Hz stimuli,
only the second harmonic~1000 Hz! could influence the re-
sponse, and it was 18 dB below the peak. All other harmon-
ics were at least 30 dB down from the peak; therefore, har-

monics at higher frequencies cannot account for this latency
discrepancy.

Figure 5 shows that the amplitude of waves 1 and 2
increased with increasing intensity. The slopes of the
amplitude-intensity functions were frequency dependent,
with clicks and midrange frequencies exhibiting steeper am-
plitude intensity functions than did low- or high-frequency
tones. The highest average amplitudes were observed at fre-
quencies in the budgerigar’s range of best hearing~i.e.,
2000–4000 Hz! and in response to the click stimulus. Am-
plitude increased monotonically for wave 1 across stimuli
and did not show saturation at any SPL tested. Wave 2 am-
plitudes did not show a similar monotonic increase, but ap-
proached saturation at 500, 1000, 1500, and 5700 Hz.

The coefficient of variation~CV! was used to determine
the relative amount of dispersion in ABR latency and ampli-
tude measures across the adult budgerigars used in this study.
Latency measures across subjects varied less than 10%,
while amplitude measures varied between 40%–80% across
subjects. Wave 2 amplitudes were more variable than wave 1
amplitudes~Fig. 6!.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the average ABR-
derived audiogram based on the three ABR threshold meth-
ods and the behavioral audiogram for budgerigars. As shown
in this figure, threshold estimates by various methods were
relatively consistent for the click stimuli. But, threshold es-
timates for the tone pips varied by 10–13 dB across methods
@F(2,258)513.18; p,0.001#. The response criterion of 0.5
mV yielded significantly higher thresholds for the tone bursts
than either the linear regression (p,0.05) or visual detection
method (p,0.05). However, the response criterion and the
visual detection methods more accurately paralleled the
shape of the behavioral audiogram. The results from the re-
gression method differed most from the U-shaped audiogram
at the low-frequency end~500-2000 Hz!. In general, all
methods yielded threshold estimates that were 30–35 dB
above behavioral estimates of hearing sensitivity.

FIG. 4. ~A! Average latency as a function of frequency for three constant
SPL. There is not a consistent decrease in latency with increasing frequency.
The lowest latencies are for 2860 Hz, which is the peak sensitivity of the
behavioral audiogram as well as where most of the spectral energy of the
contact call lies.~B! Average latency as a function of frequency using a
constant SPL of 85 and 15 dB above threshold. Latency does decrease with
increasing frequency if threshold is taken into account. Error bars are stan-
dard deviations.

FIG. 5. Average amplitude as a function of intensity for the click and tone
trains for ten adult budgerigars. Amplitudes for wave 1~closed circles! and
wave 2~open circles! decrease rapidly with decreasing level. Error bars are
standard deviations.
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IV. EXPERIMENT 2: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
THE CM, CAP, AND ABR

A. Introduction

To date, there are no studies comparing the relationship
between the cochlear microphonic~CM!, compound action
potential~CAP!, and the ABR in the budgerigar. In this ex-
periment, all three evoked potentials were recorded simulta-
neously and compared.

B. Stimuli

A single adult bird was presented with a multiple inten-
sity stimulus train at 2860 Hz.

C. Analysis

The bird was anesthetized with IM injections of 20-
mg/kg xylazine and 40-mg/kg ketamine. Additional doses of
anesthetic ~50% of initial dose! were supplemented as
needed. The surgical procedures to gain access to the cochlea
were described in detail for birds~Manley et al., 1985!.
Briefly, feathers were removed from the head and around the
external ear opening. An incision in the skin along the mid-
line of the skull exposed the bone and it was cleared of
connective tissue and dried. A small screw was cemented on
the surface of the skull with dental cement to allow precise
and stable placement of the head in a holding device and
reproducible positioning of the ear canal opening in relation
to the speaker.

For the CM and CAP potentials, the base of the cochlea
was exposed by a dorsolateral approach. The core of a thin,
Teflon-coated silver wire was exposed at the end and inserted
through a tiny hole in the scala tympani to give direct elec-
trical access to the perilymph. The Teflon insulation sealed
the hole and prevented leaking of the perilymph. A subder-
mal electrode inserted into a neighboring neck muscle served
as a reference. The electrodes for the ABR were placed as
described in Sec. II, except the bird was 40 cm from the

speaker. The stimulus presentation, data acquisition, equip-
ment control, and data management were coordinated using
the TDT setup described above, except where noted. Each
ABR represents the average response of 600 stimulus pre-
sentations~300 averages for each!, sampled at 20 kHz for
235 ms following onset of the stimulus~allows for 25-ms
recording time for each stimulus!. The biological signal was
amplified~320 K! and notch filtered at 60 Hz with the DB4
digital biological amplifier during collection. The signal was
bandpass filtered below 30 Hz and above 3000 Hz after col-
lection using theBIOSIG program.

The CAP response component was derived by adding
the response traces obtained for the 90° and 270° stimuli
~canceling the CM component! and scaling the resulting re-
sponse amplitude by half. This derived neural response com-
ponent was then subtracted from the response trace to the
normal stimulus to derive the CM response. The ABR re-
sponse component was derived by adding the two phases of
the stimulus together~as in experiment 1!.

D. Results

Simultaneous recording of CM, CAP, and ABR in re-
sponse to a 2860-Hz tone played at 60 dB SPL for a single
budgerigar are shown in Fig. 8. The onset of the CM occurs
first ~2.35 ms! and lasts the length of the stimulus. The first
negative wave of the CAP occurs 1.55 ms after the onset of
the CM and is followed closely~0.3 ms later! by the first
positive deflection of the ABR. This comparison strongly
suggests that wave 1 of the ABR is the auditory nerve.

FIG. 7. Average ABR audiogram derived from the three methods: 0.5mV
S/N ratio ~open triangle!, visual detection method~closed circle!, and the
linear regression~closed square! compared to the behavioral audiogram
~dark solid line!. The curve estimated by all methods is 30 dB higher than
the behavioral curve, but the visual detection and criterion methods more
closely approximate the shape of the behavioral audiogram. Error bars are
s.d.

FIG. 6. Relative measure of amplitude dispersion across the ten adult bud-
gerigars using the coefficient of variation~CV!. Closed circles are for wave
1 measures. Open circles are for wave 2 measures. Overall, wave 2 ampli-
tudes are more variable than wave 1 amplitudes.
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V. EXPERIMENT 3: EFFECTS OF CLICK REPETITION
RATE ON THE ABR OF BUDGERIGARS

A. Introduction

Studies of the ABR in humans and other mammals
showed that higher click repetition rates caused increases in
peak latency, decreases in peak amplitude, and alterations of
wave morphology~e.g., Burkard and Voigt, 1989; Donaldson
and Rubel, 1990; Jewett and Romano, 1972; and as reviewed
in Hall, 1992!. These changes may be a function of neural
fatigue and adaptation~Hall, 1992!. Knowing the baseline
response of ABR latency and amplitudes to increasing pre-
sentation rate may allow investigators to use increased
stimulation rate as a tool for detecting auditory neuro-
pathologies.

The changes associated with increased presentation rate
have been well studied in mammals. With the exception of
the chick ~Burkard et al., 1994!, few data exist for birds.
However, like mammals, the chick shows similar rate-
dependent changes. Experiment 2 extends the effects of click
repetition rate on ABR latency and amplitude to the budgeri-
gar.

The same ten birds were used in this experiment. All
equipment and procedures were the same as in experiment 1,
except where noted below.

B. Stimuli

Click level was held constant at 100 dB pSPL. Short
duration, broadband clicks~0.1 ms! were presented at five
rates: 5, 10, 30, 60, and 90 per second~Hz!. Each ABR
represents the average response of 1000 stimulus presenta-
tions ~500 averages for each polarity were added together to
cancel the cochlear microphonic!, sampled at 20 kHz for 10
ms following onset of the stimulus. As with experiment 1,
the biological signal was amplified~3100 K! and notch fil-
tered at 60 Hz with the DB4 digital biological amplifier dur-
ing collection. The signal was bandpass filtered below 30 Hz
and above 3000 Hz after collection using theBIOSIG pro-
gram.

C. Analysis

Latency and amplitude measures were calculated for
waves 1 and 2 for all repetition rates as described earlier. As
a further comparison of the effects of increasing rate on the
amplitude of the waves, the ratio of wave 1 to wave 2 was
calculated.

D. Results

Figure 9 shows a budgerigar’s ABR waveforms to all
click rates used in this study. As click repetition rate in-
creased, latency increased and amplitude decreased to all
waves. The waves also broadened, especially at rates higher
than 10 Hz. Figures 10~a!–~c! show that with increasing rep-
etition rate, the average latency to individual ABR waves
increased. The latency of wave 1, wave 2, and the 1–2 inter-
val were evaluated with a two-way ANOVA. Table I summa-
rizes the results. Overall, as the repetition rate increased from
5 to 90 Hz, latency increased for wave 1 and wave 2 with a
greater increase for wave 2, as shown by the increase in the
wave 1–2 interval@Fig. 10~c!#. Pairwise comparisons using
Student’s t tests showed that latencies to waves 1 and 2 for
repetition rates 30 Hz and above were significantly longer
than for lower rates~10 Hz and below!. The 1–2 interval
increased significantly for repetition rates above 30 Hz.

The effects of increasing repetition rate from 5 to 90 Hz
on amplitude are summarized in Figs. 10~d!–~f!. Absolute
amplitude decreased dramatically for both waves. The mean
wave 1 to 2 amplitude ratio@Fig. 10~f!# shows that the am-
plitude of wave 1 was larger than the amplitude of wave 2,
resulting in mean amplitude ratios greater than 1, but these
ratios remained relatively constant across repetition rate. The
amplitude of wave 1, wave 2, and the amplitude ratio of
wave 1 to 2 were evaluated with a two-way ANOVA, and the
results are summarized in Table I. Pairwise comparisons us-
ing Student’s t tests showed that amplitudes of waves 1 and
2 were significantly larger for lower repetition rates~10 Hz
and below! than for higher rates~30 Hz and above!. The ratio
of wave 1 to wave 2 amplitudes increased slightly, but this
increase was not significant (p.0.05), suggesting that both
waves were equally affected by increasing presentation rate.

FIG. 8. Cochlear microphonic~A!, compound action potential~B!, and au-
ditory brainstem response~C! recorded from a single budgerigar in response
to a 2860-Hz tone played at 60 dB SPL. The negative deflection of the CAP
corresponds well to the first positive deflection in the ABR.
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VI. DISCUSSION

A. Surface ABRs as an approach to the measurement
of hearing in birds

The main purpose of this experiment was to measure
hearing sensitivity in an adult bird using the ABR. Previous
ABR studies have shown that while frequency-dependent
ABRs are good predictors of audiogram shape, they are not
necessarily predictive of absolute auditory sensitivity~e.g.,
Borg and Engstro¨m, 1983; Stapells and Oates, 1997; Wen-
strup, 1984!. ABR audiograms generated for the budgerigar
were similar in shape to behavioral audiograms, showing a
similar range of best hearing and a peak sensitivity at 2860
Hz ~see the review in Doolinget al., 2000!. While the ABR
audiogram was 30 dB less sensitive than the behavioral au-
diogram, much of this difference can be attributed to audi-
tory temporal integration~Dooling et al., 2000!.

Figure 11 shows ABR audiograms for several species of
vertebrates. Each audiogram reflects the bandwidth and
shape of behavioral audiograms in the tested species, and all
show a range of best sensitivity in the 2000–4000-Hz region.
ABR thresholds from the current study are similar to those
reported from Woolley and Rubel~1999! and Woolleyet al.
~2001! on Bengalese finches. Interestingly, thresholds for
birds are higher than those of the mammalian species shown.
Studies of tuning curve thresholds in birds show a larger
spread of neural threshold at a given CF~review in Gleich
and Manley, 2000; Manleyet al., 1985!. Since the ABR is a

synchronized response, detecting a response near threshold
requires synchronous activation of a sufficient number of
fibers—on average this may be easier in mammals, where
the proportion of fibers activated at threshold is likely greater

FIG. 9. Typical ABR trace for each repetition rate for an adult budgerigar.
Increasing rate causes increased latencies and decreased amplitudes, with
the biggest changes occurring above 10 Hz. Arrow denotes time at which
stimulus reaches outer ear.

FIG. 10. Average latency of wave 1~A!, wave 2~B!, and the inter wave
interval ~C! plotted as a function of repetition rate for ten adult budgerigars.
Latencies for all waves increased as rate increased, with greater increases
seen in later waves~increase in interval!. Average amplitude of wave 1~D!,
wave 2 ~E!, and the ratio of wave 1 to 2~F! plotted as a function of
repetition rate for ten adult budgerigars. Amplitudes of all waves decreased
as a function of increased rate. This decrease was similar for both waves 1
and 2. Error bars are standard deviations.

TABLE I. Results of ANOVA for latency and amplitude as a function of
repetition rate.

Dependent
variable N F ratio Probability

Wave 1 latency 10 19.07 p,0.0001
Wave 2 latency 10 24.08 0.001
Wave 1-2 Interval 10 7.40 0.0002
Wave 1 amplitude 10 24.73 0.0001
Wave 2 amplitude 10 13.36 0.0001
Wave 1/2 Ratio 10 1.13 NS
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than it is in birds. Also, in absolute terms, the signal may be
improved because the absolute number of fibers is higher in
mammals~e.g., cats 50 000, Gacek and Rasmussen, 1961;
see the review in Ryugo, 1992! than in birds~e.g., budgerigar
9800, Manleyet al., 1993!.

B. Effects of intensity on latency and amplitude for
clicks and tone bursts

Typically, our budgerigar ABR waveform showed two
measurable peaks that occurred within the first 4 ms after
stimulation. This is similar to what was seen by Umemoto
et al. ~1993!. A third peak was evident in some but not all
traces, and was not examined further. In general, latency in-
creased with decreasing SPL, and these increases occurred at
the same rate for waves 1 and 2, such that the interwave
interval remained constant across SPL. Similar results have
been found in mammals~e.g., Burkard and Voigt, 1989;
Burkard et al., 1996a; Huang and Buchwald, 1978!. There
was not a consistent dependency of latency on frequency at
constant SPL levels for budgerigars as has been shown in
other studies~e.g., Gorgaet al., 1988!. In fact, latencies were
shortest for 2860 Hz, which is where the behavioral audio-
gram shows its most sensitive point and where most of the
spectral energy of the budgerigar contact call is located. The
amplitude of all peaks also decreased with decreasing SPL,
but not at the same rate for wave 1 and 2. Overall, amplitude
measures are more variable across subjects~relative disper-
sion between 40%–80%!, while latency measures show little
variation~less than 10%! across subjects~see Fig. 6!. This is
a typical finding in ABR studies.

There are no anatomical data to indicate why the largest
amplitudes and shortest latencies were reported for the click
and frequencies between 2000 and 4000 Hz, the region of
greatest sensitivity in the budgerigar’s audiogram. The basi-
lar papilla contains about 5400 hair cells and is innervated by
an estimated 9800 fibers~Manley et al., 1993!. Morphologi-
cal features of the budgerigar papilla, such as hair-cell di-
mension, change gradually along the length and width,
which does not provide an obvious basis for a dramatic
change in function along the papilla. Likewise, the bases for

other known psychophysical specializations~such as in-
creased sensitivity at 2860 Hz in the critical ratio; Dooling
et al., 2000! are also not evident at the level of the hair cells.
As of yet, there are no detailed reports of the innervation
pattern or innervation density of hair cells of different re-
gions in the budgerigar’s basilar papilla as compared to other
species. Ko¨ppl et al. ~2000! note that the budgerigar’s fiber
number/hair-cell number ratio is similar to that of the barn
owl and suggest looking for regional increases in cochlear
innervation densities in this species.

C. Effects of click presentation rate on latency and
amplitudes

With increasing click repetition rate, human, mamma-
lian, and chick ABRs show increases in peak latencies and
decreases in peak amplitudes~Burkardet al., 1994; Burkard
and Voigt, 1989; Burkardet al., 1996a, b; Donaldson and
Rubel, 1990; Lasky, 1997!. The same effect was observed in
budgerigars~Fig. 9!. The decrease in amplitude occurred at
the same rate for both waves@Fig. 9~f!#.

As rate increased, there was a greater latency change for
wave 2, which resulted in increasing interwave intervals with
increasing repetition rate@Fig. 9~c!#. This has also been re-
ported in humans~e.g., Burkard and Hecox, 1987!, gerbils
~Burkard and Voigt, 1989!, cats~Burkardet al., 1996a!, and
chicks ~Burkardet al., 1994!. For humans, as rate increased
from 10 to 90 Hz there was a mean I–V interval increase of
0.31 ms, from 3.71 to 4.02 ms~Burkard and Hecox, 1987!.
For gerbils, there was a 0.244-ms increase from 15 to 90 Hz
for the i–v interval~Burkard and Voigt, 1989! and a 0.3-ms
increase in the i–iv interval as rate increased from 10 to 100
Hz in cats~Burkard et al., 1996a!. As presentation rate in-
creased from 10–90 Hz, the interval between wave 2 and 3
increased by approximately 0.10 ms in chicks and by 0.11
ms in budgerigars~from wave 1 to 2!. As in other species
tested, there was a greater latency change for later ABR
peaks in the adult budgerigar. The constant ratio of ampli-
tudes suggests that wave 1 and 2 were affected in the same
way across the range of repetition rates used in the current
experiment. Overall, these data suggest that the neural gen-
erators responsible for wave 1 and wave 2 in the ABR of
budgerigars show similar rate-dependent ABR changes as
mammals and other birds that have been tested~i.e., adapta-
tion increases with increasing presentation rate, especially
above 10 Hz!.

D. Neural correlates of ABR waves in budgerigars

While, to our knowledge, there have been no studies of
ABR generators in budgerigars, it is possible to suggest pos-
sible neural generators for waves 1 and 2 based on latency
data from other animals~e.g., chickens and cats!. Wave 1 in
animals is consistently attributed to auditory nerve. Wave 1
latencies were 1.3–1.4 ms for 103-dB SPL clicks~presented
at 3.3 Hz! in chickens~Katayama, 1985! and 1.65 ms for
90-dB SPL clicks~presented at 5 Hz! in cats~Burkardet al.,
1996a!. For the adult budgerigar, 100-dB SPL clicks pre-
sented at 5 Hz resulted in wave 1 latencies that are 1.6–1.7
ms. These latencies for budgerigars are similar to what has

FIG. 11. ABR audiograms for several species of birds and mammals. All of
the bird audiograms have similar shapes and thresholds. The bird audio-
grams are up to 30 dB higher than those of the mammals.
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been found for chickens and cats. Experiment 2 in the cur-
rent study showed that the first negative deflection of the
CAP corresponded well to the first positive deflection of the
ABR waveform suggesting that the generators are the same.
Therefore, we suggest that wave 1 of the budgerigar ABR is
generated by the auditory nerve.

The source of wave 2 is somewhat more difficult to
identify. Visual inspection of the chicken waveform suggests
that Katayama’s N4 might correspond to budgerigar wave 2.
Nucleus laminaris is the suggested generator of N4~latency
2.2–2.4 ms!, and N4 in chickens has been suggested as
equivalent to the third peak in the ABR of most mammals
~Katayama, 1985; Burkardet al., 1996a!. In budgerigars,
wave 2 latencies are 3.2–3.3 ms for a 100-dB click. Based
on similarities in latency across these studies, wave 2 in the
budgerigar may be generated by nucleus laminaris.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Audiograms based on scalp-recorded ABRs of adult
budgerigars were similar in shape to behavioral audiograms
~Fig. 7!. As predicted from the lack of temporal integration
in ABRs and the number of fibers needed for an ABR re-
sponse, the ABR audiogram was less sensitive and underes-
timated behavioral thresholds by about 30 dB. However, the
region of greatest sensitivity in the ABR audiogram was in
the 2000–4000-Hz region, which matches the behavioral au-
diogram. This is also the region of peak energy in the adult
contact calls~Dooling, 1986!.

The effects of intensity on latency and amplitude of the
ABR waves were similar to other animals studied to date. As
intensity increased, latency to all waves decreased and am-
plitude increased. Analysis of the coefficient of variation
showed that latency measures in this sample were more con-
sistent than amplitude measures across subjects~Fig. 6!.
Last, increasing repetition rate in adult budgerigars resulted
in longer latencies and decreased amplitudes. The latency
changes were greater for wave 2 than for wave 1~Fig. 10!,
indicating that generators of later waves are more affected by
neural adaptation than wave 1. Wave amplitudes were
equally affected by increasing presentation rate.

Overall, this study shows that the ABR is useful for
assessing peripheral auditory system function and for esti-
mating hearing thresholds in adult budgerigars. These proce-
dures open the door to other investigations such as the re-
covery of hearing following hair-cell regeneration~Woolley
and Rubel, 1999; Woolleyet al., 2001!, the phase response
of the basilar papilla~see for example, Dauet al., 2000!, and
the development of hearing~Brittan-Powell, 2002!. In fact,
the noninvasive aspect of this procedure allowing repeated
testing of the same individual makes it an ideal tool for as-
sessing hearing during development. Hearing development
using the ABR has been done in several mammals that are
considered altricial, but not yet in altricial birds. Because
budgerigars use auditory feedback to learn and modify their
calls throughout life, knowing how the auditory system de-
velops and what and when the animal hears provides insights
into the role that hearing plays in the development of differ-
ent types of vocalizations.
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Limitations on rate discrimination
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We investigated the limits of temporal pitch processing under conditions where the place and rate
of stimulation on the basilar membrane were independent. Stimuli were harmonic complexes passed
through a fixed bandpass filter and resembled filtered pulse trains. The task was to detect a
difference inF0. When the harmonics were filtered between 3900–5400 Hz, presented monaurally,
and summed in sine phase, subjects could perform the task at allF0s studied. However, when the
pulse rate was doubled by summing components in alternating phase, thresholds increased with
increasingF0 until the task was impossible atF05300 Hz ~pulse rate5600 pps!. Thresholds
improved again at higherF0s, presumably because some harmonics became resolved. TheF0 at
which this breakdown occurred decreased when the complexes were filtered into a lower frequency
region, and increased when they were filtered into a higher region. In the highest region tested
~7800–10 800 Hz!, all listeners could detect an increase of less than about 20%re: a pulse rate of
600 pps for alternating-phase complexes. Presenting a copy of the standard~lower-F0! stimulus to
the contralateral ear during all intervals of a forced-choice trial improved performance markedly
under conditions where monaural rate discrimination was very poor. This showed that temporal
information is present in the auditory nerve that is unavailable to the temporal pitch mechanism, but
which is accessible when a binaural cue is available. The results are compared to the inability of
most cochlear implantees to detect increases in the rate of electrical pulse trains above about 300
pps. It is concluded that this inability is unlikely to result entirely from a central pitch limitation,
because, with analogous acoustic stimulation, normal listeners can perform the task at substantially
higher rates. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1496766#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Fe, 43.66.Hg, 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Ts@LRB#

I. INTRODUCTION

The experiments described here, although performed us-
ing acoustic stimuli, were inspired by an apparent paradox in
the literature concerning the auditory temporal coding of
electrical stimulation. Although physiological measurements
of auditory-nerve responses to trains of electric impulses can
show very fine phase locking~van den Honert and Sty-
pulkowski, 1987; Shepherd and Javel, 1997!, human dis-
crimination of electrical pulse rate is, with the exception of a
very few subjects, very poor once the baseline rate exceeds
about 300 pps~Shannon, 1983a; Tong and Clark, 1985;
Townshendet al., 1987; McKayet al., 2000!. A similar de-
terioration occurs for sinusoidal electrical stimulation~Shan-
non, 1983a!. Rate discrimination by implantees also differs
markedly from the exquisite ability of normal listeners to
detect changes of less than 1% in the frequencies of pure
tones, at least at low to moderate frequencies. Although fre-
quency shifts in pure tones produce changes in place of ex-
citation, there is mounting evidence that, for frequencies up
to about 2000 Hz, the detection of these changes is mediated
by phase-locking cues. For example, the changes produced
in the excitation pattern cannot account for the small fre-
quency DLs observed in normal listeners~Moore, 1973!, or
the way in which they vary with baseline frequency~Sek and
Moore, 1995!, hearing impairment~Tyler et al., 1983; Moore
and Peters, 1992! or duration~Micheyl et al., 1998!. Hence,
it seems that the ability of cochlear implant listeners to detect

rate or frequency changes is inferior not only to that pre-
dicted from physiological data, but also to that of normal
listeners to use phase-locking information.

A number of authors have noted that the limitations on
temporal processing by cochlear implantees resembles that
shown by normal listeners required to encode the rate of
amplitude modulation~AM ! applied to a noise carrier~Shan-
non, 1983b; Blameyet al., 1984; Shannon, 1992; McKay
et al., 2000!. In each case, discrimination thresholds are
higher than for acoustic pure-tone frequency discrimination,
and deteriorate at high rates. It is possible that either or both
of these two features share a common basis for cochlear
implant users and normal listeners. For example, Loebet al.
~1983! have proposed a model of pitch processing in which it
is important for phase locking to occur in neurons innervat-
ing the appropriate places on the basilar membrane. The gen-
eral idea that the frequency of phase locking and the place of
excitation need to be consistent is also embodied in the ‘‘av-
erage localized synchronized rate~ALSR!’’ measure pro-
posed by Sachset al. ~1983!. According to this general idea,
there is a mechanism that can accurately process the frequen-
cies of acoustic pure tones, and do so up to high overall
frequencies, but which could not act either on electrical pulse
trains or amplitude-modulated noise.

An alternative explanation is that the patterns of perfor-
mance observed with modulated noise in normal listeners
and electric pulse trains in implantees, although similar, have
quite different causes. Although physiological experiments
do reveal highly accurate phase locking to electrical stimu-
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lation, two observations suggest caution in generalizing this
finding to hearing by human users of cochlear implants.
First, physiological measures are usually obtained at current
levels necessary to record a response in a single neuron, and
these levels may be substantially higher than those used
clinically, where many nerves are excited by each electrode
channel. Second, the electrical recordings are usually ob-
tained on very recently deafened animals; Shepherd and
Javel~1997! have shown that phase locking deteriorates with
increasing length of deafness, presumably because of the de-
generation of peripheral processes. These two factors suggest
that phase locking to electrical stimulation in human implan-
tees may well be worse than is usually measured in animal
recordings, and could provide a basis for their poor rate-
discrimination abilities, especially at high pulse rates.

Conversely, the deterioration in rate discrimination of
AM noise in normal listeners may result from two other fac-
tors. One of these stems from the stochastic properties of the
noise carriers, which will result in some modulations at the
output of the auditory filter bank. The rate of these ‘‘inher-
ent’’ modulations~determined by auditory filter bandwidth!
will typically be much higher than the slowest rates of the
AM typically imposed on the stimuli~Formby and Muir,
1988; Hanna, 1992!, but will be more similar to the highest
AM rates used. It is possible that the inherent modulations
will interfere with the processing of these higher rates of
imposed AM~cf. Houtgast, 1989!. At the same time, auditory
filtering will reduce the depth of any imposed AM for rates
higher than half the auditory filter bandwidth. This may ac-
count for the finding that the increase in AM-rate discrimi-
nation thresholds at high rates is greater when the noise is
filtered into a low-frequency region~where auditory filters
are relatively narrow! than when it contains high-frequency
energy~Hanna, 1992!.

The present study measured the ability of normal listen-
ers to detect changes in the fundamental frequency (F0) of
bandpass-filtered harmonic complexes. When theF0 is low
relative to the frequency region into which the stimuli are
filtered, changes in theF0 of the complexes, which resemble
filtered pulse trains, are encoded by purely temporal factors
~Hoekstra, 1979; Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994!. Bandpass-
filtered harmonic complexes can, therefore, provide a mea-
sure of purely temporal rate coding under conditions, where,
like AM noise, the rate and place of excitation are unrelated,
but without the random fluctuations inherent in noise stimuli.
Furthermore, the combinations ofF0 and filter settings un-
der which pitch is derived from purely temporal codes have
been extensively measured~Shackleton and Carylon, 1994;
Carlyon, 1996, 1998; Carlyonet al., 2000; Grimaultet al.,
2000!. We used these sounds with the aim of providing new
information on what, if any, limitations are imposed by the
central auditory system when the frequency of phase locking
is not tied to the place of excitation.

A potential complicating factor in the interpretation of
the results arises from the action of cochlear filtering on our
stimulus. This could affect performance in one of two ways,
depending on the particular cue to which subjects attend. At
high F0s, the components of the harmonic complex will
become resolved by the peripheral auditory system, thereby

limiting the highest rates at which discrimination can be at-
tributed to purely temporal processes. For example, Hoekstra
~1979! showed that, asF0 was increased above about a fifth
of the filter center frequency~CF!, thresholds dropped mark-
edly and were similar to those for pure tones. Hence, it is
possible that at the highestF0, subjects could attend to
changes in the frequencies of individual, resolved, compo-
nents. To address this, we presented some of our complexes
in alternating phase, which approximately doubles the per-
ceived temporal pitch~by adding an extra pulse midway
through each period! but which leaves thelong-termspec-
trum unchanged~Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994!. The effec-
tiveness of this solution is qualified by the existence of dif-
ferences between theshort-term spectra of sine- and
alternating-phase complexes, an issue that will be addressed
further in Sec. IV. A second consequence of cochlear filtering
is that it may smooth the temporal representation of the
stimuli. When subjects perform temporal processing on the
output of a fixed set of auditory filters, this could elevate
thresholds at high rates and could be mistaken for a more
central limitation. By measuringF0 difference limens
(‘‘ F0DLs’’ ! as a function of rate for complexes filtered into
three different frequency regions, we examined whether any
high-rate threshold elevation resulted from auditory filter
ringing or from more central factors. If it were caused by
ringing, then the rate at which the deterioration occurs
should be increased as the stimulus is filtered into higher
frequency regions.~This prediction stems from the facts that
the duration of any ringing will vary inversely with auditory
filter bandwidth, and that these bandwidths are greatest at
high CFs.!

II. EXPERIMENT 1

A. Rationale and overview

Experiment 1 measuredF0 difference limens (F0DLs)
for harmonic complexes bandpass filtered between 3900–
5400 Hz. Shackleton and Carlyon~1994! have shown that in
this ‘‘HIGH’’ frequency region, the harmonics of complexes
having F0s no greater than 250 Hz are unresolved by the
peripheral auditory system. Their definition of an unresolved
complex was one that fulfilled three criteria:~a! summing the
components in alternating as opposed to sine phase doubled
the pitch;~b! at least three components interacted within the
10-dB-down bandwidth of an auditory filter centered on the
complex; and~c! the F0DL was higher than all of the ‘‘re-
solved’’ complexes they tested. Although they did not study
F0s higher than 250 Hz, their second criterion, combined
with the observation that the 10-dB bandwidth of an auditory
filter centered on the geometric mean of the passband~4590
Hz! is 936 Hz ~Glasberg and Moore, 1990!, suggests that
F0s up to about 312 Hz will be unresolved in this region.

As discussed in the Introduction, we measuredF0DLs
as a function ofF0 not only for complexes summed in sine
phase, but also for those summed in alternating phase. If the
use of purely temporal cues were limited to relatively slow
rates, then we might expect to see a deterioration at a given
F0 in the alternating-phase but not in the sine-phase condi-
tion. A specific prediction was that as theF0 of alternating
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phase complexes increased to some value, theF0DLs would
increase, and, as furtherF0 increases led to the spectral com-
ponents becoming resolvable, theF0DL would drop again.
In contrast, no such deterioration might be observed in the
sine-phase condition, where there may be noF0 sufficiently
high for the pulse rate to be too fast to be accurately pro-
cessed, without the spectral components becoming resolv-
able. This latter prediction is in line with the data of Hoekstra
~1979! and of Cullen and Long~1986!, who observed no rate
at which the rate discrimination of bandpass-filtered pulse
trains ~effectively cosine-phase harmonic complexes! broke
down. The issue of whether any deterioration observed in the
alternating-phase condition resulted from auditory filter ring-
ing, or from more central factors, will be investigated in
experiment 2.

B. Method

The method of stimulus generation was similar to that
described by Micheyl and Carlyon~1998!. All stimuli were
generated at a sampling rate of 40 kHz by summing a large
number of harmonics~sufficient to fill the skirts of the band-
pass filter down to an attenuation of 27 dB!. The components
of each complex were summed either in sine phase or in
‘‘alternating phase’’~odd harmonics in sine phase, even har-
monics shifted by 90°!. The harmonic complexes were
played out of a CED1401 16-bit DAC, antialiased~Kemo
VBF25.01, 3-dB-down point516 600 Hz, attenuation5100
dB/octave!, passed through a low- and a high-pass Kemo
VBF25.03 filter~48 dB/octave attenuation, cutoffs 5400 and
3900 Hz! in series, and attenuated. The overall level of each
complex was on average 66 dB SPL, but this level was roved
over a 6-dB range from presentation to presentation in order
to discourage the use of any loudness differences that may
have co-occurred with changes inF0 ~cf. Henning, 1966!.
The complexes were mixed with a continuous pink noise
having a passband extending from dc to 20 kHz, and a spec-
trum level of 21 dB SPL at 4 kHz, before being presented to
one earpiece of a Sennheiser HD414 headset.

F0DLs were measured using a 2I-2AFC adaptive pro-
cedure~Levitt, 1971!. On each trial theF0s of the signal and
standard stimuli were geometrically centered on the baseline
value, which was 75, 106, 150, 212, 300, 424, or 600 Hz.
The subject’s task was to indicate whether the signal~higher
F0! was presented before or after the standard. Correct-
answer feedback was provided visually after each trial. The
signal duration was 200 ms~including 20-ms raised-cosine
ramps! and the interstimulus interval was 500 ms. At the start
of each adaptive run the difference between the standard and
signal F0s ~the ‘‘DF0’’ ! was 20%. This difference was de-
creased after every two consecutive correct responses and
increased after every incorrect response, with any change
from decreasing to increasing difference or vice versa, con-
stituting a ‘‘turnpoint.’’ Each adaptive run continued until 16
turnpoints had been reached, with threshold for that run be-
ing estimated from the geometric mean of the last 12. The
step size~by which theDF0 was adjusted! corresponded to a
factor of 2.0 for the first four turnpoints and a factor of 1.19
thereafter. If an adaptive run converged on aDF0 higher

than the startingDF0, the threshold for that run was set to an
arbitrary value of 40%. Thresholds presented here are the
geometric means of at least three runs per condition~four for
listener GN!, except when more than one run was assigned
the arbitrary 40% value, in which case a value of 40% was
plotted. The rules for dealing with these instances of very
poor performance were the same as in the study by Carlyon
et al. ~2000, experiment 3!.

Three listeners took part, aged 18, 21, and 55. Listeners
TP and RH had thresholds within 15 dB of the 1969 ANSI
standard at all audiometric frequencies. This was also true
for GN ~the oldest listener!, except for thresholds of 21- and
28 dB HL at 4000 and 8000 Hz, respectively.

C. Results

F0DLs for each listener are shown in the three panels of
Fig. 1. For the alternating-phase stimuli~triangles!, thresh-
olds are roughly constant at 2%–3% forF0s up to 150 Hz,
and then increase dramatically. At anF0 of 300 Hz, it was
not possible to track a threshold for any listener, and the data
are plotted at an arbitrary value of 40%. This was also true
for listener GN at anF0 of 424 Hz. As theF0 was increased
further the F0DLs dropped again, consistent with the spectral
components of the complex becoming at least partly resolv-
able. Note, however, that only for listener TP do theF0DLs
drop below those observed at the lowest F0s. This may have
been because even at the highestF0s the spectral compo-
nents were notcompletelyresolved.

The breakdown in performance at 300 Hz in the
alternating-phase conditions reflects an inability of the audi-
tory system to process pulse rates as high as 600 pps. No
such deterioration is observed in the sine-phase condition

FIG. 1. F0 discrimination thresholds (F0DLs) plotted as a function of
baselineF0 for harmonic complexes filtered into the HIGH region and
summed in sine phase~squares! or in alternating phase~triangles!. Cases
where anF0DL could not be tracked are plotted at an arbitrary value of
40% ~also indicated by a horizontal dotted line!. The dashed line with no
symbols shows the alternating-phase data shifted to twice theF0 tested, so
that the pulse rate corresponds to that shown on the abscissa. The
alternating-phase data obtained at the highestF0s have been omitted from
this part of the plot, in order to fit onto the plot area.
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~squares!, presumably because, at anF0 of 300 Hz, the pulse
rate is 300~rather than 600! pps. However, a smaller dete-
rioration is observed in the data of GN and TP at anF0 of
424 Hz, and of listener RH at anF0 of 600 Hz. This dete-
rioration may have occurred because at these higherF0s the
pulse rate was too fast, even for sine-phase stimuli, to be
accurately encoded by temporal pitch mechanisms, and be-
cause spectral cues were not sufficiently strong to maintain
performance. The reasons why such a deterioration has not
been observed previously will be addressed in Sec. VI.

The idea that performance for unresolved complexes is
determined by pulse rate rather thanF0 is supported by a
comparison between the data obtained in sine- and alternat-
ing phase, when the latter are shifted rightwards along the
abscissa to twice theirF0 ~dashed lines!. When transformed
in this way, the values labeling the abscissa refer to pulse
rate, which is equal toF0 for the sine-phase stimuli and to
2F0 for the alternating-phase stimuli. It can be seen that the
two sets of data are very similar for pulse rates up to about
424 pps, diverging only at 600 pps, where components may
become resolved for the sine-phase stimuli, whoseF0 is 600
Hz, but not for the alternating-phase stimuli, whoseF0 is
300 Hz.

Finally, we should comment on the large error bars for
three points of RH’s data. In each case these resulted from
the combination of one or two very low thresholds~<1%!
with one or two very high thresholds~.9%!. This may be
related to Cullen and Long’s~1986! observation of a bimodal
distribution of thresholds for some listeners and conditions, a
finding consistent with subjects using weak spectral cues on
some trials but not on others.

III. EXPERIMENT 2: DIFFERENT FREQUENCY
REGIONS

A. Rationale and method

The results of experiment 1 indicate that, for complexes
filtered between 3900–5400 Hz, temporal pitch mechanisms
cannot derive an accurate pitch estimate from pulse rates as
high as 600 pps. What it does not show is whether this re-
flects a central limitation in the ability to process high pulse
rates, or whether it results from peripheral factors such as
temporal smoothing introduced by ringing of the auditory
filters responding to the complex. To differentiate between
these two explanations, experiment 2 measuredF0DLs for
alternating-phase stimuli in three different frequency regions.
Experiment 2a tested the ‘‘MID’’ frequency region~1375–
1875 Hz! described by Shackleton and Carlyon~1994! and
the 3900–5400 ‘‘HIGH’’ region used in experiment 1. The
F0DLs tested were chosen to span the values where, accord-
ing to a filter-ringing hypothesis and the results of experi-
ment 1, a deterioration in performance might be expected.
These were 90, 106, 126, 150, 178, 212, and 252 Hz in the
MID region, and 178, 212, 252, 300, 356, 424, and 503 Hz in
the HIGH region. Experiment 2b tested a new ‘‘very high
~VHIGH!’’ region, in which the complexes were filtered be-
tween 7800–10 800 Hz. In this region, baselineF0s of 252,

300, 356, 424, 503, 600, 714, and 850 Hz were used. The
overall level of the stimuli and the method of stimulus gen-
eration were the same as in experiment 1.

In a supplementary experiment, we measured the detec-
tion thresholds for pure tones in the presence of the pink-
noise background. This was done to gain some insight into
the effects of a decrease in absolute sensitivity at very high
frequencies on the detectability of various parts of the com-
plexes when presented in noise. We used a two-down, one-up
adaptive tracking procedure~Levitt, 1971!, and pure tones
having frequencies of 4589 and 9178 Hz~the geometric
means of the HIGH and VHIGH passbands!, of 6490 Hz
~20.2% away from both the upper cutoff of the HIGH band
and the lower cutoff of the VHIGH band!, and 12 982 Hz
~20.2% above the upper cutoff of the VHIGH band!. Subse-
quently, we also measured the detection thresholds for com-
plex tones summed in alternating phase, having anF0 of 300
Hz in all three regions and, additionally, for anF0 of 150 Hz
in the MID region. Only two listeners~JD and AO! partici-
pated in this last part of the experiment, in which Sennheiser
HD250 headphones were used.

B. Listeners and procedure

Six listeners took part in experiment 2a, and four took
part in experiment 2b. In total, four new subjects partici-
pated, all of whom were aged under 30 and had thresholds
within 15 dB of the 1969 ANSI standard at all audiometric
frequencies. Experiment 2b took place more than 3 years
after experiments 1 and 2a. Listener GN was initially tested
in experiment 2b, but his chance performance at all baseline
F0s in the VHIGH region led us to retest his detection
thresholds in quiet. This retest revealed that his threshold at
8000 Hz had increased to 53 dB SPL~40 dB HL!, and so we
chose to exclude him from this experiment and from all fur-
ther measurements in the VHIGH region. His threshold at
4000 Hz was 33.6 dB SPL~24.6 dB HL!, only 4 dB higher
than measured originally, and so he was tested in the HIGH
region in experiment 3.1

The procedure was the same as in experiment 1, except
that theDF0 at the start of each run in the HIGH region of
experiment 2a was increased to 32% for the 300-HzF0. This
higher initial starting value was used in all conditions of
experiment 2b.

C. Results

1. Experiment 2a

Each panel of Fig. 2~a! shows the data from one listener
in experiment 2a. TheF0DLs obtained in the HIGH fre-
quency region, shown by open triangles, follow a similar
pattern to that observed in experiment 1. All six listeners
show a breakdown in performance~F0DLs plotted as 40%!
at anF0 of 300 Hz, with this deterioration being extended to
adjacentF0s for all except listener DN. The data from the
three listeners who took part in experiment 1 are generally in
good quantitative agreement with those earlier results. Minor
exceptions come from the data of RH and GN at the highest
F0 of 503 Hz, whereF0DLs were lower than in the 600-Hz
alternating-phase condition of experiment 1. BecauseF0DLs
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tend toincreaseasF0 is reduced below 600 Hz, this differ-
ence is unlikely to result from the slightly differentF0s stud-
ied. Rather, it is consistent with these two subjects having
learned to take advantage of subtle spectral cues in experi-
ment 2a.

The data from the MID region are shown by the solid
squares. Four out of the six listeners could not converge on a
threshold for anF0 of 150 Hz, and two of these, DN and
AO, could not do so at anF0 of 126 Hz either. TheF0DLs
for two listeners, RH and TP, are below 20% at allF0s
studied. However, listener TP shows large standard errors at
F0s of 126 and 150 Hz, reflecting an inability to track a
threshold below the starting value of 20% on a subset of
trials. Listener RH was able to track a threshold at allF0s,
but also showed larger standard errors at intermediateF0s.

2. Experiment 2b

Each panel of Fig. 2~b! shows data from one listener in
experiment 2b. The results for stimuli filtered into the HIGH

region ~open triangles! are similar to those in experiments 1
and 2a, with no listeners being able to track a threshold once
the F0 reached 300 Hz. A new listener, ES, was also unable
to do so at anF0 of 252 Hz. He also showed highly variable
and nonmonotonicF0DLs at the highestF0s studied in the
HIGH region, perhaps reflecting an inability to consistently
use whatever place-of-excitation cues were available in those
conditions ~cf. Cullen and Long, 1986!. When the stimuli
were filtered into the VHIGH region, all listeners showed an
increase in the ‘‘breakdown point,’’ which we define as the
lowest F0 at which a threshold cannot be tracked. Impor-
tantly, they could all track a threshold of less than about 20%
at anF0 of 300 Hz, which corresponds to a pulse rate of 600
pps. ~Note that if subjects had been using residual spectral
cues in this condition, we would have expected to see per-
formanceimproveas F0 was increased further to 424 Hz;
instead, it deteriorated.! This upper limit of discriminability
is greater than that observed with the majority of cochlear
implant listeners~Shannon, 1983a; Tong and Clark, 1985;

FIG. 2. ~a! F0DLs for alternating-phase complexes fil-
tered into the MID~filled squares! or HIGH ~open tri-
angles! region. ~b! F0DLs for alternating-phase com-
plexes filtered into the HIGH~open triangles! or
VHIGH ~filled squares! region. Cases where anF0DL
could not be tracked are plotted at an arbitrary value of
40% ~also indicated by a horizontal dotted line!.
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Townshendet al., 1987; McKayet al., 2000!. For example,
McKay et al. ~2000! measured the ability of four implant
users to detect a 20% increase in a pulse rate of 500 Hz, and
observed chance performance in all four cases. This in turn
suggests that the limitations in temporal processing seen with
implant users do not stem entirely from the fact that rate and
place of stimulation are not usually matched in electric hear-
ing, because the same was true for our acoustic stimuli.

3. Masked thresholds

Detection thresholds for pure tones masked by the con-
tinuous pink noise of experiment 2 are shown in Table I~a!.
Thresholds are roughly constant across all frequencies tested,
with the exception of an elevated threshold for listener AO at
12 982 Hz. The implications of these results will be dis-
cussed in Sec. VII A.

Masked threshold for alternating-phase harmonic com-
plexes are shown in Table I~b!. For anF0 of 300 Hz, thresh-
olds are independent of frequency region for listener AO,
and drop slightly at higher regions for listener JD. This sug-
gests that differences in sensation level across frequency re-
gion did not play a very large role in the pattern of results
obtained in experiment 2. The average threshold was about
48 dB SPL, so our stimuli~which had a level of 66 dB SPL!
were presented at a sensation level of approximately 18 dB.
For listener JD, masked threshold in the MID region was
lower when theF0 was 150 Hz than when it was 300 Hz;
however, the same was not true for listener AO.

4. Summary

The results of experiment 2 indicated that rate discrimi-
nation by normal listeners may be limited, at least in part, by
auditory filter ringing. This conclusion is supported by the
general observation that the nonmonotonic functions ob-
served in experiment 2 shift towards higherF0s as fre-
quency region is increased. However, this does not demon-
strate that filter ringing is theonly limitation, and this issue
will be addressed further in later sections.

IV. EFFECTS OF COCHLEAR FILTERING AND
SHORT-TERM EXCITATION-PATTERN CUES

A. Disruptive excitation-pattern cues?

So far, we have discussed the breakdown in performance
for alternating-phase stimuli in terms of a limitation in tem-
poral, rather than spectral, processing. This interpretation re-
ceives some support from the finding that the results differ
for sine-phase stimuli, whoselong-termspectra are identical
to those of the alternating-phase stimuli. However, Krumb-
holz et al. ~2000!, in an implementation of Cohenet al.’s
~1995! SPINET model of pitch perception, have shown that
the short-termexcitation patterns of sine- and alternating-
phase complexes can differ, as a result of the interaction
between the ringing response of the auditory filter to adjacent
‘‘pulses’’ in the stimulus waveforms. At lowF0s, the pulses
in both the sine- and alternating-phase complexes are suffi-
ciently spaced in time to preclude such interactions, and no
excitation-pattern cues are present. AsF0 is raised, the filter
responses to adjacent pulses in the alternating-phase stimuli
start to overlap. Because these pulses are phase-shifted ver-
sions of each other, this does not produce a short-term spec-
trum containing peaks at integer multiples ofF0. Instead, the
peaks in the spectrum and excitation pattern are spaced at
intervals of 2F0, and, in the output of the SPINET model,
oscillate throughout the stimulus. In contrast, sine-phase
stimuli provide no short-term excitation pattern cues at all
until twice the F0 at which they start to appear for
alternating-phase stimuli~because the pulses are twice as far
apart!.

The existence of such short-term excitation-pattern cues
is important for the interpretation of our results, because they
allow an account that does not depend solely on limitations
in purely temporal processing. Specifically, it may be that
performance breaks down for alternating-phase stimuli once
a certainF0 is reached, not because of a limitation in tem-
poral processingper se, but because of excitation-pattern
cues that interfere with subjects’ ability to selectively and
optimally process the temporal information. Hence, perfor-
mance with anF0 of 300 Hz and alternating phase could be
better in the VHIGH than in the HIGH region because the
shorter impulse responses of auditory filters prevent ‘‘dis-

TABLE I. ~a! Pure-tone detection thresholds~in dB SPL! of three listeners in the presence of the continuous
pink noise used in the experiments. Mean thresholds are shown in bold type, with the standard error of the three
runs per condition shown in italics.~b! Masked thresholds for alternating-phase harmonic complexes. Data are
shown for anF0 of 150 Hz in the MID region, and for anF0 of 300 Hz in the MID, HIGH, and VHIGH
regions of experiment 2.

~a! JD SF AO

4589 Hz 41.7 1.2 40.8 0.3 42.2 0.7
6490 Hz 43.4 0.2 37.3 2.4 41.1 0.3
9178 Hz 48.7 2.0 45.2 1.5 41.7 0.7
12982 Hz 43.6 1.3 44.8 0.7 75.5 0.7

~b! JD AO

150 Hz, MID 44.44 0.55 47.06 1.51
300 Hz, MID 52.94 0.44 45.90 0.30
300 Hz, HIGH 49.64 0.70 46.94 0.57
300 Hz, VHIGH 43.57 0.45 46.16 0.73
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turbing’’ short-term excitation pattern cues from occurring
until higherF0s.

It is worth stressing that the above argument, if true,
would not contradict one important conclusion from experi-
ment 2, which is that, in the VHIGH region, listeners can use
purely temporal processing to detect changes in pulse ratere:
a 600-pps standard. Indeed, it would argue that the limit on
temporal processing is in fact higher, and that subjects per-
formed poorly at 600 pps only because of disruptive features
of the short-term excitation pattern. However, it could influ-
ence the interpretation of why the breakdown point varies
with frequency region. If thiswereattributable to excitation-
pattern cues, then one would expect to see the breakdown
point to occur at the same point in each frequency region,
when F0 is normalized to the auditory filter bandwidth in
that region. The same prediction is made by the hypothesis

that the limitation isentirelydue to auditory filter ringing. To
test this, Fig. 3 replots the data of Fig. 2 with the abscissa
showingF0 divided by the equivalent rectangular bandwidth
~ERB! of an auditory filter geometrically centered on the
passband of the physical filters used in each region. The
results show that this prediction is not upheld; there is some
evidence that the deterioration occurs at a lower value of
F0/ERB in the HIGH than in the MID region@Fig. 3~a!,
subjects JD and GN#, and strong evidence that it occurs at an
even lowerF0/ERB in the VHIGH region@Fig. 3~b!, all
subjects#.

Another way of evaluating whether performance was
limited by disruptive short-term excitation-pattern cues is to
vary the nature of the task. Experiments 1 and 2 used an
adaptive procedure, which may have caused the excitation-
pattern and temporal cues to vary from trial to trial, and may

FIG. 3. DLF0s obtained in experi-
ment 2, with the abscissa plotted as the
F0 of the complex divided by the
ERB of an auditory filter having a CF
in the middle of the passband of that
complex.~a! MID and HIGH regions
~experiment 2a!; ~b! HIGH and
VHIGH regions~experiment 2b!.
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have forced subjects to explicitly extract the pitch of the
standard and signal stimuli. We therefore performed an addi-
tional experiment in which the same stimuli were used
within each block of trials. In addition, this experiment used
a three-interval, two-alternative task which allows subjects to
pick the ‘‘odd man out’’ in any way that gives the correct
answer, without having to explicitly extract the pitches of the
sounds. If excitation-pattern cues were sufficiently disruptive
to interfere with the detection of temporal processing in ex-
periment 2, then one might expect listeners to be able to use
them in experiment 3, where the cue is the same on every
trial and where they can use any perceptual dimension to
perform the task.

B. Experiment 3: Method of constant stimuli

1. Method

Experiment 3 was similar to experiment 2b except that
only three conditions were included, and that the method of
constant stimuli was used. The three conditions, all of which
used alternating-phase stimuli, consisted of nominalF0s of
150 and 300 Hz in the HIGH region, and of 300 Hz only in
the VHIGH region. The difference inF0 between the stan-
dard and signal stimuli was kept fixed at 20%, geometrically
centered on the nominal values. Each condition was tested in
turn, in blocks of 40 trials, until the subject had completed
200 trials per condition. In addition, the task was changed to
a three-interval, two-alternative forced choice, in which sub-
jects were required only to identify whether the second or
third sound in each trial differed from the other two. This
was done so that subjects would not have to make any judg-
ment about the pitch of the sound, but merely have to pick
the odd man out—thereby further reducing the chances that a
usable temporal cue would be disrupted by irrelevant
excitation-pattern cues. In this paradigm, subjects could per-
form the task using any cue except level, which was roved as
before. The only other changes were that Sennheiser HD250
headphones were used, and that the signal duration was in-
creased to 400 ms~including 50-ms raised-cosine ramps!.

2. Results

The results of experiment 3 are shown in Fig. 4, and, for
all five listeners, show a pattern that is entirely consistent

with that obtained from the adaptive procedures of experi-
ments 1 and 2. Specifically, performance is near chance at an
F0 of 300 Hz in the HIGH region, and improves either when
the complexes are filtered into the VHIGH region or when
the F0 is reduced to 150 Hz. The improvement caused by
shifting to the VHIGH region is smaller than that caused by
reducingF0, consistent with the fact that the average DLF0
in the former case is 12.9%@Fig. 2~b! filled squares#, com-
pared to 3.1% in the latter~Fig. 1, open triangles!. A one-way
repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a highly significant
main effect of condition@(F(2,8)553.3, p,0.001#; differ-
ences between all pairs of conditions were also significant
~p,0.01 in all cases!.

In conclusion, the results of experiment 3 replicate the
same general pattern of findings obtained in experiments 1
and 2. Because these results persisted in a paradigm with
minimum uncertainty and where subjects could use virtually
any cue, it appears that they represent a fundamental limita-
tion in monaural processing of rate information.

V. EXPERIMENT 4: CHANGES IN PERFORMANCE
PRODUCED BY A CONTRALATERAL STANDARD

A. Rationale

Experiment 4 was designed to further constrain explana-
tions for the breakdown in performance observed in experi-
ment 2 for high-rate alternating-phase stimuli. The general
approach was to determine whether, under conditions where
performance in experiments 1 and 2 was at chance, any in-
formation on the timing of the stimulus pulses was preserved
at the output of peripheral auditory filters. To do this, it asked
whether another form of temporal processing, carried out by
the binaural system, can exploit temporal information in the
auditory nerve under conditions where monaural rate dis-
crimination was impossible. This seemed plausible because it
is well known that the binaural system is exquisitely sensi-
tive to interaural timing differences~ITDs!. Normal listeners
can detect ITDs of as little as 10ms between filtered acoustic
pulse trains~Hafter and Dye, 1983!, and some cochlear im-
plant users can detect electrical ITDs of the order of 50–200
ms ~Long et al., 1998; Lawsonet al., 1999!.

We modified a technique previously used in a study on
bilateral cochlear implants by van Hoesel and Clark~1997!,

FIG. 4. Histogram showing the results of experiment 3
for alternating-phase complexes. The horizontal line in-
dicates a value ofd850.78, which, on the assumption
of no response bias, corresponds to the 71% point on
the psychometric function~on which the adaptive pro-
cedures used in experiments 1 and 2 converged!.
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in which subjects discriminated between the rates of a stan-
dard and a~higher! signal pulse train in one ear, while a copy
of the standard stimulus was presented, in both observation
intervals, to the opposite ear. Although they did not discuss
their data in this way, it seems likely that the contralateral
standard could give rise to a cue based on either the diffuse-
ness of the binaural image, or perhaps to the perception of
spatial motion. In the standard interval the same stimulus is
presented to both ears, and subjects should hear a centered
image, whereas in the signal interval the pulses drift out of
phase in the two ears. These ‘‘pitch-pulse asynchronies’’ are
illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows our acoustic analog of the
technique. Note that, although the contralateral standard pro-
vides no new information~being the same on every presen-
tation!, it could allow subjects to use binaural cues to process
the temporal information in the ‘‘target’’ ear, possibly by-
passing the temporal pitch mechanism. The prediction is that,
if no information on the temporal structure of the stimuli is
preserved in the auditory nerve, performance should be at
chance both with and without a contralateral standard. If,
however, some information is present which can be used by
binaural mechanisms but not by pitch mechanisms, then the
contralateral standard may improve performance. An addi-
tional advantage of this stimulus is that, because the initial
pulses in the two ears are always simultaneous, it prevents
subjects from using ‘‘onset’’ cues, as would have been pos-
sible if we had, for example, simply measured sensitivity to
a delay in the waveform to one ear.2

B. Method

The method of stimulus generation was similar to that
used in experiments 1 and 2. However, the use of the con-
tralateral standard made it inappropriate to adopt the adap-
tive procedure of those experiments. This is because the bin-
aural cue, which depends on the asynchrony between
envelope maxima~‘‘pulses’’! in the two ears, may not vary
monotonically with DF0. As shown in Fig. 5, theDF0
causes the pulses to drift out of phase, but eventually this
asynchrony will rotate through 180° and the pulses will then
gradually move back into phase. For a ‘‘true’’ pulse train the
pulses will coincide once every 1/DF0s ~whereDF0 is in
Hz!. For our alternating-phase stimuli, where there are two
envelope peaks per period, a peak in one ear will coincide

with one in the opposite ear every 0.5/DF0s. Experiment 4
used a signal duration of 400 ms~including 50-ms raised-
cosine ramps!. For this duration, anyDF0 greater than 1.25
Hz would cause the envelope maxima in the two ears to drift
in and out of phase more than once. To avoid this, we mea-
sured four-point psychometric functions for values ofDF0
of 0.31, 0.63, 0.94, and 1.25 Hz. Performance was measured
for alternating-phase stimuli at anF0 of 300 Hz, both in the
HIGH and ~except for listener GN! VHIGH regions of ex-
periment 2, and both in the presence and absence of the 6-dB
level rove used in that experiment. In all other respects
~stimulus level, background noise, filter settings! the method
of stimulus generation was the same as in experiment 2. The
only difference in the trial structure was that a three-interval,
two-alternative forced-choice task was used, in which the
signal could occur in either the second or third interval of
each trial. This allowed subjects to perform the task using
any perceivable difference between the signal and standard,
rather than being influenced by the experimenter’s descrip-
tion of what the cue was. This was deemed advisable be-
cause we were not sure that all subjects would perceive any
binaural cue in the same way.

Because the largestDF0 studied corresponded to a dif-
ference of less than 0.42% between the standard and signal,
we expected performance to be at chance in the absence of
binaural cues. We therefore initially measured psychometric
functions only in the presence of a contralateral standard,
using the method of constant stimuli. First, 20 trials at each
point on the function were measured for one of the four
conditions~HIGH or VHIGH region, presence or absence of
level rove!. This was done in sub-blocks, so that 20 trials at
one value ofDF0 were run, preceded by two practice trials,
before moving on to a different value ofDF0. The order of
the DF0s to be tested was selected at random. Then, the
other three conditions were tested in this way, with the order
of conditions selected at random. This whole procedure~with
fresh randomizations of condition andDF0 order! was re-
peated five times so that 100 trials per point were measured
for each condition. The data were then averaged across the
100 presentations for each point and converted to the sensi-
tivity index, d8. When performing ANOVAs on the data for
each subject, we calculatedd8 for each sub-block of 20 trials
and used the variation across thed8 in these different repeti-
tions to derive an error term.

After the main experiment was completed, we remea-
suredd8 in the HIGH region, alternating blocks of trials with
a control condition in which the contralateral standard was
absent. This was done because we observed above-chance
performance with dichotic stimulation, and because we
wanted to check that this genuinely resulted from the use of
binaural cues, rather than to the differences in procedurere:
experiments 1 and 2. For this supplementary experiment
only, Sennheiser HD250 headphones were used. The stimu-
lus level was not roved.

C. Results

1. HIGH region

Each panel of Fig. 6~a! shows sensitivity (d8) for one of
the four subjects of experiment 4, plotted as a function of the

FIG. 5. Schematic representation of the pitch-pulse asynchronies that occur
when alternating-phase complexes, having slightly differentF0s, are pre-
sented to opposite ears. The waveforms shown are from two alternating-
phase complexes, filtered into the HIGH region, and withF0s of 300 and
305 Hz ~pulse rates of 600 and 610 Hz, respectively!.
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F0 difference between the standard and signal. Both with
~open circles! and without~filled circles! the 6-dB level rove,
all subjects achieved above-chance performance in the HIGH
frequency region. Performance was at or close to ceiling for
subjects JD and GN, and below ceiling~but above chance!
for listeners AO and SF. The second part of the experiment
@Fig. 6~b!# showed that performance in the HIGH region and
with no level rove was superior with~squares! than without
~circles! a contralateral standard. Hence, the binaural system
is able to utilize some aspect of the rate difference between
the signal and standard which is not accessible to the sub-
jects when they have to judge pulse rate using monaural
mechanisms. It is also worth noting that performance in the
HIGH region was better in experiment 4b than in experiment
4a. This may have been due either to practice, or to the fact
that, in the second part of the experiment, there were no

blocks of harder dichotic conditions~VHIGH region, and
HIGH region with level rove! mixed in with the condition
under test~HIGH region, no rove!.3

2. VHIGH region

Perhaps surprisingly, performance in the VHIGH region
@Fig. 6~a!, triangles# for the main~dichotic! part of the ex-
periment was close to chance for all listeners except JD.
Three-way ANOVAs~rate3DF03freq. region! revealed that
performance was significantly worse in the VHIGH than in
the HIGH region for listeners AO@F(1,4)594.6,p,0.001#,
and SF @F(1,4)540.5, p,0.005#. For listener JD, whose
performance was close to ceiling in all conditions, this dif-
ference approached but did not reach significance@F(1,4)
54.92,p50.061#.4

FIG. 6. ~a! Sensitivity toDF0s in the dichotic condi-
tions of experiment 3 for stimuli filtered into the HIGH
~circles! and VHIGH ~triangles! regions. Data obtained
with a level rove are shown by open symbols, and those
without a level rove by filled symbols.~b! Data from
the supplementary experiment in experiment 3 for the
dichotic ~squares! and monotic~circles! condition.
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The generally inferior performance observed in the
VHIGH region may be related to the findings of Bernstein
and Trahiotis~1994!, who observed that sensitivity to ongo-
ing ITDs decreased slightly as the center frequency~CF! of
the stimuli was increased from 4 to 8 kHz, and deteriorated
markedly at a CF of 12 kHz. They suggested that the dete-
rioration may be related to an observation, which they re-
ported informally, that cells in the central nervous system
that are sensitive to ITDs are rarely sensitive to high spectral
frequencies~see also Irvine, 1992!. Whether or not this ex-
planation is correct, it does seem that most subjects have
difficulty in processing ITDs in very high spectral regions, at
least for the stimuli studied here and by Bernstein and Tra-
hiotis. Furthermore, when taken together with the results of
experiment 2, they reveal an interesting dissociation between
the central limitations involved in a pitch task and those
involved in the use of binaural cues. Recall that in experi-
ment 2b@Fig. 2~b!# all subjects could perform the monaural
DF0 task when the baselineF0 was 300 Hz in the VHIGH,
but not in the HIGH, region. In contrast, Fig. 6 shows that
performance in the binaural task is generallyworse in the
VHIGH than in the HIGH region.

To summarize, the results of experiment 4 allow us to
draw two conclusions. First, although listeners cannot detect
monaural differences inDF0 for a 300-Hz alternating-phase
complex in the HIGH region, sufficient temporal information
is preserved in the auditory periphery to be usable by the
binaural system. Second, subjects are often worse at process-
ing interaural information in the VHIGH region than in the
HIGH region, even for stimuli where their monaural rate
discrimination is better in the VHIGH region. Taken together
with the first conclusion, this shows that different forms of
central limitation are present in the two tasks.

VI. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS STUDIES AND
EXPERIMENT 5: INVESTIGATION OF DETERIORATION
AT HIGH F0s WITH SINE-PHASE STIMULI

A. Previous research

Figure 7~a! compares the mean data obtained from the
alternating-phase complexes of experiment 1~diamonds!
with those reported by Krumbholzet al. ~2000, circles! for
similar complexes, filtered between 3.2 and 3.8 kHz. The
two sets of data are similar up to the highestF0, 256 Hz,
studied by Krumbholzet al. ~2000!. The main new finding of
experiment 1 is that, by increasing theF0s of alternating-
phase complexes even further, it is possible to cause a com-
plete breakdown inF0 discrimination performance.

Most previous studies have used either complexes
summed in cosine phase, or almost equivalently, filtered
pulse trains. The diamonds in Fig. 7~b! show the mean data
obtained with sine-phase stimuli in experiment 1. They are
compared to data obtained by Hoekstra~1979! for pulse
trains passed through a 1/3rd octave filter centered on 4000
Hz, by Cullen and Long~1986! for pulse trains high-pass
filtered at 5 kHz, and by Krumbholzet al. ~2000! for cosine-
phase harmonic complexes bandpass filtered between 3.2
and 3.8 kHz. ForF0s up to 300 Hz, our results are very
similar to those obtained by Krumbholzet al. ~2000, circles!,

and show only a modest overall elevation inF0DLs relative
to those obtained by Hoekstra~1979, crosses!. All three stud-
ies show thresholds at lowF0 that are smaller than those
observed by Cullen and Long~1986!.5 The largest difference
between the results of experiment 1 and those reported pre-
viously occurs at the highestF0s studied, where our thresh-
olds increased asF0 was raised to 424 Hz, and then de-
creased again at 600 Hz. In the previous studiesF0DLs
decreased monotonically with increasing baselineF0, and so
we performed two further experiments to investigate why we
observed such a deterioration whereas others did not. Experi-
ment 5a investigated whether our use of a level rove was
important in reducing the effectiveness of residual place-of-
excitation cues. Experiment 5b studied the effects of back-
ground noise.

B. General method

The general method was the same as in experiment 1,
except that the initialDF0 at the beginning of each experi-
mental run was 32%~instead of 20%!, and Sennheiser
HD250 headphones were used. BaselineF0s differing in
steps corresponding to a factor of 1.19 were used. The exact
ranges ofF0s tested were selected separately for each sub-
ject based on pilot experiments, in order to encompass the
region of any deterioration. Each data point was calculated
from the geometric mean of four adaptive runs.

C. Experiment 5a: Effect of level rove

Five subjects were tested with and without the 6-dB
level rove used in experiment 1. Each subject did one run at
all baselineF0s for one condition and then the other, until

FIG. 7. ~a! MeanF0DLs obtained in the HIGH region for alternating-phase
stimuli, compared to relevant data from the literature.~b! same as part~a!,
but for sine-phase stimuli.
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each had completed four runs for eachF0 and condition.
The results, shown in Fig. 8, reveal that the level rove had no
effect. Note also that one of the subjects, MA, did not show
a deterioration~defined here as a nonmonotonic function
with a maximum DLF0 of 7% or greater! in this experiment.
However, the error bars for her data at anF0 of 504 Hz are
large, because she obtained a threshold of higher than 10%
on one or two of the four runs in each condition. As already
mentioned in Sec. II B 2, a bimodal distribution of thresholds
was also reported for listener RH in experiment 1 and for the
listeners in Cullen and Long’s~1986! study. A similar finding
occurred for some data points in the results of other subjects
in this experiment. In addition, it is worth noting that, al-
though theF0 at which the deterioration occurred was stable
for a given subject, in that it was the same with and without

the level rove, it did vary markedly across subjects. In addi-
tion, the size of the deterioration varied across listeners, be-
ing largest for AO and BH, and rather small for listener BW.
This differs from the highly consistent effect observed with
alternating-phase stimuli, and may reflect individual differ-
ences is subjects’ abilities to use subtle temporal and spectral
cues.

D. Experiment 5b: Effect of background noise

Initially, four subjects were tested with and without the
continuous background pink noise of experiment 1. Each
subject did one run at all baselineF0s for one condition and
then the other, until each had completed four runs for each
F0 and condition. These data are plotted in Fig. 9 as open

FIG. 8. Results of experiment 5a for the conditions
with and without a level rove.

FIG. 9. Results of experiment 5b. Symbols connected
by dashed lines show DLF0s in the presence and ab-
sence of pink noise extending from dc to 20 kHz. Un-
connected filled symbols showF0DLs at a singleF0 in
the presence of pink noise low-pass filtered at 1000 Hz,
2585 Hz, and 20 kHz.
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squares connected by dashed lines. All listeners showed a
region whereF0DLs increased with increasingF0, although
this deterioration was very small for listener BW. Data from
experiment 5a are replotted as solid lines for the three listen-
ers who took part in both experiments; the results remained
the same for two of these, and improved overall for listener
BH. The highestF0DL for listener BH in experiment 5b was
at 756 Hz—the highestF0 studied—but, as found in experi-
ment 5a~Fig. 7!, his F0DL decreased again when he was
tested at the even higherF0 of 849 Hz.

When the noise was removed~open inverted triangles,
dashed lines!, F0DLS decreased overall and the deteriora-
tion disappeared for all listeners. To investigate this further,
each listener was retested at theF0 giving the maximum
F0DL in three conditions. One of these used a 20-kHz-wide
pink noise, and was a replication of one of the points ob-
tained in the first part of experiment 5b. In the two new
conditions, the pink noise was low-pass filtered~Kemo
VBF25.01; attenuation rate 100 dB/octave! at 1000 or 2758
Hz. ~The latter frequency is half an octave below the lower
cutoff of the filter through which the harmonic complexes
were passed!. The results, plotted as unconnected filled sym-
bols, show that performance with a low-pass filter of 1000
Hz ~diamonds! was similar to that obtained with the noise
absent, indicating that good performance in the absence of
noise did not result from the detection of distortion products
having a frequency equal toF0 ~Wiegrebe and Patterson,
1999; Pressnitzer and Patterson, 2001!. However, when the
noise was low-pass filtered at 2575 Hz~upright triangles!,
F0DLs were similar to those obtained with the full 20-kHz
noise bandwidth~squares!. This indicates that the poor per-
formance observed at someF0DLs in the presence of broad-
band noise was not due to the noise ‘‘filling in the valleys’’
of the amplitude modulation present in the outputs of audi-
tory filters having CFs within the passband of the complex. A
more plausible explanation is suggested by Fig. 10, which
shows the excitation pattern derived using the ‘‘gammatone’’
filter bank~Pattersonet al., 1988! in response to a sine-phase
complex having anF0 of 500 Hz. It can be seen that, on the
lower skirts of the excitation pattern, around about 2000 Hz,
a few harmonics are partially resolved. It is possible that
subjects were able to use this part of the excitation pattern to
maintain performance when the noise was absent or low-pass

filtered at 1000 Hz, but not when it was either unfiltered or
filtered at 2575 Hz. An alternative explanation is that sub-
jects used distortion products having frequencies on or just
below the low-frequency skirt of the bandpass filter.

In conclusion, the existence of deterioration with sine-
phase stimuli such as those used here and previously does
not depend on the use of a level rove or on the detection of
distortion products atF0. Rather, it may be attributed to a
combination of other factors. First, Hoekstra~1979! did not
use a background noise when studying pulse trains filtered
into high-frequency regions, and so his subjects may have
been able to maintain performance by listening to the lower
skirt of the excitation pattern. Second, the highestF0 studied
by Krumbholzet al. ~2000! was 320 Hz, lower than the low-
estF0 at which we observed a deterioration. Third, although
Cullen and Long~1986! studied anF0 as high as 800 Hz, the
next-lowestF0 was 400 Hz. As can be seen in Fig. 7~b!, if
we had usedF0s separated by an octave it is likely that we
would have missed the deterioration observed for most of
our subjects.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Limitations on temporal processing in normal
listeners

1. Simulations based on ringing of a single auditory
filter

Experiments 1 and 2 showed that the functions relating
F0DL to baselineF0 shift rightwards as the complex tones
are filtered into progressively higher frequency regions. Be-
cause these functions are nonmonotonic, an increase in fre-
quency region can result in either an increase or decrease in
F0DL, depending on the baselineF0 at which it is mea-
sured. This in turn shows that the results cannot be attributed
to differences in the overall efficiency ofF0-encoding
mechanisms between sounds presented in different regions,
and is consistent with the idea that auditory filter ringing
impairs performance. However, in Sec. IV we argued that the
variation in breakdown point with frequency region was not
consistent with the impairment stemming entirely from audi-
tory filter ringing. An additional illustration of the inability
of a filter-ringing hypothesis to completely account for the
breakdown is shown in the left column of Fig. 11, which

FIG. 10. Excitation pattern~Pattersonet al., 1988! of a
sine-phase complex having anF0 of 500 Hz and fil-
tered into the HIGH frequency region.
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shows the outputs of ‘‘gammatone’’ auditory filters with CFs
in the passbands of the MID, HIGH, and VHIGH regions.
The F0s of the complexes were chosen to be close to the
breakdown point measured in each region in experiment 2;
these values were 150, 300, and 424 Hz in the MID, HIGH,
and VHIGH regions, respectively. It can be seen that the
filter output repeats at a rate of 2F0 in the VHIGH and
HIGH regions, and that the modulation depth is rather
large—despite the fact that at theseF0s, performance was at
chance. In contrast, the output of an auditory filter tuned to
the MID region shows a smaller modulation depth and re-
peats at a rate ofF0, presumably because here the output is
driven primarily by two components. Similar results are ob-
tained using the ‘‘gammachirp’’ auditory filter model~Irino
and Patterson, 1997!, as shown in the right-hand column of
Fig. 11.

To examine this idea in more detail, we compared the
breakdown point in each of the three regions with the dura-
tion of filter ringing predicted from the assumption that the
duration of ringing is inversely proportional to filter band-
width. When the breakdown point was expressed in terms of
F0/ERB and averaged across listeners, it decreased from 0.7
in the LOW region to 0.5 in the HIGH and 0.4 in the VHIGH
regions.~For the MID region of experiment 2a we included
only those four listeners who showed a clear breakdown in
performance.! This suggests that filter ringing cannot account
entirely for the breakdown in performance at highF0s, a
conclusion supported by a further analysis of the outputs of
gammatone filters centered on the HIGH and VHIGH re-
gions of experiment 2b, in response to alternating-phase
stimuli at theF0s used in that experiment. We observed that,
in each frequency region, the amount of modulation in the
filter output, as measured by the fourth central moment, de-
creased as a function ofF0. Crucially, the value of the fourth

moment in the HIGH region at anF0 of 300 Hz was equal to
that in the VHIGH region at anF0 of 600 Hz, suggesting
that, if filter ringing were entirely responsible for the dete-
rioration, the breakdown point should have shifted by a fac-
tor of 2 between the HIGH and VHIGH regions. As noted
above, this was not observed in the data.

In contrast, theF0 above which performance starts to
improve againis fairly constant across frequency regions,
with values ofF0/ERB of 0.76, 0.69, and 0.65 for the MID,
HIGH, and VHIGH regions, respectively. Hence, filter char-
acteristics may completely explain the usability of place-of-
excitation cues, but not the limitations on temporal process-
ing. Finally, it is worth noting that the variations in the
breakdown point across frequency region are unlikely to re-
sult from differences in the ability to maintain performance
at highF0s by listening to the upper skirt of each complex,
where the auditory filters are wider and ring for a shorter
time. As shown in Table I, thresholds for pure tones half an
octave above the HIGH and VHIGH regions~6490 and
19 882 Hz, respectively! were roughly similar for two out of
the three listeners tested.6

2. Central limitations

Experiment 4 showed that a contralateral standard, by
introducing a binaural cue, dramatically improved the detec-
tion of rate differences. Hence, with monaural presentation,
it seems that there is a more central limitation that prevents
optimal processing of the information present in the auditory
nerve.

When considering what form a central limitation might
take, it is important to consider three constraints imposed by
the data presented here and elsewhere. First, the central limi-
tation should be consistent with the rightward shift in the

FIG. 11. The left column shows simulated outputs of a
gammatone auditory filter in response to alternating-
phase complexes filtered into the MID, HIGH, and
VHIGH regions. The CFs of the filters were chosen to
be at the midpoint of the passband in each region, on an
‘‘ERB’’ scale ~Glasberg and Moore, 1990!. TheF0s of
the complexes were 150 Hz in the MID region, 300 Hz
in the HIGH region, and 424 Hz in the VHIGH region.
The right column shows the corresponding outputs of
the gammachirp filterbank described by Irino and
Patterson~1997!, using software provided by Irino. Pa-
rameters wereb51.019,n54, c53.38– 0.107 Ps~for
interpretation of these see Irino and Patterson, 1997!
and the stimulus level at input was set for each complex
to be the rms level used in experiment 2.
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functions relatingF0DL to F0, observed as the frequency
region is raised from MID to HIGH to VHIGH. If this shift
at leastpartly results from variations in the ringing of audi-
tory filters with CF, then any central limitation should not
swamp the effects of such ringing. Second, any proposed
temporal limitation should account for the fact that, for pure
tones and resolved harmonics, subjects can use phase-
locking cues at frequencies up to about 2000 Hz~see the
Introduction!. Third, it should allow the binaural system to
detect increases in high pulse rates that are indiscriminable
when all stimuli are presented monaurally.

One way in which this could occur would be if central
pitch templates were less accurate at highF0s, perhaps be-
cause theF0s of most natural sounds are generally below
about 500 Hz. Evidence in favor of this comes from the
observation that the detection of deviations from an octave
relationship, between the members of a tonal dyad, decreases
markedly as theF0 increases above about 500 Hz~Demany
et al., 1991!. This account would propose that, at low CFs
filter ringing was the main limitation but that, as CF is raised
further, allowing higher pulse rates to be represented in the
peripheral auditory system, the locus of the limitation would
shift gradually towards the less accurate templates that are
present at high pitches. Note also that this explanation is not
inconsistent with pitch mechanisms being able to use phase
locking to quite high pure-tone frequencies. For example,
phase locking to a 1000-Hz component might accurately be
used by a central pitch mechanism when it is the fifth com-
ponent of a 200-HzF0, but not when it is the second har-
monic of a 500-HzF0. Because this proposed limitation is
specific to the pitch mechanism, it would allow temporal
cues to be exploited by the binaural system even when they
cannot be used to obtain pitch judgments.

A second explanation, specific to groups of unresolved
harmonics, is as follows. For such stimuli, all peripheral fil-
ters will be driven essentially by a series of pulses, and one
would expect their responses to be approximately in syn-
chrony. The only way in which a central mechanism could
derive a pitch from this stimulus is to estimate the intervals
between the neural responses to different pulses. Recent evi-
dence, obtained both with normally hearing listeners and co-
chlear implant users~Kaernbach and Demany, 1998; Kaern-
bach and Bering, 2001; Carlyonet al., 2002!, suggests that
subjects are sensitive only to the intervals betweenadjacent
pulses in the stimulus, and not to higher-order intervals. It is
likely that, as pulse rate is increased beyond a certain value,
first-order intervals in the stimulus will no longer be repre-
sented as first-orderneural intervals. For example, a 300-Hz
complex whose harmonics is summed in alternating phase
will contain a pulse every 1.7 ms, and refractory effects7

make it unlikely that auditory-nerve fibers will fire on every
pulse. Rather, as pulse rate is increased further, more and
more of the first-order stimulus intervals will be ‘‘missed,’’
and be replaced by longer higher-order neural intervals. The
result would be that pitch would no longer increase system-
atically with increases in pulse rate.

B. Limitations in rate processing—Cochlear implant
users

The main implication of the present research for hearing
by cochlear implant users is that the limitations in rate pro-
cessing observed with electrical stimulation are unlikely to
result entirely from a mismatch between place and rate of
stimulation. This conclusion arises from the observation that,
in the VHIGH region, all of our normal listeners could detect
differences in pulse rate relative to a 600-pps baseline. This
occurred despite the degradations in temporal envelope that
will have been imposed by auditory-filter ringing, a factor
which does not occur with electrical stimulation. It is also
worth noting that the superior sensitivity of normal listeners
to differences between high rates of stimulation, compared to
that shown by cochlear implantees, is not restricted to this
single condition. For example, in the HIGH region, the DL
for sine-phase stimuli at anF0 of 300 Hz was on average
only 3%. We can rule out the possibility that performance in
this condition was aided by residual place-of-excitation cues,
because theF0DL increasedasF0 was raised further to 424
Hz. In contrast, although the rate DL at 300 Hz for electrical
stimulation varies markedly across subjects, DLs are typi-
cally of the order of 10% or are unmeasurable, and it would
be extremely unusual to observe three out of three implant-
ees showing DLs of around 3%.

The above considerations are consistent with McKay
et al.’s ~2000! conclusion that, for a typical cochlear implant
user, limitations on temporal processing are likely to have a
peripheral component. However, it is also worth stressing
that temporal processing of electrical pulse rate is likely to
also be affected by whatever central factors limit temporal
pitch processing in acoustic hearing. Hence, one would ex-
pect central processes to limit the highest rate at which a
cochlear implant user can detect rate changes, albeit at higher
pulse rates than the 300 pps typically encountered.

C. Summary

The results obtained with our alternating-phase complex
tones reveal a sensitivity toF0 differences which, over a
wide range ofF0s, is mediated by temporal processing of
the envelope repetition rate, rather than the use of place-of-
excitation cues. The sensitivity to these rate changes in the
VHIGH region and at high overall rates is superior to that
seen with cochlear implant users and electric pulse trains.
The fact that our listeners can detect changes relative to a
pulse repetition rate of 600 pps, under conditions where the
place and rate of cochlear simulation are unrelated, makes it
unlikely that the inability of most implantees to detect rate
changes above about 300 pps results entirely from this place-
rate independence.

The envelope repetition rate at which performance
breaks down for our alternating-phase complexes varies with
the frequency region into which the complexes are filtered,
in a manner consistent with performance being limited,to
some extent, by auditory-filter ringing. However, this is not
the only limitation and it is likely that more central processes
limit performance at the highest pulse rates. Whatever the
nature of these central limitations, they can be circumvented
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by presenting a contralateral standard, thereby allowing sub-
jects to perform the task using a binaural cue.

For alternating-phase stimuli, performance using the
binaural cue when the envelope repetition rate is 600 pps
(F05300 Hz) is better in the HIGH than in the VHIGH
region. This is consistent with previous reports of reduced
sensitivity to ITDs in very high-frequency regions. This fre-
quency dependence is opposite to that observed in the mon-
aural version of the task, suggesting that different central
limitations affect binaural mechanisms than those mecha-
nisms responsible for monaural pitch perception. This latter
conclusion is consistent with recent evidence that the tempo-
ral pitch mechanism operates in parallel to, and in competi-
tion with, binaural mechanisms, rather than receiving a direct
input from them~Carlyonet al., 2001!.
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1To further assess GN’s sensitivity in the HIGH and VHIGH regions, we
measured absolute thresholds~mean of three adaptive runs, taken from the
last 12 of 16 turnpoints in each run! at the geometric centers of these two
regions. The resulting absolute thresholds at 4589 and 9178 Hz were 36.5
and 74.7 dB SPL, respectively.

2Strictly speaking, because our stimuli were shaped with 50-ms onset and
offset ramps, some small interaural time differences~ITDs! would have
been present between the firstaudible pulse in each ear. However, these
differences would have been considerably smaller than those present later
in the stimulus.

3The difference is unlikely to have resulted from our switch from HD414 to
HD250 headphones, which was necessitated when one earpiece of our last
remaining HD414 headset broke. Although there were some differences in
the frequency responses of the two headphone types, these would not have
affected the sensation level of the tones, as they would have influenced the
signals and background noise equally. We also checked the waveforms at
the output of the two types of headset, using a B&K-type 4153 artificial ear
and

1
2-in. condenser microphone~model 4134!, and did not observe any

marked differences.
4Several other significant main effects and interactions were observed. Sub-
ject AO: Rove@F(1,4)525.0, p,0.01#, DF0 @F(1.6,6.3)59.3, p,0.2#,
Frequency region3rove @F(1,4)511.5, p,0.05#. Subject SF: Frequency
region3DF0 @F(3,12)59.1, p,0.005#, Rove3DF0 @F(3,12)511.6, p
,0.001#, Rove3DF03Frequency region@F(2.9,11.6)55.6, p,0.05#.
Subject JD:DF0 @F(2.4,9.8)55.9, p,0.05#. Degrees of freedom have
been adjusted according to the Huynh–Feldt sphericity correction.

5The fact that, at lowF0s, the thresholds obtained by Cullen and Long
~1986! are higher than in the other three studies may result from them
requiring subjects to detect a stepwise change inF0 midway through a 1-s
sound, rather than, as in the other studies, compare theF0s of two steady
sounds. It is known that the detection of sinusoidal frequency modulation in
theF0s of unresolved complex tones is poorer than the detection of steady
F0 differences~Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994; Plack and Carlyon, 1995;
Carlyon et al., 2000!, a finding which has been attributed to ‘‘temporal
sluggishness.’’ A similar limitation may well have applied to the stepwise
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resolved harmonics are present~Plack and Carlyon, 1995!, which may ac-
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6Listener AO did show an increased threshold at the highest frequency

tested, but revealed a similar pattern of results to the other two listeners in
experiment 2b@Fig. 2~b!#.

7The first author and his colleagues~Carlyon, 1997; Carlyonet al., 2002!
have argued that the responses from numerous auditory-nerve~AN! fibers
must be combined before a temporal pitch estimate is derived. Hence,
although some pulses will not be represented in the response of an indi-
vidual AN fiber, they may be represented in the combined response of
several fibers. The refractory effects described here may therefore reside in
the output of neurons that sum the responses of many AN fibers.
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It is well-known that thresholds for ongoing interaural temporal disparities~ITDs! at high
frequencies are larger than threshold ITDs obtained at low frequencies. These differences could
reflect true differences in the binaural mechanisms that mediate performance. Alternatively, as
suggested by Colburn and Esquissaud@J. Acoust. Soc. Am. Suppl. 159, S23 ~1976!#, they could
reflect differences in the peripheral processing of the stimuli. In order to investigate this issue,
threshold ITDs were measured using three types of stimuli:~1! low-frequency pure tones;~2! 100%
sinusoidally amplitude-modulated~SAM! high-frequency tones, and~3! special, ‘‘transposed’’
high-frequency stimuli whose envelopes were designed to provide the high-frequency channels with
information similar to that available in low-frequency channels. The data and their interpretation can
be characterized by two general statements. First, threshold ITDs obtained with the transposed
stimuli were generally smaller than those obtained with SAM tones and, at modulation frequencies
of 128 and 64 Hz, were equal to or smaller than threshold ITDs obtained with their low-frequency
pure-tone counterparts. Second, quantitative analyses revealed that the data could be well accounted
for via a model based on normalized interaural correlations computed subsequent to known stages
of peripheral auditory processing augmented by low-pass filtering of the envelopes within the
high-frequency channels of each ear. The data and the results of the quantitative analyses appear to
be consistent with the general ideas comprising Colburn and Esquissaud’s hypothesis. ©2002
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1497620#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Pn, 43.66.Ba@MRL#

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to discriminate changes in ongoing interaural
temporal disparities~ITDs! can be much poorer when the
information is conveyed by high-frequency stimuli, as com-
pared to when it is conveyed by low-frequency stimuli~e.g.,
Klumpp and Eady, 1956; Zwislocki and Feldman, 1956; Mc-
Fadden and Pasanen, 1976; Nuetzel and Hafter, 1976; Hen-
ning, 1980; Bernstein and Trahiotis, 1982, 1994; Blauert,
1983!. In addition, and logically consistent with those re-
sults, it has been found that functions relating extent of lat-
erality to ITD measured with high-frequency stimuli are
typically more shallow than those measured with low-
frequency stimuli. That is, for a given ITD, intracranial im-
ages produced by high-frequency stimuli are perceived to be
much closer to the midline than are intracranial images pro-
duced by low-frequency stimuli.~e.g., Blauert, 1982; Bern-
stein and Trahiotis, 1985!.

One logical possibility is that these differences in the
relative potency of ITDs result primarily from differences
between the~central! binaural mechanisms that mediate in-
teraural interactions in low- and high-frequency regions, re-
spectively. Another possibility is that the observations reflect
inherent frequency-related differences in the neural informa-

tion that serves as input to the binaural portion of the audi-
tory system. This latter possibility was favored by Colburn
and Esquissaud~1976!. They suggested that frequency-
related differences in sensitivity to ongoing ITDs could result
from the rectification and low-pass filtering that occurs as a
natural part of monaural, peripheral processing. For low-
frequency stimuli, such processing would result in neural
impulses synchronized to the wholewaveform~i.e., both the
fine-structureand the envelope!. For high-frequency stimuli,
such processing would result in neural impulses synchro-
nized to only theenvelopeof the waveform. An important
assumption made by Colburn and Esquissaud was that the
binaural~cross-correlation! mechanism that receives the two
types of synchronized neural impulses operates uniformly
across frequency.

We recently published data and analyses that we believe
strongly support Colburn and Esquissaud’s~1976! contention
that the binaural comparator functions uniformly across fre-
quency~Bernstein and Trahiotis, 1996b!. Utilizing a NoSo vs
NoSp discrimination task, we found that binaural detection
measured as a function of the center frequency of the stimuli
could be accounted for by utilizing normalized interaural
correlations computed subsequent to rectification and low-
pass filtering. This type of model provides, as a function of
frequency, the types of inputs Colburn and Esquissaud pos-
tulated would naturally occur for binaural comparison.

The purpose of this paper is to report the results of new
a!A portion of this work was presented at the 141st meeting of the Acoustical
Society of America, 2001, Chicago, Illinois.
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experiments that lend additional general support to Colburn
and Esquissaud’s~1976! thesis. The experiments were de-
signed with the goal of providing the high-frequency chan-
nels of the binaural processor with envelope-based inputs
that, other things being equal, would essentially mimic
waveform-based inputs normally available in the low-
frequency channels. Such stimuli were generated by capital-
izing on the ‘‘transposition’’ technique described by van de
Par and Kohlrausch~1997!.

We measured sensitivity to changes in ITDs for high-
frequency ‘‘transposed’’ stimuli and compared those thresh-
olds to thresholds measured with low-frequency tones and to
thresholds measured with high-frequency tones that were si-
nusoidally amplitude-modulated~SAM!. It will be seen that
the high-frequency ‘‘transposed’’ stimuli yielded threshold
ITDs that were substantially smaller than those obtained with
high-frequency SAM tones and which, for low rates of
modulation, were as small or smaller than threshold ITDs
measured with low-frequency pure tones. In addition, it will
be seen that the data can be accounted for via normalized
interaural correlations computed subsequent to transforma-
tions that reflect known stages of peripheral auditory pro-
cessing with the proviso that the envelopes within the high-
frequency channels are subjected to low-pass filtering at 150
Hz. The data and their analysis appear to be consistent with
Colburn and Esquissaud’s~1976! general idea that differ-
ences in the inputs to the binaural processor between the
low-frequency and high-frequency portions of the auditory
system are primary determiners of sensitivity to ITD.

II. EXPERIMENT 1

A. Stimulus generation

Low-frequency sinusoids and high-frequency SAM
tones were generated digitally in the frequency domain. The
high-frequency transposed stimuli were generated employing
a technique similar to that described by van der Par and
Kohlrausch~1997!. The general technique is illustrated in
Fig. 1~a!. First, the time-domain representation of a low-
frequency waveform was~linearly! half-wave rectified by
setting all negative values to zero. The rectified waveform
was then transformed to the frequency domain and the mag-
nitudes of components above 2 kHz were filtered out by
setting them to zero. Then, the signal that resulted was trans-
formed back to the time domain~top row! and multiplied by
a high-frequency sinusoidal carrier having the desired center
frequency of the transposed stimulus~middle row!. The final
product~bottom row! was the transposed stimulus having an
envelope whose time signature mimicked that of the rectified
and filtered pure tone.

Figure 1~b! displays the power spectrum of one of the
transposed stimuli used in the experiment. In this case, a
pure tone having a frequency of 256 Hz was transposed to 4
kHz. Like all of the transposed stimuli employed, the spec-
tral components are symmetric and limited to62 kHz
around the center frequency. For this example, the technique
results in the presence of sidebands at 40006256, 6512,
61024, and61536 Hz. Were no rectification applied to the

256-Hz tone, only the two sidebands at 40006256 Hz would
be present.

It is important to understand why linear half-wave rec-
tification followed by spectral limiting at 2 kHz was em-
ployed. A high-frequency transposed stimulus would, like
any other signal, be subjected tointernal rectification and
low-pass filtering by the listener’s auditory system. As a re-
sult, the internal representation of the transposed stimulus
would be expected to reflect the sequential effects of the
external and~perhaps, nonlinear! internal rectification and
the sequential effects of external and internal low-pass filter-
ing. Linear rectification and low-pass filtering at 2 kHz was
employed because their effects would be essentially transpar-
ent when followed by internal~linear or nonlinear! rectifica-
tion and the internal low-pass filtering that characterizes the
neural synchrony to stimulus waveforms. This argument im-
plicitly assumes~1! that the ‘‘rectification’’ that occurs in the
peripheral auditory system removes all, or essentially all, of
the negative portions of the external waveform and~2! that
the cutoff of the internal low-pass filtering is substantially
below 2 kHz. Numerous physiological data and analyses ap-
pear to support both assumptions~e.g., Roseet al., 1967;
Brugge et al., 1969; Johnson, 1980; Palmer and Russell,
1986!.

There are two other lines of evidence that attest to the

FIG. 1. Panel~a! Schematic representation of the method used to generate
transposed stimuli. Panel~b! Power spectrum of a 256-Hz tone transposed to
4 kHz ~see the text!.
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suitability of the overall procedure. First, considering the
stimuli themselves, we verified via computer simulations that
employing a low-pass cutoff of 2 kHz had negligible effects
on the envelopes of the transposed stimuli in that those en-
velopes differed minimally from the half-wave rectified
tones used to generate them. Thus, it appears that the proce-
dure yields physical stimuli,per se, that fulfill our require-
ments. Second, van de Par and Kohlrausch~1997! have re-
cently shown that restricting the spectra of transposed stimuli
in a similar manner such that only three or five central com-
ponents remain did not adversely affect improvements in
binaural detection thresholds.

B. Procedure

Detection of ongoing ITD was measured using three
types of stimuli: ~1! low-frequency pure tones;~2! low-
frequency tones transposed to 4 kHz;~3! 100% sinusoidally
amplitude-modulated~SAM! tones centered at 4 kHz. The
frequencies of the pure tones and the rates of modulation of
the SAM and transposed stimuli were either 32, 64, 128,
256, or 512 Hz.

Figure 2 provides an illustration of the idealized case for
three types of stimulus waveforms when the frequency of the
pure tone and the frequency of modulation were each 250
Hz. The waveforms are shown both at the input and at the
output of putative peripheral processing~rectification and
low-pass filtering that results in extraction of the envelope at
high frequencies!.

The figure illustrates that, for the low-frequency 250-Hz
tone ~top row!, the effect of peripheral processing is to pass
only the positive values of the waveform. That is, the wave-
form has been half-wave rectified. For the transposed stimu-
lus ~middle row! and for the SAM tone~bottom row!, the
effect of peripheral processing is to extract the envelope of
the waveform. The fine-structure at 4000 Hz is removed be-
cause low-pass filtering smooths over oscillations at this fre-
quency. Note that the pure tone~top row! and the transposed
stimulus ~middle row! result in output waveforms that are
essentially identical half-wave rectified sinusoids. For

these two stimuli, peripheral processing results in outputs
characterized by distinct ‘‘off’’ regions between the ‘‘peaks’’
during which the waveform remains at or close to a value of
zero. In contrast, note that the corresponding output for the
SAM tone~bottom row! is an unrectified sinusoid and has no
such distinct ‘‘off’’ regions. It seems reasonable to assume
that period histograms of neural discharges created by the
transduction of low-frequency tones and transposed tones
would be relatively less dispersed in time~have a smaller
variance! than period histograms for SAM tones.

To the degree that such greater neural synchrony results
in smaller threshold ITDs, one would expect that, for a given
pure tone or modulation frequency, threshold ITDs obtained
with a high-frequency transposed stimulus would be smaller
than those obtained with its high-frequency SAM tone coun-
terpart and, ideally, be equivalent to the threshold ITDs ob-
tained with the low-frequency pure tone. The word ‘‘ideally’’
is used because close correspondence between the outputs in
low-frequency and high-frequency regions and between their
respective neural inputs to the binaural processor may not
always be expected to occur within the auditory system. Ex-
ceptions could occur that stem from the effects of peripheral
bandpass filtering and from a ‘‘rate limitation’’ that degrades
the processing of high rates of fluctuation of the envelopes of
high-frequency stimuli. Both of these factors will be dis-
cussed in context when the data are presented. To the degree
that these two factors play a role, one would not expect
threshold ITDs obtained with transposed stimuli to be as
small as those obtained with their low-frequency pure-tone
counterparts.

All three types of stimuli were generated digitally with a
sampling rate of 20 kHz~TDT AP2!, were low-pass filtered
at 8.5 kHz ~TDT FLT2!, and were presented via Etymotic
ER-2 insert earphones at a level matching 75 dB SPL as
produced by TDH-39 earphones in a 6-cc coupler.1 The du-
ration of each stimulus was 300 ms including 20-ms cos2

rise–decay ramps. For the high-frequency stimuli, a continu-
ous diotic noise low-pass filtered at 1300 Hz~No equivalent
to 30 dB SPL! was presented to preclude the listeners’ use of
any information at low spectral frequencies~e.g., Nuetzel
and Hafter, 1976, 1981; Bernstein and Trahiotis, 1994!.

Threshold ITDs were determined using a two-cue, two-
alternative, forced choice, adaptive task. Each trial consisted
of a warning interval~500 ms! and four 300-ms observation
intervals separated by 400 ms. Each interval was marked
visually by a computer monitor. Feedback was provided for
approximately 400 ms after the listener responded. The
stimuli in the first and fourth intervals were diotic. The lis-
tener’s task was to detect the presence of an ITD~left-ear
leading! that was presented with equala priori probability in
either the second or the third interval. The remaining inter-
val, like the first and fourth intervals, contained diotic
stimuli.

For the low-frequency tones and the high-frequency
SAM stimuli, the starting phase of the components compris-
ing each stimulus~prior to the imposition of an ITD! was
chosen randomly for each observation interval within and
across trials. All of the waveforms required for a given trial
were computed immediately prior to that trial. Because of

FIG. 2. Left side: A 250-Hz tone~upper!, a 250-Hz tone transposed to 4 kHz
~middle!, and a 4-kHz tone sinusoidally amplitude modulated at 250 Hz
~lower!. Right side: The same three stimuli subsequent to bandpass filtering,
rectification, and low-pass filtering.
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the time required to generate the high-frequency transposed
stimuli, it was necessary to calculate the transposed wave-
forms prior to each adaptive run. Twenty independently cal-
culated tokens of the desired type of transposed stimulus
were stored and one of them was chosen, with replacement,
for each observation interval within each trial. Twenty tokens
were used to ensure that the results were not dependent upon
any particular stimulus. This number of tokens was consid-
ered to be sufficiently large based on Siegel and Colburn’s
~1989! findings that only ten independently generated tokens
of noise yielded essentially equivalent performance to that
measured with ‘‘running’’ noise in a binaural discrimination
task.

For all three types of stimuli, ongoing ITDs were im-
posed by applying linear phase shifts to the representation of
the signals in the frequency domain and then gating the sig-
nals destined for the left and right ears coincidentally, after
transformation to the time domain. The ITD for a particular
trial was determined adaptively in order to estimate 70.7%
correct ~Levitt, 1971!. The initial step size for the adaptive
track corresponded to a factor of 1.584~equivalent to a 2-dB
change of ITD! and was reduced to a factor of 1.122~equiva-
lent to a 0.5-dB change of ITD! after two reversals. A run
was terminated after 12 reversals and threshold was defined
as the geometric mean of the ITD across the last ten rever-
sals.

Four normal-hearing adults served as listeners and three
consecutive thresholds were first obtained from each listener
for each of the particular stimulus conditions~type of
stimulus3frequency!, which were chosen in random order.
Then, three more thresholds were obtained by revisiting the
same stimulus conditions in reverse order. The same ordering
of conditions was used for all listeners and all listeners re-
ceived substantial practice before formal collection of data
began. For each listener and stimulus condition, final esti-
mates of thresholds were calculated by averaging the indi-
vidual thresholds obtained from six adaptive runs.

C. Results and discussion

Figure 3 displays the mean threshold ITDs computed
across the four listeners for the three types of stimuli. The
thresholds are plotted as a function of either the frequency of
the pure tone or the frequency of modulation of the high-
frequency SAM and transposed stimuli. When we refer to the
frequency of modulation of a transposed stimulus, we refer
to the frequency of the pure tone that was used to generate it.
The parameter within the plot is the type of stimulus that
conveyed the ITD, and the error bars represent61 standard
error of the mean. Note that, as signified by the ‘‘broken’’
ordinate and ‘‘broken’’ lines through the data, no values of
threshold ITD are plotted for SAM and transposed stimuli
having rates of modulation of 512 Hz. This is so because, for
two of the listeners, thresholds ITDs could not be determined
even with ITDs of up to 1 ms. Therefore, no valid mean
threshold ITD could be calculated.

Beginning with the SAM tones~squares!, Fig. 3 indi-
cates that threshold ITDs are in the range of 130 to 260ms
and are smallest for the intermediate frequencies of modula-
tion. These values of threshold ITD are consistent with those

obtained in earlier investigations with similar stimuli~e.g.,
Henning, 1974; Nuetzel and Hafter, 1981; Bernstein and Tra-
hiotis, 1994!2 and, therefore, provide a valid basis for com-
parison. Threshold ITDs obtained with the transposed stimuli
~circles! are consistently and substantially smaller than those
obtained with the SAM tones~squares!. This outcome is in
line with our arguments concerning the peripheral processing
of the stimuli. Specifically, the threshold ITDs measured with
the transposed stimuli are roughly half those measured with
the SAM stimuli.

The threshold ITDs obtained with the pure tones at 128,
256, and 512 Hz~triangles! are very similar to those obtained
in previous studies~e.g., Klumpp and Eady, 1956; Zwislocki
and Feldman, 1956!. In addition, as observed in those stud-
ies, threshold ITDs declined as frequency was increased to-
ward 512 Hz. The relatively large mean threshold ITD of 268
ms and relatively large standard error of 89ms at 64 Hz
occurred because the threshold obtained from one of the lis-
teners~JB! was much larger~533 ms! than those obtained
from the other three listeners. Calculating the mean threshold
after excluding JB’s data reduced the mean threshold ITD at
64 Hz to 180ms and the standard error to 17ms. Those values
are in line with those obtained at the higher tonal frequen-
cies.

In an effort to determine whether JB’s relatively high
threshold resulted from the relatively lower sensation level
of the 64-Hz tone, as compared to the higher frequency tones
that were presented at the same sound-pressure level, addi-
tional measures of threshold were obtained after increasing
the level of the 64-Hz tone by 10 dB. This reduced JB’s
threshold ITD to 163ms while having very little, if any,
effect on the threshold ITDs obtained from the other three

FIG. 3. Threshold ITDs averaged across the four listeners as a function of
the modulation or pure-tone frequency. The center frequency of the high-
frequency SAM and transposed stimuli was 4 kHz. The parameter of the
plot is the type of stimulus employed. The error bars represent6 standard
error of the mean. The ‘‘broken’’ ordinate and ‘‘broken’’ lines through the
data indicate conditions for which average threshold ITDs could not be
computed because, for a subset of the listeners, thresholds could not be
determined even for ITDs of up to 1 ms.
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listeners. On the basis of these findings, we consider the
recalculated threshold of 180ms as being more indicative of
the average listener’s ability to resolve ITDs at 64 Hz.

Comparisons among threshold ITDs obtained with low-
frequency pure tones~triangles! and their transposed coun-
terparts ~circles! indicate that sensitivity to ITD in high-
frequency channels of the auditory system can, for stimuli
having low rates of modulation, be as good as or even better
than that measured in low-frequency channels. Specifically,
at 128 Hz, threshold ITDs for transposed and tonal stimuli
are essentially equivalent, being 76 and 69ms, respectively.
At 64 Hz, the threshold ITD obtained with the transposed
stimulus~95 ms! is actuallysmaller than that obtained with
the pure tone, independent of whether one uses the plotted
mean threshold ITD~268 ms! or the recalculated mean~180
ms! to represent threshold for the pure-tone condition.

The data obtained at higher rates of modulation, 256 and
512 Hz, however, indicate that threshold ITDs obtained with
transposed stimuli are larger than their pure-tone counter-
parts. The mean threshold ITD obtained with the pure tone of
256 Hz is smaller than that obtained with the transposed
stimulus and, while listeners were quite sensitive to ITDs
conveyed by a pure tone of 512 Hz, they were quite insen-
sitive to ITDs conveyed by its transposed counterpart. For
two different reasons, this outcome was not surprising. First,
both SAM tones and transposed stimuli contain ‘‘sidebands’’
that would be subjected to increasing amounts of attenuation
via peripheral filtering as the rate of modulation~and thus the
separation in frequency between the sidebands! is increased
such that the sidebands fall within the ‘‘skirt’’ of the filter.
Nuetzel and Hafter~1981! specifically discussed how periph-
eral filtering would lead to attenuation of the sidebands of
SAM tones and how that attenuation would result in reduc-
tions in depth of modulation which, in turn, could lead to
degradations in sensitivity to ITD. Bernstein and Trahiotis
~1996a! showed how reductions in depth of modulation re-
sult in poorer ITD thresholds by considering how changes in
depth of modulation affect the normalized interaural correla-
tion. More recently, van der Par and Kohlrausch~1997! also
considered how peripheral attenuation of the sidebands of
high-frequency transposed stimuli could degrade binaural
detection in an MLD task.

The second reason this outcome was expected is that
there appears to exist a limitation in the ability of the audi-
tory system to follow rates of fluctuation of the envelope that
are greater than about 150 Hz. Data supporting the existence
of such a limitation have been reported in several binaural
investigations~e.g., McFadden and Pasanen, 1976; Bernstein
and Trahiotis, 1992a, 1992b, 1994! and, as discussed in the
latter three of those studies, the process limiting the ability to
follow rapidly changing envelopes appears to operate inde-
pendently of peripheral bandpass filtering. It is interesting,
historically, that Nuetzel and Hafter~1981!, who favored an
explanation based solely on peripheral filtering, acknowl-
edged the logical possibility that such a rate limitation could
have affected the ITD thresholds they measured using high-
frequency SAM tones.

Additional empirical evidence that an envelope rate
limitation is manifest at high spectral frequencies has been

provided by Kohlrauschet al. ~2000! and Ewert and Dau
~2000!. In both of those studies, temporal modulation trans-
fer functions~TMTFs! were measured at various center fre-
quencies. The patterning of the data and their quantitative
analyses led them to include a low-pass filter in their model
that serves to attenuate, independent of the center frequency
of the stimulus, fluctuations of the envelope that are more
rapid than 150 Hz. The common inferences from these stud-
ies and from a more recent study by Moore and Glasberg
~2001! are that~1! there appears to be a monaural process
that functionally acts as a low-pass filter on the envelope-
based information that serves as input to more central stages
of processing and~2! the low-pass filtering of the envelope
appears to be functionally independent of the center fre-
quency of the stimuli and, by necessity, independent of the
width of initial peripheral bandpass filtering.

In summary, threshold ITDs obtained with high-
frequency transposed stimuli:~1! are consistently smaller
than those obtained with high-frequency SAM tones and~2!
at frequencies of modulation of 128 and 64 Hz, are as small
or smaller than threshold ITDs obtained with low-frequency
pure tones. In our view, these findings are consistent with
Colburn and Esquissaud’s~1976! general hypothesis that
transformations affecting the inputs to the binaural processor
are responsible for the finding that threshold ITDs obtained
at high frequencies are typically larger than those obtained at
low frequencies.

The reader is reminded that two of the four listeners
were essentially unable to perform the task with SAM and
transposed stimuli having a rate of modulation of 512 Hz.
This outcome motivated us to determine whether there were
consistent inter-individual differences in relative sensitivity
to ITD across the frequencies of modulation tested. In order
to do so, the data from each listener were normalized by
dividing the threshold ITD in each condition by the listener’s
threshold ITD measured with the SAM tone having a rate of
modulation of 128 Hz. That stimulus was chosen as the
‘‘standard’’ for comparison because rates of modulation close
to that frequency have been shown in several studies to yield
relatively small threshold ITDs~e.g., Henning, 1974; Nuetzel
and Hafter, 1981; Bernstein and Trahiotis, 1994!. Normaliz-
ing the data in this manner permits one to make useful com-
parisons of relative performance within and across individual
listeners, even when there are differences in the types of
stimuli employed and in absolute sensitivity to ITD.

Figure 4 contains the normalized thresholds for data ob-
tained with the SAM tones and the transposed stimuli plotted
as bar graphs. The data are grouped by modulation frequency
so that within- and across-listener trends in the data can be
easily discerned. The horizontal dotted line at a value of 1.0
represents, for each listener, the threshold ITD obtained with
the 128-Hz SAM reference stimulus. For all listeners, for
rates of modulation below 512 Hz, threshold ITDs obtained
with the transposed stimuli~filled bars! are smaller than
those obtained with the SAM tone~unfilled bars!. The only
exception occurred for our most sensitive listener, AC, at a
frequency of modulation of 256 Hz. Her un-normalized
threshold ITDs for the SAM and transposed stimuli were 70
and 77ms, respectively, indicating excellent sensitivity to
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ITDs conveyed by both types of stimuli. The patterning of
the normalized data clearly indicates that for both SAM
tones and transposed stimuli there were essentially no inter-
individual differences in relative sensitivity to ITD for rates
of modulation of 32, 64, and to 128 Hz. In contrast, at 256
Hz, the heights of the bars reflect moderate inter-individual
differences and at 512 Hz, there are large inter-individual
differences. At the latter frequency, one of the listeners~AC!
performed as well as for the lower rates, one of the listeners
~KM ! required approximately four to five times the ITD re-
quired at 128 Hz, and two of the listeners~RO and JB! could
not perform the task given repeated attempts with ITDs of up
to 1 ms.

Our interpretation of the relations among the data in Fig.
4 is that the data obtained from each individual confirm the
representative nature of the averaged threshold ITDs de-
picted in Fig. 3. In addition, we believe that the inter-
individual differences that did occur most likely did not stem
from inter-individual differences in the ability to process
ITDs, per se.

III. EXPERIMENT 2

Following the collection of data with stimuli centered at
4 kHz, data were obtained with SAM tones and transposed
stimuli centered at either 6 or 10 kHz in order to assess the
generalizability of the findings. At the higher frequencies, the
widths of the peripheral filters are greater than at 4 kHz, and
any reduction in the depth of modulation that occurred at 4
kHz would be expected to be less severe or absent at 6 and
10 kHz. Therefore, to the degree that reductions of the depth
of modulation were responsible for loss of sensitivity to ITD
for high rates of modulation at 4 kHz, one would expect
performance to beimproved by increasing the center fre-
quency to 6 or 10 kHz. On the other hand, recent experi-

ments have indicated that sensitivity to ITDs conveyed by
the envelopes of conventional high-frequency stimuli~e.g.,
SAM tones! having center frequencies higher than 4 kHz can
be muchpoorer than that observed at 4 kHz.~e.g., Henning,
1974; Bernstein and Trahiotis, 1994!. A similar finding with
transposed stimuli could indicate that sensitivity to ITD,per
se, decreases at the higher frequencies as a result of unknown
factors probably not associated with the peripheral process-
ing of the stimuli.

The procedures used to obtain threshold ITDs at 6 and
10 kHz were the same as those described for experiment 1,
save for the fact that the stimuli were generated with a suit-
ably higher sampling rate~27.056 kHz! and an increased
cutoff frequency of the low-pass, anti-imaging filter~12.75
kHz!. The listeners were the four who participated in experi-
ment 1. All of the data with stimuli centered at 6 kHz were
collected prior to collecting the data with stimuli centered at
10 kHz. It was judged that ‘‘blocking’’ the conditions in this
manner would give the listeners the greatest opportunity to
achieve their best performance in what was expected to be a
difficult task.

A. Results and discussion

The top and bottom panels of Fig. 5 display the mean
threshold ITDs for the stimuli centered at 6 and 10 kHz,
respectively. The threshold ITDs obtained with pure tones
are replotted from Fig. 1. The thresholds obtained at 6 kHz
are slightly, but consistently, larger than those obtained at 4
kHz and the overall patterning of the data at the two center
frequencies is virtually identical. Once again, the threshold
ITDs obtained with the transposed stimuli are smaller than
those obtained with the SAM tones. Note that, as was the
case at 4 kHz, the threshold ITD obtained with the trans-
posed stimulus having a rate of modulation of 128 Hz is, for
practical purposes, equivalent to that obtained with a 128-Hz
pure tone, and the one obtained with a rate of modulation of
64 Hz is smaller than that obtained with its pure-tone coun-
terpart.

The data obtained at 10 kHz are somewhat different in
that threshold ITDs are generally larger, being, when mea-
surable, two to three times those obtained at 4 kHz. As indi-
cated in the figure, mean threshold ITDs could not be com-
puted at 256 and 512 Hz. This occurred because some
listeners could not perform the task at these rates of modu-
lation even with ITDs as large as 1 ms. A comparable loss of
sensitivity to ITD at very high center frequencies~8 and 12
kHz! was reported by Bernstein and Trahiotis~1994!.

The differences in threshold ITDs obtained with trans-
posed stimuli and the SAM tones having rates of modulation
of 32, 64, and 128 Hz are even larger than those found at 4
and 6 kHz. This stems largely from the fact that the threshold
ITDs obtained with both SAM tones and the transposed
stimuli, in general, doubled when center frequency was in-
creased to 10 kHz. Thus, when the differences in threshold
ITDs between SAM and transposed stimuli are considered in
terms of ratios, it appears that about the same relative im-
provement occurs with transposed stimuli, independent of
center frequency. Perhaps the biggest departure in the pat-
terning of the data at 10 kHz is that mean threshold ITDs

FIG. 4. Normalized threshold ITDs for the SAM~open bars! and transposed
stimuli ~filled bars! centered at 4 kHz. The data from each listener were
normalized by dividing the threshold ITD in each condition by the listener’s
threshold ITD measured with the SAM tone having a rate of modulation of
128 Hz. The data for the four individual listeners are grouped by modulation
frequency. The broken ordinate and broken bars indicate conditions in which
thresholds could not be determined even for ITDs as large as 1 ms.
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could not be computed for data obtained at a rate of modu-
lation of 256 Hz. This was so because two of the listeners,
RO and JB, were unable to perform the task with either SAM
or transposed stimuli.

The top and bottom panels of Fig. 6 contain individual
listener’s normalized thresholds at 6 and 10 kHz, respec-
tively. At 6 kHz, the threshold ITDs obtained from all four
listeners with the transposed stimuli~filled bars! were, once
again, smaller than those obtained with the SAM tones~un-
filled bars!. The patterning of the normalized data at 6 kHz is
very much like that found at 4 kHz with the exception that
listener JB’s normalized thresholds for rates of modulation of
64 and 256 Hz were larger than they were at 4 kHz. Still,
listener JB’s data clearly indicate smaller threshold ITDs
with transposed stimuli than with SAM tones. The picture is
much the same at 10 kHz, save for the fact that threshold
ITDs were unmeasurable for listeners RO and JB in condi-

tions in which the rate of modulation was 256 Hz. It is in-
teresting, and to us important, that Fig. 6 reveals three stimu-
lus conditions~a rate of modulation of 512 Hz for stimuli
centered at 6 kHz, and rates of modulation of 256 and 512
Hz for stimuli centered at 10 kHz! in which listener KM was
unable to perform the task with a SAM tone but was able to
perform the task with a transposed stimulus.

The data obtained at center frequencies of 6 and 10 kHz,
like those obtained at 4 kHz, indicate that threshold ITDs
obtained with transposed stimuli are smaller than those ob-
tained with SAM tones, and can sometimes lead to threshold
ITDs that are essentially equivalent to or smaller than those
obtained with low-frequency pure tones. Therefore, it ap-
pears to be generally true that the relative insensitivity to
ITD typically observed with conventional high-frequency
stimuli primarily stems from the nature of the information at
the input to the binaural processor. That is, the high-
frequency channels can support excellent sensitivity to ITD
when the ‘‘internal’’ envelopes of the stimuli provide suffi-

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 3, but for SAM and transposed stimuli centered at 6
kHz ~upper panel! and 10 kHz~lower panel!.

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 4, but for SAM and transposed stimuli centered at 6
kHz ~upper panel! and 10 kHz~lower panel!.
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cient information. These aspects of the data appear to be
consistent with Colburn and Esquissaud’s~1976! notion that
frequency-related differences in sensitivity to ITD stem from
frequency-related differences in the neural information that
serves as input to the binaural portion of the auditory system.

On the other hand, the overall elevation in threshold
ITDs observed at 10 kHz for both SAM and transposed
stimuli may reflect true across-frequency differences within
central binaural mechanisms that process ITDs, at least in
terms of how they affect absolute sensitivity to ITDs. In our
view, this outcome should not detract from the useful in-
sights provided by Colburn and Esquissaud concerning the
fundamental explanation for differences in sensitivity to ITD
at low vs high frequencies.

The data obtained at all three center frequencies indicate
that, in general, threshold ITDs increased as the rate of
modulation was increased beyond 128 Hz. Furthermore, they
increased more rapidly with rate of modulation~and more
often were unmeasurable! as the center frequency of the
stimuli was increased to 10 kHz. These effects cannot be
explained by simply assuming that peripheral bandpass fil-
tering causes reductions in depth of modulation of the stimuli
as rate of modulation is increased and that this, in turn, de-
grades the binaural processing of ITDs. According to that
line of argument, increasing the center frequency of the
stimuli would lead toimprovedperformance at the higher
rates of modulation because the attendant increases in the
bandwidths of the auditory filters would producerelatively
less reductionin the depth of modulation of the stimuli. The
data are not in accord with such an expectation. Instead, they
appear to be consistent with there being some mechanism
that serves to limit the ability to ‘‘follow’’ or to encode high
rates of fluctuation of the envelope of high-frequency, com-
plex waveforms.

IV. QUANTITATIVE ACCOUNTS AND
INTERPRETATIONS OF THE DATA

We attempted to account for the data quantitatively by
assuming that the listener’s threshold ITDs reflect a constant
change of the normalized interaural correlation. The math-
ematical model used to make the predictions was one we
employed in previous studies~Bernstein and Trahiotis,
1996b; Bernsteinet al., 1999!. It included ‘‘envelope com-
pression’’ (exponent50.23), square-law rectification, and
low-pass filtering at 425 Hz to capture the loss of neural
synchrony to the fine structure of the stimuli that occurs as
the center frequency is increased~Weiss and Rose, 1988!.
For this study, the model was supplemented by an initial
stage of bandpass filtering via Gammatone filters~see Patter-
son et al., 1995! which, like the stimuli, were centered at
either 4, 6, or 10 kHz.

In order to make the predictions, it was necessary to
determine functions relating ITD to normalized interaural
correlation. This was done separately for SAM and trans-
posed stimuli at each of the three center frequencies and at
each of a large set of rates of modulation that included those
actually used in the experiment. Numerical measures were
obtained by implementing the peripheral stages of the model
with MATLAB and then computing the normalized interaural

correlation between the model’s ‘‘left’’ and ‘‘right’’ outputs
for a wide range of ITDs. Then, using a least-squares crite-
rion, polynomials were fit to the paired values of normalized
correlation and ITD.

In order to arrive at predicted threshold ITDs, we sought
the criterion value of normalized interaural correlation that
maximized the amount of variance accounted for between
predicted and obtained values of threshold ITD for data ob-
tained with both SAM and transposed stimuli. A separate
fitting procedure was carried out for the mean data at 4, 6,
and 10 kHz in order to determine whether the criterion val-
ues of interaural correlation depended on center frequency.
Stimulus conditions for which a mean threshold could not be
computed~see Figs. 3 and 5! were not included in the com-
putations of the amount of variance accounted for by the
model. Nevertheless, predictions for such stimulus condi-
tions were computed in order to determine what the model
would predict.

The three panels of Fig. 7 contain the mean threshold
ITDs for the SAM ~squares! and transposed~circles! stimu-
lus conditions along with the predictions from the model
shown as dotted lines. The solid lines will be discussed be-
low. Qualitatively and in general, the model appears to pre-
dict successfully the threshold ITDs for both SAM and trans-
posed stimuli having rates of modulation of 32, 64, or 128
Hz. Quantitatively, the amount of variance in the data
accounted3 for by the model for those three frequencies of
modulation was only 43% at 4 kHz, 10% at 6 kHz, and 64%
at 10 kHz. At higher rates of modulation, the model fails to
capture the dramatic increase in thresholds as the rate of
modulation was increased to and beyond 256 Hz.

In an attempt to provide a satisfactory account of the
loss of sensitivity to ITD at the higher rates of modulation,
we further augmented the model by adding a final stage of
monaural, 150-Hz low-pass filtering. The cutoff frequency
was the same as that used by Kohlrauschet al. ~2000! and
Ewert and Dau~2000!. The new predictions are indicated by
the solid lines within each panel of Fig. 7 and appear to
provide an improved fit to the data, especially for threshold
ITDs obtained at center frequencies of 4 and 6 kHz. At those
two center frequencies, the augmented model appears to ac-
count both for the elevated thresholds obtained at a rate of
modulation of 256 Hz and for the fact that the average lis-
tener was essentially unable to perform the task at a rate of
modulation of 512 Hz. For stimulus conditions for which a
mean threshold could be defined, the amount of variance in
the data that was accounted for by the model was 86% at 4
kHz, 96% at 6 kHz, and 77% at 10 kHz. It should be noted
that a second-order low-pass filter was required to fit our
binaural data, while a first-order filter appeared to fit the data
of Kohlrauschet al. ~2000! and Ewert and Dau~2000!. The
reasons for this difference are not understood at this time.

The changes of normalized interaural correlation~Dr!
computed with the model~after bandpass filtering, compres-
sion, rectification, and low-pass filtering! required to fit the
data were 0.000 23 at 4 kHz, 0.000 51 at 6 kHz, and 0.001 70
at 10 kHz. At face value, these values ofDr suggest that
sensitivity to envelope-basedDr declines with increasing
center frequency. This type of finding is consistent with our
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previous research~Bernstein and Trahiotis, 1994!. In order to
evaluate the relative precision of the fits to the data obtained
across center frequency in this study, we recomputed the
percentages of variance accounted for at each center fre-
quency while varying the criterion value ofDr. Figure 8
shows the results of the computations. The peaked nature of
the plots indicates quite clearly that the fits are relatively
precise and robust because relatively small changes in the
criterion value ofDr lead to relatively large changes in the
amounts of variance accounted for. Furthermore, there is
little overlap among the individual plots corresponding to fits
obtained at the different center frequencies. Based on these
findings it appears that our data and analyses are sufficiently
precise to support the conclusion that sensitivity to envelope-
basedDr declines as center frequency is increased from 4 to
10 kHz.

Figure 8 also contains a plot of variance accounted for
as a function of criterionDr for the tonal stimuli having
frequencies of 128, 256, and 512 Hz. The mean threshold
obtained at 64 Hz was excluded from the analysis because,
as discussed much earlier in this presentation, it was not
representative of performance measured across the four lis-
teners. The 150-Hz low-pass filter was not included in the
model because its function is to attenuatemodulations of
amplitude which are not present in tonal stimuli. In fact,
including such a filter would appear to be folly because it
would severely attenuate the internal, rectified representation
of the signal and lead to the absurd prediction that sensitivity
to ITD declines dramatically as the frequency of the signal
increases beyond 150 Hz.

For the low-frequency tones, the criterion value ofDr
that best fit the data was 0.001 54. The plot representing the
fits peaks in the region of 96% of variance accounted for,
indicating that a correlation-based model that incorporates
stages of peripheral auditory processing provides an excel-
lent account of how threshold ITDs vary with frequency for
pure tones. Note also that the plot representing the fits with
the tonal stimuli overlaps greatly with the plot representing
the fits for threshold ITDs obtained at a center frequency of

FIG. 7. Threshold ITDs for the SAM~squares! and transposed~circles!
stimuli replotted from Figs. 3 and 5. The dotted lines represent predictions
based on a constant criterion change in the normalized correlation computed
subsequent to compression, rectification, and low-pass filtering at 425 Hz
~see the text!. The solid lines represent predictions obtained when the pe-
ripheral processing was supplemented by an additional 150-Hz low-pass
filter.

FIG. 8. Variance accounted for by the predictions as a function of the
criterion Dr for the pure-tones stimuli and for the stimuli centered at 4, 6,
and 10 kHz, respectively.
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10 kHz. Therefore, based on the values ofDr shown in Fig.
8, it appears that listeners areleast sensitive to changes in
interaural correlation for low-frequency pure tones and SAM
and transposed stimuli centered at 10 kHz.

This outcome is somewhat counterintuitive because, as
mentioned at the very beginning of this paper, threshold
ITDs measured with low-frequency pure tones are typically
smaller than those measured when the ITDs are conveyed by
the envelopes of high-frequency stimuli. In fact, the data in
Figs. 3 and 5, indicate that this is so.A priori, within a
correlation-based approach, one might expect that values of
threshold ITD and theirDr counterparts would vary in a
one-to-one fashion. For any particular stimulus, that is cer-
tainly the case. Considered across types of stimuli, however,
such a relation does not occur. Specifically, the small thresh-
old ITDs found with low-frequency tones correspond,
through our model, to larger values ofDr than do, for ex-
ample, the larger threshold ITDs obtained at 4 and 6 kHz.
This comes about because the empirically measured func-
tions relatingDr to ITD for the low-frequency pure tones are
steeper than those measured for the high-frequency stimuli.

In an attempt to understand what aspect or aspects of the
model lead to this outcome, we performed several computer-
based analyses while omitting one or more of the peripheral
stages of the model. It appears that the factor that is respon-
sible is the differential effect that compression has on tonal
stimuli and on the high-frequency complex waveforms. The
type of ‘‘envelope compression’’ employed simply scaled the
amplitudes of the pure tones but imposed a true compressive
nonlinearity on the envelopes of the high-frequency SAM
and transposed waveforms.

We investigated the effects of removing compression
from the model. Doing so drastically reduced the amounts of
variance accounted for. This was not completely unexpected
because in a prior investigation~Bernsteinet al., 1999! we
had demonstrated that the inclusion of envelope-based com-
pression was necessary in the sense that it allowed us to
account for binaural detection with maskers of divergent
temporal features. In that study, we demonstrated that the
data could not be accounted for if compression were not
included. In addition, the form of compression used in the
model is not arbitrary. Rather, it conforms to physiologically-
based measures of basilar-membrane motion~e.g., Ruggero
et al., 1997! and is also constrained by successful fits to be-
havioral detection data obtained in independent investiga-
tions. For all these reasons, we believe that the form of com-
pression used in the model is appropriate and that the
differences inDr that account for the data are valid.

At this time, we can offer no satisfactory explanation for
why listeners are relatively more sensitive to changes inDr
conveyed by high-frequency stimuli centered at 4 and 6 kHz
than they are to changes inDr conveyed by low-frequency
pure tones of 128, 256, and 512 Hz. Our only speculation is
that binaural detection is known to be constrained by addi-
tive ‘‘internal noise’’ which appears to decline dramatically
for frequencies above 100 Hz~e.g., Shaw and Piercy, 1962!.
Yost ~1988! has demonstrated that such internal noise also
limits the magnitude of the MLD at low frequencies even
when insert earphones, like the ones used in this study and

which tend to attenuate this type of internal noise, are em-
ployed.

V. SUMMARY

Following van der Par and Kohlrausch~1997!, we em-
ployed a procedure termed ‘‘transposition’’ in an attempt to
provide the high-frequency channels of the auditory system
with information like that normally available only at low
frequencies. In these experiments, transposition entailed
multiplication ~modulation! of a high-frequency sinusoid by
a rectified, low-pass filtered, low-frequency tone. Our find-
ings indicate that threshold ITDs obtained with the trans-
posed stimuli were generally smaller than those obtained
with SAM tones and, at modulation frequencies of 128 and
64 Hz, were equal to or smaller than threshold ITDs obtained
with their low-frequency pure-tone counterparts. Our quanti-
tative analyses revealed that the data could be well accounted
for via a model based on normalized interaural correlations
computed subsequent to known stages of peripheral auditory
processing augmented by low-pass filtering of the envelopes
within the high-frequency channels of each ear. The data and
analyses appear to be consistent with the general ideas ad-
vanced by Colburn and Esquissaud at a meeting of the
Acoustical Society of America in 1976. They conjectured
that the greater potency of ITDs typically observed for low
frequencies as compared to high frequencies results from dif-
ferences in the specific aspects of the waveform that are
coded peripherally rather than from differences in the more
central binaural mechanisms that process information from
the different frequency regions. It should be understood that,
in principle, any of a variety of high-frequency stimuli other
than transposed ones, may, because of the temporal charac-
teristics of their envelopes, foster enhanced sensitivity to
ITDs. This would not detract from the general validity of the
suggestions made by Colburn and Esquissaud so long as a
model that assumes that a commonbinaural mechanism op-
erates across frequency~such as the model employed here! is
able to account for the data.
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1We were surprised to find that stimulus levels produced according to the
calibration supplied with the Etymotic ER-2 earphones sounded less loud
than stimuli presented at nominally the same level via TDH-39 earphones,
according to their calibration. Dr. Mead Killion, of Etymotic Research,
validated our listening experience and agreed with us that the two respec-
tive methods of calibration would be expected to produce levels of stimu-
lation differing by about 10 dB. We chose to ‘‘calibrate’’ the outputs of the
Etymotic earphones to the nominal levels produced by the TDH-39s so that
listeners in this study would receive levels of stimulation directly compa-
rable to those utilized by us and others in prior psychophysical experiments
employing TDH-39s. We verified that the levels from the Etymotic ear-
phones were appropriate by presenting a high-frequency, stimulus to one
ear via an Etymotic ER-2 earphone and simultaneously to the other ear via
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a TDH-39 earphone. We then adjusted the relative levels between the two
ears to produce a ‘‘centered’’ intracranial image, as is produced by diotic
stimuli in normal-hearing listeners. In order to produce a centered image, it
was necessary to impose a 10-dB larger voltage on the Etymotic ER-2 than
would be expected on the basis of its calibration. Incidentally, the same
type of ear-to-ear comparison allows one to compare and to cross calibrate
any earphone to any other one, local variations in the frequency response of
the earphones notwithstanding.

2In order to make this comparison, the values of ITD reported by Henning
~1974! must be doubled. Henning introduced an ITD once per trial to the
left or right ear. This provided twice as much information as compared to
introducing the ITD to the same ear, once per trial, as in the current study
and the study by Bernstein and Trahiotis~1994!. Nueztel and Hafter~1981!
employed a procedure similar to Henning’s but the thresholds they report
are twice the value of the ITD presented in each interval.

3The formula used to compute the percentage of the variance for which our
predicted values of threshold accounted was 1003(12@((Oi

2Pi)
2#/@((Oi2Ō)2#), where Oi and Pi represent individual observed
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Interaural level differences and the level-meter model
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The interaural level difference~ILD ! plays a significant role in sound localization. However, the
definition of ILD for noise is open to some interpretation because it is not obvious how to deal with
the inevitable level fluctuations. In this article, the ILD is interpreted as an energylike
~time-integrated! measure of stimulus level, independent of other stimulus details—particularly
interaural correlation. This concept is called the ‘‘level-meter model.’’ The model was tested by
measuring human ILD thresholds for noise stimuli that were interaurally correlated, or
anticorrelated, or uncorrelated. An additional test~not involving lateralization! measured the
threshold for level discrimination based on loudness. According to the level-meter model, all four
thresholds should be the same. The experimental results showed that the predictions of the
level-meter model held good to within about half a dB, although thresholds for level discrimination
were systematically higher than ILDs. Among the ILDs themselves, thresholds were slightly higher
for uncorrelated noise. The latter result could be explained by replacing the level-meter model with
a loudness-meter model, incorporating temporal integration. The same model accounted for the
bandwidth dependence of the threshold. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1500759#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Pn, 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Fe@LRB#

I. INTRODUCTION

An important contribution to the human ability to local-
ize a sound is the difference in level between the two ears, or
interaural level difference~ILD !. The object of the work de-
scribed in this article was to gain insight into the way the
auditory system uses ILD information in a broadband noise
signal. Specifically, we wanted to know whether it matters if
the noises in the two ears are mutually coherent or not. Al-
though coherence is necessary for the use of interaural time
differences, it is not obvious that coherence plays any role in
the use of ILD information.

To bring the question into clear focus, we formed a null
hypothesis about the way that the binaural system measures
the ILD, namely the ‘‘level-meter model.’’ According to the
level-meter model the binaural system measures the power in
the left ear with one meter, measures the power in the right
ear with a second meter, compares those two power measure-
ments, and uses the difference to localize or lateralize. Bin-
aural coherence is unimportant to the operation of this sys-
tem because the system only measures the average levels
from the two ears. This model would predict that the ability
to detect small differences in interaural level should be inde-
pendent of whether the noise is interaurally correlated or
uncorrelated. Implicit in the level-meter model is an ideal-
ized integration time, long enough to average over stimulus
fluctuations so that the precision of the level measurement is
limited only by the noise duration.

The alternative to the level-meter is a model in which
the binaural system does not reduce levels in left and right
ears to single individual magnitudes prior to comparison. For
instance, a system might tend to track the difference between
left and right signals as a function of time. Such an ILD-

tracking system is sensitive to the difference between corre-
lated and uncorrelated noise because of inherent fluctuations
in noise power. For perfectly correlated noise
(cross correlation51), the signals in the two ears are iden-
tical except for a fixed level difference. The instantaneous
ILD is constant even though the noise fluctuates. By contrast,
if the noise signals in the two ears are perfectly uncorrelated
(cross correlation50), then the fluctuations in left and right
ears are independent, and the instantaneous ILD varies as
well. The ILD fluctuation leads to additional variance, caus-
ing this ILD-tracking model to predict that the ability to
detect small differences in interaural level should be better
for correlated noise than for uncorrelated.

In their study of monaural versus binaural discrimina-
tion, Jesteadt and Wier~1977! made a similar distinction
between models. Theirindependent thresholdmodel, like the
level meter model, is insensitive to interaural coherence.
Their information integratingmodel, like the tracking model,
is sensitive, possibly giving different results for interaurally
correlated or uncorrelated noise.

Apart from models of measurement, there is the matter
of perception. A perfectly coherent~diotic! noise is normally
perceived as a compact image near the center of the head.
Introducing a small ILD moves the image to the left or right
but retains the compact character if the ILD is less than about
8 dB ~Blauert, 1983!. By contrast, a binaurally uncorrelated
noise forms a fuzzy image that fills the head.A priori, it
seems likely that listeners should be able to lateralize the
compact image more successfully than the fuzzy image.
Thus, both the ILD-tracking model and common experience
suggest that ILD sensitivity should be greatest for correlated
noise, contrary to the prediction of the level-meter model.

The role of binaural coherence in connection with ILDa!Electronic mail: hartmann@pa.msu.edu
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sensitivity has been studied before. In unpublished work,
Grantham and Ahlstrom~1982! measured ILD sensitivity for
broadband noise and narrow-band noise centered on several
frequencies. For two out of three listeners, ILD thresholds
tended to be smaller for diotic-except-for-level~correlated!
noise than for completely uncorrelated noise. The advantage
observed for correlated noise was greater when noise bursts
were brief, 30 ms, than when noise bursts were 500 ms in
duration. Similarly, an abstract by Neutzel~1982! reported
slightly smaller ILD thresholds for broadband correlated
noise compared to uncorrelated noise. The experiments of
the present article expand on these works, including addi-
tional conditions.

II. EXPERIMENT 1—BROAD BAND

Experiment 1 measured the human ability to detect
small interaural differences in the level of broadband noise
under three conditions of noise coherence:

~1! Diotic-except-for-level: Noises were identical in the two
ears except for a difference in level. Diotic noise is
called No in the traditional notation of masking level
difference~MLD ! studies; the cross-correlation function
for zero lag is 1.

~2! Anticorrelated: Noises were identical in the two ears ex-
cept for a difference in level and an overall factor of21
for one ear. Thus each spectral component in the left ear
was 180 degrees out of phase with the corresponding
component in the right ear. Anticorrelated noise is called
Np in traditional MLD notation; the cross correlation for
zero lag is21.

~3! Uncorrelated: Noise sources for left and right ears were
independent. Uncorrelated noise is calledNu in tradi-
tional MLD notation; the ensemble-averaged cross cor-
relation is 0 for all values of the lag.

The ability of listeners to detect ILDs was probed in a
lateralization experiment using headphones. If lateralization,
based on ILD information, is only a matter of comparing
levels in the left and right ears, as conjectured in the level-
meter model, then lateralization thresholds should be the
same for all three noise conditions. Furthermore, the model
suggests that lateralization cannot be more accurate than the
initial independent level measurements in the two ears. As
will be shown in Sec. IV, the model predicts that threshold
ILDs should be equal to the difference limen in intensity, as
also suggested years ago by von Be´késy ~1930!. It is an
indication of the power of the level-meter model that it uni-
fies such disparate percepts as lateralization and intensity dis-
crimination. To test this idea, we added a fourth condition,

~4! DLI ~difference limen in intensity!: Noises in left and
right ears were always identical.

A. Method

1. Lateralization experiment

In the lateralization experiment, noise was presented on
two successive intervals. The two intervals had ILDs of
equal magnitude but opposite sign. The sign reversal was
expected to cause the image on the second interval to be

either to the right or to the left of the image on the first,
corresponding to ‘‘left–right’’ or ‘‘right–left’’ trials, respec-
tively. The listener was required to indicate the direction of
the change in a two-alternative forced-choice task.

On every interval, one ear received the standard level of
60 dB SPL. As shown in Fig. 1, a right–left trial could be
made either by making the right-ear level larger on the first
interval or making the left-ear level smaller on the first in-
terval. Both options were used with equal probability accord-
ing to a random schedule. Whatever the ILD on the first
interval, its sign was reversed to make the ILD for the sec-
ond. Similarly, two corresponding sequences were randomly
used for left–right trials.

The magnitude of the ILD was varied in a staircase fash-
ion. The staircase was one-up three-down, targeting the 79%
correct point on a psychometric function. For every incorrect
response the interaural level difference~ILD ! was increased
by an increment. After three successive correct responses, the
ILD was decreased by an increment. The magnitude of the
increment was caused to vary according to the staircase
value, with the goal of reaching threshold quickly and pro-
viding accuracy in the vicinity of threshold. When the ex-
perimental run began, the initial ILD was 2 dB, and the ILD
increment was 0.5 dB. As the staircase progressed, the ILD
increment depended on the ILD. When the ILD was greater
than 1.5 dB the increment was 0.5 dB. When the ILD was
between 1.0 and 1.5 dB, the increment was 0.2 dB. When the
ILD was less than 1.0 dB, the increment was 0.1 dB. The
minimum possible ILD was 0.1 dB.

A staircase run continued until the staircase had changed
direction 14 times. The first four turning points were dis-
carded and the average and standard deviation for the re-
maining ten turning levels became the data for the run. The
duration of runs ranged from 2 to 4 minutes.

2. DLI experiment

The stimulus for the DLI experiment was a minor varia-
tion on the lateralization experiment. To make the DLI ex-
periment, the stimulus for the right ear from the lateralization
experiment was sent to both left and right ears. Therefore,
the experiment was diotic. The listener’s task was to say

FIG. 1. There were two options~a! and ~b! for the level variation on a
right–left trial as shown. The two options were used randomly and equally
often. The total power (left1right) was the same on both time intervals, but
the ILDs were reversed from the first interval to the second. There were
similar options forleft–right trials.
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whether the first or second interval was the louder. Other-
wise, the DLI experiment was identical to the lateralization
experiments.

3. All experiments

The experiments of four types,~1! lateralization of cor-
related noise,~2! lateralization of anticorrelated noise,~3!
lateralization of uncorrelated noise, and~4! DLI for diotic
noise, were done in random order, except that no experiment
type was done more than twice in succession. After a few
training runs, listeners completed runs for which data were
collected. Listeners received no feedback. From the experi-
ence of Grantham and Ahlstrom~1982!, and from our own
pilot experiments, we expected the distinctions among the
four types of experiments to be subtle. Therefore, we insisted
that the runs lead to rather tight staircases with small vari-
ance. Runs with a standard deviation among turning levels
less than 0.3 dB were considered ‘‘tight’’ and were accepted.
Runs with larger standard deviation were repeated. Final data
were based on the last six tight runs for each listener on each
of the experiment types, a total of 24 runs, or 144 runs for
the six listeners.

B. Stimuli

All stimuli were white, Gaussian, broadband noises gen-
erated by Zener diodes biased near the breakdown knee. The
spectrum was verified by a spectrum analyzer. The Gaussian
character was checked by repeated sampling and plotting a
histogram of the values. For the uncorrelated noise experi-
ment independent noise generators were used. The noises
were low-pass filtered at 10 kHz~248 dB/oct!. The spectrum
level was 20 dB, making the stimulus level 60 dB SPL.
Stimuli were turned on with matched voltage-controlled am-
plifiers, controlled by a common gating signal with a rise/fall
time of 30 ms. Therefore, lateralization was not affected by
interaural onset differences. The gate was triggered by a
Tucker-Davis TG6 module to establish precise timing. After
a 300-ms warning interval, marked by a green pilot lamp,
there were the two stimulus intervals, 500 ms in duration,
separated by a 500-ms silent gap. After the stimulus inter-
vals, a red pilot lamp requested a response from the listener.
There was no time limit for the response. The experiment
was self-paced with the next trial beginning 300 ms after a
response. The 500-ms stimulus duration placed a theoretical
limit on our ability to test the level meter model.

Listeners were seated in a double-walled sound-
attenuating room~Acoustic Systems model RE-244! and re-
ceived the stimuli via Sennheiser HD 480 headphones. They
made their responses by pressing one of two buttons on a
response box.

C. Listeners

There were six listeners, R, Z, H, K, M, and W. Listen-
ers R, Z, H, and M were males, ages 21, 29, 60, and 19.
Listeners K and W were female, ages 21 and 19.

D. Results

For each listener and experiment type, the mean of the
six runs and the standard deviation were found. These data
appear in Fig. 2. Of particular interest was a comparison
among the different experiment types. This comparison, av-
eraged over listeners, is shown in the top line of Table I.

Figure 2 shows that all thresholds fell between 0.2 and
1.3 dB. Thus, they were all similar. However, some system-
atic differences are also visible. For every listener the largest
threshold was the DLI. Also, among the ILDs~open sym-
bols!, every listener’s largest threshold was for uncorrelated
noise. The ILD threshold values for correlated and uncorre-
lated noise from Table I are 0.451 and 0.585 dB, respec-
tively. These can be compared with values of 0.33 and
0.40 dB obtained by Neutzel~1982! using a four-interval
procedure.

An analysis of variance was conducted on the four
thresholds: lateralization of noise~correlated, anticorrelated,
and uncorrelated! and the difference limen in intensity. The
test indicated significant differences among the four,
F(3,15)516.7, p,0.01. Posthoccomparisons of the indi-
vidual means found that the DLI was greater than all three
threshold ILDs (pmax,0.03). Further, the threshold ILD for
anticorrelated noise was less than that for uncorrelated noise,
F(1,15)510.42,p50.03. These paired comparisons, like all
the others in this article, include a Bonferroni correction fac-
tor ~Dunn, 1961! for multiple comparisons.

FIG. 2. Results of experiment 1: Threshold ILDs are shown for three noise
types: Diamonds for binaurally correlated noise, triangles for anticorrelated
noise, and open circles for uncorrelated noise. Filled circles show difference
limens for the level of diotic noise~DLI !. The experimental method could
not measure thresholds below 0.15 dB.

TABLE I. Threshold ILDs in dB from experiments 1–3, averaged across listeners for each stimulus type.

Experiment Bandwidth~kHz! Correlated Anticorrelated Uncorrelated DLI

1 10 0.451 0.398 0.585 0.773
2 1 0.679 0.733 0.835 1.021
3 1 ~rnd! 0.756 0.766 0.880 1.152
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An analysis of variance on the three ILD thresholds
alone indicated a significant difference among these noise
types, overall, F(2,10)516.67, p,0.001. Posthoc
Bonferroni-protected comparisons of the individual means
showed significant differences between the correlated and
uncorrelated noises,F(1,10)516.07,p50.007, and between
the anticorrelated and uncorrelated noises,F(1,10)531.30,
p,0.001.

III. EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 1 found a weak effect of noise coherence on
the ability to lateralize a noise. Because the noise was broad-
band, 0–10 000 Hz, it is not entirely clear how to interpret
this result. The human binaural system is sensitive to inter-
aural coherence in envelope fluctuations over a broad fre-
quency range~Henning, 1974!. However, the system is in-
sensitive to coherence in the fine structure above about 1500
Hz and cannot use interaural time differences~ITD! in the
fine structure to lateralize above this frequency. In Experi-
ment 1, most of the noise power was outside this low-
frequency range. By contrast, listeners’ sensitivity to ILD is
essentially independent of frequency~Yost, 1981!.

The goal of experiment 2 was to provide a more severe
test of the concept that ILD sensitivity is independent of
noise type. The noise was low-pass filtered so that all the
noise power was below 1 kHz. It was expected that interaural
coherence would be more important in experiment 2 because
both fine-structure ITD and envelope ITD contribute to lat-
eralization and to perceived auditory source width across the
entire frequency range.

A. Method

Experiment 2 was identical to experiment 1 in method
except that the low-pass filter cutoff was decreased from 10
to 1 kHz, again248 dB/oct. The noise level in the head-
phones remained 60 dB. In another change, listener K was
replaced by listener L, a male age 20.

B. Results

The results of experiment 2 are shown in Fig. 3, compa-
rable to Fig. 2 for experiment 1. Averages over listeners are

given in Table I. The comparison shows that lateralization
performance in experiment 2 declined compared to experi-
ment 1. For the five listeners common to experiments 1 and
2, the average threshold across the four experiment types was
0.82 dB on experiment 2 compared to 0.55 dB on experiment
1. For every listener and every experiment type, threshold
either increased or stayed about the same when the band-
width was reduced from 10 to 1 kHz. Evidently all listeners
had made good use of power above 1 kHz in experiment 1.

Experiment 2 was done with the intention of magnifying
differences among the different experiment types. However,
Fig. 3 shows that quite the reverse occurred. Unlike experi-
ment 1, there is no stimulus type that leads to the greatest
threshold for all listeners, and there is no universal agree-
ment within the ILDs~open symbols! either.

An analysis of variance performed on the four experi-
ment types showed that the difference among thresholds was
marginally significant,F(3,15)53.35, p50.045. However,
paired comparisons indicated no significant differences,
pmin>0.06.

In an analysis of variance on the three ILD thresholds
alone, the three noise types were found to be significantly
different overall,F(2,10)54.25, p,0.05. This was chiefly
due to a marginally significant mean difference between the
thresholds for correlated and uncorrelated noise,F(1,10)
58.22, p50.05. The other individual comparisons did not
approach significance. In the end, it was only barely possible
to challenge the level-meter model on the basis of the results
of experiment 2.

IV. EXPERIMENT 3

There is a remote possibility that the lateralization tasks
in experiments 1 and 2 were not really binaural. Inspection
of the protocol in Fig. 1 shows that it would theoretically
have been possible for a listener to monitor a single ear and
perform the task based on a loudness comparison among the
two intervals. As will be seen in the discussion section that
follows, this would have been a poor strategy because the
experiments showed that level discrimination was less suc-
cessful than lateralization. However, this strategy remains a
theoretical possibility. The purpose of experiment 3 was to
provide a check on experiment 2 by making it very unnatural
to perform the task using a monaural strategy.

A. Method

Experiment 3 was identical to experiment 2 except that
the standard level~always 60 dB in experiments 1 and 2! was
randomized on every experimental interval. The distribution
of levels was rectangular, centered on 60 dB, andR55 dB in
width. According to Green~1988!, a level randomization of
R dB should lead to a threshold level ofR@1
2A2(12PC)#, where PC is the percentage of correct re-
sponses on a two-alternative task. ForPC50.79, the ex-
pected threshold for decisions based on level alone is 1.8 dB.
The level randomization was applied to the lateralization
tasks only. It could not logically be applied to the diotic level
discrimination task, and thus the DLI task remained identical
to experiment 2. Listeners were the same as in experiment 2.

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but showing the results of experiment 2.
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B. Results

The results of experiment 3 are shown in Fig. 4. They
can be compared with Fig. 3 for experiment 2~fixed stan-
dard!. Averages over listeners appear in Table I. The largest
value ever seen for any listener was 1.1 dB, notably less than
1.8 dB expected for judgments based on level in a single ear.
We conclude that listeners did not make their decisions based
on level alone, but used interaural level differences to do the
task.

It was expected that experiment 3 would lead to the
same results as experiment 2. The data suggest that the re-
sults were indeed similar. Of the 18 ILD thresholds
(6 listeners33 noise conditions), 11 increased and 5 de-
creased when the standard was randomized. No change was
outside the error bars. The only difficulty encountered in
experiment 3 was that listenerR, who was clearly having
problems with the DLI task in experiment 2~Fig. 3!, consis-
tently failed to satisfy our criterion for tight DLI staircases
on the identical task in experiment 3. Therefore, his DLI data
point for experiment 2 was used also for experiment 3.

Table I shows that the order of thresholds among experi-
ment types in experiment 3 was the same as in experiment 2.
An analysis of variance performed on the four experiment
types showed that the difference among thresholds was sig-
nificant,F(3,15)56.53,p,0.01. Comparisons of paired dif-
ferences indicated only two significant differences, namely
DLI vs ILD for correlated noise,p50.01, and DLI vs ILD
for anticorrelated noise,p50.01.

An analysis of variance performed on the three ILD
thresholds showed that trends among the different noise
types for experiment 3 were similar to those for experiment
2. Subjects were, however, somewhat more variable in ex-
hibiting those trends. Accordingly, the overall analysis of
variance on the noise results approached, but did not reach
significance,F(2,10)52.66,p50.12.

To further compare experiments 2 and 3, the averages
over listeners are given in Fig. 5. The plots are nearly paral-
lel. The most likely explanation for the small consistent dif-
ference between the thresholds for experiments 2 and 3 is
that the level randomization on experiment 3 slightly dis-
rupted listener concentration.

V. DISCUSSION

A. The level-meter model

The level-meter model predicts that the thresholds for
the four tasks in the experiments should all be the same.
According to this model the signals in left and right ears are
not compared on a moment-to-moment basis; only an aver-
age representation of the signal levels is compared—average
neural driven firing rate, for example. Because the level mea-
surements by the two ears are independent in this model, it is
immaterial whether the signals are correlated or not. There-
fore, one expects the threshold ILDs to be the same for all
three noise types. The level-meter model also predicts that
the difference limen in intensity~DLI ! should be the same as
the threshold ILDs.

The argument for this equivalence is as follows: Sup-
pose that a level measurement in a single ear has a standard
deviations. The distribution of interaural level differences
then has a standard deviation ofs&. Therefore, if a power
increment,D, is added to one ear, the ratio of internal ILD to
standard deviation for a single interval isD/(s&). Because
the ILD, D, is added to one interval and subtracted from the
other in the lateralization task, the means of the interval dis-
tributions differ by 2D, and the standard deviation of the
difference distribution becomes 2s. Therefore, a comparison
between first and second intervals leads to ad8 of 2D/~2s!,
or D/s.

In the DLI experiment, the level difference between the
two intervals isD, and the ratio of internal level difference to
the standard deviation for a differential measurement is
D/(s&). However, this is the result for a single ear. In this
experiment, both ears receive the same stimulus. As shown
by Jesteadt and Wier~1977!, d8 for diotic DLIs is better than
for monaural by the square root of 2. Therefore, the ratio of
internal difference to standard deviation isD/s, the same
result as obtained for lateralization.

A brief argument that leads to the same conclusion is
that for both ILD and DLI tasks, both ears are subjected to a
level difference ofD between the first and second intervals.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 2 but showing the results of experiment 3. FIG. 5. Thresholds, averaged over the six listeners, for experiments 2 and 3.
The vertical scale has been greatly expanded compared to Figs. 3 and 4 to
show details better. Dotted lines show the predictions of the loudness-level
meter model for integration times of 200 and 400 ms. The dashed line shows
the prediction for 300 ms.
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Therefore, a level meter should behave the same on both
types of experiments.

B. ILD vs DLI

Although the thresholds in Figs. 2–5 are all approxi-
mately the same, there are systematic differences for differ-
ent experiment types. These differences show that the level-
meter model cannot be exactly right. The largest systematic
difference is between the DLI and the ILD threshold for
correlated noise. The ILD is notably smaller.

The smaller ILD threshold suggests the involvement of a
specific binaural comparison process. For example, neurons
in the lateral superior olive that are sensitive to finite ILDs
are not involved in the DLI experiment because ILDs are
zero in that experiment. Such neurons are activated by the
ILD experiments, and information from them could be re-
sponsible for the lower threshold for ILD compared with
DLI.

Alternatively, our theoretical comparison of the DLI and
ILD tasks may be incomplete because the two tasks impose
different memory requirements. The DLI task requires the
comparison of two sequential loudnesses; an ILD task re-
quires the comparison of two sequential lateral positions.

C. The loudness-meter model

According to the level-meter model, binaural coherence
should play no role in ILD thresholds. The experiments of
this article have shown that this concept is approximately
true. However, it does not appear to be entirely true. Our best
estimate for the deviations from the simple level-meter
model appear as the averaged data for experiment 2 in Fig. 5.
There, ILD thresholds are shown to be lowest for correlated
noise, highest for uncorrelated noise, and intermediate for
anticorrelated noise, though the difference between corre-
lated and anticorrelated noise was not found to be statisti-
cally significant.

We discovered that a straightforward modification of the
level-meter model can account for the small deviations ob-
served experimentally. A clue actually appeared in the work
by Grantham and Ahlstrom~1982!. Their measurements
showed that ILD thresholds were similar for correlated and
uncorrelated noise when the noise bursts were 500 ms in
duration, but thresholds were usually larger for uncorrelated
noise when the noise bursts were only 30 ms in duration.
This result indicates that listeners are able to average over
the additional variability in uncorrelated noise given the op-
portunity to do so, but that the additional variability leads to
increased thresholds when listeners are prevented from inte-
grating. This insight further suggests that for long stimulus
durations, as used in the experiments of this article, the
thresholds for uncorrelated noise are limited by the finite
human auditory integration time. The auditory integration
time is an element in the perception of loudness.

The remainder of this section introduces the loudness-
meter model as an improved alternative to the level-meter
model. The loudness-meter model includes two elements of
loudness, namely temporal integration and compression. It
also includes half-wave rectification of the signal, a physi-

ologically based feature that is common in current auditory
models. This section shows that with reasonable values of
the integration time, the additional variance for uncorrelated
noise is just large enough to account for the threshold differ-
ences seen experimentally.

The loudness-meter model, from signal to decision cri-
terion, is as follows:

Let the signal in eare ~e5L or R! be written as

xe~ t !5 (
n51

N

An
e cos~2p f nt1fn

e!, ~1!

whereAn
e andfn

e are the amplitude and phase of component
n in eare. The amplitude is given by a Rayleigh distribution
~e.g., Hartmann, 1997! and the phase is rectangularly distrib-
uted over 360 degrees. On different experimental intervals,
the amplitudes and phases of the components will be differ-
ent, and these differences lead to the stimulus variability.

The excitation rate is a half-wave rectified and com-
pressed version of the signal,

r e~ t !5$H@xe~ t !#%h, ~2!

whereH is the half-wave operator, andh is the compression
exponent. The half-wave rectification will be directly respon-
sible for the fact that anticorrelated noise leads to greater
variability than correlated noise. The compression exponent
is taken to beh50.6, consistent with the observed rule for
loudness~Fletcher, 1953; Stevens, 1955!.

The excitation attributable to eare, obtained by the lis-
tener on an experimental observation interval, is the integral
of the excitation rate,r (t),

Ee5E
0

T

dt re~ t !, ~3!

whereT is the integration time. In the limit that the integra-
tion time is infinite, the system functions like the ideal level
meter and the variability inEe depends only on the duration
of the excitation.

Finally, the left-or-right decision criterion, based on
ILD, is the excitation difference relative to the mean,

D52
ER2EL

ER1EL
. ~4!

The advantage in normalizingD by the mean in this way is
that it makes the decision criterion independent of the overall
level of the experiment. The sign of criterionD determines
whether the image is perceived to be on the left or the right.
The magnitude ofD determines whether the image is close to
the midline or off to the side.

Because of the stimulus variability, the values ofER and
EL are different on different experimental intervals, and the
value of D varies from trial to trial. For correlated noise,
however, any variation inER is perfectly mirrored inEL .
Because of the normalization,D becomes a function of the
stimulus ILD only and there is no stimulus variability. If
noises are not perfectly interaurally correlated, there is a
trial-to-trial variation inD, characterized by a stimulus vari-
ance,sS

2.
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D. The loudness-meter model and coherence

1. The sensitivity index

AverageD̄ is the expected value of the decision variable,
D. It is the ensemble average, i.e., the average over all pos-
sible signals, as specified by the sets of amplitudes and
phases$AL% ^ $AR% ^ $fL% ^ $fR%.

In an experiment with stimuli drawn from the ensemble,
the variance ofD is var(D)5s2. Together withD̄, the vari-
ance determines the sensitivity indexd8 ~Green and Swets,
1966!,

d85D̄/s. ~5!

The variance is composed of two parts, an internal noise
sN

2 and a stimulus noisesS
2. If these two forms of noise are

assumed to be additive and independent, the total variance is
given by

s25sN
2 1sS

2. ~6!

2. Detailed calculation

A key to the calculation is that when the stimulus is
coherent~diotic-except-for-level!, there is no stimulus vari-
ance, i.e.,sS50. Because the stimulus variance is zero, all
the total variance is internal, and the measured ILD thresh-
old, LR2LL , gives an estimate forsN . That calculation is
simplified by using an analytic form for the ensemble aver-
ageD̄ in terms of the interaural level difference (LR2LL) in
dB,

D̄52
10h~LR2LL!/2021

10h~LR2LL!/2011
~7!

or

D̄52 tanh@0.057 56h~LR2LL!#.

Equation ~7! is easily proved for noise that is diotic-
except-for-level. To prove it for other conditions requires that
the ensemble average of several nonlinear functions be equal
to the functions of their ensemble-averaged arguments, not
generally a valid step. However, numerical experiments us-
ing ensembles of 2000 waveforms showed that Eq.~7! holds
good to much better than 1% accuracy.

The loudness-meter model was tested on the average
results for experiment 2. The calculation was a three-step
process. The first step required finding the internal noise,
sN , from the threshold ILD for correlated noise using Eqs.
~7! and~5! with d851.16. The ILD threshold of 0.68 dB led
to sN50.0405. Because of the normalization in Eq.~4! both
D ands are dimensionless.

The second step required the computation of the stimu-
lus variancesS

2 as a function of integration time. Calcula-
tions of the variance ofD, based on 2000 waveforms for a
given integration time, led to the values ofsS in Table II. As
it turned out, the variance for uncorrelated noise was larger
than the variance for anticorrelated noise by about a factor of
2. It was nota priori evident that this would be the case, but
it always was, for any value of integration time we studied
~25 to 400 ms!.

The third step added the internal and stimulus variances
according to Eq.~6! and used the total to predict threshold
ILDs (LR2LL) from Eqs.~5! and~7!. The predicted thresh-
olds for integration times of 200 and 400 ms are given by the
dashed and dotted lines in Fig. 5. All these useful integration
times are less than the duration of our experimental stimuli,
500 ms, indicating that the experimental method did not im-
pose an important duration limitation. The best agreement
between model and experiment is obtained with an integra-
tion time of 300 ms, shown in Fig. 5 by the solid line. An
integration time of 300 ms agrees with the value obtained by
Plomp and Bouman~1959! for low-frequency stimuli such as
ours, although it should be noted that their integration win-
dow was exponential whereas ours was rectangular. With an
integration time of 300 ms, the agreement between the model
and experiment is excellent.

E. The loudness-meter model and bandwidth

As shown by Table II, the noise that limits performance
in experiment 2 is mostly internal noise. In the spirit of the
loudness-meter model, it ought to be possible to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio by increasing the bandwidth of the
stimulus so that more channels of the binaural system are
used. Because experiments 1 and 2 showed that ILD thresh-
olds always decreased when the bandwidth was increased
from 1 to 10 kHz, there is preliminary evidence that such an
effect might be operating. For instance, the ILD threshold for
correlated noise decreased from 0.68 to 0.45 dB with the
increased bandwidth. It is interesting to ask whether this de-
crease can be predicted by the loudness-meter model.

The number of auditory channels involved in processing
can be taken to be the number of critical bands within the
range of the stimulus. A top frequency of 1000 Hz corre-
sponds to 15.5 Cam, and a top frequency of 10 000 Hz cor-
responds to 35.2 Cam.

The ratio of the number of channels is 35.2/15.5 or 2.27
and the square root is 1.51. From Table II, the internal noise
in experiment 2 issN50.0405, and dividing it by 1.51 leads
to an expected value ofsN50.0269 for experiment 1. Ac-
cording to Eqs.~5! and ~7! this leads to an expected thresh-
old ILD of 0.45 dB, in exact agreement with experiment 1.

Several details of the loudness meter model for lateral-
ization invite comparison with details from the study of loud-
nessper se. Table II shows that the ILD experiments require
that the internal noise needs to be several times the stimulus
noise. This result agrees with the conclusions of loudness
discrimination experiments~e.g., Raab and Goldberg, 1975!.
As noted above, the ILD experiments with correlated noise
show improved performance with increasing bandwidth that
agrees with the statistical ideal. Ideal bandwidth dependence

TABLE II. Values of internal and stimulus noise computed for experiment
2.

T ~ms! sN sS5p sS5u

200 0.0405 0.019 38 0.036 90
300 0.0405 0.015 34 0.030 04
400 0.0405 0.012 85 0.026 24
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was found by Green~1960!. By contrast, Raab and Goldberg
~1975! found only a weak dependence on bandwidth, and
deBoer’s~1966! model for discrimination actually considers
the internal noise to be independent of bandwidth. Buus
~1990! concluded that discrimination would improve with
increasing bandwidth, as expected, for low-level noise but
not for high. Applied to the bandwidth results in the present
article, the Buus conclusions suggest that discrimination
would improve when bandwidth is increased from 1 to 10
kHz, but not by as much as the ideal energy detector because
of the upward spread of excitation in the 1-kHz case. What
prevents us from reaching a firmer conclusion on this matter
is that previous work has employed briefer noise bursts than
ours and band-pass noises.

F. Alternative calculations and caveats

The compression exponenth was chosen to be 0.6 in the
loudness-meter model because this is the value generally
found in loudness experiments. This value of the exponent,
combined with an integration time of 300 ms, led to good
agreement with experimental data. However, alternative ex-
ponents are possible. We made a parametric study employing
exponents of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.4, and 2.0. Although the
values ofD from Eq. ~7! varied considerably, those varia-
tions were tracked by corresponding changes insS from the
numerical study of the variance ofD. In the end, the calcu-
lations proved remarkably insensitive to the compression ex-
ponent. For instance, an exponent of 0.4, as suggested by the
recent masking-level-difference study by Bernsteinet al.
~1999!, led to good agreement with the measured thresholds
when the integration time was increased to about 400 ms.
Further, the predictions using an exponent of 0.4 and an in-
tegration time of 300 ms were not unreasonable in view of
the uncertainty in the experimental thresholds.

A second, and more radical, reformulation of the model
eliminated both the stages of half-wave rectification and
compression. Instead, the calculation simply squared the in-
put signals,xe(t), to obtain a power, and integrated the
power to make a level-meter model with finite integration
time, i.e., anintegrating level-meter model. The purpose of
this calculation was to allow us to separately assess the roles
of temporal integration and of the other elements modeling
the auditory system. The results of the calculation are easily
described. Most important, the integrating level-meter model
predicts no difference between correlated and anticorrelated
noise—both have zero stimulus variance. Thus, this model
does not fit the data in Fig. 5 as well as the level meter
model, but it cannot be ruled out experimentally because the
difference in ILD thresholds for correlated and anticorrelated
noise did not reach statistical significance in any of our three
experiments. Otherwise, the integrating level meter model
fits the data for uncorrelated noise with an integration time of
240 ms, a not unreasonable value. Thus, in the end, the only
aspect of the loudness meter model that is unequivocally
indicated by our measured ILD thresholds is the temporal
integration.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The guiding hypothesis for this article was the level-
meter model, which says that the human binaural system
deals with interaural level differences~ILDs! for noise
stimuli by making separate measurements of excitation from
left and right ears and comparing those measurements at a
higher level. According to the model, temporal fine structure
of the noise is unimportant. Only the average excitation is
important. Accordingly, the model predicts that ILD thresh-
olds are the same whether the noise in the two ears is diotic-
except-for-level ~correlated!, inverted ~anticorrelated!, or
completely independent~uncorrelated!. The model further
predicts that ILD thresholds should be the same as intensity
difference limens for diotic noise.

Experiments with noise having bandwidths of 10 and 1
kHz were performed to test the level-meter model. The re-
sults of the experiments can be briefly summarized by saying
that the level-meter model works rather well. Although indi-
viduals differed from one another, thresholds for the four
different experiment types agreed to within about half a dB.
Therefore, for most practical purposes, one can rely on the
level-meter concept.

At a finer degree of detail, the experiments showed some
departure from the level-meter model. The largest difference
was between the difference limen in intensity~DLI ! and the
ILD threshold for correlated noise. This difference might be
due to specific binaural processes that contribute to ILD sen-
sitivity but are excluded from diotic tasks like the difference
limen. It might result from the different memory require-
ments of the two tasks.

Of greater interest were the differences among the ILD
experiments themselves, with different noise coherence.
Here, the differences were smaller. These differences could
be explained by replacing the level-meter model by a
loudness-meter model, incorporating temporal integration.
The model further assumed that the total variance was the
sum of internal noise and stimulus noise. Predictions of the
model were in good agreement with the experimental results.
The model also successfully accounted for the observed
bandwidth dependence of ILD thresholds. An experimental
observation that was not addressed by the model was that
roving the level of the noise tended to increase thresholds
~experiment 3 versus experiment 2!. Averaged over listeners,
the change was roughly the same for all experiment types,
and it was never more than 0.2 dB. We tentatively attributed
the change to a slight distraction caused by the rove.

To guard against misinterpretation, it is important to
note that all the sounds considered in this article had similar
amplitude spectra in left and right ears. A naive level-meter
imposes no such requirement. It would lateralize equally
well given a 100-Hz tone in one ear and a 5000-Hz tone in
the other. The auditory system would not behave like this
level meter because it would not fuse these tones into a
single image. Although questions of spectral similarity have
been deliberately avoided in this article, one imagines that
one coherence-independent level meter per critical band
might serve as an adequate model when different ears re-
ceive different spectral shapes.

There is recent animal physiological work that also sug-
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gests that the processing of ILDs in broadband noise is inde-
pendent of the binaural coherence of the noise. Egnor~2001!
examined the posterior part of the ventral nucleus of the
lateral lemniscus—the first stage of ILD processing in the
barn owl. She found no difference in neural activity when
coherent noise was replaced by incoherent noise. Further, the
owls retained their vertical plane behavioral response when
the coherence of the noise was changed. By contrast, replac-
ing coherent noise by incoherent noise eliminated the ability
of barn owls to localize in the horizontal plane~Saberiet al.,
1998!. Because barn owls appear to use ILDs and ITDs sepa-
rately to localize in separate planes, the insensitivity to co-
herence in ILD may not be surprising.

Tollin and Yin ~2002! studied the spatial receptive field
~SRF—neural firing rate as a function of azimuth angle! of
LSO neurons in cat. For the single neuron investigated, they
showed that the shape of the SRF was unchanged when
broadband coherent noise was replaced by incoherent noise.
The peak was reduced by 15% to 25%, however. To summa-
rize, both these studies of other species are broadly consis-
tent with the coherence insensitivity demonstrated in the
present article.

The results of this work have significance for the local-
ization of steady-state sounds in rooms. Because of reflec-
tions from room surfaces, the signals to the two ears are
always incoherent to some degree. In a large reverberant
environment they are uncorrelated above 500 Hz~Lindevald
and Benade, 1986!. It is not possible to use interaural time
differences on binaurally uncorrelated signals because there
is no common feature to time. By contrast, the present ex-
periments show that binaural coherence has an almost negli-
gible effect on the use of interaural level differences. It may
be that standing waves in the room cause the ILDs to be
misleading about the true location of the source, but the ner-
vous system is entirely capable of making use of this infor-
mation or disinformation. This result tends to focus attention
on the ILD as an important element in sound localization in
a room.
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The dynamics of sound localization were studied using a free-field direct localization task~pointing
to sound sources! and an observer-weighting analysis that assessed the relative influence of each
click in a click-train stimulus. In agreement with previous studies of the precedence effect and
binaural adaptation, weighting functions showed increased influence of the onset click when the
interclick interval~ICI! was short~,5 ms!. For longer ICIs, all clicks in a train contributed roughly
the same amount to listeners’ localization responses. Finally, when a short gap was introduced in the
middle of a train, the influence of the click immediately following the gap increased, in agreement
with the ‘‘restarting’’ results obtained by Hafter and Buell@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.88, 806–812
~1990!#. © 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1497366#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sound localization in the natural world is based on a
variety of cues including interaural-time~ITD! and -level
~ILD ! differences, as well as spectral cues produced by the
direction-dependent filtering of sound by the head, shoulders,
and pinnae. The interaural differences provide cues to azi-
muth ~direction in the horizontal plane!, whereas spectral
cues, characterized by the directional transfer function
~DTF!, provide monaural information that is especially use-
ful in vertical localization. Each of these cues is susceptible
to distortion by environmental factors, such as the presence
of echoes, reverberation, and competing sources. However,
even in some highly reverberant spaces, listeners are rela-
tively unaffected by echoes in their ability to localize sound
sources. In some cases, this ability may be partly attributable
to the availability of redundant spatial cues, but an additional
factor is the perceptual dominance of spatial cues contained
in a stimulus onset—which are unaffected by the presence of
echoes—over those contained in later portions~Zurek,
1980!. This dominance is exhibited in a relatively large and
well-studied class of phenomena shown using a variety of
different approaches, and known variously as the ‘‘prece-
dence effect’’~Wallach et al., 1949!, ‘‘Haas effect’’ ~after
Haas, 1972!, ‘‘law of the first wavefront’’ ~Blauert, 1983!,
‘‘binaural adaptation’’ ~Hafter, 1997!, ‘‘echo suppression’’
~Clifton, 1987!, and occasionally ‘‘onset dominance’’~Frey-
manet al., 1997!. A recent review can be found in Litovsky
et al. ~1999!. Throughout the remainder of this paper, we use
the descriptive term, ‘‘onset dominance,’’ to refer to the gen-
eral phenomenon of increased influence of onsets in spatial
hearing.1 The goal of the current study is to investigate onset

dominance by developing a temporal weighting function for
the localization of click-train stimuli presented in the free
field.

Three types of stimuli have been used to estimate the
temporal extent of onset dominance in past studies. In the
first, paired stimuli ~for example, paired clicks or noise
bursts! are presented with a delay between the first~lead! and
second~lag! stimulus. Lead and lag are presented with dif-
ferent spatial or intracranial positions, and listeners are asked
to make spatial judgments regarding the lagging stimulus or
the combined~fused! image of both lead and lag. Commonly
employed in studies of the precedence effect~Litovsky et al.,
1999!, this method reveals a temporary reduction in spatial
sensitivity from approximately 1 to 10 ms following the
leading stimulus~Zurek, 1980!. A second approach, em-
ployed by Hafter and colleagues~Hafter and Buell, 1990;
Hafteret al., 1988b; Hafter and Dye, 1983! compares spatial
discrimination performance for stimuli of different durations,
where the different portions of each stimulus~clicks in a
train! present redundant spatial information to the listener.
While lateralization performance generally improves with
stimulus duration—as expected if listeners respond based on
pooled information from all clicks—improvement for high-
rate stimuli @interclick interval ~ICI! shorter than approxi-
mately 12 ms# is suboptimal, as if later clicks are less effec-
tive than earlier clicks. In modeling this effect, termed
‘‘binaural adaptation,’’ Hafter and Dye~1983! showed that
the number of informative events~i.e., the effective number
of clicks! available to a listener,N, is a compressive power
function of the number of acoustic clicks,n

N}nk, where 0<k<1, and k5 f ~ ICI!. ~1!

If one assumes that the relative effectiveness~or ‘‘weight’’ !
of individual clicks declines monotonically following the
stimulus onset, then the weight (wj ) on each clickj can be
estimated by calculating the finite difference of Eq.~1!

wj5DNj}~ j !k2~ j 21!k, for j 5$1,2,...,n% ~2!

~Hafter and Buell, 1990; Hafteret al., 1983!. The exponentk
of Eq. ~1! is ICI dependent, withk'1 ~optimal use of all

a!Portions of this work have appeared in the first author’s doctoral disserta-
tion and in a poster presentation given at the 24th Annual Midwinter Re-
search Meeting of the Association for Research in Otolaryngology in Feb-
ruary 2001.

b!Current address: Kresge Hearing Research Institute, University of Michi-
gan Medical Center, Ann Arbor, MI 48109. Electronic mail:
cstecker@umich.edu
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clicks! at ICIs longer than approximately 12 ms;k ~and con-
sequently,N! grows smaller and smaller as ICI approaches 2
ms. Below this value,k'0 and performance for trains of up
to 32 clicks is hardly better than for single clicks~Hafter
et al., 1988b!. Thus, weighting functions estimated by Eq.
~2! show a monotonic decline in the effectiveness of clicks
over the course of a stimulus, with the slope of decline re-
lated to ICI.

Both of the above methods estimate temporal weighting
functions by comparing the performance levels achieved
with stimuli of different overall durations. In the precedence
method, effects of stimulus rate and duration are confounded.
The subtractive method described by Hafteret al. ~1988b!
has the advantage of estimating the influence, or ‘‘perceptual
weight,’’ of each click in an extended stimulus of a given
rate. However, there are indications that the assumptions un-
derlying Eq.~2! may not hold for all stimulus arrangements
~see, e.g., Saberi, 1996!, possibly because localization judg-
ments reflect the retroactive evaluation of spatial information
carried by all parts of the stimulus.

A more direct approach is to estimate weights for each
portion of an extended stimulus independently; this can be
accomplished using observer-weighting analyses~Ahumada
and Lovell, 1971; Berg, 1989; Saberi, 1996; Shinn-
Cunninghamet al., 1993; Stellmacket al., 1999!. These
techniques were developed to help ascertain the relative in-
fluence of multiple stimulus components on a subject’s per-
ception or psychophysical performance. In short, observer-
weighting analyses~see, e.g., Berg, 1989! relate random
variation of a number of independent stimulus components
to variation in subject responses~e.g., detection, scaling,
etc.!. Stimulus components that, when varied, induce system-
atic changes in the response are assigned high weights by the
analysis, while those which do not affect the response re-
ceive low weights.

In the context of onset dominance in sound localization,
observer weighting was used by Shinn-Cunninghamet al.
~1993, 1995! to estimate the relative influence of leading and
lagging noise bursts, presented over headphones, on the per-
ceived lateral position of their combined image. The analysis
revealed high weights for the lead and correspondingly low
weights on the lag—indicating onset dominance—over
lead–lag delays of 1 to 10 ms, as expected based on earlier
studies of the precedence effect. Similarly, Stellmacket al.
~1999! used observer-weighting analysis in a task where lis-
teners were asked to discriminate the lateral position of lead
or lag clicks~i.e., not the combined image!, again presented
over headphones. They found high lead weights at short de-
lays ~1–4 ms!, regardless of whether subjects were asked to
judge the position of the lead or lag click.

Two previous studies using observer-weighting tech-
niques to estimate temporal weighting functions for the lat-
eralization of extended stimuli were completed by Saberi
~1996! and Dizon et al. ~1998!. Saberi ~1996! estimated
weighting functions for trains of 2–16 clicks, similar to
stimuli employed by Hafter and Dye~1983!. Saberi’s study
employed a lateralization task in which listeners were asked
to identify each stimulus as having clicks drawn from one of
two normal distributions of ITD. The two distributions were

centered at left-leading and right-leading ITD values corre-
sponding to each listener’s discrimination threshold~defined
as 75% correct performance!, with standard deviations of
100 ms. Each click in a train possessed an ITD drawn at
random from that trial’s distribution, and relative weights
were computed for individual clicks. For ICIs of 1.8–12 ms,
the first click received consistently higher weight than did
later clicks; this effect was somewhat diminished at long
ICIs and for long trains. Except at an ICI of 12 ms, weights
did not decrease monotonically over the duration of the
stimulus, as would be expected based on the model of Hafter
and Buell~1990!. Rather, weights were reduced to a constant
level immediately following the onset~click 1!.

Dizon et al. ~1998! estimated similar weighting func-
tions for broadband noises with varying ITD. Each stimulus
was divided into 4–6 temporal ‘‘slices,’’ each with an ITD
chosen at random from a discrete distribution of five values
spanning the range from2400ms ~left-leading! to 1400ms
~right-leading!. As in the studies of Shinn-Cunninghamet al.
~1993, 1995!, subjects estimated the perceived lateral posi-
tion of the fused image, and linear regression was used to
calculate weights for the different slices. Slice duration was
varied from 2 to 10 ms as an experimental parameter. The
results revealed high weight for the first slice, regardless of
slice length, and approximately equal~and low! weights for
the remaining slices. This pattern of weights matches closely
the functions obtained by Saberi~1996!, despite differences
in procedure~clicks vs continuous noise, identification vs
adjustment!.

As described earlier, real-world sound localization is
based on a combination of acoustic cues, including ITD,
ILD, and the DTF. The observer-weighting studies described
above employed only headphone listening, manipulating
only ITD as a spatial cue. Manipulation of a single parameter
in this manner helps to simplify experimental designs and the
identification of potential mechanisms. However, we are ul-
timately interested in extrapolating these findings to real-
world listening, where all three cue types are present. In this
respect, pure-ITD stimuli are not satisfactory, because they
are not mere simplifications of natural stimuli; rather, they
present ITD- and ILD cues which are in conflict with each
other and with spectral cues derived from the DTF.

Previous work has shown that binaural adaptation af-
fects the processing of ILD cues similarly to that of ITD cues
~Hafter et al., 1983!, even in situations where the two cue
types are presented together~Hafter et al., 1990!. Similar
results were found by Hafteret al. ~1988a! to hold for free-
field stimuli. However, there are some indications of impor-
tant differences between pure-ITD and free-field listening
with regard to precedence-like effects. Blauertet al. ~1989!,
for instance, found no evidence of an active ‘‘restarting’’
phenomenon—as observed by Hafter and Buell~1990! under
headphone-listening conditions—in the free-field precedence
effect. In addition, the findings of Rakerd and Hartmann
~1985! suggest that the presence of echoes alters the way in
which listeners make combined use of ITD and ILD cues for
localization.

Here, we present sounds in the free field via loudspeak-
ers. In that manner, the ITDs, ILDs, and spectral cues are
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related in a natural fashion and are consistent with the indi-
vidual subjects’ everyday listening experiences. To obtain lo-
calization judgments, we employed a direct localization
~pointing! task. This task was similar to the adjustment pro-
cedures used by Shinn-Cunninghamet al. ~1993, 1995! and
Dizon et al. ~1998!, but utilized a visual pointer in the free
field rather than an acoustic one presented over headphones.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Subjects

Subjects included the first author~CS! and four paid
subjects~HW, LL, LS, and TL! naive to the purpose of the
experiments. All subjects had normal audiograms from 125–
8000 Hz. Not all subjects participated in all experiments or
conditions. Later sections indicate the particular subjects in-
volved in each experiment.

B. Stimuli

Following previous work~Hafter and Dye, 1983; Saberi,
1996!, stimuli throughout this study consisted of trains of
high-frequency narrow-band clicks~Gaussian-windowed
tone bursts!, sampled at 50 kHz. Carrier frequency was fixed
at 4 kHz and the Gaussian envelope, centered on a peak of
the carrier waveform, had a total duration of 2 ms~measured
at the points where the Gaussian window function falls be-
low the limits of 16-bit truncation!. Duration measured at
61s was 0.6 ms. The measured bandwidth~at 23 dB! of the
click was approximately 900 Hz. Trains of 2 or 16 clicks
were synthesized with interclick intervals~ICI!, defined as
time between click peaks, of 1, 3, 5, 8, or 14 ms. At 1-ms
ICI, the 2-ms Gaussian envelopes overlap for half their total
duration, but cross over at a point 59.9 dB below the peak of
either envelope, resulting in negligible overlap in energy.
Different stimuli were presented at equal absolute levels, so
that SPL at the listener’s position varied systematically as a
function of ICI, from 32 dB at 14 ms ICI to 39 dB at 1 ms
ICI. All stimuli were clearly audible for all subjects.

C. Setup and arrangement

As depicted in Fig. 1, listeners were seated in an
anechoic chamber~Eckels Corp., 8.335.434.0 m!, facing
an array of 12 loudspeakers~Audax model MHD12P25
FSM-SQ! placed at ear level along the left, right, and front
walls. Loudspeakers were spaced 5.5° apart in listener-
centered azimuth, with the center-most loudspeakers placed
2.75° to the left and right of the listener’s midline. Stimuli
were delayed and attenuated such that all loudspeakers pro-
duced sounds at the listener’s position that were equalized in
level and aligned in time. The delays and attenuations simu-
lated a circular array of loudspeakers located 6.1 m from the
listener’s location. During the experiment, the loudspeakers
were obscured visually by an acoustically transparent white
curtain hung 1.07 m in front of the listener. A laser pointer
was mounted near the listener’s right hand—approximately
56 cm to the right, 30 cm below, and 15 cm in front of the
listener’s intracranial midpoint—on a pair of high-precision
potentiometers allowing free rotation in both azimuth and

elevation. It projected a bright spot of red light upon the
curtain, which listeners used to make localization responses
~see below!. The laser position was recorded digitally by
sampling the potentiometer settings with a pair of 8-bit
analog-to-digital converters. Note that, since the curtain was
hung in a straight line across the room, the accuracy of laser
pointer readings was not equal across the entire field; away
from the midline, a given angular rotation of the pointer
produced a larger displacement of the point in head-centered
coordinates. However, because all responses were trans-
formed to head-centered coordinates for analysis, this distor-
tion did not act to systematically bias responses; rather, the
reduced pointer accuracy results in somewhat increased vari-
ance in responses away from the midline. This should prob-
ably not be a concern, especially considering that auditory
spatial acuity is reduced in those regions as well~Mills,
1958!. The room was lit by two 25-watt soft-white bulbs
mounted near the ceiling to either side of the listener. The
space beyond the curtain, including the loudspeakers, was
darkened.

The spectral characteristics of individual loudspeakers
were equalized through digital inverse filtering. Each day,
impulse responses from each loudspeaker were recorded
digitally and used to construct time-domain inverse filters
that produced effectively ‘‘flat’’ spectral responses in phase
and level~61 dB in the range 2–6 kHz!.

D. Stimulus presentation and listeners’ task

A stimulus location,uL , was chosen at random on each
trial. This location defined the center of a group of three or
five loudspeakers that presented the individual click stimuli.
The stimulus itself was a train of 2 or 16 clicks, depending
on the experiment. Each click in a train was presented from
a single loudspeaker, selected at random from within the

FIG. 1. Arrangement of the anechoic chamber used in the current study,
drawn to scale. As discussed in the text, experiments took place in an 8.3
35.434.0-m anechoic chamber. The subject was seated in the center of one
end of the room; an array of 12 loudspeakers was positioned along the walls
of the opposite end. Loudspeakers were spaced 5.5° apart, relative to the
listener’s position. Stimuli were delayed and attenuated so as to simulate a
circular array of loudspeakers with a radius of 6.10 m, centered on the
listener. Actual distances ranged from 3.43~speaker 12! to 5.61 m~speakers
4 and 9!. Loudspeakers were visually obscured by an acoustically transpar-
ent curtain placed 1.07 m in front of the listener. This curtain also acted as
a target for the hand-guided laser pointer, mounted next to the subject. Here,
the subject is shown pointing to speaker 2~224.75°!.
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group. This random variation of location was necessary for
the computation of observer weights for each click~see Sec.
III !.

Three conditions defining the placement of loudspeakers
in a group were employed. The conditions, summarized in
Table I, are denoted N3, W3, and W5. In each case, the letter
indicates the range of azimuths arounduL , either65° ~‘‘nar-
row,’’ for N3! or 611° ~‘‘wide,’’ for W3 and W5!. The num-
ber ~3 or 5! indicates the number of loudspeakers in the
group. For example, in condition W3, clicks were presented
from one of three loudspeakers on a given trial; these were
located atuL , uL211°, or uL111° azimuth. Because we
used a fixed array of loudspeakers, some values ofuL at the
far ends of the array were not achievable in each condition;
ranges of achievable stimulus azimuths are also shown in
Table I.

Figure 2 shows a timeline of two hypothetical trials that
might appear in condition W3. In the first trial, location 4
(uL5213.75°) has been selected as the stimulus location
for presentation of a 16-click train. Individual clicks are pre-
sented from speakers 2, 4, and 6~224.75°, 213.75°, and
22.75°!. The stimulus on trial 2 is presented from location 7
(uL512.75°), and individual clicks are delivered to speak-
ers 5, 7, and 9~28.25°,12.75°, and113.75°!.

The listener’s task on each trial was to point to the lo-
cation of the stimulus with the laser pointer. The subject
guided the pointer using the right hand and held a small
response box in the left hand. At the beginning of the trial,
subjects were instructed to face forward and maneuver the
laser pointer so that its spot was located in the ‘‘home’’ po-
sition, above 28° elevation and between216° ~to the right!

and117° ~to the left! azimuth. In the home position, the spot
was at or above the top of the curtain, and just beyond the
subject’s gaze. A stimulus was presented from one of eight or
ten potential locations, following which subjects were in-
structed to direct their gaze, without moving their heads, to
foveate the perceived location. They were not told to expect
stimuli with multiple apparent locations but, in the event that
more than one acoustic image was perceived, they were to
respond to the leftmost image. This instruction ensured that
when subjects perceived multiple images~as expected, e.g.,
at long ICIs!, the weights were not biased by listeners’ strat-
egies to favor early or late clicks. Rather, since all clicks
appeared in the leftmost position with equal probability, the
appearance of multiple images should have produced equal
weights on all clicks. Next, they were to maneuver the laser
pointer to project its spot directly at the point of their gaze
and to record the location by pressing a button on the re-
sponse box. The positions of both potentiometers were re-
corded and transformed to coordinates of the listener’s gaze
for analysis. Following the response, subjects returned the
laser spot to the home position and, following a 1-s delay, the
next trial began. Each experimental run consisted of 100 un-
interrupted trials. Subjects were allowed to take breaks be-
tween runs, and completed between 4 and 16 runs in a given
condition.

III. ANALYTICAL METHODS

A. Regression model

The listener’s task was to indicate a single location be-
longing to a group of stimuli with potentially disparate loca-
tions. Regardless of whether listenersactually perceiveda
single location for this type of stimulus, they had to respond
in a way that combined the locations of the individual clicks.
The analysis used here assumes the following linear combi-
nation:

ûR5(
i 51

n

wiu i1C, ~3!

whereûR is the ~predicted! response location in azimuth,u i

is the azimuth of thei th click ~of n total clicks!, wi is the
perceptualweightapplied to thei th click, andC is a constant
that reflects overall bias in response locations. Because each
click provides potentially usable information for the task, a
reasonable listening strategy would place equal weight on
each click~i.e., all wi are equal and responses indicate the
mean location of all clicks!. For a discrimination task~e.g., if
subjects were asked to discriminateuL on two presentations!
this strategy is not merely reasonable, but ‘‘optimal,’’ in
information-theoretic terms~assuming equality and indepen-
dence of the performance-limiting noise associated with each
click! ~Saberi, 1996!. In contrast, when not allwi are equal,
a suboptimal strategy, favoring some clicks over others, is
indicated. Since the localization task used here has no ‘‘cor-
rect’’ answer, no strategy can be considered optimal in quite
this way; however, equal weighting serves as a useful null
hypothesis to which obtained weighting patterns can be com-
pared.

TABLE I. Loudspeaker conditions.

Condition
Stimulus
locations

Stimulus
azimuth (uL)

Speaker group
~relative touL!

N3 2,...,11 224.75°,...,124.75° 25.5°, 0°,15.5°
W3 3,...,10 219.25°,...,119.25° 211°, 0°,111°
W5 3,...,10 219.25°,...,119.25° 211°,25.5°, 0°,15.5°,111°

FIG. 2. Timelines of two hypothetical trials in condition W3. On the left, a
16-click train is presented in trial 1 withuL5213.75°; this corresponds to
speaker 4. Individual clicks are presented from the group of speakers 2, 4,
and 6 (u iP$224.75°,213.75°,22.75°%). On the right, trial 2 is presented
with uL512.75° ~speaker 7!; individual clicks are presented from the
group of speakers 5, 7, and 9 (u iP$28.25°,12.75°,113.75°%). Trials in
condition N3 present individual clicks from three speakers 5.5° apart, while
trials in condition W5 present individual clicks from five speakers separated
by 5.5°.
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B. Weight calculation

Using response azimuth (uR) as the dependent variable
and the azimuths of then individual clicks (u i ,i 51,...,n) as
independent predictor variables for multiple linear regres-
sion, a least-squares fit to Eq.~3!, minimizing (uR2 ûR)2,
was computed for each combination of subject, stimulus con-
dition, and ICI. Regression coefficients, also known as ‘‘beta
weights,’’ obtained from these analyses provided estimates
for wi . Normalized weights

ẇi5
wi

( j 51
n wj

, ~4!

were then computed to provide a relative weighting function
for each combination of subject, condition, and ICI. While
the raw weights provide a meaningful interpretation~degrees
shift in response per degree shift in click location!, normal-
ized weights stress therelative influence of each click and
also allow weights to be averaged across subjects~since
(wi

51 for each subject, by definition!. Normalized weights
are plotted throughout this paper, along with 95% confidence
intervals~see the Appendix!.

IV. EXPERIMENT 1: EFFECTS OF ICI AND SPATIAL
SEPARATION ON WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS
FOR 2-CLICK TRAINS

Experiment 1 used pairs of clicks to study the
localization-dominance aspect of the precedence effect~Lito-
vsky et al., 1999! with a direct-localization task. While the
spatial separation of stimuli was somewhat smaller~5.5°–
22° azimuth! than in many studies of localization dominance,
the stimuli were designed to be similar to those used in pre-
vious work and spanned a comparable range of ICI~1–14
ms!. The results of this experiment are compared to those
obtained using observer-weighting paradigms for lateraliza-
tion ~Dizon et al., 1998; Saberi, 1996; Shinn-Cunningham
et al., 1993; Stellmacket al., 1999!.

A. Methods

Four subjects participated in this experiment. Two~CS,
LL ! listened to stimuli presented in condition N3 and three
~CS, HW, TL! listened to stimuli presented in condition W3.

The ICI for trains of 2 clicks varied from 1 to 14 ms.
Each subject completed four runs of 100 trials at each ICI,
except subject TL, who listened only to ICIs of 3 and 8 ms.

B. Results

Figure 3 presents the mean weighting functions~across
subjects! obtained for click pairs in both conditions. For
click pairs, ẇ2512ẇ1 , so the normalized click weightẇ1

is plotted on its own, as a function of ICI. At the shorter ICIs
~1–5 ms!, weight assigned to click 1 was significantly
greater than that assigned to click 2~i.e., ẇ1.0.5!. There
were no significant differences between the weights obtained
in conditions N3~filled circles! and W3 ~open circles!, ex-
cept at the shortest ICI~1 ms!, where the difference can be
explained by differences in the degree of onset dominance
exhibited by different subjects at this value of ICI~see Fig.

4!. Smaller symbols plot comparable weights obtained in
four other observer-weighting studies~Saberi, 1996; Shinn-
Cunninghamet al., 1993, 1995; Stellmacket al., 1999!.

Figure 4 summarizes the degree of onset dominance, or
precedence, observed for individual subjects. Plotted is the
precedence ratio~pr!, defined by Saberi~1996!

pr5
w1

( i 52
n wi

. ~5!

FIG. 3. Relative weights obtained for click pair stimuli. Normalized click 1
weights (ẇ1) are plotted as a function of ICI~weights for click 2 are given
by 12ẇ1!, for loudspeaker conditions W3~filled circles, three speakers
spanning 22°! and N3~open circles, three speakers spanning 11°!. Error bars
indicate mean 95% confidence intervals on the weight estimates~see the
Appendix!. Dashed line indicates the value~0.5! of weights expected if all
clicks had equal influence on the response~an ‘‘optimal’’ strategy!. Dia-
monds and squares plot equivalent weights measured by Saberi~1996! and
Stellmacket al. ~1999!, respectively, while triangles present those measured
by Shinn-Cunninghamet al. ~1993! and Shinn-Cunninghamet al. ~1995!
using paired bursts of white noise~upward-facing triangles! and narrow-
band noise centered at 1450 Hz~downward-facing triangles!.

FIG. 4. Precedence ratios for each subject, comparing trials separated by
5.5/11 and 11/22 deg. The precedence ratio of Eq.~5! is plotted as a function
of ICI, separately for trials with different angular separations between click
1 and 2 ~open versus filled symbols!. Separate panels plot data obtained
from individual subjects. Upper panels show ratios calculated under condi-
tion N3, lower panels plot ratios for condition W3. In all panels, dotted lines
indicate the ratios that would be obtained if clicks were weighted equally
(w15w2 ,pr51).
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For 2-click trains,pr5w1 /w2 . This ratio indicates the rela-
tive influence of the onset and later-arriving portions of the
stimulus on the localization responses. Larger values indicate
a stronger influence of the onset, and a value of 1 indicates
equal weight between the onset click and the remainder of
the stimulus. Precedence ratios are plotted against ICI in Fig.
4. A logarithmic scale is used to avoid overemphasizing large
values ofpr and to more clearly visualize the trend ofpr
values declining with increasing ICI. Separate lines indicate
trials with different spatial separations between loudspeak-
ers. Since the positions of clicks 1 and 2 were selected ran-
domly from three possibilities~relative touL! on each trial,
there were three possible separations on any given trial: 0°,
5.5°, or 11° in condition N3 and 0°, 11°, or 22° in condition
W3. By comparing performance on W3 trials separated by
11° with those trials separated by 22°~for instance!, we de-
termined whether precedence differed between trials with
wide or narrow separations completed by individual subjects.
As can be seen from the figure, there were no systematic
differences between the separations. Especially at short ICI,
however, large differences between the precedence ratios
were calculated for different subjects, with HW~condition
W3! showing very largepr values compared to subject LL
~condition N3!. It seems likely that the difference between
conditions N3 and W3 apparent in Fig. 3 reflects this inter-
subject difference rather than an effect of spatial separation.
In comparison, subject CS—who listened in both
conditions—showed similarpr values in both conditions.

C. Discussion

The primary finding of this experiment is that localiza-
tion was dominated by the first click at short ICIs but that
weights for the two clicks were approximately equal at
longer ICIs~8–14 ms!. Recall that subjects were instructed
to point to the leftmost auditory image when more than one
image was apparent. Consistent pointing to the leftmost click
would cause subjects to point to the lead on 50% of trials;
equal weights reflect the fact that both clicks are equally
likely to be in the leftmost position. If instructed differently,
subjects would likely have been able to accurately localize
both clicks at long ICIs. These results are in fair quantitative
agreement with those obtained in other studies using head-
phone stimulation. As shown in Fig. 3, weights obtained by
Shinn-Cunninghamet al. ~1993, 1995!, Saberi~1996!, and
Stellmacket al. ~1999! were similar to those measured in
this experiment, except at longer delays, where the results of
Saberi~1996! and Shinn-Cunninghamet al. ~1993! indicate
stronger precedence effects than those of the current study or
Stellmack et al. ~1999!. Shinn-Cunninghamet al. ~1993!
also conducted a meta-analysis of lead weights estimated
from previous studies of the precedence effect using dis-
crimination measures~Gaskell, 1983; Saberi and Perrott,
1990; Zurek, 1980!. These tended to decline more gradually
~i.e., ẇ1 remained above 0.7 for ICIs around 8–10 ms! than
weights measured in matching tasks. The results of this ex-
periment are in agreement with that observation, suggesting
that precedence at intermediate delays~;5–10 ms! may be
weaker for localization dominance than for lag discrimina-
tion.

Spatial separation was found to have no significant ef-
fect on the weighting functions. Though consistent with the
results of Yang and Grantham~1997!, this result contrasts
with that of Shinn-Cunninghamet al. ~1993!, in which some
subjects showed separation-dependent weighting functions at
long lead–lag delays and high stimulus levels. Considering
the magnitude of interaural separations used in that study
~DITD up to 61 ms! relative to the equivalent angular sepa-
rations used here—a maximum angular separation of 22°
corresponds roughly toDITD of 150–200 ms ~Kuhn,
1987!—it may be that very large separations act to reduce
precedence in a way that narrower separations do not.

A final feature of the weighting functions plotted in Fig.
3 bears discussion: there is a consistent tendency at the
longer ICIs~8–14 ms! for a larger weight on click 2 than on
click 1. The difference is small, but it is statistically signifi-
cant in condition W3. This result may reflect a general bias
of subjects to point toward the later stimulus, perhaps
through the perception~occasionally reported by subjects! of
apparent motion. It may also relate to the increase of weights
observed toward the end of the stimulus in experiments 2–4,
discussed below. Similar effects were seen by Stellmack
et al. ~1999!, who measured elevated echo weights at ICIs
from 16–32 ms even when subjects were asked to judge the
location of the lead click. Also, ITD-threshold data collected
by Tollin and Henning~1998! show some indication that a
diotic lag click interferes with discrimination of the lead’s
ITD as ICI increases from 0.8 to 12.8 ms, suggesting in-
creased influence of the lag at these delays.

V. EXPERIMENT 2: EFFECTS OF ICI ON WEIGHTING
FUNCTIONS FOR 16-CLICK TRAINS

While studies of the precedence effect have generally
used pairs of stimuli with a variable delay~‘‘lead’’ and
‘‘lag’’ !, studies of onset dominance and binaural adaptation
have used single stimuli with extended durations. Experi-
ment 2 examined the form of localization weighting for
trains of 16 bandlimited clicks, similar to stimuli used by
Saberi~1996! and Hafter and Dye~1983! to measure binau-
ral adaption.

A. Methods

All five subjects~CS, LL, LS, TL, and HW! participated
in this experiment. Not all subjects were tested at all ICIs;
specifically, TL was not tested at 8 ms ICI and LL was not
tested at 5 ms ICI.

Stimuli were trains of 16 clicks, as described in Sec.
II B. Each subject completed 4 runs of 100 trials at each of
four ICIs ~3, 5, 8, and 14 ms!. Loudspeaker condition W3
defined the spatial layout of stimuli. All other aspects of the
experimental procedure, stimulus presentation, and analysis
were as described in the section on general methods. Aside
from differences in stimuli used and listeners participating,
this experiment was identical to experiment 1.

B. Results

Normalized weighting functions, averaged across sub-
jects, appear in Fig. 5. Weights for click 1 were significantly
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larger than weights for clicks 2–16 at short ICI~3 ms!. At
longer ICIs, weights were approximately equal for all clicks.
Additionally, at ICIs of 3 and 5 ms, there is a consistent
tendency for weights to increase from click 2 to click 16. At
5-ms ICI, this tendency manifested in a weight for click 16
that was significantly larger than the optimal value of 1/16
50.0625~and also larger than most of the preceding clicks’
weights!.

Figure 6 displays the precedence ratios computed from
weighting functions for each subject. It can be seen from the
figure that ratios were largest at 3-ms ICI, quantifying the
onset dominance apparent in Fig. 5. Interestingly, however,
the mean precedence ratio remained slightly above 1/15~the
expected equal-weighting value! for all ICIs, in all condi-
tions. This indicates that although the weighting functions
for 8- and 14-ms ICI in Fig. 5 did not deviate significantly
from equal weighting, there was a tendency for onset domi-
nance even for these stimuli, with click 1 receiving some-
what more weight than later clicks.

C. Discussion

The weighting functions plotted in Fig. 5 demonstrate a
large onset emphasis for the shortest ICI~3 ms!, with rela-
tively even weights for the longer ICIs~8 and 14 ms!. Even
at short ICIs, however, weights for clicks beyond the first
remained positive, indicating that all clicks had some influ-
ence on the responses. These results are consistent with pre-
vious findings in precedence and binaural adaptation~Hafter

and Dye, 1983; Litovskyet al., 1999; Shinn-Cunningham
et al., 1993!. However, they disagree with the model of bin-
aural adaptation proposed by Hafter and Buell~1990!, which
predicts a monotonic decrease in the relative effectiveness of
each click. Predictions of that model, calculated by fitting
Eq. ~2! to ẇ1 at each ICI, are plotted as dotted lines in Fig. 5.
The obtained weighting functions reveal an immediate re-
duction in weights following click 1. Across conditions, the
weight for click 2 tended to be among the smallest, and was
significantly overestimated by Eq.~2! at 3-ms ICI. This re-
sult is consistent with the findings of Saberi~1996! and Di-
zonet al. ~1998!, who also showed a rather abrupt reduction
of postonset weights at short ICIs.

Across conditions, the largest weights other than click 1
appeared near the end of the stimulus~for ICIs of 5–8 ms,
they were slightlylarger than those of click 1!. This ‘‘recov-
ery’’ of weights is one of the more intriguing aspects of the
obtained weighting functions. No such recovery was seen by
Saberi ~1996!, and of course no such effect would be ob-
served in precedence-type studies where only two clicks are
presented—although results showing an increased influence
of click 2 ~e.g., experiment 1; Stellmacket al., 1999; Tollin
and Henning, 1998! may be related. A number of experimen-
tal issues remain to be explored with respect to this finding;
however, weighting functions for stimuli varying in duration
suggest an increased influence of cues near the end of a
stimulus, rather than a recovery from transient suppression
following the onset~Stecker, 2000!. This effect is reminis-
cent of ‘‘recency’’ effects observed in tests of verbal memory
~Glanzer and Cunitz, 1966!, and may be related to the inte-
gration of spatial information in sensory memory and/or
response-planning mechanisms. These issues will be ad-
dressed in future work.

FIG. 6. Precedence ratio for 16-click trains, plotted as a function of ICI.
Ratios for individual subjects are indicated by symbol type; the solid line
indicates mean ratio across subjects. The dotted line indicates the ratio that
would be obtained if all clicks received equal weight. Two aspects of the
figure should be noted: First, precedence ratios are largest for 3-ms ICI, and
decrease as the ICI is extended. Second, the average ratio is slightly greater
than 1, even for long ICIs, indicating that the onset has a somewhat stronger
influence than later clicks even at slower rates.

FIG. 5. Normalized weights for 16-click trains. Plotted weights are the
mean of four subjects per condition, with each panel showing data for a
single value of ICI. Error bars indicate means of normalized 95% confidence
intervals ~see the Appendix!, as in Fig. 3. Dashed lines indicate equal
weights for all clicks. At short ICI, the results show a significant increase in
the weight for click 1 relative to the remaining weights, while weights are
approximately even for longer ICIs. The increase is not accompanied by
monotonically decreasing weights for clicks following the first, as in the
relative effectiveness of individual clicks estimated by Hafter and Buell
~1990! @dotted lines, from Eq.~2! fit with k equal to 0.85, 0.91, 0.89, and
0.63 for ICIs of 14, 8, 5, and 3 ms, respectively#. Rather, suppression of the
weights for later clicks seems to be rather abrupt. Additionally, there is a
tendency for weights to recover over the duration of the stimulus, resulting
in somewhat elevated weights toward the stimulus offset.
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Increasing weights are, of course, not compatible with
the relative-effectiveness model@Eq. ~2!# presented by Hafter
and Buell~1990!, which assumes only monotonically nonin-
creasing weighting functions. However, the results are not
necessarily at odds with the binaural-adaptation results
~Hafter and Buell, 1990; Hafteret al., 1988b; Hafter and
Dye, 1983! summarized by Eq.~1!, showing suboptimal im-
provement with duration at short ICIs.

A further consideration when comparing the results of
this experiment with those found in the binaural adaptation
literature is the difference between discrimination measures
and the localization task employed here. There are some in-
dications that the extent of laterality produced by modulated
high-frequency stimuli is not necessarily predicted by the
discriminability of their interaural cues~Bernstein and Tra-
hiotis, 1994; Buellet al., 1994!. Some precedence studies
have also shown that lagging stimuli can occasionally be
discriminated—possibly based on nonspatial cues—in
stimuli that produce single fused images~Litovsky et al.,
1999; Saberi and Perrott, 1990!. Finally, Tollin and Henning
~1998! found discrepancies between listeners’ ability to inde-
pendently lateralize both clicks in a pair and to discriminate
the ITD of one click. Localization and discrimination mea-
sures must involve different brain mechanisms at some point
~e.g., response selection!, possibly with time courses differ-
ent from those affecting purely sensory mechanisms~viz.,
auditory mechanisms underlying onset dominance!.

VI. EXPERIMENT 3: RELEASE FROM ADAPTATION
WITH ACOUSTIC TRIGGER

One surprising result of the research on binaural adapta-
tion is the so-called ‘‘restart’’ phenomenon~Hafter and Buell,
1990!, whereby a brief acoustic change~or ‘‘trigger’’ ! in the
middle of an extended stimulus produces a release from ad-
aptation. For example, Hafter and Buell~1990! inserted a
short gap between clicks 4 and 5 in an 8-click stimulus.
Without the gap, the performance improvement from four to
eight clicks was suboptimal at short ICI, but with it, perfor-
mance was equivalent to two optimally combined 4-click
stimuli, each adapted independently of the other. A similar
improvement was obtained when the gap was replaced by a
different acoustic ‘‘trigger,’’ such as a shortening of the ICI
or the appearance of a brief tone burst~Hafter, 1997!. They
termed this release from binaural inhibition ‘‘restarting,’’
based on the idea that the effect of the trigger is to return
sensitivity to normal, preadapted levels, hence restarting the
adaptation mechanism.

Although the results of Hafter and Buell~1990! show
clearly the effects of restarting with various triggers, Saberi’s
~1996! study of observer weighting in click-train lateraliza-
tion revealed no effects of inserting gaps~4-ms gaps in trains
of 1.8-ms ICI! at various positions within the trains. Saberi
suggested that the difference between his results and those of
Hafter and Buell~1990! may have been the result of the
randomly varying ITD used in his study~compared to the
static ITD used in previous studies!. In this experiment, we
interrupted 16-click trains with short gaps in order to explore
the effects of restarting on sound localization.

A. Methods

Five subjects~CS, HW, LL, LS, and TL! participated in
this experiment. Subjects completed 4 runs of 100 trials at
each ICI~3 or 5 ms!.

Stimuli were trains of 16 clicks, generated as in experi-
ment 2, with one major difference: the ICI between clicks 8
and 9 was lengthened by 2 ms~for trains with 3-ms ICI! or 3
ms ~for 5-ms trains!. As in experiment 2, stimuli were pre-
sented using loudspeaker condition W3. Other aspects of the
experimental procedure and analytical technique were un-
changed from experiment 2.

B. Results

Figure 7 plots the weighting functions for conditions
incorporating a gap between clicks 8 and 9. The two upper
panels show the mean normalized weighting functions, with
95% confidence intervals on the weight estimates. For a
3-ms ICI, a clear and significant elevation of the weight on
click 9 (ẇ9) was found, indicating that the gap was an ef-
fective restarting trigger. For 5-ms ICI, there was no signifi-
cant increase of the weight on click 9. Lower panels plot the
normalized weights for individual subjects; each subject is
represented by a different symbol. Note the variation be-
tween the weighting functions for the different subjects, es-
pecially with regard toẇ9 . At 3-ms ICI, subjects CS, HW,
and TL showed rather large weights on click 9~and also
quite small weights on click 8!. Subjects LL and LS, on the
other hand, showed weights on click 9 that were approxi-
mately the equal-weight value of 1/16; these same subjects
also had the lowest weights on click 1, and the weakest onset
dominance~precedence! at short ICIs, as seen in Fig. 6. A
similar, though less apparent, trend can be seen in the
weights for trains with 5-ms ICI.

FIG. 7. Temporal weighting for interrupted click trains. Upper panels: mean
normalized weighting functions obtained for 16-click trains with a short gap
added to the ICI between clicks 8 and 9. For trains with 3-ms ICI~top
panel!, the gap was 2-ms long, while for trains with 5-ms ICI~second
panel!, the gap duration was 3 ms. Error bars indicate 95% confidence
intervals on weight estimates, and dashed lines indicate the value expected
for equal weight on all clicks. Lower panels: Normalized weighting func-
tions for individual subjects. Error bars are omitted for clarity.
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C. Discussion

At the shortest ICI~3 ms!, introducing a gap of 2 ms
between clicks 8 and 9 was sufficient to increase the weight
on click 9, as expected from previous research on binaural
adaptation~Hafter and Buell, 1990!. However, the results
also show clear intersubject variability with regard to restart-
ing. Interestingly, the subjects that failed to show restarting
showed the least onset dominance as well. In contrast to the
results at 3-ms ICI, 3-ms gaps within trains of 5-ms ICI did
not produce restarting. Some subjects in this condition~CS
and TL! did produce larger weights on click 9 than on click
8, and those subjects also had the largest weights on click 1,
however, the effects were much smaller than for 3-ms ICI,
and not statistically significant.

Saberi ~1996! found no effect of introducing gaps in
trains of clicks presented over headphones. He reasoned that
restarting may have been prevented by the random variation
in ITD of his stimuli, compared to the static ITD employed
by Hafter and Buell~1990!. Based on the current results, we
suggest that variation of interaural cues does not explain the
difference, since spatial cues were also varied between clicks
in this experiment, and restarting was apparent, at least for
trains with 3-ms ICI. On the other hand, because the current
paradigm employs free-field listening, stimuli carry both ITD
and ILD cues, as well as cross-frequency cues related to the
DTF. If variation of spatial cues causes the localization
mechanism to alter the strategy used in combining time-and
level cues, then the differences among the results of the three
studies could be related to spatial variation, as Saberi sug-
gested. However, more work comparing the influence of ITD
and ILD in this paradigm is necessary before drawing strong
conclusions along these lines.

The appearance of intersubject variation in the degree of
restart~as seen in Fig. 7! suggests an alternate explanation of
the difference between Saberi’s results~Saberi, 1996! and
those of the current study: namely, that the two studies
sampled listeners with stronger~in our case! or weaker~in
Saberi’s! restarting. This explanation, however, appears un-
likely for two reasons: First, the results for subjects LL and
LS suggest that the degree of restarting may be related to the
degree of onset dominance for a given listener; Saberi’s re-
sults, in contrast, show large onset weights, but no effect of
gaps. Second, Hafter and Buell~1990! observed little vari-
ability across subjects concerning the improvement in perfor-
mance afforded by restarting.

VII. EXPERIMENT 4: EFFECTS OF VARYING ONLY
ONE CLICK IN A STIMULUS

In experiments 1–3, every click contained in a stimulus
train was subjected to random variation in its location. As
pointed out by Saberi~1996!, an important difference be-
tween observer-weighting approaches and earlier studies of
binaural adaptation is that the latter have employed static
interaural cues in assessing performance. Having already es-
tablished that onset dominance, its rate dependency, and the
restarting effect of Hafter and Buell~1990! are observed us-
ing the current paradigm, it is still quite possible that the
obtained weighting functions differ in important ways from

the time course of onset dominance for static stimuli. For
example, if change in location were a sufficient trigger for
restarting, then the random variations in click location could
have acted to produce restarting at random times within each
stimulus used in the study. Such occasional restarting would
act to increase the weights of clicks following the restart~as
was seen in Fig. 7!, thus flatteningall the functions obtained
in this study. As a check for this kind of effect, experiment 4
examined localization weights for stimuli which did not pos-
sess random variation in the location of each click.

Ideally, we would derive a method for obtaining weight-
ing functions directly from localization performance using
static stimuli. The method of subtraction employed by Hafter
and Buell~1990! utilizes static stimuli; however, the assump-
tion underlying the estimation of temporal weighting
functions—specifically that weights are monotonically
nonincreasing—appear invalid for the regression paradigm,
based on the results of experiments 2 and 3. The observer-
weighting analysis employed in the current study avoids this
assumption, but cannot be used for static stimuli, since it
requires independent variation in each click’s location. In
experiment 4, we modified the observer-weighting technique
by varying the location of only one click in the stimulus. All
other clicks were emitted from a common location. In this
paradigm, the relative influence of the varied click~or
‘‘probe’’ ! and the main ‘‘body’’ of the stimulus were assessed
using multiple linear regression, as before. Because only two
weights were computed~probe and body!, and the body
weight encompassed 15 clicks~for 16-click trains!, the inter-
pretation of the weighting functions is not as straightforward
as in the other experiments. However, plotting probe weight
as a function of probe position produces a function that is
comparable to the weighting functions derived in experi-
ments 1–3.

A. Methods

Two subjects~CS and HW! participated in this experi-
ment. Each completed 8 runs of 100 trials at each tested ICI:
3, 5, and 14 ms in the probe condition and 4 runs of 100
trials at each of the same ICIs in a control condition~see
below!.

Stimuli were trains of 16 clicks, generated as in experi-
ment 2. One of the 16 clicks was chosen as the ‘‘probe’’ on
each trial. There were four potential probe positions corre-
sponding to clicks 1, 2, 9, and 16. A new position was chosen
at random from this set on each trial. The remaining clicks
~e.g., clicks 1–8 and 10–16 when click 9 was the probe!,
termed the ‘‘body,’’ shared a common location~the stimulus
location—uL—chosen on that trial!. The location of the
probe was selected in the same manner that individual click
locations were selected in experiments 1–3. Loudspeaker
condition W5 was used in this experiment; here, the probe
was presented from211, 25.5, 0, 15.5, or 111 degrees
relative to the body on any given trial. We chose to use this
increased spatial resolution to provide a more stable estimate
of the single probe weight. A control condition employed
condition W5 and the same subjects as the probe condition
but was otherwise identical to experiment 2. Other aspects of
the experimental procedure were identical to those used in
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experiment 2. However, the analytical technique was modi-
fied for the probe method employed by the new design.

Because all clicks comprising the body of the stimulus
shared a common location, they did not vary independently
and hence were not assigned weights individually. Rather,
the model used here included two predictors: body and probe

ûR5wprobeuprobe1wbodyubody1k. ~6!

Since the body contained 15 clicks, while the probe con-
tained only 1, the body was expected to exert a stronger
influence on localization~i.e., wbody should be somewhat
larger thanwprobe!, regardless of the probe position. As be-
fore, normalized weights were computed

ẇprobe5
wprobe

wprobe1wbody
. ~7!

The normalized probe weight expresses the relative influence
of the probe on localization responses, just as before, and
would be expected to vary as a function of probe position,
with large values for a probe at click 1, small values for a
probe at click 2, and so on.

B. Results

Figure 8 shows the mean normalized probe weights as a
function of probe position. Open symbols indicate weighting
functions obtained in the control condition~similar to the
method used in experiment 2! for comparison. Weights ob-
tained in the control condition did not differ significantly
from those obtained in experiment 2. There were additionally
no significant differences between the results for the probe
and control conditions. For both 3- and 5-ms ICI there was a
trend for slightly more extreme weights~higher at clicks 1
and 16, lower at click 9! in the probe condition consistent

with the notion that spatial variation may have acted to flat-
ten weights in the control condition~and in experiments
1–3!; however, none of these effects was statistically signifi-
cant.

C. Discussion

The lack of significant systematic differences between
the weights calculated using the probe method and those
calculated with random variation on all clicks lends support
to the form of observer weights reported in this study. The
results of this experiment show a nonsignificant tendency for
less-flattened weights using the probe method compared to
the control. This would seem to suggest a small homogeniz-
ing effect of click variation on obtained weights in experi-
ments 1–3. However, conclusions should be tempered by
consideration of the subjects participating in experiment 4,
who were more experienced than other subjects, and tended
to show larger effects of onset dominance at short ICI in the
earlier experiments. Although the results of experiment 4 are
expressed in relation to a control condition employing only
those subjects, it is possible that other subjects would have
been less sensitive to the manipulation. Nevertheless, the
correspondence between weighting functions obtained in the
two methods suggests that the results of the previous experi-
ments were not largely affected by continuous variation in
the locations of clicks; if anything, they may have acted to
reduce differences between the weights for different clicks.

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

~1! Onsets dominate localization at high stimulus rates.
Consistent with the findings of previous research on pre-
cedence and binaural adaptation, click 1 received larger
weights than subsequent clicks when the ICI was short
~1–5 ms!. This was the case for click pairs~experiment
1! as well as 16-click trains~experiment 2!. At slower
rates ~ICI58 or 14 ms!, weights for click 1 were not
significantly different from subsequent clicks.

~2! Reduction of localization weights following onset is im-
mediate. For 16-click trains, weighting functions at short
ICI ~3–5 ms! were characterized by an immediate reduc-
tion in weights for clicks following the onset~e.g., click
2!, with steady or increasing weights for the remainder
of the stimulus. This finding contrasts with that obtained
by Hafter and Buell~1990!. Using a subtractive method
to estimate weighting functions, they suggested that
click effectiveness decreases monotonically following
the onset. The current study agrees with that of Saberi
~1996!, who also found immediately reduced weights for
clicks 2 and later using an observer-weighting method,
and Dizonet al. ~1998!, who found similar functions for
ITD-varying noises.

~3! Onset dominance is not affected by spatial spread of the
stimulus over the range5.5–22°. There were no signifi-
cant differences between weighting functions for 2-click
trains presented from speakers spanning 11° or 22° azi-
muth; neither were there significant differences between
those obtained from trials where clicks 1 and 2 in a pair
were separated by 5.5°, 11°, or 22°~experiment 1!. Other

FIG. 8. Mean normalized weights obtained using the probe method~experi-
ment 4!. Filled symbols indicate the normalized probe weight~see the text!,
plotted as a function of the probe position within a static train of 16 clicks.
Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals on probe weight estimates.
Confidence intervals appear larger here than in experiments 1–3, partly
because weights here were calculated using'200 trials each, as opposed to
400 trials in experiments 2 and 3. Open symbols plot the weighting func-
tions obtained for 16-click trains in a control condition similar to experiment
2 but using the probe method’s loudspeaker configuration~w5!. Confidence
intervals for the control condition~not shown! were similar to experiment 2.
Finally, dashed lines indicate values expected for equal weighting of all
clicks.
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studies have shown an effect of spatial separation on
precedence at much wider separations~Shinn-
Cunninghamet al., 1993!. The current results suggest
that this influence is not a straightforward function of
separation, or that the ‘‘spatial window’’ of precedence is
larger than 22° in azimuth.

~4! Acoustic triggers can act to increase the weights on post-
trigger clicks. Consistent with previous work on the re-
start phenomenon in binaural adaptation~Hafter and
Buell, 1990!, introducing a gap between clicks 8 and 9
acted to increase the weight on click 9, at least for short
ICI.

~5! Weighting functions are not specific to randomly varying
stimuli. The influence of a single click is essentially the
same regardless of whether other clicks in the train are
presented from randomly varying locations~experiment
2! or from a single static location~experiment 4!.
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APPENDIX: CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON WEIGHT
ESTIMATES

The standard error of an individual regression coefficient
wi is given as

swi
5

suR•u i

su i
AN21

, ~A1!

wheresuR•u i
is the standard error of estimate~square root of

error variance! associated with the predictor variable in ques-
tion andsu i

is the standard deviation of that predictor. Here,
N is the number of samples used to estimatewi ~Howell,
1997!. The statistical significance of differences between co-
efficients can be examined usingt-tests. Alternately, one can
compute confidence intervals~CI! on the weight estimates

CIwi
5wi6t ~a/2,d f !swi

, ~A2!

where t (a/2,d f ) is the critical value of Student’st for a sig-
nificance level ofa/2 ~e.g., 0.025 for 95% confidence inter-
vals! and df degrees of freedom (N2n21). Ninety-five-
percent confidence intervals were calculated based on the
raw weights~prior to normalization! for each subject. For
plotting with normalized weights, confidence limits were
normalized in the same manner as the weights themselves

CIẇi
5ẇi6t ~a/2,d f !sẇi

5ẇi6
t ~a/2,d f !swi

( j 51
n wj

. ~A3!

Plots of mean weights across subjects use error bars display-
ing mean confidence limits, rather than limits corresponding
to the pooling of data across subjects. As such, they do not
provide an estimate of intersubject variability; conversely,
they overestimate the actual 95% confidence interval for the
mean weight, and thus reflect a somewhat conservative esti-
mate of significance.

1Some readers may object to our lumping together of potentially disparate
phenomena, and we tend to agree with the general view that a number of
interacting neural mechanisms at different levels may be involved in onset-
dominance phenomena. Nevertheless, it is our view that at least some dis-
tinctions in the literature result primarily from differences in the experi-
mental tasks and stimuli used in various studies. The stimuli employed here
were designed to be similar to those used in previous studies ofboth bin-
aural adaptation and the precedence effect. Labeling the target of this in-
vestigation as one or the other at this point seems mistaken, especially
considering the remarkably convergent temporal extents of the two phe-
nomena.
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Early pitch-shift response is active in both steady and dynamic
voice pitch control

Theresa A. Burnetta),b) and Charles R. Larson
Department of Communication Disorders, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60208

~Received 13 December 2001; revised 15 April 2002; accepted 22 April 2002!

When air conducted auditory feedback pitch is experimentally shifted upward or downward during
steady phonation, voice pitch changes in response. The first pitch change is an automatic deflection
opposite in direction to the feedback shift. It appears to help stabilize voice pitch by counteracting
unintended changes. But what happens during an intended pitch change? If the purpose of the first
pitch-shift response is to stabilize voice pitch around a fixed target, it should be suppressed during
voluntary pitch changes. Alternatively, if the pitch-shift response is a general process of voice
control it should be modified during intended pitch changes to bring production in line with the
desired output. Auditory feedback pitch was shifted during steady pitch and upward glissando
vocalizations by thirty trained singers. Contrary to the ‘‘steady-specific’’ hypothesis, pitch-shift
responses occurred during dynamic pitch vocalizations. Responses were comparable in direction,
peak time, and slope, but had significantly longer latency and smaller magnitude than responses
elicited during steady note phonation. Results indicate that the early pitch-shift response is a general
component of voice control that serves to automatically bring phonation pitch into agreement with
an intended target, whether that target is constant or changing in time. ©2002 Acoustical Society
of America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1487844#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Aj@AL #

I. INTRODUCTION

Air conducted auditory feedback is important for on-line
fine pitch1 control. Interference with auditory feedback
through masking lengthens the period of time used for pitch
adjustment, and ultimately reduces pitch accuracy~Elliot and
Niemoeller, 1970!. Moreover, the detrimental effect of audi-
tory feedback masking increases with the distance between
the target pitch and a singer’s modal pitch~Mallard, Ringel,
and Horii, 1978!. Auditory feedback is also important for the
maintanance of an internal representation of pitch. Sustained
perturbation of air conducted auditory feedback pitch in-
duces adaptive changes in phonation. For example, Elman
~1981! found that voice pitch is adjusted in the presence of
altered pitch feedback to allow accurate production of a tar-
get note. Similarly, when a disparity between feedback pitch
and voiceF0 is created and then gradually increased over a
series of vocalizations, voiceF0 changes in a manner that
opposes the feedback alteration~Jones and Munhall, 2000!.

Even the presentation or manipulation of a sound during
phonation can trigger changes in vocal fold configuration
and voice fundamental frequency. Sapir~1983! found that a
loud click presented during sustained phonation induces a
brief, small involuntary rise in voiceF0 ~mean latency 59
ms; SD 12 ms!. The short latency of this response is sugges-
tive of midbrain-level networks linking the auditory and pho-
natory systems. Continuous influence of auditory feedback
pitch during phonation was later described by Sapir, Mc-
Clean, and Luschei~1983!, who showed that voiceF0 will

oscillate at the same frequency, albeit out of phase, with
oscillations of a sawtooth tone loudly presented during quiet
phonation. These vocal variations may have been early evi-
dence of the pitch-shift response~PSR! later described by
Larsonet al. ~1995!.

Using signal processing techniques that manipulate fre-
quency while leaving duration intact~see Bristow-Johnson,
1995 for further information!, it has been shown that a single
transient perturbation of auditory feedback pitch during sus-
tained phonation results in one or more voice pitch changes
~Larsonet al., 1995; Burnettet al., 1998; Hainet al., 2000!.
Brief pitch shifts ~<100 ms in duration! typically evoke a
single involuntary compensatory voiceF0 change with a la-
tency of approximately 100 ms~Burnett et al., 1998!. The
magnitude of this early pitch-shift response~VR1! usually
stays below 50 cents, and does not directly correspond to the
magnitude of the pitch shift~Burnett, Senner, and Larson,
1997; Burnettet al., 1998; Larsonet al., 1995!. Pitch shifts
sustained longer than 100 ms are often associated with a
bimodal or double pitch-shift response. Unlike VR1, the di-
rection and magnitude of the second response~VR2! vary
with task instructions, and its duration is positively corre-
lated with the duration of the pitch-shift stimulus. Although
perhaps not intentionally produced, this second PSR compo-
nent certainly appears to be generated with some voluntary
influence.

VR1 is influenced by voluntary pitch control. When in-
structed to treat a pitch-shift stimulus as a ‘‘go’’ cue to
change voice pitch in a particular direction, VR1 is signifi-
cantly reduced in duration and magnitude, occasionally dis-
appearing entirely~Hain et al., 2000!. Differences between
the early and late components of the pitch-shift response sug-
gest that they represent two levels of auditory feedback me-
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diated online error correction, with each perhaps generated
by different neural circuitry and contributing uniquely to
voice pitch control. It may be that VR1 is particularly tuned
to compensate for small perturbations while VR2 facilitates
the correction of large production errors. Together, VR1 and
VR2 reveal that the PSR involves a complex, task-dependent
interaction between audition and phonation. What is as yet
unclear is how the PSR behaves during dynamic voice pitch
tasks.

When singing a steady note, VR1 magnitude is mea-
sured at peak time from a baseline pitch that is coincidentally
the same as the one perturbed by the pitch shift stimulus.
Given the response latency of approximately 100 ms, it has
not been discernable whether VR1 is generated relative to
the pitch that was perturbed or to the pitch that is produced at
the time of the peak response. If the function of VR1 is to
automatically hold phonation pitch steady by correcting any
deviation in voice pitch, then it might be reduced or elimi-
nated during dynamic vocalizations when~a! an increase or
decrease in voice pitch is anticipated and desired, and~b! a
response generated relative to the perturbed pitch may occur
too late, when that pitch is no longer being produced. Sup-
pression of a pitch-stabilizing response during intentional
voice pitch changes could be considered analogous to sup-
pression of the gaze stabilizing vestibulo–ocular reflex dur-
ing smooth pursuit eye movements~Barnes and Greely,
1992; Waterston and Barnes, 1991!.

Alternatively, VR1 may be triggered by a voice feed-
back error, despite intentional pitch changes. Instead of being
suppressed, VR1 would theoretically be generated in accor-
dance with an internal representation of the ongoing voice
pitch pattern to correct what might be perceived as a miscali-
bration of the pitch control system, rather than a single error
in the production of a particular note. In order to better un-
derstand the purpose of the pitch-shift response, a paradigm
was designed to assess whether VR1 is a task-specific
mechanism that aids steady pitch vocalization, or if it is a
general mechanism of voice pitch control that is active dur-
ing both steady and dynamic pitch vocalizations.

II. METHODS

Participants: Trained singers were recruited to partici-
pate in this study in order to minimize variability in task
performance. There were 15 females~10 sopranos, 4 mezzo-
sopranos, 1 alto! and 15 males~6 tenors, 8 baritones, 1 bass!.
Females averaged 21.7 years of age~SD52.6, range518–
26! with a mean of 7.1 years of formal voice training~SD
51.6, range55–9!. Males averaged 25.3 years of age~SD
58.1, range518–42!, with a mean of 6.9 years of formal
voice training ~SD51.8, range54–10!. All gave informed
consent, passed a standard hearing screening, and reported
no history of neurological injury or disease, or vocal pathol-
ogy.

Instrumentation: Participants sat in a chair placed inside
an acoustically dampened booth. They wore 75-ohm AKG
K270 H/C Talkback over-the-ear headphones and vocalized
into a boom-held microphone extending from the left side of
the headphones. Between transduction by the microphone
and feedback through the headphones, the voice signal was

processed in near-real time~8–20 ms delay! through an
Eventide SE Ultra-harmonizer~used to digitally shift the fre-
quencies of acoustic signals!, a Mackie 1202 VLZ micro
mixer, and a Hewlett-Packard dB attenuator. The intensity of
the voice signal presented over the headphones was equiva-
lent to the loudness of the signal at the microphone. Partici-
pants were instructed to maintain voice loudness near 80 dB
SPL using the display of a Dorrough loudness meter as a
guide. No attempt was made to mask bone conducted audi-
tory feedback.

A Yamaha MU10 synthesizer was used to generate a
pitch pattern for vocal imitation, and its output was presented
through the headphones via the mixer. Both the harmonizer
and the synthesizer were controlled by musical instrument
digital interface~MIDI ! signals from a laboratory computer
~MAX, Opcode Systems, Inc., Nashville, TN!.

Procedure: Data were recorded in alternately ordered
blocks of 30 vocalizations~trials! each, one called ‘‘hold’’
and the other, ‘‘glissando.’’ To ensure consistency across vo-
calizations, each trial was preceded by the presentation of an
acoustic model generated by the synthesizer. The amplitude
of the model signal was 80 dB SPL and it resembled a chorus
singing the vowel /É/. The lowest pitch modeled was equal to
20% of the participant’s total vocal range, and the highest
required note was nine semitones above that 20% note.
These limits were set to normalize the experiment across
participants of different ‘‘voices,’’ and to minimize the like-
lihood of pitch or phonation breaks such as might occur
when crossing a vocal register. In the hold condition, a
model note was selected at random within the designated
range, and played for a duration of 6 s. In the glissando
condition, the model was a steady note~1 second! that tran-
sitioned into an upward glide~1 semitone/second for 4 sec-
onds!, and then held steady again~1 second!.

Participants were instructed to mimic the model pre-
sented over the headphones, beginning when ready but only
after the model had ended. They were also instructed to sing
in a straight manner, without vibrato. Participants were
warned they might notice a brief pitch shift at some time
during their vocalizations but told to ignore it as best they
could. No practice trials were provided. Water and rest
breaks were granted upon request.

A single pitch-shift stimulus~PSS! was introduced dur-
ing each trial. All PSS were identical, with a magnitude of
2100 cents and a duration of 100 ms. Qualitatively, the PSS
sounded as though the voice pitch momentarily went ‘‘flat’’
by 1 semitone. PSS were triggered at a random time between
2–3 s post onset of phonation~as marked by experimenter
button press! for the holds, and 2.5–3.5 s post phonation
onset for the glissandos. Differences between trials and par-
ticipants in which pitch was shifted were not considered
problematic because the PSR does not significantly vary with
voice pitch~Burnettet al., 1997!.

Analysis: Four voltage signals, derived from the voice,
processed voice feedback, synthesized model, and a function
generator~shifted simultaneously with the voice for later use
as a mark of PSS onset!, were antialias filtered at 5000 and
digitally recorded at a sampling frequency of 10 000 Hz us-
ing MacLab~AD Instruments!. The voice signals were then
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further low pass filtered; 200 Hz for males and 300 Hz for
females. Voice fundamental frequency was extracted using a
threshold-crossing technique with interpolation that yields a
time value for each glottal pulse. Since glottal pulses differ
in duration ~jitter!, plots of these values yield a wave in
which there are sharp discontinuities between each glottal
cycle. A fifth order, digital low pass filter set at 20 Hz was
used to smooth these discontinuities. Finally the voice, feed-
back and synthesized signals were converted to cents using
the equation: cents5100(39.86 log10( f 2/f 1)) with f 1 equal
to the arbitrarily chosen noteG4 ~195.997 Hz! and f 2 equal-
ing the voice signal in Hz.

Individual trials by each subject within each condition
were aligned in time to the onset of the PSS, and a 1500 ms
segment~500 ms pre-PSS through 1000 ms post-PSS! was
taken for analysis. The pre-PSS voice signal was examined,
and trials featuring phonation breaks, vibrato or failure to
adhere to task instructions were excluded~typically 3–8 of
the 30 trials in each condition!. Figure 1 shows waterfall
displays of one participant’s hold and glissando trials. An
ensemble average of the trials was performed, resulting in
one average case per experimental condition across each of
the 30 participants~60 total!.

Figure 2 displays the method used to measure response
latency, magnitude, and peak time. A line created by a linear
curve fit of the prestimulus voice signal was extended across
the analysis window~hereafter called the ‘‘baseline’’!. Above
and below this line were parallel lines indicating the upper
and lower second SD limits. Software was used to automati-
cally mark responses, accepting only those that occurred
more than 50 ms after the onset of the PSS with a duration
30 ms or greater. Once a response was delineated, the pro-
gram automatically measured the crossing time, peak devia-
tion from the baseline, and peak time. Because the second
SD crossing time is a function of prestimulus voice pitch
variation, response latency was defined as that time at which
a straight line, extrapolated backwards from the response
peak through the voice signal at the preceding second SD
crossing time, intersected the baseline. Response magnitude
was measured as the difference in cents between the re-
sponse peak and the baseline pitch at peak time.

III. RESULTS

Participants consistently suppressed vibrato and held or
changed voice pitch as instructed, enabling a valid compari-
son of responses across the two conditions. Mean baseline
slope in the hold condition was 0.64 cents/s~SD50.99!.
Mean baseline slope in the glissando condition was 124.19
cents per second~SD528.77!. The second SD lines used to
mark the occurrence of a response to the PSS give an indi-
cation of voice pitch stability in the 500 ms pre-PSS vocal-
ization period. Within-participant~trial-to-trial! variability
prior to PSS onset was not significantly different during glis-
sando vocalizations from the variability during holds~F
51.30; 1 df;p50.26!. The second SD lines were a mean of
2.63 cents from baseline in the glissando condition~SD
51.28! and 2.34 cents from it in the hold condition~SD
51.12!.

Of the 60 cases, 58~97%! featured responses directed
upward in pitch, opposite the downward direction of the
PSS. The remaining two cases featured downward responses,
in the same direction as the PSS. Both of these ‘‘following’’
responses occurred during glissando vocalizations. Measure-
ment of magnitude and peak time in one averaged case was
impossible because of truncation by the analysis window,
and both had latency values that were markedly different
from the rest of the data. Of note, it was shown in an earlier
study that ‘‘following’’ responses are significantly different
in latency from the more typical ‘‘opposing’’ responses~Bur-
nett et al., 1998!. Therefore, these two ‘‘following’’ re-
sponses were omitted from statistical analysis.

Examination of the 58 ‘‘opposing’’ first responses~28

FIG. 1. Waterfall displays of all trials for one participant in~a! the hold
condition, and~b! the glissando condition, prior to ensemble averaging.
Pitch is represented on the vertical axis, with each trace identically scaled
but offset slightly for display purposes. The dotted vertical line at time 0
represents the onset of the pitch shift stimulus.
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glissando; 30 hold! revealed three cases with data points that
were more than 2.8 SD from the mean. All outliers were
from the glissando condition, including two in the latency
measure, and one in the measure of peak time. Exclusion of
all cases with outlier data points left 25 participants with a
complete set of data across the two vocalization tasks.

A Hotelling’s T2 test~a special case of MANOVA! was
performed to determine if task had any effect on response
latency, magnitude or peak time. A significant effect was
found ~T2 value518.18, p,0.01!, which was attributed to
differences across tasks for the measures of latency~95%
confidence interval: 0.005 to 0.029! and magnitude~95%
confidence interval:211.22 to20.66!. In general, responses
that occurred earlier tended to have a greater magnitude than
those that occurred later~Pearsonr 520.30; Bartlett chi-
square54.57, df51, p,0.05!. Early VR1 responses also
tended to have earlier peak times than later VR1 responses
~Pearson r 50.37; Bartlett chi-square57.036, df51,
p,0.01!.

Mean response latency in the hold condition was signifi-
cantly shorter~75.61 ms, SD515.81! than in the glissando
condition ~92.73 ms, SD528.40!, a difference of 17.12 ms.
Figure 3 shows dot plots of response latency by task for each
participant.

Mean VR1 magnitude was 23.58 cents~SD510.81! in
the hold condition, significantly greater than the mean of
17.64 cents~SD510.17! when produced on a glissando, and

a difference of approximately 5.94 cents. Figure 4 shows dot
plots of response magnitude by task for each participant.

Vocalization task did not significantly affect VR1 peak
time ~95% confidence interval:20.016 to 0.014!. Mean peak
time was 162.71 ms in the hold condition~SD525.78! and
162.16 in the glissando condition~SD525.27!. Figure 5
shows dot plots of response peak time by task.

Given that magnitude divided by time-to-peak equals
response slope, a comparable peak time but shorter latency
and greater magnitude in the hold condition hint that re-
sponse slope during hold might be similar to that in during
the glissando condition. Indeed, they were similar. Response
slope in the hold condition averaged 287.70 cents/s~SD
5131.62!, while average response slope during glissando
production was 272.14 cents/s~SD5153.03!.

IV. DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to examine whether the
early component of the pitch-shift response is exclusive to
steady pitch vocalizations, or whether it is a mechanism that
could aid control of both steady and dynamic pitch vocaliza-
tions. The primary finding is that the early, automatic pitch
shift response is not exclusive to steady pitch vocalizations.
A downward perturbation of auditory feedback pitch induces
an opposing, upward voice pitch response whether one is
sustaining a steady note or continuously changing pitch in an
upward glissando. The PSR system allows for intended voice
pitch variation and is triggered by unintended changes in
voice feedback pitch, i.e., errors. Response peak time and
slope were comparable across both tasks, but latency was

FIG. 2. Graphical representation of the techniques for measurement of re-
sponse latency, magnitude and peak time. Response latency equals the time
at which a straight line, extrapolated backwards from the response peak
through the voice signal at the preceding second SD crossing time, inter-
sected the baseline. Response magnitude equals the difference in cents be-
tween the response peak and the baseline pitch at peak time.

FIG. 3. Latency of the pitch-shift response elicited while holding voice pitch
steady and while producing an upward glissando. Lines connect the data
points for each participant.

FIG. 4. Magnitude of the pitch-shift response elicited while holding voice
pitch steady and while producing an upward glissando. Lines connect the
data points for each participant.

FIG. 5. Peak time of the pitch-shift response elicited while holding voice
pitch steady and while producing an upward glissando. Lines connect the
data points for each participant.
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shorter and magnitude greater when attempting to hold voice
pitch constant than when increasing pitch at a rate of ap-
proximately one semitone/second.

Pitch-shift response latencies measured in this experi-
ment were shorter and likely more accurate than those pre-
viously reported~Burnettet al., 1998; Hainet al., 2000; Lar-
son et al., 1996!. Differences are primarily attributed to the
use of extrapolation in the measurement of response latency
and a baseline pitch that is based on a linear curve-fit of the
pre-PSS period rather than the meanF0 of that period. Also,
inter-trial variability was reduced and responses made more
apparent by having only trained singers as participants, hav-
ing participants sing /É/ rather than /~/ to easeF0 extraction,
and by including more trials in the ensemble average than
were previously included. Although trained singers voluntar-
ily change pitch more quickly than do untrained singers
~Sundberg, 1979!, the PSR appears to be involuntarily pro-
duced and therefore training is not believed to be a factor in
response generation. However, musicians have been found to
have superior preattentive auditory processing abilities
~Koelsch, Schro¨ger, and Tervaniemi, 1999! which might be
linked to a more rapid automaticF0 correction.

Shorter response latency while holding voice pitch
steady may be because pitch deviations are more quickly
detected from a stable background than from a changing one.
However, the human auditory system is known to be remark-
ably adept at detecting subtle differences in complex sounds
~Klatt, 1973; Tervaniemi, Schro¨ger, and Na¨ätänen, 1997!.
More likely the difference stems from response generation
variables. Response generation during glissandos may re-
quire more calculation time than during holds to factor the
ongoing, planned vector of voice pitch change into the cal-
culation of response magnitude. This process allows the re-
sponse to improve the accuracy of the pitch produced at the
time of the peak response, rather than the pitch that was
heard to be erroneous but is no longer being produced.

It may be that VR1 during all dynamic pitch tasks is
smaller than when produced during steady phonation. No
upward PSS was delivered and no downward glissando was
produced during this experiment, so it is not possible to
know if and how the PSR might differ in these conditions.
Alternatively, the lower response magnitude during glissan-
dos could reflect a gain that varies with the ongoing, in-
tended voice pitch change. It may be that responses in the
same direction as the underlying task~e.g., an upward VR1
during upward glissandos! are smaller than responses that are
opposite in direction to the underlying voice pitch change
~e.g., upward VR1 during a downward glissando!. Steady
pitch phonation would fall between these two extremes. Fur-
ther investigation is needed to specify the effect of baseline
slope on response magnitude.

The trigger for generation of the PSR evidently involves
a comparison between air conducted auditory feedback and
some other signal, the nature of which is unknown. The re-
sults of this study indicate that the comparative signal is not
simply that pitch most recently heard and held in immediate
auditory memory. Remaining possibilities include~a! the un-
shifted bone-conduction signal and~b! an internal represen-
tation of the anticipated pitch calculated by plotting an ‘‘ef-

ference copy’’ signal on an auditory–phonatory sensorimotor
map. The methods of this and many earlier studies feature
shifts of only the air conducted auditory feedback signal,
with no attempt to mask the unshifted bone conducted signal.
Although total elimination of bone conduction is not pos-
sible, Joneset al. ~2000! demonstrated that a compensatory
voice pitch change occurs in response to gradually shifted air
conducted feedback in the presence of bone masking. More-
over, experience speaking under the condition of vowel for-
mant transformed auditory feedback results in compensatory
adaptations of vowel articulation patterns such that auditory
feedback is altered toward the usual vowel formant pattern
~Houde and Jordan, 1998!. Immediate corrections and adap-
tations to altered air-conducted auditory feedback are practi-
cal responses, given that the air conducted signal is the only
one perceived by listeners during speech communication.

Neural networks that mediate voice pitch error correc-
tion during phonation likely involve midbrain and cortical
connections. Mu¨ller-Preuss~1986! recorded auditory neurons
from the inferior colliculus, dorsal nucleus of the lateral lem-
niscus, and parts of the reticular formation in the midbrain of
the squirrel monkey during self-produced and recorded vo-
calizations. While a majority of those cells responded to both
sounds, some cells located in the marginal regions of the
inferior colliculus and an area of the reticular formation dis-
tinguished between the two. These source-distinguishing
neurons~fewer than 10%! showed no response or only a very
weak response during self-produced calls, even when there
was a clear response to the playback of prerecorded calls of
comparable intensity~Müller-Preuss, 1986!. Similar selectiv-
ity has been noted in the cortex. Most neurons recorded from
the superior temporal gyrus that are active during the presen-
tation of recorded vocalizations are found to be silent during
ongoing vocalization, indicating a suppression of sensitivity
to self-generated sounds. In conjunction with preconscious
pitch processing mechanisms, source-discriminating cellular
activity such as this may underlie PSR triggering.

A comparison of the effects of auditory masking on
mean voice pitch and intonation contours indicates that these
two aspects of speech production may be separately con-
trolled. Temporarily masking auditory feedback during oral
reading of interrogative, declarative, and imperative sen-
tences does not significantly degrade pitch contours, al-
though average voiceF0 is raised ~Mallard et al., 1978!.
That auditory feedback masking has a limited effect on voice
intonation contours is consistent with the hypothesis that
these contours are generated in an open loop manner.

Short-latency feedback control of pitch could be useful
given the possibility of unplanned voiceF0 perturbations
resulting from aerodynamic instability, pulsing vascular and
lymphatic fluids~Orlikoff and Baken, 1989!, and laryngeal
configuration changes that occur during speech articulation
~Honda, 1983; Ternstro¨m, Sundberg, and Collde´n, 1988;
Watson, 1998!. The findings of this study demonstrate the
availability of a closed-loop mechanism for control of pitch
during dynamic variations such as may occur during speech.
Had the pitch-shift response been absent during glissando
vocalizations it would have been inconsistent with a hypoth-
esis of online pitch error correction during speech. Interest-
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ingly, Natke and Kalveram~2002! demonstrated that voice
pitch is monitored during speech sound production, even
during brief, unstressed syllables. In their study, a sustained
downward shift of one semitone prior to the onset of syllable
repetition resulted in a vocalization that, after hearing the
shifted initial syllable, became 25 to 69 cents higher than
productions with normal auditory feedback. While the re-
sponses observed by Natkeet al.may represent an attempt to
maintain habitual speaking pitch rather than an attempt to
correct a particular suprasegmental contour error, it is cer-
tainly possible that online monitoring of pitch inflection and
correction of errors are used to preserve speech intelligibility.
It remains to be determined whether the early pitch shift
response is an important aspect of pitch control during
speech production.

V. CONCLUSION

Prior to this study it was known that a perturbation in
auditory feedback pitch typically generates a reflex-like,
small-magnitude opposing voice pitch change. The function
of this reflex was hypothesized to be pitch stabilization. It
was not known whether this stabilization was restricted only
to steady pitch levels or whether it was also operative during
dynamic pitch modulations. Results of this study indicate
that the automatic, early component of the pitch-shift re-
sponse is not specific to tasks during which voice pitch is to
be held steady. Rather, the pitch-shift response serves to sta-
bilize voice pitch around an intentional pitch target or vector.
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A low-dimensional, self-oscillation model of the vocal folds is used to capture three primary modes
of vibration, a shear mode and two compressional modes. The shear mode is implemented with
either two vertical masses or a rotating plate, and the compressional modes are implemented with
an additional bar mass between the vertically stacked masses and the lateral boundary. The
combination of these elements allows for the anatomically important body-cover differentiation of
vocal fold tissues. It also allows for reconciliation of lumped-element mechanics with continuum
mechanics, but in this reconciliation the oscillation region is restricted to a nearly rectangular glottis
~as in all low-dimensional models! and a small effective thickness of vibration~,3 mm!. The model
is controlled by normalized activation levels of the cricothyroid~CT!, thyroarytenoid~TA!, lateral
cricoarytenoid ~LCA!, and posterior cricoarytenoid~PCA! muscles, and lung pressure. An
empirically derived set of rules converts these muscle activities into physical quantities such as
vocal fold strain, adduction, glottal convergence, mass, thickness, depth, and stiffness. Results show
that oscillation regions in muscle activation control spaces are similar to those measured by other
investigations on human subjects. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1496080#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Bk@AL #

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses an ongoing search for a link be-
tween laryngeal muscle activation and mechanical properties
of simple mass-spring vocal fold models. Although finite el-
ement implementation of continuum models of the vocal
folds ~Alipour and Titze, 1983, 1996!, the tongue~Wilhelms-
Tricarico, 1995!, and the velum~Berry et al., 1999! offer the
potential for embedding muscle contractions directly into the
mathematical formulations, the appeal of simple lumped-
element models of tissue remains. This is partly due to the
conceptual simplicity of coupled masses and springs, and
partly due to the interpretive power that nonlinear dynamics
has to offer to low-dimensional models~two or three degrees
of freedom!.

Low-dimensional models of the vocal folds have tradi-
tionally been structured to capture two or three primary
modes of tissue vibration, one shear mode and one or two
compressional modes~for identification and nomenclature of
a complete set of modes, see Titze and Strong, 1975; Berry
and Titze, 1996!. In a continuum model, the compressional
modes do not truly represent tissue compression, because
human tissues are incompressible at audio frequencies, but
there is anapparentcompression in the horizontal direction
while there is anapparentexpansion in the vertical direction,
leaving the volume conserved. In fact, all vocal fold defor-
mations involve shear~Titze and Talkin, 1979!. The one-

mass model of Flanagan and Landgraf~1968! captured only
one compressional mode, the two-mass model of Ishizaka
and Flanagan~1972! captured both a shear mode and a com-
pressional mode, but not in an explicit body-cover manner.
The translational-rotational model of Liljencrants~1991! was
designed expressly to control the shear mode independently
from the compressional mode, but the body-cover distinction
was still not clear. The three-mass model of Story and Titze
~1995! captured three modes, one shear mode and two com-
pressional modes, with the extra degree of freedom allowing
a body-cover differentiation. Thus, if low-dimensionality,
mode separation, and body-cover differentiation are all of
primary interest, the translational-rotational model of Liljen-
crants~with minor modifications! or the three-mass model of
Story and Titze are logical choices.

The problem is that vocal fold parameters such as nor-
mal mode frequencies, stiffness, effective mass in vibration,
vocal fold length, vocal fold thickness, and rest position may
not be under direct control by the vocalist. Rather, perceptual
dimensions such as loudness, pitch, register, tightness, and
roughness are likely to govern the thought processes for ac-
tivation of laryngeal and respiratory muscles. Thus, to under-
stand the oscillatory characteristics of the vocal folds in per-
ceptual and physiologically realistic control spaces, we need
one set of rules that transform perceptual variables to muscle
activations, and a second set of rules that transform muscle
activations to geometrical and viscoelastic parameters of thea!Electronic mail: ingo-titze@uiowa.edu
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lumped element models. We address only the second set of
rules here.

It must be stated at the outset that no physiologically
realistic vocal fold model is simple. If simplicity is forced
onto the mechanics of the model, then the rules for control
are complicated, as will be seen in this paper. On the con-
trary, less complicated rules are needed for models that in-
corporate the three-dimensional~continuum! nature of vocal
fold mechanics, but at the price of greater mathematical com-
plexity.

II. A MINIMAL PARAMETER SET

As a minimum, the following parameters are needed to
capture the lowest natural modes and to relate the lumped-
element mechanics of the tissue layers to the distributed sur-
face pressures in the glottis:

~1! A compressional stiffness~K! for the body of the vocal
folds and a rotational shear stiffness~k! for the cover to
control the natural frequencies of oscillation~and less
directly, the fundamental frequencyFo!. These two stiff-
nesses can be related to two independent elastic con-
stants of an elastic continuum, a Poisson ratio and a
shear modulus.

~2! The length~L!, thickness~T!, and depth~D! of the vocal
folds to define boundary constraints and the vocal fold
dimensions.

~3! The depth of the cover (Dc) to separate the body tissue
layer from the cover tissue layer in terms of effective
mass of vibration.

~4! The glottal half-width (j02) at the top of the vocal fold to
control the adduction of the vocal processes.

~5! The net glottal convergence (jc) from the bottom of the
vocal folds to the top of the vocal folds to control medial
surface geometry.

~6! The mucosal upheaval point along the medial surface of
the vocal folds or, correspondingly, the nodal point (zn)
of the shear mode to control upper and lower amplitudes
of vibration.

With the use of these parameters, we first begin to re-
view the mechanics of vocal fold vibration as applied to a
three degrees of freedom body-cover model. Muscle activa-
tion will be brought into the picture later by rules.

III. LOW-DIMENSIONAL BODY-COVER MODELS

We begin the quantification of self-sustained oscillation
with a body-cover model that has only three degrees of free-
dom. As illustrated in Fig. 1 in coronal cross-section, the
cover is represented by either two massesm1 and m2 and
three springsk1 , k2 , andkc ~left side! or by a rotating plate
of massm with a torsional stiffnessk and a single springk
~right side!. The body is represented by a massM in both
cases, connected through a compressible springK to the thy-
roid cartilage boundary. We shall refer to these two models
as thethree massand thebar-plateversion of the body-cover
model, respectively. The models have no variation perpen-
dicular to the plane of the paper~the anterior-posterior direc-
tion, or y direction!, which means that the masses are rigid

rods, plates, or bars. In the bar-plate model, the cover spring
k attaches at the point of rotation~nodal pointzn! of the
plate, which is not necessarily at the center of the bar. Thez
direction is the direction of airflow and thex direction is the
direction of medial-lateral tissue displacement.

Unless otherwise stated, we make the following assump-
tions throughout the body-cover derivations:~1! The two vo-
cal folds move symmetrically with respect to the glottal mid-
plane (x50). ~2! There is no vertical displacement of tissue.
~3! The nodal pointzn can move vertically, redistributing the
mass in the cover.~4! The glottal area varies linearly from
the bottom to top of the vocal folds.

The equations for glottal aerodynamics of this model
have already been published~Titze, 2002! and will not be
repeated here. Briefly, we assume Bernoulli flow from the
lungs to the point of flow separation, at which point jet flow
continues and the pressure remains constant in the jet, from
flow detachment to glottal exit. Liljencrants’~1991! rules or
those of Pelorsonet al. ~1994! for a slightly enlarged detach-
ment area and a downstream detachment point have been
incorporated. Furthermore, for this investigation, we have
not included any vocal tract simulation. We realize that vocal
fold vibration can be profoundly affected by the acoustic
load of the vocal tract, but this will be treated in a follow-up
investigation and does not impact on the rules developed
here.

A. Equations of motion for three degrees of freedom

Consider first the motion of the vocal fold cover in the
bar-plate version~right side of Fig. 1!. This motion can be
described with two degrees of freedom if we assume a rota-
tion u about the nodal pointzn and a translationj of the
nodal point,

I cü1Bcu̇1ku5Ta , ~1!

mj̈1b~ j̇2 j̇b!1k~j2jb!5Fa , ~2!

FIG. 1. Sketch of three-mass~left! and bar-plate~right! low-dimensional
body-cover models in frontal cross section.
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whereTa is the applied aerodynamic torque,I c is the mo-
ment of inertia for rotation of the cover,Bc is the rotational
damping,b is translational damping,Fa is the force at the
nodal point,jb is the displacement of the body, and other
parameters are as previously defined. Similarly, the equation
of motion for the body is written as

M j̈b1b~ j̇b2 j̇ !1k~jb2j!1Kjb1Bj̇b50, ~3!

whereB is the body damping.
The natural frequencies of this body-cover system can

be obtained analytically by letting all damping forces and
aerodynamic forces vanish~i.e., b5B5Bc5Ta5Fa50!
and assuming harmonic functions of the formeivt. The re-
sult is

v2
25k/I c ~4!

for the shear mode, and

v1,3
2 5

k1K

2M
1

k

2m
6F S k1K

2M
1

k

2mD 2

2
kK

mMG1/2

~5!

for the two compressional modes. As an asymptotic check,
the compressional mode frequencies in Eq.~5! reduce to

v1,3
2 5

k

m
for M@m ~6!

5
K

M1m
for k@K ~7!

5k
M1m

Mm
for K50 ~8!

50 for k50 or m5`. ~9!

When the driving forces are not zero, Eqs.~1! and ~2! are
coupled by the fact that both the driving torqueTa and the
driving force Fa on the cover are dependent on a common
glottal flow.

The equations of motion for the three-mass model~left
side of Fig. 1! are described in detail by Story and Titze
~1995!. We add only a variable mass distribution in the cover
by letting m1 andm2 depend on the nodal pointzn ,

m15mzn /T, ~10!

m25m~12zn /T!, ~11!

k15kzn /T, ~12!

k25k~12zn /T!, ~13!

wherem andk are the bar-plate constants as defined above.
The relation between the vertical coupling stiffnesskc in

the three-mass model and the rotational stiffnessk in the
bar-plate model can be found by equatingv2 ~the normal
mode frequency for shear! of the two models when the body
massM is rigid. This frequency is defined by Eq.~4! for the
bar-plate model, but for the three-mass model a separate
modal analysis is performed for the cover, with only the
massesm1 and m2 , and three springsk1 , k2 and kc . The
result yields the following equivalence,

v2
25

k

I c
5

k11kc

2m1
1

k21kc

2m2
1F S k11kc

2m1
2

k21kc

2m2
D 2

1
kc

2

m1m2
G1/2

. ~14!

Substituting Eqs.~10!–~13! into Eq. ~14! gives a relation for
k in terms ofkc ,

k5
I c

m Fk1kcS zn

T D 21S 12
zn

T D 21G , ~15!

and its inverse

kc5S m

I c
k2kD S zn

T D S 12
zn

T D . ~16!

We see thatkc in the three-mass model is a mixture of both
shear~k! and compression~k!. This is because one of the
three springs for a two-mass cover is essentially redundant.

When there is symmetry between the upper and lower
mass, then

m15m25m/2, ~17!

k15k25k/2, ~18!

and the vertical coupling stiffness is related to the torsional
stiffness as

kc5
1

4 S m

I c
k2kD . ~19!

Equations~16! and~19! show that there are some restric-
tions on the choices ofk andk if the coupling stiffnesskc is
to be a positive number. We will now explore these restric-
tions on the basis of continuum mechanics.

B. Relating lumped constants to elastic moduli

The purpose of adopting continuum-mechanical con-
stants for modeling is that they are independent of geometry
and, therefore, become the basic building blocks for both
distributed and lumped element representations. For a negli-
gible amount of fiber tension in the vocal folds, it is possible
to express the translational and rotational stiffnesses in terms
of one measurable isotropic shear modulus~Chan and Titze,
1997!. Referring to continuum mechanics, the constitutive
equations for transversely isotropic tissue with planar strain
~Fung, 1993! can be written as

sx5
2m

~12n! S ]j

]x
1n

]z

]zD ~20!

and

txz5mS ]j

]z
1

]z

]xD , ~21!

wheresx is the normal stress in thex direction, txz is the
shear stress on az plane in thex direction, m is the shear
modulus,n is the Poisson ratio,j is horizontal displacement,
and j is vertical displacement. The two independent elastic
constants arem and n, but since we have already assumed
z50 to reduce the number of degrees of freedom of the
model, the tissue must now be treated as completely com-
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pressible~n50!, leavingm as the only elastic constant.
If we further assume that all the compression takes place

linearly over a depthD, then the normal stress is

sx52m
]j

]x
52mj/D, ~22!

and the shear stress is

txz5m
]j

]z
5m tanu'mu, ~23!

whereu is the torsional angle defined in Eq.~1!, which is
typically assumed to be small in linear elasticity theory.

The normal stresssx in Eq. ~22! can be converted to a
net restoring force by multiplying this stress by the cross
sectional area of the tissueLT,

Fx5LTsx5kj. ~24!

Whensx from Eq. ~22! is now substituted into Eq.~24!, the
spring constantk in the cover becomes

k52mcLT/Dc , ~25!

wheremc is the shear modulus in the cover andDc is the
depth of the cover. For the body, we can similarly write

K52mbLT/Db , ~26!

wheremb is the shear modulus of the body andDb is the
depth of the body. The constantsk1 andk2 for the three-mass
model are obtained by direct substitution of the above into
Eqs.~12! and ~13!.

For the shear stress in the cover,txz is multiplied by the
horizontal shear areaLDc to get a shear restoring force

Fu5LDcmcu. ~27!

This shear force is then multiplied by an upper moment arm
(T2zn)/2 and a lower moment armzn/2 to get a restoring
torque,

Tu5~LDcmcu!FT2zn

2
1

zn

2 G5~LDcmcu!
T

2
. ~28!

This torque is divided by the angular strainu to get the
torsional stiffness:

k5 1
2mcLTDc . ~29!

Note that the lumped-element spring constantsk, K, and
k are all directly proportional to the shear modulus of the
tissue, but these spring constants also contain the geometrical
factors length, thickness, and depth of the tissue layers. In
particular, all stiffnesses increase linearly with vocal fold
length and thickness, but rotational stiffness increases with
tissue depth@Eq. ~29!#, whereas compressional stiffnesses
decrease with tissue depth@Eqs.~25! and ~26!#. Thus, tissue
depths are critical for modeling when lumped-element pa-
rameters are used.

The effective masses of the body and cover are related
to the tissue densityr and the volume of tissue in vibration,

m5rLTDc , ~30!

M5rLTDb . ~31!

The moment of inertiaI c of the cover can also be de-
rived from basic principles as

I c5E
0

zn
~zn2z!2 dm1E

zn

T

~z2zn!2 dm ~32!

5rLDcE
0

T

~z2zn!2 dz ~33!

5rLDcT
3F1

3
2

zn

T S 12
zn

T D G . ~34!

With these derivations, the natural frequencies of the bar-
plate model@Eqs.~4! and~5!# can be calculated analytically
in terms of the elastic constantsmc andmb , the tissue den-
sity r, and vocal fold geometry,

F25
1

2p
Ak

I c
5

1

pT
A3mc

4r F1

3
2

zn

T S 12
zn

T D G21/2

, ~35!

F1,35
1

2pAr
H mc

Dc
2 1

mc

DcDb
1

mb

Db
2 6F S mc

Dc
2 1

mc

DcDb
1

mb

Db
2D 2

2
4mcmb

Db
2Dc

2 G1/2J 1/2

. ~36!

Note that the nodal pointzn and the vocal fold thicknessT
affect only the shear mode frequencyF2 , whereas tissue
depthsDc and Db affect only the two compressional mode
frequenciesF1 and F3 . This makes it easy for the user to
adjust the normal modes with geometric factors.

Analytical calculation of the natural frequencies of the
three-mass model is also possible, but involves cube-root
terms that are mathematically quite cumbersome and take up
excessive space.

Note that all three natural frequencies in Eqs.~35! and
~36! are proportional to the square root of a ratio between a
shear modulus and the tissue density, e.g., (mc /r)1/2, which
dimensionally is a tissue wave velocity. The shear modulimc

and mb have been measured in the laboratory~Chan and
Titze, 1997, 1999!. For excised cover tissuemc'500 Pa and
for excised thyroarytenoid muscle tissue,mb'1000 Pa, but
these moduli can vary significantly depending on moisture
content, temperature, and frequency. The density is less vari-
able,r51040 kg/m3, giving a tissue wave velocity (m/r)1/2

in the range of 0.7–1.0 m/s, which agrees with measurement
of the mucosal wave~Baer, 1975; Titzeet al., 1993!.

Equation~16! gave a relation between the vertical cou-
pling spring constantkc of the three-mass model and the
parameters of the bar-plate model. Substituting into Eq.~16!
the mass of the coverm from Eq.~30!, the moment of inertia
I c from Eq. ~34!, the torsional spring constantk from Eq.
~29!, and the stiffnessk from Eq.~25!, the following inequal-
ity must hold forkc to be a positive number,

Dc.2TF1

3
2

zn

T S 12
zn

T D G1/2

. ~37!

As an example, this inequality simplifies toDc.0.577T for
zn /T50.5, a fairly stringent requirement for the depth-to-
thickness-ratio of the cover. It points out one of the limita-
tions of the low-dimensional models in achieving a reconcili-
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ation with continuum mechanics. As the nodal point shifts up
and down, withzn /T approaching 0 or 1, the restriction be-
comes even greater. The problem is that a solid bar massM
was chosen for the body. No shear can take place in this
element, making the shear depth for the cover effectively too
thin. Our rules will pay attention to this problem by limiting
vocal fold thickness.

C. Inclusion of fiber stress in tissues

The foregoing equivalence between continuum mechan-
ics and lumped-element mechanics applies only to the case
where there is tissue isotropy, i.e., where there is a negligible
anterior–posterior tension in the tissue fibers~muscle and
ligament!. But the spring constants can be augmented to ac-
count for anisotropic~stringlike! tension in the fibers by
equating the natural frequency of a mass-spring mode of vi-
bration to an ideal string mode of vibration,

1

2p
AK8

M
5

1

2L
As

r
, ~38!

wheres is the fiber stress andK8 is the added fiber stiffness.
Solving forK8 and lettingM5rLTD, the added stiffness is

K85S p

L D 2

sLTD5p2sDT/L. ~39!

For rotational movement,K8 is replaced byk8 and M is
replaced byI c in the above. The augmented lumped-element
parameters now become the following:

Bar-plate model (cover):

k5
1

2
mcLTDc1p2sc~Dc /L !T3F1

3
2

zn

T S 12
zn

T D G ,
~40!

k52mc~LT/Dc!1p2sc~Dc /L !T, ~41!

m5rLTDc . ~42!

Three-mass model (cover):

I c5rLTDcT
2F1

3
2

zn

T S 12
zn

T D G , ~43!

k152mc~LT/Dc!zn /T1p2sc~Dc /L !zn , ~44!

k252mc~LT/Dc!~12zn /T!1p2sc~Dc /L !

3T~12zn /T!, ~45!

kc5H 1

2
mc~LDc /T!F1

3
2

zn

T S 12
zn

T D G21

22mc~LT/Dc!J zn

T S 12
zn

T D , ~46!

m15rLTDczn /T, ~47!

m25rLTDc~12zn /T!. ~48!

Both models (body):

K52mbLT/Db1p2sb~Db /L !T, ~49!

M5rLTDb . ~50!

Note that for this nonisotropic tissue, all stiffnesses now
depend on all vocal fold dimensions. It is no longer a simple
matter to adjust shear or compression stiffness by vocal fold
geometry. The anatomical resting depths of the layers of vo-
cal fold tissue are gleaned from Hirano~1975!:

Dmuc5depth of mucosa

5epithelium1superficial layer

50.2 cm in males~0.15 cm in females!,

D lig5depth of ligament

5 intermediate1deep layer

50.2 cm in males~0.15 cm in females!,

Dmus5depth of TA muscle~ thyrovocalic portion!

50.4 cm in males~0.3 cm in females!.

According to Hirano~1975!, the body and the cover
share the depth of the ligament. The medial half, known as
the intermediate layer of the lamina propria, is assigned to
the cover, whereas the lateral half, known as the deep layer
of the lamina propria, is assigned to the body. The fiber stress
in the body is then made up of both muscle stress and liga-
ment stress. But stresses do not add in parallel layers; rather,
forces do. Hence, we convert the stresses to forces by mul-
tiplying by cross-sectional areas, or~since thickness is com-
mon! by the respective depths,

sb5@0.5s ligD lig1smusDmus#/Db , ~51!

where s lig is the ligament stress andsmus is the muscle
stress. Likewise, for the cover,

sc5@smucDmuc10.5s ligD lig#/Dc , ~52!

wheresmuc is the mucosa stress.
The muscle stress has an active and a passive component

~Alipour-Haghighiet al., 1989!

smus5aTAsamMax@0,12b~e2em!2#1sp , ~53!

wheresam is the maximum active stress in the TA muscle
fibers,aTA is the muscle activity~ranging from 0 to 1!, and
sp is the passive stress. Note that the active stress varies with
vocal fold straine, falling off quadratically on both sides of
an optimum sarcomere strainem , with b being an empiri-
cally determined constant for a given muscle. The constants
are given in Table I.

The cover has only a passive stress. This passive stress
has been modeled with a combination of a linear and an
exponential function and matched to vocal fold stress–strain
curves~Alipour and Titze, 1991; Minet al., 1995!. The form
of this function applies also to the passive stress of the body
~muscle tissue and ligament tissue! and is written for all tis-
sue types as

sp55
0 for e,e1 ,

2
s0

e1
~e2e1! for e1<e<e2 ,

2
s0

e1
~e2e1!1s2@eC~e2e2!2C~e2e2!21#

for e.e2 .
~54!
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In Eq. ~54!, so is the stress whene50, e1 is the strain where
the linear portion goes to zero,s2 is a scale factor for the
exponential portion, ande2 is the strain where the exponen-
tial portion begins. These constants have been fitted indi-
vidually to each stress–strain curve and are reported in Table
I.

This concludes the physics of the models for natural
~undamped and undriven! oscillation. For damped oscilla-
tion, it is typical to assign a damping ratio of 0.1–0.2 to each
mass~Kanekoet al., 1981; Chan and Titze, 1999!. But for
self-sustained oscillation, the low-dimensional models re-
quire a higher degree of damping for the less dominant
modes. This broadens their frequency spectrum and allows
for better entrainment to the dominant mode, which is usu-
ally the compressional mode of the body. This was already
discovered by Ishizaka and Flanagan~1972! with their two-
mass model. They made the compressional mode of the
lower mass dominant, assigning it a damping ratio of 0.1.
The upper mass was given a damping ratio of 0.6 for better
entrainment. We will also use this value for the upper mass,
while keeping the lower mass and the body mass at a damp-
ing ratio of 0.1.

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF RULES FOR MUSCLE
CONTROL

In this section we develop rules for controlling the geo-
metric and elastic parameters of the body-cover model by
muscle activation. These rules take the place of the physics
of deformable bodies for vocal fold posturing~adducting and
elongating!. To reduce the number of control parameters,
only the cricothyroid activity (aCT), the thyroarytenoid ac-
tivity ( aTA), and the lateral cricoarytenoid activity (aLC) will
be considered. The effect of the interarytenoid muscle is ne-
glected and the effect of the posterior cricoarytenoid muscle
is included by allowingaLC to become negative. Some of the
rules are not yet in their final stage of development, but are
quite functional at this point. We begin with the elongation
rule.

A. Elongation rule

Experimentation with excised larynges andin vivo ani-
mal preparations~Titze et al., 1988, 1997! has shown that
vocal fold elongation can be expressed in the form

e5G~RaCT2aTA!2HaLC , ~55!

wheree is the longitudinal vocal fold strain~elongation di-
vided by the cadaveric rest length!, aCT is the normalized
cricothyroid muscle activity~ranging from 0.0 to 1.0!, aTA is
the normalized thyroarytenoid muscle activity~same range!,
and aLC is the normalized lateral cricoarytenoid muscle ac-
tivity ~same range!. The empirical constants in the equation

are the gain of elongationG, the torque ratioR, and the
adductory strain factorH. This rule has been modified from a
previous rule~Titze et al., 1988! to include the adductory
strainHaLC that occurs for prephonatory posturing. This in-
clusion left the nature of the equation the same, but changes
the coefficients slightly. For this study, we are lettingG
50.2, R53.0, andH50.2. The previous rule was for ca-
nines, whereas the current version is intended for humans,
for which the range ofe must be higher to achieve a larger
pitch range. Thus,G was increased from 0.1 to 0.2 for hu-
mans. With this gain, the maximum elongation is 60% when
aCT51.0 andaTA5aLC50. This replaces the maximumal su-
perior nerve stimulation condition in the Titzeet al. ~1997!
study, for which the canine vocal folds elongated a maximum
of 45%. The maximum shortening in Eq.~55! occurs for
aCT50 and aTA5aLC51.0. For this case, the rule gives
240%, as compared to the measured canine value of217%
under maximal recurrent nerve stimulation. With full con-
traction of all muscles, the rule gives 20% elongation as
compared to the measured value of 26% for canines.

We cannot expect phonation to be realizeable over the
full range of elongation. Some of the extreme muscle con-
tractions stiffen the vocal folds too much or shut off the
glottis. Nishizawaet al. ~1988! observed an approximate 2:1
ratio between the shortest and the longest vocal folds when
subjects phonated over wide pitch ranges. In the rule given
above, the range ofe is 230% to 50% whenaLC is chosen to
be 0.5. This corresponds to a length change of 0.7Lo to
1.5Lo , whereLo is the resting length, a range quite similar to
that reported by Nishizawaet al.

With the above rule, the vocal fold length can be written
as

L5Lo~11e! ~56!

5Lo@11G~RaCT2aTA!2HaLC#, ~57!

whereLo is 1.6 cm in males and 1.0 cm in females.

B. Nodal point rule

When the TA muscle contracts, the bottom edge adducts
more than the top edge, reducing the convergence angle~see
convergence rule below!. Concurrently, the nodal pointzn

for the shear mode effectively moves up on the medial sur-
face, suggesting that there is greater vibrational amplitude at
the bottom relative to the top. Empirically, this is related to
the point of mucosal upheaval~Yumoto et al., 1993!. We
propose the rule

zn5~11aTA!T/3. ~58!

With this rule, the nodal point is one-third from the bottom
for falsetto register~thin vocal folds and greatest amplitude
at the top! and one-third from the top in modal register~thick
vocal folds with greater amplitude at the bottom!. This rule is
one of the weaker ones and will probably undergo modifica-
tions when more data become available.

TABLE I. Numerical constants used in Eqs.~53! and~54! to generate stress-
strain curves for the cover, ligament, and muscle layers.

Layer e1 e2 s0 (kPa) s2 (kPa) C sm (kPa) em b

mucosa 20.5 0.35 0.5 30.0 4.4 ¯ ¯ ¯

ligament 20.5 20.00 0.4 1.393 17.0 ¯ ¯ ¯

TA muscle 20.5 20.05 1.0 1.50 6.5 105 0.4 1.07
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C. Thickness and depth rules

In a purely passive sense, vocal fold thickness increases
with vocal fold shortening. The Poisson ratio of continuous
elastic media determines this increase. For an incompressible
isotropic medium, the Poisson ratio is 0.5, but since medial-
lateral expansion or contraction is constrained by the
arytenoid and thyroid cartilage boundaries, most~or all! of
the length change is absorbed by thickness change. Thus, our
thickness rule is

T5
To

110.8e
, ~59!

whereTo is the vibrating thickness at resting length. Since
the low-dimensional models do not have a medial surface
curvature, we limitTo to be 0.30 cm for males and 0.20 cm
for females, as discussed earlier with regard to Eq.~37!.

The depth rules are then as follows:

Db5
aTADmus10.5D lig

110.2e
, ~60!

Dc5
Dmuc10.5D lig

110.2e
, ~61!

where the 0.2e factor in the denominator represents the
complement to the 0.8e factor for thickness. In the numera-
tor, the terms represent portions of the mucosa, ligament, and
muscle. ForaTA50, the deep layer of the lamina propria
~half of the ligament! is the sole depth of the body; whereas,
for aTA51, the entire depth of the muscle is added to the
body depth.

D. Adduction rule

The following adduction rule for the glottal half-width
j02 at the vocal fold processes~Fig. 1! is chosen on the basis
of fiberscopic measurements:

j0250.25Lo~122.0aLC!, ~62!

where aLC is the activation of the lateral cricoarytenoid
muscle. This rule anchors the ‘‘just touching’’ (j0250) po-
sition at aLC50.5. For aLC.0.5 the vocal processes are
pressed together~actually overlapped!. For aLC,0.5, the vo-
cal processes are separated. We allowaLC to include the
range 0 to21 for abductionof the vocal processes, thereby
simulating the action of the posterior cricoarytenoid muscle
as an antagonist in this range.

Data by Scherer~1995! suggest that oscillation is ob-
tained over about 10% of the range of motion of the vocal
process. This range of motion was expressed by Scherer as a
vocal process gap to length ratio (2j02/Lo). Scherer’s data
were obtained with fiberscopic measurements on human sub-
jects. A range of 0–1.5 for 2j02/Lo is achieved in our rule
when aLC ranges from 0.5 to21. This follows Scherer’s
claim that the maximum glottal gap at the vocal processes is
about 50% greater than the vocal fold length for rapid inha-
lation.

The cadaveric~rest! position occurs foraLC50, which
yields a vocal process gap to length ratio of 0.5 in our rule.
The ratio reported by Scherer for quiet respiration was 0.68,

which may not represent exactly zero muscle activation. In
our rule, Scherer’s ratio of 0.68 would be slightly abductory
activation (aLC520.18). For phonation threshold, Scherer
claims a process gap to a length ratio of 0.17, which by our
rule would occur foraLC50.33 and would be 11% of the
range of 0 to 1.5.

E. Convergence rule

Glottal convergence and medial surface bulging are, to a
large extent, governed by activation of the thyroarytenoid
muscle~Hirano, 1975!. The critical issue for self-sustained
oscillation is that a portion of the medial surface of the vocal
folds must always be nearly vertical to produce a section of
the glottis that is nearly rectangular~Chanet al., 1997!. This
nearly rectangular glottal section can be achieved over a
large portion of the human vocal fold thickness in modal
register, since the medial surface has convex curvature~bot-
tom to top!, but only near the top of the fold in falsetto
register. It would require at least three masses to be stacked
vertically in a model to approximate this quadratic surface
and thereby obtain a partial rectangular glottis. With the low-
dimensional models under consideration here, three verti-
cally stacked masses is not an option, which severely re-
stricts the range of convergence under which the models can
operate. With reference to Fig. 1, we propose the following
rule for convergence:

jc5j012j025T~0.0520.15aTA!. ~63!

With this rule, the range of tanu05jc /T is from 0.05 to20.1,
which produces shapes from slightly convergent~13° at
aTA50! to moderately divergent~26° at aTA51!. But even
with this restricted range of convergence and divergence, not
all of these shapes produce self-sustained oscillation, as we
will show. A rectangular glottis, which was shown to be ideal
for phonation in a physical model~Chan et al., 1997!, is
obtained foraTA50.33. We will show that the best configu-

FIG. 2. Muscle activation plot~MAP! for lateral cricoarytenoid activity
(aLC) versus thryoarytenoid activity (aTA). Data points show region of self-
sustained oscillation with the convergence rule@Eq. ~63!#. Cricothyroid ac-
tivity ( aCT) was fixed at 0.2 and lung pressure was fixed at 0.8 kPa.
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ration is an almost negligibly small convergence~u
'0.0001!, which allows for complete adduction at the top
(j0250) while full subglottal pressure is applied to the vocal
folds when the bottom is barely abducted (j01

50.0005 cm). We shall refer to this as the ‘‘nearly rectangu-
lar’’ case.

V. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the region of oscillation of the bar-plate
model in an adductory muscle activation plot~adductory
MAP!. The figure was created by performing separate 200
ms simulations for multiple pairs of TA and LCA activities.
TA muscle activity is plotted horizontally, LCA activity is

plotted vertically, and each dot denotes a pair of activities at
which oscillation was sustained. Lung pressure was constant
at 0.8 kPa~approximately 8 cm H2O!, aCT was held constant
at 0.2, and the convergence rule was used@Eq. ~63!#. Exis-
tence of self-sustained phonation at each activation pair was
determined by applying a zero-crossing detector to the last
100 ms of the simulated glottal area signal. Note that phona-
tion is restricted to a small region of this MAP, as was ex-
pected from the results of Scherer~1995!, on which our ad-
duction rule was based. Oscillation occurs approximately
along a constant horizontal line (aLC50.5), but there ap-
pears to be a second~downward sloping! path for which an
increase inaTA must be counterbalanced with a slight de-
crease inaLC .

FIG. 3. Glottal area waveforms for selected sections through the adductory MAP of Fig. 2.~a! aLC50.5 and~b! aTA50.25. In both cases,aCT was fixed at
0.2 and lung pressure was fixed at 0.8 kPa.
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Figure 3 shows glottal area waveforms associated with
the adductory MAP of Fig. 2. Part~a! shows waveforms for
a horizontal section through the MAP ataLC50.5. Thy-
roarytenoid activity (aTA) increases from top to bottom. Note
that the glottal area is nearly sinusoidal ataTA50.025, but
increases in both skewing and glottal closure whenaTA is
increased to 0.7. Voice onset is delayed withaTA50.7. Note
also that the amplitude of the glottal area decreases with
aTA , which is expected with greater adduction at the bottom
of the fold and increased mass of the body~vis-a-vis our
rules!.

Figure 3~b! shows waveforms for avertical section
through the adductor MAP, namely foraTA50.25. Lateral
cricoarytenoid activity (aLC) now increases from 0.425 at the
top to 0.525 at the bottom. Note that there is first an increase
in glottal area amplitude~from very slow voice onset to rapid
onset with large peak-to-peak variations!, followed by a de-
crease in glottal area amplitude. This supports the notion that
there is an optimal adduction for maximal power transfer in
the ‘‘pressed voice’’ to ‘‘breathy voice’’ continuum~Titze,
2002!.

Glottal airflow waveforms are not shown here because
they are not remarkably different from the area waveforms.
We have deliberately decoupled the vocal tracts~subglottal
and supraglottal! for this investigation because its inclusion
would have complicated the parameter set. Hence, for this
decoupled vocal tract case, all of the glottal airflow wave-
forms looked similar to the area waveforms, with the typi-
cally larger skewing quotient of airflow~due to vocal tract
inertance! being absent.

Figure 4 is a muscle activation plot~MAP! for elongat-
ing and tensing the vocal folds, showingaCT on the vertical
axis andaTA on the horizontal axis. Contour lines are for
constantFo in Hz. Part~a! is for the convergence rule@Eq.
~63!# while part~b! is for the ‘‘nearly rectangular’’ case. Note
that the ‘‘nearly rectangular’’ configuration~part b! produces
oscillation over the entire MAP~all values ofaCT andaTA!
whereas the rule-based configuration~part a! is severely re-
stricted in the upper quadrants. In particular, for large values
of aCT ~high frequencies!, only a small range of values of
aTA ~between 0.2 and 0.4! produces oscillation. It seems to
be important to keep the glottis slightly convergent~below
aTA50.33!. This generates a strong asymmetry in the aero-
dynamic driving forces~a push-pull mechanism! for outward
versus inward movement of the vocal folds~Titze, 1994,
Chap. 4!.

An important feature of these MAPs is the downward
bending of the contour lines in the lower left quadrant, where
most speech occurs. Because of this downward bending,Fo

can be raised by increasing eitheraCT or aTA . In other quad-
rants~especially the upper left!, an increase inaTA will gen-
erally cause a decrease inFo . ~For a thorough review of this
Fo control mechanism see Titze, 1994, Chap. 8.!

Figure 5 shows glottal area waveforms for vertical and
horizontal sections through the MAP of Fig. 4~b!. On the left
@Fig. 5~a!# are waveforms for a vertical section~with aTA

constant at 0.25 andaCT ranging from 0.05 to 0.9!; on the
right @Fig. 5~b!# are waveforms for a horizontal section~with
aCT constant at 0.25 andaTA ranging from 0.05 to 0.9!. Ad-
duction is held constant throughout ataLC50.5 and conver-
gence is the ‘‘nearly rectangular’’ case. Note that the effect of
increasingaCT ~left side, top to bottom! is to increaseFo

slightly at first ~for values ofaCT,0.5! but more dramati-
cally later ~for values ofaCT.0.5!. The amplitude of vibra-
tion decreases with increasingaCT and there is a slight de-
crease of adduction with this amplitude change. The effect of
increasingaTA ~right side, top to bottom! is to obtain a small
increase inFo at first, followed by a small decrease~when
aTA.0.5!. This is a direct result of the curvature of the con-
stantFo lines in Fig. 4. The amplitude also decreases with
increasingaTA , and there is an increase in waveform skew-
ing ~seen best in the bottom right plot!.

Figure 6 shows tensor MAPs with mode frequenciesF1 ,
F2 , andF3 as contour parameters. Note that for mode 1, the
principal compressional mode, the MAP exhibits downward
sloping F1 curves in the lower left quadrant. In fact, the
MAP is strikingly similar to the self-oscillation MAP of Fig.
4~b!, suggesting thatFo is controlled byF1 , the compres-
sional mode in the body. Again, the downward sloping
curves allow for maximal increase in frequency withaTA ,

FIG. 4. Muscle activation plot~MAP! for cricothyroid activity (aCT) versus
thyroarytenoid activity (aTA) with Fo contour lines.~a! The convergence
rule @Eq. ~63!# and ~b! ‘‘nearly rectangular’’ convergence.
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since frequency increase is always perpendicular to the con-
tour lines. Downward sloping contour lines forFo were
shown to exist in human subjects~Titze et al., 1989!. For
large aCT @top half of Fig. 6~a!#, maximumF1 increase oc-
curs primarily in the direction of increasingaCT ~upward!,
especially in the upper left quadrant.

The shear mode@mode 2, Fig. 6~b!# and the higher com-
pressional mode@mode 3, Fig. 6~c!# show monotonic fre-
quency increases withaCT and monotonic decreases with
aTA . These modes are generally entrained to mode 1 in self-
sustained oscillation as discussed previously. Note thatF2 is
generally about twiceF1 for the same muscle activities, pro-
viding a likely 2:1 entrainment. Mode 3 is likely to be en-
trained in a 3:1 ratio to mode 1.

Figure 7 shows how the stiffnessesk1 , k2 , kc , andK,
vary with the muscle activities. Note thatK in Fig. 7~d! ~the
body stiffness! is dominant in controlling the mode 1 fre-
quency, given that the contour lines are most similar to those
of the natural frequency of mode 1, except in the lower right
corner. The cover stiffnessesk1 and k2 increase monotoni-
cally with aCT and decrease monotonically withaTA . The
coupling stiffnesskc first decreases withaTA and then in-
creases again. In particular,kc increases foraTA,0.5 and
decreases foraTA.0.5. This is a consequence of the nodal
rule @Eq. ~58!#, which gives the torsional stiffness in the
cover the largest value when the nodal point is at the center.

In Fig. 8, we show the tensor MAPs once again, but this
time the contour parameter is tissue mass. Figure 8~a! is for

FIG. 5. Glottal area waveforms for selected sections through the tensor MAP of Fig. 4~b!. ~a! aTA50.25 and~b! aCT50.25. In both cases,aLC was fixed at
0.5 and lung pressure was fixed at 0.8 kPa.
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the lower cover massm1 , Fig. 8~b! is for the upper cover
massm2 , and Fig. 8~c! is for the body massM. Note that all
masses increase monotonically withaTA and are nearly un-
affected byaCT as a result of our rules.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Low-dimensional models of the vocal folds can be made
to oscillate in a semi-realistic way with muscle activations,
but rules are necessary to capture the covariation between
parameters. In particular, the medial surface of the vocal
folds, which is quantized by only two vertical compartments,
must be nearly rectangular for self-sustained oscillation to
occur over a wide region of muscle activities.

In order to incorporate a fibrous~stringlike! elastic re-
storing force as well as a nonfibrous~gellike! restoring
forces, the spring constants can be constituted of multiple
terms that incorporate measurable elastic moduli and fiber
tensions. Both active and passive muscle properties can be
incorporated. Co-contraction between the cricothyroid and
thyroarytenoid muscles produce oscillation regions~and fun-
damental frequency contours! that are quite comparable to

those that have been measured. The overall frequency range
is also comparable to what is expected for humans~about
100–500 Hz!. A deliberate omission in this work has been
the acoustic loading of the vocal tract~both subglottal and
supraglottal!. It is well known that the oscillation regions of
any interactive model are affected by acoustic loading, but
this complexity was not warranted for this study because the
focus was on vocal fold tissue characteristics.

It is conceivable that improvements could be made by
letting the depths of the muscle tissue be a function of lung
pressure. Such a rule is presently being investigated, but little
data are available for vibration depth as a function of driving
pressure. At this point, the control of depth is by intrinsic
muscle activation only.

One of the most severe restrictions of low-dimensional
models is the exclusion of vertical movement of the tissue.
Much more variability in the medial shaping of the glottis
~e.g., more convergence and divergence! is possible if the
tissue is simultaneously driven upward and outward, forming
elliptical trajectories. But that would double the degrees of
freedom and would minimize the interpretive power that

FIG. 6. Muscle activation plots~MAPs! for cricothyroid activation (aCT) versus thyroarytenoid activation (aTA) with normal mode frequencies as contour
parameter.~a! Mode 1, the principal compressional mode,~b! mode 2, the shear mode, and~c! mode 3, the higher compressional mode. These plots are based
on the rules developed in this paper.
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nonlinear dynamics can offer. This paper has focused on
low-dimensional vocal fold models~three degrees of free-
dom! and its rules for physiologic control. It cannot be over-
stated that pushing these rules, and the general use of low-

dimensional models, much beyond this point may be
counter-productive. Specifically, to investigate many aspects
of vocal quality and for modeling pathology, we recommend
higher-dimensional models and fewer rules.

FIG. 7. Muscle activation plots
~MAPs! for cricothyroid activation
(aCT) versus thyroarytenoid activation
(aTA) with the lumped-element spring
constants as contour parameters.~a!
Lower spring of cover, ~b! upper
spring of cover,~c! coupling spring of
cover, and~d! spring of body.

FIG. 8. Muscle activation plot~MAP!
for cricothyroid activity aCT versus
thyroarytenoid activity aTA with
lumped element masses as contour pa-
rameters.~a! Lower mass of cover,~b!
upper mass of cover, and~c! mass of
body.
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The purpose of this work was to construct a three-dimensional anatomical framework of the
cartilages of the human larynx. The framework included representative surface models of the four
laryngeal cartilages and estimated attachment points for the intrinsic laryngeal muscles.
High-resolution magnetic resonance imaging~MRI! was used to scan one female and four male
human cadaveric larynges. The cartilages were segmented manually from the MRI volume for
analysis. Two of these larynges were subsequently dissected and the landmark distances on the
cartilages measured for comparison with the MRI measures and previous studies. The MRI
measures were 8% smaller than the anatomical measures and 12% smaller than data reported in the
literature. A laryngeal coordinate system was defined using the plane of symmetry of the cricoid
cartilage. Measures of cricoid cartilage symmetry had less than 3% difference between the two sides
for a series of measures. An algorithm for registering larynges that minimized the root-mean-square
distance between the surface of a reference cricoid cartilage and the surfaces of nonisotropically
scaled candidate cricoid cartilages was evaluated. This study provided an anatomical framework for
registering different larynges to the same coordinate space.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1501586#

PACS numbers: 43.70.2h, 43.70.Aj, 43.70.Bk@AL #

I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic and precise laryngeal opening and closing ges-
tures are required for voice onset and offset during speech
and airway protection for swallowing and coughing. To im-
prove our understanding of vocal-fold movement control,
several components need to be understood including the
three-dimensional structure and mass of the laryngeal carti-
lages. A geometrical description of the laryngeal cartilages
could define the orientation of the structures and locate the
muscle attachments to the cartilages. Muscle kinematics will
depend, in part, on the origin, insertion, and paths for the
individual muscles as they wrap around the cartilages~Zajac
and Gordon, 1989! in addition to their passive and mechani-
cal properties~Alipour-Haghighi and Titze, 1985, 1991,
1999!.

Several options were explored for developing a three-
dimensional reconstruction of the laryngeal cartilages. Avail-
able collections of laryngeal sections lacked the fiducial
markings required to realign contiguous sections. Excessive
tissue deformation caused by histological processing and
paraffin embedding also rendered these specimens unusable
~Brizzi et al., 1994; Olofsson, 1985; Glanz, 1984!. Recent
articles have used plastination for preserving horizontal cross
sections of the human larynx~Eckel and Sittel, 1995; Eckel
et al., 1999!. These sections display high contrasts between
tissues, and can be preserved for repeated measurement and
analyses~Eckel et al., 1994!. The horizontal sectioning pro-

cess, however, requires that slices be spaced 4 mm apart,
which is insufficient resolution for three-dimensional recon-
structions of the cartilages given that the arytenoid cartilage
is between 10 and 20 mm in most measurable dimensions
~Hicks, 1981!. Others have measured excised cartilages, for
example: Maue and Dickson~1971!, Hicks ~1981!, Sprinzl
et al. ~1999!, and Tayamaet al. ~2001!. Such measures, how-
ever, do not reference the cartilages to the same three-
dimensional coordinates within the larynx. To generate data
for creating three-dimensional anatomical models of the lar-
ynx, therefore, we explored use of high-resolution MRI,
which is accurate to the dimensions of the tissues being
scanned~Engstrom et al., 1991! and preserves the three-
dimensional structure.

Previous MRI studies have indicated that the laryngeal
cartilages contrast adequately with the surrounding tissue to
allow for segmentation of the cartilages from the other tis-
sues ~Castelijns et al., 1985; Kikinis et al., 1989; Sakai
et al., 1990!. One study demonstrated that the surfaces of the
laryngeal cartilages and intrinsic laryngeal muscles could be
reconstructed from MRI for interactive display on a com-
puter ~Rubin et al., 1998!.

To assess the accuracy of the manual segmentation of
laryngeal cartilages from the MRI, we compared our MRI
results with direct measures of the same cartilages after dis-
section. We also compared our MRI measures with landmark
distances reported in two studies in the literature~Hicks,
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1981; Eckelet al., 1994!. Although many anatomical dissec-
tion studies have provided data on the laryngeal cartilages
~Malinowski, 1967; Maue and Dickson, 1971; Kahane, 1978;
Hicks, 1981; Kahane, 1982; Ajmani, 1990; Eckel and Sittel,
1995; Friedrich and Lichtenegger, 1997; Sprinzlet al., 1999;
Tayamaet al., 2001!, the two studies selected provided mea-
sures for the same anatomical landmarks in a large number
of subjects which were reproducible on MRI and were used
in a similar fashion by others as standards for comparison
~Tayamaet al., 2001!.

A three-dimensional anatomical representation of the
larynx could allow for the use of kinematic data from differ-
ent laboratories, and integrate data collected using different
visual orientations~Selbie et al., 1998!. Currently, a pre-
cisely defined coordinate system for the human larynx does
not exist, although a tentative description was proposed by
Broad ~1968a! and was adapted for studying the cri-
coarytenoid joint~Selbie et al., 1998!. Laryngeal anatomy
varies in the degree of lateral asymmetry~Sprinzl et al.,
1999!. Hirano et al. ~1989! found the cricoid cartilage was
symmetric about the sagittal plane, while the thyroid carti-
lage was not. Therefore, we defined a coordinate system us-
ing the symmetry of the cricoid cartilage around the cricoid
lumen based on the surface vertices. The resulting three-
dimensional coordinate system was then used to examine the
degree of symmetry within each larynx. Registration of ana-
tomical structures to one atlas has provided an invaluable
tool in the field of brain imaging~Talairach and Tournoux,
1998!. This accommodates individual differences in brain
size and symmetry when combining subjects to determine
group results~Raichle, 1994!. We explored using a similar
approach to laryngeal anatomy. By registering human laryn-
ges to a reference three-dimensional anatomical space, an
individual’s experimental data can be compared with model
predictions in the future.

The inertial properties and distribution of mass of the
cartilages are needed for future dynamical simulations. These
could be estimated from the segmented MRI volume data,
and were used to test the assumption that three-dimensional
volume elements~voxels! have a constant mass. The geo-
metrical surface landmarks of the cartilages can be quantified
and reconstructed from the segmented MRI data. Rubinet al.
~1998! used MRI data to demonstrate how surface data for
individual cartilages and intrinsic muscles could be gener-
ated for the human larynx; our purpose here is to use similar
segmentations to measure and compare individual cartilages
between larynges for the purpose of defining a standard la-
ryngeal anatomical model. Others have used intrinsic laryn-
geal muscles dissected from the dog to determine the three-
dimensional anatomic location and orientation of the
intrinsic laryngeal muscles~Mineck et al., 2000!. Here, we
used high-resolution MRI imaging in the intact human lar-
ynx to examine the three-dimensional orientation of the la-
ryngeal cartilages and their muscle attachments.

The three-dimensional data were examined to:~1! deter-
mine the lateral asymmetry of the laryngeal cartilages;~2!
define a coordinate system;~3! measure the accuracy of ana-
tomical measures made from the MRI images against dissec-
tion data;~4! evaluate the use of an image registration sys-

tem for the human larynx; and~5! specify the origin and
insertion of muscles on the cartilages within the human lar-
ynx.

II. METHODS

A. MRI scanning protocol

Larynges from four male~65–75 years old!, M1–M4,
and one female~67 years old!, F1, were excised when ca-
davers, previously rapidly frozen immediately after death,
were unfrozen and made available by the Uniformed Ser-
vices University of the Health Sciences, Department of
Anatomy. Two of these larynges, M1 and M2, were used in a
previous study of the cricoarytenoid joint~Selbie et al.,
1998!. Larynges were used only if autopsy records and gross
examination revealed no glottal or anatomical abnormalities.
The specimens were fixed in 5% formalin, secured rigidly,
and oriented axially inside acrylic cylinders. Each cylinder
was inserted into a 2.5-in.-i.d. search coil and scanned with a
2.0 Tesla Omega scanner~GE-NMR Instruments, Freemont,
California! using a TR of 200 ms and a TE of 6.7 ms. This
scanner was selected because it was the best available to us
to meet our resolution needs at that time for identifying and
segmenting the major cartilages of the human larynx. A 3D
Fourier transform acquisition was used to provide isotropic
resolution~Suddarth and Johnson, 1991!. One larynx, M1,
was scanned at a voxel resolution of 2563256 pixels for 128
slices over a field of view of 90390345 mm~yielding cubic
voxels with 0.35-mm sides!, while the other four larynges
were scanned at 1283128 pixels for 256 slices over a field
of view of 553553110 mm ~yielding cubic voxels with
0.43-mm sides!.

The MRI scans were stored as isotropic three-
dimensional matrices of voxel intensities and analyzed using
VOXELVIEW –ULTRA ~Vital Images, Inc., Fairfield, Iowa! on a
Silicon Graphics R4000 Indigo computer. Cartilage, muscle,
and airways were distinguished by their contrasting voxel
intensities~Fig. 1!.

B. Segmenting cartilages in the MRI volumes

An automatic segmentation method, the ‘‘seed’’ fill al-
gorithm in VOXELVIEW –ULTRA, was initially evaluated. This
employed a threshold value for acceptance of neighboring
voxels from an initial seed voxel location. This was rejected,
however, based on visual inspection of the data. Errors in-
cluded: ~1! the omission of low-intensity cartilage voxels
that were clearly part of the cartilages, as a later dissection
found no holes in the cartilages; and~2! the inclusion of
voxels that were part of adjacent structures such as the tra-
chea.

A manual segmentation approach was then used by au-
thor W.S.S. to identify and tag individual voxels and group
them by structure using theGREASE PENCIL tool in VOXEL

VIEW ~Fig. 2!. The individual voxels then remained tagged in
the modified data set. During the segmentation process, the
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data were not digitally filtered because filtering could~1!
modify the size of the segmented structures and~2! reduce
tissue boundary contrasts. The intensity histogram was modi-
fied interactively to enhance the contrast between tissues.
Because the data sets were isotropic, and cross sections of
some edges were challenging to identify, structural elements
were marked by examining and editing the modified data set
on each of the three series of principal planes. Voxels asso-
ciated with each structure were assigned voxel intensities
unique to that structure. These new voxel intensities defined
our scheme for classifying each structure. These structures
were then saved in data files for measurement~Fig. 3!. The
segmentation was an iterative process with tags modified

during successive evaluations on different days.Post hoc
evaluation was based on superimposing the original MRI
data set and the segmented cartilages in the same spatial
location with no interleaving. The data were then visualized
by varying the opacity of each data set independently.

To estimate the reliability of the segmentation process, it
was repeated for all cartilages several months later by the
same individual~W.S.S.!. The surface voxels of the two data
sets were compared by calculating the distance from a voxel
on one surface to the nearest voxel on the other surface
~measured in voxels!. The cricoid cartilage for specimen M1
contained the largest number of voxels of the five data sets.
In this data set, less than 1% of the surface voxels from one
cartilage were more than a one-voxel distance from those of
the other data set. The root-mean-square error of the distance
between surface voxels of the two data sets was 0.4 voxels.
The cricoid cartilage for specimen F1, which contained the
smallest number of voxels, had less than 6% of the surface
voxels from one cartilage more than one voxel distance from
the second data set. The root-mean-square error of the dis-
tance between surface voxels of the two data sets was 0.6
voxels.

The volume of each structure was determined by count-
ing the total number of voxels. The voxels on the surface of
each structure were identified after manual segmentation us-
ing an edge-detection algorithm, based on nearest neighbors,
in VOXELVIEW –ULTRA. The surface area was determined by
counting the total number of voxels on the outer surface of
each structure.

C. Measuring the lateral symmetry of the cricoid and
thyroid cartilages

For biomechanical purposes, the important details of the
cricoid cartilage lie on the surface. We could not use the
symmetry measures of Sprinzlet al. ~1999! because of diffi-
culties with identifying the joint capsules on MRI. The sym-
metry of the cartilages was calculated, therefore, based on a
surface enveloping the vertices rather than on the individual
segmented vertices. The sagittal plane of symmetry was cal-
culated by minimizing both the volume of the convex hull
enveloping voxels of a cartilage, and its reflection about the
plane of symmetry. The convex hull was the closed polygo-
nal surface, of minimum volume, that contained all of the
voxels. To do this, one voxel of the cartilage near the supe-
rior aspect of the right cricoarytenoid joint~V1! was selected
manually @Fig. 4~A!#. All of the voxels were transformed
spatially such that the vector between the chosen voxel~V1!
and another voxel~V2! was perpendicular to the sagittal
plane and intersected the sagittal plane at the midpoint of the
vector. A copy of the volume data set was then reflected
about the sagittal plane. The volume of both the convex hull
enclosing the union of the original data set, and the reflected
copy of the data set@Figs. 4~C!, ~D!#, were calculated
~Watson, 1981.! The plane of greatest symmetry was de-
fined algorithmically as the plane with the minimum convex
hull of the combined data sets. This algorithm was imple-
mented inC on a Silicon Graphics Indigo R4000. A multi
dimensional downhill simplex method~Presset al., 1988!
was used to determine the optimal second voxel~V2!.

FIG. 1. ~A! A sagittal MRI image, lateral to the midline, of larynx M3~2
Tesla MRI, TR5200, TE56.7, voxel size 0.43 mm on each side!. Higher
voxel intensities, in this case indicating cartilage, are colored white. The
arrow indicates high-intensity voxels which are not cartilage but tissue. The
intrinsic laryngeal muscles were identified as the gray voxels surrounding
each cartilage. The dark speckled region is the formalin fixative. Anterior
~A!, posterior~P!, superior~S!, and inferior~I! are indicated. The cricoid
cartilage~cc!, arytenoid cartilage~ac!, thyroid cartilage~tc!, and epiglottis
~e! are labeled in both A and B.~B! Surface rendering of larynx M3 cut at
the plane of the image shown in~A!. The parts of the structures intersecting
the plane are colored black. For completeness, line drawings of the trachea,
cricothyroid ligament, and projected epiglottis have been included.

FIG. 2. ~A! An axial MRI image~left! about the level of the vocal folds
from one of the larynges~2 Tesla MRI, TR5200 ms, TE56.7 ms, voxel
size 0.43 mm on each side!. Anterior ~A!, posterior~P!, left ~L!, and right
~R! are indicated.~B! The image at the right shows the cricoid cartilage~cc!,
right arytenoid cartilage~ra!, left arytenoid cartilage~la!, and thyroid carti-
lage ~tc! segmented from the images of the whole slice and labeled.
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The distribution of volume, surface area, the first mo-
ment (( z/Number of Points) and second moment
(( z2/Number of Points)~where z5the perpendicular dis-
tance from the plane of symmetry to each voxel with respect
to the plane of greatest symmetry!, were calculated as a test
of the algorithm.

Because digitization errors inevitably occurred, we
tested the sensitivity of the symmetry calculation to errors in

segmentation. Based on the repeatability of segmenting the
cricoid cartilage to a resolution of one voxel, the symmetry
calculation was repeated on each data set with all vertices of
the convex hull perturbed randomly between 0 and 1 voxel.
The calculations were repeated for 50 perturbed data sets for
each cricoid cartilage. If the symmetry calculation was sen-
sitive to the location of all of the vertices, then the plane of
symmetry should differ dramatically for each calculation.

D. Defining the coordinate system

We used the same specification for a coordinate system
attached to the cricoid cartilage@Fig. 4~B!# as in a previous
study of the cricoarytenoid joint~Selbie et al., 1998!. The
(x–y) plane was defined by the sagittal plane of symmetry.
The (x–z) plane was parallel to the plane where the airway
opening through the cricoid cartilage was maximum. We
chose not to define this plane relative to a line through the
cricothyroid joints as in Broad~1968b!, because the joint
was not well defined in the MRI images. A golden section
search method~Presset al., 1988! calculated the angle of
rotation of the data set that defined the (x–z) plane. The
origin of the coordinate system was placed at the center of
the airway opening in thex–z plane and at the most superior
point on the cricoid cartilage. Thex axis was directed ante-
riorly, the y axis was directed rostrally, and thez axis was
directed to the right. This coordinate system becomes closer
to Broad’s~1968b! when it is rotated so that the (x–z) plane
is perpendicular to the line of sight of a rigid 90° laryngo-
scope~Selbieet al., 1998! and can be used to compare the
model predictions with laryngoscopic data. Because the line
of sight is based on the position and optical angle of the lens
of a laryngoscope, it provides an anatomical coordinate that
can be used in future clinical studies.

E. Orientation of the thyroid relative to the cricoid

Two sets of symmetry measures were calculated for the
thyroid cartilages. First, assuming that the larynx as a whole

FIG. 3. ~A! Volume rendering of a
posterior view of the cricoid~medium
shade!, the thyroid cartilage ~light
shade!, and the two arytenoid carti-
lages~darker shade!. ~B! Volume ren-
dering of a side view of the same la-
ryngeal cartilages extracted from one
of the MRI scans.

FIG. 4. ~A! A volume rendering of a cricoid cartilage with vertices V1 and
V2 identified. The vector from V1 to V2 is perpendicular to the axis of
symmetry~S! which passes through the midpoint between V1 and V2. See
methods for explanation.~B! An oblique view of a surface rendered image
of the same cricoid cartilage identifying the coordinate system. TheX–Y
plane is the plane of symmetry.~C!. The convex hull of the cartilage in~A!
and its reflection about the plane of symmetry for the optimal value of V2.
The vertex P is unchanged by the reflection.~D! The convex hull of the
cartilage in~A! and it reflection about the plane of symmetry for a poor
value of V2. The point P is reflected to the point P8 for this choice of V2.
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is symmetrical, the symmetry was calculated with respect to
the plane of greatest symmetry of the cricoid cartilage. Sec-
ond, using the same value of V1 as defined earlier on the
cricoid, V2 was selected using the same algorithm to deter-
mine the plane of greatest symmetry for the thyroid cartilage.

F. Anatomical measurements

Two male larynges~M1 and M2! were removed from
the cylinders; the cartilages were dissected and then mea-
sured using a protocol similar to those reported in the litera-
ture ~Maue and Dickson, 1971; Kahane, 1978; Hicks, 1981;
Kahane, 1982; Eckelet al., 1994! ~Fig. 5!. These two laryn-
ges were selected because their MR images showed the best
contrast between cartilage and other tissues. All measures of
these two sets of laryngeal cartilages were made from struc-
tures free of contiguous soft tissue. Previously described lin-
ear measures~Kahane, 1982! were made with a vernier cali-
per accurate to 0.05 mm. Weight measurements were made
with a Sartorius balance accurate to the nearest 0.01 gm.

We initially usedVOXELVIEW to identify voxels within
the image slices in the MR volume homologous to the ana-
tomical landmark points defined in the literature~Maue and
Dickson, 1971; Kahane, 1978; Hicks, 1981; Kahane, 1982;
Eckel et al., 1994!. Because the orientations of the speci-

mens differed to some degree, it was challenging to choose
homologous voxels consistently. The landmarks were located
by displaying the estimated locations on the surface models.
Using software that allowed easy manipulation of the object
in space made it possible to locate homologous landmarks in
the images and on the anatomical specimens. These models
were sufficiently detailed to allow the precise placement of
the landmarks.

Several landmark-based distances translated readily into
measures of the volume data, while others could not translate
to the MRI voxel measurement. For example, measures of
height and width were made after transforming the voxels
into the coordinate system of Sec. II D.

G. Registration

For future tests of biomechanical hypotheses, it will be
important to scale an individual larynx to a reference frame-
work for testing model predictions. This would allow for
comparisons between model simulations and vocal-fold
movements recorded from videolaryngoscopy. In our first at-
tempt to register the cartilages, scaling factors were calcu-
lated for the three principal planes of the cartilages and reg-
istered to our local coordinate system~Sec. II D!. We
calculated the registration of one cricoid cartilage to a refer-
ence cricoid cartilage. We then scaled the thyroid and
arytenoid cartilages using the scaling factors calculated for
the cricoid cartilage, to register the entire larynx. The appro-
priateness of the scaling for all of the laryngeal cartilages
using scaling factors of the cricoid cartilage was examined
by comparing the anatomical measures before and after scal-
ing ~Sec. II F!.

An optimization strategy was implemented that mini-
mized the rms distance between the surface voxels of one
cricoid cartilage along the vertex normal and the intersection
of the nearest polygonal surface of the reference cricoid car-
tilage. We usedMATLAB ~Mathworks, Inc.! to calculate an
isosurface for each extracted cartilage. These isosurfaces
were calculated for the full data set. Because of the large
numbers of polygon counts created by the isosurface proce-
dure, we used theMATLAB polygon reduction routines to re-
duce the number of surface polygons.

H. Specifying the origin and insertion of the intrinsic
laryngeal muscles

We used M1, the MRI specimen that had the best con-
trast and was used previously in a study of the cricoarytenoid
joint properties~Selbie et al., 1998!, to estimate a single
voxel as the point of attachment for each muscle from the
MRI volume. Although the region of attachment is certainly
greater than a single voxel, a single point of attachment can
be used as one component for biomechanical modeling pur-
poses~Zajac and Gordon, 1989!. This was based on review-
ing the major fascicle direction for each muscle in the MRI
image, estimating the point of attachment on the cartilages,
and examining the dissected cartilages from M1 to visually
confirm the decisions~Fig. 6!. It must be realized, however,
that muscle force vectors cannot be estimated by

FIG. 5. ~A!–~D! Surface renderings of cartilage M3 are displayed to illus-
trate the locations of the landmark measurement points~Maue and Dickson,
1971; Hicks, 1981! used for both the MRI and direct measures in this in-
vestigation. Corresponding points on each side are designated by the point
and a prime~e.g., A and A8!. ~A! Illustrates the superior–inferior measures
of the thyroid cartilages.~B! Illustrates the superior–inferior measures of the
cricoid cartilage.~C! Illustrates the internal anterior to posterior and lateral
medial measures of the cricoid.~D! Illustrates the three measurement points
of one arytenoid cartilage on each side for the superior tip~Q!, the muscular
process~S!, and the vocal process~R!.
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FIG. 6. Three MRI sections demonstrating the line of action of the intrinsic muscles. Note that the line of action is parallel to the fascicle directionof the
muscles~light streaks in the MRI image.! TA5thyroarytenoid muscle, PCA5posterior cricoarytenoid muscle, LCA5 lateral cricoarytenoid muscle, Sup
5superior, Inf5 inferior, A5arytenoid cartilage, T5thyroid cartilage, C5cricoid cartilage.

TABLE I. Comparison of the anatomical measurements, as described by Maue and Dickson, between the two
sets of dissected cartilages~DIS!, M1 and M2, and the same landmarks located in the MRI images~all
measurements in mm! that were identified in Fig. 5.

M1 M2

MRI DIS DIS/MRI % diff MRI DIS DIS/MRI % diff

Cricoid
IJ 6.04 6.29 1.04 4.25 6.55 7.92 1.21 20.85
I8J8 22.95 22.33 0.97 22.71 23.05 23.90 1.04 3.69
HH8 18.52 19.48 1.05 5.21 21.07 21.44 1.02 1.74
JJ8 22.89 24.00 1.05 4.85 19.50 23.54 1.21 20.72

Arytenoid
QR 16.58 15.78 0.95 24.83 18.15 18.27 1.01 0.66
Q8R8 13.03 16.26 1.25 24.82 16.66 18.04 1.08 8.28
QS 15.04 15.81 1.05 5.08 17.29 17.73 1.03 2.56
Q8S8 15.07 15.53 1.03 3.05 15.59 18.04 1.16 15.72
RS 14.70 14.51 0.99 21.31 14.22 15.53 1.09 9.17
R8S8 14.07 13.60 0.97 23.36 13.56 15.42 1.14 13.72

Thyroid
AD 47.62 47.57 1.00 20.11 50.91 51.17 1.01 0.51
A8D8 48.39 49.22 1.02 1.71 43.35 48.03 1.11 10.79
AB 14.38 16.41 1.14 14.11 18.52 19.15 1.03 3.40
A8B8 18.00 18.72 1.04 4.00 14.07 16.49 1.17 17.24
CD 11.40 8.42 0.74 226.12 12.65 12.89 1.02 1.91
C8D8 10.97 8.47 0.77 222.75 10.89 11.95 1.10 9.76
AA 8 21.78 22.88 1.05 5.09 39.81 41.63 1.05 4.58
BB8 33.59 35.39 1.05 5.37 45.02 45.54 1.01 1.16
CC8 29.81 31.33 1.05 5.11 37.84 41.18 1.09 8.81
DD8 27.51 27.75 1.01 0.91 30.18 30.52 1.01 1.14
W 5.28 5.89 1.11 11.47 5.18 5.07 0.98 22.01
W8 5.04 5.96 1.18 18.30 5.18 4.79 0.93 27.40
Mean 7.93 7.54
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straight lines because muscle wrapping occurs around and
between cartilages such as over the surface of the cricoid
cartilage, between the cricoid and thyroid, and around the
muscular process. Greater resolution is needed than was
available here to establish the changes in fascicle direction as
muscle fibers are wrapped around the cartilages. Therefore,
our purpose was only to estimate the location of the muscles
as they insert on the cartilages but not their force vectors for
biomechanical modeling purposes.

III. RESULTS

A. Anatomical measurements

The signal intensities of the cartilages were higher than
for muscle ~Fig. 1!. While the contrast between structures
varied among specimens, most cartilaginous tissues were
distinguishable. Voxels located at landmarks~Fig. 5! were
tagged in the MRI volume for comparison with the anatomi-
cal measures made from the two dissected cartilages~Table
I!. For both larynges, 16 out of the 22 MRI measures lay
within 10% of the anatomical measures~average difference:
M157.93% and M257.54%!. The majority of the MRI
measures were smaller than the corresponding anatomical
measures to a similar degree for both cartilages~M1 16 out
of 22; M2 20 out of 22!.

Table II contains the measures from the MRI scans of
the five larynges along with the data reported by Hicks
~1981! and Eckelet al. ~1994!. Mean values were calculated

for the MRI scans of the four male larynges. The majority of
the measures from the MRI data set were smaller than the
corresponding anatomical measures~20 out of 23!. The mean
percentage error for the MRI data set compared with the
Hicks’ ~1981! data set was 12.4%, with 13 of the 23 mea-
sures being less than the mean of Hicks’ measures.

B. Segmentation

The major challenge during segmentation was identify-
ing the articular surfaces of the cricoarytenoid and the crico-
thyroid joints because the joint gap was about one voxel and
formalin may have distorted the joint capsule. Another chal-
lenge was segmenting the arytenoid cartilage from the vocal
process and the vocal ligament. This was also difficult to
distinguish during anatomical dissection.

The weight, volume, and estimated density of the two
dissected cartilages were examined~Table III!. The density
was more similar within a larynx than between larynges:
larynx M1 ~1.11; 0.97; 0.87; 1.29 g/cm3! and larynx M2
~1.46; 1.63; 1.63; 1.73 g/cm3!.

The volume and surface areas measured from the MRI
in all five larynges are also provided in Table III. The vol-
umes of the male cartilages spanned a wide range of sizes;
cricoid ~3.04–5.87 cm3!, arytenoids~0.18–0.44 cm3!, and
thyroid ~6.13–8.81 cm3!. The volumes of the female carti-
lage were smaller than all of the corresponding male carti-
lages except for the arytenoid cartilages of M3~Table III!.

TABLE II. Comparison of the anatomical measurements of cartilages extracted from all five of the MRI images and the values reported by Hicks~1981! and
from Eckelet al. ~1994! ~all measurements in mm! using the landmarks identified in Fig. 5. The mean values for the MRI are for the four male larynges
followed by Hicks’ values for males, the female data followed by Hicks’ values for females and the Eckelet al. ~1994! values for males. The numbers in
parentheses are the numbers used by Eckelet al. ~1994! to denote the same locations for measurement as were used by Hicks~1981! and in this study.

M1 M2 M3 M4 MRI
Hicks
N521

%
diff F1

Hicks
N510

Eckel
et al.
N528

Cricoid Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d.
IJ 6.04 6.55 4.10 5.11 5.45 1.08 6.15 1.04 12.83 5.18 5.69 0.99
I8J8 22.95 23.05 19.82 24.95 22.69 2.12 23.62 1.50 4.10 18.91 19.36 1.02
HH8 ~60! 18.52 21.07 16.75 21.24 19.39 2.16 24.64 2.11 27.04 17.29 19.66 1.91 18.2 2.18
JJ8 ~56! 22.89 19.50 21.04 27.57 22.75 3.50 23.67 2.03 4.06 15.12 18.87 0.81 20.1 2.30

Arytenoid
QR ~77! 16.58 18.15 11.00 18.21 15.98 3.41 17.73 1.45 10.91 9.37 13.16 1.02 16.2 2.57
Q8R8 ~76! 13.03 16.66 11.26 17.84 14.70 3.07 17.58 1.50 19.59 9.37 12.68 0.97 17.0 3.67
QS ~75! 15.04 17.29 13.47 17.22 15.76 1.85 17.45 1.14 10.74 11.98 14.25 0.76 16.8 2.75
Q8S8 ~74! 15.07 15.59 13.52 15.85 15.01 1.04 17.65 1.37 17.64 10.62 14.05 0.99 17.1 2.44
RS ~79! 14.70 14.22 9.65 14.45 13.26 2.41 14.10 0.64 6.32 11.63 10.82 0.71 13.3 1.45
R8S8 ~78! 14.07 13.56 10.54 13.95 13.03 1.67 13.89 0.89 6.61 10.40 10.74 0.81 13.5 1.89

Thyroid
AD ~15! 47.62 50.91 44.87 43.75 46.79 3.19 45.21 5.49 23.36 36.05 33.76 3.43 45.1 4.18
A8D8 ~14! 48.39 43.35 43.74 39.57 43.76 3.61 44.32 5.08 1.28 40.17 34.32 2.59 43.9 4.63
AB ~25! 14.38 18.52 14.13 9.67 14.18 3.62 16.36 3.99 15.37 8.96 12.50 1.58 14.5 3.04
A8B8 ~24! 18.00 14.07 13.71 11.02 14.20 2.88 16.97 3.66 19.48 12.12 13.59 1.65 14.9 2.94
CD ~27! 11.40 12.65 5.86 6.91 9.20 3.32 7.06 1.27 223.29 8.77 6.07 1.22 8.9 1.13
C8D8 ~26! 10.97 10.89 6.56 7.34 8.94 2.32 6.48 1.48 227.54 7.89 6.15 1.17 8.3 1.27
AA 8 21.78 39.81 25.52 27.47 28.64 7.81 35.84 7.09 25.13 43.63 42.19 5.69
BB8 ~42! 33.59 45.02 31.04 35.64 36.32 6.10 38.71 3.66 6.58 45.13 36.50 2.24 42.6 6.08
CC8 29.81 37.84 26.96 33.63 32.06 4.73 31.60 2.36 21.44 32.42 26.59 1.91
DD8 27.51 30.18 24.63 33.09 28.85 3.62 33.81 2.97 17.18 29.32 27.92 2.44
W 5.28 5.18 7.05 7.75 6.32 1.29 6.40 5.79 1.35 6.72 4.39 0.74
W8 5.04 5.18 6.11 7.75 6.02 1.25 6.66 5.56 10.54 6.39 4.57 0.64
Mean 12.38
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M3 was the smallest male larynx and because of poor con-
trast between tissues in the MRI, it was more difficult to
segment the arytenoid cartilages.

C. Measured symmetry of the cricoid and thyroid
cartilages

Table IV contains the four measures of symmetry. The
difference in the number of right-to-left side voxels was nor-
malized to the total number of voxels by computing percent
difference as@(R2L)/(R1L) #* 100. This measure allowed
us to estimate the percentage of volume, surface area, first
moment, and second moment that would vary due to side-to-
side asymmetry. The measures of each cricoid cartilage were
made with respect to the plane of symmetry calculated for
that cricoid cartilage. The volume on the right was greater
than on the left in four of the five larynges~range of21.83%

to 2.21%!. On the other hand, the surface area on the left was
greater than the right in four of the five larynges~range of
21.18% to 2.75%!. The first moment on the right was
greater than on the left in two of the five larynges~range of
21.89% to 0.31%!, and the second moment on the right was
greater than on the left in two of the five larynges~range of
22.79% to 0.18%!. These asymmetries were not consistent
and did not demonstrate that either side tended to be greater
than the other.

Perturbing all of the vertices of the convex hull tested
the sensitivity of the symmetry calculation for the cricoid
cartilage by random values between 0 and 1 voxel in any
direction. The difference in the number of right-to-left side
voxels for all cartilages had a standard deviation of less
than 0.52% (M150.34%; M250.33%; M350.44%; M4
50.49%; F150.52%) with a total range less than 2.44%

TABLE III. Comparing the volume and surface area of the cartilages calculated from the number and size of the
voxels comprising the structure. The weights were measured only for the dissected larynges. For comparison the
data of Hicks~1981! has been included.

M1 M2 M3 M4 F1
Hicks

(N521)

Cricoid mean s.d.
Volume ~cm3! 4.22 4.39 3.04 5.87 2.38
Surface area~cm2! 20.4 19.8 13.8 25.3 12.0
Weight ~g! 4.67 6.40 ¯ ¯ ¯ 5.26 0.73
Density ~g/cm3! 1.11 1.46 ¯ ¯ ¯

Arytenoid „L …
Volume ~cm3! 0.44 0.37 0.20 0.42 0.21
Surface area~cm2! 3.36 3.0 1.84 3.23 1.91
Weight ~g! 0.43 0.60 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0.39 0.05
Density ~g/cm3! 0.97 1.63 ¯ ¯ ¯

Arytenoid „R…

Volume ~cm3! 0.42 0.39 0.18 0.43 0.22
Surface area~cm2! 3.31 3.0 1.71 3.26 1.95
Weight ~g! 0.36 0.63 ¯ ¯ ¯

Density ~g/cm3! 0.87 1.63 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0.39 0.05
Thyroid
Volume ~cm3! 7.54 6.25 6.13 8.81 5.23
Surface area~cm2! 47.96 42.54 34.53 45.42 27.69
Weight ~g! 9.73 10.92 ¯ ¯ ¯ 8.52 1.37
Density ~g/cm3! 1.29 1.73 ¯ ¯ ¯

TABLE IV. Percentage differences~e.g., @(R2L)/(R1L) #* 100! about the plane of symmetry of the cricoid
cartilage~columns 2 and 3! and thyroid cartilage~columns 4 and 5! in five larynges examined, including those
between the volume~V!, surface area~SA!, first moment~FM!, and second moment~SM! of the right side of
the cartilage to the left side.

Using cricoid coordinate system Using thyroid coordinate system

V SA FM SM V SA FM SM

Cricoid
M1 1.55 20.61 20.02 20.22
M2 21.83 21.18 21.89 22.79
M3 0.49 20.12 0.22 0.18
M4 1.29 21.03 21.09 21.98
F1 2.21 2.75 0.31 0.17

Thyroid
M1 212.34 210.87 28.37 214.92 25.97 23.98 22.06 21.85
M2 25.03 1.28 27.68 215.06 5.01 21.36 22.48 23.46
M3 1.66 20.42 5.08 11.09 2.06 0.20 20.59 21.13
M4 24.63 21.95 7.16 13.91 23.86 20.78 21.23 22.81
F1 20.71 21.96 0.80 1.90 0.25 20.48 1.21 1.79
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(M151.43%; M251.48%; M352.13%; M452.44%; F1
52.35%). The difference in the surface area of the right side
to the left side for all cartilages had a standard deviation less
than 0.48% (M150.24%; M250.28%; M350.26%; M4
50.43%; F150.48%), with a total range less than 2.61%
(M151.07%; M251.27%; M351.40%; M452.03%; F1
52.61%).

Measures of thyroid cartilage symmetry were then made
using the laryngeal coordinate system defined by the symme-
try of the cricoid cartilage~Table IV!. The volume of the left
was greater than the right in four of the five larynges~range
of 212.34% to15.03%!. The surface area on the left was
greater than on the right in four of the five larynges~range of
210.87% to11.28%!. The first moment on the right was
greater than on the left side in three of the five larynges
~range of28.37% to17.16%!, and the second moment on
the right was greater than on the left side in three of the five
larynges~range of215.06% to113.91%!.

Symmetry measures for the thyroid cartilage were then
compared when based on the symmetry of the thyroid carti-

lage ~Table IV!. For the resulting plane of symmetry of the
thyroid cartilage, the volume on the right was greater than on
the left in three out of five larynges~range of25.97% to
15.01%!. The surface area on the left side was greater than
on the right in four of the five larynges~range of23.98% to
10.20%!. The first moment on the right side was greater for
the left side in one of the five larynges~range of22.48% to
11.21%!. The second moment on the left was greater than
on the right in four of the five larynges~range of23.46% to
11.79%!. Because the directions of asymmetries differed for
particular larynges between the different measures of mass,
volume, and density, there was no clear tendency for the
right or left side to systematically be greater.

We elected to define the coordinate system with respect
to the cricoid cartilage instead of the thyroid cartilage, be-
cause the cricoid was usually symmetrical. The differences
we observed in measuring the symmetry of the thyroid car-
tilage relative to the cricoid plane of symmetry may reflect a
tilting of the thyroid cartilage relative to the cricoid cartilage.

D. Registration

The cricoid cartilages, M2, M3, M4, and M5, registered
accurately to cartilage M1~Table V!. The rms error of the
distance along the normal vector of each vertex of M1 to the
intersecting polygon on the comparison cartilage was less the
0.02 mm for all four cartilages. This is illustrated in Fig. 7,
taking F1, the larynx with the cricoid cartilage most different
from M1, and showing that with scaling the two surfaces
correspond.

Registration was performed only on the cricoid carti-
lage. To test the effect of the registration on the other carti-
lages, we calculated the anatomical distances as defined by
Kahaneet al. ~1978, 1982! and then recalculated these dis-
tances after scaling. Figure 8 displays a bar graph showing
the range of values for all five larynges for each measured
distance before and after scaling. Note that after scaling~the
hatched bars! the ranges were reduced for the cricoid and
arytenoid cartilages but not for the thyroid cartilages. This
demonstrated that the size of the thyroid cartilage was not
linked directly to the size of the cricoid cartilage.

FIG. 7. ~A! The male cartilage~M1 in gray! ~B! The female cartilage~F1 in
white! in the same coordinate system.~C! The female cartilage after being
scaled.~D! The M1 and F1 cartilages combined after scaling F1.

FIG. 8. The distance between landmarks are displayed as a bar graph where
the size of the graph indicates the range of values for the five cartilages. The
hatched wide line represents the scaled cartilage values and the dark thin
line the unscaled cartilage values.

TABLE V. The scaling parameters and rms error of the distance along the
normal vector of each vertex on the cricoid cartilage for M1 to the intersec-
tion of a polygon on the scaled cricoid cartilages for M2, M3, M4, and F1.

x-scale y-scale z-scale rms error~mm!

M2 1.110 891 27 1.019 124 70 0.879 730 68 0.0167
M3 1.191 917 88 1.390 924 95 1.089 294 62 0.0124
M4 0.954 624 63 0.983 394 04 0.869 810 29 0.0084
F1 1.438 527 90 1.398 986 32 1.128 316 01 0.0128
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E. Location of the origin and insertion of the intrinsic
muscles

Figure 9 displays the position of the intrinsic laryngeal
muscles on a model of the cricoid cartilage. Unfortunately,
the MRI technique only allowed us to identify the fascicle
direction of one of the two compartments of the posterior
cricoarytenoid muscle. We were, however, able to identify
two different fascicle directions for the thyroarytenoid
muscle; the lateral and the more medial compartments were
seen. The medial portion was along the direction of the vocal
fold.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our rationale for developing a three-dimensional ana-
tomical framework of the larynx is the assumption that the
functional characteristics of the larynx may be defined, in
part, by geometry. If there are invariant anatomical relation-
ships between cartilages, this could be of importance in fu-
ture predictions of the behavior of the larynx. Detailed ana-
tomical measures from laryngeal cartilages were previously
reported using surface landmarks~Maue and Dickson, 1971;
Kahane, 1978; Malinowski, 1967; Hicks, 1981!. Such mea-
sures, however, do not relate the form within an individual
larynx nor define the relationships between larynges. Other
measures, such as those used by Lele~1991!, calculated a set
of matrices based on the distance between homologous land-
marks on the surface. These do not describe the surface ge-
ometry in a form suitable for registration because of limita-
tions in finding homologous landmarks on the cartilages. For
this reason, we examined the relationships between asymme-
tries in the cricoid and thyroid cartilages, using each as a
reference for the other. Registration to a reference structure
will also allow the integration of anatomical data between
individuals.

With future improvements in MRI resolution, similar
studies may eventually become realistic in living persons.
Several technological obstacles must first be addressed be-
cause of the sensitivity of MRI scanning to movement arti-
fact. In particular, scanning will need to be closely synchro-
nized within the respiratory cycle because the laryngeal
movement during breathing and swallowing epochs must be
extracted.

A. Scanning protocol

The comparison between measures made from the MRI
and the dissection data confirmed the accuracy of the MRI
data. Comparisons with previous values in the literature
demonstrated that the cartilages were of normal size and pro-
portion and suitable for the developing an anatomical frame-
work.

Our results confirmed the feasibility of quantifying la-
ryngeal cartilage geometry using MRI. With respect to the
MRI scanning protocol, a short spin echo time (TE
56.7 ms) with a T1 weighted scan provided good T2 con-
trast for muscles and cartilages. Although this was not a
quantitative regime for either T1 or T2 measurements, it pro-
vided adequate contrast between tissues for identifying the
cartilages. The spatial resolution of the images was adequate;
even the smallest cartilage, one of the arytenoids, comprised
2283 voxels. Therefore, the MRI scanning protocol was ad-
equate for the purpose of this study. Such a scanning proto-
col would not be adequate for other purposes, however, such
as quantifying the articular facets of the cricoarytenoid joint
which was done effectively using a milling machine~Selbie
et al., 1998!.

B. Anatomical measurements

The MRI measures were compared with anatomic mea-
sures reported in the literature. Previously reported measure-
ment protocols were difficult to replicate by locating the

FIG. 9. The attachment points and the line of action of the intrinsic laryn-
geal muscles. TA5thyroarytenoid muscle, VF5 line of the vocalis portion
of the thyroarytenoid muscle, PCA5posterior cricoarytenoid muscle, LCA
5 lateral cricoarytenoid muscle.
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landmark voxels usingVOXELVIEW –ULTRA on the MRI data
set. Tagged voxels, therefore, corresponding to previous ana-
tomical landmarks were compared between larynges for con-
sistency. For example, the majority of these MRI measure-
ments were within 10% of the dissected data. Two factors
contributed errors: first, difficulties discriminating the land-
marks which were at extreme locations on a cartilage in the
MRI volume, and second, difficulties determining the edge
of a structure because of the fuzzy boundaries between tis-
sues. An error of one voxel in each of the two landmarks
could account for the majority of the observed differences in
length~20 of the 23 measures for M1; 16 of the 23 measures
for M2!. Other differences were attributed to difficulties in
distinguishing locations such as the vocal process from the
vocal ligament, the extent of the thyroid cornua, the juxtapo-
sition between the arytenoid and cuneiform cartilages, and
the inferior edge of the cricoid cartilage from the trachea.
These differences cannot be attributed to scaling problems in
the MRI images, however, because MRI preserves the ana-
tomical scale~Engstromet al., 1991!.

The landmarks defined in the laryngeal literature were
not always well suited for use within an MRI data set be-
cause they were specified at extremes of the cartilages. We
mimicked previous protocols~Maue and Dickson, 1971;
Hicks, 1981; Kahane, 1982! to test the viability of using
MRI for obtaining the same anatomical measures. The re-
sults were within the normal range and comparable to the
measures reported by Hicks~1981!. As MRI becomes an
anatomical standard, new measures can be based on tissue
interface and address theoretical needs.

The data published by Eckel and his colleagues~Eckel
et al., 1994; Eckel and Sittel, 1995; Eckelet al., 1999! pro-
vide extensive descriptions of the cross-sectional anatomy of
the larynx. If specimens were scanned in a high-resolution
MR scanner before plastination, then segmentation of the
MRI images could be compared with their plastinated coun-
terparts. However, the MRI method is still preferred for de-
termining the three-dimensional space coordinates and loca-
tion of structures in the human larynx because of greater
resolution between slices in the MRI.

C. Segmentation

To extract and measure the cartilages, the MRI images
needed to be segmented into the individual cartilages~Udupa
and Herman, 1991!. Our focus was on using the segmented
laryngeal cartilages for reconstruction of the surfaces, not on
the segmentation proceduresper se. There is an abundant
literature on automatic and semiautomatic segmentation of
MRI images~Kohnet al., 1991; McInerney and Terzopoulos,
1995!. Because our purpose was to develop an accurate ana-
tomical framework, we chose not to implement these algo-
rithms. If future research depends on the speed of segmenta-
tion, these algorithms will need to be considered. Although
manual segmentation can involve tracing errors and limits in
the number of specimens analyzed because it is labor inten-
sive, it is the accepted standard for identifying structures
~Collins et al., 1998!. Manual segmentation serves as the
standard for testing automatic and semiautomatic segmenta-
tion methods in future applications~Collins et al., 1998!.

The intensity distribution of the laryngeal cartilages var-
ied between specimens~Sakaiet al., 1990!. Some variability
can be attributed to the different tissues such as fatty and
hemotopoietic marrow, and the degree of ossification among
the major laryngeal cartilages. This variability limits the use
of procedural algorithms for distinguishing the structures au-
tomatically.

The care used in the segmentation process minimized
errors. By overlaying the segmented structures simulta-
neously in the same voxel locations as the original MRI, and
displaying the overlaid images in different planes, sufficient
accuracy was obtained. Within each of the two cricoid carti-
lages where segmentations were repeated, M1 and F1, the
root-mean-square error was 0.4 voxels, with 99% of the sur-
face voxels of one set having a voxel of the second set as a
nearest neighbor. Using an automated algorithm would not
have eliminated the existence of artifacts or insufficient con-
trast between some voxels.

The sizes of the five larynges varied substantially, with a
twofold difference in cartilage volume between the largest
and the smallest specimen. The female larynx was smaller
than the four male larynges, but one male larynx was of
comparable size to the female larynx with the arytenoids
being slightly smaller. Despite these differences we were
able to register all of the cricoid cartilages toM1.

The two dissected cartilages, M1 and M2, had different
densities, although the densities were relatively uniform
within each larynx. Different degrees of ossification, particu-
larly across age groups, may account for this and indicates
that a common mass cannot be assumed because densities
will differ between larynges.

A major feature of the MRI scanning protocol was the
use of a 3D Fourier transform acquisition to provide isotro-
pic resolution. This was especially useful because of the
subtle changes in tissue contrast between the cartilages and
surrounding tissue. These changes appeared as fuzzy bound-
aries in the MRI images, making some cross sections chal-
lenging to identify from only a single series of planar slices.
For example, a thin slice of cartilage may be indistinguish-
able from one plane but was readily identified from a per-
pendicular plane. We exploited the isotropy by tagging all of
the voxels in each structure and viewing and editing these
structures from all three principal planes.

D. Polygon model of the laryngeal cartilages

Rubin et al. ~1998! developed polygonal models for
each of the cartilages and intrinsic muscles contained in one
human cadaveric larynx. Our focus here extended that ap-
proach by rendering the surfaces of the cartilages in an in-
teractive environment that allowed the user to make mea-
sures. The interactive display of the cartilages would allow
users to manipulate the view of the model to mimic that of a
rigid laryngoscope. This would allow laryngoscopic-derived
measures to be compared on the same plane as the anatomi-
cal framework.
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E. Symmetry of the cricoid and thyroid cartilages

Our results confirmed the symmetry of the cricoid carti-
lage about a sagittal plane passing through the middle of the
cartilage reported by others~Hirano et al., 1989!. Here, the
plane of symmetry was estimated by minimizing the volume
of the convex hull enclosing the larynx and its reflection
about the plane of symmetry. When the symmetry between
the right and left sides was compared~Table IV!, the percent-
age differences between the two sides were modest~3% or
less!.

The results also confirmed the asymmetry of some thy-
roid cartilages~Hirano et al., 1989!. The percentage differ-
ences between the two sides of the thyroid cartilages were
less than 6% with respect to the thyroid cartilage itself, but
as high as 12.3% if the plane of symmetry of the cricoid
cartilage was used. This difference in asymmetry of the thy-
roid cartilage for the two coordinate systems reflects a twist-
ing of the thyroid cartilage relative to the cricoid cartilage
~Table IV!. It could be hypothesized that the movement of
the vocal folds must accommodate for this twisting between
the cartilages. That is, the vocal fold on the left would need
to move a different amount from the vocal fold on the right
side. Alternatively, some cartilage asymmetries may result
from differences in the muscle forces between the two sides
affecting development because fewer asymmetries were
found in the infant larynx~Hirano et al., 1989!.

The algorithm for identifying the plane of symmetry for
the cricoid cartilage was based on calculating the volume of
the convex hull enclosing both the cartilage and its reflec-
tion. While this is not a direct anatomical measure of sym-
metry, it provided a robust performance index for the opti-
mization code and resulted in identifying a transformation by
which more intuitive measures of symmetry could be made.
The measured sensitivity~s.d.,0.5%! reflects the robustness
of the method.

Lele ~1991! discussed the comparison of shape based on
landmark data. Lele’s analysis has been used to describe the
asymmetry in the human face landmark data~Ferrarioet al.,
1995!. We found only limited numbers of homologous iden-
tifiable landmarks that were out of the sagittal plane on the
cricoid cartilage. When examining for landmarks on the lat-
eral surface, for example, we found the shape of the crico-
thyroid joint capsule was not well defined in the MRI scans,
and that the joints were not located symmetrically with re-
spect to the airway.

Although landmarks were identified after segmentation,
it would not normally be necessary to complete segmentation
in order to locate landmarks and determine if a specimen was
within the normal range. The segmentation of the convex
hull may not require segmentation of the entire structure.
While complete segmentation was considered important for
these initial tests, future segmentations could be used which
cover most of the surface but have missing data points.

Coordinate-free geometrical descriptions may be useful
for morphological applications. Landmark distances for the
individual laryngeal cartilages are usually specified in terms
of height, length, and depth with respect to a standard ana-
tomical orientation. Because such measures cannot deter-
mine spatial relationships between the laryngeal cartilages in

the intact larynx, we defined homologous landmarks inde-
pendent of a three-dimensional coordinate system.

F. Registration

We chose a modest set of scaling parameters for regis-
tration for the following reasons. Because the size of the
laryngeal cartilages in small infants is linearly related to ex-
ternal measures of crown–rump length, crown–heel length,
and head circumference~Schild, 1984!, internal laryngeal
measures may be linearly related as well. Next, we wanted
parameter values that could be collected experimentally. Be-
cause the shape of the laryngeal airways can be estimated
from x-ray fluoroscopy~Collett et al., 1986! this might be a
practical method for determining the size of the larynx.

Superimposition of images for registration or asymmetry
measures can be determined most easily using both landmark
data~Lele, 1991! and two-dimensional outline data~McAlar-
ney, 1995!. Finite-element method models~Lewis et al.,
1980! are essentially landmark models containing a substan-
tial number of landmarks. By identifying conformation
changes in node positions, structures can be compared. An
important assumption is that the nodal positions identified in
both structures are homologous and support the calculation
of the deformation of the nodal locations.

Most methods of scaling structures, while maintaining
form, are based on homologous anatomical landmarks~Lele,
1991!. The landmarks of the laryngeal structures based on
the MRI images can be ambiguous. While it would have
been possible to use the Euclidean distance measurement
technique of Lele~1991! to test for the comparison between
structures, we considered the errors in landmark measures to
be too great and used all the surface vertices of the object
instead. McAlarney’s~1995! method of scaling does not re-
quire landmarks, because it fits predetermined parallel slices
of data. Our MRI data, however, were not all oriented in the
same coordinate system. Unless the data were transformed
first, the contours could not be aligned.

We also used the MRI images to locate the sites of at-
tachment and location of the intrinsic laryngeal muscles. It
was a shortcoming that we were not able to reliably distin-
guish the more superior medially directed portion of the pos-
terior cricoarytenoid muscle; however, the vertically going
belly is the largest and our location for this muscle was simi-
lar to that found in the canine using muscle dissection by
Mineck et al. ~2000!. Our direction for the lateral cri-
coarytenoid muscle was in more of a superiorly going direc-
tion than found in the dog~Mineck et al., 2000!. This may be
because of differences in the arytenoid cartilage size and
orientation in the canine from the human. Also, we measured
the intrinsic muscle fiber direction while the Minecket al.
~2000! study may have measured the more extrinsic fibers,
which they suggest might be more curved. Further work,
with higher-resolution MRI, should help to better define
changes in muscle fiber directions in the human larynx, par-
ticularly as the muscles wrap around and between the carti-
lages which will be of importance for any biomechanical
model ~Bryant et al., 1996!.
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G. Study limitations

Our study has several limitations that need to be ad-
dressed in future research. We only studied a small number
of larynges. Due to availability, all were geriatric and there-
fore would have ossification of the laryngeal cartilages in
contrast with those of younger adults. The greater ossifica-
tion may have aided our segmentation process, while studies
of younger larynges without ossification may be more diffi-
cult because of segmentation difficulties. Ongoing improve-
ments in MRI scanning resolution may help to overcome
these difficulties in the future. This study used a 2 T scanner;
7 T scanners are now becoming available for experimental
use.

The use of only geriatric larynges limits the relevance of
the results to this population, although our data were similar
to previous studies~Hicks, 1981; Eckel et al., 1994!.
Changes in laryngeal dimensions take place with aging, al-
though how this would alter the three-dimensional frame-
work is yet to be determined.

The use of fresh frozen human tissues also has several
limitations; there may have been some differences in time
between death and freezing allowing for tissue changes. A
fixative was used to reduce signal drop-off at the edge of the
tissues and preserve the specimens during the long MRI scan
times. Kikinis et al. ~1989! reported that the MRI intensity
contrast within the larynx is unaffected by the fixative. The
use of fixative, however, likely caused some tissue shrinkage,
although Freidrich and Lichtenegger~1997! found no signifi-
cant differences in their measures of the laryngeal cartilages
and soft tissues between 20 fresh larynges and 30 larynges
preserved in formalin. Therefore, we do not know the exact
amount of shrinkage of the specimens due to the fixative.
However, such shrinkage may have been less than the reso-
lution limits of the MRI technique employed here where one
voxel side was 0.43 mm. The most likely distortion caused
by the fixative would have been in the cricoarytenoid joint
capsule, which was examined with a great deal more accu-
racy in a previous study using a milling machine~Selbie
et al., 1998!.

The segmentation process used here was highly labor
intensive and only performed by one examiner. Therefore,
we do not know the extent of possible interexaminer error.
Examiner fatigue was not an issue, however, because seg-
mentation was performed over several different sessions.
With future improvements in MRI resolution, the segmenta-
tion should become more automatized, producing greater
ease of use of this technique.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A three-dimensional anatomical framework could be
used in future work on laryngeal modeling of vocal-fold
opening and closing actions for speech, swallowing, and
coughing~Wilhelms-Tricarico, 1995; Sanguinetiet al., 1998!
and voice production~Titze et al., 1988; Titze, 1994!. Our
attempt to register laryngeal anatomy, as has been performed
in other disciplines~An et al., 1979; Sommeret al., 1982!,
was only the first step in this process. With improvements in
MRI scanning, semiautomatic or automatic segmentation al-

gorithms for segmenting MRI images will be possible. We
attempted to provide a normalizing routine for the laryngeal
structures that would support comparisons in shape between
different larynges. By registration to a standard, a structure
scanned at a lower resolution MRI could then be used in
conjunction with videolaryngoscopy to relate vocal-fold
movement to the underlying anatomy. Future use of sequen-
tial time-series MRI data could provide dynamic data for
images with limited resolution. By having a registration stan-
dard, such data could be referenced and averaged. Finally, a
particular patient’s larynx could be scaled to the model after
registration using anatomical landmarks. In this way, the
model could be used to explore the behavior of pathological
larynges for opening and closing the glottis.
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Perceptual voice analysis is a subjective process. However, despite reports of varying degrees of
intrajudge and interjudge reliability, it is widely used in clinical voice evaluation. One of the ways
to improve the reliability of this procedure is to provide judges with signals as external standards so
that comparison can be made in relation to these ‘‘anchor’’ signals. The present study used a Klatt
speech synthesizer to create a set of speech signals with varying degree of three different voice
qualities based on a Cantonese sentence. The primary objective of the study was to determine
whether different abnormal voice qualities could be synthesized using the ‘‘built-in’’ synthesis
parameters using a perceptual study. The second objective was to determine the relationship
between acoustic characteristics of the synthesized signals and perceptual judgment. Twenty
Cantonese-speaking speech pathologists with at least three years of clinical experience in perceptual
voice evaluation were asked to undertake two tasks. The first was to decide whether the voice
quality of the synthesized signals was normal or not. The second was to decide whether the
abnormal signals should be described as rough, breathy, or vocal fry. The results showed that signals
generated with a small degree of aspiration noise were perceived as breathiness while signals with
a small degree of flutter or double pulsing were perceived as roughness. When the flutter or double
pulsing increased further, tremor and vocal fry, rather than roughness, were perceived. Furthermore,
the amount of aspiration noise, flutter, or double pulsing required for male voice stimuli was
different from that required for the female voice stimuli with a similar level of perceptual
breathiness and roughness. These findings showed that changes in perceived vocal quality could be
achieved by systematic modifications of synthesis parameters. This opens up the possibility of using
synthesized voice signals as external standards or ‘‘anchors’’ to improve the reliability of clinical
perceptual voice evaluation. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1500753#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Bp, 43.71.Gv@CWT#

I. INTRODUCTION

Voice quality measurements are important in character-
izing or describing a voice signal. The measures provide a
severity index of dysphonic voice. Despite the rapid devel-
opment of instrumentation in clinical voice assessment, per-
ceptual voice evaluation is still a popular clinical procedure
in documenting the severity of abnormal voice quality~Ger-
ratt et al., 1991!. The major disadvantage of perceptual voice
evaluation is that it is a subjective process and reliability is
an issue. A review of the literature by Kreimanet al. ~1993!
showed that the reliability and agreement in voice quality
rating could be as low as 18%, although it could improve
with normal or extremely deviant qualities~see Murryet al.,
1987!. It has been suggested that individuals develop mental
~internal! standards for different voice quality through their

previous exposure to voice samples~Kreiman et al., 1993,
1992!. These internal standards, however, are unstable and
vary from one individual to another~Kreimanet al., 1993!. It
has been demonstrated that when listeners were given ex-
plicit references~external anchors! during the rating tasks,
the reliability of their judgments improved~Gerratt et al.,
1993; Kreiman and Gerratt, 1996!. For example, Gerratt
et al. ~1993! demonstrated that the agreement in rating
‘‘roughness’’ improved from 50%~with no anchor! to 70%
when anchors were provided. It is now generally accepted
that the use of explicit external anchors would suppress the
variable influence of the internal standards that different rat-
ers might have.

Currently, there are two possible types of external an-
chors that can be used to facilitate perceptual voice evalua-
tion. One is natural occurring pathological voices and the
other is synthesized signals. Synthesized signals have several
advantages over natural occurring voice samples. With syn-a!Electronic mail: edwinyiu@hku.hk
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thesized signals, the number of signals that can be created is
theoretically unlimited and is only restricted by the specific-
ity of the synthesis parameters. With natural voice, a large set
of pathological voice samples must exist first from which the
appropriate anchors can be selected. Furthermore, it is rela-
tively difficult to find a specific natural pathological voice
which varies from other voice samples in a particular way.
For example, finding a voice which is ‘‘twice’’ as breathy as
another voice sample would be very difficult unless there is a
large database from which one can choose. A third limitation
of using natural pathological voice is that they rarely exhibit
a single abnormal perceptual quality, but, instead, usually
show combinations of several perceived qualities. Synthe-
sized signals, however, do not suffer from this limitation. It
is almost possible to systematically vary one particular pa-
rameter to achieve different degrees of abnormality in the
synthesized signals. Other advantages of synthesized signals
include simplicity and reproducibility. In natural pathological
voice, acoustic properties are often complex. Many studies
have attempted to extract the acoustic characteristics of these
‘‘complex’’ signals and to investigate how they affect percep-
tual judgment ~for example, Deal and Emanuel, 1978;
Hirano et al., 1988; Kreimanet al., 1990; Martin et al.,
1995; Wolfe et al., 1997!. Although conflicting results are
shown by different studies, it is generally agreed that the two
most commonly rated perceptual qualities, breathiness and
roughness, are indeed multidimensional. In other words, both
of these two perceptual qualities are found to correlate sig-
nificantly with more than one acoustic property. For ex-
ample, jitter, shimmer, and noise component have all been
shown to correlate with the perception of rough and breathy
quality. The reported correlation coefficients were generally
of moderate strength~0.4 to 0.7!. Since the acoustic proper-
ties of synthesized signals are determined by the synthesis
parameters, a manipulation of the specific synthesis param-
eter will, in theory, produce comparatively fewer acoustically
complex signals than natural voice samples. This may make
it easier to study the relationship between acoustic properties
and perceptual quality. In summary, provided all the synthe-
sis parameters are detailed, these signals are relatively easy
to reproduce. The ease of reproducibility of synthesized sig-
nals also facilitates replication of studies.

Although synthesized voice signals have advantages
over natural voice samples in many ways, there are several
limitations that investigators have to overcome. The first
limitation is the naturalness of the synthesized signals. Due
to the difficulty in synthesizing signals that sound natural
when the speech materials get longer, perceptual voice qual-
ity studies which made use of synthesized signals used only
single vowels~Bangayanet al., 1997; Gerrattet al., 1993;
Martin and Wolfe, 1996! and avoided using connected
speech. Several studies have provided some general guide-
lines in synthesizing natural sounding signals~Karlsson,
1991, 1992; Klatt and Klatt, 1990; Price, 1989!. However,
these techniques are not of much use for synthesizing con-
nected speech.

The second limitation is related to the synthesis param-
eters available in the synthesizer. Generally, it has been
shown that a noise component is necessary to model breathi-

ness~Childers and Ahn, 1995; Childers and Lee, 1991; Hil-
lenbrand, 1988; Klatt and Klatt, 1990; Martin and Wolfe,
1996! while a jitter component is needed to model roughness
or aperiodicity ~Hillenbrand, 1988; Klatt and Klatt, 1990!.
For example, it is claimed that the commercially available
Klatt synthesizer~Klatt and Klatt, 1990! can change the per-
ceived breathiness~by adjusting the aspiration noise, spectral
tilt, open quotient, and increased bandwidths of first and sec-
ond formants! and roughness~by adjusting the flutter!.
Whether these parameters are sufficient to synthesize signals
that could be perceived as different degrees of pathological
deviation has been questioned by some investigators~e.g.,
Bangayanet al., 1997!.

The present study had two objectives. First, it aimed to
investigate whether a commercially available Klatt parallel/
cascade speech model synthesizer could be used to create
different pathological voice qualities using its available pa-
rameters. Second, it aimed to determine how the acoustic
properties of the synthesized signals, as measured by jitter,
shimmer, and noise to harmonic ratio, would affect percep-
tual voice quality judgment. If pathological voice quality
could be synthesized successfully using a Klatt synthesizer,
and was shown to correlate with perceptual ratings, this
could ultimately provide a framework for creating ‘‘refer-
ence’’ voice qualities for evaluation and documenting abnor-
mal voices.

The present study attempted a further step by synthesiz-
ing connected speech. The investigators of the present study,
like other researchers~e.g., Hammarberget al., 1980; Kre-
iman and Gerratt, 2000!, questioned the degree to which sus-
tained vowels were representative in describing voice qual-
ity. We believe that connected speech should be used in
perceptual voice evaluation because it is more representative
of the voice used by speakers in daily speech tasks. There-
fore, if one is to synthesize perceptual anchors with different
voice qualities, connected speech should be used. In this
study, we chose a simple subject–verb–object structure as
the target connected speech. The Klatt synthesizer was cho-
sen as it is commercially available and can be run on a per-
sonal computer with either a Macintosh or Window platform.
This choice therefore makes it possible to allow other inves-
tigators to further explore this area without requiring more
sophisticated instrument or special programming skills~cf.
Hillenbrand, 1988!.

II. METHODS

A. Preparation of the prototype stimuli

Synthesized signals based on a Cantonese sentence were
created to simulate male and female voices. The signals were
created using Sensimetrics’ HLSyn Speech Synthesis System
in a Microsoft Window platform. The prototype sentence
used was

/baba da bÅ/
father hit ball ~‘‘father hits the ball’’!

The HLSyn system is essentially a Klatt synthesizer~Klatt
and Klatt, 1990! with the addition of some ‘‘high-level’’ syn-
thesis parameters. In the present study, only the original, or
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‘‘low-level,’’ synthesis parameters were used. The average
values of the synthesis parameters for the male and female
prototype sentences were determined from analyzing sen-
tences produced by six native Cantonese speakers~three
males and three females! using fast Fourier transform~FFT!
and linear predictive coding~LPC! analyses in the Kay El-
emetric’s Computerized Speech Lab 4300B system. The av-
erage values of the fundamental frequency (f 0), the first four
formant frequencies~F1, F2, F3, and F4!, and the duration of
the vowels were used to synthesize the two prototype sen-
tences. The fundamental frequency of the female signal was
between 181 and 270 Hz, while that of the male signal was
between 92 and 133 Hz. The variation in the fundamental
frequency was due to the fact that the third word (/da2 /) of
the sentence is a falling-rising tone. The values of these syn-
thesis parameters were varied slightly by trial and error so
that natural sounding prototype sentences, as determined by
two native Cantonese speakers~authors EY and PL!, were
synthesized.

B. Pilot study

After the male and female prototype sentences were
generated, seven synthesis parameters associated with voice
qualities were varied independently with nine levels of se-
verity to create 63 stimuli for each gender voice~a total of
126 stimuli!. These seven parameters included amplitude of
aspiration~AH! in dB, amplitude of voicing~AV ! in dB,
diplophonic double pulsing %~DI!, flutter %~FL!, open quo-
tient % ~OQ!, spectral tilt of voicing source~TL! in dB, and
amplitude of voicing in dB mixed with diplophonic double
pulsing % (AV1DI). When one synthesis parameter was
varied, the other parameters were all held constant at the
Klatt’s recommended default values. A pilot experiment was
carried out using these 126 stimuli to determine~1! what
perceptual voice qualities were to be included in the main
study, and~2! which synthesis parameters were to be used in
varying these voice qualities in the synthesized signals.

Five speech pathologists, each with at least two years of
experience in assessing and treating voice disorders, were
asked to serve as judges to listen to these synthesized stimuli.
The judges were told that the stimuli were synthesized sig-
nals which represented different voice qualities. They were
asked to label each signal with a descriptor which would best
represent the voice quality. No specific instruction was given
to the judges as to what descriptors were to be used.

Roughness, breathiness, and vocal fry were the three
descriptors used overwhelmingly by the judges to describe
the 126 stimuli. More than 75% of the stimuli were covered
under these three descriptors. This was taken as an indicator

that the Klatt synthesis parameters for voice quality could
create signals primarily perceived as rough, breathy, or fry.
These three descriptors were therefore used in the main
study.

The data were further examined to determine which syn-
thesis parameters were primarily responsible for signaling
these three perceptual voice qualities. Table I lists the per-
centage of stimuli~with the male and female stimuli com-
bined! within each synthesis parameter group. It was decided
that the synthesis parameter which had 50% or more of its
stimuli being perceived as rough, breathy, or fry were to be
used in the main study to create stimuli with varying degree
of roughness, breathiness, and fry. Therefore, the amplitude
of aspiration~AH!, diplophonia~DI!, flutter ~FL!, amplitude
of voicing ~AV !, and amplitude of voicing mixed with diplo-
phonia (AV1DI) parameters were chosen to be used in the
main study.

C. Main study

The objective of the main study was to investigate how
the perception of different voice quality was determined by
the synthesis parameters and the corresponding acoustic
properties.

1. Preparation of stimuli with varying degree of
abnormal voice quality

Based on the results of the pilot study~see Table I!, the
parameters AH, DI, FL, AV, and AV1DI were varied inde-
pendently to synthesize different degree of voice quality. The
incremental steps were 5 dB for the AH and AV, 10% for DI,
and 20% for FL. For the stimuli which were varied in both
AV and DI, each incremental step for AV was 5%~with the
DI value set at 0%! until it reached the maximum value, i.e.,
80%. From then onwards, the DI value was varied with 0.5%
steps. Together with the prototype stimulus, this resulted in a
total of 36 stimuli for each gender voice. Table II lists the
synthesis parameters and the range of manipulation. When
one synthesis parameter was varied, the other parameters
were held constant at the Klatt’s recommended default val-
ues.

Acoustic measures of jitter, shimmer, and noise-to-
harmonic ratio using Kay’s Computerized Speech Lab
4300B and Multidimensional Voice Program were carried
out on extracted segments of these signals. Each extracted
signal included the onset of the first word~/ba/! and the
offset of the last word~/bÅ/!. The Computerized Speech Lab
has been shown to be tolerant to the fluctuation in acoustic
properties in connected speech and provide valid acoustic
results~Yiu et al., 2000!.

TABLE I. Percentage of stimuli within each synthesis parameter that were perceived as roughness, breathiness,
and vocal fry. AH—amplitude of aspiration, AV—amplitude of voicing, DI—Diplophonia, FL—Flutter, OQ—
Open quotient, and TL—spectral tilt. In some cases, more than one descriptor was used for the same stimulus;
therefore, they may add up to more than 100%.

AH AV DI FL TL OQ AV 1DI

Rough 55% 29% 75% 52% 16% 15% 64%
Breathy 66% 53% 94% 19% 78%
Vocal fry 60% 8% 42%
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2. Subjects

Twenty speech pathologists~17 females and 3 males!
participated in the main study. They were all native Can-
tonese speakers. All had at least three years of experience in
assessing and treating voice disorders on a daily basis.

3. Procedure

The synthesized stimuli were presented using a program
written in Microsoft Visual Basic. The hardware system used
included a Creative Sound Blaster Gold sound card and a
pair of Sony SRS-PC51 speakers. The stimuli were presented
in a random order to the listeners in a quiet room. Each
stimulus was repeated twice, resulting in a total of 144 trials
~72 female and 72 male stimuli!. Precautions were taken,
however, to prevent the same stimulus from being presented
in a sequential manner. Half of the subjects were presented
with the male stimuli first and the other half were presented
with the female stimuli first. The subjects were asked
whether the voice quality of each stimulus was normal,
rough, breathy, or fry. Definitions of the three descriptors for
abnormal quality were given to the subjects in writing during
the procedure~see Table III!. Subjects were given three trial
items as practice before each set of stimuli was presented.
The subject could choose to listen to each stimulus as many
times as they would like in practice as well as in all trials.

III. RESULTS

For the acoustic measures of the female signals, the fun-
damental frequency was around 240 to 250 Hz, with the
exception of the DI signals, which showed a frequency of
around 127 Hz. This was approximately half the values of
the other signal series. This halving of fundamental fre-
quency, as pointed out by Klatt and Klatt~1990!, could hap-
pen in signals where the alternate pulses disappear in ex-
treme cases. The female AH and FL series showed a steady
stepwise increase in all five acoustic measures~see Fig. 1!.
The female DI series also showed a general stepwise in-
crease in the jitter~RAP and PPQ! and shimmer~Shim% and
APQ! values, with the exception of DI-10~which showed
higher values in the jitter and shimmer measures when com-
pared to those of the DI-20 signal! and DI-100 ~which
showed smaller values than those of DI-90!. The female
AV1DI series also demonstrated a general increase in the
jitter ~RAP and PPQ!, shimmer ~Shim% and APQ!, and

NHR, but the increase was not even for the whole AV1DI
signal series. The last three signals showed relatively higher
jitter and shimmer values.

For the acoustic measures of the male signals, the fun-
damental frequency was around 113 Hz, with the DI signals
showing also about half of the values at 65 Hz. A general
stepwise increase in all five acoustic measures was noticed in
the male AH and FL series~see Fig. 1!. Interestingly, the
acoustic analysis of the male DI signal series showed a gen-
eral decrease from the signal DI-20 to DI-90 in the jitter
~RAP and PPQ! and shimmer~Shim% and APQ! values.
This unusual finding may be due to the fact that by lowering
the fundamental frequency below 60 Hz, the signal pulses
contained less perturbation with the alternate pulses gone. A
gentle and steady increase in RAP was noticed with the male
AV1DI series.

The responses of the subjects on each set of stimuli are
given in Figs. 2–5. The figures show clearly that the number
of subjects who perceived the stimuli as normal decreased

TABLE II. Incremental steps and range of manipulation of the values of synthesis parameters.~Default values
for prototype stimulus: DI-0, AH40, AV60, FL0!.

Parameter modified Incremental steps Range of manipulation

Amplitude of aspiration~AH! 8 Steps:
AH5 for each step

AH45 to AH80

Diplophonia~DI! 10 Steps:
DI-10 for each step

DI-10 to DI-100

Flutter ~FL! 6 Steps:
FL20 for each step

FL20 to FL100

Amplitude of voicing~AV ! 4 Steps:
AV5 for each step

AV65 to AV80

Amplitude of voicing at 80 dB
plus diplophonia (AV801DI)

7 Steps:
DI-0.5 for each step

AV80DI-1 to AV80DI-4

TABLE III. Definitions of abnormal voice qualities.

Rough
• Synonymous with ‘‘Harshness’’ or ‘‘Hoarseness’’
• Perceptual correlates:

~1! Irregular quality
~2! Random fluctuations of glottal pulse
~3! Lack of clarity
~4! Uneven quality

• Acoustic correlates:
~1! Aperiodic mode of vibration
~2! Perturbation of the spectrum

Breathy
• Synonymous with ‘‘Whispery voice’’ or ‘‘Whisperiness’’
• Perceptual correlates:

~1! Audible sound of expiration
~2! Audible air escape
~3! Audible friction noise

• Acoustic correlates:
~1! Related to a significant component of noise due to turbulence

Fry
• Synonymous with ‘‘Creaky’’
• Perceptual correlates:

~1! Creaky, sounds like a creaking door
~2! Also sounds rough and low in pitch

• Acoustic correlate
~1! A complex pattern of subharmonics and modulations
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with increasing values of the synthesis parameters. In other
words, the higher the values of the synthesis parameters, the
higher the number of subjects who perceived the signals as
abnormal.

In order to determine the cutoff point for a set of stimuli
to be perceived as abnormal, a binomial distribution was
employed using a 95% confidence level. Since each subject

had to decide first whether the stimulus was normal or ab-
normal, the chance level of making any judgment is 0.5.
With a total of 20 listeners, a binomial distribution table
indicated that at least 15 of them had to agree on the judg-
ment in order to reach the 95% confidence level~Runyon
et al., 1996!.

The signals which were determined by at least 15 or

FIG. 1. Acoustic measurements of synthesized signals.
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more listeners to be abnormal are marked in Figs. 1–5 inside
boxes. We further assumed that subjects would have one out
of three chances to label the stimulus as either breathy,
rough, or fry after having identified a stimulus as abnormal.
By using the binomial distribution again, it was determined
that at least 10 subjects would have to agree on a particular
voice quality descriptor with a confidence level of 95%, as-
suming, of course, that at least 15 subjects had decided that a
particular stimulus was abnormal.

For the stimuli that varied in AH and FL, the results
clearly showed that they were perceived as breathy and
rough, respectively, in both the female and male stimuli~see
Table IV!. For the DI parameter, male stimuli with high val-
ues of DI were all perceived as having a fry quality, while for
the female stimuli the results were less clear. Female stimuli
with DI values of 60 and 70 were perceived as rough, but the
descriptor changed to vocal fry when the DI value increased
to 100 ~Table IV!. When the DI parameter was varied in
conjunction with a high AV, the male stimuli were generally
perceived as rough. However, when the DI value increased
up to 3%, a vocal fry quality was perceived. When the DI
value increased to 4%, almost as many listeners perceived
the stimuli as vocal fry as perceived them as rough~Table

IV !. For the female stimuli, only the AV80DI-3 stood out as
having a rough quality. When the DI values increased, both
rough and fry qualities were reported~Table IV!.

It should be noted that female stimuli did not require so
much aspiration~AH! as did the male stimuli to be perceived
as breathy. The female stimuli were perceived as breathy
starting at AH50 while the male stimuli were not perceived
as breathy until AH had risen to 65 or above. When DI was
added to the male stimuli, they were perceived as vocal fry
when the DI value reached 30%. However, when DI was
added to female stimuli, the perceived quality was less dis-
tinct. Apart from being perceived as vocal fry, roughness was
also reported. Only when the DI was increased to 100% were
the stimuli perceived distinctively as fry.

For the stimuli with variation of DI in combination with
high levels of AV, the male stimuli were perceived as rough
when the DI value started at 1.5% while the female required
a DI of 3% to be perceived as rough. Once the DI values
increased further to 3.5%, the fry quality began to appear in
the perception of some listeners.

Table V shows the significant correlation coefficients be-
tween the number of judges that used a particular perceptual
voice quality descriptor and the acoustic properties of the

FIG. 2. The use of different descrip-
tors in labeling stimuli with varying
degree of amplitude of aspiration
~AH!.
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synthesized signals. The female AH stimuli showed no sig-
nificant correlation while the male AH stimuli showed sig-
nificant correlation between breathiness and three acoustic
parameters~PPQ, Shim%, and APQ!. The female DI stimuli
showed a significant correlation between perceptual rough-
ness and APQ whereas the male DI stimuli showed a signifi-
cant negative correlation between perceptual roughness and
shimmer percent. With the female FL stimuli, no significant
correlation was found between perceptual roughness and any
of the acoustic variables. The male FL stimuli, however,
showed a significant correlation between roughness and
shimmer percent. For the AV1DI stimuli, the female set
showed significant correlation between perceptual rough and
fry qualities with the RAP, whereas the male stimulus set
demonstrated significant correlations between fry quality and
the RAP as well as the NHR.

IV. DISCUSSION

This study shows the Klatt synthesizer can be used to
create signals with different perceptual voice qualities by

varying the synthesis parameters. It also shows that different
degrees of synthesis values would be required to create a
similar degree of perceptual quality in voices of different
genders.

Synthesizing speech using a high values of the ampli-
tude of aspiration~AH! parameter, as Klatt and Klatt~1990!
contended, results in the perception of a breathy quality. In
Fig. 1, it is clearly shown that increasing AH values resulted
in a sharper increase in shimmer values~Shim% and APQ!
and a moderate increase in jitter values~RAP and PPQ!.
These changes in acoustic properties appeared to account for
the perception of breathiness. Klatt and Klatt~1990! sug-
gested the default AH value be set at 40 dB so that a synthe-
sized stimulus would sound natural. This study shows that
relatively higher aspiration noise~AH! is needed in the male
stimuli ~at AH65! than in the female stimuli~at AH50! in
order to produce a similar degree of perceptual breathiness.
A closer examination of the acoustic properties of the signals
~see Fig. 1! showed that the jitter~RAP and PPQ! had in-
creased to a higher degree in the female signals than in the
male signals with identical AH values. Therefore, this higher

FIG. 3. The use of different descrip-
tors in labeling stimuli with varying
degree of diplophonia~DI!.
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degree of jitter in the female signals might have resulted in
more breathy signals. The difference between the male and
female signals was basically in the fundamental and formant
frequencies. Therefore, the source of jitter might have come
from the interaction of the frequency parameter with the as-
piration parameter of the Klatt synthesizer. The correlation
between the AH values in the male signals and the three
acoustic measures~PPQ, Shim%, and APQ! are rather high.
They are at least 0.78 or higher~see Table V!. For the female
AH signals, the ceiling effect might have accounted for the
lack of correlation between the perceptual breathiness and
any of the acoustic variables. This could be attributed to the
high number of judges which perceived the female AH
stimuli as breathy even with an AH value as low as 50.

The diplophonia~DI! parameter, according to Klatt and
Klatt ~1990!, uses two glottal pulses in slightly different
phases. In the present study, it was demonstrated that high
values of this parameter are associated with perceptual
roughness and vocal fry quality~see Fig. 3!. When the DI
value was increased beyond 5%, signals were primarily per-
ceived as vocal fry in the male stimuli. However, in the
female stimuli, an increase in the DI values was equally per-
ceived as roughness or vocal fry quality. With the female DI
signal series, one of the shimmer measures, APQ, correlated
significantly with the perception of roughness~Spearman

rho50.73,p50.04!. However, no significant correlation was
found between the acoustic measures and vocal fry quality.
Indeed, the apparent negative correlation between the per-
ceptual roughness and RAP might have been due to the error
in extracting the perturbation measurements within the male
DI stimuli as a result of the disappearance of alternate pulses
in the signals.

Increasing values of the flutter~FL! parameter were
found to produce a rough quality~see Fig. 4!. Relatively
higher flutter value was needed in the male stimuli~FL60!
than in the female stimuli~FL20! in order to make the
stimuli sound rough. Indeed, the male FL signal series al-
ready demonstrated relatively higher Shim% and APQ values
than the female signals with the same FL values. The male
FL stimuli showed a significant correlation between percep-
tual roughness and Shim% while there is a lack of correla-
tion of any kind in the female stimuli. This lack of correla-
tion appeared to be attributed to the ceiling effect of the
subjects perceiving the female FL stimuli as perceptually
rough. A number of subjects reported that the perception of
roughness due to high FL values was very different from that
produced by high AV1DI values. They reported a trembling
quality in the stimuli synthesized with increased flutter~FL!
values. Indeed, a reexamination of the data from the pilot

FIG. 4. The use of different descrip-
tors in labeling stimuli with varying
degree of flutter~FL!.
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study showed that 46% of stimuli with increased FL values
were perceived as showing tremor. However, as ‘‘tremor’’
was not an option given in the labeling task in the main
study, the subjects might have been forced to choose rough-
ness as the closest descriptor.

When the amplitude of voicing~AV ! was increased to 80
dB and a few percent of DI was added, roughness was per-
ceived. It should also be noted that none of the stimuli that
varied only in the AV parameter was perceived as abnormal.
Only when the DI was varied~even in small degree in the
order of 1.5% to 3%! in combination with a high value of AV
were the stimuli perceived as abnormal. Relatively higher
degrees of AV plus DI are needed in the female stimuli
~AV80DI-3! than in the male stimuli~AV80DI-1.5! in order
to produce a rough or fry quality. Stimuli with high values of
DI were perceived distinctively as vocal fry when synthe-
sized as a male voice but equivocally as vocal fry and rough
when synthesized as female voice. When AV80 was used to
synthesize the signals, a relatively higher degree of DI was
needed in the female signal~3% of DI! than in the male
signals~1.5% of DI! in order to make the signals perceptu-
ally rough. The correlation of RAP and NHR with perceptual

roughness and fry in these stimuli~see Table IV! showed the
multidimensional nature of perceptual voice qualities and
acoustic properties.

In summary, the Klatt synthesizer was found to be ca-
pable of synthesizing different degrees of breathiness, vocal
fry, and roughness. Signals generated with a small degree of
aspiration noise~AH! were perceived as breathy while small
degrees of double pulsing~DI! or flutter ~FL! were perceived
as roughness. When the double pulsing~DI! and flutter~FL!
increased, vocal fry was perceived instead of roughness.

Although some investigators~e.g., Klatt and Klatt, 1990;
Bangayanet al., 1997! contend that the Klatt synthesizer is
better at synthesizing male voices than female voices, the
present study demonstrated that it is possible to synthesize
female voice with reasonably high quality. Nevertheless, the
amount of AH, DI, or FL required to produce the perception
of a similar level of pathological voice qualities was different
for male and female voice stimuli.

The first objective of the study was to determine whether
the Klatt synthesis parameters could be used to create signals
with different types and degrees of voice quality. The find-
ings from the present study show that the Klatt synthesizer

FIG. 5. The use of different descrip-
tors in labeling stimuli with high am-
plitude of voicing and varying degrees
of diplophonia (AV1DI).
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can be used to create synthesized voice signals with breathy,
rough, and fry qualities. However, there are still some limi-
tations with the Klatt synthesizer. First, the synthesized sig-
nals might not be exact matches to naturally occurring dys-
phonic qualities. This may have happened because when the
fundamental frequency of the stimulus is not a whole mul-
tiple of the sampling rate, artifacts will be created and con-
tribute to perceived roughness.1 Therefore, uneven roughness
could have distributed across the connected speech as each

syllable had different fundamental frequency. A second limi-
tation relates to the variation of voice quality across an ut-
terance when connected speech material is used as the
stimuli. It is known that voice quality would vary due to
consonant articulation, use of different vowels~e.g., tensed
versus laxed!, or prosody changes~such as glottalization at
phrase endings!. In the present study, the quality settings
were held constant across the whole utterance and these pos-
sible variations were not taken into consideration. These
probably accounted for some of the ‘‘unnaturalness’’ in the
synthesized dysphonic stimuli. Third, it is not known
whether the Klatt synthesizer is capable of synthesizing all
pathological voice qualities found in clinical situations using
its current available synthesis parameters. As the Klatt syn-
thesize is originally based on models derived from normal
voices and is not designed to readily accommodate patho-
logical qualities, such a question is a valid one. Indeed, more
research is needed to develop appropriate models for patho-
logical voice quality. A recent report by Bangayanet al.
~1997! has explored some of the alternatives and has made
two suggestions. The first is to include jitter and shimmer
parameters in the Klatt synthesizer, and the second is to
modify the DI parameter of the Klatt synthesizer so that fun-
damental frequency and amplitude could be varied sepa-
rately. The DI parameter operates by truncating and reducing
the amplitude of the closed phase of every second pulse. This
is very different from natural signals. Therefore, the DI pa-
rameter produced effect which is not just perceived as diplo-
phonia but as rough as well~see Table V!. The fourth prob-
lem with the Klatt synthesizer, as noted by Hermes~1991!, is
that when noise is added up to a certain level, the noise is
perceived as a separate noise stream rather than as a further
increase in the breathiness of the noise signal. Finally, in the
present study, it has been shown that the FL does not produce
jitter appropriately as Klatt and Klatt~1990! claimed. Al-
though increasing FL does alter the fundamental frequency

TABLE IV. Voice quality descriptors used by at least ten judges for particu-
lar synthesis parameters. AH—amplitude of aspiration, AV—Amplitude of
voicing, DI—Diplophonia, and FL—Flutter.

Stimuli Descriptors

Female
AH50, AH55, AH60, AH65, AH70, AH75, AH80 Breathy

DI-40, DI-50 Rough and frya

DI-60, DI-70, Rough
DI-80, DI-90, Rough and frya

DI-100 Fry

FL20, FL40, FL60, FL80, FL100 Rough

AV80DI-3 Rough
AV80DI-3.5, AV80DI-4 Rough and frya

Male
AH65, AH70, AH75, AH80 Breathy

DI-30, DI-40, DI-50, DI-60, DI-70, DI-80, DI-90, DI-100 Fry

FL60, FL80, FL100 Rough

AV80DI-1.5, AV80DI-2, AV80DI-2.5, AV80DI-3,
AV80DI-4

Rough

AV80DI-3.5 Fry

aNone of the two descriptors was statistically more significant than the other,
i.e., they did not reach the ‘‘ten judges’’ criterion. However, since similar
numbers of judges were found in using these two descriptors, both descrip-
tors are therefore reported here.

TABLE V. Correlation coefficients between values of acoustic parameters and the number of judges that used
a particular descriptor. AH—Amplitude of aspiration, AV—amplitude of voicing, DI—diplophonia, FL—flutter,
RAP— relative average perturbation, PPQ—pitch perturbation quotient, Shim%—shimmer percent, APQ—
amplitude perturbation quotient, NHR—noise to harmonic ratio.

Varied synthesis
parameters

Acoustic
parameters

Perceptual
descriptors Spearman rho Two-tailedp level

Female AH Breathy No significant correlation

Female DI APQ Rough 0.73 0.04
Fry No significant correlation

Female FL Rough No significant correlation

Female AV1DI RAP Fry 0.75 0.03
RAP Rough 0.80 0.02

Male AH PPQ Breathy 0.78 0.02
Shim% Breathy 0.83 0.01
APQ Breathy 0.78 0.01

Male DI RAP Fry 20.77 0.009

Male FL Shim% Rough 0.90 0.04

Male AV1DI RAP Fry 0.75 0.008
NHR Fry 0.82 0.002
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in the time domain, this results in the perception of tremor,
not roughness. Provided one takes these limitations into con-
sideration when synthesizing pathological voice stimuli, the
Klatt synthesizer is a useful signal synthesizer for researchers
who want to study the perception of voice quality.

The second objective of this study was to determine how
the acoustic properties affected perceptual voice evaluation.
Previous studies have shown that the correlation between
acoustic variable and perceptual qualities varies between 0.4
and 0.7 and a particular perceptual quality may correlate
with several acoustic measures~Kreiman and Gerratt, 2000!.
The results from our present study also support these find-
ings. The significant correlation coefficients were moderately
high ~.0.73; see Table V!. Furthermore, many perceptual
qualities were also found to correlate with more than one
acoustic variable. Nevertheless, we are unable to make a di-
rect comparison between our data and those from the previ-
ous studies as the coefficients from the present study were
based on the number of judges agreeing on a particular qual-
ity rather than on the severity of each quality. It would be
more appropriate to investigate the correlation between the
acoustic variables and the severity ratings made by the
judges on different perceptual qualities. Nevertheless, it is
clear from the results that perceptual voice quality is multi-
dimensional in nature. This means that it is determined not
by a single acoustic variable, but more likely by a set of
acoustic variables.

A pertinent question that many voice clinicians may ask
is whether these synthesized signals have any clinical signifi-
cance. Chan and Yiu~2002! employed the synthesized sig-
nals developed in the present study as anchors to investigate
whether they could improve the reliability of perceptual
voice rating. Their findings showed that the use of synthe-
sized signals as anchors facilitated a better reliability than
natural voice anchors~Chan and Yiu, 2002!. Therefore, these
synthesized signals are of clinical importance as they are the
pertinent materials for investigating perceptual voice evalu-
ation. It is hoped that the present study serves to generate
more interest in investigating the process of voice quality
perception.
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The intelligibility of speech having either a single ‘‘hole’’ in various bands or having two ‘‘holes’’
in disjoint or adjacent bands in the spectrum was assessed with normal-hearing listeners. In
experiment 1, the effect of spectral ‘‘holes’’ on vowel and consonant recognition was evaluated
using speech processed through six frequency bands, and synthesized as a sum of sine waves.
Results showed a modest decrease in vowel and consonant recognition performance when a single
hole was introduced in the low- and high-frequency regions of the spectrum, respectively. When two
spectral holes were introduced, vowel recognition was sensitive to the location of the holes, while
consonant recognition remained constant around 70% correct, even when the middle- and
high-frequency speech information was missing. The data from experiment 1 were used in
experiment 2 to derive frequency-importance functions based on a least-squares approach. The
shapes of the frequency-importance functions were found to be different for consonants and vowels
in agreement with the notion that different cues are used by listeners to identify consonants and
vowels. For vowels, there was unequal weighting across the various channels, while for consonants
the frequency-importance function was relatively flat, suggesting that all bands contributed equally
to consonant identification. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1498855#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Es, 43.71.Ky@CWT#

I. INTRODUCTION

It is generally accepted that human listeners rely on cues
that exist across several frequency bands to understand
speech. The question of how listeners use and combine in-
formation across several frequency bands when understand-
ing speech is one that puzzled researchers for many decades.
One of the earliest attempts to answer that question was
taken by French and Steinberg~1947! with the computation
of the articulation index~AI !. By systematically low-pass
and high-pass filtering the spectrum and measuring speech
recognition, French and Steinberg~1947! determined the
relative importance of various frequency bands. Although the
AI method was found to be very successful in predicting
speech intelligibility in many listening conditions, it has one
major shortcoming. The AI method does not take into ac-
count the fact that listeners may combine and utilize speech
information from multiple disjoint bands~e.g., Grant and
Braida, 1991!.

Although many studies investigated the intelligibility of
high-passed-, low-passed-~e.g., French and Steinberg, 1947;
Pollack, 1948; Kryter, 1962!, and bandpassed-filtered speech
~Warren et al., 1995; Stickney and Assmann, 2001!, not
many studies have investigated the perception of
bandstopped-filtered speech~i.e., speech with holes in the
spectrum! or speech composed of disjoint frequency bands.
Lippmann ~1996! investigated the intelligibility of conso-
nants that had a single hole in the middle of the spectrum.
High consonant intelligibility ~;90% correct! was main-
tained even after removing speech energy in the middle fre-

quencies~800 to 4 kHz!. Shannonet al. ~2001! assessed the
impact of the size and location of spectral holes with
cochlear-implant and normal-hearing listeners. For the
normal-hearing listeners, holes were created by dropping off
2 to 8 low-, middle-, or high-frequency bands in a 20-noise-
band cochlear-implant~CI! simulation. Results showed that
holes in the low-frequency region were more damaging than
holes in the middle- and high-frequency regions on speech
recognition. In the study by Shannonet al. a single hole
~varying in size! in the low-, middle-, or high-frequency re-
gions of the spectrum was introduced. A few other studies
~e.g., Breeuwer and Plomp, 1984; Dormanet al., 1989;
Rieneret al., 1992! investigated speech recognition of dis-
joint bands of low- and high-frequency information. Synergy
effects were demonstrated in the study by Rieneret al.
~1992! when subjects were presented with spectral informa-
tion contained in the low- and high-frequency bands. The
intelligibility of sentences through single one-third-octave
bands centered around either 370 Hz or 6 kHz was roughly
23% when presented alone, but increased to 77% correct
when presented simultaneously. The study by Rieneret al.
~1992!, as well as those of others, demonstrated that having
access to low- and high-frequency information enabled lis-
teners to identify speech with relatively high accuracy. Lis-
teners seemed to ‘‘fill in’’ the missing speech information.

The aforementioned studies examined speech recogni-
tion either for a single hole varying in frequency location
~and size! or for a single hole in the middle of the spectrum.
The scope of those studies was therefore limited in the sense
that it did not consider how speech is recognized when it is
composed of multiple disjoint bands involving low-, middle-,
and/or high-frequency information. The present study ad-a!Electronic mail: loizou@utdallas.edu
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dressed this question in a systematic fashion considering all
possible combinations of missing disjoint bands from the
spectrum.

The answer to the question of how listeners use and
combine information across frequency bands, whether iso-
lated or disparate, is not only important for understanding
speech perception but it is also important for understanding
speech perception by cochlear-implant listeners or hearing-
impaired listeners in general. Cochlear implants are based on
the idea that there are surviving neurons in the vicinity of the
electrodes. The lack of hair cells and/or surviving neurons in
certain areas of the cochlea essentially creates ‘‘hole~s!’’ in
the spectrum. The extent of the effect of holes in the spec-
trum on speech understanding is not well understood. It is
not known, for instance, whether the spectral holes can ac-
count for some of the variability in performance among CI
listeners. It is therefore of interest to first find out which set
of hole pattern~s! is most detrimental for speech recognition.
The answer to that question would then be useful for deter-
mining ways to somehow make up for the lost information.

The aim of this study is to examine the effect of the
location and size of spectral holes on vowel and consonant
recognition. Understanding this effect will provide insights
as to why some CI listeners do not perform well, despite the
wealth of information they receive@cochlear-implant listen-
ers receive only a small number~4–6! of channels of fre-
quency information, despite the fact that some implant pro-
cessors transmit as many as 20 channels of information~e.g.,
Fishmanet al., 1997; Dormanet al., 2000!#. In addition, we
could use the data of this study to develop a frequency-
importance function that takes into account the fact that lis-
teners could combine information from disparate frequency
bands in the spectrum. In experiment 1, speech was pro-
cessed through six frequency bands, and synthesized as a
sum of sine waves with amplitudes equal to the rms energy
of each frequency band, and frequencies equal to the center
frequencies of the bandpass filters.@Six channels were used
as we found in previous studies~e.g., Loizouet al., 1999!
that six channels were enough to achieve high levels of
speech understanding.# To synthesize speech with a hole in a
certain frequency band, we set the corresponding sine wave
amplitude to zero. We systematically created holes in each of
the six frequency bands~one hole at a time! and examined
vowel and consonant recognition. Similarly, speech was syn-
thesized with two holes in the spectrum, by setting the cor-
responding sine wave amplitudes to zero. All possible com-
binations were created, including the scenarios where two
holes were in adjacent frequency bands~thus making a larger
hole! or where the two holes were in disjoint frequency
bands. The data from experiment 1 were used in experiment

2 to derive frequency importance functions for vowel and
consonant recognition.

II. EXPERIMENT 1: HOLES IN THE SPECTRUM

The intelligibility of speech having either a single hole
in various bands or having two holes in disjoint or adjacent
bands in the spectrum was assessed with normal-hearing lis-
teners. The extent of the effect of the location, size, and
pattern of spectral holes on vowel and consonant recognition
was evaluated.

A. Method

1. Subjects

Twenty normal-hearing listeners~20 to 25 years of age!
participated in this experiment. All subjects were native
speakers of American English. The subjects were paid for
their participation. Eleven of the subjects were tested at the
University of Texas at Dallas and the remaining nine subjects
were tested at Arizona State University.

2. Speech material

Subjects were tested on consonant and vowel recogni-
tion. The consonant test used 16 consonants in /aCa/ context
taken from the Iowa consonant test~Tyler et al., 1987!. All
the syllables were produced by a male speaker.

The vowel test included the words: ‘‘heed, hid, hayed,
head, had, hod, hud, hood, hoed, who’d, heard’’ produced by
male and female talkers. A total of 22 vowel tokens was used
for testing, 11 produced by 7 male speakers and 11 produced
by 6 female speakers@not all speakers produced all 11 vow-
els#. The stimuli were drawn from a set used by Hillenbrand
et al. ~1995!. The first two formant frequencies~as estimated
by Hillenbrand et al.! of the vowels used for testing are
given in Table I.

3. Signal processing

Speech material was first low-pass filtered using a sixth-
order elliptical filter with a cutoff frequency of 6000 Hz.
Filtered speech was passed through a pre-emphasis filter
with a cutoff frequency of 2000 Hz. This was followed by
bandpass filtering into six different frequency bands using
sixth-order Butterworth filters with center frequencies of
393, 639, 1037, 1685, 2736, and 4444 Hz, respectively. The
frequency boundaries of the six bands are given in Table II.
The filters were designed to span the frequency range from
300 to 5500 Hz in a logarithmic fashion. The output of each
channel was passed through a rectifier followed by a second-
order Butterworth low-pass filter with a center frequency of
400 Hz to obtain the envelope of each channel output. Cor-

TABLE I. The first two formant frequencies~in Hz! of the male and female vowels used in this study.

had hod head hayed heard hid heed hoed hood hud who’d

F1 Male 627 786 555 438 466 384 331 500 424 629 319
Female 666 883 693 492 518 486 428 538 494 809 435

F2 Male 1910 1341 1851 2196 1377 2039 2311 868 992 1146 938
Female 2370 1682 1991 2437 1604 2332 2767 998 1102 1391 1384
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responding to each channel a sinusoid was generated with
frequency set to the center frequency of the channel and with
amplitude set to the root-mean-squared~rms! energy of the
channel envelope estimated every 4 ms. The phases of the
sinusoids were estimated from the fast Fourier transform
~FFT! of the speech segment. The sinusoids of each band
were finally summed and the level of the synthesized speech
segment was adjusted to have the same rms value as the
original speech segment.

To create a hole in frequency band N~1<N<6!, we set
the amplitude of the sinusoid corresponding to frequency
band N to zero. Speech was synthesized using the remaining
five channel amplitudes. Similarly, two holes were created by
setting the amplitudes of the sinusoids in frequency bands M
and N to zero. Speech was synthesized using the remaining
four channel amplitudes.

Vowel and consonant stimuli were created for six single-
hole conditions and 15 two-hole conditions as shown in
Table III. All possible combinations of removing two out of
the six frequency bands were considered. For comparative
purposes, we also created a baseline condition in which we

did not remove any frequency bands. Overall, subjects were
tested with a total of 22 conditions.

4. Procedure

The experiments were performed on a PC equipped with
a Creative Labs SoundBlaster 16 soundcard. Stimuli were
played to the listeners monaurally through Sennheiser HD
250 Linear II circumaural headphones. The words were dis-
played on a computer monitor, and a graphical user interface
was used that enabled the subjects to indicate their response
by clicking a button corresponding to the word played. No
feedback was given during the test.

At the beginning of each test the subject was presented
with a practice session in which the vowels or consonants
were processed through six channels—no holes were intro-
duced ~baseline condition!. After the practice session, the
subjects were tested with the various spectral hole condi-
tions. Two groups of subjects were used, 11 from University
of Texas—Dallas and 9 from Arizona State University. The
11 subjects at The University of Texas at Dallas were tested
with the 14 test conditions labeled as, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9,
15, 16, 18, 20, and 21 in Table III. The zeroth condition
corresponded to the baseline condition in which all six chan-
nels were present. The nine subjects at Arizona State Univer-
sity were tested with the fifteen conditions labeled as 0, 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, and 19 in Table III. Note
that both groups of subjects were tested with the baseline
condition. The order in which the conditions were presented
was partially counterbalanced between subjects to avoid or-
der effects. In the vowel and consonant tests, there were nine
repetitions of each vowel and each consonant. The vowels
and the consonants were completely randomized.

B. Results

The mean percent-correct scores for the single-hole con-
ditions are shown in Fig. 1. A one-way ANOVA with re-
peated measures showed a significant main effect of the lo-
cation of the spectral hole@F(6,60)59.7,p,0.0005# on
consonant recognition.Post hoctests according to Tukey~at
alpha50.05! showed that the scores obtained with channels
4, 5, or 6 off were significantly lower than the baseline score.
The average scores of the baseline condition were not sig-
nificantly different (p50.313) between the two groups of
subjects. The scores obtained with channels 1, 2, or 3 off
were not significantly different from the baseline score.

The consonant confusion matrices were analyzed in
terms of percent information transmitted as per Miller and
Nicely ~1955!. The feature analysis is shown in Fig. 2. A
one-way ANOVA showed a nonsignificant effect@F(6,60)
514.6, p50.484# for the feature ‘‘manner’’ and a nonsig-
nificant effect for the feature ‘‘voicing’’@F(6,60)52.7,p
50.061#. The feature ‘‘place’’ was significantly@F(6,60)
515.6,p,0.0005# affected.Post hocTukey tests showed
that conditions in which channel 4, 5, or 6 were removed
were significantly different from the baseline condition.

For the vowel data, a one-way ANOVA showed a sig-
nificant main effect@F(6,54)514.5,p,0.0005# of the loca-
tion of the spectral hole on vowel recognition. Apost hoc

TABLE II. The 3-dB frequency boundaries of the six bands with the corre-
sponding center frequencies~Hz! of each band.

Band
Lower

frequency~Hz!
Upper

frequency~Hz!
Center

frequency~Hz!

1 300 487 393
2 487 791 639
3 791 1284 1037
4 1284 2085 1685
5 2085 3388 2736
6 3388 5500 4444

TABLE III. The 22 test conditions considered in this study. The zeroth
condition corresponds to the baseline condition. The channel~s! removed in
each condition are indicated with a zero.

Condition
Channel

1
Channel

2
Channel

3
Channel

4
Channel

5
Channel

6

0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 0 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 0 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 0 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 0 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 0
7 0 0 1 1 1 1
8 0 1 0 1 1 1
9 0 1 1 0 1 1

10 0 1 1 1 0 1
11 0 1 1 1 1 0
12 1 0 0 1 1 1
13 1 0 1 0 1 1
14 1 0 1 1 0 1
15 1 0 1 1 1 0
16 1 1 0 0 1 1
17 1 1 0 1 0 1
18 1 1 0 1 1 0
19 1 1 1 0 0 1
20 1 1 1 0 1 0
21 1 1 1 1 0 0
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Tukey test showed that the scores obtained with channels 1,
3, or 4 off were significantly different from the baseline score
(p,0.05). The score obtained when channel 2 was off was
not significantly different from the baseline score. The fact
that channels 1, 3, and 4 were found to have a significant
effect on vowel recognition was not surprising since those
channels cover theF1 –F2 frequency range.

The mean percent-correct scores for the two-hole condi-
tions are shown in Fig. 3. The mean scores dropped signifi-
cantly when a second hole was introduced in the spectrum.
The baseline score for consonant recognition dropped from
89.06% to an average~across all conditions! of 69.6%. A
one-way ANOVA showed a significant main effect on con-
sonant recognition when two holes were introduced in the
spectrum @F(15,120)56.4,p,0.0005#. Post hoc Tukey
tests showed that several channel pair combinations signifi-
cantly affected consonant recognition:~1,2!, ~1,4!, ~1,6!
~2,3!, ~2,6!, ~3,4!, ~3,6!, ~4,5!, ~4,6!, and ~5,6!. The drop in
performance when both channels 1 and 2 were removed was
due to the low scores obtained for nasal~/m/,/n/! and labial-
stop consonant~/b/,/p/! recognition. Overall, we found that

the scores obtained with channel pairs that included channels
4, 5, or 6 were significantly lower than the baseline score
(p,0.05). This seems to be consistent with the single-hole
conditions, and reinforces the message that channels 4, 5,
and 6 are very important for consonant recognition.

The consonant confusion matrices were analyzed in
terms of percent information transmitted. The feature analy-
sis is shown in Fig. 4. A one-way ANOVA with repeated
measures showed a significant effect@F(15,120)55.5, p
,0.0005# for the feature ‘‘manner,’’ a significant effect for
the feature ‘‘voicing’’ @F(15,120)53.5,p,0.0005#, and a
significant effect@F(15,120)56.7,p,0.0005# for the fea-
ture ‘‘place.’’ Post hocTukey tests showed that the manner
score obtained with channel pair~1,2! removed was signifi-
cantly lower (p,0.0005) than the baseline score. The voic-
ing scores obtained with channel pairs~1,2! and ~1,4! re-
moved were significantly lower (p,0.005) than the baseline
score. All place scores were significantly (p,0.005) lower
than the baseline score.

For vowel recognition, a one-way ANOVA showed a
significant main effect@F(15,75)56.9,p,0.0005# when

FIG. 1. Mean percent scores for vowel
and consonant recognition as a func-
tion of the location of the spectral
hole. The holes were centered around
the channel center frequencies. In the
baseline condition, all channels were
present.

FIG. 2. Percent information transmit-
ted for the features place, manner, and
voicing as a function of the location of
the spectral hole.
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two holes were introduced in the spectrum.Post hocTukey
tests showed that several channel pair combinations were
significantly affected on vowel recognition:~1,2!, ~1,3!,
~1,4!,~2,3!, ~2,4!, ~3,4!, ~3,5!, and ~5,6!. The drop in vowel
performance when both channels 5 and 6 were removed was
due to the low scores obtained for the vowels in ‘‘heed,’’
‘‘hid,’’ and ‘‘hayed.’’ Post hocTukey tests showed that the
scores obtained with channel pairs that included channel 1, 3,
or 4 were significantly lower from the baseline scores (p
,0.05), consistent with the outcome in the single-hole con-
ditions. More specifically, the lowest scores on vowel recog-
nition were obtained with channel pairs~1,2!, ~1,3!, ~1,4!,
and ~3,4!.

C. Discussion

The above results suggest that vowel and consonant rec-
ognition suffer when holes are introduced in the spectrum.
The degree of degradation in recognition performance as
well as effect of the location of the spectral holes was differ-
ent for vowels and consonants.

1. Effect of location of spectral holes

For vowels, statistical analysis showed a significant drop
in performance when either channels 1, 3, or 4, centered at
393, 1037, and 1685 Hz, respectively, were removed. It is
safe to assume that channel 1 codesF1 information, and
channels 3 and 4 codeF2 information for most vowels
~Table I!. Channel 3 may also codeF1 information for some
female vowels~i.e., vowels in ‘‘hod’’ and ‘‘hud’’!. Depend-
ing on how high theF2 frequency is for some speakers,
channel 5~and, indirectly, channel 6! may also be important
for the recognition of some vowels. Channel 5 may, for in-
stance, codeF2 information for some vowels~i.e., heed, hid,
hayed! produced by female speakers or children who gener-
ally have a highF2 frequency. Indeed, close examination of
the individual vowel’s scores indicated that the identification
of the female vowels in ‘‘heed,’’ ‘‘hid,’’ and ‘‘hayed’’
dropped significantly when both channels 5 and 6 were re-
moved.

It is interesting to note that vowel recognition perfor-
mance was not significantly affected when channel 2~cen-
tered at 639 Hz! was removed. Channel 2 most likely codes

FIG. 3. Mean percent scores for vowel
and consonant recognition as a func-
tion of the location of the pair of spec-
tral holes. The holes were introduced
at frequencies centered at the channel
pairs indicated. In condition~1,4!, for
instance, channels 1 and 4 were re-
moved from the spectrum. In the base-
line condition, all channels were
present.

FIG. 4. Percent information transmit-
ted for the features place, manner, and
voicing as a function of the location of
the pair of frequency bands removed.
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F1 information either together with channel 1 or alone. In-
formation aboutF1 is captured by channel 2 alone when the
first formant frequency of the vowel falls near the center
frequency of channel 2. In that case, a peak in the channel
spectrum is observed at channel 2, and consequently remov-
ing channel 2 will significantly reduced performance. This is
demonstrated in Fig. 5, which shows the listeners’ individual
vowel performance when channel 2 was removed. Vowels /}/
and /a/ were the only vowels that were significantly affected
because theF1 frequency of those vowels happened to be
near the center frequency of channel 2. For the remaining
vowels, however, as evident from Fig. 5, listeners seemed to
infer F1 information from channel 1 when they did not have
access to channel 2 information. This suggests that having a
rough estimate ofF1 is sufficient for the recognition of most
vowels. That was not the case withF2, since removing either
channels 3 or 4 affected vowel recognition.

For consonants, statistical analysis showed a significant
drop in performance when either channels 4, 5, or 6 were
removed. This outcome is consistent with the conventional
view that high-frequency cues are important for recognition
of place. So, the drop in consonant recognition performance
was primarily due to a reduction in information transmitted
for place~Fig. 2!.

Removing any of the low-frequency channels~1–4! af-
fected vowel recognition, and removing any of the high-
frequency channels~4–6! affected consonant recognition.
Interestingly enough, channel 4, which had a center fre-
quency of 1685 Hz, was found to be important for both
vowel and consonant recognition. The frequency~1685 Hz!
corresponding to channel 4 is close to the well-known cross-
over frequency1 estimated in articulation index studies. De-
pending on the speech material used, the crossover frequency
was found in articulation index studies to be in the range of
1550 to 1900 Hz~Studebakeret al., 1987; Hirshet al., 1954;
French and Steinberg, 1947!.

Overall, with the exception of channel 2 which did not
significantly affect either vowel or consonant recognition,
removing single channels caused a modest, but significant
reduction in performance in vowel and consonant recogni-
tion. Consonant recognition was less affected than vowel

recognition. It should be noted that the drop in performance,
although statistically significant, was not dramatic for either
consonant or vowel recognition. Even in the worst-case con-
ditions, vowel and consonant recognition remained about
70% correct. So, relatively high vowel and consonant recog-
nition performance can be maintained even with a single
hole in the spectrum. This outcome is consistent with the
data reported by Shannonet al. ~2001! with cochlear-implant
listeners. Shannonet al. artificially created single holes by
turning off a number of~apical, middle, or basal! electrodes
in CI listeners who were fitted with the 22-electrode Nucleus
device. Holes were created that were 2–8 electrodes wide
corresponding to 1.5–6.0-mm width. High vowel and conso-
nant recognition was maintained even when as many as four
electrodes were turned off either in the low-, middle-, or
high-frequency regions.

2. Effect of size and pattern of spectral holes

In 5 out of the 15 conditions tested, the size of the hole
or equivalently, the width of the notch in the spectrum,
doubled, since in these conditions@i.e., channel pairs~1,2!,
~2,3!, ~3,4!, ~4,5!, and~5,6!# the channels that were removed
were adjacent to each other. This caused a large drop in
vowel recognition performance, and only a moderate drop in
performance for consonant recognition. Vowel recognition
dropped in some cases to as low as 47% correct. The lowest
performance occurred whenF1 information was missing
@e.g., pair~1,2!#, when F2 information was missing@pairs
~2,3!, ~3,4!#, or when bothF1 andF2 information was miss-
ing @pair ~1,4!#.

Consonant recognition was only mildly affected by the
location of the pairs of frequency bands removed. The de-
crease in consonant identification was due primarily to the
loss of place information~Fig. 4!. The manner and voicing
features were significantly affected only when information
aboutF1 was missing. Overall, consonant identification re-
mained robust and hovered around 70% for most conditions.
Even when the middle- and high-frequency bands were ab-
sent, consonant recognition remained around 70% correct.
This outcome is consistent with the data reported by Lipp-
mann ~1996!, who evaluated consonant recognition by pre-
senting a low-pass band below 800 Hz and a high-pass fre-
quency band with cutoff frequency varying from 3.15 to 8
kHz. He observed a high score of 91% correct when the
high-pass cutoff frequency was 3.15 kHz. This corresponded
to the case where channels 4 and 5 were removed in our
study. The score for that condition was 67.5% correct. The
difference in scores between our study and Lippmann’s can
be attributed to the fact that our listeners only had access to
four channels~two channels were removed! of frequency in-
formation. Similar findings were reported by Dormanet al.
~1989! with CI listeners fitted with a four-channel processor.
No significant difference was found between the consonant
identification score obtained with only channels 1~low fre-
quency! and 4~high frequency! activated and the score ob-
tained with all four channels activated. Our study extended
Dorman’s and Lippmann’s findings to show that high conso-
nant recognition can be maintained even in the absence of

FIG. 5. Mean percent scores on individual vowel recognition for the condi-
tion in which channel 2 was removed from the spectrum (n520). The dark
and white bars give the scores obtained with vowels produced by female and
male speakers, respectively. Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean.
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not only middle frequencies but also low-high, low-middle,
low-high, and middle-high frequency information.

Overall, we can say that vowel recognition seems to be
sensitive to the size and pattern of holes in the spectrum.
This was not surprising, since it is known that listeners rely
primarily on spectral cues to identify vowels. In contrast,
listeners make use of both temporal-envelope cues and spec-
tral cues to identify consonants. In the absence of sufficient
spectral cues, listeners probably rely more on temporal cues
to identify consonants. As shown in this experiment~Fig. 4!,
these temporal cues did not seem to be affected by the fre-
quency location of the pair of bands removed@except when
channels~1,2! were removed#. We believe that is the reason
that consonant recognition remained relatively high~;70%
correct! even when two holes were introduced in the spec-
trum. The above results have certain implications for co-
chlear implants. The finding that the location and pattern of
holes affects mostly vowel recognition suggests that in co-
chlear implants, neuron survival~responsible for the holes in
the spectrum! ought to account for some of the variability in
vowel recognition performance among CI listeners.

III. EXPERIMENT 2: FREQUENCY-IMPORTANCE
FUNCTIONS

Several investigators have used the AI method to deter-
mine frequency-importance functions. The AI method uses a
quantity between 0 and 1 to represent the proportion of
speech information available in a specific frequency band to
the listener. This information is then multiplied by a
frequency-importance or ‘‘weighting’’ function, which is ob-
tained using a rather time-consuming process of low-pass
and high-pass filtering speech. The AI method assumes that
the information contained in each band is independent of the
information contained in other bands and does not take into
account the fact that listeners may combine speech informa-
tion from multiple disjoint bands. This was first demon-
strated by Kryter~1962!, who evaluated recognition of pass-
band speech, and showed that the AI could not adequately
predict intelligibility of passband speech. Similar findings
were also reported by Grant and Braida~1991!. Several
methods were proposed in the literature to circumvent this
shortcoming, including the correlation method by Doherty
and Turner~1996! and a recent method based on statistical
decision theory by Musch and Buus~2001!. In this experi-
ment, we use the data from experiment 1 to derive a
frequency-importance function based on a least-squares ap-
proach. Unlike the AI method, the proposed least-squares
approach makes use of the listener’s scores on perception of
vowels and consonants composed of disjoint frequency
bands.

A. Least-squares approach

Our approach to obtain the importance of each fre-
quency band follows the method proposed by Ahumada and
Lovell ~1970!. We used the results from experiment 1 to
predict the importance or perceptual ‘‘weight’’ of each chan-
nel.

We calculated the weightwi of each channel by predict-
ing the responses of the subject as a linear combination of
the strength of each channel, i.e.,

Rk5(
i 51

6

wiEik , ~1!

whereRk is the mean percent-correct score for conditionk
and Eik is the strength of thei th channel corresponding to
condition k. The strength of each channel is a binary value
that can be either 0 or 1 depending on whether the channel is
off or on, respectively. The value ofk ranges from 1 to 22
spanning all channel combinations~Table III!. Forming the
prediction errorek as

ek5Rk2(
i 51

6

wiEik , ~2!

we can estimate the channel weights by minimizing the sum
of all the squared errors with respect towi . Alternatively,
Eq. ~1! can be written in matrix form as

R5EW, ~3!

where R is a 22-dimensional vector containing the mean
percent-correct scores for conditions 1 to 22,E is the data
matrix ~2236! consisting of the strengths of each channel
~Table III!, andW5@w1 ,w2 ,...,w6# is a 6-dimensional vec-
tor consisting of the desired channel weights.

The above set of equations represents an overdetermin-
istic system of equations since we have 6 unknowns~the
channel weights! and 22 equations~one for each condition!.
We calculated the weightsW by solving the matrix equation
given by ~3! using a least-squares approach

W5~ETE!21ETR. ~4!

After obtaining the solution from Eq.~4!, we normalized the
weights so that the sum of all the weights was equal to 1.

B. Results and discussion

The relative weights of the various channels are shown
in Fig. 6 for the vowel and consonant stimuli. As can be
seen, the shape of the weighting function was different for
vowels and consonants. For vowels, there was unequal
weighting across the various channels, suggesting that each
channel contributed differently in understanding these vowel
tokens. Channels, 1, 3, and 4, centered at 393, 1037, and
1685 Hz, respectively, received the largest weight. This out-
come was consistent with the listener’s reduction in perfor-
mance in experiment 1 when those channels were removed.
Also, consistent with our data from experiment 1, channels
2, 5, and 6 received the lowest weight.

The weighting function for the consonants was relatively
flat. This suggests that for consonant recognition all channels
are equally important. This outcome is consistent with the
data reported recently by Mehret al. ~2000!. Mehr et al. es-
timated the frequency-importance function of nonsense syl-
lables using the correlational method. Speech was divided
into six frequency bands, and a randomly chosen level of
filtered noise was added to each channel on each trial. Chan-
nels in which the signal-to-noise ratio was more highly cor-
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related with performance had a larger weight, and channels
with smaller correlations had lower weights. Their results
showed a flat weighting function for normal-hearing listen-
ers. Unequal weighting functions, accompanied with a large
variability among subjects, was noted for the CI listeners in
their study.

The individual listener’s weighting functions are given

in Fig. 7 for vowel and consonant recognition. Weighting
functions are given for 6 of the 20 subjects, 2 subjects with
the highest vowel scores~Fig. 7, panels a and b!, 2 with the
middle vowel scores~panels c and d!, and 2 with the lowest
vowel scores~panels e and f!. Most listeners had a relatively
flat weighting function for consonants with a small variabil-
ity. There was a larger variability among subjects in the

FIG. 6. Frequency-importance func-
tions for vowels and consonants.

FIG. 7. Individual listener’s frequency-importance functions for vowel and consonant recognition. Panels~a! and~b! show the frequency-importance functions
for two subjects with the highest vowel scores, panels~c! and ~d! show the functions for two subjects with middle scores, and panels~e! and ~f! show the
functions for two subjects with the lowest vowel scores.
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shape of the weighting functions for vowels, suggesting that
subjects used different listening strategies for vowel recogni-
tion.

The fact that the weighting functions for vowels and
consonants were different suggests that subjects were using
different listening strategies to identify vowels and conso-
nants. For vowel identification, listeners rely primarily on
spectral cues and therefore place more emphasis or more
‘‘weight’’ on the channels that codeF1 andF2 information.
For consonant identification, listeners rely on both temporal-
envelope and spectral cues, which are distributed across all
channels. Hence, all frequency bands contributed equally to
consonant identification, at least for the filter spacing used in
this study. The data from experiment 1~Fig. 3! are consistent
with this conclusion. The fact that consonant recognition re-
mained relatively constant, around 70% correct, regardless of
which pairs of channels were removed, clearly demonstrated
that all channels contributed equally to consonant recogni-
tion. Had the listeners placed more emphasis on certain
channels or pairs of channels, we would have seen a dra-
matic decrease in performance at those channel~s!, as we did
with the vowels. We suspect that, in general, the frequency-
importance function must be dependent, among other factors,
on the speech material and the frequency spacing used.
Studebakeret al. ~1987!, for instance, showed that the shape
of articulation index function and the crossover frequency
depended on the speech material.

We did not vary the frequency spacing in this study, but
rather used the logarithmic spacing typically implemented in
current cochlear-implant processors~Loizou, 1998!. Accord-
ing to the data obtained in this experiment, logarithmic spac-
ing provided an equal amount of speech information in each
frequency band for consonant identification. This outcome
has important implications for cochlear implants. Logarith-
mic spacing would be desirable assuming that CI listeners
are able to extract information fromall their electrodes. As
shown by many investigators~e.g., Fishmanet al., 1997;
Dorman et al., 2000; Zwolanet al., 1997!, that is not the
case. This suggests that the frequency spacing should be cus-
tomized for each CI subject in such a way that their resulting
frequency-importance function has larger weights on the
functional electrodes and smaller weights on the not-so-
functional electrodes.

Despite the differences between the least-squares ap-
proach used in this study and the correlational method used
by Mehr et al. ~2000!, we obtained a similar~almost identi-
cal! weighting function for nonsense syllables. The testing
process involved in deriving the weighting functions is time
consuming, and therefore both methods are impractical for
clinical applications. Another drawback of the correlational
method is that it is dependent on the number of trials used
for testing. As many as 1200 trials were required in some
cases to get significant raw correlations~Mehr et al., 2000;
Turneret al., 1998!. Our method is not largely dependent on
the number of trials, but requires an adequate number of
conditions. In our study, we needed to run a total of 22 con-
ditions, which is considerably less than the 135 conditions
needed for articulation index studies~e.g., Studebakeret al.,
1987! to estimate the frequency-importance function. In

brief, the least-squares approach proposed in this study is
another viable approach for obtaining frequency-importance
functions.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

~i! When a single hole was introduced in the spectrum,
vowel and consonant recognition decreased. The de-
gree of degradation in performance depended on the
location of the hole or, equivalently, the frequency
band removed. For vowels, there was a significant
drop in performance when either of the frequency
bands, 1, 3, and 4 centered around 393, 1037, and
1685 Hz, respectively, were removed. For consonants,
there was a modest, yet significant, drop in perfor-
mance when either of the frequency bands 4, 5, and 6,
centered around 1685, 2736, and 4444 Hz, respec-
tively, were removed.

~ii ! Vowel recognition was affected the most, with the
lowest performance~60% correct! obtained when
channel 3, responsible for codingF2 information,
was removed. Consonant recognition remained rela-
tively high at around 70% correct even when high-
frequency channels were removed. Feature analysis
indicated that the drop in consonant performance was
primarily due to loss of place information. The man-
ner and voicing features were not affected by the lo-
cation of the hole in the spectrum.

~iii ! When two holes were introduced in the spectrum,
vowel recognition decreased even further, and conso-
nant recognition remained constant around 70% cor-
rect ~the same as in the single-hole condition!.

~iv! Vowel recognition performance was dependent on the
frequency location of the pairs of bands removed. In
particular, removing pairs of bands that containedF1
and/or F2 information caused a significant drop in
performance.

~v! In contrast, consonant recognition was only mildly af-
fected by the location of the pair of frequency bands
removed. Consonant recognition remained robust at
70% correct, even when the middle- and high-
frequency speech information was missing. This out-
come is consistent with Lippmann’s~1996! findings
that accurate consonant recognition can be maintained
even when the middle frequencies in the spectrum are
absent. Our study extended Lippmann’s findings to
show that high consonant recognition can be main-
tained even in the absence of disjoint frequency bands
involving low-, high-, and/or middle-frequency infor-
mation.

~vi! The shapes of the frequency-importance functions,
derived in experiment 2 using a least-squares ap-
proach, were different for vowels and consonants.
This is in agreement with the notion that different
cues are used by listeners to identify consonants and
vowels.

~vii ! For vowels, there was unequal weighting across the
various channels. Channels 1, 3, and 4 received the
largest weight. The frequency-importance function for
consonants was relatively flat, suggesting that all
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channels contributed equally to consonant identifica-
tion, at least for the logarithmic filter spacing used in
this study. This has important implications for co-
chlear implants. For CI listeners who are not able to
extract useful information fromall their electrodes,
the logarithmic filter spacing might not be the optimal
filter spacing.
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Factors underlying the speech-recognition performance
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This paper reports the aided and unaided speech-recognition scores from a group of 171 elderly
hearing-aid wearers. All hearing-aid wearers were fit with identical instruments~linear Class-D
amplifiers with output-limiting compression! and evaluated with a standard protocol. In addition to
including multiple measures of speech recognition, an extensive set of physiological and perceptual
measures of auditory function, as well as general measures of cognitive function, were completed
prior to the hearing-aid fitting. Comparison of the results from this study to available norms
suggested that this group of participants was fairly typical or representative for their hearing loss and
age. Approaches to the prediction of general speech-recognition performance that were examined
included methods based on an acoustical index, the Speech Intelligibility Index~SII!, and others
based on linear-regression statistical analysis. The latter approach proved to be the most successful,
accounting for about two-thirds of the variance in speech-recognition performance, with the primary
predictive factors being measures of hearing loss and cognitive function. ©2002 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1499132#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Ky, 43.66.Ts, 43.71.Lz, 43.66.Sr@CWT#

I. INTRODUCTION

Attempts to predict the speech-recognition performance
of normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners for a vari-
ety of acoustical conditions have had a long history. One
basic approach that has been pursued actively over the past
half century, initially for normal-hearing individuals and
more recently for hearing-impaired persons, is based on the
original Articulation Index~AI ! model of Fletcher and col-
leagues~French and Steinberg, 1947; Fletcher and Galt,
1950; Fletcher, 1953!. The AI model has evolved over the
past 50 years, but the basic notion underlying the model
remains the same. Specifically, there is a well-defined, mono-
tonic relationship between a weighted sum of band-specific
speech-to-noise ratios, the AI, and average speech-
recognition performance measured for those same acoustical
conditions. Over the years, there have been variations in ap-
proaches regarding the number and width of the analysis
bands~e.g., 1/3-octave, octave!, the importance function or
weighting factors assigned to each band, the range of speech-
to-noise ratios to be considered in each band~e.g., 115 to
215 dB vs112 to 218 dB!, and the method used to estab-
lish the speech-to-noise ratio in each band. The effects of
many of these factors on the resulting AI calculation have
been reviewed previously by Humeset al. ~1986!. Given the
large number of variations in the basic AI model that had
emerged in the 1980s and 1990s, the American standard for
the calculation of this index was revised in 1997~ANSI
S3.5-1997!. In this national standard, the acoustical index
was also renamed the Speech Intelligibility Index~SII!.

When the SII is applied to the aided and unaided speech-
recognition performance of elderly hearing-impaired listen-
ers, several correction factors, either incorporated in the stan-

dard or available in the research literature, have been
recommended. If high speech levels are used, either aided or
unaided, then a level-distortion factor incorporated in the
standard will reduce the resulting SII. It should be noted,
however, that this factor would also apply to SII calculations
for normal listeners evaluated at the same high speech levels.
While such a correction factor may seldom be needed for
normal listeners under ‘‘typical’’ listening conditions, it will
frequently be needed for hearing-impaired listeners wearing
hearing aids under those same ‘‘typical’’ listening conditions.
In addition to the level-distortion adjustment to the SII, cor-
rection factors associated with hearing loss desensitization
~e.g., Pavlovic, Studebaker, and Sherbecoe, 1986; Stude-
baker, Gray, and Branch, 1999! and aging~Studebakeret al.,
1997; Sherbecoe and Studebaker, 2002b! have also been ad-
vocated for applications of the SII to elderly hearing-
impaired listeners. For the most part, these correction factors
are derived from group data and attempt to bring the group
data for impaired listeners more in line with the
performance-vs-SII transfer function for average normal lis-
teners.

A statistical linear-regression model of aided and un-
aided speech-recognition performance represents an entirely
different approach to the prediction of speech-recognition
performance in elderly hearing-aid wearers. Rather than at-
tempting to describe the performance of the ‘‘typical’’ lis-
tener from consideration of the acoustical conditions, the re-
gression model attempts to predict the performance of
individual listeners from available predictor variables. Such
variables might include those inherent in SII calculations,
such as the hearing thresholds of the listeners and the gain of
the hearing aid, as well as those included in various SII cor-
rection factors, such as the age of the listener. The regression
model, however, can also include additional factors that
might contribute to performance, such as measures of audi-a!Electronic mail: humes@indiana.edu
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tory perceptual processing or cognitive function. Although
there have been a large number of studies pursuing a regres-
sion approach to this problem over the past 10–15 years,
especially regardingunaided speech-recognition perfor-
mance, perhaps the series of studies by van Rooij and col-
leagues, Humes and colleagues, and Divenyi and Haupt are
most representative~Divenyi and Haupt, 1997a, 1997b,
1997c; Humes and Roberts, 1990; Humes and Christopher-
son, 1991; Humeset al., 1994; van Rooij, Plomp, and Orle-
beke, 1989; van Rooij and Plomp, 1990, 1992!. In all of
these studies, good regression fits were obtained with large
proportions of the variance~typically 67%–90%! in unaided
speech-recognition performance accounted for by various
predictor variables. Although all studies identified cognitive
or auditory-processing factors that made secondary contribu-
tions to the best-fitting regression model, audibility or hear-
ing loss was universally found to be the single best predictor
of unaidedspeech-recognition performance.

Perhaps the predominant role of audibility in such re-
gression models is not surprising given that one is predicting
unaidedspeech-recognition performance and, in most stud-
ies, speech has been presented at or near conversational lev-
els. A notable exception is the study by Humeset al. ~1994!
in which speech was also presented at high sound levels~90
dB SPL! and, in one condition, was also spectrally shaped to
mimic the frequency-gain characteristics generated by a
common clinical hearing-aid-fitting protocol. Although audi-
bility still accounted for more variance in speech-recognition
performance than any other factor, this appeared to be less
the case for high speech levels in noise backgrounds.

Nonetheless, it is very likely that audibility will also
play a role inaidedspeech-recognition, at least when listen-
ers are fit with linear hearing aids having frequency-gain
characteristics matched to the most common prescriptive for-
mulas employed clinically@see Humes~1991, 1996! and Hu-
mes and Halling~1993! for reviews#. That is, prescriptive
approaches for such hearing aids are generally not designed
to maximize the audibility of speech, but incorporate a trade-
off between the optimization of speech audibility and the
maintenance of a pleasant sound quality so as not to lead to
the rejection of the hearing aids. In practice, this typically
means a reduction in the high-frequency gain of linear hear-
ing aids relative to that which would optimize speech under-
standing~Humes, 1986, 1991; Humes and Halling, 1993!. As
a result, the high frequencies of speech are often still inau-
dible for many wearers while using hearing aids.

The present study evaluates both acoustical SII-based
and statistical regression-based approaches to the prediction
of unaided and aided speech-recognition performance in the
same group of elderly hearing-aid wearers. In addition to
obtaining multiple measures of speech-recognition perfor-
mance in both aided and unaided listening conditions, all
participants completed an extensive battery of audiological,
auditory-processing, and cognitive measures prior to being
fit with hearing aids. These measures were used in subse-
quent regression analyses, but were also examined in detail
to establish that the present group of elderly hearing-aid
wearers were ‘‘typical’’ or representative of elderly hearing-
impaired listeners in general. Since the focus was on indi-

vidual differences among wearers, the devices used and the
study protocol were identical for all participants. Additional
procedural details are provided in Sec. II.

II. METHOD

A. Participants

The participants in this study were recruited for a large-
scale, longitudinal study of hearing-aid outcome measures
via newspaper ads, flyers posted in the community, printed
announcements in church/synagogue bulletins, and word of
mouth. All participants enrolled in the study met the follow-
ing selection criteria:~1! age between 60 and 89 years;~2!
hearing loss that was flat or gently sloping~from 250 to 4000
Hz, no inter-octave change in hearing thresholds of more
than 20 dB!; ~3! hearing loss that was of sensorineural origin
~normal tympanometry and air-bone gaps no greater than 10
dB at three or more frequencies!; ~4! hearing loss that was
bilaterally symmetrical~interaural difference within 30 dB at
all octave and half-octave intervals from 250 to 4000 Hz!;
~5! pure-tone thresholds within the following ranges at fre-
quencies of 250, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000, 4000, and
6000 Hz, respectively: 5-85, 5-85, 10-90, 20-95, 25-95, 30-
120, 30-120, and 30-120 dB HL~ANSI, 1996!; ~6! no known
medical or surgically treatable ear-related condition;~7! no
known fluctuating or rapidly progressing hearing loss;~8! no
cognitive, medical, or language-based conditions which may
have limited the participant’s ability to complete the proce-
dures used in the longitudinal study of outcome measures;
~9! no use of medications that could affect hearing or cogni-
tion; and ~10! completion of a signed medical clearance
form, or waiver of such by the participant, and a signed
informed consent form.

During the first few years of this study, over 400 indi-
viduals had been recruited as potential participants and 205
met the selection criteria and were enrolled in the large-scale,
longitudinal study. Of this group, 198 represented all the par-
ticipants to have completed a large battery of tests prior to
being fit with amplification. A total of 171 of these 198 in-
dividuals remained in the study at least to the one-month
postfit interval, at which time the aided speech-recognition
measures were completed. These 171 individuals represent
the participants in this study. They ranged in age from 60 to
87 years~M573.0 years! and 54~31.6%! were female. A
total of 104 individuals~60.8%! were new hearing-aid users.
Of the 67 experienced hearing aid users, 36~53.7%! wore
binaural amplification and the rest wore monaural amplifica-
tion.

B. Prefit test materials and procedures

1. Audiological evaluation

Following completion of a detailed case history, a com-
prehensive audiological evaluation was conducted for all
participants in this study. All audiologic measurements were
obtained using ER-3A insert earphones and all equipment
was calibrated in accordance with ANSI S3.6-1996. This
evaluation included:~1! air-conduction pure-tone audiometry
at 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 6000 and 8000 Hz,
with additional threshold measurements at 750 and 1500 Hz
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whenever thresholds at the adjacent octave test frequencies
differed by 20 dB or more;~2! bone-conduction pure-tone
audiometry at octave intervals from 250 to 6000 Hz;~3!
immittance measurements, including tympanometry, acoustic
reflex thresholds, and acoustic reflex decay;~4! speech-
recognition threshold~SRT! for CID W-1 spondaic words
presented via monitored live voice;~5! 50-item word-
recognition scores~Auditec recordings of NU-6 materials;
Tillman and Carhart, 1966! at either 40 dB SL or maximum
audiometer output, whichever corresponded to a lower sound
pressure level, in quiet and in white noise at a112 dB
signal-to-noise ratio~SNR!; and ~6! LDL measurements us-
ing the scaling categories and instructions described by
Hawkinset al. ~1987!, an ascending approach with 5 dB step
size, and pure-tone frequencies of 500, 1000, 2000, 3000,
and 4000 Hz. For the air-conduction pure-tone thresholds,
measures of average hearing loss were also calculated. These
included the pure-tone average~PTA! based on thresholds at
500, 1000, and 2000 Hz and the high-frequency pure-tone
average~HFPTA! based on thresholds at 1000, 2000, and
4000 Hz.

In addition to these audiological measures, those partici-
pants who, based on the preceding audiological evaluation,
met the selection criteria for the study, were invited to enroll
in the longitudinal study of hearing-aid outcome. For the
eligible participants who elected to enroll in the longitudinal
study, a series of additional measures were obtained across
four more test sessions. As much as possible, similar types of
measures were grouped into specific test sessions. The order
of testing was identical for all of these participants and pro-
ceeded as follows.

2. Additional audiological testing

Tests included in this session were:~1! distortion-
product otoacoustic emissions~DPOAEs! collected with the
ILO92 system, L15L2570 dB SPL, f2/f151.224, and ‘‘DP-
Gram’’ operation mode with f1 sweeps from 818 to 5200 Hz
with the SNR in dB at the 2f1–f2 frequency recorded and a
low-, mid-, and high-frequency band average computed~f2
ranges of 1001–1587, 2002–3174, and 4004–6348 Hz, re-
spectively!; ~2! auditory brainstem responses~ABRs! mea-
sured for each ear, using a Bio-Logic Model 54 system, for
2000 rarefaction click stimuli presented at a level of 90 dB
nHL and at a rate of 11.1 clicks per second, with wave-V
latency from two repeatable responses recorded; and~3!
performance-intensity functions for each ear for NU-6 words
with 25 monosyllabic words presented at several levels, be-
ginning 40 dB above SRT and progressing, in 10 dB steps to
a maximum of 100 dB HL, with the maximum score~PB-
max! and the score at the maximum possible presentation
level ~PB-maxHL! recorded. A measure of PI-PB rollover
was calculated by subtracting PB-maxHL from PB-max.

3. Auditory processing

Auditory-processing capability at high sound levels rep-
resented another area assessed in each participant prior to
fitting of the hearing aid. There were two primary tools used
to assess auditory-processing capabilities and in both cases

the stimulus presentation level was 90 dB SPL. The first was
the Test of Basic Auditory Capabilities~TBAC! developed
by Watson and colleagues~Watson, 1987!. This battery of
auditory-discrimination tests has been demonstrated to be
reasonably reliable in a small sample of elderly hearing-
impaired listeners tested at moderate presentation levels
~Christopherson and Humes, 1992! and has been used suc-
cessfully with elderly hearing-impaired listeners~Humes and
Christopherson, 1991; Christopherson and Humes, 1992!.
The studies with hearing-impaired listeners have found that
the TBAC provides measures of auditory-discrimination
ability that are unaffected by the presence of peripheral hear-
ing loss when administered at sensation levels greater than
30 dB. In the present project, the TBAC was administered at
a level of 90 dB SPL. Based on prior principal-component
analyses of the application of the TBAC to hearing-impaired
listeners~Humeset al., 1994!, the following three tests were
administered sequentially:~1! duration discrimination for a
1000 Hz pure tone;~2! temporal order for tones, which is a
temporal-order discrimination task for a four-tone sequence
spectrally centered at 1000 Hz; and~3! syllable sequence
test, which measures temporal-order discrimination perfor-
mance for consonant-vowel syllables~/fa,ta,ka,pa/! as a func-
tion of syllable duration. All TBAC tests were administered
diotically.

In addition, three tests of auditory perceptual processing
were selected from the Veterans Administration Compact
Disk for Auditory Perceptual Assessment~VACD;
Noffsinger, Wilson and Musiek, 1994!. This test had been
evaluated previously for use with a similar group of partici-
pants ~Humes, Coughlin, and Talley, 1996!. Based on the
findings of Humeset al. ~1996!, the following three mea-
sures were selected for use in this study:~1! dichotic
consonant-vowel syllable identification for syllables deliv-
ered with 90 ms interaural onset disparity~Noffsinger, Mar-
tinez, and Wilson, 1994! with the score based on 30 dichotic
presentations~60 syllables!; ~2! the pitch-pattern test, which
assesses temporal-order identification for three-tone se-
quences~Musiek, 1994!, with the score based on 60 trials to
the left ear; and~3! recognition of NU-6 monosyllabic words
that have been 45% time-compressed~Wilson et al., 1994!,
with each score based on 50 words presented to the right ear.

For all the measures of auditory processing, stimuli were
presented from either a digital audio tape~TBAC! or CD
~VACD!, through an attenuator and amplifier, to ER-3A in-
sert earphones. All sound pressure levels specified for stimu-
lus presentation level are referenced to an HA-2 2 cm3 cou-
pler ~Frank and Richards, 1991!.

4. Cognitive assessment

Participants in this study completed the Wechsler Adult
Intelligence Scale-Revised~WAIS-R; Wechsler, 1981!.
Eleven standard scale scores and three measures of intelli-
gence emerged from this testing. In addition, since the
WAIS-R does not provide age-related norms beyond an age
of 74 years and absolute measures of cognitive function were
desired, rather than relative measures within age-matched
peer groups, raw scores on the 11 subscales of the WAIS-R
were also recorded. Testing was performed by a graduate
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student in educational psychology with experience in test
administration and scoring. In addition, a hardwired assistive
listening device was made available for use during WAIS
testing in the event any of the participants had trouble under-
standing the instructions and explanations provided for vari-
ous measures by the examiner.

The foregoing audiological, auditory-processing, and
cognitive measures were completed over a period of two to
four weeks prior to fitting the participant with amplification.
Each session required 90–120 min for completion.

C. Hearing aids and fitting procedures

Once the prefit testing was completed, the participants
returned for the initial fitting of their hearing aids. Procedural
details presented here regarding this portion of the study can
also be found in Humeset al. ~2001!, a study that focused on
the analysis of a battery of hearing-aid outcome measures for
the same study sample. Based on the previously obtained
audiologic information and using the Hearing Aid Selection
Program~HASP, Version 2.07! fitting software, produced and
distributed by the National Acoustics Laboratories~NAL !,
NAL-R targets, including corrections to targets for severe or
profound hearing loss~NAL-RP; Byrne et al., 1990!, were
generated for each ear and the corresponding circuit was se-
lected and ordered. The HASP software returns a variety of
targets, including real-ear insertion gain and full-on coupler
gain. The latter was adjusted downward by the 10 dB reserve
gain incorporated into the HASP software to create recom-
mended coupler-gain values.

All hearing aids made use of linear circuits with output-
limiting compression and Class D amplifiers. All instruments
were full-shell, in-the-ear~ITE! devices and included a tele-
coil switch on one instrument~determined by the wearer’s
preference!. Active tone ~low-cut only! and output-limiting
controls, adjustable select-a-vent venting, and wax guards
were included on all devices. The volume-control wheels
were marked by the manufacturer with a small white dot at
the perimeter to provide a visual reference for its position
and adjustment. All hearing aids were made by the same
manufacturer.

Using real-ear insertion gain targets for the NAL-R pre-
scription formula incorporated in the HASP fitting software,
the clinician adjusted the settings of the controls and vent to
achieve the closest match possible to target gain for a 60 dB
SPL swept pure-tone signal using either Frye 6500 or Audi-
oscan real-ear measurement equipment. Matching criteria
were1 or 2 10 dB from 250 to 2000 Hz and1 or 2 15 dB
at 3000 and 4000 Hz. If a match could not be obtained using
these fairly broad matching criteria, the participant was not
permitted to continue in the study. In fact, no participants
were eliminated from the study for this reason and the qual-
ity of the matches to target gain were considerably better
than the broad exclusion criteria cited previously, as will be
seen in the following. Previous reports from this project~Hu-
meset al., 2000; Humeset al., in press! on 55–134 partici-
pants followed for a full year demonstrated that:~1! users
consistently preferred a gain setting that was typically 6–9
dB below that prescribed;~2! the experimenters were able to
return the volume control for all aided measurements to a

consistent position that matched closely the prescribed target
gain for subsequent aided testing; and~3! problems, such as
dead batteries, cerumen blockage of the receiver port, etc.,
were relatively uncommon. For more details regarding the
gain measurements and adjustment procedures, the reader is
referred to Humeset al. ~2000!.

Following the delivery of the hearing aids and their ini-
tial fitting by the clinician, a hearing-aid orientation was con-
ducted. Participants were instructed to use their hearing aids
at least four hours per day and to begin use in easier listening
conditions~quiet, one-on-one conversation, etc.! when pos-
sible.

D. Speech-recognition measures

Each participant returned two weeks later for a
follow-up session. At the beginning of this session, gain
measurements were again made in the coupler to evaluate the
instruments and the aids were removed, inspected, and sub-
sequently adjusted as needed to restore their function to that
recorded in the initial session. The participant was also in-
structed to increase his/her minimum daily hearing aid usage
to at least six hours.

It was also during this two-week follow-up session that
all unaided measures of speech recognition were completed.
A total of 12 unaided speech-recognition scores were ob-
tained during this two-week follow-up session. There were
four basic test conditions, but in each condition scores were
obtained in the sound field from the right ear, the left ear, and
then binaurally. For monaural testing, the nontest ear was
occluded with a foam earplug.~Monaural unaided testing
was included to permit examination of alternative definitions
of objective hearing-aid benefit in subsequent analyses not
reported here.! The four test conditions were as follows:~1!
CUNY Nonsense Syllable Test~NST; Levitt and Resnick,
1978! presented at an overall level of 65 dB SPL and a18
dB ~SNR! using the recorded multitalker babble from the
SPIN test~Kalikow, Stevens, and Elliott, 1977! as the com-
petition; ~2! Connected Speech Test~CST; Coxet al., 1988!
presented at an overall level of 50 dB SPL in quiet;~3! CST
presented at an overall level of 65 dB SPL and a SNR of18
dB using the recorded multitalker babble provided with the
CST; and~4! CST presented at an overall level of 80 dB SPL
and a SNR of 0 dB. The particular combinations of speech
level and SNR were selected to cover a range of anticipated
‘‘real world’’ listening conditions as suggested recently by
Walden ~1997! with the specific combinations of speech
level and SNR for this study based on the data of Pearsons,
Bennett, and Fidell~1977!. All speech materials were com-
mercially available recorded versions. For the NST, the full
102-item, 11-subtest version was used and, for the CST, each
score was based on two consecutive passages with each pas-
sage containing 25 key words for scoring. Different forms of
the NST and different passages of the CST were used for
each condition.

The speech signal for all speech-recognition measure-
ments was presented from a loudspeaker~Radio Shack Op-
timus 7! located 1 m in front of the participant at 0° azimuth
and elevation whereas the babble competition was delivered
from an identical loudspeaker located 1 m behind the partici-
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pant at 180° azimuth and 0° elevation. All testing was com-
pleted in double-walled sound booths complying with ambi-
ent noise levels specified by ANSI S3.1-1991~ears
uncovered testing!. All presentation levels were established
using the method of substitution with the measurement mi-
crophone positioned at a location corresponding to the center
of the listener’s head. For the CST, the calibration noise sup-
plied with the materials was used to specify the sound levels.
For the NST, a 400 Hz FM signal was generated that had the
same rms level as the 400 Hz pure-tone calibration signal
supplied with the materials and this stimulus was used to set
the level of both the speech and babble competition in the
sound field. Recordings were made of the FM calibration
stimulus on both channels of a digital audio tape~DAT!, with
the NST materials on one channel and the SPIN multi-talker
babble on the other channel. Differences between the rms
levels of the FM calibration signal and the rms levels of the
NST syllables and SPIN babble were taken into consider-
ation for subsequent SII calculations.

For the NST, the participant marked the syllable heard
on a large-font answer sheet containing seven to nine alter-
natives that differed from the stimulus by only one phoneme.
For the CST, before testing began, the participant was pro-
vided with the passage topic and was encouraged to guess if
uncertain about what was heard. After each sentence of the
passage, there was a pause in the presentation of the speech
signal and the participant orally repeated what had been
heard. Using an orthographic representation of the passage,
the experimenter proceeded to score the participant’s re-
sponse using the highlighted keywords.

Approximately two weeks later, the participant returned
for the one-month follow-up visit. The hearing aids were
again examined, evaluated in the testbox, and adjusted as
needed to return their function to the target levels from the
initial fitting session. Next, aided speech-recognition mea-
sures were obtained for the four test conditions in a manner
identical to that described for unaided testing, but only for
the binaural listening condition. Thus, one NST and three
CST scores were obtained in this session with the participant
wearing both hearing aids, each adjusted in the testbox to
match the electroacoustic performance recorded in the initial
fitting session. Test forms~NST! and passages~CST! not
used previously were employed in this session.

III. RESULTS

Mean and individual data are presented in this section
prior to evaluation of the SII and regression predictive
schemes. These data are presented here both to provide a
more thorough description of the characteristics of the study
sample and to demonstrate that this study sample is repre-
sentative of the elderly hearing-impaired population in gen-
eral through comparisons to available ‘‘norms’’ for this
population.

A. Audiological measures

Median air-conduction thresholds for each ear are pre-
sented in Fig. 1 for the 171 elderly hearing-aid wearers
grouped by gender and age decade. There is a progressive
decrease in hearing with age, especially in the high frequen-

cies, with the possible exception of the left-ear hearing
thresholds of the male participants~open symbols, top
panel!. As expected~e.g., Moscickiet al., 1985!, female par-
ticipants had better hearing above 1000 Hz than their male
counterparts. Although these relative age-related and gender-
related trends in hearing thresholds are consistent with avail-
able data on presbycusis, it should be noted that the severity
of hearing loss is greater than that of ‘‘typical’’ elderly indi-
viduals, especially for the 60 and 70 year olds. This is due to
the exclusion of those in each age group with milder hearing
loss from this study of elderly hearing-aid wearers.

Table I presents the means and standard deviations for
the same group of participants on several additional audio-
logical measures obtained. The pattern of results in the group
data in Table I for SRT, word-recognition scores~NU-6! in
quiet, ABR wave-V latency, DPOAE SNR, and PI-PB func-
tions is consistent with the presence of a high-frequency sen-
sorineural hearing loss bilaterally~as depicted previously in
Fig. 1!. That is, the group data suggest no significant declines
in word-recognition scores when the presentation level is in-
creased beyond that yielding the maximum score. The aver-
age decline in word-recognition score with increase in pre-
sentation level is approximately 4%–5% in each ear. Thus,
on a group basis, there is little evidence of significant ‘‘roll
over’’ in the PI-PB function which is consistent with co-
chlear site of lesion. In addition, mean DPOAE signal-to-
noise ratios~SNRs! for low ~1000–1500 Hz!, mid ~2000–
3100 Hz!, and high ~4000–6300 Hz! frequencies are all
consistent with the absence of functional outer hair cells in
each ear. Finally, average wave-V latencies in each ear are
typical of those measured in elderly listeners with compa-
rable amounts of hearing loss and cochlear site of lesion
~Jerger and Johnson, 1988!.

Figure 2 provides a more detailed look at the DPOAE
SNR values obtained in this study. The individual SNR val-
ues are plotted as a function of average hearing loss, either
PTA ~500, 1000, and 2000 Hz; top two panels! or HFPTA
~1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz; lower four panels!. The top two
panels depict SNRs for the lower-frequency DPOAEs,
middle panels for the mid-frequency DPOAEs, and bottom
panels for the high-frequency DPOAEs, with the left-hand
panels providing data for the left ear and right-hand panels
for the right ear. Using a SNR criterion of 6 dB to indicate
the presence of a DPOAE~represented by the horizontal
dashed line in each panel!, with a few exceptions, the pres-
ence of DPOAEs is only observed for milder amounts of
hearing loss. Thus, theindividual datafor DPOAEs are also
consistent with a cochlear site of lesion for the overwhelm-
ing majority of participants.

In a similar manner, Fig. 3 provides a more detailed
examination of the ABR wave-V latencies obtained from the
participants in this study. In each panel of Fig. 3, wave-V
latency is plotted as a function of HFPTA, with the panels on
the left depicting data for the left ear and those on the right
providing data from the right ear. Data have been plotted
separately for females~top panels! and males~bottom pan-
els!. The open circles connected by solid lines in each panel
depict ‘‘norms’’ provided by Jerger and Johnson~1988! from
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large groups of elderly males and females obtained for
stimulus and recording conditions very similar to those used
here. These normative data, moreover, were obtained from
patients with cochlear site of lesion. For the elderly females

in the present study~top two panels!, there is good agree-
ment with the average data from Jerger and Johnson~1988!.
Although there is similar agreement for the overwhelming
majority of data gathered from the elderly males in this study
~lower two panels!, there are clearly several males for whom
prolonged wave-V latencies are apparent, especially in the
left ear ~lower left-hand panel!. Most of these prolonged la-
tencies, however, occur for participants with severe amounts
of high-frequency hearing loss~HFPTA .50 dB HL!; cases
for whom Jerger and Johnson~1988! used a stimulus level
that was at least 10 dB higher than that used in the present
study. Even for the data shown for females in the top panels
of Fig. 7, once the average high-frequency hearing loss ex-
ceeds 50 dB HL, the majority of observed wave-V latencies
are above the reported norms. This again is likely due to the
use of a higher stimulus level by Jerger and Johnson~1988!
in deriving these norms for individuals with more severe
hearing loss~HFPTA .50 dB HL!. In general, then, the in-

FIG. 1. Mean air-conduction pure-tone thresholds for
left ~top panel! and right ~bottom panel! ears of 171
elderly participants in this study partitioned by age
~circles: 60–69 years; triangles: 70–79 years; squares:
80–89 years! and gender~female: closed symbols;
male: open symbols!.

TABLE I. Means and standard deviations~in parentheses! for various au-
diological measures completed for each ear for the 171 elderly hearing-
impaired listeners.

Variable M ~SD! for left ear M ~SD! for right ear

SRT ~dB HL! 33.4~13.2! 33.2~13.1!
NU-6 Score in Quiet~%! 85.5~16.1! 85.9~17.6!
ABR Wave-V Latency~ms! 6.06~0.40! 6.03~0.32!
DPOAE-lf SNR ~dB! 0.0~6.8! 20.2~8.3!
DPOAE-mf SNR~dB! 23.2~7.6! 23.3~8.1!
DPOAE-hf SNR~dB! 25.2~8.4! 25.4~8.4!
PB-max~%! 92.9~15.3! 92.6~17.0!
PB-maxHL~%! 89.1~15.9! 88.4~16.2!
Rollover ~%! 4.1~7.5! 4.7~6.5!
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dividual data for ABR wave-V latency are also overwhelm-
ingly consistent with a cochlear site of lesion, with the pos-
sible exception of a small number of males~,10! who may
have wave-V latencies longer than expected given their gen-
der and severity of hearing loss.

All told, there is little evidence in the audiological data
from this study that supports the presence of so-called ‘‘neu-
ral presbycusis’’~Schuknecht, 1964!. Similarly, there is little
evidence in this population for ‘‘auditory neuropathy’’~Starr
et al., 1996!. Only three cases, for example, were found of

normal outer hair cell function~DPOAE SNR>6 dB! in any
of the three frequency regions with presence of prolonged
wave-V latency~>6.7 ms! in the same ear. All three cases
were males, with two involving the left ear and one involv-
ing the right ear. Moreover, in two of the three cases, the
HFPTA was greater than 60 dB HL. Further, in no cases were
the DPOAE SNR values above 6 dB in more than one fre-
quency region~that is, two of the three DPOAE measures in
each ear were consistent with outer-hair-cell lesions!. In
summary, it appears that the cochlea, and the outer hair cells

FIG. 2. Scatterplots of DPOAE SNR values as a function of various pure-tone averages for 171 elderly participants. Left panels depict data from left ear
whereas right panels depict data from right ear. Top panels provide results for low-frequency DPOAEs, middle panels data for mid-frequency DPOAEs, and
bottom panels results for high-frequency DPOAEs. The horizontal dashed line in each panel represents a 6 dBDPOAE SNR.
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in particular, are the primary site of lesion underlying the
observed sensorineural hearing loss in the elderly partici-
pants in this study.

B. Auditory-processing measures

Figure 4 depicts the means~black bars! and standard
errors for the six measures of auditory processing used in this
study, three measures from the VACD and three from the
TBAC. Performance on each of the six measures is ex-
pressed in terms of percent-correct scores. The gray vertical
bars adjacent to the means for the three VACD measures are
mean values from another group of elderly hearing-impaired
listeners tested by Humes, Coughlin, and Talley~1996! at the
same presentation level as the current study. There is close
agreement between these two sets of data indicating that the
present group of subjects is typical of other similar groups
evaluated previously. For the TBAC, appropriate comparison
data available for the same 90 dB SPL presentation condition
were not available. Humes and Christopherson~1991! re-
ported mean data for a group of 23 elderly hearing-impaired
subjects for a presentation level of 75 dB SPL. The scores
from the participants in the present study for the tonal
duration-discrimination and temporal-order discrimination
tasks, however, are not likely to be very different for presen-

tation levels of 75 and 90 dB SPL~Christopherson and Hu-
mes, 1992!. Humes and Christopherson~1991! reported
mean scores of approximately 71% and 65% for the
duration-discrimination and temporal-order discrimination
tasks, respectively. These values are in good agreement with
those shown for the same measures in the right-hand portion
of Fig. 4. The syllable-sequence task of the TBAC, on the
other hand,is impacted by presentation level and the audi-
bility of the speech syllables used in the task~Christopherson
and Humes, 1992! and there are no appropriate ‘‘norms’’
available for the 90 dB condition used in this study. In gen-
eral, though, elderly hearing-impaired listeners consistently
have scored much lower~.25% lower! on the syllable-
sequence task than on the other two TBAC measures and that
pattern is also observed in Fig. 4. In summary, the auditory-
processing performance of the participants in this study is
consistent with that observed previously in similar studies of
elderly hearing-impaired listeners.

C. Cognitive measures

Figure 5 depicts the means and standard errors obtained
for the WAIS-R for the six verbal scales, the five perfor-
mance scales, and the three IQ measures derived from this
cognitive measure. For the scaled scores, shown in the right

FIG. 3. Scatterplots of ABR wave-V latencies as a function of high-frequency pure-tone average~HFPTA! for elderly females~top two panels! and males
~bottom two panels! and left and right ears~left and right panels, respectively!. Normative data for reasonably similar stimulus and recording conditions, as
well as similar study samples, from Jerger and Johnson~1988! are also provided in each panel~open circles connected by solid line!.
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panel, age-related norms are available for every five-year
span in age from 60 to 74 years and these norms are used to
scale the raw scores so that the average age-corrected scale
score will be 10 for every age group. In a similar fashion, IQ
is scaled for each age group so that average IQ will be 100.
From the means depicted in Fig. 5, it is apparent that the
elderly participants in the present study were average or
slightly above average overall for the verbal scaled scores, a
little below average for the performance scaled scores, and
above average in IQ. The norms used to scale the scores for
each age group in the WAIS-R, however, are designed to

determine how a particular individual’s performance com-
pares to those typical ‘‘for their age.’’ In general, the mean
cognitive function of the present study sample indicates that
cognitive function was representative of adults of the same
age.

Such age-related norms are not of particular interest in
the present study in that it was desirable to quantify age-
based changes in cognitive function that might have an im-
pact on speech-recognition performance. For example, the
raw score on a particular WAIS scale might decline from age
60 to age 70, but still reflect average performance ‘‘for their

FIG. 4. Mean scores from 171 elderly participants for
six measures of auditory processing, three from the
VACD and three from the TBAC. Thin vertical lines
represent one standard error above the means. For the
VACD, normative data from similar listeners under
similar test conditions were available for comparison
and these mean values are plotted as gray bars. See the
text for further details.

FIG. 5. Mean raw~left panel! and scaled~right panel! WAIS-R scores for 171 participants in this study. Thin vertical lines represent one standard error above
the mean. IQ is only available as a scaled score. The scores on the six verbal scales of the WAIS-R are separated along the abscissa in each panel from the
five performance-based scales~and IQ, in the right panel!.
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age.’’ Thescaledscore, as a result, would be 10 in each case
and would obscure the age-related decline in cognitive func-
tion apparent in theraw scores. Thus, the raw scores for the
WAIS-R are of greater interest for regression analyses in the
present context. The means and standard errors for the raw
WAIS scores are shown for each subscale in the left-hand
portion of Fig. 5. Unless noted otherwise, all subsequent pre-
sentation of data for the WAIS-R will make use of raw scores
for the 11 scales and scaled scores for the three measures of
IQ.

D. Speech-recognition measures

Figure 6 presents the means and standard errors for un-
aided~black bars! and aided~gray bars! speech-recognition
performance in quiet. The percent-correct scores for each
participant and listening condition were converted to ratio-
nalized arcsine units~rau; Studebaker, 1985! to stabilize the
error variance prior to statistical analysis. A paired-sample
t-test for the transformed NST scores indicated that aided
performance was significantly greater (p,0.001) than un-
aided performance. A repeated-measures General Linear
Model ~GLM! analysis of the transformed aided and unaided

CST scores across the three conditions indicated significant
(p,0.001) main effects of hearing aid and listening condi-
tion, as well as a significant interaction. Post-hoc paired-
sample t-tests indicated that aided performance exceeded un-
aided performance for the CST at 50 dB in quiet and at 65
dB in a 18 dB SNR, but there were no differences between
aided and unaided listening for the CST presented at 80 dB
and a 0 dBSNR. In general, these findings for aided and
unaided speech-recognition performance and the pattern of
results across listening conditions are consistent with prior
observations from similar groups.

IV. SII CALCULATIONS

Having demonstrated that the study sample was repre-
sentative of ‘‘typical’’ elderly hearing-impaired listeners with
regard to audiological, auditory-processing, cognitive and
speech-recognition function, the ability of the SII to account
for the speech-recognition performance of the study sample
is examined in this section. Table II lists the one-third-
octave-band sound pressure levels used in the calculation of
SII values for each listener. Band-specific weights (Wi), rms
speech levels (Lspi), and rms babble levels (Lni) for the

FIG. 6. Mean speech-recognition scores for each of the
four test conditions in this study and for unaided~black
bars! and aided~gray bars! listening conditions. Thin
vertical lines at the top of each bar represent one stan-
dard error above the mean. NST5Nonsense Syllable
Test and CST5Connected Speech Test.

TABLE II. One-third-octave-band frequencies, sound pressure levels and weighting factors used in the calcu-
lation of SII values for the NST and CST. fci5one-third-octave-band center frequency; Ti5the binaural refer-
ence equivalent threshold sound pressure level in the free field for each band, from ANSI S3.6-1996; Lspi5rms
speech levels in dB SPL for each band; Lni5rms noise or babble levels in dB SPL for each band; and
Wi5weighting factor~importance! for each band.

Frequency
fci

RETSPL
Ti

NST
Lspi

NST
Lni

NST
Wi

CST
Lspi

CST
Lni

CST
Wi

250 11.0 56.2 67.1 0.0153 58.14 53.08 0.0255
500 4.0 52.7 65.1 0.0422 55.65 56.87 0.0694
750/800 2.0 54.2 59.6 0.0584 51.76 51.32 0.0374
1000 2.0 53.2 55.1 0.0667 50.80 46.05 0.0441
1500/1600 0.5 37.2 48.6 0.0893 46.94 45.89 0.1035
2000 21.5 36.2 45.1 0.1104 43.54 44.09 0.1023
3000/3150 26.0 37.2 35.1 0.0981 38.43 41.35 0.0738
4000 26.5 34.2 32.1 0.0867 37.62 45.02 0.0596
6000/6300 2.5 23.2 24.1 0.0551 37.73 41.03 0.0365
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CST were taken from Sherbecoe and Studebaker~2002a,
2002b!. For the NST, the weights for nonsense syllables
from the ANSI SII standard~ANSI S3.5-1997! were used.
The one-third-octave-band speech and noise levels for the
NST were directly measured by digitizing the speech and
babble stimuli at a sampling rate of 22 kHz~low-pass filtered
at 10 kHz! with 16 bit resolution. For the nonsense syllables,
the carrier phrase~‘‘You will mark II, please’’! was digitally
deleted for each token and the remaining CV- or VC-syllable
stimulus files were saved to disk. The entire set of nonsense
syllables was then concatenated to form one long stimulus
file. The rms level of the concatenated set of syllables was
then measured using a 100 ms analysis window. Successive
2048-point fast Fourier transform spectra, with Blackmann–
Harris windowing, were averaged to generate the long-term
rms spectra for the speech and the babble. The amplitudes of
the components within each band were then summed on a
power basis to produce the one-third-octave-band levels for
the NST speech and SPIN babble appearing in Table II.~The
FM calibration signal used to set the stimulus levels in the
sound field was analyzed in an identical manner to provide a
reference level in dB SPL for the analyses of the speech and
babble stimuli.! For the NST and CST, and for both the
speech and the babble stimuli of each test, levels appearing
in Table II are for an overall rms level of 65 dB SPL as
measured with the method of substitution at a location cor-
responding to the center of the listener’s head. Finally, the
reference equivalent-threshold sound pressure levels
~RETSPLs! appearing in Table II are the binaural free-field
thresholds for normal listeners from ANSI S3.6-1996.

As is apparent in Table II, not all one-third-octave-band
center frequencies in the ANSI standard were included in
these SII calculations. Unaided calculations made use of the
bands listed in Table II from 250 through 6000~6300! Hz.
The gain at 6000 Hz was not recorded for the listeners in this
study and this frequency was omitted from calculation of
aided SII values. Based on prior analyses by Humeset al.
~1986! and given the nature of the participants’ hearing loss
and the frequency-gain characteristics of the hearing aids in
this study, it was felt that the center frequencies appearing in
Table II provided sufficient resolution in the frequency do-
main for valid SII calculations in hearing-impaired listeners.
Since not all of the bands included in the SII standard were
used, the sum of the band-specific weights could not sum to
1.0 under optimal conditions, as expected. This was ad-
dressed in these analyses for both the NST and CST by sum-
ming the weights provided in Table II~separately for each
test!, calculating the SII for the bands indicated in Table II,
and then dividing the calculated SII by the summed weights.
For example, for the calculation of SII values for the NST
and aided listening conditions~250–4000 Hz!, the weights in
Table II sum to 0.5671. If the SNR in each band is 15 dB, the
resulting SII for these analysis would be 0.5671, but should
be 1.0. Dividing the calculated SII value by 0.5671 results in
the correct SII value of 1.0.

For the calculation of the SII, the range of band-specific
SNR values recommended in ANSI S3.5-1997~115 to 215
dB! was used for all calculations. In addition, the level-
distortion factor incorporated in the standard was used in all

calculations. The best hearing threshold at each frequency in
either ear was selected for each listener and used in the SII
calculations. Aided speech and noise spectra were amplified
by an amount determined from application of the NAL-RP
prescriptive formula to the thresholds selected at each fre-
quency for each listener from the preceding step.

Finally, two different sets of SII calculations were per-
formed, one with hearing-loss desensitization~HLD! in-
cluded and one without it. For the inclusion of HLD correc-
tions, a formula similar to that proposed by Sherbecoe and
Studebaker~2002b! was employed. Specifically, HLD51
2(HFPTAbin/108.3072)3, where HFPTAbin is the average
hearing loss in both ears at 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz. This
correction factor is applied by multiplying the SII value by
HLD. SII values with the HLD correction applied are iden-
tified here as SIIHLD.

To predict speech-recognition scores from SII values,
transfer functions from young normal-hearing listeners link-
ing these two variables are also needed. For the CST, Sher-
becoe and Studebaker~2002a! provided a transfer function
for the data obtained in their study. This transfer function
appears as the dashed line in Fig. 7, together with the mean
data from their study~circles, squares! for a wideband~100–
11 000 Hz! listening condition and a group of 12 normal-
hearing listeners tested on two different occasions~Trials 1
and 2!. The solid line in Fig. 7 represents the best-fitting
transfer function obtained in the present study for the wide-
band condition depicted, with SII values computed as de-
scribed in this paper. In both cases the equations for the
transfer functions are of the form first described by Fletcher
and Galt~1950!, but each differs in the specific values of the
two free parameters. The specific equations for each transfer

FIG. 7. Mean CST percent-correct scores from Sherbecoe and Studebaker
~2002a! for 12 young normal-hearing listeners under wide-band listening
conditions. Listeners were tested on two occasions, represented by the
circles ~Trial 1! and squares~Trial 2!. The dashed line represents the best-
fitting transfer function obtained by Sherbecoe and Studebaker~2002a! for
this wide-band condition, as well as several low-pass and high-pass filtered
conditions. The solid line represents the best-fitting transfer function fit to
the wide-band data only and using the SII values as calculated in this study.
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function are provided in Fig. 7. Since there were slight dif-
ferences between the SII calculation procedures of Sherbe-
coe and Studebaker~2002a! and those used in this study and
the solid transfer function provides a better fit of these ref-
erence data to our SII values than the dashed transfer func-
tion, the solid transfer function derived here was used to
generate predicted CST scores.@Unlike the SII calculation
procedure in this study, Sherbecoe and Studebaker~2002a!
used the full complement of one-third-octave bands provided
in the ANSI standard, their own directly measured band-
specific speech-peak values, and did not incorporate the
band-specific level-distortion correction factor from the stan-
dard in their SII calculations.#

Figure 8 provides a comparable performance-vs-SII
transfer function for the NST. The data in this study were
obtained, with the exception of one data point obtained in
quiet~closed circle!, with the SPIN babble as the background
competition. The best-fitting transfer function was:S5(1
210(2SII/0.571))1.498. This function is presented by the solid
line for NST scores greater than 12.5%. Since there are an
average of eight alternative responses for each stimulus in
this closed-set task, chance performance of 12.5% represents
the performance floor, rather than 0%. Once the transfer
function was derived, those predicted scores less than 12.5%
were set to 12.5% and this portion of the solid function in
Fig. 8 represents a cubic-spline fit of the transfer function
combined with the 12.5% performance floor.

Having established appropriate reference performance-
vs-SII transfer functions for young normal-hearing listeners
using the SII calculation scheme in this study, individual data
from the elderly hearing-impaired listeners could now be ex-
amined relative to these normative transfer functions. Figure

9 provides a series of scatterplots depicting speech-
recognition performance of the elderly listeners as a function
of SII. The top left panel shows the results for the NST
whereas the other three panels depict results for the CST,
each for a different listening condition. In each panel, the
performance-vs-SII transfer function for each test is provided
by the solid line and the dashed lines above and below the
transfer functions represent 95% critical-difference bounds
from Thornton and Raffin~1978! for tests of 100 items
~NST! or 50 items~CST!. The closed circles in each panel
represent performance for the unaided listening conditions
whereas the open circles represent performance in the aided
conditions. Several general statements can be made about the
scatter plots in Fig. 9. First, regardless of test or listening
condition, more individual data points fall within the 95%
critical-difference boundaries for unaided listening condi-
tions than for aided listening conditions. Second, except for
unaided CST scores obtained at 50 dB in quiet~top right
panel!, actual speech-recognition performance of the elderly
hearing-impaired listeners tends to be lower than expected
based on the SII. Third, the range of SII values is much more
restricted for the CST at 80 dB and10 dB SNR ~bottom
right panel! compared to the other conditions. This simply
reflects the fact that the high speech and noise levels used in
this condition determine the audibility of speech much more
so than individual variations in threshold.

Figure 10 provides scatterplots equivalent to those in
Fig. 9, but for the SII corrected by the hearing-loss desensi-
tization factor~HLD!. Clearly, by comparing the scatterplots
in Figs. 9 and 10, the HLD correction shifts many of the data
points to lower SII values and results in more of the speech-
recognition scores falling within the 95% critical-difference
bounds than for the uncorrected SII. Still, even with this
correction, there are many data points below the 95%
critical-difference boundaries of each transfer function, espe-
cially for the aided listening conditions.

As noted previously, age corrections for SII predictions
have also been advocated~Studebakeret al., 1997; Sherbe-
coe and Studebaker, 2002b!. Rather than incorporate age cor-
rections into the SII values, however, this issue will be ad-
dressed in the subsequent section on the linear-regression
predictions.

V. LINEAR-REGRESSION PREDICTIONS

Based on prior experience with a similar approach to the
prediction of unaided speech-recognition performance in a
group of 50 elderly hearing-impaired listeners~Humeset al.,
1994!, it was anticipated that the analysis of the association
between prefit predictor variables and subsequent speech-
recognition measures would make use of canonical correla-
tions, a statistical tool that examines associations between
two sets of variables. In this case, it was the association
between the set of prefit predictor variables and the set of
speech-recognition measures that was of potential interest.
However, inspection of the correlation matrix for the eight
measures of speech-recognition found the correlations to
range from 0.43 to 0.78, with most in the range of 0.55–0.65.
Subsequent principal-component factor analysis~Gorsuch,
1983! indicated that a single speech-recognition factor, ac-

FIG. 8. Mean NST percent-correct scores from Humeset al. ~1986! and
Loven ~1985!, represented by circles and squares, respectively. Except for
the closed circle, representing data obtained in quiet, all other conditions
made use of the same multitalker babble from the SPIN test as used in this
study. The solid line represents the best-fitting transfer function for these
data, with adjustment made to the performance floor~12.5% instead of 0%!
for SII values below 0.1.
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counting for 61.0% of the variance in speech-recognition
scores, was adequate. Given test–retest correlation coeffi-
cients for the NST and CST on the order of 0.8–0.9~Humes
et al., 1987; Coxet al., 1988!, a factor analysis accounting
for 61% of the total variance accounts for 75%–95% of the
systematic variance in speech-recognition performance, and
this was considered to be a good fit. Since the eight speech-
recognition scores could now be represented accurately by a
single general speech-recognition factor score~with mean of
0 and standard deviation of 1.0!, a linear-regression approach
could be pursued in which the set of prefit variables would
be used to predict the general speech-recognition factor
score. It should also be noted that when the loadings of each
of the eight speech-recognition scores on the lone principal
component were examined, they all ranged from a low of

0.70 ~CST at 80 dB, aided! to a high of 0.87~CST at 65 dB,
unaided! indicating that this lone factor represented all eight
of the scores adequately and with roughly equivalent weight.

There were a total of 33 prefit variables considered as
possible predictors of speech-recognition factor scores.
These included the eleven raw scale scores and three mea-
sures of IQ~verbal, nonverbal, and total! from the WAIS-R,
five measures of auditory processing, ABR wave-V latencies
for the right and left ears, DPOAE SNR values for each ear
and for low, mid, and high frequencies, PTA and HFPTA for
the right and left ears, age, and a measure of aided speech
audibility ~aided HFPTA, or HFPTA minus the average mea-
sured hearing-aid gain at 1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000 Hz,
was computed for each ear and the minimum value was se-
lected!. Recognition of time-compressed NU-6 words and

FIG. 9. Scatterplots of percent-correct as a function of SII for each of the four listening conditions. Each panel depicts the results for a different listening
condition and provides the appropriate transfer function from Figs. 7 and 8~solid lines! for reference. The dashed lines above and below each transfer function
represent the corresponding 95% critical-difference boundaries for each function. Closed symbols represent unaided listening conditions and open symbols
represent aided listening conditions.
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NU-6 PI-PB measures were not included as predictor vari-
ables because these measures were thought to be too close to
the measures being predicted. That is, predicting speech-
recognition performance from other measures of speech rec-
ognition was not of interest. The 33 prefit variables were
then subjected to principal-components factor analysis to
eliminate redundancy. Orthogonal rotation of factors was
also employed to minimize co-linearity among the resulting
factor scores. A total of seven orthogonal principal compo-
nents were identified and accounted for 69.9% of the total
variance among the set of 33 predictor variables.

The loadings of each predictor variable on each of the
rotated orthogonal factors are provided in Table III. The first
factor accounted for 15.4% of the total variance and was
labeled ‘‘Verbal IQ’’ based on the factor loadings in Table III.
The second factor was labeled ‘‘Hearing Loss’’ and ac-
counted for 13.8% of the variance. The third factor ac-

counted for 12.7% of the variance and was labeled ‘‘Nonver-
bal IQ & Aging.’’ The fourth factor was labeled ‘‘DPOAE’’
and accounted for 10.5% of the total variance. The fifth,
sixth, and seventh factors were labeled ‘‘auditory process-
ing,’’ ‘‘ABR,’’ and ‘‘miscellaneous’’ and accounted for 7.8%,
5.5%, and 4.2% of the total variance, respectively. Of course,
as the percentage of variance accounted for diminishes, so
does the robustness of the factor identified. This, in turn,
makes the labeling of the factor more difficult, as in the case
of the ‘‘miscellaneous’’ factor identified in Table III.

Next, the association between the seven predictor prin-
cipal components and the general speech-recognition princi-
pal component was examined using stepwise linear regres-
sion. The following regression equation yielded a multiple
correlation (r m) of 0.82, accounting for 67.7% of the total
variance in the general speech-recognition~SR! factor:

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 9, but for plots of percent-correct versus the SII adjusted by the hearing-loss-desensitization~HLD! factor, or SIIHLD.
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SR520.73 Hearing Loss

10.27 Nonverbal IQ & Aging10.23 Verbal IQ

10.10 DPOAE10.10 Miscellaneous, ~1!

where all of the coefficients are standardized beta coeffi-
cients~i.e., range from21 to 11!. The Hearing Loss factor
is the only one in Eq.~1! that is inversely related to the
general speech-recognition factor. This indicates that as hear-
ing loss increased, unaided and aided speech-recognition de-
creased. This factor alone accounted for 53.2% of the total
variance in SR factor scores and was the single largest con-
tributing factor among the predictor variables. Next, the fac-
tor associated with Nonverbal IQ & Aging accounted for an
additional 7.1% of the variance in the best-fitting function.
Nonverbal IQ measures were positively loaded on this factor
whereas age was negatively loaded on this factor~see Table
III !. Consequently, the positive beta coefficient for this factor
indicates that general speech-recognition performance in-
creased as nonverbal IQ increased and agedecreased. Indi-
vidual differences in Verbal IQ accounted for another 5.4%
of the variance in general speech-recognition ability such
that higher Verbal IQ scores yielded higher speech-
recognition performance. Each of the remaining factors in

Eq. ~1!, DPOAE and Miscellaneous, although significant,
only accounted for an additional 1.0% of the variance and
are not discussed further. Clearly, the Hearing Loss factor is
the strongest contributor to these predictions accounting for
nearly 80% of the explained variance~53.2% for the Hearing
Loss factor divided by 67.7% for the entire regression equa-
tion!.

The top panel of Fig. 11 presents a scatterplot of pre-
dicted general speech-recognition factor scores from the
best-fitting regression model@Eq. ~1!# versus the observed
general speech-recognition factor scores for the 171 elderly
participants in this study. As noted, the correlation between
predicted and observed general speech-recognition factor
scores is 0.82 and the rms error of the predictions is 0.58~in
standardized Z-score units!. How does this compare to the
predictive accuracy of SII-based predictions? To examine
this in a manner that would facilitate comparison to the re-
sults in the top panel of Fig. 11, a principal-components fac-
tor analysis of the eight SIIHLD values for each listener was
conducted and a one-factor solution was identified that ac-
counted for 87.1% of the individual variations in values
among the 171 participants. These values were saved as
SIIHLD factor scores and the middle panel of Fig. 11 plots the
predicted speech-recognition factor scores against the ob-

TABLE III. Principal-component factor loadings for the 33 prefit predictor variables. Orthogonal rotation of
factors was accomplished using the varimax criterion. Factor identification was determined using a criterion of
eigenvalue>1.0. Only values>0.30 shown.

Prefit variable Verbal IQ
Hearing

Loss
Nonverbal

IQ & Aging DPOAE
Auditory

Processing ABR Miscellaneous

WAIS-information 0.784
WAIS-digit span 0.464 0.343 0.505
WAIS-vocabulary 0.873 0.579
WAIS-arithmetic 0.367 0.353
WAIS-comprehension 0.671
WAIS-similarities 0.693
WAIS-picture completion 0.655
WAIS-picture arrangement 0.390 0.641
WAIS-block design 0.764
WAIS-object assembly 0.749
WAIS-digit symbol 0.480
WAIS-verbal IQ 0.913
WAIS-nonverbal IQ 0.461 0.786
WAIS-total IQ 0.813 0.509
Dichotic CV 0.413 0.466
Pitch pattern 0.344 0.547
Syllable sequence 0.615 20.321
Duration discrimination 0.708
Temporal order-tones 0.804
ABR-V right 0.895
ABR-V left 0.887
DPOAE-lf right 20.460 0.620
DPOAE-lf left 20.505 0.509
DPOAE-mf right 0.851
DPOAE-mf left 0.862
DPOAE-hf right 0.887
DPOAE-hf left 0.853
PTA left 0.890
PTA right 0.875
HFPTA left 0.858
HFPTA right 0.894
aided HFPTA best 0.842
Age 20.632
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served scores when SIIHLD is the only predictor variable in
the regression analysis. Clearly, these predictions in the
middle panel are not as good as those in the top panel for Eq.
~1!, an observation that is supported by the correlation coef-
ficients and rms error values appearing in each panel. Next,
the SIIHLD factor score was included with the other six pre-
dictive factor scores to generate predictions. That is, the
SIIHLD factor score simply replaced the Hearing Loss factor
score in the linear-regression analysis. The other six prefit
factor scores from the prior regression analysis remained un-
changed. The resulting regression equation was nearly iden-
tical to Eq.~1! with SIIHLD accounting for 53.2% of the total
variance in speech-recognition performance, followed by
5.8% of the variance accounted for by the factor of Nonver-
bal IQ & Aging, 2.4% by the Verbal IQ factor, 1.8% by the
Miscellaneous factor, and 1.4% by the ABR factor@instead
of the DPOAE factor in Eq.~1!#. The standardized beta co-
efficients for each predictor variable in this equation were
also very similar to those in Eq.~1!. However, the beta co-
efficient for the SIIHLD factor, although of identical magni-
tude ~0.73! to the coefficient for Hearing Loss, was now of
opposite sign, reflecting the fact that higher SIIHLD values
result from lower amounts of hearing loss. A scatterplot of
predicted versus observed general speech-recognition factor
scores for the full regression equation incorporating SIIHLD is
shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 11. Clearly, the addition of
other predictive factors, especially both age-related and non-
age-related cognitive factors, improves the predictive power
of the SIIHLD considerably. This is entirely consistent with
the concept of age-corrected SIIHLD advocated previously by
Studebaker and colleagues. Note, however, that there is little
difference between the predictive accuracy of the top and
bottom panels suggesting that less elaborate measures of
speech audibility, such as PTA, HFPTA, and aided HFPTA,
may suffice when generating such predictions.

VI. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results presented in Table I and Figs. 1–5 regarding
prefit measures of hearing loss, ABR wave-V latency,
DPOAE SNR, auditory processing, and cognitive function
~WAIS-R! demonstrated that the 171 elderly hearing-
impaired listeners in this study were typical of others tested
previously. In addition, the accuracy of SII and SIIHLD pre-
dictions for the CST andunaidedlistening was found to be
very similar to that reported recently by Sherbecoe and
Studebaker~2002b! for a group of 76 elderly hearing-
impaired listeners. Thus, the participants in the present study
can be considered to be representative of elderly hearing-
impaired listeners in general. In addition, the agreement of
these results with prior SII analyses, at least for the CST,
suggests that the procedures followed in calculating the SII,
including the use of a restricted number of bands, were valid.

One of the significant findings in this study was that
individual differences in speech-recognition performance for
the wide range of conditions sampled, including aided and
unaided listening, materials ranging from nonsense syllables
to meaningful sentences, and test conditions varying from
soft speech in quiet to loud speech in noise, could be de-

FIG. 11. Scatterplots of various predicted general speech-recognition factor
scores, in standardized~z-score! form, as a function of the observed general
speech-recognition factor scores in standardized form. Perfect agreement
between predicted and observed scores would be represented by all data
falling along positive-going diagonal. Top panel: predictions generated with
linear-regression Eq.~1!; middle panel: predictions from SIIHLD only; bot-
tom panel: predictions from SIIHLD combined with six other predictor vari-
ables used in top panel~i.e., SIIHLD replaced the Audibility factor in regres-
sion analysis for top panel!. Strength of association and accuracy of
predictions are summarized in each panel by correlation coefficients~r! and
rms crror values~in z-score units!.
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scribed by a single general speech-recognition factor. This is
similar to the findings in a previous study by Humeset al.
~1994! in which 50 elderly hearing-impaired listeners were
tested unaided in 20 different conditions that included facto-
rial combinations of five different types of test materials~in-
cluding nonsense syllables, words, and sentences!, two dif-
ferent speech levels~70 and 90 dB SPL!, and two different
background conditions~quiet and17 dB SNR for a speech-
shaped noise!. One set of monosyllabic words was also spec-
trally shaped to provide gain equivalent to that of the NAL-R
prescription for the average audiogram of the group. In that
study, however, two principal components were found to un-
derlie the speech-recognition measures, one that was inter-
preted as a general speech-recognition factor that captured
74.1% of the total variance and one that had heavier factor
loadings for test conditions involving high speech levels in
noise, which accounted for an additional 7.3% of the total
variance. Although two speech-recognition factors were
identified in that prior study of 50 elderly hearing-impaired
listeners, the first factor, on which 17 of the 20 measures of
speech recognition were loaded heavily~factor loadings
.0.6!, clearly accounted for the majority of the variance in
speech-recognition performance. In addition, although the
study by Humeset al. ~1994! was concerned with unaided
speech-recognition, the use of a 90 dB SPL presentation
level for half of the conditions~and spectrally shaped speech
for 20% of the conditions! resulted in many listening condi-
tions that were not unlike aided listening conditions for the
participants. Still, 74.1% of the total variance in speech-
recognition performance was accounted for by one factor in
that study.

In the prior study by Humeset al. ~1994!, given the
presence of a two-factor representation of speech-recognition
performance in that study, canonical correlation was used to
determine the association between various prefit variables
and speech recognition. In that study, as in this one, an au-
dibility or hearing-loss factor was the primary factor under-
lying a strong relationship~canonical correlation50.89! be-
tween the set of predictor variables and the set of speech-
recognition factors. A cognitive factor, one associated with
four of the five measures of nonverbal performance from the
WAIS-R, was the most substantial secondary contributor to
the association between the sets of prefit and speech-
recognition factors.

Similar findings were obtained by van Rooij, Plomp and
colleagues in a series of studies examining various auditory
and cognitive contributors to unaided speech recognition in
elderly hearing-impaired listeners~van Rooij, Plomp, and
Orlebeke, 1989; van Rooij and Plomp, 1990, 1992!. Multiple
measures of speech recognition were employed in those
studies and ranged from closed-set recognition of vowels and
consonants in noise to sentence recognition in quiet and
noise. A single general speech-recognition factor was identi-
fied that could account for approximately 70% of the vari-
ance. Predictor variables examined in that series of studies
included measures of hearing loss, frequency selectivity,
temporal resolution, and cognitive function. Across this se-
ries of studies, two predictive factors, one related to hearing
loss and the other to cognitive function, were needed to ac-

count for individual differences in speech-recognition perfor-
mance among elderly hearing-impaired listeners. The
hearing-loss factor accounted for 67%–90% of the system-
atic variance, with the balance~10%–33%! accounted for by
the cognitive factor. Although differing in details, the same
general findings regarding the primary contribution of hear-
ing loss to unaided speech recognition in elderly hearing-
impaired listeners have been observed by others as well
~Jerger, Jerger, and Pirozollo, 1991; Divenyi and Haupt,
1997a, 1997b, 1997c!. In summary, several prior studies
have identified a general speech-recognition factor underly-
ing speech perception in the elderly hearing-impaired forun-
aided speech stimuli and have found hearing loss to be the
single best predictor of individual differences in this speech-
recognition factor. Other predictive factors, primarily cogni-
tive ones, appear to play a consistent, but secondary, role. In
this study, as well as the prior studies by Humes and col-
leagues and van Rooij and colleagues, supplementary physi-
ological or perceptual measures of auditory function did not
play a role in explaining individual differences in speech
recognition for the listening conditions evaluated.

Perhaps, given the focus onunaidedspeech-recognition
performance in these prior studies, these findings are not too
surprising. Figure 12, for example, provides plots of the me-
dian hearing thresholds for the 171 elderly participants in
this study ~solid line!, together with the one-third-octave-
band speech and babble levels~closed and open circles, re-
spectively!, with each panel depicting one of the four
speech-recognition test conditions in this study. Clearly, ex-
cept for the 80 dB SPL CST test condition~lower right
panel!, hearing thresholds limited the audibility of the speech
~and babble! stimuli considerably. From Fig. 12, it is also
easy to envision how variations in threshold above and be-
low the median values depicted will create variations in au-
dibility of speech concurrently across all four unaided test
conditions. Consequently, as has been observed in this study
and prior studies, hearing loss is the primary contributor to
unaided speech-recognition performance regardless of the
manner in which speech-recognition performance is mea-
sured.

Consider now the aided speech and babble one-third-
octave levels~triangles! in Fig. 12. To facilitate evaluation of
speech audibility here, dotted lines 15 dB above the aided
speech rms levels have been added to each panel. In the SII
model, this dotted line represents the top of the useful speech
range that contributes to speech understanding~i.e., the
speech peaks!. ~This is also the case for unaided speech-
recognition, but the corresponding peak values were omitted
for clarity.! It is apparent that, although the aided speech~and
babble! one-third-octave-band levels are restricted much less
so by the median hearing thresholds than the corresponding
unaided values, the audibility of the speech stimuli may still
be less than optimal from 1000 through 4000 Hz, even for
the median hearing thresholds. This is especially true for the
CST at 50 dB in quiet~top right panel!. Only for the CST at
65 and 80 dB~two bottom panels! is the babble competition
the factor limiting audibility of amplified speech from 250 to
4000 Hz, at least for the median hearing loss.

To evaluate the role of hearing loss further, only the data
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from those participants with bianaural-averaged HFPTA val-
ues less than or equal to the median value of 50 dB HL were
selected for analysis. Linear-regression analysis of the gen-
eral speech-recognition factor for these 87 participants with
milder high-frequency hearing loss revealed four predictive
factors very similar to the ones identified previously for the

entire group in Eq.~1!. The predictor variables identified,
and the percentage of total variance accounted for by each,
were as follows: Hearing Loss~14.8%!, Nonverbal IQ &
Aging ~9.4%!, Verbal IQ ~5.9%!, and Temporal Processing
~3.8%!. A total of 33.9% of the total variance is accounted
for by these four factors, which is quite a bit less than that

FIG. 12. Plots of the one-third-octave-band levels, in dB SPL, as a function of frequency, for the speech~closed symbols! and babble~open symbols! stimuli
for unaided~circles! and aided~triangles! listening conditions. Each panel depicts one of the four speech-recognition test conditions in this study and also
provides a plot of the group median hearing thresholds on the same coordinates~heavy solid line!. The dotted line in each panel depicts the speech peaks for
the aided speech stimuli and is located 15 dB above the rms speech levels for the aided condition~filled triangles!.
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accounted for in the entire group and with similar factors.
This is to be expected since the variance of the dependent
measure has been reduced considerably by selecting only
those participants with milder amounts of hearing loss.
Nonetheless, audibility or hearing loss still accounts for
nearly half of the systematic variance, with cognitive factors,
both age-related and non-age-related, accounting for the bulk
of the remaining systematic variance.

In all of the regression analyses performed in this study,
a predictive factor representing the combined influence of
age and nonverbal IQ emerged as the second most powerful
predictor of aided and unaided speech-recognition perfor-
mance ~after the factor associated with hearing loss!. As
noted previously, in the context of the SII or similar acous-
tical indices, others have suggested that the resulting AI or
SII values should be corrected based on the listener’s age
~Studebakeret al., 1997; Sherbecoe and Studebaker, 2002b!.
Such correction factors often have been established by ex-
amining the dependence of the errors in AI- or SII-predicted
speech-recognition performance on listener age for various
age groups. Generally, such corrections have been advocated
only for listeners 70 years of age or older.

How much of the observed age effect is due to ageper
seor to correlated changes in either high-frequency hearing
loss~Fig. 1! or nonverbal IQ? To address this issue, the 171
participants in this study were grouped into three age groups:
60–69 years (N555), 70–79 years (N585), and 80–89
years (N530). Between-group GLM analyses were then
conducted to examine the effects of age on the general
speech-recognition factor score. Figure 13 provides a plot of
the estimated marginal means from the GLM analysis for the
speech-recognition factor score as a function of age group.
Since factor scores have a mean of 0 and standard deviation
of 1.0, the absence of an effect of age on the speech-
recognition factor score would be represented in Fig. 13 as a
horizontal line at 0. The open circles depict the means for

each age group without covariation of any other variables.
The effect of age was found to be significant and each age
group differed significantly from the other two~p,0.05 for t
tests with Bonferroni adjustment ofp for multiple compari-
sons!. The triangles in Fig. 13 depict the estimated marginal
means when HFPTA served as a covariate. The means for
each age group were evaluated at HFPTA~average of right
and left ears combined!550.9 dB HL. The mean for the 60-
year-old listeners was significantly higher than that of both
of the other age groups, but the means for the two older
groups no longer differed. Thus, controlling for HFPTA
eliminated the significant age effect for those 70 years of age
or older. The squares in Fig. 13 depict the estimated marginal
means for the speech-recognition factor score when perfor-
mance on one of the nonverbal-IQ measures from the
WAIS-R, the block-design scale, was the only covariate. The
estimated marginal means for the speech-recognition factor
score~estimated at a block-design score of 25.75! no longer
differed significantly as a function of age group. Thus, when
differences in nonverbal IQ were controlled, there was no
significant effect of age on the speech-recognition factor
score. Finally, covarying both HFPTA and block-design
scores moved the estimated marginal means still closer to-
ward a flat line at 0 and also resulted in no significant effect
of age on the speech-recognition factor score. The results in
Fig. 13, therefore, indicate that there is indeed an effect of
age on the speech-recognition factor score, but that this ef-
fect is due to underlying changes in cognitive function~block
design! and, to a lesser extent, hearing loss~HFPTA!. In the
regression analyses conducted previously in this study@Eq.
~1!#, since the effects of HFPTA were already accounted for
in the regression equations by the Hearing Loss factor, it
appears likely that the underlying age-related changes in
general speech-recognition performance observed here were
mediated through associated cognitive changes~nonverbal
IQ!.

It should be noted that Eq.~1! only predicts the relative
standing of a given elderly hearing-impaired individual
among a population of such individuals and does so in terms
of general speech-recognition ability. A predicted SR value
of 0, for example, simply means that the elderly listeners
scored the same as the ‘‘average’’ elderly hearing-impaired
listener. This is useful in identifying factors underlying indi-
vidual differences in performance, as in this study, but is not
helpful when attempting to evaluate the score of a particular
hearing-aid wearer for a specific test condition. The work of
Studebaker and colleagues in this regard appears particularly
promising~Studebaker Gray, and Branch, 1999!.

VII. SUMMARY

The following list summarizes the main findings of this
study of 171 ‘‘typical’’ elderly hearing-impaired listeners fit
with linear amplification:

~1! both unaided and aided measures of speech-recognition
performance, obtained for a variety of materials and lis-
tening conditions, were related to a single, underlying
speech-recognition factor;

FIG. 13. Estimated marginal means from the GLM analysis of the effects of
age group on the standardized general speech-recognition factor scores.
Closed circles depict means for no covariates; triangles, for covariation of
HFPTA with age group; squares, for covariation of nonverbal cognitive
performance, as measured by the WAIS Block Design scale; and closed
circles, for covariation of both HFPTA and WAIS block-design performance.
Thin vertical lines above and below each symbol represent one standard
error about the corresponding means.
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~2! approximately two-thirds of the variance in general
speech-recognition ability could be accounted for using a
linear multiple-regression approach whereas only about
half of the variance was accounted for by the SII~with-
out age corrections!;

~3! the predominant contributor to the regression equation
was a measure of hearing loss or speech audibility~SII!;
and

~4! additional variance was accounted for by the inclusion of
age-related~non-verbal! and non-age-related~verbal!
measures of cognitive function.
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People with high-frequency sensorineural hearing loss differ in the benefit they gain from
amplification of high frequencies when listening to speech. Using vowel–consonant–vowel~VCV!
stimuli in quiet that were amplified and then low pass filtered with various cutoff frequencies,
Vickers et al. @J. Acoust. Soc. Am.110, 1164–1175 ~2001!# found that the benefit from
amplification of high-frequency components was related to the presence or absence of a cochlear
dead region at high frequencies. For hearing-impaired subjects without dead regions, performance
improved with increasing cutoff frequency up to 7.5 kHz~the highest value tested!. Subjects with
high-frequency dead regions showed no improvement when the cutoff frequency was increased
above about 1.7 times the edge frequency of the dead region. The present study was similar to that
of Vickers et al. but used VCV stimuli presented in background noise. Ten subjects with
high-frequency hearing loss, including eight from the study of Vickerset al., were tested. Five had
dead regions starting below 2 kHz, and five had no dead regions. Speech stimuli at a nominal level
of 65 dB were mixed with spectrally matched noise, amplified according to the ‘‘Cambridge’’
prescriptive formula for each subject and then low pass filtered. The noise level was chosen
separately for each subject to give a moderate reduction in intelligibility relative to listening in quiet.
For subjects without dead regions, performance generally improved with increasing cutoff
frequency up to 7.5 kHz, on average more so in noise than in quiet. For most subjects with dead
regions, performance improved with cutoff frequency up to 1.5–2 times the edge frequency of the
dead region, but hardly changed with further increases. Calculations of speech audibility using a
modified version of the articulation index showed that application of the Cambridge formula was at
least partially successful in making high-frequency components of the speech audible for subjects
with dead regions, and that such subjects often failed to benefit from increased audibility of the
speech at high frequencies. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1498853#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Ky, 43.72.Kb, 43.66.Ts, 43.66.Sr@CWT#

I. INTRODUCTION

There have been reports over a period of many years
suggesting that people with moderate-to-severe hearing loss
at high frequencies often do not benefit from amplification of
high frequencies, or even perform more poorly when high
frequencies are amplified~Villchur, 1973; Moore et al.,
1985; Murray and Byrne, 1986; Hogan and Turner, 1998;
Ching et al., 1998; Turner and Cummings, 1999; Amos and
Humes, 2001!; for reviews see Moore~2001! and Vickers
et al. ~2001!. These studies clearly show that, when the hear-
ing loss exceeds about 55 dB at high frequencies, amplifica-
tion of high frequencies is often not beneficial, although it
usually is beneficial for people with milder losses~Skinner
and Miller, 1983; Vickerset al., 2001!.

The lack of benefit of high-frequency amplification,
when found, has often been interpreted in terms of damage to
inner hair cells~IHCs! in the basal region of the cochlea.

When the IHCs or neurons over a specific region of the co-
chlea are not functioning, we refer to this as a dead region
~Moore and Glasberg, 1997; Mooreet al., 2000; Moore,
2001!. It has been suggested that subjects who do not benefit
from amplification have dead regions~or at least extensive
damage to the IHCs! at high frequencies, while subjects who
do benefit from amplification have surviving IHCs and neu-
rons with high CFs.

Vickers et al. ~2001! were among the first to examine
the benefits of high-frequency amplification for people with
diagnosed dead regions. Both psychophysical tuning curves
~PTCs! ~Moore and Alca´ntara, 2001! and the TEN test
~Mooreet al., 2000! were used to detect and define the limits
of any dead regions. The TEN test involves measurement of
masked thresholds for pure tones presented in a threshold-
equalizing noise. An abnormally high threshold at a specific
frequency is taken as indicating a dead region at that fre-
quency. All subjects tested by Vickerset al. had high-
frequency hearing loss, but some had high-frequency dead
regions and some did not; generally, the subjects with dead
regions had more severe high-frequency hearing losses than
those without dead regions. The speech stimuli were vowel–

a!Small portions of the data described in this paper were presented in Baer
et al. ~2002!.

b!Electronic mail: bcjm@cus.cam.ac.uk
c!Current address: Institute of Acoustics, Adam Mickiewicz University, 85
Umultowska Street, 61-614 Poznan, Poland.
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consonant–vowel~VCV! nonsense syllables, using one of
three vowels and 21 different consonants. In a baseline con-
dition, subjects were tested using broadband stimuli with a
nominal level of 65 dB SPL. Prior to presentation via Sen-
nheiser HD580 earphones, the stimuli were subjected to the
frequency-gain characteristic prescribed by the ‘‘Cambridge’’
formula ~Moore and Glasberg, 1998; see the following de-
tails!. The stimuli for all other conditions were initially sub-
jected to this same frequency-gain characteristic. Then, the
speech was low pass filtered with various cutoff frequencies.

For subjects without dead regions, performance gener-
ally improved progressively with increasing cutoff frequency
up to the highest frequency tested~7.5 kHz!. For subjects
with dead regions, two patterns of performance were ob-
served. For most subjects, performance initially improved
with increasing cutoff frequency and then reached an asymp-
tote. The asymptote was reached when the cutoff frequency
was about 1.5–2 times the estimated edge frequency of the
dead region. For a few subjects, performance initially im-
proved with increasing cutoff frequency, and then worsened
with further increases. This indicates that amplification of
high frequencies impaired performance.

For the six ears without dead regions, the mean score for
the broadband speech~77.2%! was significantly higher (p
50.015) than the mean score for speech low pass filtered at
2000 Hz~65.1%!. However, for nine ears with dead regions
starting below 2000 Hz, the mean scores did not differ sig-
nificantly for the broadband speech~48.5%! and for the
speech low pass filtered at 2000 Hz~47.1%!.

The study of Vickerset al. ~2001! used speech stimuli
presented in quiet. However, in everyday life, speech often
occurs in the presence of background noise, and hearing-
impaired people generally have the greatest difficulty when
noise is present. It is not clear whether the results of low pass
filtering would be the same in quiet and in the presence of
background noise. In the present paper, we determined the
effect of low pass filtering on the intelligibility of speech in
noise, using subjects with high-frequency hearing loss. The

TEN test ~Moore et al., 2000! was used to detect the pres-
ence of dead regions and PTCs were used to define the limits
of any dead regions more precisely~Moore and Alca´ntara,
2001!. Subjects both with and without dead regions were
tested.

II. METHOD

A. Subjects

Ten subjects with high-frequency hearing loss were
tested. Eight of them had previously served in the study of
Vickers et al. ~2001!, where they were comprehensively
tested for dead regions. Of these eight, five had high-
frequency dead regions extending to frequencies below 2
kHz and the other three had no dead regions. Two additional
subjects without dead regions were tested. They were as-
sessed in the same way as the other subjects. For all subjects,
losses were diagnosed as being sensorineural~presumably
cochlear! based on normal tympanometry and lack of an air-
bone gap. Testing was done separately for each ear, but some
subjects were tested using one ear only. In total, six ears with
dead regions and ten ears without dead regions were tested.
The audiograms of the ears tested are given in Table I. Table
I also shows the ages of the subjects. For all of the subjects
with dead regions, the dead region appeared to extend from
the estimated edge frequency up to the highest frequency that
was evaluated~10 kHz!. Generally, the subjects with dead
regions had more severe high-frequency hearing losses than
those without dead regions. Audiometric frequencies falling
within the diagnosed dead regions are indicated by asterisks
in Table I. Edge frequencies of the dead regions, estimated
from the PTC measurements, are given in the figures show-
ing the data~presented later!.

B. Stimuli and conditions

The speech stimuli were the same as those used by Vick-
ers et al. ~2001!, namely, vowel–consonant–vowel~VCV!

TABLE I. Audiometric ~air conduction! thresholds of the test ears of the subjects, in dB HL. An asterisk indicates frequencies falling within the estimated
dead region. An arrow indicates that audiometric thresholds were too high to be measured with the available audiometer. The age of each subject~years! is
also shown.

Subject Ear Age

Frequency~kHz!

0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 8.0

JC L 82 10 5 20 30 35 35 50 60 70
R 20 10 20 30 35 40 40 60 70

KC L 65 10 10 10 40 65 70 75 70 65
R 10 10 10 15 45 60 60 60 55

VW L 73 50 60 70 60 70 60 65
R 40 55 70 75 65 75 85 75 90

MR L 49 5 0 25 55 60 60 45 40 30
R 5 0 10 65 75 70 65 55 45

DT L 76 25 15 15 45 45 50
R 20 10 5 60 65 60 60

CA L 55 25 30 45 65* 110* ↑* ↑* ↑* ↑* ↑*
MW L 60 30 55 60 65 85* 110* 110* 100* ↑* ↑*
RC L 71 15 10 5 60* 75* 105* 90*
LR R 48 10 55 65 80 90* 110* 95* ↑* ↑*
NC L 76 20 25 30 35 60* 70* 95* 110* ↑* ↑*

R 25 25 55 70* 90* 95* 95* 110* ↑* ↑*
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nonsense syllables, using one of three vowels~/{/, /~/ or /É/!
and 21 different consonants. These were: /!, #, %, ", $, ,, ), Y,
2, b, *, 3, 6, ., 1, -, 4, #b, $c, ', and &/. The syllables were
spoken by a female speaker with a British accent. The initial
vowel was always the same as the final vowel. Each combi-
nation of vowel and consonant was presented once in each
list in a randomized order, giving a total of 63 tokens per list.
There were four different tokens of each VCV combination;
the tokens used varied across lists. Twelve randomized lists
were prepared. All lists were recorded on one channel of a
CD and were replayed from the CD for presentation to the
subjects.

Data were collected in three stages. In the first stage,
stimuli were presented in quiet with amplification and low
pass filtering. This is the condition used by Vickerset al.
~2001!, so data were already available for 8 of the 10 sub-
jects. For the other 2 subjects, the methods of Vickerset al.
~2001! were followed. A summary of the stimulus processing
methods follows.

Stimuli were presented monaurally via Sennheiser
HD580 earphones. The nominal level of the broadband
speech~7500 Hz bandwidth! was 65 dB SPL. Before presen-
tation to a subject, the stimuli were subjected to the
frequency-gain characteristic prescribed by the ‘‘Cambridge’’
formula ~Moore and Glasberg, 1998!. We refer to this as
‘‘Camfiltering.’’ The formula is:

IG~ f !50.48HL~ f !1INT~ f !, ~1!

where IG(f ) is the insertion gain in dB at frequencyf,
HL( f ) is the hearing loss in dB at frequencyf, and INT(f )
is an intercept whose value depends on frequency. For fre-
quencies of 1000 Hz and above, the value of INT is approxi-
mately 0 dB, so the insertion gain is approximately 0.48
times the hearing loss. The goal of the frequency-dependent
amplification was to restore audibility as far as possible,
while avoiding excessive loudness.

The gain specified by the Cambridge formula was cal-
culated and applied separately for each ear tested. The maxi-
mum insertion gain applied was 50 dB. If the Cambridge
formula called for an insertion gain greater than 50 dB, then
the insertion gain was limited to 50 dB. In practice, this
occurred when the hearing loss at high frequencies was 105
dB or more. The gain limit was reached in the following
cases: LR, for frequencies of 3000 Hz and above; CA, for
frequencies of 1500 Hz and above; NC, both ears for fre-
quencies of 4000 Hz and above; MW, for frequencies of
2000 Hz and above.

The amplified speech was presented to the subject either
broadband~upper frequency limit 7500 Hz! or after low pass
filtering with various cutoff frequencies. The cutoff frequen-
cies were chosen separately for each ear tested to cover a
range from slightly below to well above the estimated edge
frequency of the dead region, when present. For subjects
without a dead region, the cutoff frequencies were chosen to
span the range 800–7500 Hz. The number of cutoff frequen-
cies varied across subjects, depending on the amount of time
that they were willing to be tested.

The HD580 earphones are intended to have a ‘‘diffuse
field’’ response, i.e., they give a response at the eardrum

similar to what would be obtained listening with an open ear
in a diffuse sound field. As described in Vickerset al. ~2001!,
measurements using a KEMAR manikin~Burkhard and
Sachs, 1975! were used to determine deviations from the
desired diffuse field response, and these deviations were
compensated using digital filtering@Tucker–Davis Technolo-
gies~TDT! Power DAC#. The digital filter also implemented
the Camfiltering and the low pass filtering.

For the second and third stages of the experiment, noise
was mixed with the speech stimuli. Noise having the same
long-term spectrum as the speech was synthesized for this
purpose. The noise was unmodulated and had a Gaussian
distribution of instantaneous amplitudes. A continuous
sample of the noise was recorded along with each of the
twelve lists on the second channel of a compact disk~CD!.

In the second stage of the experiment, the 65 dB speech
stimuli were combined with the noise at various levels in
order to choose a signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! to be used in
the third stage. Both speech and noise levels were specified
in terms of their root-mean-square values. The relative level
of the noise was controlled by a TDT PA4 attenuator, and the
speech and noise were combined with a TDT SM3 summer.
The mixed stimuli were subjected to Camfiltering and to low
pass filtering, as before. For ears with dead regions, the low
pass cutoff frequency was set to a frequency close to that
giving the highest speech score in quiet, which was some-
what ~20%–80%! above the estimated edge frequency of the
dead region. For ears with no dead region, the cutoff fre-
quency was chosen to be somewhat above the frequency at
which the hearing loss began to increase rapidly. Table II
shows the cutoff frequency used for each ear of each subject
and percent correct scores for the different SNRs. Generally,
the scores worsened as the SNR decreased, as would be ex-
pected. These scores were used to find a SNR at which con-
sonant intelligibility was reduced by 10%–15% relative to
that measured in quiet for the chosen cutoff frequency
~shown in the right-most column!. The underlining in Table
II indicates the SNR chosen for each ear tested.

Conditions for the third stage were exactly like those for
the first, except that the input speech stimuli were combined
with noise, at the SNR determined in stage two, before Cam-
filtering and low pass filtering with various cutoff frequen-
cies.

C. Procedure

Subjects were given a list of the possible consonants,
with examples of their pronunciation. They were asked to
respond by writing down the consonant they heard for each
token, ignoring the vowel. They were given 10 min of prac-
tice at the beginning of each session and the first test list was
considered practice and was not scored. At least two lists
were used for each condition. These were always presented
in different test sessions. In stages 1 and 3, the order of
testing of the different cutoff frequencies was randomized in
the first test session. This order was reversed for the second
session to balance the effects of practice and fatigue. In some
cases, especially when the results appeared to be unusually
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variable, additional lists were used, up to a maximum of five.
For the additional tests, a new random order was used for the
different cutoff frequencies.

III. RESULTS

A. Overall percent correct

Figures 1 and 2 show the percentage correct scores on
the VCV test, both in quiet~closed symbols! and in noise
~open symbols!, for subjects without dead regions; they are
plotted as a function of the lowpass-filter cutoff frequency.
Error bars indicate6one standard deviation across runs. Fig-
ure 1 contains results for the three subjects~six ears! without
any dead region who were tested by Vickerset al. ~2001!.
For these subjects, the results in quiet were taken from that
study. Figure 2 contains results for the additional two sub-
jects ~four ears!, who were tested both in quiet and in noise
in the present study. It also shows the overall mean scores
across subjects without dead regions; means were taken only
for cutoff frequencies that were used for at least eight of the
ten ears tested.

Results in noise are similar in form to those in quiet;
scores generally improve monotonically with increasing cut-
off frequency, indicating that listeners without dead regions
are able to make effective use of high-frequency information
in speech. Subject DT is a slight exception in that his curves
tended to flatten off above 3 kHz. In general, scores in noise
are below those in quiet, as expected, although for subjects
DT and KC, performance tended to be slightly better in noise
at the highest one or two cutoff frequencies. This appears to
reflect a practice effect; the noise condition always followed
the quiet condition. With extended practice, DT and KT may
have learned to make more effective use of the high-
frequency information provided by Camfiltering~Gatehouse,
1992!.

To quantify the extent to which the subjects without
dead regions were able to make use of high-frequency infor-
mation, scores for the speech in noise were compared for the

broadband speech~7500 Hz bandwidth! and the speech low
pass filtered at 2000 Hz. The mean scores for these two
conditions were 79.1% and 55.2%, respectively. A one-way
within-subjects analysis of variance~ANOVA ! of the scores
for these two conditions showed a significant effect of cutoff
frequency;F(1,9)5143.2,p,0.001.

Figure 3 shows results both in quiet~closed symbols!
and in noise~open symbols! for the six ears with dead re-
gions. The estimated edge frequencies of the dead regions
are given in each panel, and are also indicated by the arrows.
All these ears were tested by Vickerset al. ~2001!, and the
results in quiet are taken from that study. Results in noise
show a similar pattern to those in quiet. Scores tend to in-
crease with increasing cutoff frequency up to somewhat
above the estimated edge frequency of the dead region. For
higher cutoff frequencies, scores tend to remain more nearly
constant or to decrease slightly. For one subject~NC left ear!,
the highest score is obtained at a frequency about three times
the estimated edge frequency of the dead region, but in gen-
eral a peak or plateau is reached within an octave of the edge
of the dead region. For the two ears that show decreases in
score at higher cutoff frequencies in the quiet condition~RC
left ear, CA left ear!, scores in noise are about the same as
those in quiet at the highest cutoff frequencies, but are lower
at lower frequencies. Thus, for these ears, amplification of
the high-frequency components of speech has a deleterious
effect on speech intelligibility, but the effect is smaller in
noise than in quiet. In fact, for CA there is no clear decrease
when noise is present. For the other four ears with dead
regions, scores in noise at the highest cutoff frequencies re-
main significantly below scores in quiet. For subject LR, in
fact, scores in noise show a small peak at a frequency of
about 1.7 times the estimated edge frequency of the dead
region and remain constant at higher frequencies, although
scores in quiet actually increase somewhat up to the highest
cutoff frequency.

To assess the extent to which the subjects with dead
regions were able to make use of high-frequency informa-

TABLE II. Results of stage 2, showing mean scores for the test ears of the subjects for the chosen cutoff frequencies, for various SNRs. Underlining indicates
the SNR chosen for stage 3 for the given ear of each subject.

Subject Ear

Cutoff
freq
~Hz!

Signal-to-noise ratio~dB!

23 0 3 5 6 7 9 10 12 15 30 No noise

JC L 2400 48 55 59 70
JC R 2000 45 48 59 58 62
KC L 1400 48 48 54 59 59
KC R 1200 44 46 49 52 59
VW L 2000 48 53 57 60 63
VW R 1400 35 43 40 40 46
MR L 2000 50 56 63 64 71
MR R 2000 58 57 65 67 68
DT L 2000 50 49 58 59 68
DT R 2000 58 67 65 67 70
CA L 900 35 37 45 51 57 56
MW L 1680 21 24 23 32 33 44
RC L 2000 37 44 54 55 59 68
LR R 2000 30 31 41 45 41 42 47
NC L 1400 36 41 38 41 45
NC R 980 21 29 30 26 32 36 42
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tion, scores for speech in noise were compared for the broad-
band speech~7500 Hz bandwidth! and the speech low pass
filtered at 2000 Hz. The mean scores for these two conditions
were 41.1% and 39.3%, respectively. A one-way within-
subjects ANOVA of scores for these two conditions showed
no significant effect of cutoff frequency;F(1,5)55.98, p
50.058.

To assess the statistical significance of the worsening
with increasing cutoff frequency found for the results in
noise for LR and RC, scores were compared for the cutoff
frequency giving the highest score and the cutoff frequency
of 7500 Hz. This was done using both t-tests and chi-square
tests~under the null hypothesis that the expected scores were
equal for the two cutoff frequencies!. The worsening was not
significant in either case.

To give an overall impression of the pattern of results
for the subjects with dead regions starting below 2 kHz, the
cutoff frequencies used for each ear of the ears tested were
expressed relative to the estimated edge frequency of the
dead region for that ear. The data for each ear~percent cor-
rect versus relative frequency! were fitted with a cubic spline
function. The cubic spline functions were then averaged

across ears. This was done separately for the quiet and noise
conditions; results are shown in the left-hand panel of Fig. 4
~broken and solid lines, respectively!. On average, the noise
has a roughly equal effect on intelligibility across the range
of cutoff frequencies tested. For both noise and quiet condi-
tions, average scores increase systematically with cutoff fre-
quency up to relative frequencies between 1 and 2, and re-
main roughly constant at higher cutoff frequencies.

A similar analysis was applied to the results for the sub-
jects without dead regions; these results are plotted in the
right-hand panel of Fig. 4 as a function of absolute~not
relative! frequency in kHz. For both conditions~quiet and
noise!, average scores increase monotonically with cutoff
frequency. The difference between conditions decreases at
higher cutoff frequencies; on average, scores in noise ap-
proach those in quiet for cutoff frequencies above 3 kHz.
This may partly reflect the increasing ability of the subjects
to make use of high-frequency information with increasing
practice.

The left- and right-hand panels in Fig. 4 allow compari-
son of scores for subjects with and without dead regions. The
two frequency scales are roughly comparable, as a relative

FIG. 1. Results for six ears without dead regions. The percentage correct score on the VCV test is plotted as a function of the low pass filter cutoff frequency.
Scores in quiet and in noise are indicated by closed and open symbols, respectively. Error bars indicate6 one standard deviation across runs.
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frequency of 1 corresponds, on average, to a frequency near
1 kHz; the geometric mean of the estimated edge frequencies
of the dead regions was 1.007 kHz. In quiet~dashed lines!,
performance is similar for subjects with and without dead
regions for the lowest abscissa values. The curves begin to
diverge at an abscissa value of 1.3 to 1.4, and differ by 10%
at about 1.7. In noise~solid lines!, performance is essentially
the same for the two groups up to abscissa values of 1.3–1.5,
and the difference is again about 10% at 1.7. Thus, the cutoff
frequencies for which scores begin to diverge for subjects
with and without dead regions are about the same in quiet
and in noise. For the subjects with dead regions, the fitted
function increases with increasing relative frequency up to
about 1.7, and then flattens off. This indicates that there is
typically some benefit to intelligibility of amplifying fre-
quencies up to about 70% above the estimated edge fre-
quency of the dead region. For the subjects without dead
regions, the fitted function increases progressively with in-
creasing cutoff frequency, indicating that broadband amplifi-
cation gives the best performance.

To assess the extent to which the subjects with dead
regions were able to make use of information from frequen-

cies just above the estimated edge frequency of the dead
region for speech in noise, scores were compared for the low
pass filter cutoff frequency closest to the estimated edge fre-
quency, and for the cutoff frequency closest to 1.7 times the
estimated edge frequency. The mean scores for these two
conditions were 33.1% and 41.1%, respectively. A one-way
within-subjects ANOVA of scores for these two conditions
showed that the difference was significant;F(1,5)58.19, p
50.035.

B. Transmission of phonetic features

It is of interest to determine which phonetic features are
affected most by changes in bandwidth, and to determine
whether the effect of bandwidth on transmission of phonetic
features differs for subjects without and with dead regions.
To examine these issues, the results for each ear of each
subject were analyzed to determine the percentage informa-
tion transmission for the phonetic features of voicing, place,
and manner~Miller and Nicely, 1955! as a function of filter
cutoff frequency. The method used was exactly as described
by Vickers et al. ~2001!. The results were very similar to

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but showing results for a further four ears without dead regions. The lower left-hand panel shows mean scores across all subjects without
dead regions; in this panel error bars indicate6 one standard error.
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those presented by Vickerset al. ~2001!, so they will not be
presented in detail. Briefly, the percentage of information
transmitted was nearly always highest for voicing and lowest
for place. Scores for voicing remained above 70% even for
cutoff frequencies as low as 800 Hz, indicating that informa-
tion about voicing can be extracted effectively from low-
frequency components of speech. For the subjects without
dead regions, scores for manner tended to increase with in-
creasing cutoff frequency, and scores for place increased
even more, at least for cutoff frequencies up to 3000 Hz. For
the subjects with dead regions, scores for manner and place

tended to improve initially with increasing cutoff frequency,
but did not improve once the cutoff frequency was more than
50%–100% above the estimated edge frequency of the dead
region.

C. Assessment of speech audibility

One important issue is the extent to which amplification
according to the Cambridge formula was successful in pro-
viding audibility ~Rankovic, 2002; Moore, 2002!. It might be
the case that the failure to find a benefit of amplification for

FIG. 3. Results for six ears with dead regions. Otherwise as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. The left-hand panel shows
mean cubic-spline functions fitted to
the data for subjects with dead re-
gions, tested in quiet~dashed curve!
and in noise~solid curve!. Percent cor-
rect is plotted as a function of the filter
cutoff frequency, relative to the esti-
mated edge frequency of the dead re-
gion. The right-hand panel shows re-
sults for subjects without dead regions.
In this case, the filter cutoff frequency
is expressed in kHz.
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frequencies more than a factor of 1.7 above the estimated
edge frequency of a dead region was caused by insufficient
amplification of those frequencies; if the speech is not made
audible, there can be no benefit from amplification. To ad-
dress this issue, we calculated a form of the articulation in-
dex ~AI !, using a modification of the procedure described by
Moore and Glasberg~1998!. This procedure was specifically
designed for use with hearing-impaired people, and it takes
into account the broadening of the auditory filters that typi-
cally occurs in people with cochlear hearing loss~Moore,
1998!. When the filters are broader than normal, spectral
energy is integrated over a wider range than normal, so the
threshold for detecting a broadband sound may be lower than
would be anticipated from the pure-tone audiogram.

In the procedure described by Moore and Glasberg
~1998!, the first stage is the calculation of an excitation pat-
tern for an input with the same long-term average spectrum
as the speech signals under consideration. For this purpose,
we used the long-term average spectra of our VCV stimuli,
taking into account the effects of the digital filtering used to
implement the Cambridge formula and the low pass filtering,
and the transfer function of the HD580 earphone. The exci-
tation patterns were calculated using the procedure described
by Moore and Glasberg~1997!, except that the stage simu-
lating the transfer function through the middle ear was modi-
fied to be the same as described in Mooreet al. ~1997!. This
procedure allows for the possibility of dead regions, by set-
ting the excitation to a very low value within a specified dead
region. However, for the present analyses, the program was
‘‘told’’ that no dead region was present. The excitation pat-
terns were specified on an ERB scale~Glasberg and Moore,
1990!. For points with equal ERB-spacing, we calculated the
excitation level relative to the excitation required for thresh-
old. From this we calculated the proportion of the speech
dynamic range that was above threshold in a given frequency
band, assuming that this range extends from 15 dB below the
rms level to 15 dB above it~ANSI, 1997!. For example, if
the rms excitation is 15 dB above threshold, then the propor-
tion is 1, while if the rms excitation is at threshold, the pro-
portion is 15/3050.5, and if the rms excitation is 5 dB below
threshold the proportion is 10/3050.333. Band importance
functions were adapted from those for average speech as
specified in the ‘‘critical band SII procedure’’~ANSI, 1997!,
but values were adjusted to allow for the difference between
traditional critical bandwidth values~Zwicker and Terhardt,
1980! and ERB values~Glasberg and Moore, 1990!. The
importance values are specified in Table 2 of Moore and
Glasberg~1998!. The AI was calculated by multiplying the
proportion of the speech dynamic range that was above
threshold in a given band, by the importance value for that
band, and then summing across all bands from 189.7 Hz to
9.302 kHz.

This method of calculating the AI is based on the as-
sumption that the audibility of excitation at a particular cen-
ter frequency is closely related to the audibility of the speech
spectrum at that frequency. In other words, we assume that
the excitation at a specific frequency is determined by the
speech energy close to that frequency, rather than the spread
of excitation from adjacent frequencies. To check the validity

of this assumption, we assessed the effect of sharply low
pass filtering the input spectrum used to calculate the excita-
tion pattern. In all cases, removal of spectral energy in a
specific frequency region~for example by decreasing the
lowpass cutoff frequency from 2 to 1.8 kHz! resulted in a
reduction in the excitation level in that frequency region,
confirming that the excitation was produced by ‘‘local’’
rather than by ‘‘remote’’ frequency components.

Moore and Glasberg~1998! did not apply their proce-
dure for the calculation of the AI to the case of speech pre-
sented in noise. To extend their procedure to this case, we
assumed that the noise limited the audibility of the lower part
of the speech dynamic range. Experiments on the detection
of tones in noise suggest that tones can be detected when the
SNR at the output of the auditory filter centered on the signal
frequency is about23 dB ~Patterson and Moore, 1986!. We
assumed that this was also the case for speech in noise. Thus,
for example, when the SNR used with a given subject was 0
dB, we assumed that useful information could be extracted
from the speech when the short-term speech level was 3 dB
below that of the noise. For this example, the audible pro-
portion of the speech dynamic range~assuming that the ab-
solute threshold is not a limiting factor! is 18/3050.6. More
generally, the audible proportion of the speech dynamic
range in a specific frequency band was taken as the propor-
tion above the absolute threshold, or as (SNR118)/30,
whichever was the smaller.

Figure 5 shows a scatter plot of the percent correct
scores for speech in noise as a function of the AI as calcu-
lated previously, for the subjects without dead regions. This
plot can be considered as representative of the performance
expected from a given AI value when a dead region is not
present. The data were fitted with two straight lines. One line
was constrained to pass though 4.76%~corresponding to the
score obtainable by guessing! when AI50. The other line
was constrained to pass through 100% when AI51, as data
from a normally hearing subject indicated that a score of
100% was obtained for the wideband speech~a case when
AI51!. Least-squares minimization was used to find the
best-fitting slopes of the pair of lines. The fitted lines were

FIG. 5. Scatter plot of the scores for VCV syllables in noise as a function of
the AI, for subjects without dead regions, calculated as described in the text.
Each point represents one cutoff frequency for one subject. The two straight
lines used to fit the data are also shown.
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then used to predict the results for the subjects without dead
regions; the AI score for each subject and each cutoff fre-
quency was used to derive a predicted percent correct value.

The obtained scores~open circles! and predicted scores
~closed circles! for the subjects without dead regions are
shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Generally, there is a good correspon-
dence between the obtained and predicted scores. In particu-
lar, both the predicted scores and the obtained scores tend to
increase monotonically and in a similar way with increasing
cutoff frequency, although the obtained scores show some
minor irregularities.

We now describe a test of the hypothesis that subjects
with dead regions make as effective use of audible speech
information as subjects without dead regions. If this is the
case, then the fitted lines in Fig. 5 should correctly predict
the pattern of scores for the subjects with dead regions. The
obtained scores~open circles! and predicted scores~closed
circles! for the subjects with dead regions are shown in Fig.
8. It is clear from the predicted scores that application of the
Cambridge formula did lead to at least partial audibility of
frequency components of the speech well inside the dead
regions. The percent correct scores predicted from the AI

values increase with increasing cutoff frequency for all sub-
jects up to at least 2000 Hz, and for LR~right ear! and NC
~left ear! predicted scores increase up to 4000 Hz.

It is also clear that there are substantial discrepancies
between the obtained and predicted scores. First, for cutoff
frequencies greater than or equal to 1500 Hz, the predicted
scores are always above the obtained scores. The discrepan-
cies for high cutoff frequencies range from about 10% to
over 30%. These discrepancies are far larger than those for
the subjects without dead regions, which range from 0 to
10%. The large discrepancies between obtained and pre-
dicted scores for subjects with dead regions indicate that
these subjects do not make as effective use of audible high-
frequency speech information as subjects without dead re-
gions. Second, for all of the subjects with dead regions, when
the cutoff frequency is above the estimated edge frequency
of the dead region, there is a range of cutoff frequencies over
which predicted scores increase but obtained scores either
decrease or remain roughly constant. For example, for sub-
ject LR ~right ear!, the predicted score increases from 50% to
63% when the cutoff frequency is increased from 2500 to
7500 Hz, while the obtained score decreases from 40% to

FIG. 6. Comparison of obtained scores~open circles! and scores predicted from the AI~closed circles! for six ears without dead regions.
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37% over the same range. For subject CA~left ear!, the pre-
dicted score increases from 40% to 55% when the cutoff
frequency is increased from 1000 to 7500 Hz, while the ob-
tained score decreases from 47% to 44% over the same
range. For subject NC~left ear!, the predicted score increases
from 52% to 59% when the cutoff frequency is increased
from 1500 to 7500 Hz, while the obtained score decreases
from 30% to 28% over the same range.

Overall, these results support the idea that subjects with
dead regions at high frequencies do not make as effective use
of audible speech information at high frequencies as subjects
without dead regions. Furthermore, the results support the
idea that increasing the audibility of speech for frequencies
well inside a dead region does not lead to concomitant in-
creases in speech intelligibility.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our results extend the findings of Vickerset al. ~2001!
by showing that, when trying to understand speech in noise,
people with high-frequency hearing loss but without a dead
region at high frequencies benefit from amplification of high
frequencies, whereas people with a dead region generally do

not benefit, except for frequencies that are 50%–100% above
the estimated edge frequency of the dead region. Some pos-
sible reasons for the lack of benefit for the latter are dis-
cussed by Vickerset al. ~2001!.

Our results have important implications for the fitting of
hearing aids to people with high-frequency dead regions.
They suggest that there will be little or no benefit to speech
perception from amplifying frequencieswell inside a dead
region. However, there may be some benefit in amplifying
frequencies up to 50%–100% above the estimated edge fre-
quency of the dead region. The present results suggest that
the frequency up to which amplification should be applied is
about the same for speech in quiet and speech in noise.

It should be emphasized that, for patientswithout high-
frequency dead regions, amplification of the high frequencies
can be~and usually is! beneficial. In the present study, most
of the subjects without dead regions gave higher scores for
the 7.5 kHz cutoff frequency than for the 3 kHz cutoff fre-
quency. Furthermore, the results suggest that the ability of
these subjects to use high-frequency information improves
with extended practice. Hence, before deciding what form of
amplification should be provided for a patient with high-

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but showing results for a further four ears without dead regions. The lower left-hand panel shows mean obtained and predicted scores
across all subjects without dead regions.
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frequency hearing loss, it is important to determine whether
that patient has a high-frequency dead region, and, if so,
what its extent is. The TEN test~Moore et al., 2000! is rec-
ommended for this purpose.

V. CONCLUSIONS

For VCV syllables presented in noise, the benefit of
high-frequency amplification~according to the ‘‘Cambridge’’
formula! for subjects with high-frequency hearing loss dif-
fered according to whether or not there was a dead region at
high frequencies. The pattern of results was similar to that
found for speech in quiet by Vickerset al. ~2001!. For sub-
jects without dead regions, identification scores improved
progressively with increasing low pass filter cutoff fre-
quency. For subjects with dead regions, scores improved
with increasing cutoff frequency until the cutoff frequency
was 50%–100% above the estimated edge frequency of the
dead region. With further increases in cutoff frequency,
scores remained roughly constant. Analyses based on a
modified version of the articulation index indicated that am-
plification according to the Cambridge formula was at least
partially successful in restoring the audibility of high-

frequency components in the speech for subjects with dead
regions, and that such subjects often failed to benefit from
increased audibility of the speech at high frequencies.
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A speech enhancement scheme incorporating spectral expansion
evaluated with simulated loss of frequency selectivity
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Hearing-impaired listeners often suffer from supra-threshold speech perception deficits. One such
deficit is reduced frequency selectivity. We applied a speech enhancement scheme that incorporated
spectral expansion in an attempt to reduce the effects of this deficit. The speech processing could
contain up to three stages, a first in which the peak–valley ratio of the speech spectrum was enlarged
to counteract the broadening of the auditory filtering, and a second in which the overall speech
spectrum was modified to counteract the effects of upward-spread-of-masking, using a linear filter.
The third stage was a noise suppression stage, applied before the spectral enhancement. The
effectiveness of the speech processing with and without noise suppression was evaluated for various
parameter settings by measuring the speech reception threshold~SRT! in noise, i.e., the
signal-to-noise ratio at which listeners repeat 50% of presented sentences correctly. We used
normal-hearing subjects. To simulate the loss of frequency selectivity we applied spectral smearing
to the stimuli presented to the subjects. The speech material of the SRT tests was mixed with the
noise before processing, and, when present, the smearing was applied last. The results indicated that
for one specific parameter setting the SRT values decreased~i.e., improved! by approximately 1 dB
when incorporating the spectral expansion together with the linear filtering. Employing either of
these two stages separately did not improve the SRT. The application of the noise suppression stage
did not further improve the SRT. A pilot study using hearing-impaired listeners showed more
promising results for a female than for a male speaker. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1497619#

PACS numbers: 43.72.Ew, 43.71.Es, 43.66.Ts@DOS#

I. INTRODUCTION

Hearing-impaired listeners frequently experience prob-
lems understanding speech, especially under noisy listening
conditions. In addition to threshold elevation they often suf-
fer from supra-threshold deficits~Plomp, 1978, 1986! such
as loss of compression resulting in loudness recruitment
~Huizing, 1948; Villchur, 1973!, and reduced frequency se-
lectivity resulting in a loss of detail in the internal excitation
~Glasberg and Moore, 1986; Noordhoeket al., 2000; van
Schijndelet al., 2001! Glasberg and Moore found consider-
ably wider auditory filter shapes for hearing-impaired than
for normal-hearing listeners. Noordhoeket al. measured the
effect on speech reception of band-filtering speech in a band
around 1 kHz for normal-hearing and hearing-impaired lis-
teners. They found that the bandwidth needed for a 50%-
correct score in sentences, presented above absolute thresh-
old, was considerably larger for many hearing-impaired
listeners than for the normal-hearing listeners. This indicates
that these hearing-impaired listeners suffered from supra-
threshold distortions. In the study of van Schijndelet al. a
distortion sensitivity approach was used to investigate the
amount of impairment-related distortion in the temporal,
spectral, and intensity domain. For normal-hearing and
hearing-impaired listeners, they measured the influence on
speech reception of perturbations in each domain. At low
perturbation levels, they found that speech reception thresh-

olds were better for normal-hearing than for hearing-
impaired listeners. This difference disappeared at high per-
turbation levels, which indicates that for the low perturbation
levels the hearing-impaired listeners suffered from internal
supra-threshold distortion, while at high perturbation levels
the applied perturbations were dominant for all listeners.
Such a distortion sensitivity effect was not observed in the
temporal and the intensity domains.

In this study we investigate a scheme in which speech is
processed prior to presentation in an attempt to alleviate in-
telligibility problems with speech in noise resulting from re-
duced frequency selectivity. Previous attempts using speech
enhancement to improve speech intelligibility in noise as
measured in word or sentence scores have not been very
successful ~Bunnell, 1990; Clarkson and Bahgat, 1991;
Cheng and O’Shaughnessy, 1991; Stone and Moore, 1992;
Baer et al., 1993; Baer and Moore, 1997; Francket al.,
1999!. To enhance spectral contrast, Bunnell used an adap-
tive digital filter that expanded the spectral magnitudes be-
tween 0 and 5 kHz using a Hamming-window-shaped weight
function. Using ten hearing-impaired subjects, he found very
small, but significant, increases in consonant identification
scores in quiet. Clarkson and Bahgat used a noise reduction
scheme in which the temporal envelopes in separate fre-
quency bands were expanded. They reported very small, but
consistent, improvements in recognition scores at a signal-to-
noise ratio~SNR! of 0 dB. Cheng and O’Shaughnessy used a
noise reduction scheme using a digital filter that mimicked
the behavior of spatial lateral inhibition between internal fre-a!Electronic mail: johannes.lyzenga@mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk
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quency channels. They achieved enhanced contrasts in short
term signal spectra and substantial SNR improvements for
speech in white noise, but did not perform any intelligibility
measurements. Stone and Moore used an adaptive bank of
hardware filters that behaved very much like an analog ver-
sion of the digital method of Cheng and O’Shaughnessy.
They achieved enhanced contrasts in short-term signal spec-
tra, but no consistent improvements in intelligibility scores.
Baer et al. used an adaptive digital difference-of-Gaussians
filter to enhance spectral contrasts. They reported some
small, but significant, increases in word-recognition scores
for enhancement combined with a moderate amount of com-
pression. Baer and Moore used a variation of the method
used by Baeret al. In the adaptive filter of Baer and Moore
the enhancement function was based on modeled excitation
patterns. Using spectral smearing~as described in Baer and
Moore, 1993! to simulate reduced spectral acuity in 12
normal-hearing listeners, they found a 5% increase in intel-
ligibility scores. Francket al. combined the scheme of Baer
et al. ~1993! with phonemic compression. They found for
consonant–vowel–consonant~CVC! complexes that spectral
enhancement could improve the scores for vowels, but de-
graded those for consonants. This provides one possible rea-
son why enhancement schemes have not been very success-
ful to date.

Another possible explanation for the limited successes
of spectral enhancement schemes may lie in the limited in-
crease in peak-to-valley ratios they can achieve without in-
troducing a large amount of distortion. Leeket al. ~1987!
have shown that hearing-impaired listeners need more than
three times larger peak-to-valley ratios~in dB! for correct
vowel identification in quiet than normal-hearing listeners.
Furthermore, in most natural vowels the peak of the first
formant is more intense than that of the second, which in its
turn is more intense than that of the third, the result of which
is that upward-spread-of-masking~USOM! decreases the ef-
fective depth of the valleys between the formants. When ap-
plying a scheme for spectral enhancement the valley between
these peaks can be deepened, but that will not produce a
substantial reduction in USOM of the first formant on the
second and of the second formant on the third. Recently,
Miller et al. ~1999! found in acoustically traumatized cat that
auditory-nerve spiking patterns only represented the first for-
mant of a presented vowel /}/. After the second formant was
raised substantially in level~130 dB!, firing patterns repre-
senting this formant reappeared. So, some reduction of the
effects of USOM might be achieved by adapting the spectral
shape of speech in such a way that the levels of the higher
formants are enhanced relative to that of the first formant.
Such a process will have to be progressive, i.e., enhance the
second formant relative to the first, the third relative to the
enhanced second, and likewise enhance the fourth relative to
the enhanced third formant. In the present study we have
added a stage of linear filtering that progressively empha-
sizes a frequency region that roughly spans the region from
the second to the fourth formant, while avoiding the intro-
duction of a very sharp overall sound quality from too much
emphasis of high-frequency regions.

When attempting to increase the relative energy of for-

mants or, in other words, to decrease the relative energy be-
tween the formants, the presence of noise can reduce the
efficiency of the enhancement algorithm. When noise fills
the gaps between the formants, the effective formant ampli-
tude will be adversely affected and enhancement schemes
will be less effective. In the second experiment, we added a
noise suppression stage before the enhancement stage in an
attempt to avoid this problem. Many attempts at monaural
noise reduction have used techniques that use estimates of
spectral properties of the noise in the suppression process,
such as spectral subtraction, Wiener filtering, or alternatives
that minimize mean-square errors~e.g., Boll, 1979; McAulay
and Malpass, 1980; Ephraim and Malah, 1984!. With such
algorithms, various rather large degrees of SNR improve-
ments have been reached, but often at the cost of clearly
audible artifacts, and speech intelligibility has seldom been
improved. For a recent overview, see Levitt~2001!. The
present noise suppression is a novel scheme in which the
consistency, over a period of 29 to 58 ms, of consecutive
short-term Fourier spectra is used to estimate the importance
of signal components. Most noise suppression schemes,
which use some form of spectral attenuation of noise, incor-
porate a separate noise estimator and speech-pause detector
and attempt to update the estimate of the noise spectrum
during gaps in the speech. The main disadvantage of such
schemes is the delay present in the estimate of the noise,
which can cause switching problems when the noise changes
in character~which happens very often in every day listening
situations!. In the present scheme that problem is avoided by
using a much smaller delay in the noise estimation, and a
closer proximity of noise estimator and noise filter in the
algorithm. To minimize distortion of the speech sounds and
other artifacts, we do not aim for a large increase in the SNR.
The goal is to achieve an improvement of just a couple of
dB, mainly for the benefit of the spectral enhancement
scheme. Expectations of the present noise suppression
scheme are discussed at the end of Sec. III.

The effect of the speech processing is evaluated by mea-
suring the speech reception threshold~SRT! for sentences in
noise. This test estimates the SNR at which listeners are able
to correctly reproduce 50% of the presented sentences. To
simulate, in our normal-hearing listeners, the hearing impair-
ments resulting from a loss of frequency selectivity, we spec-
trally smeared the stimuli using a separate computer program
that was applied after the processing and before presentation
of the stimuli. Earlier studies~ter Keurset al., 1992, 1993;
Baer and Moore, 1993, 1994! have shown that such smearing
schemes affect speech perception in noise in normal-hearing
listeners in a way that is not unlike the problems experienced
by many hearing-impaired listeners.

In the present project we employ three processing
stages, a first in which the peak-to-valley ratio of the spec-
trum is enlarged to counteract the broadening of the auditory
filtering, a second in which the overall spectrum is modified
to counteract the effects of USOM, and a third in which the
noise in the stimuli is suppressed before the other two stages
take place. The present scheme uses more subtle spectral
modifications than those of Stone and Moore~1992!, Baer
et al. ~1993!, Baer and Moore~1997!, and Francket al.
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~1999!, with which we hope to reduce distortions. The
scheme of Bunnell~1990! is fairly similar to the present one,
but it lacks the present ripple filtering and spectral shaping.
In two of the above cited enhancement papers combined en-
hancement and noise reduction were used: Cheng and
O’Shaughnessy~1991! and Clarkson and Bahgat~1991!.
However, the schemes applied in those two papers were
based on speech in white noise, while at present we wish to
suppress speech-shaped noise. In the first experiment of the
present study, only the two spectral enhancement stages are
used ~the ‘‘expansion’’ and the ‘‘lift’’!, and in the second
experiment all stages are used. The various schemes are
evaluated with SRT measurements in which spectrally
smeared stimuli are presented to normal-hearing subjects. A
pilot study using three hearing-impaired listeners is per-
formed to study the more successful versions of the enhance-
ment scheme and to check the validity of the model of
normal-hearing listeners and spectral smearing to emulate
hearing impairment.

II. ALGORITHMS

A. Speech enhancement

The speech processing scheme was incorporated in an
overlap-and-add~OLA! procedure. The sample rate was
44100 Hz. Consecutive segments of 512~duration: 11.6 ms!
or 1024 samples~duration: 23.2 ms! were taken from the
source signal, processed, and then added to create the output
signal. Segments were taken with a 50% overlap. Unless
mentioned otherwise, no zero padding was applied, and the
segments were windowed using a raised-cosine~Tukey! win-
dow that contained a long midsection~96% of its length! at
maximum amplitude. Next, a fast Fourier transform~FFT!
was performed, after which the actual processing stages took
place on the spectral frames. The processed signal segments
were then created from the spectra with the inverse FFT
~IFFT!. To form a smooth continuous output signal, a raised-
cosine~Hanning! window, in accordance with the 50% over-
lap, was used before adding the segments together. With the
combination of the Tukey window before the FFT and IFFT,
and the Hanning window after it, the sum of the overlapped
windows does not exactly equal unity~Allen, 1977!, but the
deviation is less than 0.05%. See Appendix A 1 for more
details about the side effects of the chosen windowing strat-
egy.

The first part of the actual enhancement process was the
spectral expansion stage. To enhance spectral features, the
amplitude spectrum of each frame was raised to the power of
the expansion factor~either 1.5 or 2.0!. These calculations
were performed by means of an adaptation function in dB
that initially was set to contain the difference between the
original and the expanded spectrum. To prevent the overall
spectral shape from tilting in the procedure, as well as to
prevent an increase in the statistical variations of the noisy
content of each frame, the expansion was only applied on
those spectral variations that might specify vowel formants;
we only expanded spectral ripples with periods between
about 350 and 1400 Hz. This was achieved by convolving
the adaptation function with the impulse response of an ap-

propriate band-pass filter. Expansion was only performed in
the frequency region where natural formants normally occur:
we used a region from 400 to 4500 Hz. Using a raised-cosine
shaped window, the adaptation function was forced to zero
outside this frequency range, after which the original spec-
trum was modified according to the adaptation function. Fi-
nally, the root-mean-square~rms! content of the frame was
readjusted to its original value. We named this processing
stage the expansion stage.

The second stage of the enhancement process imple-
mented spectral adaptation using a fixed linear filter. Figure 1
shows the shape of this filter for two ranges of the spectral
adaptation~6 and 12 dB!. With the shape of the filter we
emphasized the region of the third formant relative to that of
the second and, in the same way, the region of the second
formant relative to that of the first. With this emphasis we
attempted to maintain the presence of second and third for-
mants in excitations with large degrees of upward-spread-of-
masking. We named this the lift stage.

In the second experiment we used an additional noise
suppression stage. This stage consisted of a linear noise re-
duction filter applied before the enhancement stage. The am-
plitude shape of this filter was set high for spectral compo-
nents with a regular behavior over time, and low for
irregularly behaving, noisy, spectral components. The regu-
larity of the components was determined over three or four
consecutive frames~see Appendix A 2 for details!. We
named this the noise suppression stage.

With the intent to implement these algorithms in por-
table hearing aids in the future, the speed of the processing is
a crucial factor. The size of the signal segments creates a
fixed delay; therefore, segments should be as small as pos-
sible. On the other hand, good spectral resolution is needed
to accurately enhance spectral features. A frame size of 512
samples seemed a good compromise between these two fac-
tors with an intrinsic delay of 11.6 ms and a spectral resolu-
tion of 86 Hz. For more details concerning the speech pro-
cessing algorithms, see Appendix A.

FIG. 1. The shape of the linear lift filter for the adaptation ranges of 6~solid
line! and 12 dB~dashed line! as a function of frequency.
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To examine the enhancement effects of the processing
for various settings, we used a simple linear place model to
calculate expected excitation patterns. The place model con-
sisted of 70 overlapping rounded exponential~RoEx! filters
~Pattersonet al., 1982! with a quality factor (Q210 dB) of 2.0.
These filters were roughly twice as wide as for the Q210 dB of
4 to 5 that would be expected for normal-hearing listeners
~Pattersonet al., 1982; Patterson and Moore, 1986; Glasberg
and Moore, 2000!. As it is well known ~Hoekstra and
Ritsma, 1977; Pattersonet al., 1982; Glasberg and Moore,
1986! that for hearing-impaired listeners the auditory filters
tend to tilt and become more like lowpass filters, we have
introduced such a tilt in the RoEx filters. For this we intro-
duced a skew factor that determines the relative steepness of
the low- and high-frequency slopes, while keeping the
Q210 dB fixed. The results in Figs. 2 and 3 have been calcu-
lated with a skew of 2.0~high-frequency slope twice as steep
as the low-frequency one!. Figure 2 shows the expected ex-
citations for the Dutch vowel /a/ as in ‘‘vader’’ for normal-
hearing listeners (Q210 dB55, no skewing, dotted line!, and
hearing-impaired listeners~Q210 dB52.0, skew52.0, dashed
line!. The solid line shows the expectations for the enhanced
vowel using an expansion factor of 1.5 and a 6-dB lift-range
~these settings are used in condition E1L1S of measurement
1!. It can be seen that many spectral features are reduced
with the widened auditory filters. The difference between the
solid and the dashed lines shows that the presence of the
higher-order formants is more pronounced in the processed
version of the vowels, especially for the female speaker. Fig-
ure 3 shows excitations for the same vowels at a SNR of 3
dB. Adding the noise greatly reduces the amount and size of
the spectral features. Nevertheless, the excitations for the en-
hanced vowels in the solid curves still show an increase in
the amount of detail as compared to the curves for the origi-

nal vowels in the long dashed curves. The excitations for
enhancement and noise suppression~short dashed curves!
show approximately the same amount of detail as those for
just the enhancement.

B. Spectral smearing

The spectral smearing was performed in a separate com-
puter program applied after the speech enhancement. Like
the enhancement, the smearing was implemented in an OLA
algorithm in which the actual processing took place in the
spectral domain. From the frequency spectrum of each frame
an expected excitation was calculated by convolving the am-
plitude spectrum with a simulated auditory filter~we used the
RoEx filter!. To prevent the occurrence of a rattling artifact
produced in earlier versions of such algorithms~ter Keurs
et al., 1992; Baer and Moore, 1993!, we generated random
phase values for the regions with small excitation values~see
Appendix B for further details!. Excitation and phase spec-
trum were then retransformed using the IFFT and added to
the resultant waveform using the Hanning window. The size
of the segments was 512 samples. This is equal to the size
used under most conditions in the enhancement scheme.
However, the two programs were performed one after the
other and no interactions from equal frame sizes have been
observed. A 75% overlap of consecutive segments was used.
Using 75% instead of 50%, we found that the smeared
sounds contained more energy in the region of the
fundamental1, which made them sound more natural. On the
other hand, the amount of effective smearing was slightly
smaller~see below!.

As explained in detail by Baer and Moore~1993!, the
smearing of such an algorithm is not as large as would be
expected from the Q value of the simulated auditory filters.
This is caused by the overlap of the segments. While each
frame is well smeared, spectral features reappear in the re-

FIG. 2. Excitations for widened auditory filters~RoEx filter bank with a
Q210dB of 2.0 and a skew factor of 2.0! of unprocessed~dashed lines! and
processed~solid lines! vowels in quiet. For comparison normal excitations
of the unprocessed vowels are shown in the dotted lines.

FIG. 3. The same as Fig. 2 for speech plus noise at a signal-to-noise ratio of
3 dB.
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gions of overlap of the segments. In particular, the harmonics
tend to reappear when different ‘‘versions’’ of the same
stimulus piece are added together. With the partial random
phase we applied in the present study, this reappearance of
spectral features was much reduced since the correlation be-
tween consecutive frames was broken by the different ran-
dom phase values in each frame. Nevertheless, the effective
smearing of the algorithm was still somewhat smaller than
expected for a Q210 dB of the RoEx filters of 2.5~two times
smaller than the Q210 dB of 5 that is often used for normal-
hearing listeners!. To achieve the desired amount of smearing
we had to decrease the Q210 dB to 1.6. This is illustrated in
Fig. 4, which shows normal excitations of two smeared vow-
els and excitations with reduced selectivity of the original
vowels. The excitations of the smeared vowels~solid lines!
show some overall tilt; they are relatively low below 400 Hz,
and they show a slight rise for frequencies above 2 kHz.
Over all, they show a little more spectral detail than the
low-resolution excitations, but in the region of natural for-
mants~400 to 4500 Hz! the spectral details are fairly similar.

III. METHODS AND STIMULI

A. Methods and conditions

We measured the speech reception threshold~SRT! in
noise ~Plomp and Mimpen, 1979!. In this test lists of 13
everyday sentences were used in an adaptive procedure that
estimates the SNR at which listeners are able to reproduce
50% of the sentences entirely correctly. We performed these
measurements double blind; the experimenter, who judges
the correctness of the sentences, did not hear the sentences
and was not informed about the measurement condition. We
used eight normal-hearing subjects with ages from 22 to 51
years, with an average of 35. The measurements contained
eight conditions each which were organized in an 838 Latin

square setup so that listeners, sentence lists, and measure-
ment condition were balanced evenly. A female and a male
speaker were used in each condition, resulting in 16 thresh-
olds per subject. The different speakers and conditions were
presented to the listeners in a randomized order.

The sentence lists used were taken from the material
presented and tested by Versfeldet al. ~2000!. These lists
were recorded using one male and one female speaker. The
speech stimuli were presented at a fixed level of 61 dB SPL,
the noise level varied during the measurements. The spectral
shape of the noise was equal to the long-term average spec-
trum of the speech. A fresh sample of noise was taken for
each sentence. Noise and speech were mixed before applying
the processing scheme and the smearing~when present!. The
stimuli were calculated on a PC before the measurements
and stored on hard disk. During the measurements the
stimuli were retrieved from disk, transferred to analog using
a TDT digital-to-analog converter DD1 followed by a TDT
FT5 anti-aliasing filter with a cutoff of 16 kHz and a slope of
48 dB/oct. They were attenuated with a TDT PA4 attenuator
and buffered with a TDT HB6 amplifier. The stimuli were
presented to the right ear over Sony MDR-CD999 head-
phones.

Experiment 1 contained one unsmeared and seven
smeared conditions, comprising two reference and six mea-
surement conditions. The first reference condition was the
normal SRT~Org!, the second one was the SRT for smeared
speech plus noise~S!. For these conditions the expansion
stage has been applied with an expansion factor of 1.0~no
expansion! and a flat lift filter. The six measurement condi-
tions contained~apart from smearing!: lift (L 1S), expansion
(E1S), expansion and lift (E1L1S), increased expansion
(E2S), increased expansion and lift (E2L1S), and increased
expansion and increased lift (E2L2S). The expansion factors
were 1.5 and 2.0 in the conditions E1 and E2 , respectively. In
the conditions L1 and L2 , the ranges of the spectral lift were
6 and 12 dB, respectively.

In experiment 2 the noise suppression stage was added
~see Appendix A 2 for a detailed description of this stage!. To
enhance the spectral resolution between FFT and IFFT from
86 Hz ~for a frame size of 512 samples! to 43 Hz, we used
conditions with a frame size of 1024 samples. With this reso-
lution we tried to give the noise suppression filter the oppor-
tunity to suppress any noise between the harmonics of the
voiced sentence parts. So far we had not used zero padding,
because tests had shown that it was detrimental for the
present nonlinear signal processing~see Appendix A 1!. To
put this assumption to the test, we included a condition with
zero padding. Experiment 2 contained three unsmeared and
five smeared conditions, comprising two reference and six
measurement conditions. In the two reference conditions, the
size of the segments was 1024 samples. The unsmeared con-
ditions were a reference condition and two measurement
conditions that contained only noise suppression~expansion
factor: 1.0, lift range: 0 dB! with the averaging performed
over four frames with a frame size of 512~condition N4s! or
1024 samples~condition N4l!. The five smeared conditions
were a reference condition~S! and four measurement condi-
tions that all contained noise suppression and enhancement

FIG. 4. Normal excitations of smeared vowels and impaired excitations of
unprocessed vowels. The smeared excitations for the original vowels were
calculated using a RoEx filter bank with a Q210 dB of 2.5 and a skew factor
of 2.0. For the normal excitations of the smeared vowels a Q210 dB of 5.0
and a skew factor of 1.0 were used.
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~expansion factor: 1.5, lift range: 6 dB!. In the first of these
measurement conditions, the averaging was performed over
four frames of 512 samples (N4sELS), in the second the
frame size was increased to 1024 samples (N4lELS). In the
third condition the averaging took place over three frames,
and the frame size was 1024 samples (N3lELS). The fourth
condition (N4szELS) had an input frame size of 512 samples
and zero padding with a factor of 2, resulting in a frame size
of 1024 samples in all spectral processing. In the noise re-
duction stage, the averaging was performed over four frames.

B. Acoustic analysis

Tables I and II present overviews of several factors re-
garding the measurement conditions. For each condition we
applied the scheme to two Dutch sentences at various signal-
to-noise ratios, one sentence spoken by a male speaker and
one by a female speaker. From the results we estimated av-
erage changes in the depths of the valleys in vowel excita-
tions, and we estimated the overall levels of the voiced rela-
tive to the unvoiced parts of the sentences. The valley depth
between the fundamental and the first formant was calculated
~using a Q210 dB of 2.5! for five vowels in each of the two
sentences and for three values of the SNR: 3, 0, and23 dB.
For each measurement condition, the average change in this
depth relative to that of the reference condition is given un-
der ‘‘DD1.’’ Under ‘‘DD2’’ and ‘‘ DD3,’’ the same are given

for the valleys between first and second, and between second
and third formants, respectively. By determining the voiced
and the unvoiced parts of the sentences in quiet, their relative
level differences could be estimated. These differences are
given separately for the male and female voice under ‘‘V-UN
male’’ and ‘‘V-UN female.’’ The smaller these values, the
louder the, usually relatively weak, consonants will be. To
analyze the distortions produced by the enhancement
scheme, we stored all the involved manipulations while pro-
cessing sentence plus noise at 0 dB SNR. Subsequently, we
applied those manipulations to sentence and noise separately.
These signals were then compared with sentence and noise
processed individually. From this comparison we determined
distortion caused by the noise in the processing of the
speech, expressed as the level of the difference between the
two processed sentences relative to the overall level, given
under ‘‘Distortion.’’ The influence of the sentence on the
processed noise was expressed as the standard deviation of
the changes in noise amplitude~the larger this value, the
more speechlike modulations have appeared in the noise!,
given under ‘‘DSD noise,’’ and as the change in the temporal
ripple of the noise. To enumerate the strength of this tempo-
ral ripple we calculated a series of short-term Fourier trans-
formations along the length of the signal which were stored
in a two-dimensional matrix~forming a spectrogram!. Next,
a two-dimensional FFT was performed on this matrix, and

TABLE I. Evaluation of the enhancement schemes for simulated loss of frequency selectivity. The increases in excitation valleys between fundamental and
first formant, and between first and second, and second and third formants, are given in columnsDD1, DD2, andDD3, respectively. These values are averaged
over ten vowels~male and female speaker, five vowels each! and three SNR values~3, 0, and23 dB!. The values for condition Org in the bottom row indicate
these values for normal relative to reduced frequency selectivity. The total level of the voiced sentence parts relative to the unvoiced parts are given under
V-UN for male and female speaker separately. The average speech distortion caused by the noise is given under Distortion. UnderDSD the changes in standard
deviation of the noise amplitudes, and underDTR the changes in the temporal ripples~in dB! of the noise, are given. UnderDSN the changes in SNR are given
for the male and female speaker separately.

Condition
Frame
size Expansion

Lift
~dB!

DD1
~dB!

DD2
~dB!

DD3
~dB!

V-UN
male
~dB!

V-UN
female
~dB!

Distortion
~dB!

DSD
noise

DTR
noise
~dB!

DSN
male
~dB!

DSN
female
~dB!

S 512 1.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.2 5.3 2` 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
L1S 512 1.0 6 0.1 1.5 20.1 9.6 1.3 2` 0.0 20.3 0.3 1.2
E1S 512 1.5 0 0.1 2.3 0.3 14.2 5.3 223 0.3 2.1 0.2 0.2
E1L1S 512 1.5 6 0.2 3.7 0.3 9.8 1.4 222 0.3 1.8 0.7 1.5
E2S 512 2.0 0 0.0 4.4 0.6 14.3 5.3 217 0.6 5.7 0.4 0.3
E2L1S 512 2.0 6 0.1 5.3 0.7 10.1 1.7 216 0.6 5.3 1.2 1.8
E2L2S 512 2.0 12 0.2 6.2 0.5 6.4 20.8 216 0.6 5.1 2.1 3.4

N4sELS 512 1.5 6 0.2 3.6 0.2 10.8 3.3 216 0.4 3.3 1.1 1.6
N4lELS 1024 1.5 6 0.5 3.4 0.4 11.1 3.3 215 0.4 2.3 1.1 1.4
N3lELS 1024 1.5 6 0.4 3.3 0.4 10.8 2.8 215 0.4 2.9 1.2 1.5
N4szELS 512 1.5 6 0.1 2.3 0.1 11.0 3.8 213 0.7 5.9 1.2 1.3

Org 512 1.0 0 2.8 4.2 1.5 14.2 5.3 2` ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

TABLE II. Numerical evaluation of the noise suppression scheme. The format of this table is the same as that of Table I. The expected excitations of
normal-hearing listeners were used to calculate the estimates.

Condition
Frame
size Expansion

Lift
~dB!

DD1
~dB!

DD2
~dB!

DD3
~dB!

V-UN
male
~dB!

V-UN
female
~dB!

Distortion
~dB!

DSD
noise

DTR
noise
~dB!

DSN
male
~dB!

DSN
female
~dB!

Org 1024 1.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.2 5.3 2` 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
N4s 512 1.0 0 0.1 0.0 20.1 15.3 7.4 217 0.4 2.2 0.5 0.5
N4l 1024 1.0 0 0.2 20.1 0.0 15.6 7.5 216 0.4 1.6 0.5 0.3
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the total level in its first row along the time axis was taken as
a measure of the temporal ripple power. The changes in these
values are given in dB under ‘‘DTR noise.’’ Finally, the
changes in overall SNR produced by the enhancement were
estimated by comparing the power levels of the processed
and unprocessed sentences and noises. Since these SNR
changes could show large variations between the two speak-
ers, they are given for the male and the female speaker sepa-
rately under ‘‘DSN male’’ and ‘‘DSN female.’’

In the fields along the top of Table I it can be seen that
the depth between the first and the second formant~D2! in-
creases for all conditions with expansion, but at the cost of
higher distortions~Distortion!, and less smooth noise~larger
SD and TR!. The changes in the depths below the first~D1!
and above the second formants~D3! are very small. For the
conditions with lift, the V-UN factors often improve, as do
the signal-to-noise ratios. This leads to the expectation that a
combination of lift and expansion might be more successful
than each of them in isolation. A comparison of the E1L1S
condition and the fields with the noise suppression shows
that the noise suppression increases the SNR for the male
voice. With the noise suppression, the depths below the first
and above the second formants~D1 and D3! slightly increase
in two cases, but at the cost of more distortion. The V-UN
factors have increased slightly, but they are still better than
found in the reference condition. In comparison with the ref-
erence condition, the noise suppression increases the average
SNR with just over 1 dB. Without the smearing, the increase
in SNR is reduced to about 0.5 dB in Table II. This increase
is nearing the limit of the measurement accuracy. Below we
will discuss these factors in relation to the measurement re-
sults.

IV. RESULTS

A. The enhancement scheme

The results of experiment 1 are shown in Fig. 5. Plotted
are the SRT values for the eight measurement conditions,
averaged over the eight subjects. The averages in panel~a!
were calculated over both speakers. Panels~b! and~c! show
the averages separated for the male and the female speaker,
respectively. The error bars indicate the 95% confidence in-
tervals. The dashed lines indicate the level of the reference
SRT for the smeared condition~S!. For normal-hearing lis-
teners, the average SRT is23.8 dB. This is in good agree-
ment with the value of24.1 dB found for this speech mate-
rial by Versfeldet al. ~2000!. The difference in average SRT
for the smeared and the unsmeared reference conditions in-
dicates that the smearing produced a 4.6-dB increase in SRT.

The effects of the various processing schemes are shown
in the remaining six conditions. Panel~a! shows that only the
conditions with combined spectral expansion and lift pro-
duce an improvement in the average SRT. For the conditions
E1L1S and E2L1S the reductions in SRT are 1.1 and 0.8 dB,
respectively, and they are found to be significant@paired
samplet-testp,0.002 (E1L1S) andp,0.05 (E2L1S), after
Bonferoni correction#. The reduction in SRT for condition
E1L1S was obtained separately for both the male and the

female speaker; see panels~b! and ~c!. For the conditions
E2L1S and E2L2S, the SRT values show a clear decrease for
the female speaker but not for the male speaker. This indi-
cates that, for these more extreme parameter settings, the
present enhancement scheme functions better for the female
than for the male voice.

B. Addition of the noise suppression scheme

The results of experiment 2, incorporating noise sup-
pression before the enhancement stage, are shown in Fig. 6.
The format of this figure is the same as that of Fig. 5. The
dashed lines on the left side of each panel indicate the level
of the SRT for the unsmeared reference condition, those on
the right indicate the smeared reference levels. The results on
the left side of panel~a! show that the application of just the
noise reduction stage does not improve the SRT of normal-
hearing listeners. The results with the smearing, on the right
side of panel~a!, show that the combination of noise reduc-
tion and enhancement only seems to produce a decrease~0.8
dB! in SRT for the N4sELS condition, which incorporated
averaging over four frames and a frame size of 512 samples.
However, this decrease in SRT failed to reach significance
~paired samplest-test, p50.11 after Bonferoni correction!.
The results with the frame size of 1024 samples and those
with zero padding are all negative. For condition N4szELS,
with zero padding, the average SRT is significantly higher
~by 1.5 dB! than for than the corresponding N4sELS condi-
tion without zero padding~paired samplest-test, p,0.05

FIG. 5. Results of experiment 1. Plotted is the average SRT for eight mea-
surement conditions. In panel~a! it was averaged over the eight subjects and
two speakers. In panels~b! and ~c! it was averaged over the eight subjects.
These panels show data for the male and female speaker, respectively. The
error bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals. The dashed lines indicate
the level of the reference SRT for the smeared condition~S!. The various
conditions are described in the text.
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after Bonferoni correction!. This implies that the application
of zero padding degrades rather than improves the quality of
the processing.

C. Pilot study with hearing-impaired listeners

For the hearing-impaired subjects, an audiogram was re-
corded for each ear, after which the best ear was chosen for
the measurements. The audiogram of subject HI1 showed a
loss of around 10 dB up to 1 kHz, which gradually increased
to 60 dB at 4 kHz, and stabilized from there. HI2 had a
30-dB loss up to 2 kHz, increasing to 70 dB at and above 4
kHz. HI3 had a 25-dB loss up to 500 Hz, increasing to 40 dB
at and above 1 kHz, with a narrow peak of 60 dB at 4 kHz.
To present as much speech information as possible in the
dynamic range of the subjects, all stimuli were spectrally
adapted according to a half-gain rule. This spectral adapta-
tion function was shaped according to the half-way point
between the absolute threshold and a 110-dB SPL uncom-
fortable loudness level. The stimuli were presented at such a
level that a calculation of the speech intelligibility index

~SII! ~ANSI, 1997! predicted optimal performance~i.e., a
maximal SII!. This approach optimizes presentation levels
between loud enough to present most of the important speech
information above threshold, and soft enough to prevent
large amounts of self-masking from occurring in the speech.
Without noise, the SII values for the reference condition~av-
eraged over the male and female speakers! were 0.77, 0.59,
and 0.54 for subjects HI1, HI2, and HI3, respectively. These
values represent the fraction of the total speech information,
corrected for spectral masking, available to the subjects. At
the SRT these SII values dropped to 0.38, 0.35, and 0.36,
respectively, indicating a clear masking effect of the noise.
Comparable SII values were found for the spectrally adapted
SRT ~SRTa! by Noordhoek~2000! for hearing-impaired lis-
teners with supra-threshold impairments.

To estimate the steepness of auditory filters, we used
detection measurements of 1-kHz pure tones in notched
noises with several notch widths. This method estimates the
shallowest auditory filter slope that passes through the 1-kHz
region. For normal-hearing listeners, we generally find val-
ues around 90 dB/oct when measuring at 1 kHz. For subject
HI1 we found a slope of 80 dB/oct, indicative of near normal
auditory filters in an area around 1 kHz. For subjects HI2 and
HI3 we found slopes of 32 and 12 dB/oct, respectively, in-
dicating that these subjects have strongly broadened auditory
filters near 1 kHz. So, HI2 and HI3 form part of the target
group of the present speech enhancement scheme, while HI1
does not seem to suffer from reduced spectral resolution.

Table III shows the results of the SRT measurements for
the three hearing-impaired subjects. The top row contains the
reference SRT values of the sentence lists of the male and
female speakers. Averaged over speakers, these reference
SRT values are21.6, 21.0, and21.8 dB for subjects HI1,
HI2, and HI3, respectively. This indicates that all subjects
have an elevated SRT in noise. The lower three rows present
the relative SRT values for three enhancement conditions.
These three conditions had been used before, albeit in com-
bination with the smearing, in either experiment 1 or 2. They
are indicated with the same labels as in those experiments
~Figs. 5 and 6!, but now without the ‘‘S’’ for smearing. The
SRT differences show that there was little or no gain for
subject HI1. For subjects HI2 and HI3, the enhancement
schemes often improved SRT values for the female speaker,
while they were less successful for the male voice. The most

FIG. 6. Results of experiment 2. The format of this figure is the same as that
of Fig. 5. The dashed lines on the left and right sides of the panels indicate
reference SRT values for the unsmeared and the smeared conditions, respec-
tively.

TABLE III. The results of the pilot study using hearing-impaired listeners. The top row marked ‘‘Reference’’ shows the SRT values for the reference
conditions, the lower three rows show the SRT differences between the reference and the indicated conditions. For subject HI1, the width of the auditory filter
near 1 kHz was found to be normal. For subjects HI2 and HI3, the auditory filters had broadened considerably. The last two columns show their average
results.

Condition
Frame
size Expansion

Lift
~dB!

HI1
male

HI1
female

HI2
male

HI2
female

HI3
male

HI3
female

Average
2 & 3
male

Average
2 & 3
female

Reference 512 1.0 0 21.8 21.4 20.6 21.4 21.8 21.8 21.2 21.6
DE1L1 512 1.5 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 22.0 20.8 21.6 20.4 21.8
DN4sEL 512 1.5 6 2.4 20.4 0.8 0.0 2.0 20.8 1.4 20.4
DE2L2 512 2.0 12 1.6 0.4 21.2 21.2 2.8 20.4 0.8 20.8
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consistent improvements are found for enhancement scheme
E1L1 .

V. DISCUSSION

The results of Experiment 1 in Fig. 5 show a 4.6-dB
increase in SRT from the unsmeared to the smeared condi-
tions. For hearing-impaired subjects increases in SRT be-
tween 1 and 10 dB have been recorded~Plomp, 1986;
Noordhoeket al., 2000!. More specifically, for eight subjects
with decreased spectral and reasonably good temporal reso-
lution, as measured in upward and downward spread of
masking as compared to forward masking, Noordhoek
~2000! found an average increase of 5.5 dB relative to 12
normal-hearing subjects. Therefore, the present increase is in
good agreement with the expectations which means that, in
terms of produced increase in SRT, the effect of the smearing
scheme is comparable to that of a loss of frequency selectiv-
ity.

The 4.6-dB increase in SRT obtained with the present
smearing scheme is much closer than previous results to the
value of 5 dB that is expected for a ratio of 2 to 3 loss in
spectral resolution. Ter Keurset al. ~1993! only smeared the
spectral envelope while retaining the original spectral fine
structure. They found a 3-dB increase in SRT when convolv-
ing with a filter of 1 oct, which is roughly equal to the pres-
ently used filter width. Interpolation of their data indicates
that they would need filter width of about 1.5 oct for a 5-dB
increase in SRT. Baer and Moore~1993! smeared the whole
spectrum and, at a23 dB SNR, they lost about 30% in word
scores after convolving with a filter that was three times
wider than the normal ERB. A similar loss was found at SNR
of 0 dB and a filter width of six times the ERB. Their results
indicate a detrimental effect of smearing on speech intelligi-
bility that was almost as large as reported by ter Keurset al.
That the effects of the present smearing scheme are larger
can probably be attributed to the partly randomized phase
spectra that we used.

As found previously~Baer et al., 1993; Francket al.,
1999!, the results of the first experiment indicate that the
application of just spectral expansion to counteract loss of
frequency selectivity does not lead to improved SRT values
~though it may still improve the subjective listening quality
for speech in noise!. The same is true for the lift filter with
which we tried to counteract the upward-spread-of-masking.
An improved SRT could, however, be achieved when com-
bining these two strategies~condition E1L1S!. This may be
because spectral expansion improves the vowel quality while
it decreases the quality of the consonants~Franck et al.,
1999!, where the spectral lift increases the overall energy of
the unvoiced parts of speech, and thus may prevent conso-
nants from losing too much of their quality in the noise.

These notions are corroborated by the factors in the top
section of Table I. This table shows that the increase in val-
ley depth between formants is larger for combined applica-
tion of expansion and lift than for these factors separately
~the largest increases are found between the first and the
second formant!. The relative levels of the unvoiced parts of
the sentences, that primarily contain consonants, are larger
for the conditions with lift~i.e., smaller values for the V-UN

factors!. The most successful condition of experiment 1,
E1L1S, has reasonably good increases in valley depth and
consonant levels, while not showing large distortions in the
speech~under Distortion! or decreases in the temporal regu-
larity of the noise~expressed as increases in theDSD and
DTR factors!.

The introduction of the noise suppression stage in ex-
periment 2 has no positive effects. This may well be due to
the increased levels of distortion that the application of this
stage introduces. The middle section of Table I shows that, in
relation to condition E1L1S, adding the noise suppression
stage slightly improves the valley depth between fundamen-
tal and first formant, but at the cost of larger speech distor-
tion and decreased temporal regularity of the noise. The
speech distortion is smallest for the more successful condi-
tion of experiment 2 (N4sELS). For this condition the SRT
values are smaller than those found for the more formally
correct processing scheme that includes zero padding
(N4szELS). This is probably due to the smaller valley depths
of condition N4szELS in combination with its decreased
speech quality and noise regularity.

For the unsmeared conditions, the noise suppression
does not improve the SRT. This is corroborated by the results
in Table II, which shows that the noise suppression stage
does not produce large increases in SNR while it does intro-
duce distortions in both speech and noise. When comparing
the SRT changes in Fig. 6 between conditions with smearing
and those without, a small improvement is seen for the
N4sELS relative to the S condition~treated in Table I! that is
not found without smearing and processing for the N4s rela-
tive to the Org condition~treated in Table II!. Given a posi-
tive effect of about 1 dB for the enhancement, as found in
experiment 1, this would imply that the effects of the noise
suppression are less detrimental when it is followed by
smearing. This suggests that the noise suppression may stand
a better chance for listeners with reduced spectral resolution
than for normal-hearing listeners. This is in agreement with
the notion that more noise enters an internal frequency chan-
nel when its associated auditory filter is wider.

The effectiveness of the different components of the al-
gorithm seems to differ for the male and the female speaker.
Several differences between the male and the female voice
may be involved, such as differences in fundamental fre-
quency, in the spread of the formants, in the overall tilt of the
vowel spectrum, and in the energy in the voiced versus the
unvoiced parts of the speech. The simulations in Figs. 2 and
3 indicate an effect of spacing and level of formants: because
the second formant is larger in the female version of the
vowel it receives more emphasis. The overall downward tilt
of the spectrum is larger for the sentence of male speaker.
This may make it more susceptible to upward-spread-of-
masking, so more lift will be needed. Table I shows that the
consonants carry more of the total energy for the female than
for the male speaker, which could render the female voice
more robust to spectral expansion. A further difference could
lie in a different sensitivity of the male and the female voice
to the distortions produced by the enhancement. When large,
such distortions quickly overshadow any positive effects the
enhancement scheme may have.
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The speech enhancement scheme only produces subtle
changes in cues in limited parts of the sentences. Any posi-
tive effect of the processing scheme on the SRT will depend
on listeners being able to use these very subtle increases in
number and size of formant peaks. The SRT is not a very
sensitive instrument for recording such subtle differences.
Word scores are probably more sensitive, and they also give
the opportunity to examine the effects of enhancement
schemes for different phonemes. From the SRT, a division
between vowel and consonant scores cannot be made. A fur-
ther limitation of the SRT is that it does not need to relate
directly to subjective listening quality; two counteractive
forces in this are, first, the notion that more ease of under-
standing will increase the subjective listening quality, while,
second, a large amount of high-frequency energy often im-
proves intelligibility scores in hearing-impaired listeners
while this is experienced as highly unpleasant. Nevertheless,
the SRT is a really tough test that provides a measure that is
more representative of speech understanding in real life situ-
ations than word scores do. When an improvement in SRT is
recorded, this is a good indication that a positive effect will
also be found in real-life listening situations.

For the hearing-impaired subjects, the combined strategy
E1L1 produced the most consistent SRT improvements. For
the subjects with reduced frequency selectivity~HI2 and
HI3!, the effects are of the same size as found for the
normal-hearing listeners with smearing. However, for the
measurements with the hearing-impaired subjects, the nomi-
nal standard deviations of the results are of the same size as
the recorded improvements. Therefore, we cannot draw any
positive conclusions from this pilot experiment, but the re-
sults for the female speaker do lead to careful optimism.

The average SRT differences for the hearing-impaired
subjects are21.1, 0.5, and 0.0 for the conditions E1L1 ,
N4sEL, and E2L2 , respectively. For the normal-hearing lis-
teners we found a significant difference of21.1 dB for the
first condition and no significant differences for the latter two
conditions. So, there is some similarity in the behavior of the
normal-hearing listeners with spectral smearing on the one
side and of the hearing-impaired listeners on the other side.
However, from the limited results of the pilot study we can-
not positively conclude that the present spectral smearing
produces an accurate model of loss of spectral resolution as
in hearing-impaired listeners, but the model is clearly not
very far from the mark.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The present spectral smearing scheme, incorporating a
partial random phase, produced an increase in SRT for
normal-hearing listeners that was very close to the expected
increase for the hearing impaired suffering from reduced fre-
quency selectivity.

Spectral expansion combined with spectral filtering~lift !
can improve the intelligibility of speech in noise, as mea-
sured in the SRT while using simulated loss of frequency
selectivity. However, care has to be taken in the development
of such algorithms, as the positive effects of such a scheme
can quickly be overshadowed by the detrimental effects of
the distortions it inherently produces.

The addition of the present noise suppression stage did
not give any further improvements.
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APPENDIX A: SPEECH PROCESSING ALGORITHM

1. Enhancement: Windowing and zero padding

To maximize processing speed, it was our aim to use as
little zero padding as possible in the OLA algorithm. To ex-
amine the effects of different windowing strategies, we have
plotted the waveforms of processed 23.2-ms segments of a
natural utterance of the vowel /e/ as in the Dutch word
‘‘spreek.’’ In the examples shown, we have used four times
zero padding and both spectral compression and spectral ex-
pansion with a ratio of 2.0. The spectra of the original and
processed segments are shown in Fig. 7. Figure 8 shows the
spread of the waveforms out of the original 23.2-ms segment
for various conditions~to be able to plot these relatively
small signals, the waveforms in the segments themselves
have been forced to zero!. The spread is only shown behind
the segment; a similar spread occurs before it. The total size
of these spreading waveforms is indicative of the amount of
problems that can be expected without zero padding, as these
portions of waveforms will then be reflected back into the
frame as artifacts. Panels~b! and ~c! show the spread while
using a raised-cosine~Tukey! window with 96% maximal
amplitude~solid lines! or a Hanning window~dashed lines!
before the compression and the expansion, respectively. Here
the Hanning window functions better. Panels~e! and ~f!
show these same waveforms with a second window@shown

FIG. 7. Spectra of original~solid line!, compressed~dashed line!, and ex-
panded~dotted line! versions of a 23.2-ms segment of a natural utterance of
the vowel /e/ as in the Dutch word ‘‘spreek.’’ Spectral compression and
expansion were performed with a ratio of 2.0. The spectra were calculated
using a Hanning window.
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in panel~d!# applied after the spectral processing. The sec-
ond window had the interchanged shape of the first window;
the solid lines show the spread using a Tukey window be-
fore, and a Hanning window after IFFT, and the dashed lines
show the spread for reversed order of windows. To study the
distortions that occur without zero padding, the second win-
dows were not zero outside the frame, but their shapes were
mirrored in the segment borders as shown in panel~d!. With-
out the application of zero padding, the waveforms in panels
~e! and~f! should be minimized. Panel~f! shows that, unlike
for the spectral compression, for the expansion the better
strategy is to use a Tukey before, and a Hanning window
after, the spectral processing@note the different scales for
panels~e! and ~f!#.

By listening to separate frames that had been processed
with zero padding and without a second window, we were
able to determine the nature of the parts of the waveforms
that spread out of the original segment@as in Fig. 8~b!#. For
the expansion schemes that we used, they sound like metallic

echoes and do not carry any speech information. Though
they will contribute to the desired spectral alterations, they
may introduce new and unwanted sounds in neighboring seg-
ments when no second window is used. Excluding this
spread by the application of a second window will then re-
duce distortion. Reducing the operations to the size of the
original frame will mean that the delay of the design can be
reduced. For these reasons, it seemed a good idea to first try
a version of the OLA algorithm without zero padding. In
such a strategy the effectiveness of the spectral manipula-
tions will be reduced, but that can easily be compensated for
by applying a little stronger expansion and lift.

In an informal binaural listening test using sentences in
noise at a SNR of 0 dB, we have compared the results of the
present processing scheme, with no zero padding, a Tukey
window before and a Hanning window after the IFFT, with
those from a more formally correct one with a Hanning win-
dow and four times zero padding before the FFT, and with-
out a second window~Allen, 1977; Allen and Rabiner, 1977;
Griffin and Lim, 1984!. The two types of stimuli were pre-
sented simultaneously and dichotically. By alternating the ear
of presentation for the two stimuli we could examine some
of the differences between them. When switching ears, the
speech parts of the stimuli remained located in the center of
the head, while the noisy parts were perceived louder on the
side of the stimulus created with the zero padding. It seems,
therefore, that for the present nonlinear expansion the more
formally correct scheme generates more distortion from in-
teractions between speech and noise. Of course, the same
need not be true for linear processing.

2. Noise reduction: Averaging in two ways

The shape of the noise reduction filter was determined
from the ratio of the average complex amplitude, and the
square root of the average intensity~i.e., the rms value!, cal-
culated over the last three or four frames. When the contents
of the frames are very noisy, the average complex amplitude
spectrum will be smaller than the rms spectrum, as the ran-
dom phase values of the complex amplitudes will lead to a
smaller than maximal sum. When averaging overN noise
spectra, this will lead to a nominal reduction in amplitude by
a ratioAN. For sinusoidal components we have to make sure
that the average amplitude is as large as possible, so they will
lead to clearly larger average amplitudes than the noise. To
achieve this we need to realign their phase values over con-
secutive frame spectra, so that the sum of the complex am-
plitudes will not suffer too much reduction from phase dif-
ferences. For this we corrected each phase value with the
phase shift caused by the time delay between the frames. For
sinusoidal components with frequencies that are equal to in-
teger multiples of the frequency resolution of the FFT~i.e.,
exactly equal to the frequency of a FFT bin! this is sufficient
to equalize their phase values over time. For most sinusoidal
components that condition will not be met, of course. There-
fore, we next calculated the frame-to-frame phase shifts~cor-
recting with 2p when necessary! after which the phases in
each frame were corrected according to the average values of
these shifts. In this way we were able to reliably track the

FIG. 8. Spread of the waveform behind the original segment size with four
times zero padding. For clarity, the waveforms in the original segments have
been forced to zero. On the present scale, the amplitudes in the segments
ranged from 6 to210. The calculations have been performed using the same
vowel segments as used in Fig. 7. For the waveforms in panels~b! and ~c!
windowing was only applied before the FFT using the Hanning~dashed
line! or Tukey window~solid line! in panel~a!. For the waveforms in panels
~e! and~f! a second window, with the alternative shape~Tukey versus Han-
ning! as the first one, was applied after the IFFT. These windows are shown
in panel~d!. To illustrate the size of the problems that can arise without zero
padding, the second window was mirrored at integer multiples of the seg-
ment borders. The line types of the windows and waveforms correspond
with each other over the panels.
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phase of sinusoids whose frequencies did not fall exactly on
a FFT bin. This is illustrated in Fig. 9, which shows two
examples of the behavior of a FFT bin, and its complex and
rms averages, over four consecutive frames. To form the
noise reduction filter, the absolute values of the average am-
plitude spectrum were then divided by the values of the rms
spectrum. The spectral amplitudes of the frame under atten-
tion were then multiplied with this noise filter, thus attenuat-
ing the amplitudes of FFT bins with noisy content more than
those with mainly sinusoidal content.

To estimate the effects of the noise reduction scheme,
we have processed pure-tone and complex stimuli in noise.
For a slowly changing sinusoid~rising from 20 to 4400 Hz in
1.75 s! in white noise, a 2-dB SNR improvement was
achieved. As examples of relevant complex stimuli, we pro-
cessed two vowels, /e/ and /a/ as in the Dutch words
‘‘spreek’’ and ‘‘vader,’’ spoken both by a male and by a fe-
male speaker. These vowels were taken from sentences in
speech noise at 0 dB SNR. The increases in SNR for the
noise reduction scheme, with a frame size of 512 and aver-
aging over 4 frames, were 1.4 and20.1 dB for the two
vowels of the male speaker, and 1.9 and 1.2 dB for the two
vowels spoken by the female. So, for these four examples we
achieved an average increase of 1.1 dB in SNR.

APPENDIX B: SMEARING ALGORITHM: THE PHASE
SPECTRUM

To create the expected excitation as used in the smearing
algorithm, we convolved the amplitude spectrum with a
RoEx filter with a constant Q and a skew factor of 2. Next,
the formant peaks in the excitation were located, and the
peaks that produced them were traced in the original ampli-
tude spectrum~due to the skewness of the filter shape, the
excitation peaks usually occurred at slightly higher frequen-
cies than the original peaks in the amplitude spectrum!. Us-
ing this information, a phase spectrum for the excitation was

constructed, so that it could be retransformed to a waveform.
We copied the phase spectrum from a region~7 FFT bins
wide for a 512 bin frame! around the peaks in the original
amplitude spectrum to the areas of the corresponding peak in
the excitation. All the remaining values of the phase spec-
trum were given a random value. In this way we were able to
maintain the original group delay of this section of the sound
to some extent, and suppress possible artifacts from mis-
matched group delays. A schematic of this algorithm is given
in Fig. 10.

The use of partly randomized phases in the smearing
scheme prevents the occurrence of a rattling artifact. Instead
it produces noise where the random phase values are intro-
duced in the spectrum. However, these random phase values
are all introduced in sections in which the spectral ampli-
tudes are fairly small. Therefore, the noise level produced by
the algorithm is rather low. It is, however, clearly audible
when processing speech in quiet. So, the results from this
smearing scheme do not represent the percepts of hearing-
impaired listeners for speech in quiet. However, the present
algorithm was designed for use in SRT measurements, which
incorporate noise in each stimulus presentation. When noise
is added to the speech before the smearing, the noise gener-
ated by the algorithm becomes part of, or disappears in, that
background noise. For that reason, we consider the applica-
tion of this smearing scheme a reasonably good approxima-
tion of the loss of frequency selectivity in the present SRT
measurements.

FIG. 9. Phase correction and averages for four vectors representing the
behavior over time of a FFT bin with a sinusoid plus a small amount of
noise in panel~a! and of a FFT bin with a very noisy content in panel~b!. To
illustrate the phase effects, all amplitudes are chosen equal to unity. The
panels on the left show the original vectors, the mid panels show them after
phase correction. The panels on the right show the differences between the
absolute value of the average and the rms average.

FIG. 10. Schematic of the spectral smearing algorithm.
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A quasiarticulatory approach to controlling acoustic source
parameters in a Klatt-type formant synthesizer using HLsyn
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The HLsyn speech synthesizer uses models of the vocal tract to map higher-level quasiarticulatory
parameters to the acoustic parameters of a Klatt-type formant synthesizer. The benefits of this
system are several. In addition to requiring a relatively small number of parameters, the HLsyn
model includes constraints on source–filter relations that occur naturally during speech production.
Such constraints help to prevent combinations of sources and filter that are impossible to achieve
with the human vocal tract. Thus, HLsyn could lead to reductions in the complexity of formant
synthesis and result in better quality synthesis. HLsyn can also be a useful tool for speech-science
education and speech research. This paper focuses on the generation of acoustic sources in HLsyn.
Described in detail are the equations and methods used to estimate Klatt-type source parameters
from HLsyn parameters. Several examples illustrating the generation of source parameters for
obstruents~voiced and voiceless! and sonorants are provided. Future papers will describe the
filtering components of HLsyn. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Source–filter theory and its articulatory correlates

Speech production involves two activities: maintenance
of a relatively steady, positive pressure in the lungs, and
formation of constrictions at various points throughout the
laryngeal, pharyngeal, and oral cavities. For some sounds,
the pressure between two of these constrictions may be ma-
nipulated by changing the volume between them. The posi-
tive lung pressure forces air to flow through the trachea and
vocal tract. The formation of constrictions plays two roles:
the location along the vocal tract affects the resonant quali-
ties of the cavities, and when a constriction is narrow
enough, pressure can increase or decrease in the airway be-
hind it, causing a pressure drop across the constriction. This
pressure drop forces air to flow through the constriction, cre-
ating sound sources. For example, given a lung pressure
greater than atmospheric and appropriately configured vocal
folds, subglottal pressure will build up and set the folds into
a quasiperiodic mode of vibration. The resulting acoustic en-
ergy produced by the modulation of airflow through the glot-
tis is then shaped by the cavities above the glottis. Adding a
narrow constriction at some point downstream of the vocal
folds not only changes the resonant qualities of the vocal
tract but also results in turbulence in the airflow, giving rise
to a second source of sound near the point of constriction.
Sources above the glottis are usually noise sources, but could
also be transient~at the release of stop consonants! or have a
periodic component~e.g., trills formed at the tongue blade or

lips!. In addition to creating a second source of sound, the
supraglottal constriction influences the amplitude and other
characteristics of the periodic sound source at the glottis;
likewise, the degree of adduction of the vocal folds influ-
ences the supraglottal source characteristics. Thus, the effects
of local constrictions in the vocal tract are not restricted to
the sources in the vicinity of the constriction, and the char-
acteristics of one source are not independent of those of an-
other source.

In terms of physiology, the sound sources and the reso-
nant characteristics of the vocal tract are often produced and
controlled by the same mechanisms, and are not separable.
Acoustically, however, the characteristics of the sources and
the transfer functions of the cavities formed by the articula-
tors in the vocal tract can be treated separately, greatly sim-
plifying models and analysis. This separation is the basis of
the source–filter theory of speech production~Fant, 1960!.
Since its introduction, the source–filter theory has proven
highly useful, productive, and informative, and our under-
standing of the acoustic characteristics of speech has been
greatly enhanced. Treatment of source production and filter-
ing as entirely independent processes is assumed in many
models that form the basis for speech research, and in most
automated speech applications.

Formant synthesis is a direct application of source–filter
theory. A block diagram of a conventional source–filter
speech synthesizer, the Klatt synthesizer~Klatt and Klatt,
1990!, is shown in Fig. 1. Three sources are displayed at the
left: one represents the periodic source at the glottis, one
represents the aspiration noise source at the glottis, and one
accounts for frication noise, that is, noise arising from turbu-
lent airflow in the vicinity of a supraglottal constriction.
~Figure 1 shows three alternative periodic sources in the
Klatt synthesizer; in this paper, only the KLGLOTT88
source is used.! The amplitudes of these sources are con-
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c!Also at the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,
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trolled by three separate parameters: AV~amplitude of the
quasiperiodic component of the glottal source!, AH ~ampli-
tude of the aspiration source!, and AF~amplitude of the fri-
cation source!. The characteristics of the quasiperiodic
source are also controlled by a parameterF0 that manipu-
lates the fundamental frequency, parameters~TL and OQ!
that determine the shape of the glottal pulse waveform, and a
parameter~DI! that simulates the amount of diplophonia.
These three sources excite either cascade or parallel banks of
filters, which represent the vocal-tract resonances. Each reso-
nance has a formant frequencyFi, and resonances in cascade
have bandwidths Bi , where i 51,...,6. Each of the parallel
resonators includes an amplitude~AiV when excited by the
glottal source, and AiF when excited by the frication source!,
as well as bandwidths BiV and BiF. In addition, in the cas-
cade branch there are resonators to represent pole–zero pairs
introduced by coupling to the nasal cavity, the trachea, or
other side branches. In all, about 50 parameters are necessary
to control the synthesizer, though usually they do not all vary
at the same time.

Although very high quality speech can be synthesized
using formant synthesis~Holmes, 1983; Klatt and Klatt,
1990; Hanson, 1995b!, the discussion above suggests a
weakness in the system of Fig. 1, namely the lack of con-
straints that occur naturally among sound sources and the
vocal-tract filter during speech production. In the source–
filter conception in Fig. 1, the interdependencies and interac-
tions of sources and filter must be implemented by proper
selection and control of a multitude of synthesizer param-
eters. Perhaps more importantly, by treating the sources and
vocal tract as completely independent, one could introduce

combinations of parameters that result in sources and filters
that are impossible to achieve with a human vocal tract. Ar-
ticulatory synthesizers, which attempt to mimic exactly the
production of speech by humans, would provide a solution to
these problems. These synthesizers, however, have been
found to be computationally expensive. Furthermore, there is
a lack of articulatory data which form the basis for the design
of control parameters for such a synthesizer.

B. Constraining source–filter relations in HLsyn

Alternative synthesis systems have been suggested. For
example, Lin and Fant~1990! describe a quasiarticulatory
system, which combines some aspects of articulatory and
formant synthesis. Another such system, and the subject of
this paper, was first described by Stevens and Bickley
~1991!. It employs only a small set of higher level~HL!
parameters which are closely related to parameters that might
be found in an articulatory synthesizer. The HL parameters
are mapped to a large set of Klatt-type~KL ! parameters. The
parameters controlling the parallel resonators with laryngeal
sources in Fig. 1 are not used in this implementation; rather,
sounds produced with laryngeal sources are generated with
the cascade branch. The mapping relations among HL and
KL parameters are based on equivalent circuit and transmis-
sion line models of the vocal tract that include both aerody-
namic and acoustic processes. Hence, it retains the computa-
tional simplicity of formant synthesis, while including the
constraints among source characteristics and vocal-tract con-
figuration.

This system has been implemented under the name HL-

FIG. 1. Block diagram of the Klatt synthesizer~after Klatt and Klatt, 1990!.
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syn ~Bickley et al., 1997; Hansonet al., 1997!. It controls an
existing formant synthesizer, SenSyn™~Sensimetrics Corp.,
1992!, which is modeled after KLSYN88~Klatt and Klatt,
1990!. The current set of 13 parameters is listed in Table I
and the parameters are illustrated in Fig. 2~a!. A block dia-
gram of the HLsyn system is shown in Fig. 2~b!. Each pa-
rameter represents either an articulatory attribute or an
acoustic parameter that is directly related to articulation.1

The parametersf1, f2, f3, and f4 represent the natural fre-
quencies of the vocal tract, assuming that there is no cou-
pling to the tracheal or nasal cavities. The cross-sectional
areas of constrictions formed by the lips or tongue blade are
controlled by parametersal and ab, respectively, while the
cross-sectional area of a tongue-body constriction is con-
trolled by f1.2 The parameterag represents the cross-
sectional area at the membranous portion of the vocal folds,

while ap represents that at the cartilaginous portion. An ini-
tial fundamental-frequency contour is set using the parameter
f0. This contour represents intentional prosodic variations in
fundamental frequency that are achieved by varying vocal-
fold tension. Perturbations on this contour are made in the
mapping relations to account for intrinsic pitch of vowels,
changes in subglottal pressure, and changes in vocal-fold
compliance that may occur when obstruent consonants are
produced. The remaining parameters control the opening at
the velopharyngeal port~an!, the subglottal pressure~ps!, the
rate of expansion of the vocal tract~ue! ~used during the
production of obstruent consonants!, and changes in the
compliance of the vocal-tract walls and vocal folds, ex-
pressed as a percentage change relative to the default com-
pliances~dc!.

As shown in Fig. 2~b!, these parameters are used to first
determine the pressures and flows that would develop in a
vocal tract having the specified time-varying configuration.
These pressures and flows, along with the original param-
eters, are then used to calculate the KL parameters for
sources at the vocal folds and in the supraglottal tract~in-
cluding the amplitudes AV, AH, and AF!, as well as those for
the transfer functions. Because the Klatt synthesizer is lan-
guage independent, HLsyn is not oriented towards one lan-
guage. However, some of the constants in the mapping rela-
tions, to be described later, may need to be adjusted for
certain languages.

Figure 3 illustrates the calculation of source amplitudes
for two simple time-varying adjustments of the glottis and of
a supraglottal constriction that might occur for a consonant
in intervocalic position.3 In the first example@Figs. 3~a! and
~b!# the vocal folds remain in an adducted position through-
out the consonant~that is, ag remains constant at a value
appropriate for a vowel!, and a narrow constriction is formed
at the alveolar ridge. We model this configuration in HLsyn
by first setting the average glottal areaag to be 4 mm2. The
cross-sectional area of the constriction formed by the tongue
blade,ab, is initially set to 100 mm2, to indicate the lack of
a significant constriction there. At 100 ms, however,ab be-
gins to decrease. It reaches a minimum of 10 mm2 at 125 ms,
and is held there for 50 ms. At 175 ms,ab begins to increase,
until it reaches 100 mm2 at 200 ms.

The effects of this simple parameter change are several.
During the closure, oral pressure builds up behind the con-
striction, reducing the transglottal pressure, but introducing a
pressure drop at the narrow constriction. Therefore, in the
output Klatt parameters, we would see AV drop during the
closure, while AF would rise, as shown in Fig. 3~b!. Note
that if one were controlling the Klatt parameters directly,
both AF and AV could be increased simultaneously, contrary
to what one expects based on acoustic models~assuming that
subglottal pressure is constant!. In HLsyn, the constraints
among the source amplitudes prevent this anomaly. The in-
crease in oral pressure creates an abducting force on the vo-
cal folds, and results in an increase in the effective average
glottal area during the closure, causing an increase in acous-
tic energy loss at the glottis. In terms of the KL parameters,
this additional loss of energy means that the bandwidths of
the formants will increase, particularly the first-formant

FIG. 2. ~a! Illustration of the HLsyn parameters and their relation to the
vocal tract.~b! Schematic of the HLsyn synthesizer.

TABLE I. Description of HLsyn parameters.

f1–f4 First four natural frequencies of vocal tract, assuming no
narrow local constrictions~Hz!

f0 Fundamental frequency due to active adjustments of
vocal folds~Hz!

ag Average area of glottal opening between the membranous
portion of the vocal folds~mm2!

ap Area of the posterior glottal opening~mm2!
ps Subglottal pressure~cm H2O!
al Cross-sectional area of constriction at the lips~mm2!
ab Cross-sectional area of tongue-blade constriction~mm2!
an Cross-sectional area of velopharyngeal port~mm2!
ue Rate of increase of vocal-tract volume~cm3/s!
dc Change in vocal-fold or wall compliances~%!
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bandwidth B1. Another effect of the increase in effective
average glottal area is that formant frequencies, especially
F1, are shifted. Thus, at least four KL parameters~AV, AF,
F1, B1! related to both source and filter are affected by the
variation in the HL parameterab.

If, in addition to varyingab, ag was increased substan-
tially during the closure, AV would decrease to zero4 during
the closure, while AF would be relatively high, as might be
expected for a voiceless fricative. These effects are illus-
trated in Figs. 3~c! and ~d!.

The details of deriving time-varying KL parameters
from HL parameters are the subject of a planned series of
papers. In these papers we will describe in depth the param-
eters and mapping relations of the HLsyn system.5 Because it
is largely the differences in the derivation of source param-
eters that set HLsyn apart from traditional formant synthesis,
we focus on acoustic sources in this paper, and derive the KL
parameters AV, AF, AH, OQ, TL,F0, and DI. Given the
interactions among sources and filters that are the basis of the
system, however, the paper will necessarily include discus-
sion of parameters related to the transfer function character-
istics. Future papers will describe the derivation of KL filter
parameters in more depth.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
the generation of acoustic sources in the vocal tract via for-
mation and release of constrictions is described in some de-
tail. The equations and methods with which KL source pa-
rameters are estimated from HL parameters are presented in
Sec. III. Section IV presents examples of how various
sources are generated in HLsyn. Finally, summary and dis-
cussion are presented in Secs. V and VI.

II. ACOUSTIC SOURCES

As discussed earlier, both periodic and noise sources can
be generated in the vocal tract through the formation and
release of constrictions, either at the glottis or somewhere
along the supraglottal tract. Acoustically, the relevant param-
eters are amplitude and, in the case of periodic sources, spec-
tral balance, open quotient, and fundamental frequency. In
order to derive these acoustic parameters from articulatory
parameters, it is necessary to understand how speakers con-

trol these sources. The control issues include the circum-
stances under which sources are induced, sustained, and in-
hibited, and the manner in which source characteristics such
as amplitude are varied.

The properties of the quasiperiodic and noise compo-
nents of the glottal source are determined by the configura-
tion of the glottis, the stiffness or slackness of the vocal
folds, and the pressure drop across the glottis~see, for ex-
ample, Fant, 1982; Holmberget al., 1988; Titze, 1992!. The
glottal configuration can be adjusted in several ways, particu-
larly in the degree of abduction or adduction of the vocal
folds and of the arytenoid cartilages. There appear to be two
main components to these abduction or adduction move-
ments: control of the separation of the vocal folds at the
vocal processes of the arytenoid cartilages, and control of the
space between the arytenoid cartilages. Each of these two
components can be varied somewhat independently.

During vowels and certain sonorant consonants, the con-
figuration of the vocal tract above the glottis usually has very
little influence on the acoustic source at the glottis. Under
these circumstances, the amplitude of the glottal excitation
increases with the subglottal pressurePs ~roughly propor-
tional to Ps

1.5; see, for example, Ladefoged, 1962, and Is-
shiki, 1964!, and the amplitude also depends on the amount
of glottal abduction or adduction. There is an optimum posi-
tioning of the vocal folds that leads to a maximum amplitude
for the quasiperiodic source~Verdolini et al., 1998!. Vibra-
tion of the vocal folds occurs only over a restricted range of
glottal abduction or adduction. There are also transglottal
pressure thresholds below which glottal vibration cannot be
sustained or induced~Titze, 1988, 1992!. These thresholds
depend not only on the degree of separation of the vocal
folds but also on the stiffness of the folds. Thus, the phona-
tion threshold pressure is higher when a speaker increases
the pitch of her voice by increasing the vocal-fold stiffness.
The threshold pressure for initiating phonation is higher than
that for sustaining phonation~Baer, 1975; Lucero, 1995!.
Typical phonation thresholds are in the range 3–5-cm H2O
for initiation of phonation and 2–3-cm H2O for termination.

The waveform shape of the glottal pulses depends also
on the glottal abduction or adduction, with the amount of
downward tilt of the spectrum of the pulses being greater for

FIG. 3. Two examples of how variation of quasiarticulatory HLsyn parameters results in variation of acoustic Klatt-synthesizer parameters.~a! The variation
in HLsyn parameterab models the formation of an incomplete constriction formed by the tongue blade; parameterag is held constant to model maintenance
of the vocal folds in an adducted position.~b! The Klatt parameters AV and AF generated by HLsyn.~c! The parameterag is increased during the constriction
to model abduction of the vocal folds.~d! The output Klatt parameters AV and AF differ significantly from those in~b!. ~See the text for more details.!
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an abducted glottis and less for an adducted glottis. The pres-
ence of a fixed chink between the arytenoid cartilages also
leads to an increased tilt in the spectrum of the quasiperiodic
source~Hanson, 1995a, 1997!. The frequency of this source
is dependent on the stiffness of the vocal folds and is also
dependent on the subglottal pressure, particularly when the
vocal folds are relatively slack~Titze, 1989!.

For certain combinations of transglottal pressure, vocal-
fold tension, and degree of vocal-fold approximation, vibra-
tion of the folds may become irregular. Glottalization, which
can occur if the folds are pressed together, is one example of
such irregular vibration. Slifka~2000! has observed that ir-
regular vibration in phrase-final position may be accompa-
nied by falling subglottal pressure and rising glottal flow,
suggesting that irregular vibration can also occur while the
folds are moving apart, rather than being pressed together.

The noise component of the glottal source increases with
the subglottal pressure~roughly proportional toPs

1.5! and
with the average cross-sectional area of the glottisAg ~pro-
portional toAg

0.5! ~Stevens, 1971, 1998!. The bandwidths of
the formants, particularly the first formant, also increase with
the degree of abduction of the vocal folds, due to associated
increases in energy loss.

During obstruent consonants a constriction is formed in
the vocal tract above the glottis. Consequently, when the
glottis is not closed~and when the velopharyngeal port is not
opened! there is an increased pressure in the vocal tract be-
hind the constriction. The transglottal pressure, then, is re-
duced, and this reduced transglottal pressure tends to inhibit
continued vocal-fold vibration. Different actions must be
taken depending on whether vocal-fold vibration is to be
maintained or is to be inhibited. For a voiced obstruent that
occurs in intervocalic position, the vocal folds must be main-
tained in an adducted position, and the transglottal pressure
must remain above the phonation threshold pressure if vocal-
fold vibration is to be maintained. During the obstruent in-
terval, the vocal folds may be slackened, and this action fa-
cilitates continued glottal vibration in spite of the reduced
transglottal pressure. In the case of a voiceless obstruent in
intervocalic position, the vocal folds are usually adjusted to
an abducted position at the end of the preceding vowel, caus-
ing glottal vibration to cease when the transglottal pressure is
reduced. The vocal folds are stiffened during the obstruent
interval, thereby preventing vocal-fold vibration. The slack-
ening or stiffening action for voiced and voiceless obstruents
can carry over into the following vowel, causing a lowering
or a raising of the fundamental frequency in the first few tens
of milliseconds of the vowel.

Another means for inhibiting glottal vibration during the
constricted interval for obstruent consonants is to further de-
crease the transglottal pressure by increasing the pressure in
the mouth. This condition can be achieved by stiffening the
walls of the vocal tract. Stiffening of the walls minimizes
expansion of the vocal-tract volume when there is an in-
crease in the supraglottal pressure and hence prevents signifi-
cant flow of air through the glottis. On the other hand, glottal
vibration can be facilitated by slackening the walls of the
vocal tract, thus allowing passive expansion of the vocal-

tract volume ~Svirsky et al., 1997!. Continued airflow
through the glottis also occurs if the speaker actively ex-
pands the vocal-tract volume. This active expansion can be
achieved by lowering the larynx or by advancing the tongue
root through contraction of the lower fibers of the genioglos-
sus muscle~Bell-Berti, 1975!.

In addition to the sources at the glottis, frication noise
sources due to turbulent airflow can be generated in the vi-
cinity of constrictions formed above the glottis by the lips,
the tongue blade, or the tongue body. If the pressure drop
across the constriction isDP and the cross-sectional area of
the constriction isAc , then the amplitude of the frication
noise source near the constriction is roughly proportional to
DP1.5Ac

0.5. In order to achieve maximum amplitude for the
frication noise at the supraglottal constriction, it turns out
that the cross-sectional area of this constriction should be
about one-half that of the glottal opening~Stevens, 1998!.
The amplitude of the frication source is also somewhat de-
pendent on the presence and orientation of obstacles~such as
the lower incisors! against which the airflow impinges. In the
case of a stop consonant, a brief frication source is generated
near the consonant release, when the cross-sectional area of
the consonantal constriction increases rapidly. Another type
of source that occurs at the release of a stop or affricate
consonant is a transient source. This source is a brief airflow
pulse that is generated in the initial few tenths of a millisec-
ond following the release. This source has been implemented
in recent versions of KLsyn, and has been shown to yield
improved naturalness for synthesized stop consonants and
affricates~Massey, 1994!. The current version of HLsyn does
not include a transient source.

In summary, the generation of glottal sources in the hu-
man speech production system is a consequence of the posi-
tioning of the vocal folds and adjusting their stiffness in par-
ticular ways. When a pressure drop is created across the
glottis, vocal-fold vibration may occur if certain conditions
of stiffening and positioning of the folds are maintained. An
aspiration noise source may also be generated in the vicinity
of the glottis, with or without simultaneous glottal vibration.
Likewise, a frication noise source is generated in the vicinity
of a supraglottal constriction if there is a sufficient pressure
drop across this constriction. In a quasiarticulatory synthesis
system like HLsyn, then, the sources are not controlled di-
rectly, as they are in KLsyn, but rather they are determined
through appropriate adjustments of parameters representing
or controlling the subglottal pressure, the configuration of the
glottis, the state of the vocal folds, the area of a supraglottal
constriction, and, in the case of obstruent consonants, the
vocal-tract volume and the stiffness of the vocal-tract walls.
All of these actions have their counterpart in particular con-
trol parameters within HLsyn.

III. FROM HL TO KL PARAMETERS

In Sec. II, we described in general terms the factors that
influence the properties of the quasiperiodic glottal source
and the noise sources that are generated in the vicinity of
vocal-tract constrictions. We turn now to a more detailed
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description of the calculation of these source parameters in
the Klatt synthesizer when the HL parameters are specified.

As we have shown, the sound sources in speech produc-
tion depend on the pressures and flows in the vocal tract,
which in turn depend on vocal-tract constrictions and sub-
glottal pressure. The basis of HLsyn is the low-frequency
equivalent-circuit model of the vocal tract~Rothenberg,
1968; Stevens, 1993! that is shown in Fig. 4~a!. In this cir-
cuit, the acoustic resistancesRg , Rn , andRc are determined
by the cross-sectional areas of the constrictions at the glottis
(Ag), the velopharyngeal port (An), and the oral supraglottal
airway (Ac), respectively. The glottal resistanceRg in the
equivalent circuit consists of a viscous and a kinetic compo-
nent. For most conditions of interest, the viscous component
is small compared with the kinetic component, and can be
neglected. The nasal and oral constriction orifices are ap-
proximated solely by kinetic resistances. Each kinetic resis-
tance is of the form

Rkin5
rU

2A2 , ~1!

whereU is the volume velocity through the orifice,A is the
cross-sectional area of the opening, andr is the density of air
~0.001 14 gm/cm3!.

The volume velocitiesUg , Un , andUc through the con-
strictions are related to the pressure dropDP across the dy-
namic resistances according to the equation

U5AA2DP

r
, ~2!

whereA is the cross-sectional area of the orifice.
The volume velocityUw represents the rate of increase

of the vocal-tract volume due to passive expansion or con-
traction of the vocal-tract walls. This expansion is a conse-
quence of the increase or decrease of the intraoral pressure
Pm . WhenPm increases, for example, following the forma-
tion of a narrow supraglottal constriction, the compliant
walls are pushed outward by an amount determined by the
complianceCw and resistanceRw of the walls; with the re-
lease of the constriction,Pm decreases and the walls spring
back to their resting position. The sourceUe , which has
units of volume velocity, such as cm3/s, represents active
expansion or contraction of the vocal-tract volume by the

talker. Positive values ofUw andUe correspond to outward
flow, or expansion of the oral cavity, while negative values
correspond to contraction of the oral cavity.

Given the two sourcesPs andUe , the resistances of the
constrictions, and the compliance and resistance of the vocal-
tract walls, one can calculate the flows and the intraoral pres-
surePm . For the production of most vowels and many so-
norant consonants, there is not a narrow constriction in the
oral cavity and the velopharyngeal port is closed, so that
Rc50 andRn5` in the equivalent circuit. In this case, the
equivalent circuit reduces to the simplified version in Fig.
4~b!, in which there is only one resistance,Rg , representing
the glottal opening. In this case,Pm50.

In HLsyn, the circuit shown in Fig. 4~a! has been imple-
mented in software. The circuit variablesPs and Ue are
specified directly by the input parametersps and ue. The
resistancesRc , Rn , andRg are based on constriction sizes,
some of which are specified directly by the user, and some of
which are derived from the HL parameters. The resistanceRc

is that associated with the narrowest of the supraglottal con-
strictions~excluding the one at the nasal port!. The resistance
of the wallsRw is a constant. The compliance of the walls
Cw is derived from a modal value and the HL parameterdc.
When values for the constriction sizes andCw have been
determined, the circuit is solved for the pressures and flows.
Finally, the transglottal and intraoral pressures, together with
the constriction sizes, are used to calculate the KL source
parameters.

In the remainder of this section, we describe in detail the
derivation and calculation of the circuit elements, pressures,
and flows, and of the KL source parameters. We first present
the derivation of the constriction sizes, as the resistances of
the circuit depend on these, and the wall compliance. Next,
the derivation of the pressures and flows, which depend on
the resistances and wall compliance, are discussed. Finally,
the calculation of KL parameters, based on the constriction
sizes and the pressure drops at those constrictions, is given.

These calculations rely, to a large extent, on certain con-
stants that can be specific to a gender, or to an individual. We
refer to these constants asspeaker constants. The speaker
constants can be divided into several general categories. One
group of constants is related to physical characteristics of an
individual, such as vocal-tract dimensions and tissue charac-
teristics. Default values for a subset of this group are given in
Table IV. Other groups include acoustic constants such as
neutral formant and bandwidth values~Table V!; constants
related to source characteristics~Table VI!; threshold values,
such as phonation threshold pressure~Table VII!; and scale
factors used during the calculation of KL parameters from
pressures and constriction sizes~Table VIII!. These speaker
constants can be changed by the user of HLsyn. The ex-
amples given in this paper are based on the default values,
except where specified.

In the following, we refer to several kinds of parameters.
To help reduce confusion, we have used different typefaces
for the different parameter types. As in the previous sections,
HL parameters are written inbold and KL parameters in
ALL CAPS. Parameters that are derived from HL parameters
and then used to calculate KL parameters are referred to as

FIG. 4. ~a! The low-frequency equivalent-circuit model that is the basis of
HLsyn. ~See the text for details.! ~b! A simplified version of~a! holds for
non-nasalized unconstricted vocal-tract configurations.
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intermediate parameters, and are written with asans serif
font. Speaker constants are written inslanted~italic! type.

A. Constriction sizes

There are three types of constrictions that are of impor-
tance: those that occur at the glottis, one that occurs at the
velopharyngeal port, and those that are formed with the lips,
the tongue blade, or the tongue body. Strictly speaking, the
constriction at the velopharyngeal port is a supraglottal con-
striction, but for the sake of convenience we will refer to it as
the velopharyngeal constriction, and to those formed by the
lips and tongue as supraglottal constrictions. It is the latter
set of constrictions that determine the value ofRc in the
circuit model of Fig. 4.

The constriction at the velopharyngeal port is specified
by the HL parameteran. At the glottis, constrictions can be
formed by adducting the membranous portions of the folds
and the arytenoid cartilages. In HLsyn, the constriction at the
posterior end of the vocal folds is controlled directly by the
parameterap. Because intraoral pressure can affect the de-
gree of constriction at the membranous portion of the vocal
folds, the parameterag requires adjustment. This intermedi-
ate value of glottal area is referred to asagx.

Constrictions formed by the lips and tongue blade~ex-
cept for liquid consonants! are directly controlled by the HL
parametersal andab, respectively. There are two other ways
to form supraglottal constrictions. First, a constriction can be
formed using the tongue body to create a narrowing in the
oral cavity or in the pharynx. When there is not a localized
constriction formed by the lips, tongue blade, or tongue tip,
and the velopharyngeal port is not open, the first two or three
natural frequencies of the vocal tract are rather directly re-
lated to the position of the tongue body.6 Therefore, if the
formants and the approximate length of the vocal tract are
known, an estimate of the constriction formed by the tongue
body can be obtained. In HLsyn, rather than specifying the
area of this constriction directly, the parameterf1 is used to
estimate the size of the tongue body constriction, and this
intermediate parameter is calledacd. A constriction is also
formed by the tongue blade during the production of liquid
consonants. This constriction can become a source of frica-
tion noise when there is a relatively large airflow in the vi-
cinity of a voiceless aspirated consonant, for which the glot-
tis must be spread. The size of this constriction for a liquid
consonant can also be derived fromf1, and is referred to as
acl.

In summary, the HL parametersap, al, ab, andan refer
to the cross-sectional areas of specific constrictions in the
vocal tract. In HLsyn, these areas are not influenced by an
interaction with other HL parameters or by pressures within
the vocal tract. However, these parameters, together withag
and the formant frequencies, are used to derive five interme-
diate area parameters:acd, the cross-sectional area of the
constriction formed by the tongue body;acl, the cross-
sectional area of the constriction formed by the tongue blade
when it is in a configuration for a liquid consonant;acx, the
primary supraglottal constriction, which is the minimum
value ofal, ab, acl, andacd; agx, the cross-sectional area of
the glottal opening at the membranous portion of the vocal

folds; andagf, the total cross-sectional area of the glottal
opening, includingap. ~When the vocal folds are not vibrat-
ing, agf is the actual area of the glottis; when the vocal folds
are vibrating,agf is the average glottal area over a cycle of
vibration.! We now give a detailed description of the deriva-
tion of these intermediate areas.

1. Glottal areas, agx and agf

The HL parameterag represents the intended cross-
sectional area of the glottis, in the absence of intraoral pres-
sure that is different from atmospheric. When intraoral pres-
sure begins to build up, however, a force is applied on the
vocal folds from above the glottis, which could increase the
glottal area, depending on the compliance of the vocal folds.
Therefore, for the purpose of calculating the pressures and
flows in the vocal tract,ag must be modified to account for
this change. The resulting parameter is calledagx, and it is
computed using the equation

agx5~ag1100Pm3Cg32Lg! mm2, ~3!

wherePm is the intraoral pressure in dynes/cm2 ~the deriva-
tion of which is presented in Sec. III C!, Cg is the compli-
ance of the folds in cm3/dyne, andLg is the effective hori-
zontal length of the vocal folds in centimeters~Stevens,
1998!. ~The factor of 100 in the second term on the right
converts the additional area to mm2.! The default values for
Lg are given in Table IV. The complianceCg is itself vari-
able, depending on the parameterdc, and it is calculated
according to the equation

Cg5Cgm~11KCgdc/100! cm3/dyne, ~4!

where the speaker constantCgm specifies a modal value of
vocal-fold compliance about whichCg varies andKCg is a
weighting factor; the default values of these constants are 5
31026 cm3/dyne and 0.34, respectively. Normally,dc varies
in the range from2150 to 150 percent so thatCg varies
from 2.531026 to 7.631026 cm3/dyne, that is, about a fac-
tor of 3 ~Svirsky et al., 1997!. Note that the HLsyn software
does not allowCg to be less than zero.

For example, if the oral pressurePm is 4-cm H2O and
dc is zero, the effective glottal area at the membranous folds,
agx, will be 3.9 mm2 greater than the HL parameterag for
male speakers, and 2.7 mm2 greater for females. Increasing
the compliance of the folds by settingdc to 50% results in
agx being 4.6 mm2 greater thanag for males and 3.2 mm2

greater for females. Note that ifPm is negative,agx is less
thanag, that is, the folds are sucked together.

The intermediate parameteragf is simply the sum of
agx andap

agf5agx1ap. ~5!

2. Size of the tongue body constriction, acd

The tongue body can form constrictions in the vicinity
of the soft palate, the hard palate, or the pharyngeal wall.
When it is a velar or a more fronted constriction, the first
formant will be lower than some neutral value, while for a
pharyngeal constriction, the first-formant frequency will be
considerably higher than that neutral value. As stated above,
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the cross-sectional area of the constriction, referred to as
acd, is derived from the HL parameterf1. The derivation for
a constriction in the oral cavity is based on an approximation
of the vocal tract as a Helmholtz resonator. Such a resonator
has a narrow neck and a relatively large, closed volume be-
hind the neck, and is illustrated in Fig. 5. The volume behind
the constriction is denotedV, and the length and area of the
constriction are denotedl c andAc , respectively. The lowest
natural frequency of this resonator is

f 5
c

2p
AAc

Vlc
Hz, ~6!

assuming the walls of the resonator to be hard. The walls of
the vocal tract, however, have a finite acoustic mass. Conse-
quently, when the areas of the constriction and of the glottal
opening are zero, the natural frequency of the vocal tract is
nonzero~Fant, 1972!. We denote this minimum vocal-tract
resonance asf 1min , with a default value of 180 Hz. An equa-
tion for the first formant when the tongue-body constriction
is in the velar region, including the effect of the walls, is then
given by

f15AS c

2p D 2 acd

100VacdLc-acd
1 f 1min

2

5 f 1minA11S c

2p f 1min
D 2 acd

100VacdLc-acd
Hz, ~7!

wherec is the velocity of sound in cm/s, the cross-sectional
areaAc of the constriction is equal toacd in mm2, the vol-
umeV is equal toVacd in cm3, and the constriction lengthl c

is equal toLc-acd in cm. Solving Eq.~7! for acd, we obtain

acd5100VacdLc-acdS 2p f 1min

c D 2F S f1

f 1min
D 2

21G mm2.

~8!

If f1, f 1min , acd is simply set to zero. Values forVacd and
Lc-acd when the tongue-body constriction is in the velar re-
gion are specified by speaker constants; the default values
are given in Table IV. Equations~7! and ~8! are reasonable
approximations forf1 andacd as long as the dimensions of
the vocal-tract resonator are small compared to the wave-
length at frequencyf1, that is, roughlyf1,400 Hz, oracd
,50 mm2. Under most circumstances in speech production,
turbulence noise is only generated whenacd is less than
about 50 mm2. Thus, any inaccuracies in estimatingacd
whenacd.50 mm2 will have essentially no influence on the
source calculations to be described in Sec. III E. Note that
when f15 f 1min , acd50, that is, a complete velar closure is
formed.

When a tongue-body constriction is formed in the pha-
ryngeal region, the first-formant frequency becomes higher

than its value for a vocal tract with a uniform cross-sectional
area. We assume the following relation betweenacd and f1
when f1 is greater than a threshold frequency denotedf 1phar

~Table V!:

acd5KpharF S F1max2f11 f 1min

f 1min
D 2

21G , ~9!

whereF1max is a speaker constant~Table VIII!. Its default
values are the maximum expected values off1: 900 Hz for
males and 1100 Hz for females. The constantKphar is derived
from appropriate speaker constants to ensure thatacd will be
100 mm2 when f15 f 1phar. Whenf15 f 1max, acd50. If the
user setsf1 to be greater thanF1max, acd is also set to zero.

When f1 is greater than the value for whichacd
5100 mm2 in Eq. ~7!,7 but less than the pharyngeal thresh-
old frequencyf 1phar, we assume that the tongue body does
not form a narrow constriction at any point in the vocal tract
and we therefore setacd to be 100 mm2.

The complete equation foracd as a function off1 can
then be summarized as

acd55
0, f1, f 1min

min@Eq. ~8!, 100#, f 1min<f1, f 1phar

Eq. ~9!, f 1phar<f1<F1max

0, F1max,f1.

~10!

Figure 6 shows plots ofacd versusf1, based on the
default values of the speaker constants for both females~top
panel! and males~bottom panel!. Superimposed on these
curves are measurements of the first-formant frequencyf1
together with estimates of the minimum cross-sectional area
acd of the vocal tract for some high and low vowels ob-
tained from several studies with x-rays and with magnetic
resonance imaging~Fant, 1960; Baeret al., 1991; Narayanan

FIG. 5. Helmholtz resonator.

FIG. 6. The intermediate parameteracd, area of a constriction formed by
the tongue dorsum, as a function of the HLsyn parameterf1, for adult
females ~top panel! and males~bottom panel!. Superimposed on these
curves are estimates of the minimum cross-sectional area of the vocal tract
and the first-formant frequency for several vowels obtained from studies
using x-ray or magnetic-resonance imaging: the subscriptF indicates data
from Fant~1960!, the subscriptB indicates data from Baeret al. ~1991!, and
the subscriptN indicates data from Narayananet al. ~1997!. @Cross-
sectional areas are presented graphically in Narayananet al. ~1997!; actual
values were obtained through communication with Narayanan.#
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et al., 1997!. There is a rough match between the estimated
areas andf1, especially in the regions whereacd is less than
50 mm2, that is, cross-sectional areas for which turbulence
noise is likely to be generated. It is noted, however, that
when the area is small, estimates of cross-sectional area
based on MRI or x-ray images may be subject to some error.

3. Constriction formed during a liquid consonant, acl

During the production of lateral and retroflex conso-
nants, a relatively narrow constriction can be formed by the
tongue blade. Although the constriction for a liquid conso-
nant is narrower than that for a high vowel, it is usually not
sufficient to create an increase in intraoral pressure of more
than about 1-cm H2O when the vocal folds are in a modal
configuration, and therefore the only source is at the glottis.
However, when the glottis is spread, as it might be during the
production of a consonant cluster such as /kr/, the airflow can
be sufficient to cause a pressure drop across the tongue-blade
constriction, resulting in a frication noise source in the vicin-
ity of that point in the oral cavity. The size of the constriction
can be inferred from observations of turbulence noise that is
generated in consonant clusters like /pr/ and /pl/. For these
clusters, it is expected that the glottal opening at the /p/ re-
lease is about 30 mm2. Because noise is usually generated at
the lateral or retroflex constrictions immediately following
the release of the aspirated consonant, it is expected that
those constriction sizes are equal to or somewhat smaller
than 30 mm2. The constriction size for a high vowel is not
usually less than about 30 mm2 ~Fant, 1960!.

The pattern of formant frequencies for these liquid
sounds usually lies outside the region that is occupied by
vowels, glides, and other consonants. Typical values for the
first three formants for lateral and retroflex configurations in
American English are given in Table II~Espy-Wilson, 1992;
Stevens, 1998!. In HLsyn, whenf1, f2, andf3 lie near these
frequency regions, it is assumed that there is a narrow con-
striction in the oral cavity due to the production of a liquid.

The ranges used to determine the existence of this constric-
tion are given in Table III.~Other languages and dialects of
English may require adjustments. The user can change these
ranges by setting the appropriate speaker constants in Table
VII. !

We call the cross-sectional area of this constrictionacl,
and approximate it by the formula

acl5S f1

f 1liquid
D 2

3Kacl mm2, ~11!

wheref 1liquid is a speaker constant based on the first-formant
values reported in Table II, andKacl is a scale factor having
a default value of 25 mm2. This equation is constructed to
makeacl somewhat sensitive tof1 over the range of first-
formant frequencies generally observed for liquid conso-
nants. The square-law relation is selected in accord with the
equation for the natural frequency for a Helmholtz resonator,
which is proportional to the square root of the cross-sectional
area of the neck of the resonator@Eq. ~6!#. In general,acl
will only influence the frication-source amplitude when the
glottis is spread during a liquid, as in sequences like /pl/ or
/tr/.

4. Supraglottal constriction, acx

As we have shown, there are four supraglottal constric-
tions that are considered in HLsyn: two,al andab, are speci-
fied by HL parameters, while the other two,acl andacd, are
derived from the HL parameters. In general, only one of
these constrictions will be small enough to have a large pres-
sure drop associated with it, and that constriction will be the
source of noise generation. Hence, only one supraglottal con-
striction is included in the circuit model of Fig. 4. In HLsyn,
after the intermediate parametersacl andacd are computed,
a parameteracx is determined by taking the minimum of the
four supraglottal constriction sizes

acx5min~acd,acl,ab,al!. ~12!

This parameteracx is then used to compute the resistance of
the supraglottal constriction.

B. Compliance of the vocal-tract walls, Cw

The compliance of the wallsCw @Cw in Fig. 4~a!# varies
about a modal value. This modal value is adjusted if the HL
parameterdc is nonzero~as it might be during the production
of obstruents!, according to the equation

Cw5Cwm~11KCwdc/100!, ~13!

TABLE II. Typical formant frequencies for liquid consonants in American
English produced by both males and females~Espy-Wilson, 1992; Stevens,
1998!.

f1 ~Hz! f2 ~Hz! f3 ~Hz!

/l/ Female 450 1200 3000
Male 400 1000 2800

/r/ Female 450 1200 1800
Male 400 1100 1500

TABLE III. Formant ranges for which lateral and retroflex consonants are assumed.

Retroflex Lateral

Males Females Males Females

350,f1,500 400,f1,550 350,f1,500 400,f1,550
f2,1400 f2,1600 f2,1300 f2,1400
f3,1800 f3,2000 f3.2700 f3.2900
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whereKCw is a weighting factor having a default value of
1.0. Default values ofCwm can be found in Table IV. The
HLsyn software preventsCw from becoming negative.

C. Pressures and flows

Having derived the glottal and supraglottal constriction
sizes, and the compliance of the vocal-tract walls, we can
now calculate the pressure drops across the constrictions and
the airflows through them. By Kirchhoff’s current law, we
can write the following equation for the circuit of Fig. 4:

Uw5Ug2Ue2Un2Uc . ~14!

Substituting Eq.~2! and the appropriate HLsyn parameters
and intermediate parameters into Eq.~14!, yields

Uw5S ag1ap

100
12CgLgPmDA2~980ps2Pm!

r
2ue

2
an1acx

100
A2Pm

r
, ~15!

wherePm is the intraoral pressure in dynes/cm2. The factor
of 980 in the first term on the right-hand side of the equation
converts cm H2O to dynes/cm2, and the factors of 100 in the
first and third terms on the right convert mm2 to cm2. In this
equation, everything is known butPm and Uw. Additional
equations can be written for the circuit of Fig. 4

Pm5Pcw1RwUw, ~16!

Qw5CwPcw, ~17!

Uw5Q̇w. ~18!

In Eq. ~16!, Pcw is the pressure drop across the wall com-
pliance in dynes/cm2 andRw ~the resistance of the walls! is a
speaker constant, the default value of which is given in Table
IV. Equation~17! gives the change in vocal-tract volumeQw
due to the compliance of the vocal-tract walls, while Eq.~18!
states that the rate of this change is the volume velocity of
the yielding walls,Uw.

Equations~15!–~18! combine to form a system of four
differential algebraic equations with four unknowns~Pm,
Uw, Pcw, and Qw!. Because this system is stiff~see, for
example, Presset al., 1986! for small values ofCw, an ‘‘im-
plicit’’ scheme is used to approximate the solution, in which
the mean flowUw over a short time interval is approximated
by the average of its values at the two ends of the interval.
As a result, Eqs.~15!–~18! are replaced with the difference
equations

Uw~nT1T!5S ag1ap

100
12CgLgPm~nT1T! D

3A2~980ps2Pm~nT1T!!

r
2ue

2
an1acx

100
A2Pm~nT1T!

r
, ~19!

Pm~nT1T!5Pcw~nT1T!1RwUw~nT1T!, ~20!

Qw~nT1T!5Cw~nT1T!Pcw~nT1T!, ~21!

Qw~nT1T!5Qw~nT!1
Uw~nT!1Uw~nT1T!

2
•T.

~22!

The unknownsUw(nT1T), Pcw(nT1T), and Qw(nT
1T) can be eliminated, leaving a single equation involving
only Pm(nT1T) and known values~Qw(nT), Uw(nT),
ag, etc.!. Brent’s algorithm~see, for example, Presset al.,
1986! is used to solve forPm(nT1T), whereupon Eqs.
~19!–~21! can be used to findUw(nT1T), Pcw(nT1T),
andQw(nT1T), and the cycle can be repeated.

The time incrementT can be set by the user. By default,
T50.1 ms is used in order to capture the effects of the
buildup of oral pressure when there is a rapid closure of a
vocal-tract constriction, and the reduction of oral pressure
when there is a rapid release of a constriction. Initial condi-
tions corresponding to zero pressure in the oral cavity and no
pressure drop across the capacitance are assumed at the onset
of an utterance.

D. Examples of pressures and flows derived from HL
parameters

As an illustration, we return to the example introduced
in Sec. I and Fig. 3, in which the HL parameterab was
varied to create the effect of forming a narrow opening at the
alveolar ridge. In the first part of the example,ag was held
constant at its modal value, as it might be for a voiced ob-
struent, and in the second part,ag was increased during the
constriction, as it might be for a voiceless obstruent. All
other parameters were held constant at their default values.
Therefore, during the time that the constriction is formed, the
supraglottal constrictionacx is equal toab.

Let us first consider the example for which bothab and
ag vary; the parameter tracks forab andag are given again
in Figs. 7~a! and~b! for completeness. Figure 7~c! illustrates
the resulting variation in oral pressurePm, which increases
to as much as 6.8-cm H2O during the closure, well within the
range that one might expect for adult speakers~Arkebauer
et al., 1967!. Because of the increase inPm, the glottal area
agx is greater thanag. The parameter track foragx is super-
imposed on Fig. 7~b!. Figure 7~d! shows the volume veloci-
ties through the glottal opening~Ug! and the supraglottal
constriction ~Uc!. As one might expect,Ug initially in-
creases asagx increases, but decreases somewhat asPm
builds up. At the release of the supraglottal constriction,Ug
first increases because the transglottal pressure increases, but
then decreases asagx is reduced. Likewise,Uc increases as
agx increases, and then decreases due to the decrease inacx
~ab in this case!. At the release ofacx, there is a rapid initial
increase inUc due to the pressurePm across the constric-
tion. However,Uc then falls off asPm decreases andagx
decreases. The intermediate parameterUw is also shown in
Fig. 7~d!; it increases asPm increases and pushes on the
vocal-tract walls, and becomes negative whenPm decreases,
representing the return of the walls to their resting position.
Recall from Fig. 4 thatUc5Ug2Uw ; whenUw is negative,
the flow through the supraglottal constriction is greater than
that through the glottis. Thus, as seen in Fig. 7~d!, the yield-
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ing walls make a significant contribution to the airflowUc
through the constriction at the time of the consonant release
~Stevens, 2001!.

Next, we consider the example for whichab varies but
ag remains at its modal value@second column in Fig. 7, parts
~e!–~g!#. In Fig. 7~f!, we see that the oral pressure increases
during the constriction, with a maximum value of about
1.5-cm H2O, considerably less than the approximately 4-cm
H2O reported by Arkebaueret al. ~1967! for voiced alveolar
continuants. Consequently, the increase inagx and the de-
crease in transglottal pressure are negligible. In addition,
variations in the volume velocitiesUc and Ug and in the
velocity of the vocal-tract wallsUw are minor. If, however,
the parameterap is increased to 5 mm2 during the constric-
tion, the situation improves, as illustrated in the third column
of Fig. 7, parts~h!–~j!. The oral pressure increases to a maxi-
mum of 4-cm H2O during the constriction@Fig. 7~i!#. As a
result, the increase inagx and the decrease in transglottal
pressure are significant, although still less than in the un-
voiced case. Likewise,Ug andUc vary to a greater degree.
In a later example~Sec. IV A!, we show that use of the
parameterap is necessary to obtain values for the acoustic
parameters AV and AF appropriate for voiced continuants,
precisely due to the aerodynamic effects shown here.

Similar results would occur if the constriction were
formed at the lips or by the tongue dorsum~using the param-
eters al or f1, respectively!, or if the constriction corre-
sponded to a liquid consonant~using the parametersf1, f2, or
f3!.

E. KL source parameter equations

We have described the calculation of the cross-sectional
areas of the vocal-tract constrictions, as well as the pressure
drops across those constrictions and the airflows through
them, according to the HLsyn model. Through examples, we
have demonstrated the application of the model to a narrow-
ing along the supraglottal airway. Various glottal configura-
tions, in combination with that narrowing, result in quite
different aerodynamic conditions in the vocal tract. The out-
put of the model seems to agree with experimental data re-
ported in the literature~e.g., Arkebaueret al., 1967!. Once
the aerodynamic quantities are determined, appropriate val-
ues of the Klatt acoustic parameters can be calculated. In this
section we describe the derivation of the Klatt parameters
AV, AF, AH, OQ, TL, and DI. In addition, determination of
the fundamental frequency (F0) by adjustment of the HL
parameterf0 is presented. The mapping relations between
the HL and intermediate parameters, and between the inter-
mediate and KL parameters are based on our knowledge and
assumptions about the generation of acoustic sources, as de-
scribed in Sec. II.

The pressure in the oral cavity,Pm, is the principal in-
termediate parameter of the model. This oral-cavity pressure,
together with the orifice areas and the subglottal pressureps,
are the intermediate parameters that determine the KL pa-
rameters controlling the amplitude of the voicing~AV !, fri-
cation ~AF!, and aspiration~AH! sources, as well as the
shape of the voicing source~OQ and TL!. Under certain
circumstances, irregularities of a diplophonic nature can be

FIG. 7. Examples of the mapping of HLsyn parameters to intermediate pressure and flow parameters. Column 1: Panels~a!–~d! correspond to the example
illustrated in Figs. 3~c! and~d!. Column 2: Panels~e!–~g! correspond to the example illustrated in Figs. 3~a! and~b!. Column 3: Panels~h!–~j! illustrate how
use of the parameterap results in variations in the pressure and flow variables more suitable for voiced obstruents. Row 1: Parameterab, emulating the
formation of a constriction by the tongue blade. Row 2: Parameterag, the average area at the membranous portion of the vocal folds; intermediate parameter
agx, the effective glottal area at the membranous folds; andap, representing the area of a posterior glottal opening. Row 3: Oral pressurePm and subglottal
pressureps. Row 4: Volume velocitiesUg through the glottis,Uc through the supraglottal constriction, andUw representing the expansion of the vocal-tract
walls due to the increase in oral pressure.~See Sec. III D for details.!
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added to the voicing source; the magnitude of these irregu-
larities ~DI! depends mainly on the glottal area.

1. Source amplitudes: AV, AF, and AH

The amplitude of the voicing source AV is calculated
from the pressure drop across the glottis and the parameter
agx representing the effective glottal opening between the
membranous portions of the vocal folds. When the parameter
agx is in the range for which voicing can occur, the ampli-
tude of voicing is assumed to be proportional to (ps
2Pm)3/2. This three-halves power relation between AV and
the transglottal pressure is based in part on theoretical analy-
sis ~Stevens, 1998! and in part on experimental data~Lade-
foged, 1962; Isshiki, 1964; Bouhuyset al., 1968!. The glottal
area for a condition that we define asmodalis specified by a
speaker constant,agm. Its default settings are 4 mm2 for
adult males and 3 mm2 for adult females. The modal condi-
tion is optimal in the sense that it gives rise to the maximum
amplitude of voicing for a given transglottal pressure. When
the actual glottal areaagx is greater or less than this optimal
glottal area, it is assumed that the amplitude of voicing de-
creases. Voicing can occur whenagxmin<agx,agm
1agxmax, whereagxmin and agxmax are speaker constants
~Table VII!. Whenagx falls within this range, the equation
governing the amplitude AV of the voicing source~in dB! is

AV520 log10@~ps2Pm!3/2#1Kv1KdAV3
@agx2agm#

100
,

~23!

whereKv andKdAV are scale factors that adjust the value of
AV to an appropriate range for the Klatt synthesizer,8 and the
factor of 100 in the third term converts mm2 to cm2. By

default,Kv is 33 dB for both males and females. The value
of KdAV depends onagx

KdAV55
KdAVagm2 , agxmin<agx,agm

2KdAV1agm1 , agm<agx,agm1agxmid

2KdAV2agm1 ,

agm1agxmid<agx,agm1agxmax,
~24!

where KdAVagm2 , KdAV1agm1 , and KdAV2agm1 govern the
slope of the AV curve in three separate regions ofagx. De-
fault values of these three speaker constants are given in
Table VIII. When the pressure in the mouth,Pm, is zero, the
first term in Eq.~23! is simply 30 log10ps. Equation~23! is
illustrated in Fig. 8 for the case in which the subglottal pres-
sureps is set to its modal valuepsm, the oral pressurePm is
zero, and the relevant speaker constants are set to their de-
fault values. Foragx greater thanagm, the amplitude of
voicing decreases slowly at first, but more rapidly above a
certain point. By default, this midpoint,agm1agxmid , is 9
mm2 for females and 11 mm2 for males. Foragx greater than
agm1agxmax, the amplitude of voicing is zero; the default
value of this cutoff area is 12 mm2 for females and 15 mm2

for males. The cutoff area is based on data reported by Hi-
rose and Niimi~1987!, from which one can infer that for
male speakers, vibration will cease once the glottal area is
roughly 15 mm2. For females, the cutoff area is somewhat
less. When the vocal folds are tightly pressed together, that
is, agx,agm, the amplitude of voicing is also decreased.
Below a certain point, the folds will not vibrate at all
~Stevens, 1998!. Thus, the amplitude of voicing is set to zero
for agx below a certain value,agxmin . The default value of
agxmin is 1 mm2 for both males and females.

A finite amount of transglottal pressurePT is necessary
to initiate and maintain vocal-fold vibration. Such a phona-
tion threshold pressure~Titze, 1992! has been implemented
in HLsyn. The amplitude of voicing AV is set to zero when

PT5ps2Pm,Pthr-m2KPthr-dcdc, ~25!

where Pthr-m has the default value of 3.5-cm H2O and the
scale factorKPthr-dc has the default value 0.03-cm H2O per
percent. According to this equation, either decreasing sub-
glottal pressure or increasing oral pressure can cut off voic-
ing. Note that this cessation of voicing occurs regardless of
the value ofagx, although in practice the phonation thresh-
old pressure should be somewhat sensitive toagx. In addi-
tion, variation of parameterdc changes the phonation thresh-
old pressure; decreasingdc raises the threshold, because the
increased tension makes the vocal folds more difficult to
vibrate, and increasingdc has the opposite effect. For ex-
ample, increasingdc to 50% decreases the phonation thresh-
old pressure by 1.5-cm H2O; likewise, decreasingdc to
250% increases the threshold pressure by that amount. Al-
though the phonation threshold pressure is usually higher for
initiating phonation than for maintaining it~Baer, 1975; Luc-
ero, 1995!, at present only one threshold has been incorpo-
rated into HLsyn.

The amplitude of aspiration~AH! also depends on the
pressure in the oral cavity both directly~in terms of the pres-

FIG. 8. Plot of Eq.~23!, the dependence of the acoustic parameter AV
~amplitude of voicing! on the HLsyn intermediate parameteragx ~effective
average area of the glottis! for the case in which the subglottal pressureps
is set to its modal valuepsm, the oral pressurePm is zero, and the relevant
speaker constants are set to their default values. Whenagx5agm, the
modal glottal area, AV is at a maximum. Ifagx falls below agm, AV de-
creases. Ifagx increases aboveagm, AV decreases at a shallow rate while
agx<agm1agxmid , and at a rapid rate foragx.agm1agxmid . When
agx,agxmin or agx.agm1agxmax, AV is zero.
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sure difference across the glottis! and indirectly~in terms of
the actual glottal area, which in turn depends on the oral-
cavity pressure in the case of obstruent consonants!

AH520 log10F ~ps2Pm!3/23
agf1/2

10 G1KAH , ~26!

where the scale factorKAH adjusts the level of AH to an
appropriate range for the Klatt synthesizer. The default value
of this speaker constant is 27 dB~Table VIII!; it was chosen
such that if the effective glottal area is the modal valueagm
during the production of a vowel, AH will be about 20 dB
less than AV. The justification for the variation of AH with
transglottal pressure and glottal area is based on experimen-
tal data and theoretical analysis of turbulence noise genera-
tion due to airflow through a narrow constriction~Shadle,
1985; Stevens, 1993!.

The amplitude of frication~AF! is calculated from the
oral-cavity pressurePm , and the areaacx of the oral-cavity
constriction by

AF520 log10FPm
3/23

acx1/2

10 G1KAF , ~27!

where KAF is a scale factor used to adjust AF so that the
frication noise is in the appropriate range for the Klatt syn-
thesizer.

2. Glottal waveform shape parameters: OQ and TL

When the glottal areaagx is different from the modal
area agm, and if conditions are appropriate for continued
vocal-fold vibration, the glottal pulses undergo some change.
For example, ifagx is greater thanagm, there are increases
in the open quotient OQ and the tilt parameter TL. The equa-
tion for the open quotient is

OQ5OQm1~agx2agm!3KOQ , ~28!

whereOQm is the modal open quotient for a speaker, and
KOQ is a scale factor. The default value ofOQmis 50 percent
for males and 65 percent for females.~For default values of
KOQ , see Table VIII.! The minimum and maximum values
of OQ over the range ofagx where phonation is possible
turn out to be about 40 and 75 percent, respectively, given
the default values of the various parameters~cf. Oliveira,
1997!. More generally, OQ is constrained to fall between
OQmin and OQmax, speaker constants which have default
values of 0 and 99 percent, respectively, for both males and
females.

The modal value of the additional source spectral tilt TL
is defined asTLm. Adjustments are made to this modal value
under three circumstances: the effective glottal areaagx is
not equal to the modal valueagm; the parametersacx andan
are smaller than some critical value; or,ap is nonzero. Each
of these factors is included in the equation for TL

TL5TLm1KTL~agx2agm!

1KTL max~0, @acxTL2max~acx,an!# !

1max~0, 20 log10~300032pTTL!!, ~29!

whereKTL is a scale factor, andacxTL andTTL are described
below. The second term in the equation increases TL when
the effective glottal areaagx is greater than the modal area
agm. If agx is less thanagm, TL is reduced. The third term
in the equation represents the effect of a narrow supraglottal
constriction. The speaker constantacxTL is the critical value
below which acx or an affect TL; its default value is 20
mm2. If both acx and an are less thanacxTL , TL is in-
creased. If eitheracx or an is greater thanacxTL , this term
is simply set to zero.

The fourth term in Eq.~29! increases TL when the HL
parameterap is nonzero. The presence of a glottal chink
prevents the flow derivative from changing abruptly when
the vocal folds close, leading to a loss of high-frequency
energy ~Hanson, 1995a, 1997!. We model the flow in the
vicinity of closure as an exponential, with a time constant of
TTL5M /R, whereM andR are the total acoustic mass and
resistance of the trachea, the glottis, and the vocal-tract air-
ways. Because the resistances of the tracheal and vocal-tract
airways are relatively small, the overall resistance can be
approximated by the glottal resistanceRg5Rgv1Rgk , where
Rgv andRgk are the viscous and kinetic resistances, respec-
tively. Consequently,TTL5M /Rg , where

M5rS Lt

At
1

Lv

Av
1100

Lvg

ap D , ~30!

Rg5
12mLvgLhp

2

~ap/100!3 1
A2r3980ups2Pmu

ap/100
. ~31!

The speaker constantsLt , At , Lv , andAv are the length and
cross-sectional areas of the trachea and the vocal tract, re-
spectively,Lvg is the vertical length of the glottis,Lhp is the
horizontal length of the posterior glottal chink,r is the den-
sity of air, and m is the viscosity of air in the glottis
~0.000 194 dyne-s/cm4!. The additional tilt at 3000 Hz intro-
duced by such an exponential is 20 log10@300032pTTL# ~the
KL parameter TL is defined as the additional decrease in
source spectrum amplitude at 3000 Hz!. If this equation re-
sults in a negative number, the additional tilt due toap is
simply set to zero. The default values for the speaker con-
stants in Eqs.~30! and ~31! are given in Table IV.

The parameter TL is constrained to fall betweenTLmin

andTLmax, speaker constants which have default values of 0
and 41 dB, respectively, for both male and female speakers.

3. Fundamental frequency, F0

There are several sources of variation in the fundamental
frequency of the voice source. The primary source is the
adjustment of vocal-fold tension with the intention of vary-
ing intonation. The subglottal pressure also influencesF0,
particularly at lower values ofF0. These changes are corre-
lates of the prosodic structure of an utterance. Adjustments to
subglottal pressure can also be made on a more global level,
with the intention of increasing or decreasing the overall in-
tensity of an utterance. All else being equal, these changes in
subglottal pressure will also affectF0. Finally, segmental
properties can influence the fundamental frequency. Vowel
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height is positively correlated with fundamental frequency,
and vocal-fold tension may be adjusted for segmental pur-
poses~see Sec. II!.

As described in Sec. I B, the HL parameterf0 only rep-
resents the nonsegmental variations ofF0 due to changes in
vocal-fold tension. This input contour off0 is then adjusted
to account for changes in subglottal pressure, segmental
changes in vocal-fold compliance, and the intrinsic pitch of
vowels. In this section we describe the mapping relations
that bring about these perturbations.

Vowel height is derived from the parameterf1. A
speaker constant,f neutral, is defined as theF1 border be-
tween high and low vowels. By default,f neutral is 590 Hz for
females and 500 Hz for males. Whenf1, f neutral, the tongue
body is assumed to be high. The degree of vowel height
depends on how farf1 deviates fromf neutral. F0 is incre-
mented by the amount

DF0height5f03KdF0-height~ f neutral2max~ f1, f 1min-F0!!,
~32!

wheref 1min-F0 places a lower bound on the value of the first
formant frequency that can be used in this equation~250 Hz
by default!. The constantKdF0-height is a scale factor~Table
VIII !. As an example, iff1 is 300 Hz,F0 will be increased
by about 10% for males and about 13% for females, relative
to the value it would have for a low vowel.

Changes in the parameterps affect the KL parameterF0
according to the equation

DF0ps5KdF0-ps3~ps2Pm2psm!, ~33!

wherepsmis the modal subglottal pressure andKdF0-ps is a
speaker constant with a default value of 3 Hz/cm H2O. The
default value ofpsmis 8-cm H2O for males and 6.5-cm H2O
for females. If the transglottal pressure, for example, is
higher than the modal value of subglottal pressure, the fun-
damental frequency increases. Likewise,F0 decreases when
transglottal pressure falls below modal subglottal pressure.
For a vowel produced with prominence, a speaker might in-
crease subglottal pressure by 2-cm H2O, resulting in an in-
crease inF0 of 6 Hz. Atkinson~1978! and Titze~1989! have
suggested that fundamental frequency is probably more sen-
sitive to transglottal pressure at the low end of a speaker’s
pitch range, but we have not yet implemented this effect in
HLsyn.

An additive adjustment is also made toF0 based on
changes in the compliance of the vocal folds,dc

DF0dc52KdF0-dcdc, ~34!

where the scale factorKdF0-dc has a default value of 0.3
Hz/percent. If the compliance of the vocal folds increases,
the fundamental frequency decreases. A decrease in vocal-
fold compliance of 50% would increaseF0 by 15 Hz.

The equation forF0, including all three factors given in
Eqs.~32!–~34!, is then

F05H f01DF0height1DF0ps1DF0dc , AV.0

0, AV50.
~35!

The glottal source is controlled such that when AV becomes
greater than zero, vocal-fold vibration is initiated at the be-
ginning of a glottal pulse.

4. Degree of diplophonia, DI

Under certain circumstances, vocal-fold vibration can
become irregular~see Sec. II!. The Klatt synthesizer can in-
troduce irregularities in the glottal waveform train by delay-
ing the onset of alternating glottal pulses, as well as attenu-
ating the amplitudes of these delayed pulses. The degree of
delay and attenuation is specified by the parameter DI. The
case in which irregular vibration occurs as the result of
pressed vocal folds is implemented in HLsyn. That is, when

agxmin-DI,agx,agm, ~36!

whereagxmin-DI is a speaker constant having a default value
of 1 mm2, the parameter DI is introduced. Its value depends
on the degree to which the glottal cross-sectional areaagx
deviates from the modal value,agm

DI5KDI3

S 12
agx

agmD
agx

agm

5KDI3S agm2agx

agx D , ~37!

whereKDI is a scale factor that can be adjusted depending on
the degree of diplophonia desired for a particular voice. Al-
though irregular vibration can occur under circumstances
other than when the vocal folds are pressed together, these
have not yet been implemented in HLsyn.

IV. EXAMPLES

In this section we present several examples of synthesis
using HLsyn.9 These examples were chosen to complement
the discussion of acoustic sources in Sec. II, illustrating how
HLsyn can be used to emulate various types of acoustic
sources that occur during the production of speech. The ex-
amples are summarized here.

~1! Fricative consonants, and how an appropriate balance
between amplitude of voicing and frication can be
achieved for voiced fricatives.

~2! Stop consonants, and the maintenance of voicing during
closure of voiced stops.

~3! Production of frication during liquids and glides that oc-
cur in the vicinity of voiceless stops.

~4! Voice-source characteristics and their variation due to
segmental environment.

~5! Fundamental frequency, and the effects of vowel height,
adjacent consonants, and subglottal-pressure variations.

A. Fricative consonants

We extend the example given in Sec. III D by synthesiz-
ing the words ‘‘lacy’’ and ‘‘lazy,’’ which contain a voiceless
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and a voiced fricative, respectively. The first column in Fig.
9 shows the results of an attempt to synthesize the word lacy.
In Figs. 9~a! and ~b!, parametersab and ag are varied in a
way similar to that in Figs. 7~a! and ~b!. It is noted that the
minimum value ofab is about one-half of the maximum
value ofagx, thereby maximizing the amplitude of frication
noise, as discussed in Sec. II. The tracks for the intermediate
parametersagx, Pm, Ug, Uc, and Uw are given in Figs.
9~b!–~d!, and are similar to those in Figs. 7~b!–~d!. Below
these, in Fig. 9~e!, are the tracks for the Klatt acoustic pa-
rameters AV and AF, the amplitudes of voicing and frication,
respectively. As desired, parameter AV drops to zero during
the /s/, and AF rises to 55 dB, nearly equal to the value of AV

during the sonorant portions of the utterance. A spectrogram
of the utterance is included in Fig. 9~f!, while Fig. 9~g! is a
spectrogram of the word lacy spoken by the second author.
Comparison of these two spectrograms shows that in the
synthesized version, the amplitude of frication during /s/
relative to the amplitude of voicing during the sonorants is
appropriate.

The second column in Fig. 9 shows the results of a first
attempt to synthesize the word lazy. For the segment /z/,
parameterab is varied as it was for lacy, except the duration
of the constriction is shorter@compare to~a!#. Figures 9~i!–
~k! correspond to Figs. 7~e!–~g!; as in the earlier example,
the intermediate parametersagx, Pm, Ug, Uc, andUw dur-

FIG. 9. Examples of the synthesis of fricatives. Column 1: Panels~a!–~g! illustrate synthesis of a voiceless fricative, /s/. Column 2: Panels~h!–~n! illustrate
synthesis of a voiced fricative, /z/. Column 3: A second attempt to synthesize the word ‘‘lazy,’’ illustrating how inclusion of the parameterap ~area of a
posterior glottal opening! improves synthesis of a voiced fricative. Row 1: Parameterab, emulating the formation and release of a constriction by the tongue
blade. Row 2: Parameterag, the average area at the membranous portion of the vocal folds; intermediate parameteragx, the effective glottal area at the
membranous folds;ap, representing the area of a posterior glottal opening; and intermediate parameteragf, the total glottal area. Row 3: Oral pressurePm
and subglottal pressureps. Row 4: Volume velocitiesUg through the glottis,Uc through the supraglottal constriction, andUw representing the expansion of
the vocal-tract walls due to the increase in oral pressure. Row 5: Acoustic parameters AV~amplitude of voicing! and AF ~amplitude of frication!. Row 6:
Spectrograms of the synthesized utterances. Row 7: Spectrograms of natural renditions of ‘‘lacy’’ and ‘‘lazy’’~recorded by the second author!. ~See Sec. IV A
for details.!
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ing the fricative show only minor changes. Consequently, as
shown in Fig. 9~l!, the acoustic parameter AV falls by only 4
dB, and parameter AF rises to only 33 dB, that is, 23 dB less
than AV. Spectrograms of the synthesized and natural rendi-
tions of lazy are included in Figs. 9~m! and~n!, respectively.
In the synthesized utterance, the amplitude of voicing in the
fricative is too strong, while the amplitude of frication is too
weak. Informal listening verifies the impression that the
source amplitudes are out of balance during the fricative; the
synthesized word sounds more like@'lei ði# than @'lei zi#.

Finally, in the third column of Fig. 9 we show that in-
clusion of the parameterap results in more appropriate
acoustics for the segment /z/. Parameterab is varied as it was
for the first attempt to synthesize /z/@part ~h!# and is not
repeated. Figures 9~o!–~q! correspond to Figs. 7~h!–~j!. As
in that example, although the glottal areaag is held constant
throughout the constriction, an increase in the area between
the arytenoid cartilages means thatPm will increase to a
value more appropriate for a voiced fricative; consequently,
the total glottal areaagf increases, relative to the previous
attempt @compareagf in ~o! to agx in ~i!#, and the flow
through the supraglottal constriction,Uc, also increases.
These changes result in a reduction in the acoustic parameter
AV, and an increase in parameter AF@Fig. 9~r!#. Note that AF
is less than it was for the voiceless fricative in column 1
becausePm has to be low enough to allow voicing to con-
tinue. The resulting spectrogram in Fig. 9~s! shows that in-
clusion of the parameterap for the synthesis of a voiced
fricative is necessary to obtain appropriate acoustic output
@compare to the natural utterance in~n!#. Informal listening
verifies that this approach produces better-quality voiced fri-
catives.

B. Stop consonants

Production of stop consonants in English~and in many
other languages! requires careful balance and timing of sev-
eral acoustic sources: voicing, frication, and aspiration. For a
voiced stop consonant, the vocal folds should continue to
vibrate for some time after the formation of the supraglottal
constriction, while for a voiceless stop, vibration should
cease immediately. At the release of the constriction in both
voiced and voiceless stops, a burst of frication noise should
be produced. Following the release, voicing should begin
rather quickly for voiced stops, while voice onset should be
delayed for voiceless aspirated stops; during this delay of
about 40–60 ms, aspiration noise should be produced. Al-
though the timing of the acoustic sources is somewhat com-
plex, we show that such timing can be generated with rela-
tively simple control of HLsyn parameters representing
glottal and supraglottal constrictions.

In the first column of Fig. 10@panels~a!–~h!#, we illus-
trate the production of an unvoiced aspirated stop consonant
using HLsyn. The utterance ‘‘a Kaiser’’ has been synthesized
using parameters appropriate for a female speaker. Certain of
the speaker constants were set to have nondefault values: the
model values of the first two formant bandwidthsB1m and
B2m were set to 120 Hz~Hanson, 1997!. In addition, because
the presence of a posterior glottal opening is believed to be

normal for female speakers, the HL parameterap was set to
1 mm2 throughout most of the utterance, increasing only for
the voiced fricative /z/.

Variations of the glottal constriction and the dorsal su-
praglottal constriction are illustrated in Figs. 10~a! and ~b!.
Because /k/ is formed by raising the tongue body, the param-
eter f1 is reduced to 180 Hz between 120–215 ms to create
the supraglottal constriction. The intermediate parameter
acd, the area of the constriction at the dorsum, is derived
from f1, and is 0 mm2 whenf15180 Hz. The HL parameter
ag begins to increase from its modal value of 3 mm2 just
before closure. It peaks at 25 mm2 just after the release of the
constriction, and falls back to its modal value over about 80
ms. The intermediate parameteragx is derived fromag, and
is slightly greater thanag when the intraoral pressure in-
creases.

Figure 10~c! illustrates parameterdc, which is used to
gain more control over the onset of voicing. Recall that if
transglottal pressure is above phonation threshold pressure,
vocal-fold vibration will occur when the intermediate param-
eteragx is below a certain threshold; for females, the default
is 12 mm2. However, it may not be desirable to have voicing
start as soon asagx reaches 12 mm2; Nı́ Chasaide and Gobl
~1993! examined transitions from labial stop consonants to
vowels in five languages, and found that only in German did
the vocal folds seem to be significantly more abducted at the
onset of voicing in vowels following voiceless consonants.
That is, in the other four languages~including English!, the
folds appeared to be quite well adducted before they began
to vibrate, even when the preceding consonant was not
voiced and the vocal folds had, presumably, been spread.
One way to achieve this effect is to increase the phonation
threshold pressure by decreasing the compliance of the vocal
folds, as shown earlier in Eq.~25!. Therefore, for our ex-
ample, at the formation of the supraglottal constriction, pa-
rameter dc is decreased, reaching a minimum of275%
shortly after formation of the constriction. It then rises,
reaching zero after 150 ms. The result of this variation ofdc
will be discussed shortly.

In Fig. 10~d! we show the HL parameterps, along with
the intermediate parameterPm. When the closure is formed
at the dorsum, the intraoral pressurePm rises almost imme-
diately to be equal to the subglottal pressure and then falls
just as quickly back to zero when the constriction is released.
The airflow through the glottis and the supraglottal constric-
tion are illustrated in Fig. 10~e!. Both flows increase slightly
as the vocal folds spread, butUc quickly drops to zero at the
formation of the closure. The glottal flowUg also drops off,
reaching zero when the intraoral pressure approachesps.
When the closure is released, air can move through the vocal
tract and bothUc and Ug increase. The vocal folds close
following the release, and therefore bothUg and Uc de-
crease.

The resulting acoustic parameters are shown in Fig.
10~f!. The amplitude of voicing AV is quickly cut off as the
supraglottal constriction is formed and intraoral pressurePm
builds up. At release of the constriction, frication noise is
generated at the velar constriction. Its amplitude AF rapidly
falls off whenPm drops to atmospheric. Although transglot-
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tal pressure is nearly equal to subglottal pressure at this
point, the vocal folds do not begin to vibrate for two reasons:
first, the folds do not adduct as quickly as the oral pressure
falls, and second, the phonation threshold pressure is raised
due to the reduction in the compliance of the folds@recall
panel~c!#. Until both the intermediate parameteragx is less
than 12 mm2 and the vocal-fold compliance is increased suf-
ficiently, the folds do not vibrate. The parameteragx reaches
12 mm2 at about 264 ms~40 ms after release!, but the pho-

nation threshold pressure is too high for voicing to begin at
that time. It is not until about 280 ms, whenagx
'5.5 mm2, that voicing can begin. In the meantime, the flow
of air past the adducting folds results in the generation of
aspiration noise~see parameter AH in the panel!. Finally,
Fig. 10~g! shows a spectrogram of the synthesized speech; it
can be compared with a spectrogram of a natural rendition of
the utterance in Fig. 10~h! ~produced by the first author!.

The time course of the parameterf1 has a small hesita-

FIG. 10. Examples of the synthesis of stop consonants. Column 1: Panels~a!–~h! illustrate synthesis of /k/. Column 2: A first attempt to synthesize the phrase
‘‘a geyser,’’ illustrating synthesis of a voiced stop. Column 3: A second attempt to synthesize the utterance ‘‘a geyser,’’ illustrating how inclusion of the
parametersue and dc improves synthesis of a voiced stop. Row 1: Parameterf1, which is reduced to 180 Hz between 120–215 ms, to indicate that a
supraglottal closure has been formed by the tongue body, and the intermediate parameteracd is reduced to 0 mm2. Row 2: Parameterag, the average area at
the membranous portion of the vocal folds, and intermediate parameteragx, the effective glottal area at the membranous folds. Row 3: Parameterdc, change
in compliances of the vocal folds and walls. Row 4: Oral pressurePm and subglottal pressureps. Row 5: Volume velocitiesUg through the glottis,Uc through
the supraglottal constriction,Uw representing the expansion of the vocal-tract walls due to the increase in oral pressure, andue representing active expansion
of the vocal-tract volume. Row 6: Acoustic parameters AV~amplitude of voicing!, AF ~amplitude of frication!, and AH ~amplitude of aspiration!. Row 7:
Spectrograms of the synthesized utterances. Row 8: Spectrograms of natural renditions of ‘‘a Kaiser’’ and ‘‘a geyser’’~produced by the first author!. ~See Sec.
IV B for details.!
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tion in it at the release of the stop consonant:f1 increases
rapidly for about 5 ms, flattens out for about 10 ms, and then
rises rapidly again. This plateau inf1 is reflected in the area
of constrictionacd, and represents vocal-tract wall effects on
the articulator trajectory at release. These effects are the re-
sult of the buildup of oral pressure displacing the soft tissues
of the vocal tract during the stop closure; at release, the
tissues spring back to their normal positions, altering the
time course of the release relative to what it would be if there
were no pressure buildup or if the walls were rigid~Stevens,
1998, 2001!. Inclusion of these wall effects on the articulator
trajectory at consonant release is necessary to get stop bursts
with appropriate amplitudes and durations~Hanson and
Stevens, 2000!.

An initial approximation to the synthesis of a voiced
stop is illustrated in the second column of Fig. 10. The ut-
terance ‘‘a geyser’’ was synthesized by changing only two of
the HLsyn parameters in the previous example for an un-
voiced stop: first, the parameterag is not increased during
the stop closure, but rather is held constant at its modal value
of 3 mm2 @panel ~i!#, and second, the parameterdc is not
varied during the stop consonant. The parameterf1 ~and
therefore the intermediate parameteracd! varies exactly as it
did for the previous example, and is not repeated.

In Fig. 10~j! are illustrated the subglottal pressureps and
the oral pressurePm. In comparison with the voiceless stop,
the differences are that the oral pressure does not rise as
rapidly following formation of the supraglottal constriction,
and it falls somewhat more quickly following the release.
Figure 10~k! shows the airflow through the glottis~Ug! and
the supraglottal constriction~Uc!. Compared with Fig. 10~e!,
the main differences are that flow through the glottis contin-
ues well into the stop closure, and following the release of
the velar constriction,Uc andUg do not increase as much as
they did for the voiceless stop.

The resulting acoustic-source parameters are shown in
Fig. 10~l!. The most obvious differences with the voiceless
stop occur at the release. First, becausePm falls off more
rapidly, the amplitude of frication~AF! is about 5 dB less for
the voiced stop. Second, because the vocal folds are not ab-
ducted at the release, no significant aspiration noise~AH! is
generated, and the amplitude of voicing~AV ! becomes non-
zero within about 10 ms. Another, more minor, difference
occurs at the closure: because the oral pressure rises some-
what more slowly than it did for the voiceless stop, voicing
continues for about 10 ms into the closure.

Figure 10~m! is a spectrogram of the synthesized rendi-
tion of ‘‘a geyser.’’ Comparing it to the spectrogram in Fig.
10~g!, one can see the short voice bar at the beginning of the
stop closure, reduced amplitude of frication at the release,
and the short VOT, typical of a voiced stop in American
English. A spectrogram of a natural rendition of the utterance
is shown in Fig. 10~n!. Unlike the synthesized version, this
natural utterance has a significant voice bar at the beginning
of the stop closure.

In order to produce significant voicing during the stop
closure, we have made a second attempt to synthesize a
voiced stop consonant~third column of Fig. 10! by introduc-
ing two changes. First, the compliance of the vocal folds is

increased at the stop closure by increasing the HLsyn param-
eterdc @panel~p!#, thereby lowering the phonation threshold
pressure. Second, the parameterue is also increased at the
stop closure, reaching a maximum of about 75 cm3/s and
then falling to zero at the release@panel~r!#. Recall thatue
accounts for active expansion of the volume of the vocal
tract. Comparing the flows illustrated in Fig. 10~r! with those
in panel ~k!, we see thatUg continues throughout the stop
closure interval. As shown in Fig. 10~q!, the oral pressure
Pm rises much more slowly than before.

The acoustic-source parameters are shown in Fig. 10~s!,
where it can be seen that the amplitude of voicing is not cut
off until shortly before the release. The voice bar is clearly
seen in the spectrogram in Fig. 10~t!.

In different languages and other English dialects, imple-
mentation of the voicing contrast might require control pa-
rameters different from those shown in Fig. 10 for American
English. For example, in French the voiceless stop is not
aspirated, so that a different timing of the parameterag is
used, but the use ofdc probably remains about the same. The
voiced stop is more heavily voiced than in English, a result
that could be achieved with greater involvement of the pa-
rameterue in Fig. 10~r!.

C. Frication during liquid consonants in the vicinity
of voiceless stops

When a voiceless aspirated stop consonant is followed
by a high vowel or a sonorant consonant, the frication noise
generated at the stop release is followed not only by aspira-
tion noise but by a second phase of frication noise generated
near the constriction for the sonorant. This second phase of
frication occurs because the combination of a narrow supra-
glottal constriction with spread vocal folds prevents oral
pressure from falling as rapidly as it normally would follow-
ing a stop release. The resulting pressure drop across the oral
constriction generates turbulence noise which primarily ex-
cites the cavity in front of the constriction. Thus, the vocal
tract during this time is excited by a mix of frication and
aspiration noise. This type of noise occurs in initial conso-
nant sequences like ‘‘twin,’’ ‘‘clay,’’ and ‘‘pure.’’

In this section we describe synthesis of the words
‘‘pray’’ and ‘‘bray.’’ Panels in the first column of Fig. 11
illustrate synthesis of ‘‘pray.’’ As discussed in Sec. III A 3, a
liquid consonant is indicated in HLsyn when the first three
formants fall into certain ranges. In Fig. 11~a! it can be seen
that until about 200 ms, parametersf1–f3 fall into ranges for
a liquid consonant. The area of the corresponding constric-
tion acl is derived from the HL parameterf1 using Eq.~11!,
which gives a minimum value ofacl of 25 mm2, assuming
default values of the speaker constants. In the early part of
this utterance, there is also a constriction formed at the lips;
panel~b! shows that this constriction,al, is zero until 90 ms,
when the constriction is released. The supraglottal constric-
tion acx is then determined according to Eq.~12! to be
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acx5H al, 0<t<100

acl @Eq. ~11!#, 100,t<200

acd @Eq. ~8!#, 200,t,

~38!

where t is the time in milliseconds. The resultingacx con-
tour is given in Fig. 11~b!. Also shown in panel~b! is the HL
parameterag, which is varied to model adduction that begins
at the stop-consonant release and finishes about 50 ms later,
and the intermediate parameteragx. Not shown is parameter

dc, which has a contour similar to the voiceless stop conso-
nant described in Sec. IV B and Fig. 10.

Figure 11~c! illustrates the oral pressurePm that results
from the parameters shown in panels~a! and~b!. During the
stop closure it is equal to the subglottal pressureps. Follow-
ing the release it begins to fall rapidly, but then levels off at
4-cm H2O becauseacx>ag. Onceag falls below acx, at
about 135 ms,Pm again falls rapidly.

Figure 11~d! shows the resulting KL source-amplitude

FIG. 11. Examples of the synthesis of liquid consonants in the vicinity of stop consonants. Synthesis parameters are for the words ‘‘pray’’~column 1! and
‘‘bray’’ ~column 2!. Row 1: HL parameters representing the first three natural frequencies of the vocal tract,f1, f2, andf3. Row 2: Cross-sectional area at the
lips, al; intermediate parameteracx, based on the narrowest supraglottal constriction; cross-sectional area at the membranous portion of the folds,ag; and
effective area of the glottisagx. Row 3: Oral pressurePm and subglottal pressureps. Row 4: Acoustic parameters AV~amplitude of voicing!, AF ~amplitude
of frication!, and AH~amplitude of aspiration!. Row 5: Spectrograms of the synthesized utterances. Row 6: Spectrograms of natural renditions of ‘‘pray’’ and
‘‘bray’’ ~produced by the second author!. ~See Sec. IV C for details.!
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contours. Unlike the voiceless aspirated stop illustrated in
Fig. 10, the parameter AF rises rapidly following the stop
release and remains close to this level until voicing begins;
the parameter AF is greater than AH, and is the dominant
noise parameter. Panel~e! shows the spectrogram of the syn-
thesized utterance. The frication during the burst is broad-
band, but during the remainder of the VOT only the third
formant is excited by frication. The higher formants are only
weakly excited by aspiration noise. Panel~f! is a spectrogram
of the word ‘‘pray’’ produced by the second author.

The word ‘‘bray’’ ~second column of Fig. 11! was syn-
thesized by simply changing two HLsyn parameters:ag was
set to 4 mm2 throughout the stop consonant@panel~g!# and
dc was set to vary in a manner appropriate for a voiced stop
~see Sec. IV B!. As a result, we see in Fig. 11~h! that at the
stop release oral pressurePm falls off much more rapidly
than it does for pray. Consequently, in Fig. 11~i! voicing
starts shortly after the release. Figure 11~j! is a spectrogram
of the synthesized utterance, while Fig. 11~d! is a spectro-
gram of a natural rendition produced by the second author.

D. Voice-source shape characteristics

As described in Sec. III E 2, the KL parameters that af-
fect the shape of the glottal waveform, OQ and TL, may be
affected in certain segmental environments. Both parameters
increase during voiced segments for which~1! the membra-
nous or cartilaginous folds are spread or~2! a narrow supra-
glottal constriction exists. In this section we show how OQ
and TL vary during the utterance ‘‘a Kaiser,’’ the synthesis of
which was described in Sec. IV B and Fig. 10. Recall that for
that example the HL parameterap had a minimum value of 1
mm2. Although not discussed in that example, the parameter
ap was increased to 5 mm2 during the segment /z/ for rea-
sons discussed in Sec. IV A in connection with the synthesis
of lazy. In addition, parameterag was increased from its
modal value to about 7 mm2 during the final syllable@Fig.
10~b!# to emulate spreading of the folds which may occur
utterance finally~Slifka, 2000, described in Sec. II!.

In panel~a! of Fig. 12 we include the spectrogram of the
synthesized version of a Kaiser for reference, while panels
~b! and ~c! illustrate the variation of OQ and TL, respec-
tively. These two parameters are calculated at all times dur-
ing an utterance, although, of course, they have an influence
on the waveform only during parts of the utterance when
there is glottal vibration. The parameter OQ increases near
and during the segments /k/ and /z/ because the glottal open-
ing at the membranous portion of the vocal folds,agx, is
larger than the modal value of the glottal opening,agm. Dur-
ing /k/ the vocal folds are not vibrating, but because they
begin to spread before they cease to vibrate at the consonant
closure~near 120 ms!, and then begin to vibrate before they
are fully adducted following the consonant release~270 to
330 ms!, OQ is increased relative to its modal value during
the neighboring vowels. It also increases through the con-
stricted interval for /z/ due to the effect of the raised oral
pressure. The parameter TL is increased relative to its modal
value throughout the utterance, but especially so near and
during the two obstruent segments. During the vowel seg-
ments it is about 5 dB above its modal value because the HL

parameterap has a minimum value of 1 mm2. It increases
even more close to and throughout the segment /k/ largely
because the vocal folds are spread. Increases in TL near and
during the segment /z/ are primarily due to the narrow supra-
glottal constriction and the increase inap to 5 mm2, but there
is also a small increase due to the passive spreading of the
vocal folds. Finally, both OQ and TL increase during the
final segment, due to the gradual increase in parameterag.

E. Perturbations to fundamental frequency

In our final example we show how adjustments are made
to the input parameterf0 to account for changes in transglot-
tal pressure, variation of vocal-fold compliance, and intrinsic
pitch of vowels. Figure 13~a! shows a spectrogram of a syn-
thesized rendition of the utterance ‘‘He sees the ball.’’ The
dashed line in Fig. 13~b! illustrates the parameterf0, which
represents variations in the intonation contour derived from
some prosodic representation. It is constant at 100 Hz, except
during the vowel /i/ in ‘‘sees,’’ which is meant to carry a high
pitch accent. Overlayed onf0 with a solid line is the KL
parameterF0, that is, the intonation contour that is actually
produced.F0 is greater thanf0 during ‘‘he’’ and ‘‘sees’’
because high vowels have increased intrinsic pitch. Subglot-
tal pressure@Fig. 13~c!# drops somewhat during the reduced
vowel in ‘‘the,’’ resulting in a slight drop inF0 relative tof0.
During the closure of the segment /b/, there are two contri-
butions to the decrease inF0: first, transglottal pressure falls

FIG. 12. An example of the effect of segmental environment on the glottal-
waveform shape parameters, OQ and TL.~a! Spectrogram of the synthesized
utterance ‘‘a Kaiser,’’ described earlier in Sec. IV B and Fig. 10.~b! Klatt
parameter OQ~open quotient!. ~c! Klatt parameter TL~additional spectral
tilt at 3000 Hz!. ~See Sec. IV D for details.!
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due to the increase in oral pressure, and vocal-fold compli-
ance@Fig. 13~d!# increases to prolong vocal-fold vibration.
Finally, subglottal pressure begins to fall about halfway
through the final vowel, resulting in a decrease inF0 relative
to f0. The F0 contour looks more natural than the inputf0
parameter track. We emphasize that these perturbations are
due to mappings that are part of HLsyn, and therefore the
intonation rules in a text-to-speech system based on HLsyn
need only be concerned with changes in pitch specified by
the f0 parameter.

V. SUMMARY: SOURCE SYNTHESIS WITH HLsyn

We summarize first the parameters that control the glot-
tal source during times when there is essentially no pressure
buildup above the glottis. During the sonorant intervals, par-
ticularly the vowels, manipulation of the glottal source has
two functions in English. One is to mark the beginnings and

endings of phrases, and the other is to create particular de-
grees of prominence to individual syllables in a phrase. The
amplitude of the glottal source during these time intervals in
the proposed synthesis model is determined primarily by two
articulatory parameters: the subglottal pressureps and the
degree of abduction or adduction of the vocal folds, specified
by ag. These parameters are manipulated by a speaker at the
beginning and end of a phrase and also create prominences
of syllables within a phrase or produce syllables with re-
duced prominence. Glottal abduction or adduction results not
only in a change in source amplitude but also a modification
of the waveform shape of the glottal source. The waveform
modification due to glottal abduction tends to weaken the
high frequencies in the source spectrum, whereas greater ad-
duction leads to enhanced high-frequency spectrum energy.
The former often occurs in vowels near the end of a phrase
and in reduced vowels, whereas the latter often occurs in
vowels that are produced with greater prominence. There
may also be influences on glottal abduction/adduction in por-
tions of vowels that are adjacent to voiced and voiceless
obstruent consonants. The fundamental frequency of glottal
vibration also plays a role in marking phrase boundaries and
prominences. It is determined by several physiological pa-
rameters:~1! a basicf0 parameter that is the result of an
intentional change in vocal-fold stiffness for enhancing or
reducing the prominence of a syllable or for marking a
phrase boundary;~2! the subglottal pressure;~3! intrinsic ef-
fects of vowel height; and~4! the voicing feature for an
adjacent obstruent consonant.

During the obstruent intervals when there is a pressure
increase above the glottis, acoustic sources can be generated
both at the glottis and in the vicinity of a supraglottal con-
striction, depending on whether the consonant is voiced or
voiceless. In English, the goal in producing a voiceless con-
sonant is to avoid overlap between the glottal vibration
source and the frication noise source near the supraglottal
constriction. For a voiced consonant, on the other hand, such
an overlap in sources is the goal, and there should be an
appropriate balance in intensity between the two kinds of
sources. During these time intervals when there is a narrow-
ing of the airway above the glottis, the acoustic sources are
controlled by parameters that adjust the intraoral pressure
and hence the pressure across the glottis, as well as param-
eters that change the stiffness of the vocal folds. The in-
traoral pressure is achieved by creating an appropriate bal-
ance between the glottal opening~parametersag andap! and
the supraglottal constriction~the minimum of several con-
striction parameters includingal, ab, and ranges of formant
frequencies that lead to a narrow supraglottal constriction,
particularly for velars, palatals, and liquids!. The parameters
dc and ue, which influence movements of the vocal-tract
walls, also play a role in setting the intraoral pressure, as
does the subglottal pressureps. Whether or not the vocal
folds vibrate during the consonantal interval is a function of
the transglottal pressure, the glottal configuration~given by
ag!, and the incremental vocal-fold stiffness~given by dc!.
The transglottal pressure is determined by the subglottal
pressureps, the glottal openingag1ap, the area of the su-
praglottal constriction, and the parametersdc and ue that

FIG. 13. An example of how the HL parameterf0 is adjusted to account for
variations in transglottal pressure, changes in vocal-fold compliance, and
vowel intrinsic pitch.~a! Spectrogram of the synthesized utterance ‘‘He sees
the ball.’’ ~b! The HL parameterf0 is constant for most of the utterance,
except for a prominence on the word ‘‘sees.’’ The acoustic parameterF0
shows variations more typical of a natural utterance.~c! Subglottal pressure
ps and oral pressurePm. ~d! Changes in the compliances of the vocal folds
and the vocal-tract walls.~See Sec. IV E for details.!
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control the movements of the vocal-tract walls. The acoustic
effect of some of these parameters often spreads beyond the
obstruent interval into an adjacent vowel.

VI. TOWARD RULES FOR SYNTHESIS

This review of source parameters and their origin in the
underlying articulatory control of speech can provide some
insight into the links between the three levels of the speech
production process: the acoustic patterns of speech, the ar-
ticulatory, laryngeal, and respiratory gestures that give rise to
these patterns, and the discrete phonological representation
in terms of which utterances are planned. The variability in
the acoustic pattern that arises from a given phonological
representation in the speech planning stage is well known,
and provides a formidable obstacle to the design of the text-
to-speech systems that produce natural and intelligible
speech. This variability is also a major impediment to the
development of systems for automatic speech recognition.
Viewed in terms of the HLsyn-based articulatory pattern in-
terposed between the planning stage and the sound, however,
the variability problem becomes much less severe. The
present discussion of source parameters provides some sup-
port for this view.

In the production of running speech, the time-varying
gestures represented by the HL source parameters during so-
norant and obstruent intervals often overlap across segments
~Browman and Goldstein, 1990!, and there may be an inter-
action between requirements of the segments and the require-
ments of the prosodic units. The overlap or interaction is
often difficult to specify when sources are described in
purely acoustic terms, but can be described more naturally in
terms of HL parameters. For example, in a sequence like
‘‘his farm,’’ the voiced–voiceless obstruent sequence often
shows weakened glottal vibration during much of the time
interval when the tongue blade is in an alveolar position for
/z/. This coarticulation occurs naturally if one takes into ac-
count the influence of the abducting glottal gesture for /f/ on
the preceding adducting glottal gesture for /z/. Or, it often

happens that a phrase-final voiced obstruent consonant
shows minimal glottal vibration during the obstruent inter-
val. This is a naturally occurring consequence of the phrase-
final reduction in subglottal pressure, leading to a transglottal
pressure that can fall below the threshold of phonation.
These and many other examples illustrate how physiologi-
cally oriented HL parameters for synthesis of sources in
speech can be derived from the linguistic planning stage.
Partial overlap or interaction between these parameters is
very common in running speech and can be implemented
with relatively simple rules. The acoustic consequences of
this gestural overlap can be highly variable, so that a synthe-
sis method based solely on acoustic parameters or stored
acoustic patterns is quite complex.
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APPENDIX: TABLES OF SPEAKER CONSTANTS

The tables in this Appendix contain the speaker con-
stants which can be set by users of the HLsyn system. We
note that the units given in Tables IV–VIII are as they must
be specified in the system. In the interest of clarity, the units
used in the paper sometimes vary from those in the tables.
For example, the parameterKdF0-dc is specified in Table VIII
in dHz/percent, but in the paper we use the units Hz/percent.

TABLE IV. Speaker constants: Physical characteristics.

Constant Description Female Male

Lv Length of vocal cavity 15 cm 17 cm
Av Cross-sectional area of oral vocal cavity, neutral setting 3 cm2 3.5 cm2

Lt Length of trachea 11 cm 12 cm
At Cross-sectional area of trachea 2 cm2 2.5 cm2

Lg Effective horizontal length of glottis 0.7 cm 1 cm
Lhp Horizontal length of posterior glottal opening 0.2 cm 0.3 cm
Lvg Vertical length of glottis 0.3 cm 0.4 cm
Lc-acd Length of velar constriction 3.5 cm 4 cm
Vacd Volume of cavity behind velar constriction 40 cm3 50 cm3

Cwm Modal compliance of vocal-tract walls 0.001 cm5/dyne 0.001 cm5/dyne
Rw Resistance of vocal-tract walls 10 dyne-s/cm5 10 dyne-s/cm5

Cgm Modal compliance of the vocal folds 531026 cm3/dyne 531026 cm3/dyne
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TABLE V. Speaker constants: Acoustic characteristics.

Female Male
Constant Description ~Hz! ~Hz!

f neutral F1 border between high and low vowels 590 500
f 1min Lowest Helmholtz frequency of vocal tract 180 180
F1max Upper threshold on first resonance of vocal

tract
1100 900

f 1liquid First resonance for liquid consonants 450 400
f 1phar Lowest first-formant resonance when

constriction is in pharyngeal cavity
650 540

B1m Modal bandwidth of first formant 80 80
B2m Modal bandwidth of second formant 90 90

TABLE VI. Speaker constants: Source characteristics.

Constant Description Female Male

agm Modal value ofag 3 mm2 4 mm2

TLm Modal source spectral tilt 10 dB 5 dB
OQm Modal open quotient 65% 50%
psm Modal subglottal pressure 6.5-cm H2O 8-cm H2O

TABLE VII. Speaker constants: Thresholds and breakpoints.

Constant Description Female Male

acxTL Value of acx above which the supraglottal constriction does not affect TL 20 mm2 20 mm2

AFmin Threshold below which frication does not occur 35 dB 35 dB
agxmin-DI Minimum value ofagx for which parameter DI.0 1 mm2 1 mm2

agxmax Maximum value ofagx for which voicing occurs (AV.0) is agm1agxmax 9 mm2 11 mm2

agxmid Downward slope of AV vsagx increases whenagx5agm1agxmid 6 mm2 7 mm2

agxmin Minimum value ofagx for which voicing occurs (AV.0) 1 mm2 1 mm2

f 1min-F0 Lowest first formant used in the calculation of intrinsic pitch 250 Hz 250 Hz
F1min-liq Minimum f1 for which a liquid consonant can be assumed 400 Hz 350 Hz
F1max-liq Maximum f1 for which a liquid consonant can be assumed 550 Hz 500 Hz
F2max-lateral Maximum f2 for which a lateral consonant can be assumed 1400 Hz 1300 Hz
F3min-lateral Minimum f3 for which a lateral consonant can be assumed 2900 Hz 2700 Hz
F2max-retro Maximum f2 for which a retroflex consonant can be assumed 1600 Hz 1400 Hz
F3max-retro Maximum f3 for which a retroflex consonant can be assumed 2000 Hz 1800 Hz
OQmax Maximum value of OQ 99% 99%
OQmin Minimum value of OQ 0% 0%
Pthr-m Modal phonation threshold pressure 3.5-cm H2O 3.5-cm H2O
TLmax Maximum value of TL 41 dB 41 dB
TLmin Minimum value of TL 0 dB 0 dB

TABLE VIII. Speaker constants: Scale factors.

Constant Description Female Male

Kv Scale factor for computation of amplitude of voicing, AV 33 dB 33 dB
KdAVagm2 Slope of AV vsagx curve foragx,agm 220 dB/cm2 200 dB/cm2

KdAV1agm1 Slope for first portion of AV vsagx curve foragx.agm 120 dB/cm2 100 dB/cm2

KdAV2agm1 Slope of second portion of AV vsagx curve foragx.agm 420 dB/cm2 400 dB/cm2

KAH Scale factor for AH computation 27 dB 27 dB
KAF Scale factor for AF computation 40 dB 40 dB
KOQ Scales effect of glottal opening on open quotient, OQ 3.96%/mm2 3.3%/mm2

KTL Scales effect of glottal opening, nasal port, and supraglottal constriction on the
source spectral tilt, TL

1.8 dB/mm2 1.5 dB/mm2

KDI Scale factor controlling degree of diplophonia whenagx,agm 15 15
KdF0-dc Scales effect of parameterdc on fundamental frequencyF0 3 dHz/percent 3 dHz/percent
KdF0-ps Scales effect of parameterps on fundamental frequencyF0 30 dHz/cm H2O 30 dHz/cm H2O
KdF0-height Scale factor for effect of vowel height on fundamental frequencyF0 0.46 ms 0.5 ms
Kacl Scale factor for computing the cross-sectional area of a liquid constriction fromf1 25 mm2 25 mm2

KPthr-dc Scales effect of parameterdc on phonation threshold pressure 0.03 cm H2O/percent 0.03 cm H2O/percent
KCw Scales effect ofdc on the compliance of the vocal-tract walls,Cw 1 ~dimensionless! 1 ~dimensionless!
KCg Scales effect ofdc on the compliance of the vocal folds,Cg 0.34 ~dimensionless! 0.34 ~dimensionless!
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1In using the synthesizer it is convenient to specify such parameters in units
that are commonly used in the literature. In particular, cross-sectional areas
of constrictions are expressed in mm2 and subglottal pressure is expressed
in cm H2O. The remaining parameters are expressed in cgs units. In for-
mulas to be discussed later, constants may be introduced to convert areas
and pressures to cgs units.

2When the tongue body forms a narrow constriction in the oral cavity, the
first formant is relatively low, compared to its value for a more neutral
position. Likewise, when a narrow constriction is formed at the pharynx,
the first formant becomes relatively high. Thus, the constriction size can be
estimated fromf1, and does not need to be specified separately.~See Sec.
III A 2. ! When a more localized and short constriction is formed with the
lips or the tongue blade, the cross-sectional area is generally not well pre-
dicted by f1. The parametersal and ab, representing these constriction
areas, are specified separately. When these parameters are introduced to
synthesize labial or tongue-blade consonants, a correction tof1 is made
depending on the value of theal or ab parameter. Thus, the originalf1
parameter is, in effect, the natural frequency of the vocal tract without local
constrictions. These relations betweenf1 and vocal-tract constrictions are
described in more detail in a future paper.

3The parameter trajectories for this and later examples are simplified to be
sequences of straight lines. For high-quality synthesis, trajectories should
probably be more smooth.

4Note that 0 dB on a plot of AV or AF~and later AH! actually means a
source of zero amplitude.

5The paper is based on our current working version of HLsyn, which is
constantly being updated and may vary somewhat from the commercial
version.

6This statement is based on perturbation theory that relates small changes in
the cross-sectional area of a tube to changes in the natural frequencies of
the tube. When the perturbations in the tube extend over a length of 3 or
more centimeters, such as perturbations of the kind produced by moving
the tongue body, only the first two~and possibly three! natural frequencies
are influenced, and higher natural frequencies remain relatively unchanged.
It follows, then, that if the first and second formant frequencies are known,
and if there are no local constrictions with a length of less than 3 centime-
ters, then the tongue-body position can be predicted fromF1 andF2. In
particular, the degree of constriction in the vocal tract can be predicted
from F1. In English, lip rounding usually accompanies nonlow back vow-
els, and is not adjusted independently of tongue-body position.

7The choice ofacd5100 mm2 is somewhat arbitrary. The point is that this
value ofacd is well above the size for which frication noise is generated.

8The speaker constantsKv , KdAV , KAF , andKAH are set so that the am-
plitude of voicing~AV ! is about 60 dB during a vowel, the amplitude of
frication ~AF! is about 60 dB during a fricative, and the amplitude of
aspiration~AH! is about 40 dB during vowels and aspirated stops.

9Parameter and audio files corresponding to these examples are accessible
through the worldwide web at̂http://speech.mit.edu/publications&.
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Cavitation appears to contribute to tissue injury in lithotripsy. Reports have shown that increasing
pulse repetition frequency@~PRF! 0.5–100 Hz# increases tissue damage and increasing static
pressure~1–3 bar! reduces cell damage without decreasing stone comminution. Our hypothesis is
that overpressure or slow PRF causes unstabilized bubbles produced by one shock pulse to dissolve
before they nucleate cavitation by subsequent shock pulses. The effects of PRF and overpressure on
bubble dynamics and lifetimes were studied experimentally with passive cavitation detection,
high-speed photography, andB-mode ultrasound and theoretically. Overpressure significantly
reduced calculated~100–2 s! and measured~55–0.5 s! bubble lifetimes. At 1.5 bar static pressure,
a dense bubble cluster was measured with clinically high PRF~2–3 Hz! and a sparse cluster with
clinically low PRF~0.5–1 Hz!, indicating bubble lifetimes of 0.5–1 s, consistent with calculations.
In contrast to cavitation in water, high-speed photography showed that overpressure did not suppress
cavitation of bubbles stabilized on a cracked surface. These results suggest that a judicious use of
overpressure and PRF in lithotripsy could reduce cavitation damage of tissue while maintaining
cavitation comminution of stones. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1500754#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Gx@FD#

I. INTRODUCTION

Shock wave lithotripsy~SWL! has proven to be highly
successful for the treatment of urinary stones. Indeed, even
with the emergence of endourological approaches for stone
removal, the majority of calyceal and upper ureteral stones
are treated by SWL.1 Although it is accepted that SWL
works very well to break stones, there is increased awareness
that shock waves cause collateral damage to the kidney.2

Concern over adverse effects has stimulated interest in
finding ways to improve lithotripsy. A logical first step to-
ward this goal has been the effort to determine the physical
mechanisms of shock-wave action. This work, primarily in-
volving in vitro studies, has shown that cavitation plays an
important role in stone fragmentation.3–5 Likewise, cavita-
tion is strongly implicated in causing the hemorrhagic lesion
that characterizes SW-induced damage to the kidney.6–10

Thus, cavitation appears to be involved both in stone com-
minution and tissue damage.

Several strategies have been proposed to control cavita-
tion in lithotripsy including alteration of the shock pulse to
suppress bubble growth and protect tissue,11 and the use of
dual sequential pulses timed to increase the force of bubble
collapse and, thereby, enhance stone breakage.12–16 These
strategies are potentially very useful, but they require that
physical modifications be made to the lithotripter.

Several studies have explored alternative methods to in-
fluence cavitation in SWL. One approach has been to use
increased static pressure~overpressure! to minimize cavita-
tion at the focal point of the lithotripter. Delius17 found that
relatively low overpressures had a dramatic protective effect
on isolated cells. Maximal cell protection was achieved by
overpressure of only'1 bar. Overpressure also reduced SW
damage to stones, but the effect on cells was much more
pronounced. This opens the possibility that if low overpres-
sure could be applied during SWL, tissue-damaging cavita-a!Electronic mail: bailey@apl.washington.edu
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tion in the vasculature might be suppressed without inhibit-
ing stone fragmentation.

Another means to regulate cavitation and one that is
available to the urologist at the time of treatment is to change
the pulse-repetition frequency~PRF!. Increasing the SW de-
livery rate generates more cavitation bubbles.18 It has re-
cently been shown that stone fragmentationin vitro and in
vivo is significantly improved by slowing the SW rate.19 It
has also been demonstrated that delivery of SWs at very fast
rate increases kidney injury in experimental animals.20

These findings suggest that the combined use of over-
pressure and manipulation of SW rate may result in reduced
tissue damage without compromising stone comminution.
However, it is difficult to assess the potential value of these
strategies or to know how best to apply them because the
mechanisms of the overpressure effect and the rate effect are
not known. Therefore, we undertook a study involving nu-
merical calculations, ultrasound imaging, and high-speed
photography to characterize the effect of low overpressure
and SW rate on cavitation bubble dynamics at the focus of an
electrohydraulic lithotripter. We tested the hypothesis that in-
creased static pressure and decreased PRF act to reduce cavi-
tation activity by allowing bubbles to dissolve between
shock pulses. Bubbles that reside in close contact with the
surface of a stone may be stabilized by that interaction and
are more resistant to dissolution.21–23Thus under conditions
of overpressure or low PRF bubbles free within the sur-
rounding medium dissolve between pulses while bubbles that
are stabilized within cracks and crevices persist and continue
to play a role in stone comminution.

II. THEORY

A. Basic equations

Our numerical model is the synthesis of a bubble dy-
namics model created by Church24 based on the Gilmore
equation25 and a bubble dissolution model described by Ep-
stein and Plesset.26 As shown in Fig. 1, our model traces the
radius of a bubbleR(t) over time as the lithotripter pulse sets
the bubble into a dramatic growth and collapse followed by a
slow dissolution of the bubble. The lifetime of a bubble~tL* ,
the asterisk denotes a calculated value! was defined as the
time between the shock wave arrival until the bubble disso-
lution. The model was used to calculate the lifetimetL* as a
function of overpressure, initial bubble radius, and shock
wave amplitude.

1. Lithotripter pulse model

In the calculations, it was supposed that a small bubble
of radiusR0 exists in the medium. A lithotripter pulse arrives
at t50 and initiates the bubble dynamics. To represent the
wave form radiated by an electrohydraulic lithotripter
source, a theoretical temporal profilep8(t) was defined by
Church24 as p8(t)5p1Q(t)2e2at cos(vt1p/3), wherep1

is the peak positive pressure of the pulse,Q(t) is Heaviside
step function, and a59.13105 s21 and v/2p58.33
3104 s21 are characteristic decay constants. The pulse,
modeled after measured wave forms, is a short~'1 ms! spike
followed by a longer~'4 ms! pressure trough, so that the

total area of the wave form is equal to zero. The amplitude of
the pulse is characterized by the peak positivep1 pressure
which has a fixed ratio with the peak negativep2 pressure
p1 /p2'6.25.

2. Bubble dynamics model

In the lithotripsy literature it is common to use a cavita-
tion model based on the behavior of a single spherical
bubble.24 Although this model is somewhat idealistic~in re-
ality a cluster of bubbles exists, and the bubbles are not
spherical!, it adequately describes many features of the cavi-
tation phenomena.11,27–29In this work, the model of a single
spherical cavitation bubble~initial radiusR0 between 1 and
30 mm! was employed to study the effect of static pressure
(p051 – 4 bar) on cavitation in lithotripsy. Note thatp0 is
the absolute static pressure and therefore the overpressure in
these calculations varied from 0 to 3 bar. Note that pressures
are expressed in bar not MPa for convenient comparison to
standard atmospheric pressure~1 bar!. Fundamental assump-
tions of the model are as follows: a single bubble exists in an
infinite liquid medium; the bubble remains spherical at all
times; the interior of the bubble~e.g., temperature, pressure,
gas concentration! is spatially uniform; the radius of the
bubble is much less than the characteristic length of the
acoustic excitation at the corresponding time; body forces
~e.g., gravity! have negligible effect on the bubble pulsation;
the gas within the bubble behaves as an ideal gas; gas con-

FIG. 1. CalculatedR(t) curves~solid lines! for different amplitude shock
wavesp15100, 500, and 1000 bar and varying static pressurep051, 2, and
3 bar. Initial bubble radius wasR053 mm. The driving lithotripter wave
forms are shown as dashed lines. Time intervals A and B, divided by dotted
lines, distinguish different stages in bubble dynamics. The maximum bubble
radius and the bubble lifetime increased withp1 and decreased withp0 .
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tent in the bubble is changing because of gas diffusion into
and out of the surrounding liquid; and vapor pressure in the
gas is constant.

The bubble radiusR(t) is described by the Gilmore
equation,25

S 12
Ṙ

C
DRR̈1

3

2
S 12

Ṙ

3C
D Ṙ2

5S 11
Ṙ

C
DH1S 12

Ṙ

C
D RdH

Cdt
, ~1!

where a dot signifies a time derivative,C is the sound speed
in the liquid at the bubble wall, andH is the difference be-
tween the specific enthalpy in water at the bubble wall rela-
tive to the specific enthalpy in the liquid far from the bubble,

H5E
p`

p~R! dp

r
. ~2!

Herep(R) is the pressure in the liquid at the bubble wall
andp`5p01p8 is the pressure, staticp0 plus acousticp8, in
liquid far from the bubble. Pressurep and densityr in the
liquid are related by the Tait equation,

p5A~r/r0!G2B, ~3!

where A5C0
2r0 /p0G, B5A2p0 , G is an empirical con-

stant,p0 is the static pressure in the liquid. The parameters of
water were used for further numerical simulations:G57, the
equilibrium densityr051000 kg/m3, the sound speedC0

51485 m/s. From Eqs.~2! and ~3!, the enthalpy can be ex-
pressed in terms of pressure:

H5
A1/G

r0

G

G21
$@p~R!1B#~G21!/G2@p`1B#~G21!/G%.

~4!

The sound speed at the bubble wall,C, can be found from
the enthalpy:

C25C0
21~G21!H. ~5!

The pressure in the liquid at the bubble wall is given by

p~R!5pg2
2s

R
2

4mṘ

R
, ~6!

where pg is the pressure of the gas within the bubble,s
50.0725 N/m is the surface tension, andm50.001 kg/m/s is
the coefficient of shear viscosity of water. The gas pressure
pg is proportional to the quantity of gas in the bubble and the
gas temperature. Following the method described by
Church,24 we model the complicated bubble dynamics at
each temporal step as two elementary separate substeps. At
each step, we model the change of bubble radius due to the
gas diffusion isothermally and the change of bubble radius
due to pressure and inertia adiabatically. The calculation pro-
ceeds as follows: first, the bubble radius was modeled as
changing isothermally from its current valueR to a so-called
equilibrium radiusR0n , following the change of the gas in
the bubble to its current number of molesn; and second, the
bubble radius changes adiabatically from theR0n to the new
radiusR with no change inn.

The first process of bubble radius change due to diffu-
sion takes place slowly under constant static pressure, so that
gas pressure isp012s/R0n . The equilibrium radius can be
found from the equation of the isothermal process in an ideal
gas, written for the initial and current parameters of the
bubble:

~p012s/R0!R0
3

n0
5

~p012s/R0n!R0n
3

n
. ~7!

The solution of this cubic equation can be expressed in the
following form:

R0n5~a1Aa22b!1/31~a2Aa22b!1/32
2s

3p0
,

~8!
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n0
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3

2 S 11
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p0R0
D2S 2s
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, b5S 2s
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D 6

.

In the second adiabatic process, the equation forR is
pgR3g5(p012s/R0n)R0n

3g , whereg is the adiabatic expo-
nent of the gas. Using Eq.~7!, the gas pressure can be written
as follows:24

pg5S p01
2s

R0
D n

n0
S R0

R D 3gS R0n

R0
D 3~g21!

. ~9!

The gas diffusion in the liquid is described by the diffusion
equation

]c

]t
1u

]c

]r
5D

1

r 2

]

]r S r 2
]c

]r D , ~10!

wherec is gas concentration~the number of moles of gas per
unit volume!, r is the radial coordinate,u is the radial com-
ponent of the liquid velocity, andD is the diffusion constant
of the gas in the liquid. The constantD52.4231029 m2/s
for air dissolved in water at 20 °C. The liquid can be consid-
ered as incompressible most of the time, which gives the
following expression for the radial velocity:u5R2Ṙ/r 2. At
the initial time, the concentration of dissolved gas is uniform
and equal toci . Usually this value is less than the saturated
gas concentrationc0 at the initial static pressurep0 . The
relative initial concentration can be characterized by the ratio
f 5ci /c0 . The value ofc0 is related to the static pressurep0

by Henry’s lawc05kHp0 , wherekH is a constant. Equation
~10! for the dissolved gas concentrationc(r ,t) has to be
solved at t.0 and r .R. The initial condition isc(r ,0)
5ci , the boundary conditions arec(`,t)5ci and c(R,t)
5cs , wherecs is saturated gas concentration in liquid at the
bubble interface. According to Henry’s law,cs5kHpg , or,
neglecting the dependence of the Henry’s constantkH on
temperature,

cs5c0pg /p0 . ~11!

We are interested in calculating the bubble lifetimetL* ,
which includes excitation of the bubble by a lithotripter
pulse, consequent expansion, collapse, rebounds, and finally
the bubble dissolution due to gas diffusion from the bubble
interior to the liquid. The direct numerical solution of Eq.
~10! is computationally intensive; therefore appropriate ap-
proximations are desired to simplify it. These approxima-
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tions have already been used in papers on cavitation and are
different for different stages in the bubble cycle.24,26,30 We
use the approximation by Eller and Flynn,30 as Church24 did,
for region A in Fig. 1 where the bubble radius is rapidly
changing, and the approximation by Epstein and Plesset26 for
region B where the static bubble slowly dissolves. The ap-
plication and appropriateness of the models are discussed in
the following with reference to the radius versus time plots
in Fig. 1. Church24 described in more detail the application
of the Eller and Flynn model to lithotripsy.

During the time when the bubble is growing and collaps-
ing ~region A in Fig. 1!, the gas concentration in the liquid
varies from the saturated valuecs to the uniform valueci in
a very thin spherical layer near the gas–water interface, be-
cause the interface is moving. The thickness of this layer can
be estimated from Eq.~10! asd5ADt* , wheret* is a char-
acteristic time. During the firstt1'3 ms, the transition layer
thickness is on the order ofd1'0.1mm, which is much less
than the bubble radius at this time,R1'3 – 200mm ~see Fig.
1!. For hundreds of microseconds, the layer continues to
grow (d2'1 mm), but so does the bubble (R2

'100– 1000mm). The use of the inequalityd/R!1 in Eq.
~10!, as was shown by Eller and Flynn30 in their first-order
approximation, results in the following expression for the
number of gas moles in the bubble:

n5n024ApDE
0

t F~t8!

At2t8
dt8, ~12!

wheret5*0
t R4(t8)dt8 andF5cs2ci .

Bubble growth is followed by collapse and several ‘‘re-
bounds,’’ subsequent growth and collapse cycles. During
each of the collapses the radius of the bubble becomes small
enough that the assumptiond/R!1 breaks down. However,
each collapse stage is short, a small bubble has a small sur-
face area through which diffusion can take place, and so
there is little change in the value ofn. Therefore we continue
to use Eq.~12! throughout the collapse and rebound region to
ensure we capture the diffusion at the times when the bubble
is large enough—the error induced in the calculation ofn
will be negligible.24

Then, after abouttm'1 ms ~region B in Fig. 1!, the
bubble has stopped pulsating. Its equilibrium radiusRm

5R(tm) is larger than the initial bubble radiusR0 because of
gas diffusion into the bubble during bubble growth. Now,
surface tension, static pressure, and a gas concentration gra-
dient drive gas diffusion from the bubble to the liquid, lead-
ing to the bubble dissolution (n50). Eller and Flynn’s ap-
proximation is not valid during this process. On the other
hand, the bubble radius during dissolution varies relatively
slowly. Therefore, it is possible to setu50 in Eq. ~10!. The
resulting diffusion equation has an analytical solution in the
form of the convolution of the corresponding Green’s func-
tion with the initial distribution of the dissolved gas concen-
tration. At timet5tm , the diffusion layer thicknessdm is of
the order of several micrometers, so it is still smaller than the
corresponding bubble radius (Rm>10mm).24 Therefore, one
can use an approximationdm→0 to simplify the initial con-
dition at t5tm :c(r ,tm)5ci . The boundary conditions att

.tm are the same as att,tm :c(`,t)5ci and c(R,t)5cs .
Then, for the number of gas moles in the bubble,24 one has

dn

dt
524pR2D~cs2ci !S 1

R
1

1

ApD~ t2tm!
D . ~13!

Note that at small timet2tm , Eq. ~13! gives the same ex-
pression fordn/dt as Eq.~12! at smallt. However for larger
time, these equations differ substantially. In Eq.~13! it is not
assumed that the diffusion layer is thin.

During the slow changes of the bubble size, the gas tem-
perature can be considered as a constant value equal to the
liquid temperatureT0 . The isothermal gas process is gov-
erned by

pg
4
3pR35nGT0 , ~14!

whereG58.31 m3 Pa/mol K is a universal gas constant. The
bubble radius no longer needs to be modeled by the dynamic
equations@Eqs.~1!–~9!#, instead one can use the quasistatic
equation:

pg5p01
2s

R
. ~15!

Equations~13!–~15! give the following equation for the
bubble radius:

dR

dt
52K

12 f 1
2s

p0R

11
4s

3p0R

S 1

R
1

1

ApD~ t2tm!
D , ~16!

whereK5GT0DkH
21 and f 5ci /c0 . The initial condition is

R5Rm at t5tm . Note that the choice of the value oftm is
somewhat arbitrary:tm should be larger than the time when
the bubble rebounding finishes, but much smaller than the
lifetime tL . In the case of bubble behavior in the lithotripter
field, the choicetm51 ms is reasonable. The right-hand side
of Eq. ~16! has singularities att→tm and whenR→0. These
singularities can be avoided by calculating the value ofj
5At2tm as a function ofR, instead of consideringR as a
function of t. The equation forj5j(R) follows from Eq.
~16!:

dj

dR
52

ApD

2K

RS R1
4s

3p0
D

~R1jApD !FR~12 f !1
2s

p0
G . ~17!

The functionj(R) is to be calculated when the bubble radius
changes fromR5Rm to R50 to complete dissolution of the
bubble. The initial condition isj(R5Rm)50.

Therefore, Eq.~1! was solved numerically to calculate
rapid bubble motion, and Eq.~17! was then solved to calcu-
late the slow bubble dissolution. To solve for fast bubble
motion, Eq. ~1! was written as two first-order differential
equations for bubble wall radiusR and velocitydR/dt. A
fifth-order Runge–Kutta algorithm with adaptive step-size
control was used on a nonuniform time gridDt(t) that fol-
lowed the dynamics of the bubble.31 Equation~12! was inte-
grated simultaneously on the same time grid and yielded a
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calculation of gas diffusion during rapid motion. The number
of molesn, the derivativedn/dt, equilibrium bubble radius
R0n , and gas pressure in the bubblepg were calculated at
each time pointt for use in solving Eq.~1! at the next time
step. The values ofpg andR0n were obtained explicitly using
Eqs. ~8! and ~9! from the known values ofR and n. The
derivativedn/dt was calculated using backward finite differ-
ence with the solutions forn at the current and previous time
points. However, the solution for the number of molesn, Eq.
~12!, is implicit, as it depends on not-yet-known values ofpg

andR0n . An iterative procedure was employed at each time
point to calculaten→R0n→pg→n→¯ .24 Initial values of
R0n and pg for iteration were obtained from the number of
moles,n1dn/dt Dt, extrapolated linearly from the previous
time point. Linear extrapolation forn was also used for the
Runge–Kutta evaluations within the full time step. Run
times for eachR(t) curve were less than 10 min on a Com-
paq XP1000 workstation. During the second slow stage of
bubble dissolution, Eq.~17! was solved numerically by
fourth-order Runge–Kutta algorithm. Parameter values cho-
sen were for water at laboratory conditions:s
50.0725 N/m, m50.001 N s/m2, r051000 kg/m3, C0

51485 m/s, T0520 °C, g51.4, and kH50.78231025

mol/m/N.
The value of initial gas concentration in water is an im-

portant parameter in studying the effect of overpressure. Two
limiting cases can be considered. In one limiting case, the
water has been given sufficient time~and mixing! at over-
pressure to become saturated: absolute gas concentrationci

increases proportionally withp0 , such that the relative gas
concentrationf 51 for all p0 . In the other limiting case, the
ambient pressure changes quickly so thatci is constant, and
f varies inversely proportionally withp0 . Our experiments
closely modeled the latter case because our system had very
small gas/water interfaces through which air could diffuse.
Therefore, all simulations were performed assuming a fast
change of the pressurep0 . Initial gas concentrationci in
water was taken equal to the saturation value at atmospheric
conditions,ci5c0(p051 bar)50.7899 mol/m3, which cor-
responds tof 51 for p051 bar andf }1/p0 . The effect of
variablef has been explored by Epstein and Plesset,26 and as
might be expected, the lower the concentration of air in the
water the faster the bubble dissolves.

B. Theoretical results

CalculatedR(t) curves describing the bubble life are
shown in Fig. 1 for a bubble with initial radius 3mm. Cal-
culations are shown for shock waves with peak acoustic
pressuresp15100, 500, and 1000 bar and for absolute static
pressurep051, 2, and 3 bar. The bubble radius curves are
solid, and each dashed line represents the acoustic pressure
of the lithotripter pulse driving the bubble. All axes except
acoustic pressure are plotted in logarithmic scale. It is seen
that the initial positive-pressure spike of the lithotripter pulse
results in a rapid constriction of the bubble to a radius of less
than 1 mm ~the first collapse!. Then, the negative-pressure
phase of the lithotripter pulse initiates the growth of the
bubble. The inertia imparted to the liquid surrounding the
bubble is sufficiently large that the bubble continues to grow

after the lithotripter pulse has passed. Growth continues for a
relatively long period~in excess of 100ms!. Eventually, the
static pressure in the fluid forces the bubble to collapse
again. We denote the time of this inertial collapse astc* . At
about 1 ms, after a series of rebounds~subsequent smaller
growth and collapse cycles!, the bubble attains a stable ra-
dius referred to by Church as the ‘‘time-varying equilibrium
radius.’’24 The term equilibrium radius is used here, too,
although the radius is changing slowly as the bubble dis-
solves. The equilibrium radius is larger than the initial radius,
because during the expansion phase of the bubble, the gas
concentration within the bubble is low, and gas from the
surrounding liquid diffuses into the expanded bubble. How-
ever, the nonpulsating bubble slowly dissolves, the bubble
radius tends to zero, and finally, the bubble disappears. This
time tL* defines the bubble lifetime.

For a given shock amplitude one can observe that the
static pressure has a negligible effect on bubble dynamics
during the first 10ms. The strong negative acoustic pressure
of the lithotripter pulse drives the bubble at this period. The
peak positive (p15100– 1000 bar) and negative (p2

516– 160 bar) pressure amplitudes in the lithotripter pulse
are much greater thanp0 ~1–3 bar!.

After the lithotripter pulse has passed, the static pressure
becomes the main factor driving the inertial behavior of the
bubble. As a result, the increase inp0 gives rise to a short-
ening of the collapse timetC* , a decrease in maximum
bubble radius, and an increase in minimum radius. The equi-
librium radius decreases and the lifetimetL* shortens for
higherp0 .

The lifetime tL* shows how fast cavitation bubbles
dissolve—these bubbles are potential nucleation seeds for
cavitation during a subsequent shock wave. The lithotripter
pulse repetition period (T51/PRF) is of the order ofT
51 s. If the lifetime exceeds this value, the cavitation
bubbles do not have enough time to dissolve between suc-
cessive pulses, and the cavitation should be very pro-
nounced. If, however,tL* ,T, then the cavitation seeds dis-
solve before the next shock wave arrives, and one would
expect that cavitation may be diminished. It is instructive,
therefore, to study how the lifetimetL* depends on various
parameters, in particular, on initial bubble radius,R0 , static
pressure,p0 , and the lithotripter pulse peak pressure,p1 .

Figure 2 shows curves for lifetimeversusinitial bubble

FIG. 2. Calculated bubble lifetimetL* for p15500 bar as a function of
initial bubble radiusR0 for p051, 2, and 3 bar. Lifetime, which starts with
arrival of the lithotripter pulse and ends with bubble dissolution, is fairly
insensitive toR0 especially in the range 1–10mm.
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radius at different static pressuresp0 . The lithotripter pulse
peak pressure equalsp15500 bar. One can see from these
curves that lifetime is fairly insensitive to the initial bubble
size, especially ifR0,10mm. This insensitivity is in agree-
ment with the results of Church,24 who calculated that the
R(t) curves for a bubble in a lithotripter are practically iden-
tical for differentR0 . As a result, the amount of the gas that
diffuses into the bubble during the relatively long period of
its inertial behavior is also insensitive to the value ofR0 .
Note that the amount of diffused gas exceeds the initial
amount of gas in the bubble by a factor of 10– 104. There-
fore, gas diffusion makes the equilibrium bubble radius after
the inertial collapse and rebounds,Rm , fairly independent of
R0 . The corresponding curves forRm vs R0 calculated att
51 ms are shown in Fig. 3. For small values ofR0 , the
slopes of the curves are nearly zero; in other words, many
values ofR0 produce roughly the sameRm . For larger values
of R0 the amount of diffused gas becomes smaller than the
initial amount of gas in the bubble, andRm asymptotically
approachesR0 . For higher static pressures the influence of
the initial bubble radius starts at smaller values ofR0 .

Figure 4 shows the lifetimetL* versusstatic pressurep0

for different lithotripter pulse amplitudesp1 . SincetL* de-
pends only weakly on initial bubble radius,R0 in all calcu-
lations was 3mm. At p051 bar, tL* ranges from 3 to 400 s.
Larger p2 , corresponding to increasedp1 , caused the
bubble to grow larger and last longer before it collapsed. The
larger, longer growth causes more gas infusion into the
bubble, which creates a larger bubbleRm after growth and
collapse. The larger bubble subsequently takes longer to dis-
solve. It is seen that lifetimes quickly decrease with increase
of static pressure. Atp054 bar, the range oftL* values is
reduced to 0.2–3 s, more than one order of magnitude less
than forp051 bar. Absolute values oftL* are subject to ini-
tial gas saturation levelsf and the accuracy of the lithotripter
pulse model; however modest overpressures two orders of

magnitude less thanp1 or p2 strongly reducetL* . Figure 5
shows that for peak pressuresp1 ~ordinate! less than 320 bar
and static pressurep053 bar, tL* is less than 1 s. Therefore
for a standard clinical exposure~320 bar, 1 Hz!,32 increasing
the static pressure to 3 bar means bubbles created by one
pulse dissolve before the next pulse arrives.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Materials and methods

1. Lithotripters

A Dornier HM-3 electrohydraulic lithotripter~Dornier
Medical Systems, GmbH! was used for the pipette experi-
ments shown in Fig. 10. All other experiments were con-
ducted in a research lithotripter patterned after the Dornier
HM-3 lithotripter.32 Refurbished Dornier electrodes~Service

FIG. 3. Equilibrium bubble radiusRm at 1 ms following growth and col-
lapse, as a function of initial bubble radiusR0 for p15500 bar andp0

51, 2, and 3 bar. RadiusRm is fairly insensitive toR0 especially in the
range 1–10mm.

FIG. 4. Calculated lifetimetL* vs static pressurep0 for initial bubble radius
R053 mm andp15100, 500, and 1000 bar. Larger negative pressure ex-
cursions p2 , corresponding to increasedp1 , cause longer and larger
bubble growth, which creates increased gas influx, largerRm , and longer
lifetime. The lifetime decreased dramatically with increased static pressure
p0 and with decreased lithotripter pulse amplitudep1 . The horizontal
dashed line marks the pulse repetition period of 1 s, which corresponds to a
typical clinical rate of 1 Hz. The vertical dashed lines indicate the corre-
sponding static pressure for the different positive peak pressures.

FIG. 5. Calculated lifetimetL* vs lithotripter pulse amplitudep1 for p0

51, 2, and 3 bar,R053 mm. Lifetimes are higher for stronger acoustic
driving pressures, because the bubble grows larger. Static pressure acceler-
ates dissolution primarily by increasing the gas concentration gradient
across the gas–liquid interface. At the clinical lithotripsy conditionsp1

5320 bar and PRF51 Hz, static pressurep053 bar ~bubble lifetime tL*
,1 s! causes bubbles to dissolve between pulses. The horizontal dashed line
marks the pulse repetition period of 1 s, which corresponds to a typical
clinical rate of 1 Hz. The vertical dashed lines indicate the corresponding
positive peak pressures for the different static pressures.
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Trends, Kennesaw, GA! were used. Dimensions of the brass
ellipsoidal reflector were half major axisa513.8 cm and
half minor axisb57.75 cm. The reflector was 1.3 cm short
of being a semiellipsoid. Charging potentials 18, 20, and 24
kV were used, and the capacitance was 80 nF. Water was
de-ionized and NaCl was added to reach a conductivity of
600 mS/cm. Water was degassed to 4 ppm of oxygen. Water
temperature was 37 °C in the clinical bath and 22 °C in the
research bath. Peak positive pressures at 18 kV charging po-
tential were 350680 bar ~mean6standard error forN510
measurements! measured with a Reference Shock Wave Hy-
drophone~Sonic Industries, Hatboro, PA!. Higher charging
potential produced larger positive and negative pressures.
Clevelandet al.32 described in more detail the design and
acoustic output of the research lithotripter.

Lithotripter pulses were triggered at several pulse repeti-
tion frequencies~PRFs!. The slowest PRF, referred to as the
slow rate, was single pulses triggered minutes apart. Clini-
cally relevant rates of 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 Hz were also investi-
gated. Measurements were made on the last of ten pulses
triggered at these rates.

2. Containers and pressure chambers

Measurements were made of cavitation in water in pres-
sure chambers placed in the lithotripter. Three types of con-
tainers were used: a polyethylene terephthalate~PETE! soda
bottle ~‘‘pressure bottle’’!33 with a flange, 4 mL, low-density
polyethylene pipette bulbs~Sigma Chemical Company, St.
Louis, MO!, and a plastic chamber~‘‘pressure cube’’! with
glass and mylar ports~2.5 cm diameter! for optical and
acoustic windows.23 The length, diameter, and wall thickness
of the approximately cylindrical pressure bottle were 130,
80, and 0.3 mm and of the pipette bulb were 42, 15, and 0.5
mm. The experimental setup with the pressure cube is shown
in Fig. 6. A 12.7-mm-thick polyphenylene oxide~PPO! bot-

tom plate on the chamber transmitted the lithotripter pulses
with negligible change of wave form or amplitude at the
focus.34 The top plate was made of the same material, and
negligible reflection was measured. Compressed air~1–3 bar
gauge! was used to pressurize each chamber. Pressure was
elevated for 1 min before measurements were made. The
water–air interface was small to minimize gas diffusion into
the water and was contained in the 0.25 in.~6.4 mm! inner
diameter of the pressure tubing. Hose barbs, quick discon-
nect pressure fittings, and plastic wire ties were used to con-
nect segments of tubing and pipettes. The water in the cham-
bers was taken from the lithotripter water bath.

3. High-speed photography

Cavitation in the water tank was filmed with a Kodak
Ektapro 4540 high-speed digital camera~Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, NY! at a rate of 40 500 frames/s~i.e.,
each frame was exposed for 25ms!. We used a 24–120 mm
lens with and without a 23-magnifying lens. The focal area
was backlit with a 1000 W lamp and was filmed through the
acrylic wall of the tank. The sensor had 64364 pixels, and
images were presented in 256 grayscale levels. The 10 or 20
mm square images~30 mm depth of focus! captured the clus-
ter of bubbles growing and collapsing along the lithotripter
axis which ran from lower right to upper left in the image.
Images were stored on VHS videotape. Video images were
digitized from videotape and analyzed with NIH Image~Be-
thesda, MD! on a Macintosh G3 computer. The images in
Fig. 12 were acquired with an Imacon 200 high speed cam-
era ~DRS Hadland, Cupertino, CA! and stored digitally. A
1000 J flash lamp provided lighting from the front, and ex-
posure times were 100 ns/frame. Interframe spacing was 50
ms, and the camera resolution was 1280 by 1024 pixels. In
Fig. 12, two images are shown selected from many 15-image
movie sequences.

4. Passive cavitation detection

A passive acoustic cavitation detector~PCD! recorded
the shock waves emitted during bubble collapse.35,36 The
concave piezoceramic sensing element had a radius of cur-
vature of 200 mm, an aperture diameter of 100 mm, and a
resonance frequency of 1.08 MHz. The acoustic axes of the
lithotripter and the PCD were perpendicular and confocal.
The output signal was high-pass filtered~300 kHz! to remove
noise created by excitation of a radial resonance of the sens-
ing element. Signals were demodulated to remove 1 MHz
ringing by the PCD. The PCD has been calibrated35 for cavi-
tation bubble collapses, and a filtered PCD signal of 1 V
corresponds to an acoustic emission from a bubble with am-
plitude 9.5 MPa at 10 mm from the center of the cavitation
bubble.

The PCD signal typically consisted of two spikes. The
first spike occurred when the lithotripter pulse first interacted
with any bubbles initially present in the focal region. The
spike resulted from nonlinear scattering from bubbles~i.e., a
combination of simple scattering and sound generated by the
bubble motion!. The bubbles then grew and collapsed. A sec-

FIG. 6. Experimental setup with the pressure cube. A high-speed camera
recorded backlit images of the bubbles through a glass window. A thin mylar
window in the cube enabled detection of acoustic emissions from collapsing
bubbles with a passive cavitation detector~PCD!—Ref. 33. Lithotripter
pulses passed through a polyphenylene oxide~PPO! plate that was acousti-
cally well-matched to water~Ref. 32!.
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ond spike was emitted when the collapse halted. The time
between the spikes associated with the growth and collapse
is referred to as the collapse timetC .

Both the PCD and the high-speed camera were simulta-
neously triggered by a photodetector32 that detected the spark
discharge that initiated the lithotripter pulse. The discharge
occurred at timet50. The lithotripter pulse arrived at the
focal pointF2 after 180ms because it traveled the length of
the major axis 2a5276 mm at a sound speedC
'1.5 mm/ms. The high-speed camera first recorded bubbles
in the frame ~each frame was 25ms in duration! at t
5180ms. The PCD had an extra delay of the acoustic travel
time from F2 to the PCD element (200 mm/1.5 mm/ms
5133ms). In PCD measurements presented in this paper,
the 133ms delay has been subtracted from the time axis for
easier comparison to camera images.

5. Diagnostic ultrasound

B-mode ultrasound images were obtained using a clini-
cal Bruel and Kjaer 3535 diagnostic ultrasound scanner and a
7.5 MHz curved scan head~model 8545!. The frame rate was
34 frames/s, and the displayed mechanical index@MI
5derated peak negative pressure~MPa! over the square root
of the frequency~MHz!# was 0.8. The scan head was
mounted rigidly in the water such that the lithotripter axis
was at the 5 cm depth of the image where the scanner was
focused. Images were recorded to videotape and later trans-
ferred to a Macintosh G3 for analysis. NIH Image software
was used to quantify the length of time that echogenic re-
gions on the image persisted. Histograms of pixel-grayscale
level were measured for a sequence of image frames. Times
were determined by the number of consecutive frames con-
taining pixels within the region of interest brighter than a
threshold value.

B. Experimental results

1. Free field

The lithotripter created a cylindrical cluster of cavitation
bubbles.11,36,37 Figure 7 shows the cluster in a sequence of
high-speed frames. In the first frame, a pointer indicates the
geometric focusF2 of the lithotripter and the direction of
pulse propagation along the lithotripter axis. The remaining
frames show the result of the last lithotripter pulse in a se-
quence of ten lithotripter pulses triggered at 1 Hz and 24 kV.
Static pressurep0 was 1 bar. At 222ms ~42 ms after the
shock wave arrived at the focus! a cluster of bubbles was
starting to grow along the shock wave axis. The bubbles
grew in size, and the cluster reached dimensions of 1.5 cm in
diameter by greater than 8 cm in length~frames at 444 and
519 ms!. The cluster then collapsed to a narrow line of
bubbles~frame at 741ms! after more than 500ms. The last
two frames showed ‘‘rebound’’ or secondary growth and col-
lapse of the cluster.35

2. Overpressure

Overpressure dramatically suppressed bubbles as seen in
Fig. 8. Both images show the pressure bottle33 positioned in
the lithotripter field. In the top frame, pressure in the bottle

and in the surrounding water was 1 bar, and the field was
very similar to that in Fig. 7 without the bottle. In the bottom
frame, static pressure in the bottle had been increased to 4
bar, and no bubbles were seen in the bottle.

Acoustic emissions from the bubbles were observed to
correlate with collapses of the bubble cluster. Figure 9 shows
video images of the cluster and simultaneous PCD measure-
ments recorded in the pressure cube. Atp051 bar, a large
dense cluster grows and collapses intC'350ms. A strong
spike was recorded by the PCD at 180ms when bubbles were
first seen in the images and again'350 ms later when the
bubbles collapsed. Timing agreement was excellent. Atp0

51.5 bar, very sparse and short-lived bubbles appeared.
Very little signal was detected by the PCD, likely because
few bubbles existed at the PCD focus. When a two-spike
signal was detected,tC was less than 200ms. This reduction
in tC with overpressure was in good agreement with calcu-
lations and measurements reported by Clevelandet al.22 and
our calculations in Fig. 1. An increase in static pressure of
only 0.5 bar significantly reduced the number of bubbles
seen, the measured collapse timestC of the bubbles, and the
signal detected by PCD.

An ultrasound scanner and a pressurized pipette bulb
were used to investigate the reduction in bubble density by

FIG. 7. A time sequence of high-speed photographs of cavitation produced
by the lithotripter. The pointer in the first frame~upper left! marks the focal
point of the lithotripter and shows the direction of acoustic propagation
along the lithotripter axis. Each frame shows a 7.25 by 7.25 cm field of
view. A cylindrical cluster ('1.53.8 cm) of bubbles formed and col-
lapsed to a 1.5 mm thin line in about 500ms. Lithotripter charging potential
was 24 kV,p051 bar, and PRF51 Hz.
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overpressure. The scanner imaged from the top of the bulb
and the lithotripter pulse propagated from the right in the
inset images in Fig. 10.22 Pipette bulbs were filled with non-
degassed water, and single lithotripter pulses~18 kV! were
fired. The ultrasound scanner was too slow to detect thetC ,
but it displayed bright echoes likely from residual
bubbles,22,38,39which were too small to be seen in the high-
speed camera images after bubble collapse. The inset in Fig.
10 shows ultrasound images atp051 bar ~left! and p0

52 bar ~right!, 1 s after pulse arrival. The echogenic cloud
that filled the pipette at atmospheric pressure (p051 bar)
was subsequently seen to dissipate byt560 s. At p0

52 bar, no bright echoes were detected in ultrasound images
of the pipette. This result indicates that overpressure either
suppressed bubble growth altogether, or the lifetime of the
bubbles was too short to be recorded.

Figure 10 shows a plot of bubble lifetime versusp0 .
Figure 10 compares the calculated lifetimetL* for selected
shock wave amplitudes~solid lines! with the measured life-
time tL of hyperecho in the pipette~diamonds!. An initial
radius ofR053 mm was used in the calculations, but recall
that the calculations were not very sensitive to initial bubble
size. Peak pressures of the pulses werep15384662 bar and
p25100614 bar ~mean6standard error for N510
measurements!32 but could not be recorded simultaneously
with the measurement. Curves were calculated for three val-
ues ofp1 to cover the range ofp1 produced by interspark
variation. LifetimetL measured onB-mode ultrasound image
was the time between the interference caused by spark dis-
charge and hyperecho dissipation and was quantified on digi-
tized video frames as described in Sec. III A. Both measured
tL and calculatedtL* decay quickly with increasing static
pressure and are in excellent qualitative agreement with each
other. The dissolution time in the experiment was slightly
less than in the calculations for large overpressure.

3. Pulse repetition frequency

High-speed camera images were collected forp051,
1.5, and 2 bar, and PRF50.5, 1, 2, and 3 Hz. Figure 11
shows the images recorded at one half of the time for the

FIG. 8. High-speed images in and around a polyethylene terephthalate
~PETE! bottle. Pressure in the bottle wasp051 bar~a! and 4 bar~b!; outside
the bottlep051 bar in both cases. In the pressurized bottle, no bubbles were
seen. Good acoustical transmission is evidenced by the presence of a cavi-
tation cluster on both sides of the bottle. Lithotripter charging potential was
18 kV and PRF51 Hz.

FIG. 9. Simultaneous high-speed camera images and passive cavitation de-
tection for p051 bar and 1.5 bar, charging potential 18 kV, and PRF
51 Hz. At p051 bar, a dense cluster of bubbles grew and bubbles col-
lapsed. The PCD spikes bracketed the growth and collapse;tC'350ms. At
p051.5 bar, few bubbles were seen and little signal was detected. Bubbles
and signal lasted less than 200ms. The overpressure of only 0.5 bar dra-
matically reduced the number and the lifetime of the cavitation bubbles.

FIG. 10. Comparison of calculations and measurements of the bubble life-
time vsp0 . Measured lifetimetL ~diamonds! was determined from the pres-
ence of hyperechogenicity inB-mode-images of the pipette. Calculated life-
time tL* ~solid line! is shown for shock wave amplitudes that cover the
variation in the shock waves generated by this lithotripter.
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second collapsetC/2. Charging potential was 18 kV. At zero
overpressure (p051 bar), all four rates produced a dense
cluster of bubbles in water. By visual inspection, cluster den-
sity appeared to increase with increased PRF. At 0.5 bar
overpressure (p051.5 bar), bubbles were sparse at PRF
50.5 and 1 Hz, but dense at 2 and 3 Hz. At overpressures of
1 bar and above, the field was sparse for all the tested PRFs.
This result indicates that bubble lifetime was greater than 2 s
at atmospheric pressure, was in the range of 0.5–1.0 s at 1.5
bar, and was less than 0.33 s at 2 bar. These values agree well
with the measured values in Fig. 10 and are slightly lower
than the calculated values. The similarity indicates that the
ultrasound is able to detect bubbles that cause cavitation seen
with the camera, and thatp0 and PRF can be used together to
suppress cavitation.

The denser clouds at higher PRF had smaller bubbles
and longertC . In Fig. 12, a cavitation cluster created at 2 Hz
~top! is compared to that created at 3 Hz~bottom!. Maximum
on-axis bubble diameter was 1.860.2 mm at 1 Hz, 1.5
60.3 mm at 2 Hz, and 0.860.2 mm at 3 Hz. The largest
bubble was selected from six image sequences at each fre-
quency. ThetC was 225635ms at 1 Hz, 336645ms at 2
Hz, and 430640ms at 3 Hz~six samples each!. Measure-
ment oftC was by PCD signal recorded simultaneously with
camera imaging. Collapse times determined from camera im-
ages agreed to within the interframe resolution of 50ms.

4. Stabilized bubbles

The appearance of a few bubbles following a single
lithotripter pulse or atp052 bar and possible differences be-
tween liquids warrant investigation of stabilizing effects.
Apfel,21 Atchley and Prosperetti,40 and Crum41 among others
have developed a ‘‘crack and crevice model’’ for how
bubbles trapped within solid particles are stabilized against
overpressure, surface tension, and dissolution. Bubble stabi-

lization particularly that by cracks in a solid is pertinent to
why overpressure suppresses damage to suspended cells but
has little effect on kidney stone comminution.17,22,23,42

Stabilization of bubbles by cracks was investigated with
a glass microscope slide before and after it cracked. The
PETE bottle pressure chamber33 was used, and the slide fit
across the diameter of the bottle as shown in Fig. 13. The
transparency of the glass enabled back lighting and visual-
ization of the cluster of bubbles on both sides of the slide.
Figure 13 shows camera images of the cluster produced at
p051 bar ~top! and atp054 bar ~bottom! before ~left! and
after ~right! a crack formed in the glass slide. Charging po-
tential was 18 kV, and PRF was 1 Hz. Atp051 bar, a dense
cluster of bubbles was seen in both cases. The cluster was
slightly bulbous at the interface with the glass. The crack can
be seen in the center of the bulge. Atp054 bar, no bubbles
were seen on the crack-free glass~left! or in the free-field
surrounding the cracked glass. But at the crack, bubbles can
be seen. These data indicate that overpressure suppressed
cavitation in the free field but not at the crack in this solid
object. It is important to note that the crack shown in this
image was caused by shock wave treatment while the slide
was immersed in the water within the lithotripter tub. Thus,
the crack could not have been filleda priori with gas. It
appears, therefore, that the crack may have served to attract,
then stabilize cavitation nuclei.

FIG. 11. High speed images of the peak bubble cloud as a function of
overpressure and pulse repetition frequency~PRF!. At p051 bar ~top!,
bubbles did not dissolve between pulses and a dense bubble cluster is ap-
parent for all the PRFs getting more dense with increasing PRF. Atp0

52 bar ~bottom!, bubbles did dissolve between pulses and a sparse bubble
cluster is apparent for all the clinical PRFs. Atp051.5 bar~center!, 2 and 3
Hz were fast enough rates to create a dense cluster, but 0.5 and 1 Hz were
too slow. Hence, the lifetimetL at p051.5 bar was greater than (1 Hz)21

51 s but less than (2 Hz)2150.5 s. These images show that increased static
pressure and PRF can be used together to suppress cavitation.

FIG. 12. Cavitation cluster created at 2 Hz~top! and 3 Hz~bottom!. The
width of the image is 29 mm. The denser cloud, created at higher PRF,
contained smaller bubbles. The time to bubble collapse was also longer.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

It is now well established that a typical clinical exposure
of 2000 lithotripter pulses causes collateral damage, prima-
rily vascular trauma, to the kidney.2 The precise physical
acoustic mechanisms responsible for this injury have yet to
be determined, but there is good evidence to suggest that
cavitation is involved. During SWL, cavitation has been de-
tected in vivo by ultrasonography38 and single transducer
PCD.7 In recent studies simultaneous dual-PCD andB-mode
ultrasound followed by dual-source high intensity focused
ultrasound to mark the interrogation site, were used to de-
finitively localize cavitation bubble activity to the renal
parenchyma.43 It has also been shown that renal injury in
pigs is dramatically reduced when shock waves are adminis-
tered using a pressure-release insert that suppresses
cavitation.10 Taken together, these data strongly support the
idea that lithotripter shock waves produce cavitationin vivo,
and that bubble activity plays a role in tissue damage.

Cavitation is also strongly implicated as a mechanism
involved in stone fragmentation in SWL.In vitro studies
have shown that damage to stones is dramatically reduced
when the stones are treated while immersed in viscous
media5 or when shock waves are administered at overpres-
sure sufficient to eliminate cavitation.41

If, as such studies suggest, cavitation contributes both to
stone fragmentation and to tissue damage, strategies to con-

trol bubble activity could be very useful, especially if it were
possible to find conditions that inhibit kidney trauma without
interfering with stone comminution. Our observations help to
explain how overpressure and PRF influence cavitation. We
show that cavitation is dramatically affected by the presence
of nuclei from previous shock waves, and that increased
overpressure and reduced PRF allow those cavitation
bubbles that are not stabilized by interactions with solid sur-
faces to dissolve between pulses.

Numerically, the time history of a bubble subjected to a
lithotripter pulse was modeled from a synthesis of models by
Church24 and by Epstein and Plesset.26 Rapid growth and
collapse of the bubble was calculated with a numerical
solution24 of the Gilmore equation.25 In this time of rapid
motion of the air–water interface gas diffusion was approxi-
mated by Eller and Flynn’s model30 in which the thickness of
the diffusion layer of the gas in the fluid is very small. At
longer time, the thickness of the diffusion layer of gas could
not be neglected, but the bubble radial velocity could. Then
the equation by Epstein and Plesset26 was used. The calcu-
lated lifetimetL* of a bubble was found to be fairly insensi-
tive to initial bubble radiusR0 in the range 1–10mm, be-
cause gas influx was much greater than initial gas constant of
the bubble. LifetimetL* was sensitive to static pressurep0

and the peak acoustic driving pressurep1 , because in our
wave form increasedp1 meant increased peak negative pres-
surep2 . Other factors are gas concentration in solutionf and
the diffusion coefficientD that depends on temperature and
type of gas and liquid. These factors vary amongin vitro and
in vivo samples, and the effect of tissue constraint on our
model has been described by Zhonget al.9 Calculated bubble
lifetime tL* and the duration of the growth and collapse cycle
tC* are shortened by increasing static pressurep0 .

Lifetimes tL for bubbles created by lithotripter pulses
were measured byB-mode ultrasound and by high-speed
camera. Lithotripter pulses created hyperechogenic regions
in water within pipette bulbs. The disappearance of the hy-
perechogenic region was measured versusp0 and compared
very well to the calculatedtL* . The lifetime of hyper-
echogenic regions atp051 bar has previously been shown to
be comparablein vivo and in vitro;38,43 although in somein
vivo locations, hyperecho is washed out of the region of in-
terest by blood perfusion before bubbles dissolve.33 High-
speed camera images indicated that a dense cavitation cluster
appeared when the time between shock waves~1/PRF! was
less than the bubble lifetime (tL). MeasuredtL and calcu-
lated tL* were found to agree very well and both showed a
sharp decay with increased static pressurep0 . However,
measured lifetimes were reduced more strongly by overpres-
sure than was predicted by calculatedtL* . Our model as-
sumed symmetric pulsation of a single bubble and did not
account for bubble fragmentation. Thus the presence of a
cluster of small bubbles was neglected. The equilibrium
bubble radius may have been smaller because of asymmetry
in collapse and splintering of one bubble into many daughter
bubbles. Measurements withB-mode ultrasound showed that
the hyperechoic region was brighter, larger, and denser with
subsequent lithotripter pulses and with increasing PRF.
Larger bubbles are more likely to collapse nonspherically

FIG. 13. Images~3.8 cm per side! of the bubble cluster produced atp0

51 bar~top! and atp054 bar~bottom! before~left! and after~right! a crack
formed in the glass slide. At 4 bar the cavitation was suppressed in the
free-field but was persistent at the crack. Charging potential was 18 kV, and
PRF was 1 Hz.
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and break into smaller bubbles, which then grow. An in-
crease in the number of bubbles after each shock wave would
contribute to the brighter, larger, denser cluster. The very
presence of several other bubbles may reduce both the gas
diffusion into each bubble, as several bubbles compete for
the gas dissolved in the fluid, and the pressure and inertia
driving the growth and collapse of each bubble, as the cluster
itself changes the compressibility of the fluid bubble mixture.
Our measurements with the high-speed camera indicated that
clusters were denser, bubbles were smaller, and collapse
times longer at higher PRF. The measurements suggest that
reduction of gas diffusion into each bubble, reduction of fluid
outward motion, and reduction of pressure driving bubble
collapse were the dominant effects of increased cluster den-
sity.

High-speed camera images showed that bubbles in the
free field were considerably more sensitive to overpressure
than those that formed along a crack in the glass slide used as
a target. Thus, our observations support the concept21,40,41

that bubbles appear to be stabilized by contact with cracks
and crevices. Such stabilization of bubbles could explain
why modest overpressure reduces damage to cells in suspen-
sion, but minimally suppresses stone fragmentation.17

Our observations imply that control of PRF and over-
pressure could be used to improve SWL in the clinical set-
ting. In conventional lithotripsy treatment, low PRF may be
used to allow bubble dissolution between pulses and thus to
suppress cavitationin vivo. However, the duration of a lithot-
ripsy procedure is limited by the rate of lithotripter pulse
delivery. A treatment of 2000 pulses at 1 Hz requires over 30
min. Modest overpressure~1–3 bar! accelerates the dissolu-
tion of unstabilized bubbles such as those that can develop in
the vasculature. Thus, it should be possible to use faster
treatment rates without an increase in tissue damage. Since
irregularities and cracks in the surface of kidney stones have
the potential to stabilize bubbles against overpressure, it
seems feasible that application of modest overpressure could
reduce cavitation-mediated damage to tissue without interfer-
ing with the role that bubble activity plays in stone commi-
nution.
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Cavitation is an effective physical mechanism for concentrating mechanical energy. Accordingly, it
has wide applications in such diverse fields as sonochemistry, in which chemical reactions are
initiated or accelerated, or in the electronic component cleaning industry in which particles~and
other materials! are removed from surfaces. However, devices designed to act as cavitation monitors
have had little success, partly because their intrusiveness often affects the cavitation field itself.
Presented here is a brief description of a unique cavitation monitor that utilizes the phenomenon of
sonoluminescence as an indirect quantifier of cavitation. It appears to work efficiently over a broad
range of acoustic field intensities and its application to megasonic cleaning has provided interesting
and valuable insights into this technology. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1498856#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Nd, 43.25.Yw@AJS#

I. INTRODUCTION AND SOME BACKGROUND

As feature sizes of semiconductor devices continue to
shrink, the requirements to control particulate contamination
in the submicron size range on product wafer surfaces be-
comes extremely critical. Minimizing ‘‘killer particles,’’ that
is, particles on the order of one-tenth of the line width of
silicon devices, means that submicron-size particles should
be removed during wet processing. For example, the killer
particle size is 0.04mm for a 64-megabit silicon device. Al-
though high-velocity spray cleaning techniques have been
shown to remove larger size particles from the surface, they
do not remove particles in the submicron size range because
of the formation of boundary layers on the wafer surface.
Boundary layer effects have been shown to disappear, or be
overcome, when a megasonic wafer cleaning technique is
used with both SC-1 ~ammonium hydroxide/hydrogen
peroxide/deionized water! and SC-2 ~hydrogen chloride/
hydrogen peroxide/deionized water! solutions ~Syverson
et al., 1992!. Thus, megasonic cleaning is becoming a widely
used technique for removing particles from wafer surfaces;
however, this technique is still poorly understood and is dif-
ficult to monitor.

There appears to be two principal classes of mechanisms
through which megasonic cleaners could accomplish clean-
ing: ~a! through a direct action of the sound field with the
particle, and~b! through an indirect action, viz., acoustic
cavitation. Consider first a direct interaction of the sound
field with the attached particle, i.e., the oscillating acoustic
field exerts periodic forces directly on particulate matter at-
tached to a boundary or surface. These oscillating forces
might eventually overcome the attractive attachment forces
and free the particle. In an acoustic field, a small particle of

the fluid will oscillate back and forth, exerting a drag force
on obstacles in the flow. However, acoustic particle veloci-
ties~at megasonic cleaning intensities! are of insufficient dis-
placement to result in significant particle motion. For ex-
ample, at a frequency of 1 MHz, and an acoustic intensity of
1 W/cm2, the acoustic particle displacement in water is on
the order of a few Angstroms~Kinsler and Frey, 1962!. Ob-
viously, this displacement is insufficient to remove particles
with sizes on the order of a few hundredths of a micron.
Some authors contend that radiation pressure forces, some-
times called primary Bjerknes forces~Crum, 1975!, could
also result in particle removal. According to Menon~1990!,
these forces are principally responsible for megasonic clean-
ing. However, recent papers by Olson~1988! and by Geers
and Hasheminejad~1991! define the conditions necessary for
optimal particle removal and their theories ‘‘ . . . suggest that
very high frequencies~;1 GHz! will be required to remove
submicron contaminants from wafers’’~Olson, 1988!.

A more plausible mechanism for a submicron particle
removal is acoustic cavitation. This modality has three dif-
ferent specific ways in which particles can be removed. The
first mechanism could be described as acoustic microstream-
ing. In this case, a microscopic air bubble preexisting in the
liquid ~or nucleated on a solid surface! undergoes stable,
large-amplitude pulsations which in turn causes rapid move-
ment of the liquid as it follows the oscillating bubble bound-
ary. If any asymmetry exists in the flow pattern~brought
about by, say, a nearby boundary!, intense microstreaming
patterns develop which can lead to significant shear stresses
imposed along the boundary. This microstreaming phenom-
enon is normally associated with the presence ofstablecavi-
tation activity, which generally occurs when the cavitating
liquid is saturated with gas. However, microstreaming must
also occur for more vigorous cavitation as it is related to the
volume oscillations of cavitation bubbles. Acoustic micros-a!Electronic mail: lac@apl.washington.edu
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treaming is a well-known phenomenon and quantitative ap-
proaches exist for evaluating the forces available for particle
removal ~Elder, 1959; Nyborg, 1965; Kashkoush and Bus-
naina, 1993!. Other mechanisms such as Schlicting and Eck-
art streaming may be involved, but their role is considered to
be minor.

A second cavitation-related, potential source of particle
removal is through a phenomenon that shall be called micro-
jet impact. If an oscillating bubble is undergoing relatively
large displacement excursions, then the bubble-wall collapse
velocities can also be quite large and the motion is inherently
unstable. In this case, the bubble is said to be inertially con-
trolled and any asymmetry in the flow field around the
bubble normally results in an asymmetric~nonspherical!
bubble collapse. Given this scenario, one wall tends to col-
lapse faster than the other, resulting in the development of a
microscopic liquid jet that propels itself through the bubble,
penetrates the opposite wall, and violently impacts the very
boundary that caused the asymmetry to develop in the first
place. This liquid jet, which can attain supersonic velocities,
is often thought to be the principal mechanism for cavitation
erosion damage. Jet formulation is normally associated with
the presence ofinertial cavitation, which generally occurs
when the cavitating liquid is partially degassed and the
acoustic pressure amplitudes are relatively large. For more
information on this phenomenon, see, for example, papers by
Naude and Ellis~1961!, Lauterborn and Bolle~1975! and
Crum ~1979,1988!. Incidentally, ultrasonic cleaners operat-
ing at kilohertz frequencies are not suitable for wafer surface
cleaning because these cavitation jets can damage the sub-
strate; however, when megahertz frequencies are used~in
gassy liquids such as SC-1 and SC-2!, the jet impacts are
apparently not sufficiently violent to induce this undesirable
damage.

A third cavitation-related mechanism is a result of the
violent implosion of the collapsing gas bubble. When the
bubble implodes, it can create a shock wave in the liquid
surrounding the bubble. The local pressures in this shock
wave are known to be as high as a few kilobars—pressures
sufficient to damage the surfaces of metals, and thus, a po-
tential particle removal mechanism. If the impinging shock
wave can damage the surface, it can clearly loosen lightly
attached contamination. Although most cavitation research-
ers believe jet impacts are the principal mechanism for cavi-
tation damage, it is not possible to eliminate shock wave
effects as a possible damage source, and thus also capable of
particle removal. However, shock waves are typically pro-
duced by inertial rather than stable cavitation, and are there-
fore more likely to be present when the cavitating liquid is
moderately degassed or when the acoustic pressure ampli-
tude is very large, or when the acoustic frequency is in the
kilohertz range—conditions that are not normally met in
commercial megasonic cleaners. Accordingly, we conclude
that cavitation-generated shock waves do not play a major
role in megasonic cleaner particle removal. Studies of shock-
wave-associated acoustic cavitation damage have been per-
formed by Ellis~1966! and Tomitaet al. ~1986!.

A phenomenon that is associated with cavitation is that
of sonoluminescence~SL!, in which the collapsing cavitation

bubble heats the gas contained within the bubble to incan-
descent temperatures. Although SL is generally associated
with inertial, rather than stable cavitation, it is commonly
known that ultrasonic cleaners, even megasonic cleaners,
generate high levels of SL. Indeed, using luminol, a wave-
shifting chemical, one can easily see with the naked eye the
SL generated in an ultrasonic cleaner and detect areas of
nonuniformity of the acoustic field.

To briefly summarize, particle removal from silicon wa-
fer surfaces is most probably associated with cavitation. At
the acoustic intensities used in ultrasonic cleaners, particu-
larly megasonic cleaners, this cavitation produces SL, which
can be detected with optical detectors. Thus, an instrument
that could detect the SL produced by these cleaners can serve
as a real-time, albeit indirect, monitor of the effectiveness of
these cleaners.

II. APPARATUS AND SOME RESULTS

In the semiconductor industry, silicon wafers undergo
many cleaning stages, a number of which utilize megasonic
cleaning devices. Cavitation is a difficult phenomenon to
monitor; in a real sense, it is a stochastic phenomenon, re-
sulting from the serendipitous spatial encounter of a preex-
isting nucleation site with exactly the right temporal acoustic
conditions. Nevertheless, its presence is essential to cleaning.

When a number of 200-mm-diam wafers are cleaned in
a megasonic cleaning tank, they are typically placed in the
tank for approximately 20 min, along with a test wafer. The
wafers are either mechanically moved back and forth to en-
sure complete acoustic/cavitation field coverage, or, more re-
cently, the acoustic field is itself spatially ‘‘moved’’ by an
appropriate temporal variation of the voltage to the various
transducers lining the cleaning tank. Within the tank also is a
test wafer, which is removed and scanned with a micro-
particle detector to ensure that the necessary level of clean-
ing is obtained. However, there is little if any effective real-
time monitoring of the cleaning efficiency or effectiveness of
the megasonic system. There are a number of events that can
occur within a megasonic cleaner that could result in unac-
ceptable cleaning:

~i! One of the several transducers that line the tank can
become less efficient, resulting in a ‘‘cold’’ spot or a
region of ineffective cleaning; although some devices
have transducer monitoring electronics, a minor
change in transducer efficiency can result in such a
cold spot—because cavitation is a threshold phenom-
enon and is nonlinearly related to the transducer’s
electrical characteristics.

~ii ! The cleaning solution can become ineffective for sup-
porting cavitation. It is well known that the velocity
of sound in a liquid is strongly dependent on the com-
pressibility of the liquid, which is in turn extremely
sensitive to the amount of gas bubbles present. In-
deed, a ‘‘volume fraction’’ of gas on the order of 1024

can result in significant changes in the sound velocity.
Thus, heating of the cleaning liquid or inadequate de-
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gassing can result in a significant loss of cleaning ef-
ficiency. It is very difficult to monitor this effect in
existing megasonic cleaners.

~iii ! There is no real-time monitor of the extent of clean-
ing. The 20-min cleaning time was obtained through
empirical studies. If the conditions are favorable,
complete cleaning could occur within half that time;
alternatively, if they are unfavorable, and the test wa-
fer is not adequately clean, a full 20-min recleaning is
often performed. Thus, this system makes poor use of
cleaning efficiency.

These and a number of other failure modes of megasonic
cleaners could be eliminated if a real-time cavitation moni-
toring device were available to measure the effectiveness of
the megasonic cleaning process. We have designed a unique
device that is capable of detecting the presence of sonolumi-
nescence with considerable spatial resolution, and indirectly
through this detection of sonoluminescence, to detect the
spatial and temporal existence of cavitation itself. Our initial
design for a cavitation detector is shown in Fig. 1, and a
photograph of one of our prototype models is shown in Fig.
2. This design if very flexible and permits the cavitation field
to be measured and recorded in real time by a data acquisi-
tion system. The design is also quite simple and straightfor-
ward.

The central feature of the probe is a small closed cell
which is made of metal or some other opaque material to
prevent contamination by photons that originate from any
other region than the test volume. An ‘‘acoustic window’’
that permits the acoustic field to enter the cell is accom-

plished by utilizing a 25-mm-thick stainless steel film. This
film is completely opaque to background photons but is
nearly transparent to the acoustic field. It is also thick enough
to survive any cavitation damage that might be produced by
the megasonic cleaner.

A second important feature of our design is that it mea-
sures the cavitation produced in the fluid of interest, not
some unrelated artificial fluid. This effect is accomplished by
constructing a tortuous path for the fluid to enter the test
region, but one such that external photons can not. We have
determined that this path can not be a simple one, but one of
several turns; otherwise, even if the reflection coefficient is
quite low, the ambient background has such a high density of
visible photons that ‘‘leak through’’ can be a major problem.
We have constructed this path by trial and error, with the
result that our background count is on the order of 50 counts/
second, while typical count levels in the region of intense
cavitation can be on the order of a few hundred thousand.

The test region is viewed by a photomultiplier tube
~PMT! that is sensitive to a range between 270 and 650 nm,
although we are aware of the water cutoff that occurs below
about 300 nm. Another feature of our design is to use a
plano-convex lens with a focal length of 30 mm to direct as
many photons as possible onto the collecting area of the
detector, although with our sensitive PMT, we still have a
large dynamic range in terms of the number of SL counts
above background. Incidentally, we find that a photo-diode,
although more robust and must less expensive, does not pro-
vide sufficient sensitivity for this operation. We have learned
also that we can use an optical fiber to physically separate
the PMT from the detector itself. Using an optical fiber per-
mits us to construct the cell small enough to fit in the space
between two wafers in a megasonic cleaner, for example,
thus permitting us to examine quite directly the actual cavi-
tation field experienced by the silicon wafers themselves.
Without the optical fiber, the diameter of the sensitive area of
the probe is on the order of 1 cm, which is determined by the
size of the PMT. However, as will be shown later in the data
presented~see Fig. 5, for example!, spatial discrimination of
the SL flux can be determined with much higher precision.

FIG. 1. Drawing of our design for a cavitation probe, and illustration of its
use in a megasonic cleaner.

FIG. 2. Photograph of the cavitation probe. The lower dimensions on the
ruler are inches; the upper ones are metric.
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In Figs. 3 and 4 we provide some initial data on the
successful operation of our prototype probe, which demon-
strates clearly how it can be of considerably value in deter-
mining the temporal and spatial characteristics of the cavita-
tion field of a megasonic cleaner. In Fig. 3, we show the
results of a study of the effect of increased transducer voltage
on the cavitation field of a commercial megasonic cleaner.
The data in Fig. 3 have important implications in the megas-
onic cleaning community. Until these data were obtained—
and as far as we know, they are unique—it was our natural
presumption that megasonic cleaners would work more ef-
fectively at electrical powers in excess of 300 W; indeed,
some manufacturers advertise that their systems have the ca-
pability of operating at kilowatt power levels. We believe
that this effect of reduced effectiveness at high powers is

NOT due to limitations in the electrical or transduction sys-
tems, but is a cavitating fluid effect. Specifically, if there is
TOO much cavitation, the increased volume fraction of gas
in the liquid prevents the acoustic field from propagating.
Such an effect has been observed by the sonochemistry com-
munity. It is not unreasonable to expect, and anecdotal evi-
dence supports our view, that there are times when megas-
onic cleaner operators find that their system is not cleaning
effectively, and subsequently increase the power beyond the
saturation level, which continues to reduce their cleaning ef-
fectiveness. The use of a cavitation probe would prevent this
effect from occurring.

Figure 4 demonstrates another interesting discovery that
we made while testing our probe. It is well known that pre-
existing gas-filled nuclei are necessary for cavitation incep-

FIG. 3. In this experiment, the cavita-
tion probe was positioned near the
center of the region where a wafer
would be placed to be cleaned. The
electrical power supplied to the trans-
ducers that generate the acoustic field
was increased from a value of 50 W to
a value of 600 W in a sequential man-
ner. The various power levels are indi-
cated on the figure. The number of
photons counted by the probe during
this entire sequence is plotted on the
vertical scale. Note that increasing the
electrical power to the transducers be-
yond a saturation level has a deleteri-
ous effect on the amount of cavitation
generated and, thus, presumably, on
the cleaning efficiency.

FIG. 4. In this experiment, the role of
preexisting nucleation sites on the
level of cavitation activity was mea-
sured. With the solid triangles, we
show a case in which the liquid was
permitted to remain undisturbed for
several minutes, and then the cleaner
was engaged. Note that the level of
cavitation activity is relatively low and
that there is a gradual reduction in ac-
tivity over the time course of the ex-
periment. With the solid circles, we
show a case in which air was bubbled
through the cleaner liquid during op-
eration. Note that the level of activity
is more than three times higher. With
the solid squares, we show a case in
which the liquid was permitted to re-
mained undisturbed for several min-
utes, but when the cleaner was en-
gaged, so also was the bubbler. Note
the gradual increase in the level of
cavitation activity. We are unsure if
the transient spike in activity is electri-
cal or cavitation in origin.
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tion; i.e., a completely homogeneous liquid has an enor-
mously high cavitation threshold. In these experiments, we
examined the SL flux depending on~a! the initial conditions
and ~b! the presence of a source of gas nuclei. When we
allowed the liquid to remain undisturbed within the megas-
onic cleaner for 10 min, and then measured the SL activity as
the cleaner was engaged, we observed that after an initial
spike, the level of cavitation activity was quite low, shown as
the solid triangles in the figure, and slowly, but perceptably,
showed decreasing activity over a period of about 2 min. We
presume that we were gradually expending the preexisting
nucleation sites. If, on the other hand, we continued to sup-
ply nucleation sites, by bubbling air through the liquid, both
before and during cleaner operation, we observed a similar
behavior as before, shown by the solid circles in the figure,
except that in this case the level of cavitation activity was
more than three times higher. Finally, we allowed the system
to remain undisturbed for several minutes, then we engaged
both the cleaner and the bubbler. As shown in Fig. 4, as the
solid squares, the level of cavitation activity gradually in-
creased from the lower value, observed without the bubbler,
to the higher value, observed when the bubbler was active.
One could make the simple observation that it would be
better to bubble gas through the megasonic cleaner while it is
in a cleaning mode.

In Fig. 4, we also noticed that within a few seconds after
the megasonic cleaner was engaged, a large spike of cavita-
tion activity occurred. Because we were unable to measure
the electrical drive to the cleaner transducers, we are unsure
if this transient is an electrical one, or a cavitation-related
one.

Finally, we show in Fig. 5 the use of the cavitation probe
to determine the homogeneity of the cavitation field pro-
duced by a typical, commercial megasonic cleaner. In this
case, we examined a cleaner that used four transducers to

generate four bands of cavitation. In various modes of opera-
tion, either all of the transducers are engaged, any one of the
transducers are engaged, or the transducers are engaged
sequentially—a normal mode of operation. It is presumed
that, in sequential operation, there is no need to move the
silicon wafers in the tank because the cavitation activity is
homogeneously distributed over the entire cleaning region.
Figure 5 demonstrates that, on the contrary, when the clean-
ing region was examined during sequential operation, the
various transducers generate a band of cavitation activity
with regions between the transducers where very little cavi-
tation is occurring. During normal cleaning operations, it is
not unusual to observe uncleaned bands on wafers; these data
provide a plausible cavitation-dependent explanation for the
existence of these bands.

III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We report here on a novel design for a cavitation probe
and present some preliminary data on its application to me-
gasonic cleaning. It appears to be quite robust and remark-
ably sensitive, permitting us to obtain real-time cavitation
occurrence data. Experiments performed in a megasonic
cleaner provided unexpected information on cavitation be-
havior, suggesting this probe has wide applications in indus-
trial cavitation research.
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Characterization of tissue microstructure through ultrasonic backscatter is hypothesized to aid in
detection and classification of diseased tissues. Radio frequency signals backscattered from tissues
can be modeled according to the assumed shape, size, and distribution of scatterers in tissues. Power
spectra of rf backscattered signals describe the frequency dependence of scatterers. Experimental
measurements of ultrasonic backscatter from spontaneous mammary tumors in rats are obtained
over the frequency range of 4 to 12 MHz. The power spectra measured from rat tumors are
compared to theoretical power spectra derived from a 3D spatial autocorrelation function assuming
a Gaussian distribution. Independent values of average scatterer diameter and acoustic concentration
are obtained by approximating the measured power spectrum with a best-fit line. Enhanced B-mode
images are made of the rat tumors and surrounding tissues with superimposed regions of interest
quantified by estimated average scatterer sizes and acoustic concentrations. Scattering properties
estimated inside the tumors and in surrounding tissues are shown to be distinct. Overall, estimates
showed a 44.8% increase of average scatterer diameter inside the tumor as compared to tissues
outside the tumor. With the exception of one rat, all estimates of the scatterers’ average acoustic
concentration inside the tumor were less than outside the tumors. ©2002 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1501278#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Qf, 43.80.Vj@FD#

I. INTRODUCTION

Conventional B-mode images of living tissues created
with a clinical ultrasound scanning system are made from
radio frequency~rf! envelope-detected echo signals. The rf
echo signals are created by reflections from interfaces be-
tween acoustically different regions and by incoherent scat-
tering from tissue microstructures. The rf echoes are hypoth-
esized to contain frequency-dependent details about the
smaller-scale structures~less than the wavelength! in the tis-
sues. Generally, processing of conventional B-mode images
removes the frequency-dependent information. Conventional
B-mode images relate the envelope of the backscattered rf
echoes to a gray scale. The conventional B-mode scanners
~bandwidths of 1 to 10 MHz! can resolve structures on the
order of hundreds of micrometers to centimeters in scale.1 In
order to display and quantify the smaller-scale structures of
tissues, the frequency-dependent information must be uti-
lized.

The frequency dependence of scattering from small
structures~compared to wavelength! has been used to extract

details about the structures of different materials and media.
As noted by Insana,2 light scattering from lasers has been
used to characterize the internal structure of glasses and
polymers,3 and x rays have been used to characterize the
structure of atoms.4 In acoustics, low-frequency sound waves
~below 1 kHz! have been used to measure the size and dis-
tribution of turbulence in the atmosphere.5

In a statistical sense, the frequency dependence of ultra-
sound backscatter can be used to extend the resolution of
conventional B-mode imaging to tens of micrometers. Ultra-
sonic backscattering techniques have been used to character-
ize different aspects of microstructure in biological tissues.
Specifically, backscatter has been used to extract the average
scatterer sizes and acoustic concentrations~product of the
number concentration of scatterers times the relative imped-
ance difference between the scatterers and surrounding tis-
sues! from biological tissues. Feleppaet al.6 used frequency-
dependent backscatter to quantify the scatterer sizes and
acoustic concentration of ocular tumors. Lizziet al.7 used the
same techniques to examine the structure of the liver, while
Insanaet al.8 used these techniques to parametrize renal tis-
sues. Numerous other experiments and detailed scatteringa!Electronic mail: oelze@brl.uiuc.edu
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models have been developed and used to describe backscat-
tered ultrasound from biological tissues.9

Acoustic scattering theories for biological tissues as-
sume that the tissues can be modeled as inhomogeneous
fluids.2 Scattering occurs when an acoustic wave propagates
across a region that has a different density and/or compress-
ibility relative to the surrounding tissue or fluid. In most
cases, a sphere, a cylinder, or some simple geometric con-
figuration has been used to approximate the scattering par-
ticle shape. If the size~diameter! of the scatterer is on the
same order or smaller than the wavelength of sound, then the
pattern of the scattered signal is well known for simple geo-
metric shapes.10 In addition, the size and shape of the scat-
tering region determine the magnitude at which a specific
frequency of sound will be scattered.

For example, in tumor pathology these scattering re-
gions as viewed by a pathologist using an optical microscope
include typical macrostructures such as tumor nodules, and
microstructures such as epithelial cells. Tumor nodules could
range in size from millimeters to centimeters in diameter.
Epithelia cells measuring 10–20mm in diameter could be
arranged as individual cells in supporting stroma. In addi-
tion, epithelial cells could also be arranged in tubules or
glands that measure 50–150mm in diameter. These epithelial
cells are supported by a stroma composed of connective tis-
sue and blood vessels that have a unique tissue density and
can also encapsulate the mass and form a tumor nodule
~macrostructure!.

Enhanced B-mode images can be constructed by relating
scattering information~estimated average scatterer size and
acoustic concentration in this study! about the tissue micro-
structure obtained from the backscattered rf signals to se-
lected pixels or regions of interest~ROIs!. Enhanced images
are formed by superimposing the quantified estimates on
conventional B-mode images.11 An enhanced imaging tech-
nique that could be adapted for real-timein situ clinical di-
agnosis ~classification! of cancerous tissues would have
enormous medical significance.

This study examines the estimation of scattering proper-
ties like the average scatterer size and acoustic concentration
in order to construct enhanced B-mode images. Section II
outlines the theory used to model the tissue microstructures.
Section III outlines a novel estimation scheme used to invert
the model from the measured data and obtain the average
scatterer parameters. The new estimation scheme does not
assume that the scattered power spectrum has linear fre-
quency dependence. Instead, the new estimation scheme uses
a least-squares procedure to fit a line to a measured form
factor and relates the slope and intercept of that line to av-
erage scatterer properties. Section IV discusses the expected
variance inherent in the estimation scheme used. Section V
shows enhanced B-mode images of four rats with spontane-
ous mammary tumors and compares scattering properties
from ROIs inside the tumors and in surrounding tissues. The
final section gives some concluding remarks and future di-
rections for this work.

II. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION

Scattering in tissues arises from spatial changes in the
acoustic impedance about the local mean value. If the wave-
length of ultrasound is larger than or on the same order as the
size of a scattering region, some of the incident acoustic
energy will be scattered in all directions. The amount of en-
ergy scattered in any one direction will depend on the size,
shape, and orientation of the scatterer relative to the wave-
length and propagation direction of sound.12 Backscatter re-
fers to that portion of the scattered field directed back to the
source aperture. The frequency content of the backscattered
pulse will also depend on the size and shape of the scatterer.

The tissue model used in this study assumes a sparse
collection of randomly distributed, weakly scattering par-
ticles ~Born approximation!. Under the assumption of weak
scattering, multiple scattering is assumed to be negligible.
Because the scatterers are randomly distributed, the rf back-
scattered signal will be due to incoherent scattering. In the
specific case of the rat tumors, it is expected that there may
exist distinct regions of homogeneous scattering. The homo-
geneous regions could lead to a coherent scattering compo-
nent. If the homogeneous regions were several wavelengths
in size, then the effects of coherent scatter from these regions
would be outside the analysis bandwidth. The effects of the
coherent scatter were assumed negligible and thus were
ignored.8,13The exact location and size of each scatterer can-
not be determined, but rather a statistical description of av-
erage properties within a certain volume of interest may be
deduced.13–15

The size, shape, distribution, and elastic properties of the
scatterers in the medium will determine the frequency depen-
dence of the backscattered signals. In the tissue model, 3D
spatial autocorrelation functions can be used to describe the
size, shape, elastic properties, and distribution of
scatterers.13–16 Instead of calculating the correlation func-
tions directly for the scattering medium, some authors have
found it convenient to calculate the acoustic intensity form
factor F.14,15 The form factor is proportional to the Fourier
transform of the autocorrelation function and describes the
frequency dependence of the scattering in terms of the size,
shape, and elastic properties of the scatterers. The Fourier
transform of the autocorrelation function for statistically sta-
tionary scattering is defined as the power spectrum and in-
corporates the form factor. Insanaet al. showed that in the
special case of randomly positioned, spherical scatterers the
form factor is a function of the average effective scatterer
size ~diameter! and the frequency.14

For the present study the Gaussian form factor is used to
model the soft tissue scattering from spontaneous mammary
tumors in rats. The Gaussian form factor has been used to
model the scattering properties of many soft tissues.7,17,18

The choice of the Gaussian form factor over other form fac-
tors ~exponential and spherical shell! was made because the
average chi-square value between the measured form factor
and the theoretical form factors was smallest with the Gauss-
ian. The Gaussian form factor, as derived by Insanaet al., is
given by14

FGauss~2k!5e20.827k2aeff
2

, ~1!
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wherek is the acoustic wave number andaeff is the average
effective scatterer radius. The Gaussian form factor repre-
sents a spherical scatterer that varies continuously with the
surrounding tissues and has a uniform particle radius~see
Ref. 9, Chap. 4, Appendix B!. Instead of a sharp discontinu-
ity with the impedance like a solid or fluid-filled sphere or
spherical shell, the Gaussian scattering particle is represented
by a gradual change in the impedance from the surrounding
tissues. Instead of having a definite radius like the spherical
shell or a solid or fluid-filled sphere, the Gaussian function
has an effective radius,aeff , that is related to particle shape
or impedance distribution. In the tumor model~rat fibroad-
enoma! used in this study, tubules and glands formed by
neoplastic epithelial cells ranged between 50–150mm in di-
ameter. These structures were distributed at random in a sup-
porting matrix composed principally of well-collagenized fi-
brous connective tissue.

Typical backscatter measurements from tissue volumes
are made by choosing a region of interest~ROI! and gating
the backscattered rf time signal corresponding to the ROI.
The measured power spectrum is the magnitude squared of
the Fourier transform of the gated, rf time signal. The effects
of the gating function~windowing function! and beam func-
tion of the transducer~weakly focused piston transducer near
the focal plane! are needed to properly model the back-
scattering measurement. Lizziet al. incorporated the gating
function ~Hanning window! and beam pattern effects in the
development of the model to normalize the theoretical back-
scattered power spectrum.16 In the frequency domain, the
normalized, theoretical power spectrum is given by

W~ f !5
185Lq2aeff

6 rzvar
2 f 4

@112.66~ f qaeff!
2#

e212.159f 2aeff
2

, ~2!

with L the gate length~mm!, q the ratio of aperture radius to
distance from the region of interest, andf is the frequency
~MHz!. The quantity,rzvar

2 , is termed the acoustic concentra-
tion and is the product of the number of scattering particles
per unit volume~mm23!, r, and the fractional change in the
impedance between the scattering particles and the surround-
ing medium,zvar5(Z2Z0)/Z0 , whereZ is the acoustic im-
pedance of the scatterers andZ0 is the acoustic impedance of
the surrounding medium. The exponential term is the Gauss-
ian form factor term in the frequency domain.

The measured power spectrum is the magnitude squared
of the Fourier transform of the gated time signal. The effects
of the equipment on the power spectrum measurement are
factored out by dividing by a calibration spectrum.13,15 To
obtain the calibration~reference! spectrum, a pulse is re-
flected from a planar surface with known reflectivity and
received by the emitting transducer. The transducer is a
single element, piston style, and weakly focused. The same
transducer, equipment, and settings are used to send and re-
ceive the reflected pulses that are used to obtain the back-
scattered signals from a selected ROI in the tissue. The pla-
nar surface is located at the same axial distance from the
transducer as the center of the ROI selected in the tissue~in
the focal zone of the transducer!. The measured power spec-
trum of the signal from the gated ROI in the tissue is divided
by the power spectrum of the reference signal.

The data must be acquired from a large enough volume
in order to obtain good estimates because the measured
power spectrum describes statistical properties of the me-
dium. Several authors have examined the relationship be-
tween the size of the ROI~gate length! and the estimation of
scattering power and scatterer statistics.16,19–22As the size of
ROI is increased, the statistical estimations should converge
for a random scattering medium. Two important factors are
key to choosing an appropriate gate length. First, the time–
bandwidth product should be greater than 1. Second, a larger
gate length means that more scatterers will be included in the
spectrum. The sum of the random phase contributions from a
large amount of scatterers is more likely to cancel than from
a few randomly spaced scatterers. Toppet al.19 examined the
question of convergence and concluded that adequate estima-
tions could be obtained by taking ROIs with gate lengths of
10 or more wavelengths at the center frequency of interroga-
tion. Figure 1 shows estimations of scatterer diameter made
from a computer software phantom. The scatterer size esti-
mates were made using the estimation scheme outlined in
Sec. III. The particles in the software phantom scattered ac-
cording to the Gaussian form factor with an effective diam-
eter of 49mm. The impedance of the scattering particle,Z,
was given the value of glass~density 2.38 g/cm3, longitudi-
nal sound speed 5570 m/s! and the impedance of the sur-
rounding medium,Z0 , was given the value for agar~density
1.0 g/cm3, longitudinal sound speed 1540 m/s!. The center
frequency of the incident pulse and analysis bandwidth was
around 7 MHz (l50.22 mm) with a 70% bandwidth defined
at 26 dB ~half-power bandwidth of the pulse–echo signal!.
The scattering was assumed to occur in the focal zone of a
transducer with an f-number of 5, where the value ofq would
be very small. From Fig. 1 it is seen that the estimations of
scatterer diameter begin to converge to 49mm at a gate
length of about 2.5 mm, or 11 wavelengths of the center
frequency.

Typically, a ROI is made up of a number of parallel
gated A lines of the same length. The power spectrum mea-
sured from an individual A line may have sharp fluctuations
~noise! due to the random nature of the scatterer spacings in
the medium.23 The fluctuations represent deviations from the
shape of the power spectrum modeled with the form factor.
Consecutive parallel A lines should have similar statistical

FIG. 1. Estimated scatterer diameters from Gaussian-type particles in a
simulated random scattering medium versus gated length of the backscat-
tered rf signal.
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properties if located near each other. The difference between
rf echoes from the consecutive A lines will be the difference
in random spacings of the scatterers. If the statistical proper-
ties of consecutive A lines can be assumed the same, then
averaging the consecutive A lines should reduce the random
fluctuations seen in a single A-line spectrum. Averaging will
yield a better overall description of the scatterer statistical
properties. The average measured power spectrum is given
by

Wmeas~ f !5
1

N

R2

4 (
n51

N uFT$pn~ t !%u2

Wref~ f !
, ~3!

whereR is the reflection coefficient of the planar reflector,
pn( f ) is the gated rf time signal of thenth A line, N is the
number of gated A lines, andWref( f ) is the reference power
spectrum.

The measured power spectrum describes the frequency
dependence of the scatterers in the medium. Frequency-
dependent attenuation will affect the measured power spec-
trum and, if not compensated for, give rise to inaccurate
estimates of scattering properties. Typically, attenuation in-
creases with frequency. The slope of the power spectrum will
be more negative if the frequency-dependent losses are not
taken into account. In order to give optimal estimations of
scattering properties, the frequency-dependent attenuation
must be compensated. If the gate size were infinitesimally
small, the frequency-dependent attenuation losses could be
compensated, assuming constant attenuation, by simple-point
attenuation compensation given by14

Wcomp~ f !5Wmeas~ f !e4a~ f !x, ~4!

wherea( f ) is the frequency-dependent attenuation andx is
the propagation distance through the attenuating medium to
the center of the gated region. When the gate length is not
small and the attenuation is not negligible, point compensa-
tion does not correctly account for frequency-dependent
losses. Figure 2 shows estimations of scatterer sizes from
software phantoms with large attenuation (8 dB/
cm@7 MHz) as the gate length is increased using the point-
attenuation-compensation function and no attenuation com-
pensation. The large attenuation was used to coincide with

the attenuation measured in rat intercostal tissues~1.1
dB/cm/MHz!.24 Point-attenuation compensation causes an
underestimation of the average scatterer diameter, while not
accounting for frequency-dependent attenuation leads to an
overestimation of scatterer diameter. Attenuation-
compensation functions exist that account for frequency-
dependent losses to the measured power spectrum obtained
from gates of finite length.25–27 The attenuation-
compensation functions are represented by

Wcomp~ f !5Wmeas~ f !A~ f ,L !, ~5!

whereL is gate length. An attenuation-compensation func-
tion derived for gated signals was used in this study, and is
given by27

A~ f ,L !5e4a0~ f !x0F 2a~ f !L

12e22a~ f !LG2

, ~6!

where a0( f ) and x0 are, respectively, the attenuation and
propagation distance of the intervening tissues anda( f ) is
the attenuation coefficient in the gated region~assumed con-
stant!.

III. MODEL INVERSION

Several techniques have been used to parametrize the
shape of the measured power spectrum or to estimate prop-
erties of the scatterers in a tissue from the shape of the mea-
sured power spectrum. These techniques relate the theoreti-
cal models to the measured backscatter data. Enhanced
images are then formed with the spectral parameters or the
estimated scatterer properties in order to aid in identifying
and characterizing diseased tissues. Several authors have
successfully used enhanced~parametric! images of the back-
scatter coefficient and attenuation to aid in tissue
characterization.15,16,19,28–31Zagzebskiet al. used the back-
scatter coefficient parametric images to classify diseased
liver.29 Other researchers have used the slope and intercept of
the measured backscattered power spectrum to create para-
metric images.19 Feleppaet al.30 and Lizziet al.16 have used
the intercept, slope, and midband fit to the measured back-
scattered power spectrum and create parametric images that
aided in detection and classification of cancer in the eye and
prostate. Insana and Hall15 created parametric images from
scatterer size estimates, scattering strength measurements,
chi-square images, and integrated backscatter coefficient im-
ages. The chi-square images were important to show how
well the model represented the interrogated medium for any
particular ROI.

If the deduced parameters are related to actual physical
properties of the tissues, i.e., the average scatterer size and
acoustic concentration, it may be possible to partially verify
the particular form factor models through other means. Pos-
sible verification of the model might also be obtained
through light microscopy. Ultrasound waves detect changes
in the mechanical~compressibility, density! properties of the
tissues, while light microscopy detects electromagnetic~di-
electric! changes in the tissues. Scattering particles are ex-
pected to have both mechanical and electromagnetic differ-
ences with surrounding tissues. There will not be a one-to-

FIG. 2. Estimated scatterer diameters from Gaussian-type particles in a
simulated attenuating medium~8 dB/cm @7 MHz! using attenuation com-
pensation and no attenuation compensation;D, unattenuated signal;h, un-
compensated attenuated signal;3, point compensated attenuated signal;L,
compensated signal using Eq.~6!.
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one correlation between mechanical and electromagnetic
property changes in the scattering particles, but the optical
characteristics should give an approximation of shape and
size that can be related to acoustic estimations and aid in
verification of the form factor models. Estimation of the size
and acoustic concentration properties of scatterers is desir-
able because they are hypothesized to relate directly to mor-
phological features in the tissues examined.

Insana and Hall15 estimated the average scatterer size by
minimizing the average squared difference~MASD! between
the theory and measurements over a range of scatterer size
values. The MASD between the theoretical normalized
power spectrum and the measured power spectrum is calcu-
lated by14

MASD5minS 1

m (
i 51

m

~Xi2X̄!2D , ~7!

with

Xi510 log@Wmeas~ f i !A~ f i ,L !FGauss~aeff , f i !/ f i
4#, ~8!

and

X̄5
1

m (
i 51

m

Xi , ~9!

whereA is the attenuation-compensation term andm is the
number of points in the frequency data bandwidth. The esti-
mate of the average scatterer diameter is the argument that
minimizes Eq.~7!.

Typically, the measured power spectrum is in terms of
the scatter strength, a decibel scale

Smeas~ f !510 log@Wcomp~ f !#. ~10!

Inverting the measurement of the backscattered power spec-
trum with the theoretical spectrum enables scattering param-
eters to be estimated. Relating Eq.~10! to Eq. ~2! gives

Smeas~ f !510 logH 185Lq2aeff
6 rzvar

2 f 4

@112.66~ f qaeff!
2#

e212.159f 2aeff
2 J .

~11!

Expanding the logarithm in Eq.~11! yields

Smeas~ f !510 log@185Lq2aeff
6 rzvar

2 #

210 log@112.66~ f qaeff!
2#

210~12.159f 2aeff
2 !loge110 logf 4. ~12!

Typically, the ratio of transducer radius to distance from
transducer to ROI is small (q!1), which allows the second
term on the right-hand side to be approximated by

log~11x!'x loge ~ for small x!, ~13!

because the value 2.66(f qaeff)
2!1. Subtracting thef 4 term

from the right-hand side gives

Smeas~ f !210 logf 4'M ~aeff
2 ! f 21I ~aeff

6 ,rzvar
2 !, ~14!

where

M ~aeff
2 !524.34@12.15912.66q2#aeff

2 , ~15!

and

I ~aeff
6 ,rzvar

2 !510 log@185Lq2aeff
6 rzvar

2 #. ~16!

Comparing Eq.~14! to that of a line (y5mx1b), wherex
5 f 2, it is seen that the intercept,I, is a function of the
effective average radius~diameter! of the scatterers and the
acoustic concentration of scatterers. The slope,M, is a func-
tion of the average effective diameter of scatterers only. The
slope and intercept of the line can be found by using least
squares to fit a line to the measured data~left side! of Eq.
~14!. From the slope value, the average scatterer diameter is
estimated. Once the average effective scatterer diameter is
estimated, the average acoustic concentration of scatterers
can be estimated from the intercept value and the estimated
value of the scatterer diameter. The best-fit line parameters
derived in Eqs.~15! and ~16! differ from the linear param-
eters used in the estimation scheme by Lizziet al. in that
Eqs.~15! and~16! represent the best-fit line to the measured
form factor ~with some constants related to the gating and
beam functions!.32 The linear parameters estimated from the
approach by Lizziet al. are deduced from the scattered
power spectrum, which is not linear over a large range of
frequencies.32

The estimation scheme described here has a distinct ad-
vantage over the MASD estimation scheme in the number of
calculations needed to derive the estimates. In the MASD
estimation scheme, different values for the average scatterer
diameter are chosen until a minimum average squared differ-
ence is found. The summation of the squared difference val-
ues is done every time a different average scatterer diameter
is tried. Several choices of scatterer diameter may be tried
before the average squared difference is minimized. For each
scatterer diameter tried, the squared difference must be cal-
culated at each data point in the analysis bandwidth. In the
best-fit line estimation scheme the summation of the band-
width values is done only once and the estimated average
scatterer diameter is obtained.

IV. EXPECTED VARIANCE OF ESTIMATION SCHEME

The expected variance of the estimation scheme devel-
oped in this work was calculated in order to optimize the
measurement for inverting the scatterer parameters. From
Chaturvedi and Insana,33 the expected variance of the aver-
age scatterer diameter from measurement of the Gaussian
form factor is given by

varD̂'(
j 51

N H varF̂Gauss~ f j !S ]D

]F̂Gauss~ f j !
D 2J , ~17!

whereD̂ is the estimated average scatterer diameter andN is
the number of data points used in the analysis bandwidth. To
evaluate the variance ofD̂, the relationship between the av-
erage scatterer diameterD and the measured form factor
must be determined. Using the best-fit line technique, for
small q, Eq. ~14! can be rewritten as

Smeas~ f !210 logf 4'10 log@ F̂Gauss~ f ,D !•C~D,rzvar
2 !#,

~18!

so that
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10 log@ F̂Gauss~ f ,D !•C~D,rzvar
2 !#5M ~D ! f 21I ~D,rzvar

2 !. ~19!

The slopeM can be determined using regression to find the best-fit slope

M ~D !5
N( j 51

N f j
2 10 log@ F̂~ f j !•C#2( j 51

N f j
2( j 51

N 10 log@ F̂~ f j !•C#

N( j 51
N f j

42~( j 51
N f j

2!2 , ~20!

whereF̂ represents the estimated form factor. From Eq.~15!,
whenq!1

M ~D !'213.2D2, ~21!

which gives, after simplification

213.2D2

5
N( j 51

N f j
2 10 logF̂~ f j !2( j 51

N f j
2( j 51

N 10 logF̂~ f j !

N( j 51
N f j

42~( j 51
N f j

2!2 ,

~22!

where the factors involving 10 logC subtract out. Defining

s f 25N2(
j 51

N

f j
42NS (

j 51

N

f j
2D 2

, ~23!

and rearranging yields

(
j 51

N F13.2D2

N2 1
~ f j

22 f 2!10 logF̂~ f j !

s f 2
G50, ~24!

which is of the form( j 51
N Yj50. The chain rule of differen-

tiation is used

]Yj

]F̂~ f j !
5

]Yj

]D

]D

]F̂~ f j !
, ~25!

with

]Yj

]D
5(

j 51

N
26.4D

N2 5
26.4D

N
, ~26!

and

]Yj

]F̂~ f j !
5

4.34~ f j
22 f 2!

s f 2F̂~ f j !
. ~27!

Combining Eqs.~26! and ~27! with Eq. ~25! yields

]D

]F̂~ f j !
5

4.34N

26.4D

~ f j
22 f 2!

s f 2F̂~ f j !
. ~28!

Substituting Eq.~28! into Eq. ~17! gives

varD̂5(
j 51

N

varF̂~ f j !S 4.34N

26.4D

~ f j
22 f 2!

s f 2F̂~ f j !
D 2

. ~29!

From Chaturvedi and Insana33

varF̂~ f j !'@FGauss~ f j !#
2g~ f j !, ~30!

with

g~ f !5F11S sin~2p f NpDt !

Np sin~2p f Dt ! D
2G , ~31!

whereDt is the sampling interval of the time signal andNp

is the number of points in the time signal. ApproximatingF̂
by FGaussyields the result

varD̂5
2.0931022N2

D2s f 2
2 (

j 51

N

g~ f j !~ f j
22 f 2!2. ~32!

For a long time signal,g( f j )'1, which gives

varD̂5
2.0931022

D2 F (
j 51

N

f j
42Nf 2 2G21

. ~33!

Calculation of the variance of the average diameter es-
timation for the MASD technique gives the same value as
the best-fit line estimation technique. Simulations and ex-
periments by Chaturvedi and Insana showed that the ex-
pected variance derived for the MASD estimation scheme
was valid for a Gaussian form factor.33 The reason that the
expected variance of the estimated scatterer diameter is the
same for the best-fit line estimation scheme and the MASD
scheme is that both techniques minimize the squared differ-
ence. The MASD finds the value of the scatterer diameter
that minimizes the squared difference between the measured
data and the theoretical. The best-fit line is a least-squares fit
of the theoretical spectrum to the experimental spectrum. In-
stead of trying different values for the average scatterer di-
ameter until the average squared difference is minimized, the
best-fit line automatically minimizes the average squared dif-
ference and consequently yields the best estimate of the av-
erage scatterer diameter.

For the estimation scheme, the variance is inversely pro-
portional to the average scatterer diameter squared. The
larger the average scatterer diameter the more precise the
scatterer estimation should be. However, as the relative size
of the wavelength becomes smaller, the theory may not cor-
rectly describe the scattering. Likewise, estimating the scat-
terer parameters at higher center frequencies over a larger
bandwidth also decreases the expected variance in the mea-
surement ofD. The analysis bandwidth needs to be chosen
with consideration of the expected scatterer properties. In-
sana and Hall15 discussed the importance of keeping thekaeff

value within the range of 0.5 and 1.2. Using frequencies too
far below the range~larger wavelength compared to scatterer
size! means the signal scattered from the microstructures
may be too small to be discerned from the noise. Using fre-
quencies too far above the range~smaller wavelength com-
pared to the scatterer size! means that the size and shape of
the scatterer no longer dictates the frequency dependence. If
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a certain average size of the scatterer is expected, the analy-
sis frequency bandwidth needs to be chosen accordingly. The
calculation of the expected variance in the estimation tech-
nique exhibits the trade-off between larger bandwidth and
center operating frequency and the restrictions on thekaeff

value. The calculation of the expected variance is important
to optimizing the measurement technique. The measurement
technique is optimized for the variance by choosing the larg-
est bandwidth and largest center frequency that fit within the
acceptablekaeff range. The dependence of the expected vari-
ance directly ong( f ) also shows that a better estimation
may be made from a longer gated signal.

V. ENHANCED IMAGES OF RAT MAMMARY TUMORS

The least-squares best-fit line estimation scheme utiliz-
ing the Gaussian form factor model was applied to B-mode
image rf data obtained from mammary tumors that had de-
veloped spontaneously in rats. The average scatterer size and
acoustic concentration~physical concentration of scatterers
times the average relative impedance difference between
scatterers and surrounding tissues! were estimated from the
rf signals used to construct the B-mode images. The experi-
mental protocol was approved by the Laboratory Animal
Care Advisory Committee at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign and satisfied all campus and NIH rules
for the humane use of laboratory animals. Four Sprague-
Dawley rats~Harlan, Indianapolis! that had developed spon-
taneous mammary tumors were evaluated. Each rat was eu-
thanized with CO2, and the tumor and surrounding area were
immediately shaved and depilated. The rat was then placed
on a holder in a tank of degassed water at 37 °C for scanning
with an ultrasonic transducer. A single-element broadband
transducer was used to scan laterally across the tumors and
surrounding tissues. The transducer was moved laterally by a
micropositioning system with step size of 100mm between
each scan. The transducer had a center frequency of about 8
MHz with an 80%–90% frequency bandwidth~Gaussian
spectrum defined at26 dB!. The transducer had a diameter
of 12 mm and a focal length of 50 mm. Measurements were
taken within or near the focal zone. The frequency and band-
width were chosen based on the expected values of the av-
erage scatterer sizes in the rat tissues. The frequency and
bandwidth were chosen so that the variance in the measure-
ment would be minimized while keeping within the optimal
kaeff range. The transducer was operated in pulse/echo mode
through a Panametrics 5800 pulser/receiver~Waltham, MA!.
The signals were recorded and digitized on an oscilloscope
~Lecroy 9354 TM; Chestnut Ridge, NY! and downloaded to
a PC for postprocessing. The sampling rate of the received
signals was 50 MHz. Figure 3 shows a picture of the rat in a
holder ready to be scanned. The mammary tumor is located
on the upper left portion of the chest. The black line across
the tumor and chest represents the direction and the length of
the lateral scan.

Two-dimensional B-mode images were constructed from
the ultrasonic scan lines from each rat. Each scan line was
taken from a gated portion of the rf backscattered signal and
recorded for postprocessing. The axial distance of the
B-mode images was associated with the time base of the

signals, and the lateral position of the images was associated
with the lateral step length where the individual scan lines
were recorded. From the 2D B-mode images, ROIs were
divided into regions inside and outside the tumor where the
B-mode images appeared to be homogeneous~no interfaces
or large echoes!. The regions scanned and analyzed outside
the tumors were intercostal tissues. The ROIs were separated
to determine if normal surrounding tissues could be differen-
tiated from the tissues inside the tumors based on the scat-
terer properties.

After scanning, the tumors were excised, fixed in 10%
neutral-buffered formalin, processed, and stained with hema-
toxylin and eosin stain for routine histologic evaluation by
light microscopy. The tumors were diagnosed as fibroad-
enomas following histopathologic evaluation. Figure 4
shows a photomicrograph of a tissue slice through a tumor
using light microscopy. The tumor consisted of well-
differentiated mammary epithelial cells arranged in tubules
and glands that were distributed at random in a supporting
matrix composed principally of well-collagenized fibrous
connective tissue. Tubules and glands formed by neoplastic
epithelial cells ranged in size between 50–150mm in diam-
eter.

Scatterer estimates were made for each ROI using the
best-fit line estimation scheme. The backscattered rf signal

FIG. 3. Rat to be scanned in holder in tank of degassed water. Ultrasonic
scans ran laterally across the chest and tumor following along the black line.
The tumor is located on the upper left side of the chest.

FIG. 4. Photomicrograph of a rat mammary tumor. The specimen was fixed
in 10% neutral buffered formalin, dehydrated, embedded in paraffin,
mounted on a glass slide, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin stain for
microscopic evaluation. The tumor consists of well-differentiated epithelial
cells arranged in acini surrounded by bands of fibrous connective tissue. The
scale bar represents 50mm.
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was gated from each ROI using a Hanning window and the
measured power spectrum was calculated according to Eq.
~3!. The average scatterer diameter and average acoustic con-
centration were estimated from the measured power spec-
trum. The attenuation for the tissues was deduced from the
backscatter according to the method listed in Shung and
Thieme~p. 247!.9 Regions where the scattering appeared ho-
mogeneous with depth were selected in order to estimate the
best attenuation value by examining the overall loss of the
backscattered signal with depth. If the region selected is ho-
mogeneous with scattering, then the only difference between
scattering from particles near and farther away is the attenu-
ation loss over the extra propagation distance. The attenua-
tion deduced from the backscatter in a particular rat was then
used to estimate the scatterer properties throughout the par-
ticular rat. The average attenuation coefficient estimated
from the backscatter was 0.9 dB/cm/MHz, assuming a linear
dependence.

Conventional B-mode images were constructed of the
tumors and surrounding tissues. Following the enhanced im-
aging model of Toppet al.19 the average scatterer properties
were superimposed in boxes corresponding to the gated
ROIs. In the enhanced B-mode images by Toppet al., the
number inside the superimposed box represented the slope of
the measured average backscatter coefficient. In this work,
two numbers representing the average scatterer diameter and
average acoustic concentration are listed in the ROI boxes.
Figures 5–8 show enhanced B-mode images of the rat tu-
mors and surrounding tissues. The top number represents the
average scatterer diameter~micrometers! in the ROI, and the
bottom number represents the average acoustic concentration
~mm23!. Noise is evident in the B-mode images of the rat
mammary tumors. The noise is due to the low-power system
used for imaging and not because of the large bandwidth.

The average scatterer properties estimated inside the tu-
mor and outside the tumor from healthy tissues were then
compared. Figure 9 shows the mean of the average scatterer
diameters measured inside the tumors and outside the tumors
of the four rats. An examination of the average estimated
scatterer diameters inside and outside the tumors showed that

the scatterers inside the tumors were larger than scatterers in
the surrounding normal tissues. Overall, the estimates
showed a 44.8% increase of average scatterer diameter inside
the tumor as compared to the tissues outside the tumor. With
the exception of the first rat, all differences of scatterer size
in the tumors were outside the standard deviation of scatterer
size estimates outside the tumors.

Figure 10 shows the estimated average acoustic concen-
tration inside and outside the tumors of the four different
rats. With the exception of the first rat, all estimates of aver-
age acoustic concentration inside the tumor were less than
the average acoustic concentration outside the tumors. Error
bars representing the standard deviation are not included be-

FIG. 5. Enhanced B-mode image of rat 1 with the tumor located between
the lateral distance of 0 to 1.8 cm. The top number in the boxes represents
the average scatterer diameter~mm! and the bottom number represents the
average acoustic concentration (10* log@mm23#).

FIG. 6. Enhanced B-mode image of rat 2 with the tumor located between
the lateral distance of 0.4 to 1.8 cm. The top number in the boxes represents
the average scatterer diameter~mm! and the bottom number represents the
average acoustic concentration (10* log@mm23#).

FIG. 7. Enhanced B-mode image of rat 3 with the tumor located between
the lateral distance of 0 to 1.1 cm. The top number in the boxes represents
the average scatterer diameter~mm! and the bottom number represents the
average acoustic concentration (10* log@mm23#).
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cause, in most of the examined cases, the error bars were
actually larger than the magnitude of the acoustic concentra-
tion. The large standard deviation means that the average
acoustic concentration might not be a precise estimation. An
estimate of the average acoustic concentration was made
from the estimated intercept of the best-fit line and the esti-
mated average scatterer radius to the sixth power. Errors in
the estimate of the average scatterer radius lead to much
larger errors in the average acoustic concentration. In the
case where there is definite separation~no overlap between
the error bars! between the average scatterer sizes~rats 2–4!,
a definite difference was seen between the estimated average
acoustic concentration inside and outside the tumor. Where
the estimated average scatterer diameters inside the tumors
and outside the tumors were close~rat 1!, the difference be-
tween the average acoustic concentration is very small and
not a good indicator of tissue structure difference.

In order to verify the theory and acoustic estimates from
the tumors, a comparison with the tissue microstructure
through other means is necessary. Comparing the light mi-
croscopic image of Fig. 4 with the acoustic estimates of av-
erage scatterer size shows that there are structures on the
same order in size. However, relating the light microscopy
images with acoustic estimates may not be a valid compari-
son. The acoustical technique measures mechanical property
changes in the tissue structure, while the light microscopy
measures electromagnetic properties of the tissues. There
may not be a one-to-one correlation between changes in the
two properties. Much work needs to be done to verify the
acoustical theory and estimation scheme by relating the esti-
mates to actual tissue structures.

VI. CONCLUSION

An estimation scheme was devised to rapidly assess the
average scatterer diameter and average acoustic concentra-
tion from soft tissues using the Gaussian form factor model.
The estimation scheme works by using least squares to fit a
line to the measured form factor. The precision of the esti-
mation scheme was shown to be equivalent to the MASD
scheme used by Insanaet al.11,12 to obtain scatterer size es-
timates. The best-fit line estimation scheme takes advantage
of the unique functional form of the Gaussian form factor to
reduce calculation time and give rapid estimates. Previous
estimation schemes assumed that the power spectrum is lin-
ear with frequency.16 The best-fit line estimation scheme as-
sumes linear dependence for the measured form factor and
not the power spectrum.

Four rats that had developed spontaneous mammary tu-
mors were obtained and scanned with an ultrasonic trans-
ducer. The tumors and surrounding healthy tissues were in-
terrogated in order to compare the average scatterer
properties. The rf backscattered signals were gated from
ROIs that were selected in each of the rats. Enhanced
B-mode images were constructed from conventional B-mode
images superimposed with estimated scattering parameters.
The enhanced images were used to visually detect differ-
ences in tissue microstructure properties.

Comparisons of average scatterer diameters estimated
inside the tumors and in the surrounding normal tissues
showed that distinctions existed between the average scat-

FIG. 10. Mean value of the average acoustic concentration inside and out-
side the tumors.

FIG. 8. Enhanced B-mode image of rat 4 with the tumor located between
the lateral distance of 1.6 to 3.5 cm. The top number in the boxes represents
the average scatterer diameter~mm! and the bottom number represents the
average acoustic concentration (10* log@mm23#).

FIG. 9. Mean value of average scatterer diameters inside and outside the
tumors. Error bars represent one full standard deviation about the mean.
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terer properties. The distinctions could be used to classify
tissues according to their microstructure. The distinctions
could further be used to aid in the noninvasive diagnosis of
disease.

Future work needs to be done to better account for the
frequency-dependent losses produced by attenuation. The as-
sumption that attenuation is homogeneous throughout the rat
is not necessarily true. In most cases, it is expected that the
attenuation and scattering properties will deviate from one
region to the next. If the deviations are substantial, then a
more detailed mapping of the attenuation throughout differ-
ent regions will be needed to correctly account for the
frequency-dependent losses to the measured power spectrum.

This study has shown that scattering properties like the
average scatterer diameter and average acoustic concentra-
tion can readily be estimated from rf backscattered signals.
Meaningful analysis of the statistical properties between
scatterer parameters inside and outside the tumors is limited
by the spontaneous nature of the tumors. The tumors grew at
different places on each rat in an uncontrolled fashion. In
each comparison, different surrounding tissues were com-
pared with the tumor tissues. Future work will be done in
implanting solid tumor cell lines in rats and closely manag-
ing their growth. In creating a managed line of tumors in rat
subjects, a more meaningful comparison of the statistical
properties of scatterers in healthy and diseased tissues can be
made.
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